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The two dates cited above, 1675 B.C.E.-1232 B.C.E., are primarily related to the major dramas of Judaeo, Christian, and/or Islamic theosophy. Yet, these dates are much more recent than the "original belief and practice" of the Nile Valley High Culture (civilization). The revelation of this fact often causes religious zealots of Judaism to holler, "anti-Semitism," and to place the word, "Black," before the expression whenever an African American is involved. Usually, the charge of anti-Semitism has brought...
fear to the minds of Africans in Africa, and those in the so-called diaspora. But this charge does not bring fear to most of us who are labeled irresponsible Negro (Black/colored/African American, etc.). And this response always results in the paranoid charge of Black/Negro anti-Semitism from European American Jews (white/caucasoid/semitic, etc.) in the United (racist) States of America. These charges, even against African American (Black/Africoid-hamitic, etc.) Jews, compelled me to write this new foreword to We The Black Jews: Witness To The “White Jewish Race” Myth, particularly because this myth has a solitar purpose: “keeping the nigger” who refuses to be controlled “in his or her place”—as a slave.

For as long as I can recall, white Jews in America have vehemently denied the existence of any legitimate African (Black/colored/Afro, etc.) Jews, recognizing only fellow Caucasian (caucasoid/semitic) Euro-Jews from any place. Furthermore, white Jews have only conditionally accepted the Black Jews of North Africa and Southwest Asia. Thus, the so-called entry of Ethiopian/African (or Black/Falasha, etc.) Jews into Israel under the nefarious terms, “Exodus” and “Moses,” fooled no one who is familiar with the history of the white Jews in Israel and West Asia. From 1947 C.E., white Jews, officially through Israel’s Knesset (parliament), consistently denied “The Right of Return” to Black Jews (so-called “Falashas”). Of course, white Jews from anywhere, everywhere on the planet earth, particularly from the former Soviet Union, were freely admitted.

To add injury to insult, even the disgusting requirement that all Ethiopian (African/Black) Jews must be recircumcised (by European/white Jews) in order to be accepted as Jews upon entering Israel is racist. To require all adult males of the Falasha community to have their “penis pricked,” symbolically or not, was and still is Jewish racism and religious bigotry. Such racist beliefs are no different than those inflicted upon European Jews by their fellow Caucasian Europeans, Christians, Muslims (Moslem) and atheists, etc., which eventually led to Europe’s holocaust.

On the other hand, not a solitary African (Black) woman, man, or child of any religion was involved in any aspect of the genocide, holocaust and/or enslavement of Jews in Europe at any period. The opposite is true for European, Euro-English and Euro-American Jews who were committed to genocide, holocausts, and/or enslavement of countless Africans—Black Jews included. (See Joseph J. William’s Hebrewisms of West Africa.)

If “Jehovah (Ywh/God, etc.) is Truth,” then it is about time that African (Falasha/Black, etc.) Jews tell the “truth” about the racism and/or religious bigotry they (like myself) suffered from European (white/caucasoid/semitic, etc.) Jews, until the need for their physical presence as “buffer bait” was more than overbearing, thus, “Operation Exodus/Moses!”

Now that the African American (not the “responsible Negro/Afro/colored”) community is aware of the fact that there are millions of Jews who are other than white in color, and also of different facial (physical) characteristics than the so-called Caucasian, it has become extremely necessary that the history of the Jews of both ancient and contemporary times be stated in a manner that includes African and Asian Jews.

It must be noted that Judaism’s most important “reveler of God’s (Jehovah’s) truth” was, in fact, an African (or Egyptian) named “Moshe/Moses.” And most of what Moses knew about “Jehovah” was in reality what he learned from his fellow Africans of the Craft of Amun-Ra (“Mysteries System”) in Egypt, centered in the Grand Temple (Lodge) at Waset (called “Thebes”) by the Greek conquerors from ca. 332 B.C.E., and “Luxor” by the Arab conquerors, ca. 638-640 C.E. or ca. 18-20 A.H. See Second Book of Moses.

All of the sacred teachings originated within the minds of Black (African) men of the Nile (Blue/White) Valley and areas of the Great Lakes (Mwanza, Tanganyika, Malawi, etc.). The “Golden Calf” was, in fact, Goddess Het-Heru (Hator/Hater, etc.). Khnum, instead of Jehovah, was the first “creator of man and woman-God.” Amenhotep IV (or Akhen-Aten), rather than Moses, first proclaimed the “one and only true God Aten.” These and so many more of the sacred teachings which Moses learned from the priest-scribes of the Craft of Amun-Ra (“Mysteries System”) were recorded before the I Dynasty, ca. 4100 B.C.E. at Sakkara, on a great reserve of papyri. The best known of the sacred teachings is the Papyrus of Ani and Book of Coming Forth by Day and Night (or Book of the Dead), as translated into English by Sir Ernest A. Wallis
Budge from the original Mdu Ntr (Medu Netcher) in 1895 C.E./A.D.).

The main tragedy of all this is that most of us cannot deal with “truth” other than that forced upon us by our past and present physical and mental slave masters and mistresses of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, those whose God we serve.

How all of the above, and more to follow in the main text of these combined two volumes, affect the current “curriculum of exclusion” and pending “curriculum of inclusion” in terms of prayer in the schools, etc.? Will we be able to call any of these proven contradictions a lie, plagiarism, paraphrased information, stolen legacy, allegory, mythology, mere belief, pagan, heathen, devilishness, etc.? Shall we particularly discredit those in the “sacred writings” of the former slave masters from Arabia (Asia), Europe, Euro-England, and Euro-America (north, central, and south), who are still in control of our minds by virtue of their descendants, who now preach about their own “chosen people” status to a “holy land,” here or there?

Judaism, Hebraism or whatever else anyone elects to call the practice of the current theosophy in the Holy Torah or Five Books of Moses (and Old Testament of the Judaeo-Christians), must be ready to face the 21st century C.E., totally updated, minus the overthrow of Jewish racism and religious bigotry. Such practices were inherited from the racists and religious bigots who wrote their sixth century C.E. European version of the Babylonian Talmud, upon which all of the “anti-African (Black/Black/colored/Afro, etc.) propaganda” seems to be based. In other words, the so-called “curse of Ham by his father Noah” was passed down for Canaan and all of his descendants to follow for eternity. Worse yet, the sign of the curse is the color Black! And all of this was sanctioned by God Jehovah!

Thus, I, a former believing Gads and son of a so-called “Falasha” (lately “Falasha” from Gonda Province, Ethiopia (Cush/Kush) East Africa—one who must equally carry the so-called curse for my so-called negroid characteristics which allegedly make me a “Shankala” (native/Indian with Black skin, broad nose, thick lips, woolly hair, etc.) like those of Manen, the late

Emperor Haile Selassie’s Empress—now repeat this so-called “curse”:

Now, I cannot beget the fourth son whose children I would have ordered to serve you and your brothers! Therefore, it must be Canaan, your first born, whom they enslave. And since you have disabled me... doing ugly things in Blackness of night, Canaan’s children shall be born ugly and Black! Moreover, because you twisted your head around to see my nakedness, your grandchildren’s hair shall be twisted into kinks, and their eyes red; again because your lips jested at my misfortune, theirs shall swell; and because you neglected my nakedness, they shall go naked, and their male members shall be shamefully elongated! Men of this race are called Negroes, their forefather Canaan commanded them to love theft and fornication, to be banded together in hatred of their masters and never to tell the truth.

In view of the above quote, I, as a former practicing African (Ethiopian/Black or so-called “Falasha,” etc.) Jew ask: WHY HAVE WE CHANGED FROM RA AND OSIRIS TO YWH/JEHOVAH AND/OR AL-LAH?

I have answered my question by assuring you that this volume contains only historical facts about African (Ethiopian/Falasha/Black) Jews. It is definitely not an endorsement of the theosophical teachings of Judaism (Hebraism, etc.). Since Judaism is the first step from the Nile Valley Africans’ theosophical (spiritual) base of the so-called “Three Revealed Religions—Judaism, Judaeo-Christianity, and Judaeo-Christianity-Islam,” it is only rational to assume that they too must fall in line. For after all is said and done, there were and are “heaven” and “creation” concepts thousands of years before that of Judaism (God Ywh/Ywh/Jehovah), Christianity (God /Joshua Cristo /Joshua the Anointed /Jesus the Christ) and Islam/Mohammedism (God /Al’lah).
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1. "I need no certification for my own Jewishness from any Jew from Europe any more so than I needed from my fellow Beta Israel Rabbits or Friests in Ethiopia, East Africa." See the document about Rabbi Wembworth-Matthew I have presented on p. xxxvi in this Volume. I placed it here solely for effect, as directly following in the Chapter on "The Fallacy Of A White Jew" that is more Kosher/Pure than all other colors of Jews there are.
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VOLUME TWO ILLUSTRATIONS:}

Symbols of the Tribes of Judaism, and U.S.A.-Africa relationship...293
The Black Jews Of Harlem: Rabbi Matthew and assistants...295
White Jews in the Commandment Keepers Congregation of Harlem...299
Boys in the Commandment Keepers Congregation...299
Rabbi Matthew carrying Holy [Sacred] Torah...301
Rabbi Matthew assisted by elders and other rabbis...303
Visiting rabbinical student Alvin Block addresses Harlem congregation...303
Rabbi Matthew sounding the Shofar...306
Harlem Hebrews, led by Rabbi Matthew, perform Tashlich...308
Rabbi Westworth Matthews before Ark and Sacred Torahs...310
African Israelites immigrate to Liberia, West Africa...311
African-American Israelites immigrate in Liberia, West Africa...311
African-American Israelite immigrants in Liberia, West Africa...313
SPECIAL CREDITS FOR ILLUSTRATIONS:

Very special citations must be extended for the adoption [with amendments and/or alterations] and use of all illustrations... [pictures, graphs, maps, documents, etc.] not made by or originally belonging to your authority - which are not footnoted in the text. The books, periodicals, magazines, and other documents they were extracted from are listed in the BIBLIOGRAPHIES at the rear of this Volume. I shall only mention the author and title of each here. Thus, maps on page 42 from B. L. Hess' "Ethiopia: The Modernization of Autocracy": Ethiopian syllabaries on pages 59 and 60 from D. Buxton's "The Abyssinians": monolithic rock-hewn churches on pages 59 and 78 from S. Pankhurst's "Ethiopia"; map on page 75 from D. Buxton's "The Abyssinians"; sites and ruins on pages 78-81 from S. Pankhurst's "Ethiopia"; market scenes on page 133 from J. Doreste's "Ethiopia"; Yemenite and Cochin Jews pictures on page 176 from S. Dextir's "Jewish Current Events"; two top pictures on pages 203 and 205 D. Buxton's "The Abyssinians" religious scenes on page 211 from D. Buxton's "The Abyssinians"; maps on pages 245, 246 and 247 from J. D. Page's "An Atlas of African History" maps on pages 250 and 255 from A. Boyd and P. van Rensburg's "An Atlas of African Affairs" picture on page 285 from the cover of H. M. Brotz' "The Black Jews of Harlem": original candid shots of Ethiopians in Ethiopia on pages xvi and 305 by a former student - Robert Johnson, Jr. - at Cornell University's "African Studies and Research Center." Jhima, New York, during a field trip in Ethiopia in 1972 C.E. on a graduate fellowship; the younger's picture on page 405 - nine month old "Kanamu" [the son of Mr. and Mrs. Abdikhan of Detroit, Michigan] was graciously given to me by his parents, who are themselves teachers in the field of general education and the arts. "Kanamu," presently, is eight years and months old.

Any oversight in not listing a particular ILLUSTRATION will be properly credited upon oral or written communication. Pictures, graphs, documents of other types, etc., which I have shown in my previous publications are repeated herein only if they are of major importance to the subject, and to document what may have otherwise been labeled "...controversial issue..."

The extensive visual documentation is due to the so-called "CONTROVERSIAL NATURE" of the entire content of the subject title of this volume - WE THE BLACK JEWS! - for it is a common fact that the subject content will [as it has always in the past] ignite all sorts of denial that there is such an animal as a "BLACK JEW." Thus resorting to the age-old adage that "ONE PICTURE IS WORTH A MILLION WORDS," I am certain that this too will not be sufficient to convince those who have ... ALREADY MADE UP THEIR MINDS, AND DO NOT NEED TO BE CONVINCED BY THE FACTS,... they are seeing in front of their eyes. The dozens of ILLUSTRATIONS I have used in this volume are primarily for such readers who must be shown visual documentary proof along with chronological data and historical references, all of which they might equally choose to ignore.
DEDICATION

This aspect of the history and heritage of the *Black Jews* is dedicated to all oppressed African People whose religion differs from those who control the power of life and death over most of us. Out of this it is hoped that a better understanding between African People will prevail in spite of our religious differences. Remember: Religion Is Nothing More, or Less, Than A Belief. And That Any One Of Them Is As Godly As Another.

Yosef A. A. ben-Judahhman
6083 N.Y., 5744 H.C.,
1983 C.E., 1361 A.H.

AUTHOR'S SPECIAL NOTE:

This two volumes project represents an undertaking that began originally as a pamphlet sometime in 1935 C.E./A.D. in a colony of the United States of America - known as the U.S. Virgin Islands, particularly the largest one - ST. CROIX, and another one presently called the 'COMMONWEALTH OF PUERTO RICO'—where it was finally completed and published as NOSOTROS SIBEROS NEGROE [in English: WE THE BLACK JEWS]. The first translation from the original Spanish into English was in 1950 C.E./A.D.

After the original publication of no more than FIVE-HUNDRED mimeograph copies, it took over TWENTY YEARS [1938 - 1971/1972 C.E.] to dispose with all of them. To be exact, the thousands of brothers and sisters who read my BLACK MAN OF THE NILE and AFRICAN ORIGIN OF THE MAJOR "WESTERN RELIGIONS" in 1959 and/or 1970 C.E./A.D. respectively began demanding that I republish NOSOTROS SIBEROS NEGROE in the English language. I resisted very strongly, solely because it meant taking time away from other very urgent projects on NILE VALLEY HIGH-CULTURES of which I had given myself deadlines to complete. It also meant a translating feat from Spanish to English, but most of all - to mentally return to "RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLES" which I would have preferred to remain dormant as they were in my mind. There were many frustrations to overcome in republishing NOSOTROS SIBEROS NEGROE in any language.

Another aspect of greatest concern was the editing of certain personal information about people who are now deceased. To reveal certain deeds about them at this late date would not have been in good faith on my part. But most of all, there were certain facts that involved my own parents’ "RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY" that came from their inheritance from their "JUDAEO EXPERIENCES" which I had to reexamine and conclude if they were worth including in this New and Enlarged Edition. TIME and CHANGE dictated differently.

I finally succumbed and began retranslating the 1950 C.E./A.D. original ENGLISH TRANSLATION of this project to the point where the manuscript was completed in 1974 C.E., on schedule. There were in fact TWO VOLUMES instead of the original ONE in 1950 C.E., as I had included for the very first time a separate VOLUME on the "African [Black] HEBREW ISRAELITES [Jews]" of the Caribbean Islands, South, Central and North America - particularly the extensively wide range of divisions in the United States of America. This later VOLUME caused some problems to arise in my mind, many of which is still not clear - thus I have not dealt with them in certain instances, and only partially in others. I have only touched on this area believing that the "AFRICAN/BLACK ISRAELITES" must do their own writings on their own origin, development, connection, etc. with the world-wide "BETA ISRAEL/FAALASHAS," and also their own attitude towards "WHITE/SEMITIC/CAUCASIAN" European and European-American "JEWS"
everywhere - including the “STATE OF ISRAEL” or “PALESTINE,” etc. I am a strong believer that the best person to present a people’s HERITAGE, CULTURE, HISTORY, STRUGGLE, etc., with all “AUTHORITY,” must be their own respected sons and daughters. 1

The second VOLUME of this project is nevertheless a study and conclusion of my views as I experienced the locally developed “HEBREW-ISRAELITE MOVEMENT.” However let me say without hesitation that:

NO ONE HAS ANY MONOPOLY ON HOW JUDAISM/HEBREWISM IS TO BE PRACTICED OTHER THAN FOR HIS OR HER OWN SELF AND/OR THOSE WHO ARE WILLING TO FOLLOW SUPLY YHWH COMMISSIONED NONE TODAY.

This equally holds true for the “HEBREW-ISRAELITE COMMUNITY” in the State of Israel and/or Palestine today. Who is protesting the racism and religious bigotry against them in Israel today? 2

Quite a lot of revisions to the 1936, 1950 and 1974 C.E./A.D. completed manuscript had to be made in 1982 and 1983 C.E./A.D. All of them were due to deaths, turnovers of political figures, outdated information, and other matters, etc. dealt with in this project. But most of all, I had to remove PEOPLE’S NAMES, those who were quite uncomfortable with the possibility of being labeled “ANTI-SEMITE” because certain facts herein will not set well with a number of European and European-American [WHITE/SEMITIC/CAUCASIAN] Jews, especially those who adhere to a religiously bizetized form of “ZIONISM” and “RACISM” in terms of their WHITE-SEMITIC JEWISH RACE myth. I could not exclude any one of these two issues from this project. Neither could I water-down their effectiveness. Nor could I fail to say that “ISRAELI” and/or the native “ISRAEL” were/were “WRONG” or “RIGHT” whenever, or wherever, I found either to be the case. This holds true for any group of "JEWS" anywhere.

Your author only hope that this project, VOLUME Land II, will bring about definite clarification on the issue of the so-called “LOST TRIBE OF JEWS OF ETHIOPIA” or so-called “PARRISH OF ETHIOPIA,” etc. Your COMMENTS AND QUESTIONS are solicited. Write the publishers of this project in order to reach me - Yosef A. ben-Jochanan, 1381 A.H., 1983 C.E./A.D., 9744 H.C., or 6683 N.Y. 3

MAN’S MIND (“CIVILIZATION/GOD,” etc.)?:

Amen, [ Ra = ]

In a vignette from the Papyrus of Nebket, shown on the following page, the deceased NEKHIT and his WIFE are in a praying position as they stand between the lake and residence in the garden while giving praise to God of Resurrection ASAR [ Osiris ], Goddess MAAT.

1. I have refused to assist in writing the history of many Israelite groups for this reason.
2. A.H. or After the Hegira; C.E. or Common [Christian] Era; H.C. or Hebrew Calendar; and N.Y. or Nile Year. Note that A.D. is the same Calendar schedule as C.E.
3. A military scribe of Pharaonic Egypt about ca. 1450 B.C.E. [Presently in the British Museum].

NEKHIT AND HIS WIFE HONOURED GOD ASAR/OSIRIS

RA, symbols of whom appear on the following page, ”...created himself God above all other Gods...” (including [ Osiris ]/ [ SETI ] - God of the Primordial Waters we see lifting the Atet Boat of the Sun unto HEAVEN as the SOLAR DISK is rolled into the sky by God KHEPRI [ ] Goddess ISIS [ Asf, ] and Her sister NEPHTYS [ Nebhet, ]; on either side of the Atet Boat, watch THE CREATION/TWAT and beyond. THE TWAT/KINGDOM OF GOD OSIRIS is shown surrounded by God OSIRIS’ body. We also see in the Atet Boat God of the Earth GEB, God of Scribes THOTH - also known as “A,” God HET, God HU, and God SA or SAA.

Beyond Heaven God RA, the offspring of God TEMU - who before God RA "...came from the Primordial Waters MENU/NU..." and is the "...Father of the Gods..." the same as God YW/UTEH/WHY of the Hebrews or Jews is to God JESUS - the Christ/Anointed - of the Christians... heard His Father say:

"I CAME INTO EXISTENCE [begot] FROM MENU, 51

The "HEAVEN" or "ABYDOS" [ ] where the Temple of Pharaoh SETI I still stands in its dedication to God OSIRIS, and "HELL" or "AMENTA" [ ]; are the most ancient and contemporary AFRICANS of the banks of the GREAT LAKES of East Africa/Alkebu-Lan and the NILE [Blue and White] VALLEY - from ZAMBIA (formerly the Capital of Monomotapa) at the south of the Equatorial Line all the way north to EGYPT [formerly Ta-Merry, Kump, etc.] They are the forerunners of JEWISH, CHRISTIAN and MOSLEM/MUSLIM allegories. Thus like the 1. From the "Book Of The Coming Forth By Day And Night" as translated by your author.

2. One of the oldest nations of the East Coast of Alkebu-Lan/Africa” that existed up to and beyond the arrival of the very first Europeans called "explorers" with Bartolome Dias in ca. 1486 C.E./A.D. which has been clearly outlined in my Black Man Of The Nile And His Family, 1991 Edition, pp. 85 - 106, etc.
The ancient Egyptians code of morals, as may be seen from chap. CANC., was the grandest and most comprehensive of those now known to have existed amongst any nation.

The "Reunion," no doubt, was drawn up by the priests of Os or Heka-pado (Moses was one of them), and it contains the views held by the priests of the colleges of that very ancient city.

All of the above comments with respect to the Gods and Godesses, also the comment on Thoth, were extricated from Dr. Albert Cheetham's book, SIGNS AND SYMBOLS OF PRIMORDIAL MAN, pp. 435, 629 and 431. One should not forget to examine the Sabaeo-Christian-Islamic "Holy Books" for another look at their origin in the above.

For we have seen that AMEN is still carried in there, the God of the Egyptians of Egypt which the Jews and Christians claimed to be: "SO BE IT." But, AMEN - RA was the God that Moses knew before YAWEH or JEHOVAH. AMEN - RA preceded all of the so-called "Western religions" - Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. Before the creation of Adam and Eve, THE GARDEN OF EDEN, even before JEHOWAH and the TRINITY, all of this can be found in The Book Of THE COMING FORBTH BY DAY.

THE CREATION

Hebrew "SHEOL" and Greek "HADES" or "GEHENNA," Certainly not like the monstrous "H E L L" in The Authorized King James Standard Version of the New Testament's BOOK OF JAMES, Chapter III, Verse 6, etc. The "H E L L FIRE" and "BOTTOMLESS PIT" allegories of the Christians and Moslems/Muslims are from the distorted and perverted minds of little men and women who would like to have everyone, like themselves, live in constant mental pain and fear of their own Deity/God JESUS and/or AL/LAH they have presented to the entire world as the all-time torturer.

The monster APEP (的过程, or Apophis),¹ who allegedly tries to stop God RA from rising by causing THUNDER, STORMS, HURRICANES, LIGHTENING, etc., became God SATAN.

¹ See the "Book Of Overthrowing Apep" in the writings of the ancient Africans of the Nile Valley: Egyptians, Nubians, Meroëites, Ethiopians, Punnites, etc. Is it not religious bigotry that made Christian and Moslem missionaries suppress the above "Creation Story."
or LUCIFER of the Christian Religion as He is in al-islam. This is the same "EVIL" or "BAD-GOD" shown equally "overthrown" in the BOOK OF KNOWING HOW TO LOVE RA AND OVER-THROW APEP, the basis of the story adopted for the "OVERTHROW" of the "EVIL/BAD" God SATAN/LUCIFER when God YWH/JEBHOVAH banished Him. This is the same SATAN/LUCIFER implied equally in European and European-American style "LILY WHITE/SEMITIC/CAUCASIAN JUDAISM," etc.

Note that God NEBERTCHER [🌐🌐וטו, "Lord to the limit"] is the "GOD ABOVE ALL OTHER GODS" who said the following before HE was imitated by God JEBHOVAH, JESUS "the Christ" and/or AL'LAH, etc.

There was no heaven, no earth, no serpents or reptiles; all of these I produced out of the primeval mass of water of Nun. I spoke a word that controlled my mind, thus set the foundations that became the basis of all that I created from that time forward. I was with myself - neither Shu or Tefnut did I create yet, I, alone, set the basis in my mind the creation of all other things that they later made, also of which they caused to be materialized through birth. I, with my own shadow [םי, הַנֶּפֶשּׁ], produced my offspring God Shu [Light, heat and atmosphere] and Goddess Tefnut [moisture and humidity]. From one God I became three Gods.

There will be no worthwhile purpose to continue quoting from the sayings of God NEBERTCHER here, as the main point of concern is to show that the ancient Africans along the Nile [Blue and White] River Valley - from PUANT to TA-MERRY - created and developed the concept of the very first...

"ONE, AND ONLY, TRUE GOD... I AM,..." etc., etc., etc., ad infinitum, thousands of years before the thought of "monotheism" was adopted and passed on to their fellow Africans of Egypt/Ta-Merry and other Nile Valley and Great Lakes region; even further south: Punt to beyond Zimbabwe at the end of Monomotapa. At this juncture we have to remember that the African GODS and GODDESSES I have thus far mentioned existed within the literature of African People for thousands of years before the birth of the very first Hebrew or Israelite/Jew named AYRM/ABRAHAM [םי, הַנֶּפֶשּׁ] in ca. 1775 B.C.E. or 1936 H.C., when said Africans were already in their XXIIIth Dynamic Period, much less before the birth of MOSHE/MOSES [an African claimed by the Hebrews/Israelites or Jews] in ca. 1546 B.C.E. or 3333 H.C. - this the same period of the Africans XVIIIth Dynamic Period. More so, it was

1. Also written "Khabit." Hieroglyphic words are written phonetically, thus many variations.
2. As translated from Hieroglyph to English by your author.
3. See p. xx of Volume 1 of this project.
4. The ancient Capitol of the nation of Monomotapa Europeans met in southern Africa? Alkebu-lan, xviii

before the publication of the first Hebrew/Israelite HOLY TORAH, which is euphemistically renamed "FIVE BOOKS OF MOSSES" and "OLD TESTAMENT" by Christians, yet it was only written in ca. 769 B.C.E. or 3051 H.C. by scribes at the Sahabrin that completed it in ca. 500 B.C.E. or 3361 H.C. at which time the Africans of the entire Nile Valley were already in their XXVIIth Dynamic Period. AFRICANS, otherwise known as "ETHIOPIANS," were ruling from as far south as PUNTI/PUNT all the way down north to TA-MERRY/EGYPT shown on the Nile Valley and Great Lakes region map on page xliii following. Remember that the "WORLD" of the Hebrew Scriber minds was nothing more than what appears next.

In this context, let us not forget that these "SCRIBE" were the same ones who also invented the "ROUTE OF THE EXODUS" we see on the following page and described in the so-called SECOND BOOK OF MOSSES/EXODUS in the Holy Torah or "Old Testament."
I beg to end this prefatory note with the following from the "LAST JUDGMENT" concept Hebrews, Israelites or Jews, Christians and Muslims or Muslims have copied and distorted from the PAPYRUS OF KHATI (ca. 1256 B.C.E., 22th Dynasty), which deals with KHATI telling his son the following:

Understand that the Thothchew (𓊧𓏾𓏽𓏾𓏽𓏾𓋃), who will exact Judgment on all evil doers, and will not show any forgiveness in judging the wrong doers, at the time when they are doing their assigned task. It is awful for the man who knows his wrongful dealings to be charged with them. Be sure in your mind that the length of time past will not cause you to be forgiven, or in their consideration and entire lifetime is equal only to about one single hour. They wait upon the death of a man before they start his trial, his life's history is then presented before him. In the Nether/Next

This is the teaching, up to this very day, of and by Africans who still follow "...the Most Holy/Sacred Words of the One And Only True God Ra..." and/or whatever other "ONE" be or she selects to follow spiritually and/or religiously in the Mysteries System with its underground Headquarters still in Ta-Merry/Egypt in spite of the Muslim Government attempts to destroy it.

1. The top frieze shows the praying to the Gods with respect to Sekhet-hotep padding his boat; the center frieze showing the deceased planting and harvesting while adoring the God of the Nile Valley; and the bottom frieze shows the boats of the mysteries of God Ra moving themselves.

2. See my "The Black Man's Religion: Extracts And Comments From The Holy Black Bible," etc.
In the scene above we see the mummy of God Osiris Khenti Anpet, the Great God and Lord of Abydos, stretched-out on his deathbed while His Spirit-Soul in the image of a Hawk tarry over Him. Isis or Nefertum (his wife) in the form of a serpent; and God Thoth, or Tehuti, in the form of a serpent, reciting special prayers to cause God Osiris' [Asar, 𓊃], or [𓊃] resurrection from the dead and freedom of His Heart-Soul. Goddess Isis and her sister Nephthys [Nebhet, 𓊃𓊃] are equally shown as Hawks at both ends of the death-sofa.

The previous pages are presented to my reading audience in order that you will realize neither BLACK AFRICAN or WHITE EUROPEAN HEBREWS/JEWS have any justification in using the racist and bigoted religious term "THE CHOSEN PEOPLE OF GOD." For are we to believe that all of the "ONE AND ONLY TRUE GOD" that proceeded the birth of Judaism, Christianity and Islam by thousands of years did not consider everyone "CREATED" or "MADE" before the birth of the first HEBREW, CHRISTIAN, and/or MOSLEM," even "ADAM" and "EVE" in the allegorical folklore of the book of GENESIS [or First Book Of Moses, Chapter I, Verses 1 - 5 and GENESIS, Chapter II, Verses 1 - 10 below, as equally "CHOSEN," etc.? 

1. Although the primary reason for this project is the origin, etc, of the so-called "Falasha" and other related matters, we cannot overlook the fact that here is more evidence of the so-called "...Immaculate Conception" of Mary and "Virgin Birth" of Jesus the Christ of the New Testament.
Ancient Papyrus a Riddle No More

By CHARLES AUSTIN

A Yeshiva University professor has cracked a 2,000-year-old linguistic puzzle and discovered portions of Jewish psalms addressed to Egyptian gods in a profoundly uncontrollable Egyptian manuscript.

The scholar, Dr. Richard C. Hexter of the University's Bernard Revel Graduate School, said the discovery might provide the earliest concrete evidence that the psalms were used for worship outside of Jerusalem, as well as a rare and early example of an ancient religion borrowing another's rituals.

Dr. Hexter, a linguist, also said the translation would be of immense importance to all who believe in the literal truth that the Egyptians of the ancient text knew Yehow, the God of Abraham, a Semitic language with some words possibly taken from Hebrew that was the lingua franca of the ancient Near East for centuries, was spoken.

He and Dr. Charles J. Niles, professor emeritus at the University of Chicago's Oriental Institute, will report on their analysis of the so-called "mystery psalms" in a forthcoming issue of the Journal of the American Oriental Society.

Discovered in 18th Century

The manuscript, 22 lines of text believed to date from the second to third century B.C., was discovered sometime in the 18th century in Thebes, Egypt. It is now housed at the Pierpont Morgan Library, Madison Avenue and 36th Street.

The papyrus, which is written in a simplified version of Egyptian script known as cursive, has long been a linguistic mystery because, even scholars familiar with the Egyptian script did not recognize it as being used to transcribe the text.

The translation to this ancient papyrus began in the summer of 1982, when Dr. Hexter, who was working on another linguistic problem in an ancient language, was shown photographs of the mysterious papyrus by Dr. Niles.

After studying the manuscript, Dr. Hexter concluded that the papyrus's script had not been Aramaic and thus had written the manuscript phonetically and perhaps from dictation, without knowing the meaning of what he had transcribed.

The resulting errors in transcription and punctuation make the text "pure gibberish," said Dr. Hexter, even to scholars of Aramaic.

Related Words From Front Page

In the process, he identified words commonly found in Jewish psalms. He also worked on other portions of the manuscript.

"Several phrases I translated reminded me of the language of the Jewish Haggadah," he said, "but it wasn't until I read the rest of the text for an entire summer that it dawned on me that the portion of the Jewish Torah that resembled the prayer was Psalms 34." It had a nearly exact parallel to a part of the psalm that reads: "He who answers prayer, you in time of trouble. May the name of the God of Israel keep you out of harm's reach."

Another verse of the psalm, which also has a nearly exact parallel in the papyrus, reads: "You who grant your heart's desire, and may He fulfill your every plea." In the Aramaic manuscript, however, the name of the Egyptian Iskedar was inserted into the text. There are other mentions of Egyptian deities as well, the professor added.

"We can't be sure who organized the psalm text," Dr. Hexter said. "It could be that Egyptian worshipers simply appropriated a prayer used by the Jewish community in Egypt. Or perhaps they were Jews who blended their religion with that of their neighbors, might have altered..."

Who proved that this was used by indigenous Egyptians of the Worship of any Egyptian God? Couldn't it be a long a Jew rather than an Egyptian of the same period?"
Ancient Mystery Is Solved

Confined From Page 51

The prayers by assigning the name of the unknown god for the first time in the world, according to tradition, was by the prophet Habakkuk. Although various ancient religious practices were common in ancient Egypt, much of the evidence of supernatural beings has been lost or misinterpreted by later manuscripts.

Dr. Richard Steiner, an associate professor at the Berach Betel University, considered by his school "...one of the leading Semitic language scholars and phonologists in the world..." has also published a book entitled "The Aramaic Texts from Qumran," which received their first insight into theology and philosophy from the ancient "Mysteries System," at the Grand Lodge of Wal's [later "Thebes"] by the Greeks, and "Luxor" by the current Arab invaders-colonialists. I am sure Yeshiva University will equally aid him; therefore...

The Comparative Works

1. **ISRAEL (Arab-Israel)**
   - **PROVERBS XIII. 3-16.**
   - The teachings of King Solomon of Israel.
   - *See Y. Ben-Jochanan's "Black Man Of The Nile And His Family," New York, 1931 Rev. Ed.

2. **EGYPT (Short-Archaic)**
   - **THE TEACHINGS OF ANON. IN EGYPT**
   - Ancient Egyptian lore.
   - *See the article on "Pharaohs of Egypt.*

3. **SHOW-THOROUGH**
   - Give thanks out, and when you say, And show them the right way.
   - It is good for thee to place them in the tomb, Let them rest in the valley of the valley.
   - That they may see as a god a god a god.

4. **SHOW-STUDY**
   - Consider these things, They delight, they dwell.
   - Knowledge how to answer thee that shall speak.
   - And to be sorry but a moment to see that and him.

The above comparisons are but a choice few of the selected axioms of the entire so-called "Proverbs of King Solomon" of Israel, which have been establisht for cross reference. However, the entire PRAEAG (Proverbs of Solomon), and all the HOLY TORA generally, are full of direct corsets of word written WORD FOR WORD as their Aramaic (Egyptian, Nebela, Ethiopian, Macarri, etc.) sayings and teachings.

This should not be surprising to anyone, since Moses and most of the earlier Hebrews [Hebrews or Israels later on] are GENOSES and EXODUS all Africans. They were all born in Ta-Merka, Ethiopia [Paelshadi], and Ta-Nakata [Nakata]. Even the theory of "MONSTERN," as the belief of "ONE GOD" above all others, was taught in Ta-Nakata [Nakata], Ta-Merka [Merka], and Egypt [Egypt] before the birth of Moses by the Pharaoh Akhtoun [Amen-em-en-em], c. 1790-1330 B.C. E. Moses did not live until the reign of Pharaoh Ramses I, c. 1340-1300 B.C.E. or Seti I, 1308-1288 B.C.E. For it was during the reign of Pharaoh Ramses II, c. 1290-1240 B.C.E., at which time Moses was allegedly more than "NINETY [90] YEARS OLD," that it is said he sent his so-called "Ten Commandments" from the Harri God "Amen-em-en-em," ON EARTH.

These liberal translations are extracted from very much older versions and less complex conservative texts than the presently revised versions of the Hebraic Holy Torah (Christian Old Testament). Professor W.G.E. Daubey had been given the greatest amount of credit by leading scholars in this field, with respect to his first-hand research and revelations on this particular text in literature, which examined other ancient historians and theologians to equally observe and examine the mythology of certain alleged "HEBREW ORIGINS." Besides the works of Professor Daubey, the following specialized bibliography on the "COMPARATIVE WORKS" [Samson and Amen-em-en-em] should be of particular benefit to the researcher and student who desire to delve deeper into this area of biblical history and mythology.

Griffith, The World's Best Literature, 1937
Eckard, Die Litteratur der Agypten, 1937
["Hebrew", Y. AFRICAN ORIENT OF THE MAJOR WESTERN RELIGIONS, 1971]
Hook, S.H. [ed.], MYTH AND RITUAL, 1939
Blackman's English Translation of the Litteratur des Agypten, 1939
Cook, S.A., The Religion of Ancient Palestine in the Light of Archaeology, 1939
Baruch, Die Canaan and die Gesunden, 1939
Cowley, JEWISH DOCUMENTS OF THE TIME OF JESUS, 1940
"AMERICAN ISM OF THE FIFTH FINE B.C.S., 1939
Pute, EGYPT AND THE OLD TESTAMENT, 1939
Osterley and Robinson, A SHORT HISTORY OF ISRAEL, 1934

1. There are thousand more Dr. Steiner could have read to change his conclusion if he wanted.
The current trend of making everything of ancient African origin either done by the ancient Hebrews/Jeves, Greeks, Romans, and even "men from outer space," is mad. But can we take this aspect of so-called "ACADEMIC RESEARCH" and "WESTERN SCHOLARSHIP" as we have too often done in the past? Are we to follow the same line of distorting our own African/Black HISTORY and HERITAGE while keeping in step with our European and European-American so-called "AUTHORITY ON AFRICA" and "AFRICAN PEOPLE"? We must begin our rejection by first ignoring those who continue to call us "BLACK AFRICANS, PYGMYMES, BANTUS, FOREST PEOPLE, SAVANNAH PEOPLE, AFRICANS SOUTH OF THE SAHARA, HAMITES, NILETS, THE NATIVES," and all of the other derogatory nomenclatures we have so far allowed others to call us. This we must equally do in the United States of America with those who insist on calling us "NEGROES, COLOREDS, INNER-CITY PEOPLE, Ghettoites, UNDERDEVELOPED, CULTURALLY DEPRIVED, UNDERPRIVILEGED," etc., etc., etc., ad infinitum. In order to do this we must first avoid ourselves being in the position of those of us in the 1933 C.E./A.D. Chicago Illinois MOTORITY ELECTIONS when the loser warned the "RESPONSIBLE NEGROES" about being cut off from further FINANCIAL AID TO THE NEGROES. In other words, we will have to pay for what we get, remembering at all times to be...

"AWARE OF" WHO IS "BEARING GIFTS;"

... and for what purpose.

The game of the "LIBERAL WHITE JEVS," no less so than the "LIBERAL WHITE CHRISTIANS," of all, must be cited for just what it really is. We must remember that the so-called "WHITE/SEMITE" and/or "WHITE JEW" in the United States of America is equally the same in culture, race and belief as the WHITE CHRISTIAN, MOSLEM, BUDDHIST, ATHEIST, CAPITALIST, COMMUNIST, SOCIALIST, etc. when the issue boils down to "BLACK vs. WHITE" any time, any place and any reason. We, the so-called "BLACK JEWS" especially, must constantly be aware that our struggle everywhere is that of being "AFRICAN/BLACK" first, and probably "RELIGIOUS" next. There is no exception, as even in the European and European-American [WHITE/CAUCASIAN/SEMITIC, etc.] dominated STATE OF ISRAEL or "PALESTINE" we are no better off than our fellow AFRICAN/BLACK PEOPLE in any other European and European-American stronghold. If in fact you cannot visualize this now, you must by the end of this two volumes project dealing with WE THE BLACK JEWS: WITNESS TO THE "WHITE JEWISH RACE" MYTH.

RELATION:

"Religion Is The Deification Of Culture,"

The above conclusion has been mine ever since I recognized that in each religion's major teachings I ever examined, the SCRIBES, THEOSOPHERS, PHILOSOPHERS, PROPHETS and PROPHETSES, SAINTS, GODS and GODDESSSES, even FIRST TWO PEOPLE, of all, were and are of the local culture or civilization of the religion involved. Thus it is that God PTAH is or was an Egyptian; God YWH/JEHOVAH is an Israelite; God JESUS [the ancient] is a Nazarene; and God AL'Lah is an Arabian, etc., ad infinitum. I found that this observation is the KEY to the enslavement of too many of us African minds as we become entrapped with the various forms of our conquerors' religions. The worst of these experiences being the PROSTETLING RELIGIONS -- thus Judeo-Christianity and Judas-Christan-Islam. The base of these two being Talmudic Judaism, which cooped the theological and philosophical works of the Nile Valley Africans, from the first Hablu or Hebrew AVRUM/ABRAHAM to the contemporary followers of him even in the modern state called "ISRAEL" and/or "PALESTINE" today, "ISRAEL" by European and European-American Jews; and "PALESTINE" by Asian and Asian-American Moslems, joined by others sympathetic to the cause of the "PALESTINIANS" fighting against the State of Israel. For the Africans it is still the ancient name - CANAAN" of the "CANANITES/AFRICANS" that were exterminated to the very last one in one of the earliest acts of GENOCIDE in man's history. Yes, here was the very first recorded "HOLOCAUST" in so-called religious history. And I am told that the so-called "CANANITES" were the "BLACK DESCENDANTS" of the so-called "CURSE" that came upon us as a direct result of "NOAH'S" act against his youngest son - HAM. I am sure you have already dealt with this allegorical story in your own "BIBLE," and as researched by Robert Graves and Raphael Patai in their most profound work - HEBREW MYTHS: THE STORY OF GENESIS -- I am citing throughout these two volumes as on page 2.

The plagiarisms by the HEBREW SCRIBES started with the CONVERSION OF AVRUM TO ABRAHAM in his own WORSHIP OF GODDESS HATHOR (Hether, the so-called "GOLDEN CAME" - in 1775 or 1655 B.C.E., and finally his "CIRCUMCISION" about the same time - an ancient African custom that began thousands of years before the southern waters of Africa's GREAT LAKES on the Equatorial Line and below. On the following page we see an African of Egypt being "CIRCUMCISED" about ca. 2500 B.C.E. -- 750 years before Abraham's birth in Chaldean. This was common

xxviii
throughout all of the High-Cultures of the Nile Valley and Great Lakes region, as even in the TWA and HUTU High-Cultures there are still numerous "CIRCUMCISION AND FERTILITY RITES AND RITUALS" shown in rock drawings that date back to centuries before Egypt's First Dynasty with Pharaoh Narmer or Ahm in ca. 3100 B.C.E. I am using the creator of the "Dynastic System" chronological dating procedures - High Priest MANETHU of SBYRANOS - because he differed with no one, as all others followed his DYNASTIC THEORIES before they decided to create their own in contradiction to him - as we see on pages xxi - xxiii following.

The chronological data for the first existence of God JEHOVAH started 80 years after the birth of Abraham in ca. 1775 B.C.E., of God JESU [the Christ or Anointed] with PANTASUS and BOEATUS in ca. 1593 years ago, and God AL/LAH with Mohamet IHA-Abubliah in ca. 18 A.H. / 622 C.E. or 1,361 years ago. Yet about 2,325 years before Abraham, 4,000 years before Pantasus and Boeatus, and 4,722 years before Mohamet IHA-Abubliah, Africans along the Nile Valley and Great Lakes region were already worshiping God PTAH and Goddess BATUR. More than this, these Africans had already reduced much of their THEOSOPHICAL and PHILOSOPHICAL concepts and practices into published literature such as we find in their BOOK OF THE COMING FORTH BY DAY AND NIGHT, PAPYRUS OF HUNEFER, PYRAMID TEXT, COFFIN TEXT, etc. ad infinitum.

I wonder if we should even relate to the Egyptians in terms of Abraham/Avram and Sarah or Sara's [Hashemite/Ary] and sojourn in Egypt [ca. 1575 - 7 B.C.E., Genesis viii : 10], as the indigenous Africans/Egyptians were not ruling the Delta Region they settled before this period [XIIIth Dynasty, ca. 1575 B.C.E.] when they arrived in Egypt. The rulers of the Nile Valley were in this time Asians called "HYKSOS" or "SHEPHERD KINGS" of Bedaina. The following chart on page xxxii gives the time in chronological order of the so-called "First Intermediate Period" - all of which refer to the origin established by High Priest MANETHU of SBYRANOS, Egypt.

The sneaky attempt by most Judaos, Judaos-Christian and Judaos-Christian-Islamic writers to make their readers believe that "... THE EGYPTIAN PHARAOH ENSLAVED THE ISRAELITES/JEWS, ..." when in fact the Egyptians/Africans were themselves at that period ENSLAVED at the hands of the earliest HABIB/HEBREW [mismomered "Jews"] and their fellow Asians from around the nation of CHALDIA [today's "Iraq"] - the HYKSOS, compelled this reassessment of my own relationship to JUDAISM or HEBREWISM and/or PAN-AFRICANISM. I had to ask myself the major ques-

1. Symbolized by a "golden calf" or a "woman with the sun disc on her head between the Crown of the North and South," and a "woman with cow's ears," etc. The ancient Hebrews refused to pay the honor of addressing her "Goddess HEBREW" in their so-called "Sacred Scriptures."

2. Presently renamed "Egyptian Book Of The Dead and Papyrus Of Ani" as translated by E.A.W. Budge in 1935 C.E. / A.D.

3. Ibid. There are special works dedicated solely to this text in English translations.

4. Ibid.
**DATES OF EGYPTIAN DYNASTIES BY EUROPEAN AUTHORITY IN EGYPTOLOGY** compared to Manetho’s original works

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Name of Dynasty</th>
<th>Hieroglyphic</th>
<th>Greek</th>
<th>Ptolemaic</th>
<th>(280 B.C.) Dynasty</th>
<th>Ptolemaic</th>
<th>(267 B.C.) Dynasty</th>
<th>Ptolemaic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>First Book</td>
<td>3,846*</td>
<td>3,922*</td>
<td>4,240*</td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>86, 233Y</td>
<td>5,632*</td>
<td>5,632*</td>
<td>4,400*</td>
<td>4,465</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>5K, 244V</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>96, 244Y</td>
<td>4,630*</td>
<td>4,630*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>6K, 203Y</td>
<td>4,203*</td>
<td>4,203*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VI</td>
<td>7K, 01, 70D</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VII</td>
<td>17K, 34G</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIII</td>
<td>19K, 403Y</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IX</td>
<td>11K, 403Y</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X</td>
<td>11K, 100Y</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XI</td>
<td>19K, 2930, 70D</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XII</td>
<td>7K, 4, 157</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIII</td>
<td>4K, 174Y</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIV</td>
<td>6K, 187Y</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XV</td>
<td>8K, 174Y</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVI</td>
<td>16K, 267Y</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVII</td>
<td>24K, 2930Y</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVIII</td>
<td>32K, 157Y</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XIX</td>
<td>4K, 157Y</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150*</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td>3,150</td>
<td></td>
<td>5,004*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE FIRST FOREIGNERS AND COLONIZERS IN EGYPT**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynasty</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date B.C.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Middle Kingdom</td>
<td>The first Xth Dynasty</td>
<td>2050-1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Kingdom</td>
<td>Birth of Abraham, Yeh, Adam and Eve, Abram in Egypt</td>
<td>2150-2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyksos Era</td>
<td>Hyksos invaded from Asia in Africa</td>
<td>1650-1600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE PERIOD THE EXODUS PROBABLY TOOK PLACE FROM AFRICA TO ASIA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynasty</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date B.C.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Xth Dynasty</td>
<td>Plato’s “Olives of Thutmose III”</td>
<td>1470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleventh Dynasty</td>
<td>Homer’s “Iliad”</td>
<td>1200-1100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twelfth Dynasty</td>
<td>Solomon’s “Rahab’s Story”</td>
<td>1000-900</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE GREEK ROMAN ERA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynasty</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date B.C.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Roman Period</td>
<td>The Greek-Roman Period</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman Empire</td>
<td>The Christian Era</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Byzantine and Coptic Era</td>
<td>Jesus’ birth, beginning and publishing of New Testament</td>
<td>320</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE HORUS STORY RENEWED FOR THE CHRIST OF THE TEMPLE OF SETI I, APYDOS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynasty</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date B.C.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New Kingdom</td>
<td>The Horus story</td>
<td>1250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle Kingdom</td>
<td>Jesus’ birth and resurrection</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**THE ARRIVAL OF THE ANCESTORS OF THE FOREIGNERS FROM ASIA (Arabia still ruled by Egypt)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynasty</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date B.C.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arab-Jewish</td>
<td>Muslims from Arabia to Africa</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>From France to Africa</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British</td>
<td>From Britain to Africa</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dynasty</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Date B.C.E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arab-Jewish</td>
<td>Muslims from Arabia to Africa</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>From France to Africa</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British</td>
<td>From Britain to Africa</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES**

1. Assuming that one could rely on the authenticity of the biblical stories of the Jews, the added information on the left side of the chronological data would clearly show that the events were in both in Egypt, N. E. Africa along with the Hyksos – the origin of their knowledge.
WHICH TAKES PRIORITY, MY "JUDAISM" or "MY PAN-AFRICANISM"? In so doing the following observations were made by closely examining JUDAISM (Talmudic or Rabbinical) as against NILE VALLEY and GREAT LAKE REGION SPIRITUALITY. To my astonishment, at first, I found that the creating fathers of "JUDAISM" were for the most part plagiarists at best, and very plain co-opters at the least, as they co-opted and distorted countless SPIRITUAL TEACHINGS of their African/Egyptian hosts and hostesses that gave them HAVEN and HEAVEN when they were about to suffer extinction in the Eastern Desert from which they had to run into Egypt.

In the FIRST BOOK OF MOSES or GENESIS, Chapter I and II, for example, the Hebrew scribes would like us to believe that the following came from their own THEOSOPHICAL investigation into the COSMOS and conclusion:

The above, God KHNUM/CHNUM [Khnumu, 𓊱,], was honoured with an unusual temple to His name at a place now named "ESNA" by the current descendants of the Arab-Moslem invaders-conquerors of EGYPT -- which they call "MIZRAH/MZ," thus the TEMPLE OF GOD KHNUM. Most of the friezes that showed "God Khnum at work making human beings out of the clay of the earth on His Potter's Wheel" on this temple's walls have been faded almost into oblivion because of it having been submerged for centuries under the moving sand of the Egyptian Desert (Eastern Sahara) before it was excavated at the ending of the last century -- 1800 - 1900 C.E./A.D., etc.; many, of course, were lifted off by European thieves calling themselves such names as EGYPTOLOGIST and ARCHAEOLOGIST, etc.

The critical personalities upon which JUDAISM/HEBREWISM must stand or fall, Avram/Abraham, Joseph, Moses, et al., are equally shown not to have had any training in, and/or experience with, THEOSOPHY and PHILOSOPHY before their arrival at or birth in Ta-Merry/Egypt which they later did rename MIZRAH, etc. in ca. 1795 B.C.E. -- the Xth Dynasty or later. Thus the following with regards to the Hebrews' super-star -- MOSES/MOSES, who was himself allegedly...

INSTRUCTED IN ALL THE WISDOM OF THE EGYPTIANS...

according to Acts, Chapter VII, Verse 22, in the Court of Pharao"h, etc. Whether Jewish and/or Judaeo-Christian scribes of the past, as contemporary writers, they can not extricate MOSES from his own EGYPTIAN/AFRICAN BIRTH and HERITAGE. Yet MOSES is never mentioned by any of them as just another "EGYPTIAN" or "AFRICAN," but as a "HEBREW, JEW, " etc. as if being a "JEW" at that time had anything whatsoever to do with nationhood or race, etc. This too, of course, comes from the notorious so-called inheritance of the racist "JEWISH MOTHER" syndrome. And equally, because said "JEWISH MOTHER" has been chronologically carried back to the so-called "GREAT DELUGE" or "FLOOD," and before even this to the first two people -

1. Why is the pharaoh's name usually left out; but not the name of the Jewish personality?
2. This makes Judaism a "race" or a "religion"? One's religion does not come from birth.
"ADAM" and "EVE" in the so-called "GARDEN OF EDEN" - ever created by the Hebrew/Jewish "ONE AND ONLY TRUE GOD OF THIS ENTIRE UNIVERSE - TWHYEHU/ROHVAH" according to the First Book Of Moses/Genesis I. Here we see one of the earliest forms of what later became known as "RACISM" in so-called 'Western Civilization' [a combination of Judaism, Christianity, "Greek Philosophy," Democracy, etc.] If this is not the foundation of the "DEIFICATION OF JEWISH CULTURE," do tell me what it should be called!

In the case of JOSEPH, of whom there is no Egyptian records proving his existence any place in all of EGYPT to validate the HEBREW/JEWISH FOLKLORE or sacred writings as per Genesis xx: 46, xxxvi: 2, xxxvi: 6; 11 Hebrew text 200 years following ABRAHAM (ca. 1755 - 1475 B.C.) They were HYKSOS (ca. 1675 - 1650 B.C.) or 2800 - 2333 B.C., the XVIII - XIX Dynasty according to different chronologists] - from AS-PH to Ahab... on-zepe Aspea? Note that certain sources maintain it is from the XVIII to the XIX Dynasty or ca. 1675 - 1556 B.C. as shown on the following chart...

CHIEF-KINGS OF THE FIRST NON-AFRICAN INVASION - THE HYKSOS OF AMA PERIOD
(1675 - 1556: XVIII - XIXth Dynasty)
As-pah-Set to Ahab: me-ze-pep-um-a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>King/Pharaoh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1675-1556</td>
<td>XVIII Dynasty (from Asia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1675</td>
<td>Ahab: me-ze-pep-um-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1650</td>
<td>Ahab: me-ze-pep-um-a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...which JOSEPH must have been totally influenced by with respect to the AFRICAN/EGYPTIAN CULTURE his fellow co-conspirators and slaves seized. And so it is that one must be very care-

ful when the Hyksos are called "EGYPTIANS [Africans]" and "PHAROAHS," as legitimately they were neither. They were AFRICANS from around the Ounes River somewhere near CHALDEA - today's Iraq. Those people only ruled over the Delta Region, the rest of EGYPT remained under the control of the indigenous AFRICANS OF EGYPT, otherwise known as "EGYPTIANS," etc. Thus it is that we find in Exodus I: 8 that there...

"BECAUSE A PHARAOH/KING [del. PER-A, i.e. the "Great House"] WHO DID NOT KNOW JOSEPH [Egyptian Zaphnath-pa-na'ehet, Hebrew צַפְנַת-פָּנָה;] anymore so than any other Harita/Hebrew or "You" in the service of the foreign colonists - the Hyksos or Shepherd Kings from Bedouin, Asia. Even if JOSEPH, did in fact, become...


...according to Genesis xii: 45, it was not as "an official" of an "Egyptian Government" anymore so than the Germans who served in the Nazi's Occupational Government during World War II in colonized France under Adolf Hitler's Storm Troopers, et al., became "Frenchmen" in a "French Government." This fact of the Hebrews/Jews being equally slavesmasters and colonizers of the Africans of Egypt [Egyptians] is carefully suppressed even by so-called "Negro Theologians" of the Judeo-Christian theological and philosophical persuasions, which equally holds true for "African/Israelite Jews."

The Hyksos, who had no citadel even close to the type of High-Culture they met in Egypt, adopted all that was Egypt they did not destroy or otherwise tried to destroy. Thus the Africans/Egyptians refusal to follow Joseph's alleged "AUTHORITY" [Genesis xxcix: 6] was due to his trying to change customs which the Hyksos dared not disturb in fear of not being able to correct if anything went wrong. The same holds true with Joseph having to present himself as "...a member of the [so-called] Egyptian Priesthood..." when he was forced to... "...shirt his head and dress in the garments of the station of his office" [Genesis xii: 14]..." No doubt the myth that...

"THE HYKSOS INTRODUCED THE HORSE INTO EGYPT!"

...is equally ludicrous, as the Africans from Puamt/Punt [today's Somalia, Kenya, Northern Tanzania and Uganda—most of which are directly below the Equatorial Line of Africa] are shown arriving in Egypt in chariots drawn by "wing steeds" [very fast horses] to pay tribute to Queen-Pharaoh Hatasawt - the cousin of Queen Ati and King Farabi of Puamt/Punt in ca. 1555 B.C.E. Are we to believe, equally, that the Hyksos "INTRODUCED THE HORSE" to the Puamts/Puants, Ethiopia, Libyans, Meriwites/Merétites, Nubians, and other Nile Valley Africans with whom there is no record of any contact whatsoever? Let us look at the common picture of the frieze of the Queen and King of Puamt that appeared the walls of the Temple of Queen-Pharaoh Hatasawt, which is presently in the EGYPTIAN MUSEUM, Cairo, Egypt, Northeast Africa and shown on page xix.

1. See pp. 168 - 177 of my "Black Man Of The Nile And His Family, New York, 1961 [Enlarged Ed.]"
WHAT IS THE RACIAL DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE QUEEN OF PUANIT/

PUANIT, ETHIOPIA, SUDAN [above] AND EGYPT - HATSHPSUT -

Queen Ati [shown with the steatopygous] of Punt. The King and Queen of Puanit/Punt
From a bas-relief in the temple of Echnehor in the Nile Valley. (Egyptian Museum, Cairo.)

EGYPTIANS/NUBIANS/ETHIOPIANS/PUANIT?
BENIGN RESISTANCE TO TRADERS (Fourth, Third or Third)

The myth we have just dealt with does not have as much impact as the myth about...

"THE JEWS [Israelites] BUILT THE PYRAMIDS OF EGYPT,"

...when, in fact, all of the pyramids throughout Egypt were completed before the birth of the first Hebrew/Jew Israelite, etc. - Avram/Abraham - In Asia sometime during Egypt's XIIIth Dynasty, ca. 1775 B.C.E., or 2686 B.C. The last of the "GREAT PYRAMIDS" was built during the IVth Dynasty - ca. 2420 - 2270 B.C.E. or 1340 - 2420 B.C., the first being the STEPPYRAMID OF HAKHNA/SAQQARA in the IIIrd Dynasty - ca. 2730 - 2686 B.C.E. The "GREAT" and "SMALL PYRAMIDS" and their "PHARAOHS" are the following:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE BCE</th>
<th>PERIOD</th>
<th>MONTHS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 2686-2660 | IIIrd Dynasty from Memphis, the SOUTH* | *Nepheret, Nefertiti, Amenhotep, Nefertari, Amenhotep III, Nefer-ka-Faton of the Sun, "Seth, Seta, Akhenaten, Nefertari, Neb-khe, Amen, Nefertari, Ramet, Nefertari, Amun."

1. Racism caused the removal of this frieze from its original location on Queen Hateshepsut's Tomb.
The first of the GREAT PYRAMIDS was built during this dynamic period of Djoser.

PHARAON
Ser/Djoser
Sebekem-khet
Kah-ba
Neb-ka
Hun-Pa

THREE UNIDENTIFIED ROYAL PYRAMIDS
Unknown
" 
Sefa
Zawiet el Amwat
el Kola

Date, Age
Period
Monarch

2550-2565
Vth Dynasty (During the First Intermediate Period)
Senusertu to I-sm-Res-ka.
Senedem, Khufu (Mastaba), Khafra, Rezir-Ra, Men-kau-Ra, Tef-Ra, Shepses-kau-Ra, Sekh-ka-Ra, I-sm-Res-ka.

LOCATION and TITLE
Sakkara/Sequara, the Step Pyramid
" 
Unfinished Step Pyramid
Zawiet el Aryan: Layer Pyramid
" 
Unfinished Pyramid
Meyhum: "

ERA OF THE GREAT PYRAMIDS OF GIZEH/GIZA:
IVTH TO XII TH Dynasties

LOCATION and TITLE
Dushur; South Stone Pyramid
" 
North Stone Pyramid
Gizeh/Giza; Great Pyramid [largest]
Abu Rawash
Gizeh/Giza; Great Pyramid [2nd largest]
Menkaou-Ra [called "Mycerinus"]
" 
Great Pyramid [3rd largest]

Date, Age
Period
Monarch
2565-2420
Vth Dynasty (From Elephantine; the SOUTH, Continuation of the Great Pyramid Age)
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
Usir-ka to Unas,
[VIIIth Dynasty continued]

PHARAOH

Amarna
Senusert I
Senusert II
Senusert III
Amennenhet I
Amennenhet II
Amennenhet III

LOCATION and TITLE

Sakkara/Saqqara
Abu-Simbel
Abu-Simbel
Abu-Simbel
Abu-Simbel
Abu-Simbel
Abu-Simbel

[Last Of the known Pyramids of Egypt]

I used the most common dating scheme by "Westerners" for the sake of my reading public convenience. By so doing you will be able to cross-reference other works that much easier.

However, note that a 3200 B.C.E. - B.C. is the same 1st Dynasty as a 4100 B.C.E. - B.C. Thus when using Dynastic Periods as per High-Priest Manetho [Creator of the Dynastic Period System of Egypt] ca. 4100 B.C.E. - B.C. is correct as against 3200 or 3100 B.C.E. - B.C. By the standard established by most European and European-American "nondisenicians" the latter two are used, as they give closer possibilities to an earlier European contact with Africa-Greece Egypt.

I have added the following page, a map of the Nile Valleys and Great Lakes Region, specially for you to be able to understand the total scope of the origin of the African/Egyptians who built all of the LESSER and GREAT Pyramids along the Nile River. For in ancient times there were pyramids in other parts of this area, some still existing in Ta-Noheï/Keft/ Nubia/es-Sud or Sudan. They said:


Continuing where we left off with respect to "Joseph in Egypt," etc., if his death coincided with the final expulsion of the Hyksos from Egypt by Pharaoh Akhenaten/Ahmoses I, ca. 1580 B.C.E. or the XVIIIth Dynasty as some "scholars" noted, then Moses/Moshe must have been born under the reign of this Pharaoh instead of Pharaoh Haremheb. Note that from Pharaoh Haremheb mounting the Egyptian Throne in ca. 1540 B.C.E. to the assumption of the same Throne by pharaoh Akhenaten/Ahmoses I in ca. 1380 B.C.E., amounts to 240 years difference. This will change.

1. Note there is no record of these happenings during this period anywhere with respect to "Joseph,"
the so-called "EXODUS" and/or "PASS OVER" from ca. 1230 B.C.E. under the reign of Pharaoh RAMESSES II in ca. 1280 - 1232 B.C.E., or the XIXth Dynasty, back to ca. 1147 B.C.E.; this is providing "... the Hebrews enslaved under the Egyptian Pharaohs for Four Hundred and Forty-three years..." as propagated by rabbis, ministers, priests, imams, et al., orally from their pulps and in constant writings. Of course the "EXODUS" forced upon African people by European and European-American Christians, Jews, Moslems, et al., is never dealt with as a "holocaust"!

Another method of back-checking the above is the breakdown of the period of the so-called "EXODUS" to the final construction of KING SOLOMON'S TEMPLE in Jerusalem sometime in ca. 966 B.C.E. used by most Jewish, Judeo-Christian and Judeo-Islamic religious "scholars," et al. They give the following chronological data to substantiate their myth;

HEBREW PERIODS FROM THE EXODUS TO SOLOMON'S TEMPLE

- 40 years - The Hebrews/Israelites wandering in the Sinai Desert
- 40 years - The period of rule by Otniel (Jud. 2:10)
- 80 years - The period of Ehud (Jud. 3:15)
- 40 years - The period of Deborah (Jud. 5:6)
- 40 years - The period of Gideon (Jud. 8:23)
- 40 years - The period of Samuel (Jud. 10:16)
- 40 years - The period of Eli (I Sam. 4:18)
- 40 years - The period of David (I Kings 2:2)
- 40 years - The period of Solomon (I Kings 6:1)
- 400 years - Total from the Exodus to the completion of King Solomon's Temple in Jerusalem, Palestine/Israel, West Asia.

AFRICAN/EGYPTIAN RULES OF EGYPT AND THE EQUAL CHRONOLOGY OF HEBREW/ISRAELITE "JEWISH" PERSONALITIES OF THE FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES/OLD TESTAMENT CITED IN THE TEXT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of Personality</th>
<th>H.C. Date (B.C.E)</th>
<th>B.C.E</th>
<th>Equiv. Dynasty</th>
<th>Pharaoh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adam (Gen. 5:3)</td>
<td>1 - 130</td>
<td>3750 - 3530</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Teta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eve (Gen. 1:1?)</td>
<td>1 - ?</td>
<td>3730 - ?</td>
<td>1st</td>
<td>Teta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah (Gen. 5:28)</td>
<td>1055 - 1406</td>
<td>3704 - 3364</td>
<td>IIIrd</td>
<td>Serteta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shem/Sem (Gen. 5:32)</td>
<td>1556 - ?</td>
<td>2204 - ?</td>
<td>IIIrd</td>
<td>Neb-ka-Ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japhet (Gen. 5:32)</td>
<td>1556 - ?</td>
<td>2204 - ?</td>
<td>IIIrd</td>
<td>Neb-ka-Ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ham/Charn (Gen. 5:32)</td>
<td>1556 - ?</td>
<td>2204 - ?</td>
<td>IIIrd</td>
<td>Neb-ka-Ra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canna (Gen. 10:4)</td>
<td>1406 - ?</td>
<td>2354 - ?</td>
<td>IIIrd</td>
<td>Huni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abraham/Abram (Gen. 12:6)</td>
<td>2050 - 2180</td>
<td>1768 - 1590</td>
<td>XIIIth</td>
<td>Apatja</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph (Gen. 10:30)</td>
<td>2014 - 2124</td>
<td>1746 - 1636</td>
<td>XIVth</td>
<td>Ahmose</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses (Ex. 1:1-16)</td>
<td>2124 - 2564</td>
<td>1746 - 1196</td>
<td>XIXth</td>
<td>Imose/Ind</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David (I Kings 2:46)</td>
<td>2160 - 2750</td>
<td>1910 - 870</td>
<td>XXIst</td>
<td>Her'hero</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon (I Kings 1:30)</td>
<td>2750 - 2930</td>
<td>970 - 920</td>
<td>XXIIst</td>
<td>Phut'on lef</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* H.C. - Hebrew/Hebrew Calendar, B.C./B.C.E. - Before The Common/Christian

1. Further south of Zimbabwe, originally the ancient Capital City of the Empire of Monomotapa, there are still hieroglyphic writings on the walls of the ruins equivalent to others along the entire route north of Punu, Akhum, Ta-Nehi, Ta-Set, Morewe and Ta-Merry, etc.; even Loeus, Numidia, Khart-Haddas, etc. at the Northwest, etc. Is it not strange that the original Jewish scribes mentioned all these African nations in their Book Of Genesis except Monomotapa?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of God/Head</th>
<th>Religion</th>
<th>Nile Year</th>
<th>Hebrew Year</th>
<th>Christian Year</th>
<th>Moslem Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phaah/Reh/Terah</td>
<td>Moses</td>
<td>1490 N.Y.</td>
<td>1440 B.C.E.</td>
<td>1000 B.C.E.</td>
<td>522 B.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesus/the Christ</td>
<td>Christianity</td>
<td>3760 N.Y.</td>
<td>3280 B.C.E.</td>
<td>2842 B.C.E.</td>
<td>622 B.H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allah</td>
<td>Islam</td>
<td>6051 N.Y.</td>
<td>5591 B.C.E.</td>
<td>5151 B.C.E.</td>
<td>1 A.H.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reversing our track = ca. 966 B.C.E. + 400 years = ca. 1366 B.C.E., at which time the "Pharaoh of all-Egypt" was Amenemhet I, the grandson of Pharaoh Mentuhotep II (1208 – 1186 B.C.E., XXV Dynasty) and father of Pharaoh Sebek I (1186 – 1166 B.C.E., XXVI Dynasty). Taking these figures as being "authentic," we must add 343 years before the Hebrews "slaved for the Egyptians" (African/Egyptian) = ca. 3029 B.C.E. + 343 = ca. 2686 B.C.E. This is very close to the reign of the African Pharaoh Xu-taast-Ra of Wa-at ("Thebes" by the Greeks, "Lukos" by the current Arab Moamen colonizers) or Pharaoh seniors-Ra, the last dynasty before the Hyksos overthrow of the indigenous African Pharaonic Rule until the Africans/Egyptians destruction of the foreigner Hyksos' XVIII Dynasty and their expulsion from Lower Egypt, Northeast Africa/Aksu-Ism.

It is suggested that my most basic work, BLACK MAN OF THE NILE AND HIS FAMILY, 1931 Revised and Enlarged Edition, pages 170 – 171, be consulted for the chronological dates used above in conjunction with other sources of reference. Page 294 must be equally consulted with regards to the Chronological Periods from "ADAM" (Genesis V: 3) to "SOLOMON" (1 Kings I: 10).

All throughout ancient Israel/Palestine's very short history the constantly moving contact between African and Hebrews or "Jews" have been both hostile and hostitable. Even the Africans as far south as Ethiopia had to come to the aid of the Hebrew/"Jewish" nation (Isaiah viii: 23; xix: 17) and "Uncle Tom," was welcomed by HEZEKIAH (Isaiah vii: xii). The Hebrews vassalization even caused Pharaoh TIRHakah (an Egyptian by birth) to be soundly defeated by King Semnacherib, and the Assyrians to continue their control of Judah/Judea in ca. 714 B.C.E. It was following this experience that Pharaoh Necho I counterattacked and overturned JEROAHAZ whom he took to Egypt as a captive of war after he appointed JEOHAZ to succeed him. This lead to the eventual destruction of JERUSALEM and overthrow of JERUSALEM in ca. 586 B.C.E. or 3108 H.C. at the BATTLE OF CARCHEMISH. NEBUCHADNEZZAR then burned Jerusalem to the ground and took its people into captivity in Babylon/Babylonia. Certainly Africans always sided their "HEBREW/JEWISH" proteges! Thus whatever "MONIES" latter-day "JEWS" spend on contemporary AFRICANS are only deferred payments long overdue.3

The impact of the Nile Valley Africans, EGYPTIANS included, upon the ISRAELITES that began when they were in TA-MERRY/EGYPT, etc. included the more than 365-conceived...

"ONE AND ONLY TRUE GOD OF THE WORLD"...concept taught by Pharaoh AMEN-HOTEP IV – who called himself "AKHENATEN," and others

2. J.J. Williams, Hebrewism in West Africa: From The Nile To The Niger With The Jews, N.Y.
3. It is correctly written: "He who pays the fiddler calls the tune."

1. Ethiopia "History [or Chronicles of the Kings]." An overall annual record of each monarch that ever sat on the Thrones of the Ethiopian Kingdom and Empire – from Ori to Haliec Sasasse I [last of Ethiopia's Monarch].
xvi

and Nubia/Sudan, solely for the main purpose of nil white racism and the so-called "Nero-like Hamitic" syndrome mankind suffers from the sons of Noah's allegory (Genesis IX: 20 – 28). He, Moses/Mose, alleged...

"ADOPTION BY PHARAOH'S DAUGHTER"...

[Exodus ii: 10] justifies his education in Egyptian/African culture as an African/Egyptian boy and man [Acts vii: 22]. Moses' education in the African/Egyptian "Mysterious System" became the most fundamental belief system of the following Hebrews/"Jews" of Africa, and of those who left for the "Land of Canaan" (Exodus viii: 17) – later called "Palestine" or "Judaea" and "Israel." Later yet of those who fled into Europe, England and the so-called "New World" by the "Americans" – North, Central and South following the "Destruction of the Second Temple of Jerusalem" by the Romans in ca. 70 B.C.E. From Joseph to Moses was the beginning of the introduction of the lowly "IGNORABLE PEOPLE" – HYKSOS and "BARJU/HEBREWS" – into "civilized living" – High-Culture in Egypt, Nubia/Sudan, Merica/Merewa, Ethiopia, Pennat/Pent, and all other lands along the entire Nile Valley and Great Lakes region of Africa/Aksu-Ism (or whatever other names by which this continent have been known throughout ancient history), and Ghana at Africa's West Coast. This is an origin of "Jews" among West Africans like the Yorubas and Peuls, etc. et a.

The domination of the areas around and about "Palestine" by the Africans/Egyptians under the reign of Pharaoh Necho/Necho I during the XXVth Dynasty ([Kings xxxi: 29] before it was captured by the Assyrians, who were encouraged by JOSIAH – the Assyrians' "Jewish puppet" and "Uncle Tom," was welcomed by HEZEKIAH (Isaiah xxvii: xxi). The Hebrews vassalization even caused Pharaoh TIRHakah (an Egyptian by birth) to be soundly defeated by King Semnacherib, and the Assyrians to continue their control of Judah/Judea in ca. 714 B.C.E. It was following this experience that Pharaoh Necho I counterattacked and overturned JEROAHAZ whom he took to Egypt as a captive of war after he appointed JEOHAZ to succeed him. This lead to the eventual destruction of JERUSALEM and overthrow of JERUSALEM in ca. 586 B.C.E. or 3108 H.C. at the BATTLE OF CARCHEMISH. NEBUCHADNEZZAR then burned Jerusalem to the ground and took its people into captivity in Babylon/Babylonia. Certainly Africans always sided their "HEBREW/JEWISH" proteges! Thus whatever "MONIES" latter-day "JEWS" spend on contemporary AFRICANS are only deferred payments long overdue.

The impact of the Nile Valley Africans, EGYPTIANS included, upon the ISRAELITES that began when they were in TA-MERRY/EGYPT, etc. included the more than 365-conceived...

"ONE AND ONLY TRUE GOD OF THE WORLD"...concept taught by Pharaoh AMEN-HOTEP IV – who called himself "AKHENATEN," and others

2. J.J. Williams, Hebrewism in West Africa: From The Nile To The Niger With The Jews, N.Y.
3. It is correctly written: "He who pays the fiddler calls the tune."
before him. This was before the birth of his fellow African/Egyptian named "MOSES/MOSIE in ca. 1346 B.C.E. Until this period the HEBREWS/ISRAELITES/JEWS only reference to any form of a deity was as...

"THE GOD OF OUR [the Hebrews/Israelites] FOREFATHERS...

Exodus iii: 3], since they had not yet adopted YHWH/JEHOVAH in Egyptian Hieroglyph it is 470 in Hebrew בַּעַר bâr, in Greek Πάπας; and in Latin Πάπας - who in fact replaced "El Shadai" [Exodus vi: 3] a tribal deity without any form of a HOLY/SACRED SCRIPTURE before one was introduced in Moses' name following the latter's alleged "education in the Mysteries System" from which he learned everything he knew up to his walk on Mount Horeb in the Sinai Peninsula during ca. 1196 B.C.E. - the XXVII Dynasty, assuming that this story of Moses has validity. Tins A. Wiedemann in his most noted book, RELIGION OF ANCIENT EGYPTIANS, page 12, stated this position best when he wrote the following:

"From the Hynks period onwards the origins of all forms of religion was sought in sun-worship; nearly all the principal deities were therefore amalgamated with the sun-god."

Sir Godfrey Higgins said much the same thing in his own masterful work - ANACALYPSES, Volume I, pages 62 - 63, as follows:

1. The fact that Abraham worshipped several gods, who were, in reality, the same as those of the Parsees, namely, the creator, the recreator, and the destroyer, has been long known, and this assumption has been very acceptable both to Jews and many Christians; and to obviate this view that they should not account for, they have been numerous, in numerous instances, to the existence of the original, as will presently be shown.

The passages thus far prove this assumption. The Rev. Dr. Sturt reported not the last king ago, so that is nothing new.

In the second book of Genesis the creation is described not to have been made by Adam, or the Abrah, but by a kind of a divine woman - a very Zoroastrian stream, which the priests have translated Jwander. By using the word Zoroaster, which means literally to conceal from those readers several difficulties which are so often attended respecting the names of God and this word, and which alone shows that the history of the Pentateuch is the struggle of different persons.

Dr. Sturt has observed, that in Genesis xlix: 7, 8, Abraham was not called the name of the House as we improperly translate it, but called God in the name of the Lord (I.e. by whom he was delivered, and who appeared to him), and that this was the name used by which Joseph prophesied when he said that the Lord should be his God. Again, in Gen. xliv. 23, 32, p.m. 54; and by new and ancient bore, he called the place Eshcol. ("The field," Deut. 34. Again, Shadrach says, that in Gen. xxxii. 54, have involved God as Abraham did in the name of this Lord, now false or Jehovah. On this he observes, "It is very evident that Abraham..."

And his descendants worshiped only the new and ancient bore, but they continued him in the name of the Lord, and they worshiped the Lord in place where they located, so that this person was the object of their worship, God and the God, and the Scriptures have dissipated

some two persons from one another by the circumstance, that God no man was one of my face men can say, but the Lord whom Abraham and his descendants worshiped was the person who appeared to them.

In the above I need not remind you that he must insert the name of this bore for the name of Lord.

Chapter xxx. versus 33, is wrong translated, when properly rendered it represents Abraham to have located (at the name of Jehovah) the dwelling of God; that is, to have located the abode of God, or he have prayed to him in the name of Jehovah—wholly as the Christians do at this day, who seek God in the name of Jesus—so Spence the first person of the Trinity in the name of the world.

The words of this text, דְּהֵן הַבָּן הָאָרֶץ דָּבָרָה בְּהוָיֵהַכָּא דְּנַעַר הָאָרֶץ דָּבָרָה בָּהוָיֵהַכָּא, are sometimes given in the form: hence Deu. v. 13:

Dr. Sturt's observations of Dr. Sturt are confirmed by the following texts:

Certainly I recommend that my own audience read both volumes of Anaclypes. This is in spite of its shortcomings with respect to India being the original source of Egyptian and other Nile Valley theosophy, etc. according to Higgins. For at times Higgins left his religious field to become an "historian" European-style. And partly due to the absence of data available today almost everyone which was not known to have existed by researchers of his time-period in the 1800 to 1850 C.E./A.D., and even later for most.

Having read some of the highlights about the African origins of "JUDAISM" - the parent of "CHRISTENDOM" otherwise called "CHRISTIANITY" still, and grandparent of "ISLAM" - we can surely enter into the issue of WHITE/CAUCASIAN/SEMITIC JEWISH ANTI-AFRICANISM/BLACKISM in the State of Israel/Palestine and elsewhere, even against AFRICAN/ETHIOPIAN [Black; never "Negro" or "Colored," etc.] JEWS - whose correct nomenclature is "BETA ISRAEL" or "CHILDREN OF THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL." Of course we will hear from those white RELIGIOUS BIGOTS and RACISTS who constantly rehash the same stereotype academic myth that...

"THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS WERE WHITE/CAUCASIAN SEMITES...

...already like the Europeans along the border of southern Europe and the Mediterranean Sea. If not this, then:

"THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS WERE DARK-SKINNED CAUCASIANS" and/or "HAMITES, NILOTS, CAUCASIANS," ETC.

Since WHITE, CAUCASIAN, SEMITIC, HAMITIC, INDO-EUROPEAN-ARYAN, ETC. define "EUROPEAN CHRISTIANS, JEWS, GENTILES, ATHEISTS, MORMONS, MOLESMS," etc., one
has to realize that "EUROPEAN AND EUROPEAN-AMERICAN JEWS" are no less and no more WHITE RACISTS and/OR RELIGIOUS BIGOTS than EUROPEAN AND EUROPEAN-AMERICAN CHRISTIANS, MOSLEMS, ATHIESTS, etc. This holds true in ENGLAND, SOUTH AMERICA, CENTRAL AMERICA, SOUTH AFRICA, AUSTRALIA, and wherever else EUROPEAN/WHITE PEOPLE have control of the economy directly - COLONIALISM - or indirectly - NEO-COLONIALISM. This, however, is also a STATE OF MIND; as one can be COLONIZED MENTALLY without even being aware, RELIGION being the easiest form of this.

From page xii to page 1... I have attempted to recreate the historical background that made this documentary necessary today, which has changed very little from the original single volume - NOSOTROS HEBREOS NEGRO - I published in 1938 C.E./A.D. in San Juan, Puerto Rico, the so-called "Commonwealth of Puerto Rico," etc. Thus the myth that...

"WHITE JEWS HAVE ALWAYS BEEN THE BEST FRIENDS OF THE NEGRO [COLOURED] PEOPLE IN THE U.S.A." 1

...is no less true today than the statement that:

"NO WHITE JEWS WERE EVER SLAVEMASTERS OF THE NEGRO [COLOURED] PEOPLE ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD,"

etc., yesterday. Yet all of this is perpetuated by so-called "Responsible Negroes/Coloreds" who pride themselves in organizations which have historically been dominated by so-called "Liberal [White-Semitic-Caucasian] JEWS and CHRISTIANS," even their creation like the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE [NAACP, originally the "National Urban League"], NATIONAL URBAN LEAGUE [NUL], and a host of others of like ilk. Thus it is again that this type of historical analysis will纠正 the so-called "RESPONSIBLE NEGROES/COLOREDS" as it equally will their European and European-American "WHITE LIBERAL" mental slave-makers and slave mistresses for over the past one hundred and eighteen [118] years from the so-called ". . . END OF SLAVERY IN 1865 C.E./A.D. TO THE PRESENT IN 1983 C.E./A.D. . . ."

The truth is that most of these tried and true "RESPONSIBLE NEGROES/COLOREDS" have been made to believe that "AFRICANS/BLACK PEOPLE" cannot equally be "JEWISH" unless they came by the route of "CONVERSION"/"HALACHA" EUROPEAN/WHITE-STYLE "JEWS," etc. This type of mental masturbation continues even into the minds of the so-called "IRRESPONSIBLE NEGROES/COLOREDS" who are mentally controlled from the pulpit, classrooms, radio stations, periodicals, etc., etc., etc., almost ad infinitum, and other institutions of the "RESPONSIBLE" controlled by others' money.

Why will the CHAINS of this form of SLAVERY be fractured, and more so broken? Because "...nothing last forever..." not even the role of an "UNCLE TOM" or "AUNT TOMBINA"

A PRE-CLIMAX CONCLUSION:

What is "A Pre-Climax Conclusion" might be your first question arising from the Chapter of this safari. Well, it is nothing more than an explanation of a subject to which I have already anticipated the outcome although much of the material may indicate the need for further studies before I concluded, thus the following:

The fact that His Imperial Majesty, HAILE SELASSIE I, was still reigning monarch of the Empire and Kingdom of Ethiopia, East Africa during the original draft of this manuscript and subsequent completed data of these two volumes in 1954 C.E./A.D., the REVISED EDITION in 1974 C.E./A.D., and even the much later REVISED AND ENLARGED EDITION of the near final manuscript of this latest REVISION in 1983 C.E./A.D., you will understand why certain portions will still appear as if he was Head of the Government of the Empire of Ethiopia even today. Nothing could be further from the truth, as Emperor SELASSIE I was overthrown by his own Armed Forces on 13 SEPTEMBER, 1974 C.E./A.D., which was followed by a very short period of... HOUSE ARREST... until his death in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, 1975 C.E./A.D., of natural cause incidental to old age and a broken spirit caused by his overthrow.

Your author has decided to leave any personal and/or political reaction to and about this one-time very honoured "WORLD LEADER" who fell from grace within his own homeland, and among even members of his own biological family, out of the general project. However, because of the major role he had in modern history at certain instances reference will have to appear in both of these volumes. I will keep to properly documented facts with respect to him, the same as I have always done with others of like or less political stature.

The past Government of the Kingdom and Empire of Ethiopia, East Africa under the rule of His Imperial Highness Emperor Haile Selassie was no more and no less friendly to the BETA ISRAEL [so-called "Falasha" or "Falasha"] than is the present PEOPLE'S GOVERNMENT of Ethiopia under the rule of Colonel MARIAN MINGHESTU, et al., of the DERG. The same holds true for the past GOVERNMENT OF ISRAEL under the late Prime Minister DAVID ben-GURION AND GOLDA MEIR, along with the current ex-Prime Minister ITZAK RABIN, and also the current Prime Minister MANACHEN BEGIN. The vast majority of European and European-American [WHITE] Jews could care even less about the future of the BETA ISRAEL/FALASHA as never once has there been any outcry about the "PERSECUTION OF JEWS [Semies] IN ETHIOPIA" and/or any clamour for their immigration to Israel under... THE RIGHT OF RETURN... applied to almost every single WHITE JEW that declared such an interest. Worst of all is the fact

that the same "Responsible Negroes/Coloreds" who demonstrated before the United Nations Organization's Headquarters Buildings on Sunday, 22 May, 1983 C.E./A.D., as countless times before, protesting "...AGAINST THE OPPRESSION OF JEWS IN SOVIET RUSSIA..." with their "Liberal White Anti-Communist Jews, Christians, Moslems," et al.; not one solitary member of said "... ANTI-COMMUNISTS..." having ever raised a smothering voice in public "PROTEST" against "..." WHITE (Caucasian, Caucasian, Indo-European, etc.) JEWISH/SEMITIC RACISM and/or "RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY..." directed against the "FALASHAS/BLACK JEWS OF ETHIOPIA" and other "AFRICAN/BLACK/ETHIOPIAN JEWS" not of European and European-American -WHITE - creation or "HALACHA" - like the "Sammy Davis" varieties.

Those of us who understand the role of the EUROPEAN/WHITE JEWS in the racist illegitimate so-called "GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA," along with the official support it enjoys from the racist posture of the present GOVERNMENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF ISRAEL - with regards to African/Black People [Jewish included] enslave in this Hitlerite regime, know too very well that:

WE MUST FIND OUR OWN SPIRITUAL SALVATION OTHER THAN IN THE STATE OF ISRAEL AND FROM EUROPEAN AND EUROPEAN-AMERICAN JEWS THEREIN.

We know that:

WE MUST HAVE A DIETY, OR DEITIES, OF OUR OWN AFRICAN/BLACK/ETHIOPIAN MAKING,

which is no less so than European/White Israelis' "DIETY" and/or "DEITIES" created for their own "WHITE RACIST VERSION" of the so-called "HOLY TORAH" or "FOUR BOOKS OF MOSES/OLD TESTAMENT" [of the Christians] and other so-called "GOD INSPIRED SACRED/HOLY WRITINGS," etc. For sake of NAZISM and/or FASCISM seems to be Godly when committed against AFRICAN/BLACK/ETHIOPIAN people by EUROPEAN/WHITE/AMERICAN people as in South Africa, even when said European and European-American [WHITE] people are comprised of former "VICTIMS OF NAZI CONCENTRATION CAMPS" and/or FASCIST ATROCITIES under European and European-American RACISTS and RELIGIOUS BIGOTS in Europe, Great Britain and the so-called "Americans," etc. Too many Europeans and European-Americans have carefully forgotten that NOT ONE SOLITARY AFRICAN/BLACK/E THIOPIAN HELPED HITLER WITH THE HOLOCAUST and/or MUSSELINI WITH HIS TORTURES AGAINST ANY of the eleven or twelve million Jews, Christians, Moslems, Communists, Atheists, et al., EXTERMINATED anywhere. I wish I could say the reverse for the opposite situation by changing positions with all concern.

"Never Again" yes; but not only for what took place by EUROPEAN WHITES against EUROPEAN WHITES for Hitler and Mussolini, et al. This is equally due to the "HOLOCAUSTS"
[plural] Africans/Blacks/Ethiopians experienced under such as Cecil John Rhodes, Dr. Jameson, Harry Ochshnitz, Captain (later "Lord") Frederick Lugard, Queen Victoria of England, King Leopold II of the Belgians, Prime Minister Darnall, the Vanderbilts and Rockefellers, et al., of the United States of America, and the countless others - some of whom descendants are still selling the blood and sweat of the African people in the DIAMOND CENTER of New York City, New York, that secures most of all of its DIAMONDS from the NAZIS and FASCISTS of the so-called Republic of South Africa where thousands upon thousands of JEWS, CHRISTIANS, ATHEISTS, et al., acquiesce in the ENSLAVEMENT and GENERAL EXPLOITATION of African labour. Yes! NEVER AGAIN with the more than THIRTY to FIFTY MILLION AFRICANS EXTERMINATED in South Africa alone, much the equal amount in the so-called "CONGO FREE STATE" without even adding to any of these the MULTI-MILLIONS ACROSS THE ATLANTIC OCEAN in the so-called "TRIANGULAR TRADE." Yes; NEVER AGAIN as we remember that they were CHRISTIANS, JEWS, MOSLEMS, et al., as the GRANDEES provided the monies for the SLAVE TRADING OF AFRICANS who are now being blamed for their own victimization by so-called "HIR STORY/HISTORIANS" of emotionless qualities called "SCHOLARSHIP," etc.

This project, VOLUME I and VOLUME II, is for all Africans/Blacks/Ethiopians of every RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE whatever - including JEWS, CHRISTIANS, MOSLEMS, et al., who believe that they alone have the "ONLY TRUE GOD," and those who WORSHIP GODS and GODDESSES strange to the ears and eyes of those who cannot recognize what you will find on the following page - iv. For there is nothing within these pages of which there is not equally JEWSH, CHRISTIAN and/ or MOSLEM, etc. in origin especially whenever the so-called "BLACK-WHITE CONFRONTATION" arises. The quicker African/Black/Ethiopian People, no need in fact to mention "BLACK AFRICANS," since there is no other kind anywhere on this Planet EARTH, understand this basic fact as I have shown in the case of the "BLACK JEWISH-WHITE JEWS," the better-off all of us will be.

As I wind down this rather sharp "PRE-CLIMAX CONCLUSION," which was meant to be nothing else but "LIKE IT IS," I am more than proud to know that for the very first time to my knowledge someone other than a EUROPEAN or EUROPEAN-AMERICAN will be telling to our own people what we know and feel about ourselves and from our vantage point. Here there is no one other than an African/Black/Ethiopian MAN declaring what we find to be the TRUTH from an AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE. Here we do not care what the opposite side feels should have been said to appease it. Here is the MY STORY/HISTORY of my people - BETA ISRAEL/"PALASHI" or ETHIOPIAN JEWS" as told by at least one of us. And yes! it is not the standard way that has raped us for more centuries than we would like to admit. I only wish my mother and father were alive to see that someone of us have the nerve to finally TELL IT LIKE IT WAS and IS without wondering how
PRELUDE:

If any justification for all of what I have written in this project, particularly in Volume I (Part I), that would be necessary, nothing better than the following article below by Edward B. Fiege could have been much more appropriate at this time, yet the answer to this dilemma is quite obvious in the three pages of additional pictures and collages I have shown following this article. Let us examine the entire article first; thus:

NEW YORK TIMES, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 1971

Ethiopia’s Black Jews Are
Building in the Wilderness

BY EDWARD B. FIEKE

Amhar, Ethiopia, Jan. 16—Fifteen thousand acres of
wilderness in the mountainous highlands of north-western
Ethiopia are becoming something of a late 20th-century
promised land for 25,000 black Falasha Jews.
The Falashas, whose predominant form of Judaism survi
ved more than 2,000 years of persecution from other Jews,
here live in Amboseli and other scattered villages where they are treated likewis
as baramesh, potters and metal workers.
The living patterns of communities are now changing by
changing economic and social conditions, feeding
young people into urban areas.

As result of the commercial activity that has begun a resettlement
project 100 miles to the north, in the town of
Amboseli. Seventy young men
have begun farming on new land owned with the help of
Government officials. Leaders
hope that they will be
the vanguard of a major
population shift that could take place to com
pletes.

To Threaten Traditions

"We must act to keep our young people in the communi" said Yosef Belsele,
main leader and spokesmen for the community. "The survival of our traditions is in dange
.

The land, Faluda, by which they are usually known, means, "the place of," or "hom
ing" in the ancient Ethiopia language, Gez, They refer to themselves as Jews of
Israel, or Jews of Ethiopia.
The Falasha believe that they, like other Ethiopian Jews, are descendants of King Sol
omons and the Queen of Sheba.

Others say they are ancestors of the black Jews in Ethiopia.

Our fathers were surprised to hear that there were other Jews, said Amos
Belsele, a 73-year-old who had lived in Ethiopia.
They thought that we were the only Jews.

But there are a few people who are not black Jews and are
thought to be white.
The Falashas are not in the tradition in the sense of Yom Kipper, or
Mosheh, or Yom Kippur, or Yom Kippur, or Yom Kippur, or Yom Kippur, or Yom Kippur, or Yom Kippur.

The village of Amboseli is characterized by the rich, almost impenetrable
soil, and the land is still
almost un-timbered by wood.
Transportation is by donkey or foot, usually barefoot.

The village is reached by a bumby one-hour ride by Land-Rover from Addis Ababa. There are approxi
mately 300 families, almost all of which live in mud-celled huts with thatched roofs, and
covered with straw or tin roofs. Inside are always
the two beds, a table and chairs, and a slightly raised bed
at the head of huts, covered with blankets and
spun with cloth. The only source of light and
communication is the dim

In accord with the book of Leviticus, Chapters 25 and 18, women who are menstruating
are permitted to bed with their husbands only on the first day of each month. On the second to the fourth
day, or on the fourth day, they are not allowed to
bed with husbands. This was attended by a young woman who had a
son in the month of December and must remain there 40 days.

1. "The wilderness" of Ethiopia is a whole lot more than no where in all of Israel/Palestine,
where "the right of return" is racially denied "Ethiopia’s Black Jews" and other Africans.

1.

THOUGHTS ON CONSTRUCTIVE CRITICISM:

Who is so sacred/holy that he/she is beyond constructive criticism?

1. Johannes is the proper spelling in the National Language of Ethiopia - "Amharic," whereas ben-
"Jochanan" is from one of the many languages of Northwest Ethiopia called "Agaw/Agaw," etc. Of
course there is the Hebrew compliment of "Jochanan," and/or other so-called "Semites" and also
Ethiopic Scripts of the general Red Sea area lands and peoples, etc., in the long run it is what
meant...
One-room Synagogue

Point out the Jews among the Africans. Yes! Five are here.

Certainly the "...Ambiguous Relationship..." the above article speaks of does not now, has not in the past, and apparently will not in the future, come from the so-called "FALASHAS" in Africa, the Americas and/or the Caribbean Islands. The averages...follow black Jews from virtual serfs to Londoners..." with Ethiopian Christians and Moslems have not experienced any better treatment from their so-called "...follow Jews in the State of Israel..." upon their arrival, nor have since. The RACISTS and RELIGIOUS BIGOTS we Jews have been speaking about when we call others ANTI-SEMITIC are surely in our midst. They are called in this article"...The rabbinical establishment in Israel..." those who are "...also suspicious about the lack of documentation of their "...Falasha's origin,..." but not the "ORIGIN" of any European WHITE Jew.

1. This term is constantly used to suppress all unfavorable comments about any Jewish act.

Iviii
ALL OF THEM ARE "SEMITES" AND "HAMITES," NOT ONE "NEGRO"

Left: Haile Selassie's oldest daughter. Right: Selassie as a little boy.

Center: One of Haile Selassie's late daughters.

Left: An Ethiopian of the Galla People - a "Hamite."

Right: An Egyptian of Arabic and African parentage.

Six Valley Africans, not one "Negro"

KEY
1. Ta-Nehsi (Nubia) 5. Ta-Merry (Kisiti)
2. Ta-Merry (Gayro) 6. Ta-Nehsi (Nubia)
3. Buway (Ethiopian) 7. Bunyoro (Uganda)
4. Ta-Nehsi (Meroe) 8. Buwit (Kisita, etc.)

What is the racial difference between the late Princess Tashi (oldest daughter of Haile Selassie [shown at top left and her father (at age six shown on top right) to all of the others above? May- be "Western academicians" can point out the "NEGRO" in some and the "SEMITES" in others! See Yosef ben-Joacham's BLACK MAN OF THE NILE AND HIS FAMILY, page 183 [1981 Edition].

THESE TWO EXISTED BEFORE JEHOVÁH [YHWH or YWH] MADE MAN AND WOMAN

The strongest claim of events in Egypt's religious history is topped by the XXVIIth Dynasty's divine emblems of the figure of one of the Gods named "YHWH, YAHWA, YAWME ...

..."written to Hieroglyphs in the first ZOH, (1) before the word "DIVINITY;" the last is a picture of the God himself. Note that this Egyptian God was adapted by the Hebrews, "Jews" to their own mythology about the "CREATION OF THE WORLD." YHWH was the name of a very minor God, called AMON, who later became "AMEN" at the end of most Jewish and Christian prayers and hymns. "Modern theologians" have claimed that the word "AMEN" means "...SO BE IT," thereby ignoring the "AMEN-CHE" and "AMEN-RA" the Harrot African, Moses, also worshipped in the lodges of the Mysteries of Egypt.

1. Zinjanthropus boisei, the reconstructed fossil-man, existed 1,750,000 years before "Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden," Flesh and Zinjanthropus boisei were created in Africa. Stranger?
This work is arranged in a manner whereby the reader will not be distracted by ever having to search for footnotes. Whenever notes become necessary, most will appear in the text itself.

The basic material content of the text is taken from the written and oral traditions of the Agaw [Beta Israel or so-called "Falasha, Falassa," etc.], and from first-hand knowledge of the mores, dogmas and other customs practiced by my people — another group of so-called "African People." Other peoples' works, particularly those from Europe and European-America, are shown with their sources directly connected thereto.

I feel that it would be unnecessary to write of documents already summarized by other authors, since the purpose of this work is to help fill in the gaps left by European and European-American Jewish and Christian "missionaries" and "writers" on the history of my people; also to correct to some degree the inaccuracies which I have found in such works.

Sources on the communities are from my first-hand knowledge of my people, due to my being a son of a Falasha, also from the Protetrist — otherwise known as the Sacred Torah [Old Testament, Holy Scriptures, Orat, etc.], and Falasha works in the language of Gheez [Geez, etc., one of the past national languages of the Kingdom and Empire of Ethiopia]. Certain portions of this work also stem from the Aga and Old Coptic writings of the Falasha communities. Aga and Old Coptic are ancient languages of Ethiopia, the former even predated the origin of the Hebrew (["Israelite"] people and religion sometime during ca. 1775 and 1776 B.C.E., which of course was thousands of years before the "first European civilization" [Greece] came into existence; a language that is presently used by very few Ethiopians. Geez [Geez], on the other hand, is solely used by the Ethiopian Orthodox [formerly Coptic] Christian Church for liturgies today.

Illustrations are hand-directed to bring out details that photography would have failed to expose. Pictures of the African-American Hebrew [Ethiopian Jews] of Harlem, New York City, New York were made by photography because of the simplicity of details and the familiarity with the type of photographic materials heretofore used by European-American Hebrew/Jewish Communities. Collages are composed of many photographs; most of them new, a few from my other published and/or unpublished works.

Special acknowledgement must be given to Mr. Marcellois Portilla for many of the illustrations [ink drawings] we created together in order to bring a visual picture of certain hand-painted Falasha pottery, life-style, etc. Miss Effie Mathis of Tuskegee, Alabama, who was a student at the time I translated the primary draft of this work from the original Spanish Edition as I equally lectured at Columbia University Teachers College, and where she also studied, for her reading and criticism of the manuscript. Acknowledgement also goes to Rev. C.V. Howell for his major efforts in urging me to undertake this task, and for his suggestions as to what type of information the "Christian community" would like to know about my people — the so-called "Falashas."

Particular acknowledgement is due the "Pro-Falasha Students Committee," I headed during the 1950's for its unselfish aid in advising me on all matters, and in making this publication possible when I considered the undertaking too strenuous because of my regular work with the United Nations Economic, Scientific and Cultural Organization [U.N.E.S.C.O.] and my Visiting Lectureship at Teachers College, To Miss Mildred Bann for typing the original handwritten translations with all of the editing and corrections there were. It must be noted that the original work was translated into English as early as January 1958, and typed in June 1958. The people and organizations referred to above were all connected in the above manner stated during said periods.

My appreciation is gratefully expressed to all who allowed me to quote from their own works, and to those who have allowed me to take pictures or make other illustrations of their activities and groups. In this respect I am most grateful to the late Rabbi Wentworth Matthew, leader of the African-American Ethiopian Hebrew Congregation of Commandement Keepers in Harlem, New York City, New York; Rabbi Marshall and Rabbi Ford of Brooklyn, New York City, New York; and of course the wise old "sage" Rabbi E. Fleazer from the Falasha Community of Ambober, Ethiopia, East Africa who has equally passed on to glory.

For further readings about the "sacred writings and teachings" of the Falashas I recommend the works of Dr. Jacques Psalmodia, much of which is available in the Belz Institute Library at 309 - 40th Street and Park Avenue, New York City, New York; and Professor Wolf Leslau, "FALASHA ANTHOLOGY," Yale University Press, New Haven, Connecticut, 1951. The latter's recommendation applies solely to the "sacred writings" given therein, and nothing else, as I am in total disagreement with most of what he wrote with regards to the origin and history of my own people — the Beta Israel, Kylees, and "Azew" (so-called "Falashas," etc.) For example, on page 24 of the "INTRODUCTION" of Leslau's book he too repeated the unfounded theory most of his fellow European and European-American Jews that associate "WHITENESS" with Judaism always write about the Falashas and/or Kylees:

"THE FALASHAS WERE CONVERTED TO JUDAISM."
OF AMERICA REPORTS, New York City, New York, 1937 - 1941, some of which may still be housed in the Jewish Theological Seminary at 122nd Street and Broadway, New York City, New York, or at The American Pro-Falasha Committee, 507 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.

The arrangement of this volume is intentional, since I wanted to accomplish the same result as in 1963 when I first decided to translate NOSOTROS HEBREOS NEGRO to WE THE BLACK JEWS as I have done in Volume One. However, you will also observe in Volume Two the transformation from a "ZIONIST" perspective to a "PAN-AFRICAN" involvement was achieved. And that I have been able to see beyond the narrow path of my JUDAIC religious background to the much broader International scope of my PAN-AFRICANIST ideology. Like all of the other people of Africa (BLACK PEOPLE), I had to go through a period of RETRO and INTROSPECTION about where I must rest my future: with White-Semite-Caucasian European-American, etc. "Zionism" that excludes me because of my "THICK LIPS, BROAD NOSE, WOOLLY HAIR, BURNT SKIN," etc., or with "Pan-Africanism" that opened its outstretched arms to my mother: Allelo-Una whom the Greeks and Romans renamed "AFRICA," or "AFRIKA" [see page 24 for various other names].

Volume Two of this project gives the total perspective of a former "BLACK JEW" who found it intolerable and impossible to continue being a hypocrite by going to worship a God - TWH, ADONI, JEHovah, etc. - with fellow coreligionists who would have been that much better off had I not shown my "BLACK SKIN" and so-called "NEGROD CHARACTERISTICS" within the walls of their SYNAGOGUE [House of Worship]. However, this rejection on my part does not bind any other African Jew to my position; neither does it make any other person's participation good or bad because he or she remains under the guilt of ZIONISM and the belief in a "PROMISED LAND" somewhere in Asia, rather than in "Mother Allelo-Una." For this reason I am explaining in the text what my people have done, their customs and traditions in biblical and secular JUDAISM, and their response to European and European-American "TALMUDIC [Rabbinical] JUDAISM" as against our own African and African-American TORAHIC JUDAISM and/or "WAY OF LIFE," etc.

I do hope that the reader will be able to make the distinction between the reporting I am doing in Volume One and the analytical criticism in Volume Two. In Volume One I am reporting without making any analysis of RIGHT and/or WRONG. The issue in the areas of Volume Two's analysis relative to the history and heritage of the African-American people in the Americas and the Caribbean Islands, reflects a few similar problems as those of Black Jews in Mother Allelo-Una/Africa. Thus it is that you can read an anthropological report of another group of African People without the usual "TRIBE, PRIMITIVE, NATIVE, HEATHEN, UNCIVILIZED, CONVERT," etc. semantic divide common in the writings of all European and European-American "academicians." This

1. This group probably change address to other quarters before the end of this manuscript. Dr. Moshe Finkelstein of the Jewish Theological Seminary was its President. He's retired. Isiv

type of racism and/or religious bigotry is, never the less, American as "Ice Cream and Pie."

Your author has agreed to write this presentation on the Falashas after repeated requests from Jews and Gentiles alike. These people so requesting have heard of the Falashas through reading books written by Western authors who have paid very little visits to Ethiopia and came back to write about the entire history of my people. Among my previously mentioned friends it was decided that at least one Falasha now living in the "Western World," and specifically America, must write about his or her people in Ethiopia and the "Western Countries." After giving many lectures about my people I agreed to undertake this task. I had rejected it on previous occasions because of my involvement in the fight to free my mother "AFRICA" from White colonialism. The latter task was directed through United Nations' channels with which I was also connected. It is but one of the many ways of gaining our independence. However, I had to agree, for there are very few Falashas here to whom this group of people could turn. A "Committee" was formed to gather and suggest points which most African-American and European peoples of all religions and every walk of life would like to know about us. The "Committee" was disbanded when it became obvious that funds would not be available for the publication of this work.

This work, the original Spanish Edition, was the introduction to the much more expanded works I have presented in my many volumes which I have written and published. In this Edition I presented all of the existing Falasha religious writings and historical data in their English translation. This task, you will understand, took a lot of time; yet we, the Falasha Committee, worked at the fastest speed possible. All of us that were connected with this latter project were professional in many fields of endeavor to which we contributed the greater portion of our time daily.

At many places where it has been my good fortune to give lectures I have been consistently asked to suggest materials written in the English language about the Falashas. Questions such as the following are always placed to me, thus:

"Why don't the Falashas in the United States of America present articles about themselves in American Jewish periodicals? What about that book by Professor Wolf Lestan, called FALASHA ANTHOLOGY, etc.? Why don't your people let other Jews know that you are alive and that you have a history like your other brothers and sisters of the Hebrews? Falas who came to America from Europe? Why doesn't Rabbi Matthew of the Black Community in Harlem write about his community? Why isn't there a movement to organize a community synagogue where all Jews can meet together regardless of color, thereby closing the gap that exist between our two groups?"

Other questions like the above could go on and on forever and ever without exhaustion. Yet, this work was the preview of the answer before my much more expanded works were completed and published, of course in its original shorter edition, and without Volume Two, etc.
The late Reverend Clarence Howell of "Community Church Center" at 40 East 39th Street, New York City, New York offered free his facilities to my service. Only expenses paid by him were to be reimbursed by me for the production of the book. His organization - "Reconciliation Prios, Inc." - of the above address assisted me also. Here at the Howell's organization was to the best of events attempted to be corrected the many untruths that were passed on about my people in Ethiopia, East Africa, the Caribbean Islands and the Americas, all of which I had already done when I wrote the original edition of NOSOTROS HEBREOS NEGRO [We The Black Jews], but all of which I had become necessary once again to do with specific interest on the African-American [BLACK] Jews in Harlem, New York City, New York and throughout the United States of America.

I decided that this work had to meet the price range of the poor student and general reading public. Therefore, we had to use "short-cut" methods of producing this work in its final stage as a book. It was also planned in a manner whereby I would not be forced to cut the amount of information I wanted to produce. And you can readily notice that it is very extensive, not costly. Any such cut would have been harmful to the factual presentation of this work. I could not take such chances of hurting the history of the cultural development of my people, thereby falling into the path of giving misleading information as European and European-American missionaries and other writers have done for over two hundred years to date.

The Joint Committee For The Publication Of We The Black Jews, which I had established in 1953 C.E., felt that I should deal...

"with matters which might be considered non-kosher in the realm of certain critics of the authenticity of the Falashas as Jews"....

This they believed, as they could observe that I was going to meet head-on resistance whenever I begin to show my disagreement with other writers of the past and present European, and surely European-American, origin on the subject of the "BLACK JEWS" [Falashas, Falass, Kylas]. It was also felt that:

"There could be no better way to help in the elimination of the fallacies about the Black Jews than by calling the shots as I know them, and let the axe fall wherever it may."

Then we would be prepared to meet any self-appointed authority on our people's history. The committee further agreed that I...

"...should not use quotations from any source which we could not verify to be true upon our own investigation and research, irrespective of the reputation of the author"....

This latter condition made it very hard on your author, because it meant that I had to keep writing back home to Ethiopia for all of the information I did not know first-hand which was of major importance to the full text of the general work at hand. My people at home made this task extremely easy by giving each and every letter prompt attention, and by even adding more information on each point than I had requested. The documents I requested were of historical data that were not available in the best of libraries any place in the United States of America at that time, some being unavailable to the present time. They included such items as the "KEBRA NEAGST (Ethiopian Chronicles)" and the "SACRED WRITINGS OF THE AGAW [Falashas] COMMUNITIES."

Other information that these sources are generally based upon my personal knowledge, and that of other Falashas living or studying in the United States of America, South America, and the so-called "West Indies" [Caribbean Islands] in general.

We, herefrom meaning the Ad Hoc Committee of the Joint Committee For The Publication Of We The Black Jews, came to another conclusion that:

"the book must be written in a manner which can be easily read and understood by children of public school level."

We wanted to reach the minds of everyone interested, also those who by chance come in contact with this work.

"We had agreed that..."

"...no praising, or dercing, of people should be reported to..."

"...and that I should..."

"...have a work on as high a plateau that one could possibly produce, only with observations of the facts as they are known to be, and you experienced them..."

Mr. Israel ben-Adol of Harlem's African-American ["BLACK"] Hebrew Community was called upon to make contacts for the presentation of the history of his group. His cooperation cannot be overrated when we say that this work could not have been possible without the aid that he has given in presenting the chapters on the Ethiopian-American Hebrew Communities and the African-American Hebrews; particularly where comparisons became necessary.

The "Joint Committee" wishes to join me in thanking you for your interest in reading this account of my people and yours – the "AGAW" or "AGU" [the so-called Falashas], all of whom are better known as BETA ISRAEL or CHILDREN OF THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL. This was the manner in which the "Introduction" ended when the first draft was written in January, 1953.

POSTSCRIPT:

There are many points stressed in this project of which I am in total accord as they are presently practiced by my people in their communities in Africa, the United States of America, the Caribbean Islands and the Americas generally. But I shall not take issue with them in Volume One of this project, as it is my express purpose to bring you a report of the WAY OF LIFE of
The late Reverend Clarence Howell of "Community Church Center" at 40 East 35th Street, New York City, New York offered his facilities to my service. Only expenses paid by him were to be reimbursed by me for the production of the book. His organization "Reconciliation Trio's, Inc." of the above address assisted me also. Here at the Howell's organization was where I began correcting the many untruths that were passed on about my people in Ethiopia, East Africa, the Caribbean islands and the Americas, all of which I had already done when I wrote the original edition of *NOSOTROS HERREOS NEGROS* (We The Black Jews), but all of which had become necessary once again to do with specific interest on the African-American [BLACK] Jews in Harlem, New York City, New York and throughout the United States of America.

I decided that this work had to meet the price range of the poor student and general reading public. Therefore, we had to use "short-cut" methods of producing this work in its final stage as a book. It was also planned in a manner whereby I would not be forced to cut the amount of information I wanted to produce. And you can readily notice that it is very extensive, not costly. Any such cut would have been harmful to the factual presentation of this work. I could not take such chances of hurting the history of the cultural development of my people, thereby falling into the path of giving misleading information as European and European-American missionaries and other writers have done for over two hundred [200] years to date.

The **Joint Committee For The Publication Of We The Black Jews**, which I had established in 1953 C.E., felt that I should deal...

"...with matters which might be considered non-keaber in the realm of certain critics of the authenticity of the Falashas as Jews"....

This they believed, as they could observe that I was going to meet head-on resistance whenever I began to show my disagreement with other writers of the past and present European, and surely European-American, origin on the subject of the "BLACK JEWS" (Falashas, Falassa, Kyllas). It was also felt that:

"There could be no better way to help in the elimination of the fallacies about the Black Jews than by calling the shots as I knew them, and let the axe fall wherever it may."

Then we would be prepared to meet any self-appointed authority on our people's history. The committee further agreed that I...

"...should not use quotations from any source which we could not verify to be true upon our own investigation and research, irrespective of the reputation of the author"....

This latter condition made it very hard on your author, because it meant that I had to keep writing back home to Ethiopia for all of the information I did not know first-hand which was of major

importance to the full text of the general work at hand. My people at home made this task extremely easy by giving each and every letter prompt attention, and by even adding more information on each point than I had requested. The documents I requested were of historical data that were not available in the best of libraries any place in the United States of America at that time, some being unavailable to the present time. They included such items as the "KEBRA NEGASTE (Ethiopian Chronicle)" and the "SACRED WRITINGS OF THE AGAW (Falashas) COMMUNITIES." Other information than these sources are generally based upon personal knowledge, and that of other Falashas living or studying in the United States of America, South America and the so-called "West Indies" (Caribbean Islands) in general.

We, from here meaning the Ad Hoc Committee of the **Joint Committee For The Publication Of We The Black Jews**, came to another conclusion that:

"...the book must be written in a manner which can be easily read and understood by children of public school level."

We wanted to reach the minds of everyone interested, also those who by chance come in contact with this work.

We had agreed that "...

no praising, or deorrying, of people should be resorted to...;"

and that I should "...

have a work on as high a plateau that one could possibly produce; only with observations of the facts as they are known to be, and you experienced them..."

Mr. Israel ben-Addi of Harlem's African-American ["BLACK"] Hebrew Community was called upon to make contacts for the presentation of the history of his group. His cooperation cannot be overstated when we say that this work could not have been possible without the aid that he has given me in presenting the chapters on the Ethiopian-American Hebrew Communities and the African-American Hebrews, particularly where comparisons became necessary.

The "Joint Committee" wishes to join me in thanking you for your interest in reading this account of my people and yours - the "AGAW" or "AGU" [the so-called Falashas], all of whom are better known as BETA ISRAEL or CHILDREN OF THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL. This was the manner in which the "Introduction" ended when the first draft was written in January, 1933.

**POSTSCRIPT:**

There are many points stressed in this project of which I am in total discord as they are presently practiced by my people in their communities in Africa, the United States of America, the Caribbean Islands and the Americas generally. But I shall not take issue with them in *Volume One* of this project, as it is my express purpose to bring you a report of the WAY OF LIFE of
All of these are "Semitic" as the Caucasian "Jews"

Page 1: "Thick lips, broad noses, woolly hair and burnt skin".

Page 2: What makes one a "Negro" and the other a "Semite, Hamite, Hellenist" etc.? Thick lips, broad nose, woolly hair and all Semites.

1. Do not fail to note the myth that "the Africans [so-called "Negroes"] were only slaves in Egypt" ignores that Egypt was an African country ruled by Africans until foreign invasions from Asia and Europe.
my people, and not a CRITICAL ANALYSIS of them here.

However, I wish to state that there is quite a strong force working at the present time to develop a better relationship between Falashas and other Ethiopians, and also to bridge the gap of distrust created by "Westerners"—most of whom are not Jews, who assume to write as the sole "AUTHORITY" on the Falasha communities both in "Africa" and the "Americas.

I hope that persons now planning to visit our communities in Ethiopia and anywhere else in the world would remember that any talk of "CONVERSION" to my people would be met by the greatest of hostility possible; this even holds true for "CONVERSION" to Talmudic [Rabbinical] Judaism, and more so European and European-American Christianity or Arabian [Asian] Mohammedanism [Islam]. I do know that matters will be mutual if this latter point is heeded and said desire is left at home before visiting the Falasha communities. But I do think that an elaboration on the above reasons is necessary here; thus the following paragraph:

We were not trying to change the position of not permitting Gentiles to visit our homes. Yet it could be modified to have some provisions made whereby Gentiles may stay in the Falasha communities after Sundown [Sun-Full or Sun-Set]. But, it must be noted that Gentiles do not necessarily mean Christians only, as all other non-Jews must leave a Falasha community in Ethiopia by Sundown.

The rule stated in the last paragraph above is due to the "LAWS ON CLEANLINESS" and many other functions of which the Christians and other Gentiles will have to undergo if they were to remain in a Falasha home or community after Sundown; such as "RITUAL BATHS," etc. It is no doubt that such a demand would be offensive to many. This disadvantage would work in a very difficult manner to all concerned in such a situation. Again, I remind you that:

I AM YOUR REPORTER IN THIS WORK; NOT YOUR ANALYST OF CONCLUSIONS ABOUT THE RIGHT AND WRONG OF FALASHA THEOCRACY.

You will have to decide what better way was there to begin this "safari" than with this INTRODUCTION into "THE FALLACY OF A JEWISH RACE, SEMITIC RACE" and/or "HAMITIC RACE" as shown on the following page with regards to the Falasha Elder and Mister, both of whom are no different than the Harlem Jews shown on pages 295 through 310 of Volume Two. Thus we can see the first step in this ironic RACIST MYTH in the following article extracted from the noted LONDON JEWISH CHRONICLE of April 1973, which brings into fruition what your author has maintained from the beginning when I wrote the original Spanish Edition of this very much larger expanded work in 1934–1936 C.E. But the declarations in the 5th paragraph with reference to the "...RUSSIAN JEWS..." and the FALASHAS regarding "...THE LAW OF THE RETURN...", 1. Here is added proof of "Zionist Racism" the Arabs could have cited at the United Nations Org.
Chief Rabbi Yossef officially recognises Falashas as Jews

From a Special Correspondent

Rabbi of Israel, representing the largest religious community in the country, is of high importance.

While it will do no good bring great comfort to the Falashas community in Ethiopia, together with those few who have already settled in Israel, it may create something of an embarrassment for the Israeli authorities.

If Chief Rabbi Yossef declares that the Falashas are Jews who should be brought legally to Israel, they must surely be entitled to invoke the Law of Return and there is no reason why they may not be brought here. They may raise a serious diplomatic problem with Ethiopia, with which Israel has strong and friendly ties. It is known that Emperor Haile Selassie is opposed to the emigration of Falashas, and, up to the present, the Israeli Government has been careful not to encourage it for fear of dangerous relations between the two countries.

The last lines of Rabbi Yossef's letter to a Falasha spokesman in Israel, with his signature and official stamp:

"I have been notified by the Falashas who have written to me that they are Jews. I have granted them the right to come to Israel, and there is no doubt that the Falashas are Jews, as the Law of Return applies to them as well as to all other Jews in the world."

A corresponsdeent writes:

"There can be no doubt that this letter from the Chief Rabbi is the best of their ability in this holy task that you, six have taken upon yourself. This task is the aim of redeeming the souls of our people...for every one of us Jews who save one soul in Israel, it is as though he had saved the whole world..."

The Falashas are Jews. The Chief Rabbi's declaration must be

1. He fought against and religious bigotry among "Black Jews" by Israel's "White Zionists" and others elsewhere. Maybe it caused his defeat as "Sephardic Chief Rabbi of Israel"!
The HUMILIATING TRAGEDY of a proud people—the AGAWS or FALASHAS—is demonstrated in the preceding article, but it is more than surpassed in the following article. Thus, let us examine further the type of characterization and distortion of the reserved history of the "BLACK JEWS," whether they are from Ethiopia, India, Yemen or New York City's Harlems. For at this juncture we are to read from page 3 of the JEWISH CURRENT EVENTS, February 16-26, 1971, Vol. 15 - Number 10 published at 430 Keeler Avenue, Elmont, N.Y. 11003, and edited by Mr. Samuel Deutsch: the extract I have shown on page xxxii and page xxciii dealing with Jewish racism.

I have underscored some of the highlights which must have offended each and every BLACK JEW who read this article, as you will notice such comments that drew the following responses:

Which, or whose, "...WORLD KNEW LITTLE ABOUT THEM" [Falashas]? Yemenites, Coptic, Socoman, Kenyans, Arabes, Zairians, etc. knew of and about the so-called "FALASHAS" for centuries. The fact that Europeans and European-Americans did not know about US changes nothing about OUR existence as "AFRICANS" of Ethiopia - first; and as "HEBREWS" or "JEWS" -second. Next, what does the editor mean by we were "...DISCOVERED...? Who discovered us? We were never in history LOST, a fact which I am constantly saving to the rumor mongers who proverbially put out this type of propaganda on the Falashas, "ETHIOPIA IS THE OLDEST KINGDOM,...not only in AFRICA,...today, but in the entire world. And, there are many hundreds more than a "FEW FALASHAS" who OWN THEIR OWN FARMS... Tell us about those owned by the Kyla, and others in the communities of the Ethiopian Highlands.

The most nauseating aspect of the following article is the fact that we are told: "ALREADY 250 FALASHAS ARE IN THE COUNTRY" [Israel]. "THEY NOW ARE RECOGNIZED AS FULL JEWS, BUT MUST GO THROUGH THE PROCESS OF CONVERTING AND RE-ACCEPTING JUDAISM." But who decided that the Jews with the most ancient traditions to date must conform to their own version of "JUDAISM" Rabbinical Talmudic-style? The article will tell us more; but it will not identify the "KOSHER JEW MAKERS." Let us read Deutsch's editorial on Ethiopia's Jews:

"The origin of European and European-American Jews are to be proved" by whom?
At this point there needs to be no more underestimating. The last observation is more than enough to explain the SEMITIC and/or WHITE RACISM in Israel that controls the destiny of all of the BLACK JEWS - Cochin, Yemenite, Falasha, etc. But why don’t the WHITE RUSSIAN JEWS shown below from page 1 of the same publication and editor on November 16 - 30, 1973, Vol. 15, Number 4 have”...TO GO THROUGH THE PROCESS OF CONVERTING AND RE-ACCEPTING JUDAISM,..." like the BLACK [African] JEWS? The answer: Plain and simple WHITE RACISM by those European and European-American Jews that control Israel. Their white JEWS are exempt, although they may not know the first fact about the Hebrew Religion or Culture.

Like the references to the above, the propaganda that Ethiopia "...TURNED AGAINST[white] ISRAEL..." is equally as ridiculous to suggest some sort of a conspiracy on the part of the total Ethiopian people and their government because of Arab oil. But the fact is that Ethiopia has much more than enough of her own oil. The action of Ethiopia in breaking off diplomatic relations, etc., with Israel is the Africans nation’s RIGHT, which is bound to her obligations to defend all other.

What makes White Jewish Racist Acts against Black Jews less offensive than Nazi Racist against White Jews of Germany and the rest of Europe, etc. Are White Jews free to be "racist"?
African nations and people as a sister member of the Organization Of African Unity [O.A.U.]—which Secretariat [Headquarters] is located in Addis Ababa [Ethiopia's Capital City]. Egypt, Algeria, Tunisia, Sudan, etc. are also sister member nations in Africa, and equally of the O.A.U. And all of them have charged Israel with "OPEN AGGRESSION UPON AFRICAN SOIL..." etc. The question is not one of MORALITY or RELIGION, or even of "RACE" and "ETHNIC ORIGIN;" it is strictly and squarely INTERNATIONAL POLITICS and ANTI-COLONIALISM. Ethiopia's interest is not tied to Israel's political future and/or decisions made by her Knesset [Israel's Parliament], irrespective of the Emperor's relationship to the historical and biblical King Solomon of Israel and the Empress of Shobo-Queen Makeda of Ethiopia. As such Ethiopia must make, and take, actions beneficial to herself first and foremost; the same being equally true as Israel does for herself, and as all other independent nations do for themselves. Selassie was deposed in 1974.

There should be none so INSENSITIVE to the justification for this work, particularly after reading these two articles. Equally, one should understand why your author took the final step of leaving the fold of a religious and/or cultural group dominated by RACISTS whose concepts are decided solely upon ETHNIC GROUNDS. Thus who is, or is not, a so-called "FULL JEW," etc.?

Is it not a TRAVESTY OF HUMAN DECENCY and DIGNITY that one so-called "ETHNIC GROUP" must be humiliated by another in the name of RELIGION and GOD in order to qualify for a few crumbs from the SEDER TABLE? Who did YWH commission to be the CHIEF FULL KOSHER JEW MAKER? And, WHEN? What is the requirement for a KOSHER JEW MAKER? Who is to say that the PROUD and RESPECTED AGAW [Falasha or Kyali PRIEST] on the following page should not be allowed to sit on the BOARD OF FULL KOSHER JEW MAKERS with respect to Jews entering Israel from the Soviet Union [Russia] and other parts of Europe and the Americas? What is it about him, and even the Honorable Rabbi Hailu Mosho Parisi— who appears in the following article, that make them LESS THAN RABBIS from Europe and the Americas? Is it not their "BLACK SKIN"? Is it not their "WOOLLY HAIR"? Is it not their "THICK LIPS"? It certainly cannot be their DEVOTION and/or COMMITMENT to Judaism! For who amongst the "WHITE JEWS," rabbis included, can show greater love for their RELIGION and/or CULTURE than these two so-called "FALASHAS" and/or "BLACK JEWS!?" This is the basis upon which Twentieth Century C.E. "TALMUDIC [Rabbinical] JUDAISM" expects loyalty from BLACK JEWS and respect from the greater BLACK COMMUNITIES all over the world, all of whom will receive the "ANTI-SEMITIC" label if they protest such as the above and preceding acts of RACISM. But:

1. Rabbi Parisi was once the "Acting Secretary" of Alkebu-lan Foundation, Inc., which owned Alkebu-lan Books Associates—the Publisher of these two volumes, and others, by this author.
2. Selassie's Government differed none to the present Menghestu Government of Ethiopia, East Africa in terms of diplomatic relations for many years because of this and other reasons.
A black ‘rabbi’ in New York jungle

From RICHARD YAFFE—New York

Hailu Mebke Paris, who was born in Ethiopia but speaks the soft English of the West Indian couple who adopted him as an infant, is in a quandary, the same quandary, in fact, that ten years ago gave his group of Black Jews the keys to Mount Horah Synagogue in the Bronx—a changing, deteriorating neighbourhood in which his congregants are afraid to live.

Young Israel, the Orthodox confraternity organization which oversaw the building of a Mount Horah for many years, turned over the matter to a group of Black Jews, Mr Paris among them, when the neighborhood became Negro. The congregants had a place to go to—a still-white neighborhood or to the suburb.

Mount Horah is no longer in a changing neighborhood. The South Bronx, in fact, is not really a neighborhood any longer. It is a jungle, a vast slum with the highest crime and drug rates in New York City.

Mr Paris’s congregants are afraid to go out at night, even in a Monday night service, so their untrained rabbi tells them to squeeze both the evening and morning services into one long service before sunset so that his people can get home before it is dark.

“I don’t think there’s much of a future here, as far as the Jewish community is concerned,” Mr Paris told me. “Mostly as individuals some can immigrate into a white congregation which will take a Black or two. But I don’t see any future here for our movement as a whole. Here it’s a lot of energy going down the drain.”

Some of his congregants are thinking of going to the West Indies, where they say a generation ago, groups with the variousiah Immigrants, Puerto Ricans, Caribbeans and others—and so on—formed a Negro Congregation of Jews anywhere. The Portuguese colonists created their Negroes” and country—“Negroland,” said R. Moore’s The Name Negro, Its Origin And Evil Use.

1. The use of the term “JUNGLE” is quite selective. But it is surprising that the “White” Jewish author selected it to describe an African-American [BLACK] community that include BLACK Jews?

2. There is no “Negro Congregation of Jews” anywhere. The Portuguese colonists created their Negroes and country—“Negroland,” said R. Moore’s The Name Negro, Its Origin And Evil Use.

3. Mount Horah Synagogue has since moved to Laurelton, Queens, New York City, New York, another part of this City where White Christians, Jews, Moslems, Athletes, etc., began moving out as the first African/Black family began moving in. What was once “all White” is now nearly “all Black.”

4. Why does Rabbi Paris, or any African/Falasha Rabbi, has to constantly seek approval of European/White Kosher Rabbis so-called “AUTHORITY” to function as any type of a “RABBI”? Where in the “Sacred/Torah” is it mentioned that only European/White Jewish “RABBIS” are allowed or in charge of making all KOSHER/FULL RABBIS? The Hassidic, Sephardic, Asi, Kenazi, etc., make their own KOSHER/FULL RABBIS, why not the ETHIOPIAN-AMERICANS too?
THE FATHER OF MONOTHEISM AND FAMILY

[From grandfather Amenhotep III - ca. 1405 - 1370 B.C.E. to granddaughter and her husband Pharaoh Tutankhamen - ca. 1348 - 1349 B.C.E. a total of fifty-six (56) years of the religious principle known today as [Monotheism]]

1. Amenhotep I's reign began in ca. 1370 B.C.E. and ended in ca. 1322 B.C.E., a period of about eighteen (18) years. This was during the XVIII Dynasty ca. 1555 - 1300 B.C.E. Akhenaten died more than thirty-six (36) years before the birth of Moses in ca. 1365 B.C.E. During the XVIII Dynasty ca. 1348 - 1234 B.C.E. Pharaoh Tutankhamen

Queen Neferetiti, beloved wife of Pharaoh Akhenaten

B. Amenhotep IV or Akhenaten

Daughter of Pharaoh Akhenaten


THE TEN COMMANDMENTS AND THEIR "AFRICAN ORIGIN"
Exodus 20:1-17
[Found In The Hebrew "Five Books Of Moses"


INTRODUCTION.

As a founding member of Akebu-lan Foundation, Inc. I take special enjoyment in writing a short introduction to this work. As the author puts out his first efforts to set the record straight began in 1953 with the Joint Committee For the Publication of We the Black Jews; it has now taken twenty long years to bring this book up to date. The readers of this work are in for the most enlightened interpretation of Ethiopian Jewish history. First of all, one can not deal with this question unless we look into all the histories of the past. A knowledge of Africa in general is needed; throughout the book Dr. ben-Jochanan continues to show the relationship of the Holy Bible with that of ancient Egyptian writings. Furthermore, he delved into the ancient manuscripts of Ethiopia: Kebra Negast [Glory of the Ethiopian Kings] and Sacred Writings of the Agaw People. What I believe this will do for the reader is give him a broader understanding of that which we call "Jewish History and its African Relationship." Dr. ben-Jochanan shows that the culture, religion, customs, thesopohies and tradition of the people we call "Falashas" [Ethiopia's Black Jews] and the "Agaw People" along with the Coptic Amhara Tribe of Ethiopia are all related to the ancient Israelite Tribe of Dan. If one is to be true to the discipline of anthropology you cannot really make a sharp difference between a Falasha and an Ethiopian Coptic (Orthodox) Christian of Northeastern Ethiopia. As you will notice on page 26x of this Volume, Chief Rabbi Yosef officially recognizes the Falashas as Jews. The good rabbi of Iraqi background has traced the Falashas through the books of the Talmud and came to the position that Jewish History justifies calling them True Jews. We in the Western World want to know, if this is so, why then must they "convert" under Rabbinical Laws of Israel. The question is asked: Do the Russian Jews who have been in Russia for fifteen hundred years also "convert" when they come to Israel? As far as I know only some of them who have parents that are half-Jews. Otherwise, most Russian Jews come to Israel without anyone interrogating them about their "Jewishness" as done to "Falashas."

Dr. ben-Jochanan brings out in the open the real reason why Rabbinical Authorities seem not able to accept Rabbi Yosef's decision on the Falashas. It really boils down to; why are the Falashas BLACK like most of the people in the "Afro-Asian World"? Is it not true that Ancient Israel was also of the same people found in that part of the world? He quotes from Dr. Karl Kautsky who said:

"...the Jews were a mixed race from the start, they in course of their migrations have come into contact with a great succession of new races and their blood has become more and more mixed."

All this and more made Dr. Kautsky's book "ARE THE JEWS A RACE" very controversial. In the picture on "Panel Of Jewish Scholars Translating The Bible" one of the "Scholars" by the name Bernard Barmore wrote a book - "PROSELYTISM IN THE TALMUDIC PERIOD," which records in Jewish History the conversions of many Romaniacs and their citizens in the first centuries of that period. Could the rabbis speak of RACIAL PURITY among Jews? I think not. If one should look into Biblical History it certainly does not exist. I hope when the Falashas, who will contest the "CONVERSION CEREMONY" in Israel by taking the case to the Supreme Court of Israel, will have a copy of this document to substantiate their historical claim.

Dr. ben-Jochanan has not only delved into the past of the BLACK JEW but also his present. He documents in this work the spiritual, physical and religious connection between the JEWS OF AFRICA AND AMERICA. Little has been said of BLACK JEWS of the West Indies who have been there ever since Christopher Columbus, living and marrying with the JEWS of the "Middle East" of Sephardic Heritage. If one was to travel to Jamaica, St. Antiaxia and St. Thomas you would see the descendents of these early JEWS living as their forebears.

In the closing lines of this "Introduction" I want to tell a little of the story of the HARLEM BLACK JEWS who left this country to search for their brothers in Ethiopia. Rabbi Ford, one of the early leaders of the Black Jews, took his congregation to Ethiopia. They met Dr. Tzemal Emmanuel who was later to open a Hebrew School in Addis Ababa in 1945. He met this group of Black Jews in 1931 and shared much of the rich culture of the Falashas at the time, as Dr. Yosef ben-Jochanan has shown in this Volume THE [FALASHA] COMMUNITIES DURING THE ITALIAN FACISTS OCCUPATION OF ETHIOPIA IN WORLD WAR II, Chapter 8. The Falashas had lost much as the rest of their Ethiopian brothers during the Fascists attack on Ethiopia. During this time Rabbi Ford kept in contact with the Black Jews in Harlem. As it was recorded at that time in the AFRO-AMERICAN of February 8, 1936, Rabbi Matthew had become the official representative of the Black Jews in America through the AUTHORITY given by the group in Ethiopia under Rabbi Ford. Rabbi Matthew said in this article:

"My mission here is to develop the Hebrew language among my people. The Colored Jew was the original Jew. It is my duty to induce him to accept his real religion anew. The Colored man was a great man as long as he could hold on to his true religion. When he lost it, he developed an inferiority complex and became the slave of the white man."

I, like the author, am an Ethiopian by birth. I was taken to America by American parents who came with Rabbi Ford. I grew up in the community of the Black Jews and know how the problem that has existed in America for SEVENTY [70] YEARS; the full acceptance of Black Jews in the Jewish Community. In 1952 Rabbi Mathew's credentials were not accepted by the New York Board of Rabbis! In 1962 some of us started HAZAAD HARISHOF in order to see if the Jewish people had degree from Germany, and studied in a Yeshiva there - where he completed training as a Rabi. How many White Rabbis have less credentials as Rabbis in the United States of America?
Community was ready; however, that also was not accepted. Meanwhile, Rabbi Matthew had opened many temples in New York City. Rabbi Marshall opened a temple in New York also. Rabbi Moses, recently deceased, was Head Rabbi of my temple in the Bronx. Most of the Congregations maintain a more "EASTERN SERVICE" and will relate to the brothers in Israel by supporting their claims to the "Holy Land."

The purpose of this book is to examine certain facts in World History that show the existence of Black Jews. Furthermore, Dr. ben-Jochanna deals with the reaction of the White Jewish Community in America as well as Israel. Our full reaction to this World Community will be made in the "HOLY LAND" at the proper time. While this is the FIRST BLACK INTERPRETATION of African Jewish History, we hope that others will be encouraged to complete this scholarship to the enlightenment of JEW and Non-JEW alike.

Rabbi Haile Moshe Paris
Mount Horob Congregation
Bronx, New York, N.Y.
5734 or 1974 C.E.

THE ROYAL "HOST" OF THE FALASHAS AND A VISITING DIGNITARY

NOTE: OROSTE OMA ALAM: TELL: "
Abobo: Esteban: AMI: LEKA: EABA:"
President Trence was awarded the Collar of the order of
Queen of Sheba
by His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie 1st [see
MENEN, June 1962]. He too persecuted "Falashas."

1. Rabbi Paris granted permission to use above "Introduction" in the current Edition of 1968 BCE.
2. On Friday, 15th September, 1974 Selassie was overthrown by the Ethiopian Army and Navy.

Two Ethiopian Armies At War, 19th Century C.E. [Musee de l’Homme]

HERODOTUS [ca. 482-432 BCE] REVIVED!

"Selash royalness" [royal] an idea for mercy to Hararich Barashshah who, allegedly, was "one of the few Negro pharaohs" [Kerry] note the same...
"Black gods, black meat, mostly black hair... "Herodora and others wrote of
"women's receptance in these... [Kerry, Ethiopians and Egyptians]. [From a bas-relief of the Tomb of Herodotus at Abidos, Tw-neter, Northeast Africa].

1. One needs to ask: Who is the original Semite? Were the Semites originally Asians, Africans or Europeans? How did they lose their "Negroid Characteristics" we see in these pictures? When was the first one "created" and/or "born"? Is the term "Semite" linguistic, ethnic or racial? Before the 1920's C.E. it was always considered to be "linguistic." Who changed it?
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GLOSSARY

Ethiopia [ë-thi-op-ə]...The land of the Sacred Torah, Christ and Moslem scriptures - "Cush.
Addis Ababa [əd-əs əb-ə-ba]...Capital City of Ethiopia.
Gentiles [jen-ti-les]...All Ethiopian religions other than Judaism practiced by the Falashas.
Falasha [fa-lə-shə]...An Amharan language - Amharic - word of Gheez origin.
Beit Israel [bët-is-ər-əl]...Correct name of the so-called Falashas or Agaw people.
Kaffè [kə-fə]...One of the groups that make up the Agaw [Falasha] people.
Gheez [gə-əz]...Ancient national language, currently used for religious worship only.
Kaffa [ka-fə]...Falasha Priest.
Tetelek [ta-tə-lek]...Tetelek Kaffa or Chief Priest of the Falashas.
DEB (də-bə) Divorced Priest who must surrender his right to officiate at services.
Mikose [mikə-sə]...Falasha Monk. A Priest of very high religious dedication.
Yaċašu (Ya-ṣa-ṣa-ṣa)...Falasha Confessor that receives dying confessions.
Ardo, 'et [ər-de-ət]...Book of the Disciples which read over an infant in the House of Child-bed.
Torah [tə-rə]...Jewish Sacred Bible, Pentateuch, Five Books of Moses, etc.
Or ḥirat...Falasha word for Torah.
Sallet [sa-lət]...Prayers used in the Falasha Synagogue.
Qredan (qa-ɾədəna)...Name for the Animal Sacrifice in memory of Abraham's son.
Māruweq...Food offerings of Falasha women to Priests on days of Sacrifice.
Awd [awd]...Area where the Sacrificial Lamb [or Ox] is slaughtered.
Ardocy (aɾ-də-rə) The suck of milk held over the Sacrificial Animal/Leviticus 2:13.
Qudassāq...A room reserved for the Falasha Monks, Priests and Deacons alone in the Synagogue; also, where the Sacred Scrolls [Books] and Sacred Implements are kept.
Māgu (ma-ə̃)...Falasha Synagogue or House of Worship (never "Temple" outside Israel).
Qibb [kəb]...The Unleaven Bread baked on a stone in the open air from the heat of the Sun and eaten on Passover - Pesach.
Qaš [kəʃ]...The drink for breaking the Passover Fast.
Eshkol (es-ə-səl) The evening of the surrender of the bride to her husband on the day of the Marriage Ceremony for her to be able to mate and surrender the proof of her virgin status if it was her first marriage.
Yīmāqūm gogo [yəm-ə-go-go] House Of The Woman In Blood, where the Falasha woman go to pass her menstrual period.
Yā́rā gogo [yar-ə-go-go] House Of The Woman In Child Bed, where the Falasha woman goes to deliver her child during the late stage of her pregnancy.
Zāafe [za-fə]...Narcotic extract for giving sweet to the ritual bath used by the woman leaving the House Of Blood and House Of Child Bed; also used in making perfume for Falasha women, and cologne for Falasha men.
Oryqās [ər-ə-rəqəs]...Name of the Sun.
Arak [ə-ərək]...Place of repose or Cemetery.
Fes [fez]...To be divorced; a divorcee.
Tīmūd [tə-mud]...A standardized VERSION of the Sacred Torah made by European rabbis to suit their own interpretation of the literal language of the Torah is saying; this is contrary to the literalist Falashas.
Uryq [ər-ə]...The Sun in the Heavens.

I. Some of these words may have completely different meaning in other areas, and amongst other peoples of Ethiopia. Others only specially trained "Learned Men" can translate at present.

[End of Glossary]
EVERYONE ON THIS PAGE IS A "SEMITE" OR "HAMITE" EXCEPT ONLY TWO? CORRECT YOU ARE; ONLY THE PRESIDENT OF GUINEA AND HIS FIRST LADY!

MAP OF ETHIOPIA AND HER NILE VALLEY NEIGHBOURS
(with biblical, pre-biblical, colonial and 20th Century C.E.
names and boundaries)

THE NILE VALLEYS
By: Y. ben-Jochanan, 1985 CE

This map shows the areas of Akebu-ian (Africa) which
Europeans and European-Americans for the last two-hundred (200)
years have been trying to claim as the original home of the "CAU-
CASIANS" and "SEMITES"; a theory which is in total disagreement
of their former claim of the so-called "GARDEN OF EDEN" around the
Nile and Euphrates rivers and their valleys. Note the location
of the major nations of the Nile and Great Lakes where "CAUCAUSIANS
NEGROES, SEMITES, HAMITES," etc., allegedly were created independ-
ently of each other; thus the RACIST and RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY of to-
day's "CAUCASIAN RACE" and "GOD'S CHOSEN-PEOPLE" myth.

Note the common relationship between Punt, Ethiopia, Nubia, Meroe
and Egypt with respect to Israel (Palestine). Note full length of the Nile-
from Uganda in Central East Africa to Egypt at the coast of North Africa.

THEY ARE "NEGROES"??? Pictures extracted from "Ethiopia's Leading Illustrated Magazine" MELEN, June 1962. Note that the name is similar to the name of the Emperor's late Empress.

1. The late Hon. M. M. Garvey [1877-1940 C.E.] reminded us that "Africa Is For The Africans, Those At Home, And Those Abroad," The African-Papuans are saying the same in their case.
THE FALLACY OF A "JEWISH" (Semitic) "RACE": Chapter I.

This examination, which is nothing more than a historical recording of facts, should assist my readers in formulating a better or much more comprehensive understanding of the influences and reactions which this chapter bears. Thus you have a basis upon which you can start to understand the effects of the fallacy of racial Judaism, and some of the reasons why many Jews also became "ANTI-SEMITIC," "ANTIS-JEWISH" and/or "ANTI-ZIONIST," etc. 1

In many rabbinical writings severe color prejudice is found, especially among some of the early ones who in abundance reconfirmed each other's position by claiming that:

"The Black man [or black skin] is the result of a CURSE on Ham by Noah."

The symbols of this so-called "CURSE" certain rabbis have maintained are the following:

"A black skin, mishedep lips and twisted woolly hair with separated roots."

But none of the same rabbis were so color-prejudiced that they ever arrived with the theories propounded by their own Sacred (Holy) Torah (Christian Old Testament). For example, a version of the Sacred Torah states that the "CURSE" was placed on Canaan, Ham's son. But some of the rabbis contradicted the biblical scholars and offered their own myth, that:

"THE CURSE WAS PLACED DIRECTLY ON HAM."

Rabbi Hirsch stated that:

"Ham came forth from the Ark black-skinned." 2

Of course, he meant to show that Ham had a WHITE or LIGHT skin before he entered the Ark; and that he had undergone a rapid change of pigment discoloration in only one hundred and ninety-six (196) days while he was in the Ark. These rabbis and their descendants "owed" that Ham had been guilty of sodomy, or having illicit intercourse with his own wife.

The French anthropologist, Tousard, concluded that the rabbis of the First Century C. E. were the first to expound the spread of RACE and COLOR differences as we know them today. He noted that such was unknown in the periods of far-off antiquity, and at least in the "West." He further went on by correctly citing that Aristotle [the so-called "father of natural history"] and Hippocrates [the so-called "Father of Medicine"] did not mention "RACE" in any of their works, even though both studied anatomy and the known differences of the human family [including the black men and other peoples of dark pigmentation] while they were students in Egypt and Nebia. 3

1. These two terms have been used much too frequently to suppress any form of Jewish criticism.

\[\text{kr: sib}\]

1. This letter was received by your author with a sense of awe I could not believe. This was/is an honour I could believe would have been mine only if my ego was getting away with my mind. How could I believe that I would have gotten this opportunity so many amongst us African/Ethiopian/Hebrew/Beta Israel would have gladly paid enormous sums of money to do? I feel so happy to be so honoured; I can do nothing else but make the honour befitting of me.

\[\text{Inr}^\text{xxxi\&}\]
Let us examine a little closer why the White Jews at both periods were developing color prejudice; and why they stated that the "curse on Ham" was identifiable by a "black skin." Next only to the so-called "Aryan Indo-European Christians," the "European-American" and "European Jews" have been much more "COLOR CONSCIOUS" than anyone else of ancient history. They have been using "WHITE" and "BLACK" to depict some sort of "CURSE" upon each other. Therefore, it is not to be wondered that in all these different countries in the "Middle East," the "white" Jews came to be called "Jews of Color" or "Jewish Negroes," and the "black" Jews called "Jewish Whites." In the Middle East, most of the people are actually mixed to some extent, and the color of the skin is not a definitive characteristic. However, the term "Jewish Negroes" or "Jewish Whites" seems to be a result of cultural and historical factors rather than a biological one.

Of course, those rabbis holding the theory that -

"The Ethiopians were not created by God, or descended from Adam," -
were less than hypocrites, since they were professing belief in the following from the First Book Of Moses (or Genesis), Chapter I, Verses 26 - 27 of the FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES (Torah):

36. And God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness; and let them have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth.
37. So God created man in his own image, in the image of God created he him; male and female created he them.

But how could they, or any other professing believer in Judaism or Christianity, continue as they did with regards to the Ethiopians? Because of the same reasons their Talmudist descendents of Sixth Century C.E./A.D., Europe wrote the following:

Now I cannot bespeak the fourth son whose children I would have ordered to serve you and your brothers! Therefore it must be Canaan, your first-born, whom they enslave. And since you have disliked me... doing ugly things in blackness of night, Canaan's children shall be born ugly and black! Moreover, because you twisted your head around to see my nakedness, your grandchildren's hair shall be twisted into kinks, and their eyes red; again because your lips jested at my misfortune, theirs shall swell; and because you neglected my nakedness, they shall go naked, and their male members shall be shamefully elongated! Men of this race are called Negroes; their forefather Canaan commanded them to love theft and voluptuousness, to be hated together in hatred of their masters and gave to the devil.
other religious groups, neither group could have produced anything else but an amalgamation of people if none existed before. Remember that the Egyptians, Nubians, Makarites and Ethiopians in all of the records of those ancient times were described as having what Herodotus reported:

"THICK LIPS, BROAD NOSES, WOOLLY HAIR AND BURNT OF SKIN."

Therefore, the only difference between all of us was religion; but in no sense whatsoever was it "COLOR" and/or "RACE." And the argument about Miriam's objection to Moses marrying his Ethiopian wife was based upon the rejection of a so-called "HAMITE" in the equally so-called "SEMITIC RACE" is nothing less than asinine as any fool could reach. Those who still harbour such arguments cannot protest against Adolph Hitler's analysis as regards to "Jews" not being a part of the so-called "ARYAN RACE," since both arguments are based upon likely myths. In this regards the ancient writer Strabo said the following:

"Many of my time considered Jews as an African people."

Some of Adolph Hitler's prize members of the "Aryan Master Race" like Ludwig von Beethoven, and of course Germany's "Celestial Saint" Maurice, both of whom are shown on the following page, were of African origin. Of course there are so many of us who will not for the first minute believe a single word, not even the picture of what is being revealed here. But we - "Jews" - will still believe that our ancestors placed a "CURSE" on a white brother and turned him into a "BLACK" man, who eventually became the ancestor of the so-called "NEGROES." Yet we were ourselves at least "DARK-SKINNED," and at best "BLACK-SKINNED," Those of us who came to this realization by virtue of research had to answer our racist Jews at this stage. But our own mixing with "FAIR-SKINNED" and/or "WHITE-SKINNED" Europeans came after we left Egypt, Nabia and Ethiopia in North and East Africa, etc. All of us, only after we were forced to flee into the land of the so-called 'Caucasians' following the destruction of the last temple by the Romans sometime during the First Century B.C.E. But the so-called "PURE WHITE SEMITES" that resulted from our amalgamation in Europe can now state that "BLACK PEOPLE," including "BLACK JEWS," are the result of the so-called "...CURSE ON HAM,..." It is more than funny that the accepted VERSION of the Five Books Of Moses [Pentateuch, Old Testament, etc.] by most "Jewish" (Hebrew) Scholars, the so-called "MESORETIC TEXT," has no mention whatsoever of the first word with regards to "HAM" or "CANAAN'S" color of skin and/or race. For one cannot find a single chapter, verse or word where it is still shown in said TEXT that the so-

2. J.A. Rogers, 100 AMAZING FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO WITH COMPLETE PROOF, p. 1.
3. See reference to "Moses marriage to the daughter of the High Priest of Ethiopia/Kush" in the Holy Torah/Old Testament, etc.
4. See blatant racist story in R. Graves and R. Putal's, HEBREW MYTHS, pp. 120 - 122, etc.

AFRICAN-EUROPEANS (Blacks) OF HITLER'S "MASTER RACE":

Saint Maurice of Aragon, Celestial Saint of Germany.

Ludwig van Beethoven at the age of 44.

"BLACK-NIGGER" MEN OF THE "MASTER RACE":

His mother was a Moor.
called "CURSE" had anything whatsoever to do with the "COLOR" of anyone. It merely states:

"A CURSE PLACED ON CANAAN."  

Neither is this said in the Book Of Genesis [First Book Of Moses], Chapter 16, Verse 25 where the story of Noah cursing his own grandchildren-to-be is shown. Yet the racist VERSION I have shown on page 2 of this Volume prevails unchallenged as the "most holy inspired words of God."

The matter of "BLACK SKIN," and now "NEGRO" or "COLORED SKIN," before the latest revised KING JAMES VERSION OF THE [Christian] HOLY BIBLE, is indisputably willful and malicious in its distortions that were edited into the teachings of the HEBREW BIBLE for the purpose of also bringing into the Christian Community the racist teachings of the old rabbis who propagandized what you have read on page 2; all of which was [and still is] to throw scorn and disgrace upon the indigenous African people and their descendants scattered all around the world due to the effects of colonialism, imperialism, and most of all SLAVERY. But the strangest part about this aspect of the history and heritage of mankind is that all of us - "Sun Worshipers" [Jews, Christians, Moslems, and all others], have suffered one time or another from the same type of character assassination.

How could the European rabbis of the past, and so many of the European-American communities of the present, maintain that:

"THE ETHIOPIAN, NUBIAN AND EGYPTIAN JEWS WERE DESCENDED FROM HAM,"  

who was declared to be condemned by God - ANY? - because of this racist proclamation by Noah:

"A SLAVE: OF SLAVERY SHALL HE BE."

But it was the same "slave of slaves" that was controlling all of the "ISRAELITES" when we were in Egypt, Nubia, Morocco and Nipot; the same people who also taught us out of the first books written many thousands of years before our first "AFRICAN BROTHER" named Moses gave us his version of the teachings of other "AFRICANS" from the Grand Lodge of Wa'at and other subordinate Lodges - wisdom known at the time as the "MYSTERIES," of those of us who were allegedly descended from the so-called "...SONS OF SHEM," and supposedly "...RECEIVED OUR BLESSINGS FROM NOAH..." were then unfortunately the "...SLAVES OF SLAVES," for the CANAANITES [Egyptians, Nubians, Moroccites and Ethiopians] that received the "CURSE" from the same "NOAH" because they were the "...DESCENDANTS OF HAM/Noah's Son; God's Words."

Another aspect in this type of biblical teachings of the mythology and allegory is the fact that the so-called "CURSE" was placed upon the "CANAANITES," according to the Masoretic Text [a version of the "Holy Bible"]. But the "CANAANITES, dwelled in the land" that later became Palestine and/or Israel, all of which is distinctly located in Asia, not Europe. Therefore, they were "CURSED" [Black] ASIANS, and more closely connected with the "WHITES" to the north of them, the source of their lighter skin. But the so-called "SHEMITES" - who were living in Asia Minor ["Africa" or "Africa"] - Egypt, Nubia, Morocco and Ethiopia - from ca. 1675 B.C.E. [during the XIVth Dynasty] among another "CURSED" group of "BLACKS" - the noted "HAMITES" - got their darker color in Africa. Is it not true that this entire allegorical myth is a face-faceted lie? For, is it not written in the Sacred [Holy] Torah that:

"GOD GAVE THE LAND OF THE CANAANITES TO HIS CHOSEN PEOPLE - ISRAEL?"

If so, as it is written, why then "CURSE" on "GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE" of Canaan? Or is it that "God's inspired holy scriptures" were equally a team of liars? Should it not be that modern European and European translators were/are equally racist liars?

As we look at the racist interpretations of the Hebrew and Christian "...Holy Scriptures written by God's Insured Holy Scribes..." further, we find another type of nonsense; this time the same type of vicious propaganda, but directed against the opposite parties to the above. Thus certain BLACKS in the course of seeking revenge over the myth of "HAM'S CURSE" have countered with the following:

"The White man originated from an ailing age, who was the ancestor of the Whites."  

Many more, in reaction to the European-Americans [Whites] epitaph, said that:

"The white skin was caused by leprosy; it comes from their ancestor Gehazi, who was the servant of Eliasha. He placed his curse upon Gehazi for having solicited money from Naaman."

Of course they always quote II KINGS, Chapter 5, Verse 21 as one of their sources of documentation. Since the "Holy Scriptures" of any religion can be translated and interpreted to suit any occasion, one should find no unceasing understanding these equally warped versions. This author thus believes that these reactions are topped by the following quotation the late ethnologist Joel A. Rogers cited in one of his noted works - NATURE KNOWS NO COLOR LINE. He wrote:

"Some Negro preachers and expounders of the Bible have even proved that while people will not go to heaven because Jesus placed a curse on their hair. As authority they quote the parable of the sheep and the goats [Matthew, 25:31-46], where Christ said that when he comes again in all his glory he shall separate the sheep from the goats, place the sheep on his right hand and say to them: Come ye blessed of My Father, inherit the kingdom prepared for you from the foundation of the world."

See "Foreword" in J.A. Rogers, NATURE KNOWS NO COLOR LINE, New York, 1952, Vol. 1, etc.

The "Holy Bible" is subject to thousands of interpretation of any Chapter, Verse and/or Line. This is only one of thousands. One man's "Sacred/Holy Scriptures" is another's pagan belief.  

6
tion. The geats have straight hair like whites; the sheep, wool, like Negroes. 1

From this quotation we are very little of the consistency among these "Negro" races and their white racist teachers; for they too have forgotten that many African-Americans try very hard in European-America to straighten their hair to the straightness of that of the "cauc" or "white man. 2 How uniformly the theory of RACIAL SUPERIORITY fails sander by the acts of its own proponents!

"Cain turned black,[according to the rabbits] through a curse placed upon him by God."

The European-American version of a Christianized Black Man states:

"Cain turned white and gave origin to the whites, when God struck at him in the Garden of Eden after he had killed Abol; and because of his fright he turned white."

The following is from the words of another White man – Parkyn, a traveler who once toured Ethiopia, East Allebea-Ian/"Africa":

"The Ethiopians claimed I had cat's eyes and monkey's hair, and I lost my skin." 3

I think that a work by Leo Probenius 4 should help some of us "racists" to clean our system from racial prejudice, regardless of whom we are prejudiced against, if we are to be able to forestall another series of persecutions directed against us – solely on the basis we may have kept in mind that we are not justifying, but we must be willing to heed our own teachings, not one of which we do not see as being a point of calling African people "NEGRO" and "NEGRESS" following our own fellow White Jews protest against being called "JEW" and "JEWESS," etc., etc., etc.

I wish to go further and show you how silly the issue of "RACE" affects us. The late Asfa Yilma, who claimed to have been "an Ethipian Princess" from some connection which she could not justify, and who was white blonde in skin color, but also wished to ignore her background of BLACK so-called "NEGRO" origin, thus found it necessary to rant in her racist work – HAILE SELASSIE, Appleton, Century, New York, 1936, page 23 about her own aberration; thus a...

"third race whose hair is wolly and thick. There are no Negroes in Abyssinia except as slaves."

Now as an Ethiopian or African, I could say that this woman either was too racially prejudiced or too ignorant of the facts when she maintained such on the basis of features and/or anatomical appearance of the people of Ethiopia – which she called "Abyssinia. " Obiously she must not have seen the face of Empress Menes, the late wife of Emperor Haile Selassie I, as shown on..."
"The Jews, the Negro, and the Portuguese could be seen in a single person."  

What state of error on "RACE" most people are in! For example: Hartog wrote in his volume:

"The German Jews, as for example those of Prague, are as white as most of their German countrymen."  

John Rigelow said that:

"The Jews expelled from Portugal by King John II settled in the West Indies, specifically in Jamaica in 1556, children were negroed."  

Count Adam Gurowski [Poland] said of his visit in the United States of America in 1857 C.E.:

"Numbers of Jews have the greatest resemblance to the American mulattoes. Sallow complexion, thick lips, crooked black hair. Of all the Jewish population scattered over the globe one-fourth dwells in Poland. I am, therefore, well acquainted with their features. On my arrival in this country, I took every light-colored mulatto for a Jew."  

Certainly we cannot disagree with any of the above commentators on what they experienced with respect to the so-called "RACIAL AFFINITIES" of the Jews in the United States of America and Europe. The following pictures of Black Jews on pages 11-15 add to their support and documentation. Those on pages 209, 301, 302, 305, 310, etc. equally add to the Jewish dilemma.

In this struggle for RACE, COLOR and RELIGIOUS purity we Hebrews [Israelites or Jews] have been caught. To keep our ties to the least economic resistance which goes hand in hand with being a member of the so-called "WHITE RACE," Hebrews who profess to be of the same "WHITE RACE" must reject all other Hebrews [Jews] of very dark or black complexion [pigment], this being equally true for all others who are unable to meet the designation of a member of the "GREAT WHITE RACE." This rejection is done for the sole purpose of proving to European and European-American Gentiles that although they are "Jews," they are still of the so-called "GREAT WHITE RACE." But when the issue of the Jews being a "RACE" arises in certain quarters, and it is advantageous for most of them to claim that they are of a distinctly different "RACIAL GROUP" to the "GREAT WHITE RACE," these same Jews claim that they are the "CHOSEN PEOPLE" of the "HEBREW RACE." This latter classification has been the basis upon which your writer and others of his geographic and pigment groups found ourselves rejected by our brother and sister Jews of "WHITE SKIN." They give the following reason for their overt action thus:

"The Falashas are converts to the Hebrew Faith; but they are not of our race."

1. E. Waltz, INTRODUCTION TO ANTHROPOLOGY, New York, 1893, pp. 47 - 52. See other pages.  
4. JAMAICA IN 1856, London, 1851, pp. 16 - 22. Written from a British colonizist point of view.  
BLACKS OF THE "SEMITIC RACE," BUT NOT IF YOU ARE FROM THE U.S.A.
WHAT MAKES THE DIFFERENCE: HAIR, LIPS, NOSE ???

Skin so dark that they immediately became known as "black Jews."
Like colored peoples elsewhere, the black Jews became the object of color discrimination. Unskilled workers, they were forced to take the most menial jobs in Israel, working as porters and bootblacks. They lived in the worst slums in Tel Aviv and for a while there was even an attempt to keep them out of trade unions. But the principles of the Israeli republic, which called for bringing all Jews back to their homeland on an equal basis, were finally made dominant and today a decade after Israel was born, color prejudice is fast becoming unknown.

Intermarriage is now common in Israel and is in fact encouraged as a means of merging all Jews into one nation with one language. Coming from Arab countries where they adopted local customs, some of those black Jews used to give their girls away in marriage when they were 11 or 12. But now, by an act of the Knesset, the legal marriage age for girl to marry is set at 17 and the black Jews obey the law.

The black Jews of Israel have demonstrated their ability to adapt to a "westernized" standard of living. They are shrewd and ambitious as well as gentle and accommodating.

In wedding ceremony, Jewish girl from Israel

1. Black Jews are no more "...shrewd..." than White Jews; all kinds of people are "shrewd." Today we - "Black Jews" - make up the majority of Israel's population, but have lost power of control than any group of "White Jews" within the country. Why? White Racism? God's People?

BLACK SHADERS OF THE SO-CALLED "SEMITIC RACE."
How Much Better -Off Are They Than The "U.S.A.'s Negroes" Now?

Bridegroom is shown by hood who puts hands in his hair as Jacob did in the 4and children as stated in the Bible. Black Jett range in color from deepest black to deep brown and white.

Features vary from Negro to Oriental.

1. The touch-up letters are due to the damaged original. No changes made to any word.

What is an "Oriental feature" and/or "Negroid feature," etc. ? From Abraham to Moses and the creators of Israel/Palestine were all Asians and Africans; not one solitary "European" involved.
MEMBERS OF THE "SEMITIC [Jewish] RACE:" ARE THEY NOT? THEY COME FROM EUROPEAN-AMERICA, AFRICA AND EUROPE, BUT ONLY THE "WHITE" ONE IS A SO-CALLED "TRUE JEW?"

At prayer, members of the choir, wearing prayer shawls, attend Alphabet classes. Children of the Congregations (Har-Brit) in New York, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Chicago and Youngstown, Ohio, taught Hebrew.

1. Of all the "Black Jews" shown on pages 11 - 16 only those on the top row of this page are called "NEGROES" and/or "COLORED JEWS." The "Black Jews" at the bottom is from Ethiopia, Moses, Alkhabu-Im (Africa or Africa); thus a "Nile-Hamite, Nile-Semitic, Hamo-Semite, Dark-skinned Caucasian, Lost Jew, Falasha/Falassa, Beta Israel, Jew of the Tribe of Dan," etc.

MEMBERS OF THE ISRAELI BLACK JEWS
The range from Red Black to Snow White, etc.

ARE THEY TOO NOT TRUE JEWS?
WHO IS ONE?

The DOUBLE PYRAMID DOG STAR or TUAT We Saw While We Were In Te-Moray [Mizpah or Egypt], From ca. 1075 B.C.E. to ca. 1235 B.C.E., We Have Since Remained And Claimed As Our Own "STAR OF DAVID" Everywhere We Are Since ca. 1690 C.E.¹

Assistant rabbi recites benediction at wedding under Jewish Star of David.

¹ See Y. ben-Jochanan's BLACK MAN OF THE NILE AND HIS FAMILY, pages 340 - 372. The Dog Star or "Mogen David" is in fact two up-side-down pyramids: . There is no historical basis back to biblical King David of Israel to justify its usage.
Let us look at this racial fallacy from a different viewpoint to see how destructive this type of discrimination can get. We - BLACK [darker skin] JEWS - who came freely to the United States of America can easily notice the separation between Eastern and Western European and European-American WHITE JEWS. The JEWS with their PAYS from Eastern European Orthodox Communities are looked at with shame because of their old customs, whereas the earlier immigrants from Western Europe have already discarded them. The Westerners, having taken Christian traditions and materialism from capitalist industry as being part and parcel synonymous with their form of Talmudic [Rabbinic] Judaism now, even find it necessary to reject this branch of their fellow European JEWS, much less their fellow JEWS from Africa, the Caribbean Islands, the United States of America and all other parts of the Americas. On many occasions your author had to make peace between these two European and European-American groups. Thus it is not at all astonishing to me that later on I would have had to disassociate myself with both as a matter of principle over the issue of a "Semitic or Jewish White Race..." from Adam and Eve.

In the above gathering I overheard JEWS from Germany and Austria make slurring remarks about their Eastern European fellow JEWS' ignorance and backwardness. The Eastern group also countered with the fact that the Western group...

aided and abetted Adolph Hitler and his Nazis regime before they too were persecuted after he had no more Orthodox to send to the Gas Chambers...."

They further stated that:

"The German and Austrian JEWS were abandoning their Jewish Faith by starting a somewhat quasi-Christian Religion under the pretext of being a Reform Judaic Movement."

These charges and countercharges got so heated on one occasion that physical violence occurred on the very floor of a synagogue. However, in this latter incident between Eastern and Western European and European-American "Jewry" there is a "COMMON BOND" theory. This is for the means of protection in the event of there being another attempt at Jewish persecution from Gentile communities in the United States of America, and once again in Europe. There is no such closing of the ranks when the persecution is directed against Ethiopian, African-American and/or African-Caribbean Jewish communities. For how could there be any closing of the ranks between Black and White Hebrews in this latter case, when in fact they will be on separate sides? The White JEWS with the White Gentiles, and the Black JEWS with the Black Gentiles; for African JEWS in the United States of America are not recognized by the greater body of White JEWS as being "authentic JEWS." The arguments put forward to justify this myth and racist propaganda are too many to try and list here. And the fact that the African BLACK JEWS of worth do not care one way or the other if White JEWS recognize them is another reason they will not be detailed.
The racial issue we have dealt with came to a head with the unwritten covenant tactics employed by some fellow Jews in their manner of selecting persons to reside in their neighborhoods. This condition was tested by the accounts given below.

A few of us on a Select Committee in Harlem, New York City, New York had the following experiences: The New York Herald Tribune (before it became defunct) advertised a few "apartments in the Jackson Heights section of Queens, New York City, New York stating that they were "...available for immediate occupancy." We made phone calls to the three owners advertising. Upon telephoning, all three assured us that we could...have the apartment..." because we were..."the first to inquire." Following these answers, we arrived at the home of the first man. As we entered we took note of the "Star Of David" on the apartment’s window and felt somewhat relaxed because this Hebrew brother needed an apartment desperately, and here was another Hebrew brother who would help another out of his condition of desperation. But as we asked about the apartment, he looked at us and said:

"The person taking this apartment has to know Hebrew because very few of the people in this building speak English."

I then spoke to my European-American Jewish brother in Hebrew, only to discover that he only knew a few quotations from his prayer books. He followed with an answer we would have never expected. He stated:

"This is a white Jewish community; you people could not seriously be expected to feel comfortable here, even though you call yourselves Hebrews."

The next place we visited we were told by a couple:

"As white people we are no different than the Christians when it comes to admitting Negroes in our neighborhood. Why don’t the colored people, call yourselves Jews or Christians, build your own neighborhoods to live in."

We tried other areas in Manhattan, Brooklyn, Staten Island, and The Bronx; all with the same results in most details to the above. The last person I spoke to stated:

"I have an apartment across the street where my wife and I live. I would let you, my friend, have it."

I guess this man really meant just that, and was willing to turn over the key of the apartment to me, when a wench that identified herself as "...a self-respecting white woman..." appeared and overheard our conversation and demanded of the landlord that he "...better not rent to any colored in my brother’s building." She immediately made an about-face and left the premises in haste, only to return very shortly thereafter with at least fifteen[15] frail fellow white women who joined in open protest about our being there for the purpose which we were. One of these "God-fearing" women was overheard saying:

1. The original for this word was "MARRUS." This is the English translation; not "JEW," etc.
1933 C.E. Of course, then there was an all-out protesting force of every Jewish organization: WHITE, BLACK, BROWN, YELLOW, RED, and whatever other types of Jews there were over the entire world; and no less those in the United States of America. They made their own government, and other governments of the entire world, recognize their contributions to its development. Then they demanded reprisals against the entire German people and nation. Here you can observe the difference in pressure applied for the BLACK JEWS of Ethiopia and equally for the BROWN JEWS from Yemen during the periods when their contributions to "JEWISH LIFE" were believed to have been important. Until their loss became evident to the modern political State of [Israel] Israel, there was never a time when the "JEWS OF THE WESTERN WORLD" rallied in mass to the cause of the Yemenite Jews while they were being persecuted by the Yemeni Arabs. The reaction amongst American [WHITE] Jews was not there as it was in the case of European [WHITE] Jews. Yet the so-called "ANTI-SEMITIC ATTACKS" were the same as directed against African [BLACK] and Asian [BROWN] Jews; no less so than they were in Hitler's Nazi Germany of the 1930's C.E.

The reason, or shall I say one of the many reasons, given for our - BLACK JEWS - rejection by the greater body of our - WHITE JEWS - of the "Western World" was [or in] that the so-called: "FALASHAS ARE NOT ETHNICALLY JEWS; BUT INSTEAD CONVERTED TO THE HEBREW RELIGION CENTURIES AGO BY PASSING JEWISH TRADERS." We [at home and abroad] challenge the issue here; that the so-called: "PURE LILY WHITE SEMITIC CAUCASIAN RACIAL [Kosher White] JEWS," the religious protectors of the HEBREW [Jewish] FAITH, who have maintained that; "FALASHAS WERE ALLOWED INTO THE JEWISH FAITH, BUT NOT IN THE LILY WHITE SEMITIC CAUCASIAN INDO-EUROPEAN RACE," need to examine closer the fact that one of the last authors to have written that BLACK JEWS ARE NOT ETHNICALLY JEWS is one Professor Wolf Leslai of Brandeis University. His notorious book, FALASHA ANTHOLOGY [published by Yale University Press, 1951], is academically classic, so far as "Western academia" goes with respect to Africans. Thus he too went along with other designated so-called "AUTHORITIES" on the history on anything African; his conclusion reflecting this: "FALASHA WERE CONVERTED TO JUDAISM." The amazing thing about this is that Leslai, like all others before him from European-America and Europe, shows that there is not any actual proof of whom and where our conversion to Judaism occurred other than by hearsay evidence reported by past European [Jewish and Christian] travelers to Ethiopia. Yet he still found it necessary to adopt the same conclusion of those professors and travelers who believed that: "THE FALASHAS WERE CONVERTED TO JUDAISM BY YEMENITE JEWS." But he equally rejected those who reported that:

"THE FALASHAS WERE CONVERTED TO JUDAISM BY JEWS FROM ELEPHANTINE."

He further indicated that the reason for his conclusion was based upon the Yemenite Jews having much more contact with the Ethiopians than with the Egyptians in past history. Even on this point history refuses to validate the able professor's claim. For it is written on the pages of African history that:

"On several occasions Ethiopia, Nubia, Merida and Egypt were combined under one dynasty by several pharaohs from each of these countries during different dynastic periods,..., etc., etc., etc.

It is further shown in this great history and heritage of Africa that Ethiopia's major connection with Yemen in this manner was during the period when Empress Makda's [also known as the "Queen of Sheba"] armies captured Yemen and imposed Ethiopian colonialism on the Yemenites. There were only two [2] other times in history when Ethiopians again crossed their national borders of the Kingdom of Ethiopia and entered into the land and Kingdom of Yemen.

For Professor Leslai to have reached the conclusion that the Falashas are not ethnically Jews, he must have produced for public scrutiny at least one of his own "ETHNIC (Racial) JEWS" from any part of the European and European-American communities where they still [legally] exist, but he must have started with the theory that there are such persons of "ETHNIC JEWISH ORIGIN" dating back to the allegorical and mythical "ADAM AND EVE IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN" to validate his classification. Yet if his theory is correct, then WE - Black Jews - should withdraw from the main body of Jews and form our own system of Torahic Judaism, but we cannot do this, for we must first search the evidence to show causes why we should be subjected to take such action on the basis of propaganda by those who set up themselves as the Kosher Jew Examiners. And after searching the records of the history of the Hebrew peoples all over the known world, particularly those of lighter pigment, we are unable to find one good reason why we should withdraw as a group from the greater body of our brother and sister Jews who appreciate as we are, along with the major contributions we have made to the overall culture and religious way of life in Judaism; this being no restriction upon the individual Jew who may desire to leave the fold of world-wide Judaism not to be confused with "World Zionism." The white so-called "Christian Missionary" Isaac Benz, who came on a "conversion mission in black Jews of Ethiopia" in the latter part of the 19th Century and the turn of the 20th Century C.E., had already reached the same conclusion long before Professor Leslai and others before and after him. But Benz's conclusion was made in order that it could have become a convincing weapon to be used in the "CONVERSION" of the Falashas to what he called "CHRISTIANITY," he, like all other so-called "Christian Missionaries," reminded us - FALASHAS - that:

You people are not wanted by the white-skinned Jews of your own religion.

1. See the "Kehob Negast" [Chronicle of the Kings], which also deals with Ethiopia's Armies that saved Israel from the Assyrians in ca. 714 B.C.E., etc. .
They have refused to accept that you are members of the Semitic Race.

To this the Falashas replied:

Christianity cannot disclaim Judaism; therefore we will not leave Judaism for Christianity through the escape route of conversion. Judaism has never been the basis of the origin of any race or ethnic group except among whites in the United States of America and Europe and their master race policies.

Once when the Agaw [Black Jews, Falashas, Beta Israel, etc.] communities in Ethiopia, East Africa [Alkebe-Lam, Ethiopia, Ortegrya, etc.] were only known to European and European-American [WHITE] Jews as the –

COMMUNITY OF THE LOST TRIBES;

there was no rejection of us as "JEW," and no theory about our "CONVERSION" to anything.

On this we could ask no better authority than the late honourable Professor Dr. Jacques Faillotvitch, who came to our communities in Ethiopia more than three [3] most eventful generations back and lived amongst us as a brother, who proved himself worthy of being a member. It is therefore quite funny that we note this brother Jew of WHITE hue did not equally reach the conclusion of other European and European-American [WHITE] Jews and Christians who came for a quick curiosity trip to see the "natives" for their next volume to be published about the "...heathens of darkest Africa..." etc., etc., etc. One has to bear in mind that Professor Faillotvitch spent over twenty-five (25) years with the Agaw communities and could not conclude that in any part of biblical and post-biblical history we –

"WERE CONVERTED BY JEWISH TRAVELERS FROM..."

anywhere whatsoever; the same being equally true for European Jews to their African-Asian base.

Who was Professor Dr. Jacques Faillotvitch? He came to the Agaw [Beta Israel, Black Jews] Community of Begemder Province of Northwestern Ethiopia, East Alkebe-Lam ["Africa"] – shown on the following maps on pages 42 - 44] quite by good fortune. He was sent to Yemen "...to make a study of the Yemenite Hebrew communities,..." etc. across the Red Sea on the continent of Asia by a Rabbinical Board located in Holland, Europe. While in Yemen on said mission he was advised by Yemenite Jews of –

"THE MOST ANCIENT TRADITIONAL HEBREWS LIVING AT A PLACE CALLED GONDAR, AND CALLED FALASHAS;"

He thereupon made immediate contact with his home office in Europe, and was given permission to continue and look into the truthfulness of his information. He came, he saw, and he agreed; but he refused to return to Europe. By this time when he had sent messages of the fact that...

"THERE ARE HEBREW TRIBES STILL EXISTING IN ETHIOPIA, EAST AFRICA,"

1. Even the "American Indians" were once labeled "The Lost Tribes Of Judah" by certain Jewish groups in the United States of America in order to have original status as the indigenous people.
The following text of this chapter relates to the present contemporary aspects of rabbinical RACISM and RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY that made "BLACK" the color of scorn because of the so-called "SIGN OF THE MARK OF SIN PLACED UPON HAM." Thus, it may become necessary for the reader to once in a while consult this "Introduction" when you are engaged in deep thoughts about the validity and contents of the evidence in this entire PROJECT — Volume I and Volume II.

Your author submitted a much more recent updating of the facts of what "Hebrews [Israelites, Jews]" and/or whatever else one calls the followers of the religion dedicated to the worship of the One and Only True God, YHWH, Jehovah, Adoni, etc. — look like in the pictures shown on pages 11 through 15 of this chapter. If they have not changed one’s confusion about the so-called "WHITE HEMITIC CAUCASIAN JEWISH RACE" and/or "CHOSEN PEOPLE," nothing else will. These pictures are representative visual facts of the "JEWS" who comprise the vast majority of the present inhabitants of the State of Israel; this being in spite of the fact that in said declared "democracy" it is the European and European-American ("WHITE") minority that dominates the nation's economic and religious policies locally and internationally. This you should understand when comment upon this subject is brought in the public light with regards to the current confrontation between BLACKS and WHITES in the United States of America over ISRAEL'S INVOLVEMENT WITH AFRICAN NATIONS, PARTICULARLY WITH EGYPT AND UGANDA. For within this area the term (for word), "BLACK" will be purposefully compared to the term and/or word "NEGRO" to cause confusion with respect to the "BLACK JEWS" of Israel, equally with the so-called "ARABS," both of whom appear on the following page side by side. This is not to say that all "NEGROES" and/or "ARABS" look like the following collage. What it does indicate however, is that the semantics governing both terms depend strictly upon the individual using them; but most of all the interest involved. On the following page, equally as pages 11 through 15 that preceded this page, the images shown are the same as the "CHOSEN PEOPLE" that were told in Israel:

"BLACK BREAD IS FOR BLACK JEWS, WHITE BREAD FOR WHITE JEWS."  

Few European and European-American Jews, Christians, Athiests, etc. have come to us with love for all which the late Processor Dr. Jacques Patitutich displayed. Therefore, it is only natural that praises and credit must be given where due; to the Doctor and the Pre-Paliah Committee of America, Inc. for accepting his works and trying to make them known to the en-

1. See The New York Times, 31 March, 1955, and p. 279 of this Volume for further details and references. This issue helps to prove the racist nature of "Zionism!" but who dared to bring this fact before the United Nations Organization when Israel was being judged for racism?
2. He, personally, displayed no sense of "racism" and "religious bigotry" like the general White Jewish Communities.
ALL OF THEM ARE CALLED "ARABS," AND THEY ARE ALL AFRICANS. LOOK FOR THEM IN ISRAEL.

COULD MOST OF THESE BE FOUND IN HARLEM?

A Birthplace of Cultures

The world community of Jews. President Emeritus Dr. Moshe Feldstein of the Jewish Theological Seminary, located at 122nd Street and Broadway, Manhattan, New York City, New York and others connected to this institution in the 1930’s are to be equally congratulated for calling the major Jewish communities in the United States of America to "...render aid to the beleaguered Falasha communities in Ethiopia..." when we were down, and almost out, after the Italian Fascist armies invaded and occupied most of the Kingdom of Ethiopia in 1935 C.E., followed by their systematic slaughter of our people. The Falashas also extended their love and warmth to those very few White Jews who are not mentioned here, but who made their personal contributions towards their fellow human beings of Ethiopia, and the so-called "BLACK JEWS" in particular.

Our historical data is open to all investigators for investigation. Our history and heritage date exactly how and when we arrived in the land of Ethiopia [Cush, Habasha, Abyssinia, etc.] from other High-Cultures in the North - Ta-Nehsi [Zeti or Nubia], Merrie and Ta-Merry [Sais, Kiosk, Nuk, Miraha, Egypt, etc.], and equally from Palestine in two different periods. This does not evade the fact that originally the Falashas, like all of the indigenous people of the Nile River [BLUE and WHITE] valleys and cultures, originated around the areas of the Great Lakes of Central Alkebu-Lan [Africa]; the same area where modern European and European-American ethnologists, archaeologists, Egyptologists, palaeontologists and other scientists have maintained. All of mankind had OCR evolutionary beginning. But the return to ETHIOPIA by the Falashas took place in the following manner: 1. Before Moshe (Stones) began his march or retreat from Ta-Merry [Egypt as mentioned in the Sacred Torah]; 2. Before the destruction of the very First Temple in Jerusalem; 3. With Prince Menelik 1st, son of King Solomon of the Kingdom of Israel and his Queen Makeda of Axum [Empress of Sheba, etc.], upon his return from his father. All of these trips are recorded in past Falasha biblical history, equally that of Israel. The last two of these three [3] stories refer to the...

"Birth of a son born to the Queen to the South, at the land of Cush in the City of Axum, and to King Solomon of the Kingdom of Israel/Palestine.,...

Can anyone reject this part of biblical history and still call himself/herself a "Hebrew" and/or "Jew"? Obviously European and European-American [WHITE] Jews have no problem doing just this; even after making the terms "SEMITIC" and "HAMITE" names of "RACES" for the sake of differentiating the indigenous Africans of Ethiopia from those other parts of the entire continent of Alkebu-Lan "Africa, Afrika," etc.] and the Americas – the Caribbean islands also.

It is also important to note that the biblical history spoke of a "...marriage..." between Abraham and a "...Cushite woman,...equally as it did "...Marriage to a Cushite Woman." And 1. Axum/Aksum was her Kingdom, Sheba a Kingdom in her Empire. She was Empress of Sheba.
it is equally written in biblical history about all Jews:

"And the father of Abraham’s second wife was the Chief Priest and King of one of the Hebrew Tribes living in the Land of Cush/Ethiopia."

Among Falashas the group of Hebrews to whom the biblical story refer is the "Tribes of Edom." The majority of the Agaw and/or Kyla (Falashas or Beta Israel), historically-speaking, descended from this "Tribes." Some have claimed that it is the "Tribes Of Dan" and/or "Jidal.

Due to the difficulties "Western" writers encounter in trying to interpret the languages of Amharic and Amharaic (see pages 53 - 63) they have made countless, very serious, errors in translating the "ETHIOPIAN CHRONICLES" [also known as the "KEBRA NAGASTE" in Amharic] and other writings with reference to the voyages of Queen Makeda and her only child - Menelik Ist - to King Solomon. This problem adds to the distortions and belief that the Falashas now have to correct at all times in the presence of European and European-American writers who feel that they know more about us than we know about ourselves.

Falashas' written and oral traditions about the birth and voyage of Menelik I/Abba Kukin are in many documents. These works are available to all visitors to our communities who must know how to respect their hosts and hostesses; this being very much abused by "Westerners," particularly those calling themselves "Christian Missionary." They will have to read the Amharic or Ge'ez language; for no one in the communities has taken the task to translate any of them into the English language, this being a major error on the part of those of us Falashas in the "Western World" the Americas and the Caribbean Islands.

We must turn to look for those persons who have not converted to the Hebrew [Jewish] Religion and are of the so-called "JEWISH RACE" through racial descent. They must be able to trace their "RACE" back to the place of originality. They must also present at least one of their members who can trace his or her ancestry back to Palestine generation by generation for a few thousand years - ca. 3760 B.C.E. - 1447 B.C.E., a period of 5313 years. If this is possible for any Jewish family to trace their generations back to their original ancestors in Palestine and Egypt or Neba, then this theory of the so-called "JEWISH RACE" must be given validity; if not, it falls asunder.

Are we to assume that Jews in so-called "BLACK AFRICA" living in the land of Ta-Merry [Egypt] under the yoke of slavery imposed upon them by the various pharaohs [Kings or Heads of the Great House] did not have any social and physical intercourse with the indigenous population there? It is very important to note that Egypt's population at that period in history - from about 1630 to 1234 B.C.E. [the XVth through XIXth dynasties], a period of a little more than four hundred years, was not constituted like the present amalgamation of African-American-European peoples. It was basically of predominant indigenous African people who came from the southern inland areas all the way up to Central East Africa's [Africa's] Great Lakes regions; this the ancient Egyptians, Naasians and Meroblites made very clear in their references to their origin in the pyramids they left their indigenous African descendants whom the European and European-American SLAVES colonized and committed genocide upon. All of this control their artifacts and documents, thousands upon thousands which still adorn the halls of European and European-American public and private museums, schools, churches, synagogues and other collections to this very day. It was not the predominant Arab population that controls EGYPT today; so more so than it was the present Europeans and European-Americans that control the State of Israel today. The ancestors of today's Arabs arrived there in the middle of the Seventh [7th] Century C.E. (or 18 A.H.). The European Jews arrived in Palestine during the latter part of the Eighteenth [18th] Century C.E. and the turn of the Nineteenth [19th] Century C.E.

I have not overlooked the arrival of the Asian - [Hindus] - in Asia during ca. 1675 B.C.E.; the Asian Persians ca. 555 B.C.E.; the European Macedonians [and also Greeks] in 332 B.C.E.; the European Romans in ca. 47 B.C.E.; the European Byzantines at the turn of the so-called 'Christian Era' [C.E. or A.D.] following the birth of the Christians' God-head - Jesus Christ [Yeshua the anointed] and death; and of course the English, French and others who followed the Asian Arabs ca. 640 C.E. [18 A.H.] and Asian-European Turks of 1206 C.E.

We must assume further that the Jewish living in Spain [Iberia] during the rule of the Africans from the Mauretanian Empire's kingdom of Morocco, otherwise called 'MOORS,' from ca. 711 C.E. through 1492 C.E. in some areas - a period of seven hundred and seventy-four [ca. 774] years, did not coexist freely with their BLACK masters and BROWN masters that later came from other parts of the Moorish Empire - the Arabs? And that from said cohabitation not a single "BLACK CHILD" was born to any of these so-called "SEMITIC WOMEN" of the "JEWISH RACE"? Remember, carefully, that the vast majority of the original Moors that invaded and conquered Spain and Southern France were indigenous Africans who had adopted the Mohammedan [Islamic] Religion, and not people from Arabia as we are sometimes led into believing for the purpose of maintaining the Greek White Race mythology of purity. History has very distinctly shown us that:

"The Moors were not interested in converting the peoples they met in Spain as much as they were interested in the labor forces of the area; the establishment of trade routes for economic control of the Mediterranean Sea; and the development of an independent school system for their religion." 1

1. Even the recognition that the vast majority of Moors in Spain/Iberia were Africans is being racially suppressed by "Western Academicians" who were/are Christians, Jews, Moslems, Atheists, etc. 2

It is shown that all peoples within the Moorish rule of Spain shared in said Moors society, depending upon his or her racial standing. And that the Moors mixed freely with all therein, allowing to roam for segregation of groups because of nationality, race, color and sex. Why? Because discriminating upon these grounds was contrary to their African Culture and Moors.

Joel A. Rogers wrote about the above in all of his works mentioned in the preface of this book (which many other writers have done in similar research with proof beyond hearsay) that:

"...the children of these Hebrew intermarriages with Moors took to the religious teachings of either parent, some followed the Hebrew faith and others followed Islam or Mohammedanism" [see Introduction of this chapter].

Is it not true that we [Jews] captured nations in the past and forced "conversion" upon those who we did not wipe out completely, such as the Moises, Zebedees, Parasites, Hittites and Amorites? WE also refer to our ancestors [whom WE boast of daily] whenever "WE" have to hear or read good things about them. But do they allow us to say with any degree of certainty: I DID NOT ARRIVE AT BEING A HEBREW BY ANY OF THE METHODS INDICATED ABOVE? [or], I AM NOT DESCENDED FROM SUCH PARENTAGE MENTIONED ABOVE? I AM A PURE WHITE.

On this latter point Falasha have proudly stated in very loud voices:

We desceded from such parentage and all of the wandering Tribes of the Hebrew Nation of the past, all of whose slavesmasters died them.

This includes the latter two cases mentioned above with respect to Spain and the Moors [Africans, and also Asians]. We can say all of this, since we do not have any proof that we are of any kind of "PARE RACE" (as the term goes, and for whatever it is worth).

Does color of skin, or facial appearance show the difference of "CONVERSION" or not. Now, is the color called "WHITE" the criteria for being considered "AN ORIGINAL JEW"? Or, does the facial characteristics called "CAUCASIAN" separate the "CONVERT" from the so-called only "ORIGINAL JEW"? We will have to investigate these latter points further.

There are many Jews of "CAUCASIAN APPEARANCE" who have children with "WOOLLY HAIR, THICK LIPS" and "DARK [burnt] SKIN," but this physical appearance is equally classified as "NEGRO" and/or "NEGROID" in the United States of America. You and I know WHITE JEWS [Senites] who are sometimes taken for "NEGROES," or are sometimes called "NEGROES," which results in their desperate effort to prove that they are not. Daily we also meet hundreds of people who are called "NEGROES," but they meet the above description of "WHITE," or "CAUCASIAN" as it is also called, and many are designated "WHITE" [review Introduction to this chapter] - the so-called "Colored passing as Whites/Causacians," etc. all over the U.S.A.

We must now take at the other side of this picture, for it is not all one-sided. There is quite a few light-skin [WHITE] brothers and sisters of the Hebrew Religion who do not reject the dark-skinned [BLACK] Jews. On this latter point I wish to quote you a few cases. These cases do not represent the only ones of the kind that could be shown here; neither do they represent the very best situation which could exist; just as those above do not represent the worst. Never the less, the fact is that on a whole [BLACK] Jews are not openly welcome by the greater White Jewish community as equals in "JUDEISM" - Talmudic and/or Torahic.

I have selected these two following units - "H Tiểu" - of B'nai B'rith and the "INTER-COLLEGIATE ZIONIST FEDERATION OF AMERICA" of the Upper Branch of the College of the City of New York, New York City, New York and Columbia University as examples. These two organizations are [were] campus organizations of Jewish students. Their attitude about the darker skin Jews were in some cases completely the reverse of what you have been reading above. In these two organizations Falashas found "like-warm," but not "heated," friendship and love. Some of us were shown understanding by a few individuals, and given personal guidance which was not available to all. Here you found not only Jews who were given a place of "like-warm" welcome, but also Gentiles who stopped by for an occasional conference. Amongst these students were their adult leaders, a few of whom were themselves rejected by some other groups who felt that their method of practicing JUDAISM is the one and only correct [godly] method. Among these leaders I found a few I could very safely call somewhat of a personal friend, such as Rabbi [Chaplain] A. Zuckerman - the spiritual leader of the H@student FOUNDATION of B'nai B'rith at City College. This Rabbi saw it fit each year that the late Rabbi Westerboth Matthew, of the Harlem African-American or Ethiopian Hebrew Congregation and Community, then located at West 129th Street and Lenox Avenue, New York City, New York, could address the above group under his directorship, in order that his [Rabbi Zuckerman's] students were informed about their BLACK brother and sister Hebrews of the Harlem Community and others throughout the Americas, the Caribbean Islands, West and East Africa [African], as elsewhere.

Rabbi Zuckerman made it a custom to encourage Africa and America-based "Falashas" to visit his group, and accepted all of us as Jewish equals, also to participate in Hillel's activities in his center. The students of the Intercollegiate Zionist Federation of America [I.Z.F.A.], now defunct, also admitted us to their organization on the same basis as did Hillel. This group was hosted at Columbia University, and met frequently in Earl Hall, West 116th Street and Broadway, New York City, New York, under the leadership of Columbia's "Jewish Chaplain" Rabbi Hoffman.

He had discussion groups on the various "Hebrew Communities of the World" which were not of Europe and North America; but there were also other periods for the latter two groups. 1. See pp. 283 - 287 of Volume Two of this project for further details on these Israelis, etc.

2. This group did not exist on many campuses throughout New York City's Metropolitan Area.
All groups of Jews were discussed there as just "JEWS," not as "special kinds." We were not required to have been "Orthodox, Reform, Reconstructionist, Conservative," or of any other type or form of JUDAIC leanings - including "JEWISH SCIENCE!" and the modern "JEWS FOR JESUS," etc.

From the above evidence and experience - many of us black-(darker)-skinned Jews concluded, somewhat hesitatingly, that:

"Hillel of CONY Uptown Division and IZFA of Columbia University are living Judaism."

We found that in the past those two organizations' students and leaders had thrown the "Ethnic Jewish Race" mythological theory out of their windows, where it justly belongs. Your writer and all other people of black [dark] skin, whether Jews or Gentiles, never had to complain of being mistreated or insulted as we had in too many other places of White Gentile and Jewish gatherings. Unfortunately, the leadership of Rabbi Hoffman and Zuckerman was unique.

The Park Avenue Synagogue congregation, located at 78th Street, under the leadership of the late Rabbi Dr. Milton Steinberg and Rabbi Simon Nuyach was another Jewish Community that was somewhat typical of the above college groups, where one of black skin or complexion was never made to feel rejected. Of course there were a few places which could have been pointed out in this light; but they were not in the minority as against those groups holding to their "PURE WHITE ETHNIC" [Semitic] "JEWISH PEOPLE!" and/or "WHITE JEWISH RACE" myth.1

I will consider the older Hebrew groups and see if it is true that the last groups mentioned above are not the exception to the general rule of the "White American Hebrew Community."

In these older groups, Jews of an African-American background and black color were always treated in the following manner:

"GLAD YOU CAME TO VISIT US, WE HEARD OF NEGRO JEWS IN HARLEM, WHEN DID YOU PEOPLE CONVERT TO JUDAISM? WHY ARE THE NEGROES IN HARLEM AND OTHER PLACES CONVERTING TO JUDAISM," etc., etc., etc.

The matter of the so-called "NEGRO JEWS" designation demands immediate correction. There is no such individual as a "NEGRO," much less "NEGRO JEW." "Amongst" people of African descent in the Caribbean Islands, Spanish, Portuguese or Dutch-speaking America, and all other parts of the world except in the United States of America and some other English-speaking colonies, this term - "NEGRO" - is not used with respect to a human being unless with the contempt its original creators the Portuguese in the 17th Century C.E.) mean for it to have.

"NEGRO" is rejected by all of the dark-skinned peoples of the world who are conscious of their illustrious heritage, "Ethic Jews, African-American Jews, African-American Israelites" and/or "Falashas" are all acceptable to various groups of Jews of African background, both at home and abroad; but never "NEGRO JEWS" and/or "COLORED JEWS," etc. BETA ISRAEL is correct.

1. In the United States of America the myth of a "White Jewish Race" is accepted almost everywhere; even among the so-called "Repeatably Negroes/Coloreds," etc., of the "Harlem," etc.
Racial Jews” so long, because your primary purpose for reading this work was to learn about the Jews of Africa and their culture. The answer to this type of reasoning should have been obvious to you by now, because this “FALLACY” has bearing on the “BLACK-WHITE” turnoffs in the entire world today. If you have grasped the answer, I shall try to assist you in reaching some more of the conclusions through the following facts.

In these times of growing “NATIONALISM” throughout the world, and by the colonial peoples freeing themselves from the political, economic and cultural yokes forced upon them by Western European and European-American Imperialist nations from the sixteenth [16th] Century C.E. to the present twentieth [20th] Century C.E. it has, therefore, become very important and necessary for everyone of us to know and understand these people in revolution more than we ever had before. There is, also, an urgent need for all of us to develop an open-mindedness to prepare for the history of these people which WE will be soon forced to read voluntarily or involuntarily.

The colonial peoples, mostly non-White and non-Judaic-Christian, hold a great deal of power over the so-called “…highest standard of living in the world…” in the palm of their hands. We will find that most of the Black Jews are amongst them. We will also find that our attitude against one segment of them will affect the attitude of all of them towards all of us. We will find that the racial fallacy White Jews may hold against BLACK JEWS will affect the reaction which your so-called “highest standard of living” will suffer. Take what is happening in Allebo-Iam and Asia today against “COLONIALISM” and “NEO-COLONIALISM” as an example of what I am saying to you, no gasoline, no heating oil, no soap, and no whatever else? In Kenya for example, the policy of “WHITE RACIAL SUPERIORITY” has already backfired, and now when “…the shoe is on the other foot…” those who sponsored “White Racial Superiority” are crying murder, cannibalism, heathenism, unhumanized savages, etc., etc., etc. But no one cried “MURDER” when the Africans were first butchered, and are still being butchered. No one has to start a war in “WHITE RACIST NAZIS” South Africa to protect the indigenous Africans from the extermination tactics of the program of APRHEIT developed by the late Dr. Stalin and his “Calvinist” oriented neo-Nazi party comprised of White Christians and White Jews alike. Yet if the shoes turn on the other feet there in South Africa, as they have done in Kenya, you are bound to hear the “WESTERN NATIONS” calling for, and carrying out, military reprisals against the African [BLACK] People within their own continental “PROMISED LAND” - Allebo-Iam/“Africa.”

In the midst of these African People remain strong traces of what is called “JUDAIC” and/or “HEBRAIC TRADITIONS.” Some of these customs you once thought to be “LOST.” Your “HERITAGE. There are no “Mas Rallies” in the Garment Center of New York City protesting Falsala suppression in Israel today, nor in the past - Independence Day in 1947 C.E. to the present 1983 C.E.
AGE; you will find, is the "HERITAGE" of many of these now rejected African [BLACK] People which you too dislike. Some of these revelations you will reject, but others you will rush to embrace. Some of them you will disclaim and say they could not have been in your past history, because you feel too racially involved to acknowledge that your forefathers once lived amongst these same people and received their first basic education and culture you now look at with total disdain. Another reason is that you may have found that you descended from these people, millions of whom you can still find in Nigeria, Egypt, Zaire [Congo, etc.], Sudan, Ethiopia and other parts of Africa [Africa] and Asia where there are such very strong traces of the "Hebrew Religion" and "Culture," and which you will not be able to disassociate yourself. It is the fact that most of your biblical ancestors were former residents and indigenous people of these areas. If you reject this, you will have to admit that we - "Jews" - were not the originators of any specific culture, and that others had developed along similar lines in a similar type society long before we did. But is it not true that our Hebrew foreparents got their "religious foundation" and "Ten Commandments" from the Africans of Egypt, Nubia, Mercia, Punt, Ethiopia and Great Lakes region of Central Africa, even as they did from the indigenous brown-skinned Asians around the Tigris and Euphrates rivers of Asia?

On the latter point above I suggest that you should read the following books: C. K. Meek, A SUDANESE KINGDOM, Humanities Press, New York and S. B. Gough, THE RISE AND FALL OF CIVILIZATION, McGraw Hill Company, New York. To climax these two great works read Joel A. Rogers, SUPERMAN TO MAN; WORLD'S GREAT MEN OF COLOR, Vol. I and II, also NATURE KNOWS NO COLOR LINE, New York [and others published by Joel A. Rogers himself in Harlem, New York City, New York]. Added to those is the noted work by Karl Kautsky, ARE THE JEWS A RACE, New York, 1918. All of these books should help you to better understand and respect yourself and the peoples of dark pigment, which you may now reject. You may reconsider your position after you have read these works; and you may take a different outlook on human beings than you now have. I also suggest that you will have to read other recordings on history along with the above, since most of them deal with AFRICA and AFRICANS predominantly; but in this case these are the ones which you must have. In other words, WE must read independently thinking non-European oriented African scholars and writers works to understand the "FREE AFRICANS" and their "MIND." Previously held "CHRISTIAN MISSIONARY" propaganda equally tuples when its colonialist and neo-colonialist support leaves with the colonizers.

It cannot be stressed enough that the FALLACY OF A "PURE WHITE ETHNIC GROUP" and/or "RACE" should be eradicated from the mind of thinking individuals in a world where everyone is becoming so close to each others. So close that a person can have lunch in China and dinner in California within almost a few hours of the same day.

To see the Falsah connection with the above, and all that is said about colonialism, etc., etc., etc., it will be necessary to take a peek into the ancient and biblical history of Egypt, Nubia, Punt, Ethiopia and Israel. You may find a copy of this aspect of comparative African history under the dust in the public libraries, or maybe your own college library, but definitely within the pages of the volumes I have written - all of which is listed on page III at the front of this work titled "OTHER WORKS BY THE AUTHOR AND WITH CO-AUTHORS," etc.

What is presently coming out of the so-called "Republic of South Africa" about the great history of these Africans now being trampled by the "...FOR PURE LILY-WHITES ONLY..." government should also help in showing why you should try to understand the need for this chapter of my work. Further notice of all of the hardships your own country has in taking a definite stand against the "RACIAL THEORIES" of others and other nations within the United Nations Organization should make you understand the reason for this chapter. For there is no easy road to PEACE and UNDERSTANDING; no "LAW AND ORDER" to an angry man; and to "GOD" is as "odly" as the other person's "GOD," etc., etc., etc., almost ad infinitum.

Look at the damages of destruction the hatred of peoples' color, geographic origin and religious conviction have caused. You too, I suppose, can recall to memory Benito Mussolini's Italy and Adolph Hitler's Germany of the "Axis Powers." Can you find and associate any conduct in this entire WORK with the practice of "GENOCIDE" by these last two societies named other than in Germany and Italy before, and including the Second World's War? If not, it is due to the fact that you are now part and parcel of the 'OPPRESSOR' instead of the 'OPPRESSED'; strange, is it not?

It is a surprise you receive when you meet people from far-off lands and your inquiries are met with the following:

"WE HAVE BEEN DOING JUST WHAT YOU ARE DOING FOR CENTURIES."

The latter quotation happens frequently, for too many citizens of the United States of America [USA] believe that the WORLD begins and ends in their own backyard, or some place in Europe. And that everyone in the entire WORLD depends upon them for everything their own need, and everything they have ever needed, also everything they will ever need. Just go down stairs or across the street to your car. Take up your telephone and make a call. Where did the materials in the telephone, gasoline, etc. came from? Are YOU, all of US, equally dependent too?

Would it surprise you to know that there were Africans [not slaves] with Cristobal Colon1 [Christopher Columbus] upon his arrival in the so-called "NEW WORLD."? Are you surprise to

1. The Captain of the Santa Maria, Pedro Alonso Nino, was the Admiral-In-Charge of the Fleet of seven [7] ships of Colom's Expedition.
know that the Captain of the Nia [Columbus’ lead or flagship] was an African [BLACK] Moor by the name of Pietro Clunzo Nito? Have you ever heard of “Little Jon” the African explorer who traveled with Vasco da Gama? Well, if you are not surprised to hear of these Africans in your own history, along with Alkenaten [Amernhotep or Amenophis IV]—the Pharaoh who dealt with “MONOTHEISM” over ninety [90] years before the birth of the biblical Moses of the BOOK OF EXODUS, I am very happy. For you will find that it is the racial theories of prejudice which have kept these facts from most of the history books in your schools and public libraries, and of which yourself may be guilty of. This is mostly caused by those who taught to reject people because of their COLOR, RELIGION, GEOGRAPHIC ORIGIN and a host of other delusions.

I close this chapter with these words which were often spoken by the late Reverend Clarence V. Howell of the Reconciliation Tours, Inc., an organization that was based in the basement of Community Church Center, 45 East 38th Street, New York City, New York:

"Do not beat them with the butts of guns and the waving of money, instead, beat them at the game of fair play and respect for all mankind, recognizing each man’s merits. Then, and only then, shall we have no need to fear Jews, Schism and/or Priests."

Is it not the writings of our ancestors such as Ahab, Ori, Inhotom, Akenaten, Moses, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and others W.P. Seth in the Holy and Most Sacred Torah (Bible) – the BOOK OF GENERESIS? Or, were our biblical ancestors lying when they recorded the following:

"And God created man from the dust of the earth in his own image?"

Were they also telling another lie when they stated further in the same source of information: "And God made man, and from his rib he made woman, and from them all mankind originated?"

If the above be true, then from where does all of these "RACES" we are speaking of come? Yes, including the so-called "SEMITIC RACE" and "HAMITIC RACE"? The following quotations from the Sacred Torah are very much indicative of the type of COLOR and RACISM the so-called Sacred Scriptures indulge in:

I AM BLACK BUT BEAUTIFUL..................Songs of Solomon 1 : 5.

LOOK NOT UPON ME BECAUSE I AM BLACK...Songs of Solomon 1 : 18.

MY SKIN IS BLACK..................Job 30 : 30.

FOR I AM LIKE A BATTLE IN SMOKE................Psalms 119 : 83.

In the reverse of the above, where the color "BLACK" is malignated, it is the color "WHITE" that suffers the malignation in the following extract from Numbers 12 : 1 - 16:

12 AND Miriam and Aaron spoke against Moses because of the Ethiopian woman whom he had married: for he had married an Ethiopian woman.

5 And they said, Hast the Lord indeed spoken by Moses, and the Lord heard it.

4 And the Lord spake suddenly unto Moses, and interrupting somewhat, remember that MOSHE was an African/Egyptian – except only religion.

10 And the Lord departed from off the tabernacle;
and, behold, Mirian became leprous, white as snow:
and Aaron looked upon Mirian, and she was leprous.

11 And Aaron said unto Moses, Alas, my lord, I beseech thee,
then see thou, let not the sin sit upon us, wherein we have done foolishly, and wherein we have sinned.

12 Let her sit out of his sight, until the plague depart from her.

13 And Moses cried unto the Lord, saying, Heal her now, O God. I beseech thee.

14 And the Lord said unto Moses, If her father had spilt her in her face, should she not be ashamed seven days? let her sit out of the camp seven days, and after that let her be received in again.

15 And Miriam was shut out of the camp seven days: and the people journeyed not till Miriam was brought in again.

Certainly we will not forget that all of this took place in Africa among dark-skinned/Black Jews.

In the above there is ample proof that "MIRIAM" could not have been "WHITE" and so-called "SEMITIC" if this is a color and race. If she was, God could not turn her "WHITE WITH LEPROSY." I suggest that pages 36 and 37 of Vol. II of my three volumes work – THE BLACK MAN'S RELIGION, Alecku-ian Books, New York, 1974 for further elaboration on this aspect of biblical racism in the "Holy Scriptures" [Holy Torah, Old Testament, etc.]

TRIBES OF ISRAEL FROM WHOM THE FALASHAS ORIGINATED

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tribe</th>
<th>Leader</th>
<th>Son of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Naphtali</td>
<td>Manasseh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Issacher</td>
<td>Jepunnees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Ephraim</td>
<td>Oseah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Levi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The original pamphlet that formed the basis of this expanded volume was written in the Spanish language under the title – NOSTROS HEREDOS NEGRO [We The Black Jews]. It was completed in 1934 and published in 1937-38 C.E. I was more than pleased to have been able to translate the original English into English in 1953 C.E. However, you will notice that I have since made a change from my Judeo-African Zionism to stand to a strict Pan-Africanist stand, thus dropping every aspect of my former tie with worldwide "Zionism." The reason for this was, and still is, very obvious. The two positions are inconsistent and incompatible with each other. The following extract revisits upon Pan-Africanism the justification of our action to be free of religious prejudice.

Falashas feel no loyalty to this form "White Semitic Zionism" that ignored them/us for generations until it needed our bodies, to use against the "Palestinian Arabs," et al.
acts that implicate us in foreign ties to actions whose interests conflict with that of African anti-colonialism and imperialism. The African and/or African-American HISTORIAN must be free of advocating any particular RELIGION if we/she is to be able to deal fairly with other African People whose RELIGION differ to his/her. It is quite unfortunate that most of us cannot separate our HISTORY and HERITAGE from our own PERSONAL RELIGIOUS obligation. This author refuses to be a party to projecting my PERSONAL RELIGIOUS BELIEF to be synonymous with PAN-AFRICAN NATIONALISM. Due to this position the following makes for interesting historical politics today.

Amin-Israel Feud Recalls Fascinating Bit of History

By STANLEY WEISLER
Special to The Press
From Los Angeles Times
NAIROBI — In his new and axed-lead with Israel, President Idi Amin of Uganda has invoked the memory of a little-known event in both African and Jewish history.

While noting all Israeli military and civilian advisors last week, Amin issued a statement in which he said that in 1948, when the British were about to yield control of Uganda to the Jews, the British expedition was to be replaced by a force of armed Jews.

This had happened, the statement went on, a conflict that led to the Middle East, "would have been the embryo of the Arab and the White man in Uganda." Amin, who was not a very educated official, went on to say that the British had been defeated by the Jews in Uganda, which was like a piece of Africa that was "the Jewish menitas.

This offer was made by Joseph Chamberlain, the British colonial secretary and father of Neville Chamberlain, the future prime minister, in 1943. The offer stirred great controversy among the Zionists.

THE LAND that Chamberlain had in mind was the British East Africa protectorate, which later became Kenya. But in those days the Uganda Protectorate was far better known than the East Africa Protectorate. Jews and the British public, who knew very little about Africa, lumped the two protectorates together and assumed that Chamberlain had offered part of Uganda to the Jews.

This has been repeated often since then, even in history books. It is not surprising that Gen. Amin did as it is.

The British proposed a "Jewish city of settlement" under British rule, it would have been a Jewish city of great administrative and legal authority. At first, the British did not think it was possible, but they later proposed the idea.

Amin has proposed almost 3,000 square miles on the Uganda-Orient border in the highlands of Western Kenya.

It is not clear exactly why Chamberlain made the offer. But one theory is that the offer was an effort to win the favor of the Zionists.

The offer was made by Joseph Chamberlain, the British colonial secretary and father of Neville Chamberlain, the future prime minister, in 1943. The offer stirred great controversy among the Zionists.

THE LAND that Chamberlain held in mind was the British East Africa protectorate, which later became Kenya. But in those days the Uganda Protectorate was far better known than the East Africa Protectorate.

The position of General Amin had to be that of every Pan-Africanist, his argument having not suffered none whatsoever if the country in question was KENYA instead of UGANDA. European Jews and Christians who sat down to discuss the annexation of any part of AFRICA for the purpose of added colonialist-settler group, like those mentioned above, were acting as enemies of the African People; this being equally true for those who sided the invasion of Uganda and overthrow of Amin.

The suggestion of a PROMISED LAND in Africa for European Jews, if carried out, would have resulted in much more of an "ANTI-SEMITIC" fervor among non-Jewish Africans than in the past over the issue of Jewish military personnel in Africa's Sinai Peninsula. Yet this so-called "ANTI-SEMITIC" feelings which the Africans supposedly hold for the European Jews that control Israel has nothing to do with religion. Most Africans view European and European-American Jews in Israel in the same light they view European and European-American Christians as colonialists and imperialists. If the Jews that control Israel suddenly become Moslems in the morning and still maintain military personnel as invaders in the Sinai Peninsula, the Pan-Africanist position towards Israel would still be the same. The action of the Africans in the case of Arab colonial control in Zanzibar during the latter part of 1963 and the first half of 1964 C.E. supports my argument. And what happened? The Africans overthrew the Moslem Arabs in a most bloody revolution. Yet, practically all of the Africans who fought against the Arabs were themselves Moslems. It is unfortunate that in the United States of America American-Americans are unable to make this type of critical selection and analysis between their role as an African People and that of being Christians, Moslems and/or Jews, etc.

Probably one day in the not distant future African-Americans would understand that they are not being discriminated against because of their particular religious affiliation, but instead mainly for their BLACK COLOR, WOOLLY HAIR, THICK LIPS and other facial characteristics; this being a fact whether one is identified as a "CIVIL RIGHTS, INTEGRATIONIST, BLACK NATIONALIST" and/or "SEPARATIST," etc., etc., etc., ad infinitum.

The fact that it is always a matter of creating Judaism and Jewishness with being WHITE and/or SEMITIC, is the same fact that those who are BLACK and/or SEMITIC will always fight back. Until such time that WHITE JEWS are willing to accept the fact that they are JEWS who are not WHITE, and have as much right as they have in claiming a heritage that goes back to the biblical characters in the Sacred Torah, there will always be a need for clarity between those who are in the so-called BLACK-WHITE CONFRONTATION between all who identify by either of these two words. "BLACK" or "WHITE."

In examining the history and heritage of the so-called "PALASHA" of Ethiopia, East Africa one has to remember that as an African People they were freely relate to the entire Pan-Africanist struggle in Africa today. Also, that they are not to be considered part of the "WORLD ZIONIST" struggle above their "PAN-AFRICANIST" position. The issue of a religious race can be extended to the Falashas, nor to any African person, on the basis as it is seen from an African-American or European-American perspective. The Falashas must be heard, and will decide.

Unfortunately, Falashas have been brainwashed against any form of "African Nationalism" by "White Zionism" who enforce their own form of European/White Nationalism as "Judaism," etc.
HOME OF THE "FALASHAS": Chapter II.
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PROVINCES AND MAJOR CITIES OF ETHIOPIA, EAST AFRICA

1. They existed in Africa (Egypt, Nubia, Ethiopia, etc.) before the Haribu created their Adam and Eve folklore, and many more hundreds of years before they created their "Holy Torah," etc.
The British colonial name - "Lake Rudolph" - has been replaced with the original indigenous African name - Lake Turibana, equally "Lake Victoria" - back to Mwanza Nyanza.

1. The Kingdom and Empire of Aksum - which has become known as "Habesha," and which the Hebrews called "Cush" (Kush), also today's "Ethiopia." The Arabs and Turks called it "Habeshistan" and "Abyssinia" respectively. This land is the present home of the so-called "FALASHAS" (Agaw, Kula, Beta Israel, Ethiopian Jews and Black-Eyed) and their offshoots that wandered off to other lands in the Americas, Caribbean islands and elsewhere, all of whom are about to examine further historically. This land, Ethiopia, historically, is even older than Nebia, Babylon, Samar, Egypt, Israel and many other nations of ancient days, most of which are not in existence today. Thus the "Egypt" hereafter, is the same nation of the indigenous "woolly hair and burnt skin" Africans from whence the pre-biblical and biblical "pharaohs" and other African leaders originated. It is not of the present "Egyptian" population of the descendants of Arab invaders of the Seventh [7th] Century C.E. (or 18 A.H.) who came there with their "HIBADS" [Holy Wars] imposing Islam upon the indigenous African peoples, just as the Europeans were to do a few centuries later when they imposed "European-styled Christianity" with their so-called "Christian Crusades" or "SIX" to be exact. These two facts are very necessary to point out because they are keys in the history of both Egypt and Ethiopia and all of the Africans whom this aspect of Alkohb-Ilan's [Africa's] history applies. It is also important to make the distinction, because Egypt and Ethiopia combined represents the "CRADLE" of present past European and European-American - so-called "WESTERN CIVILIZATION." It is also the Egypt of Africans now down-trodden by Europeans, European-American and Arabian "CIVILIZATIONS" and their "NEO-COLONIALISTS." You will notice that these two countries - "ETHIOPIA" and "EGYPT" - up until the Eight [8th] Century C.E. were at different periods in history united as "ONE NATION," particularly during the pre-Asian and pre-European "DYNASTIES" that were imposed upon their indigenous African people..."Falashas" and/or "Egyptians." They extended as far east into India, and as far north into Greece, Turkey, and all around Caucasus, Assyria and Israel, etc. [see maps on page 40].

Though this brief historical, sociological and religious background of the home of the so-called "FALASHAS" will not be sufficient to cover the history of Ethiopia, or even scratch its surface, lest that of Egypt, Nebia, Merode and Past combined, it is basically necessary for the reader to understand that there was always a commonality between all of these High-Cultures and their indigenous African populations. Thus, I have selected only those portions I thought to be of greatest importance to the introduction of your very short SAFARI [visit or journey] with them. They had forgotten Christianity, not "Christendom," originated in Alexandria, Egypt, Africa.
all of US - Polokshoe, Black Jews, Black Israelites, Kuyas, Beta Israel, etc. - in our original indigenous homeland - Ethiopia, East Allkebu-Lan [Africa or Africa, etc.]. This I hope will make you understand that much more the origin of the same group of people who have extended their living quarters to the Americas and the Caribbean Islands.

"Ethiopia" is known as "LAND OF THE NEGUS NEGUSI" [Land of the King of Kings], and was always spoken of in this manner by the ancient Greeks and Romans of upper-class status and education. The current national boundaries of Ethiopia geo-politically, as shown on the following map on page 45, indicate a landmass surrounded by the Republic of Sudan to the northwest and south, the Republic of Kenya to the south, the Republic of Somalia to the north and northeast, the very tiny nations of Niger and Imaa [formerly called "French Somaliland"] to the east, and the Red Sea to the east and northeast. Ethiopia's geographic location historically is enhanced by the fact that the BLUE NILE begins at the equally historical LAKE TANA in the so-called "ETHIOPIAN HIGHLANDS." Because it is on the top of a few not too irregular plateaus, with mean elevation no less than four thousand [4,000] feet above sea level. Lake Tana feeds her majestic waters down the valley of the Blue Nile along the same path that the various High-Cultures [CIVILIZATIONS] that began in Ethiopia took in order to reach Ta-Nehesi [Nubia, Zeit, etc.], Moroc and Ta-Serry [Kush, Egypt, etc.] before crossing into Asia, and finally Europe among the Greeks and Romans who passed them on to other Europeans later. The few plateaus are inhabited by human life as high up as six thousand [6,000] and more feet above mean sea level in some sections. And this general area of East Allkebu-Lan presents a most interesting topography, particularly for aerial photography, and more so for land travel. The small lakes also present a picturesque pattern, blending in with the largest and ever famous Lake Tana that dominates them in worldwide importance and historical significance. ADOWA, the site of the Italian armies defeat in 1896 C.E. by Emperor Menelik II and his "Ethiopian army," also plays a most significant role in the beauty of Ethiopia's terrain. A map of Ethiopia and its surrounding territories during the defeat of the Italians at the BATTLE OF ADOWA is shown on the following page 48; and on page 50 we have the comparison of the area before European colonization at about 1819 C.E. Do observe that this map of "AFRICA, now descriptively" [Africa with a new description] indicates the ignorance of the Europeans about "AFRICA" up to that late period, 1

The temperature of Ethiopia climbs as high as 102 degrees F.H., above zero [0] during August in the Capital, Addis Ababa, to low 60 to 75 degrees F.H., above in the nights. These are the extremes of the range of temperature limit. However, it can be safely said that Ethiopia's climatic changes are much more comfortable than that of the State of California and equally independent conditions.
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Ethiopia

KINGDOM and EMPIRE OF ETIOPIA (Habes) - ca. 5000 B.C. - 1974 CE.
Area: 458,500 Square Miles (population 24,000,000, Capital Addis Ababa 800,000).

The National Flag: Three Horizontal Stripes of Green, Yellow and Red, With a Crowned Lion

Languages: Amhara, Gallena, Tigreana, Somali, Aria, Gheera, English, etc.

1. There is no more colonialis "Lake Rudolph," it is still "Lake Turkana" from ancient times.
Florida in the United States of America, North America all year round. Being a tropical country, and with a physical location of at least 4,100 feet above mean sea level on a few plateaus of the "Ethiopian Highlands," the rainfall season does play an important role in the temperature and general characteristics of the climatic picture, but not sufficient so as to cause alarm due to few disastrous floods or swamps ever developing. This condition is due to the Blue Nile emptying its greater portion of intake waters from rivers at higher terrain into the White Nile at the juncture where both converge at a place in Sudan about the Capital City of Khartoum. Other bodies of water like the Atbara River drain the land likewise. The mildness of the rainfall still causes Ethiopia to be unable at times to keep up with the usual irrigation problems facing some of her indigenous people, thus droughts and resultant famines are not exactly too infrequent in certain areas of the country. This problem was increased by the invasion of Africa by Europeans and Asians during the Nineteenth Century B.C.E./A.D., and the Seventh Century C.E. respectively. As Ethiopia also had to rebuild herself as a result of the destruction brought down upon her by the cannon and gun fire of the Europeans and the sword of the Asians, all of which reduced Ethiopia's institutions of every kind to mere shambles of their former selves.

Since Ethiopia had no outlet to the Red Sea from the latter part of the Nineteenth (19th) Century C.E. due to the imposition of imperialism and colonialism by French, Italian and British imperialists and colonists backed by European-American military and financial aid, it was impossible to develop an efficient system of irrigation with the meager funds in her treasury; particularly when one considers how much the monarchist class and the officials of the National Religion (originally the Coptic Church, presently the Orthodox Church) pocketed for themselves. This was aggravated by the fact that the European powers purposely locked Ethiopia into a land trap, thus controlled all of her exports and imports. Added to all of this was the fact that the Blue Nile presented a most difficult problem for Ethiopian and foreign engineers trying to harness its water for projects where hydroelectric power was needed. Of course European and European-American type industrial power installations can be constructed to harness this source of energy; but agriculture is Ethiopia's most important priority since she will not be able to become the type of industrial power so many of her leaders dream of. But Ethiopians, as so many other Africans, were too willing to ape the "Western" countries rush to industrialization at the cost of allowing agriculture to regress; thus creating all forms of famine in the land.

The population of Ethiopia is about twenty (20) to twenty-three (23) million people of many different cultural and religious backgrounds. A very small percentage is interrelated to Eastern Africa. The leaders of Ethiopia's Revolutionary Government under Colonel Mengestu Mariam started to change this too.
The overwhelming majority of the population’s origin is indigenous to East, North, South and Southeast Alkebu-lan cultures. Various “Western European” colonial influences of the 20th Century C.E., in Ethiopia’s population can be traced to the small, but economically and socio-politically powerful, European groupings which add to the general so-called “Racial” and/or “Ethnic” composition of present day Ethiopia’s people. The make-up of the peoples’ facial characteristics and physiological body characteristics are as follows: On the northern border are the so-called “Bedouins,” who resemble Eastern Europeans in facial characteristics; not color. The “Gallus” are generally stocky build, tall, and with very bright receding eye. The “Amharans” comprise a very slight majority, about forty [40] to forty-eight [48] percent of the total population. The “Tigréans” will be described with the Amharans, due to their very common resemblance, but generally with lighter skin tone. The latter two groups generally have small body type, thin lips, small nose and wavy hair. The vast majority of Ethiopians are generally average size like all of the other populations of Alkebu-lan [Africa].

European and European-American academicians of all kinds, also visitors, always seem to find it necessary to generally describe Ethiopians as being “PROUD IN APPEARANCE.” The next group is the “Arya” [so-called Falashas, Black Jews, Ethiopian Jews, Beta Israel, etc.], about whom this work is basically dealing with. The “FALASHAS” do not vary in resemblance to the other groups mentioned above, except for the foreigners from Europe and European-America. But they are most dissimilar to the Amharans, Gallus, Tigréans, etc. in their religious and/or cultural characteristics, needless to mention their political ideas. The roles this latter condition force upon the Falashas will be magnified above the other inhabitants of Ethiopia; but it must be borne in mind that all other people of Ethiopia herein mentioned above, and those not mentioned, are as great in Ethiopia’s heritage and history as the Falashas, or maybe more so.

It must now be stated that the Amharan socio-political culture is the dominant one throughout all of Ethiopia. Therefore, it should be a bit difficult to understand why there are not the majority. Their language - “AMHERIC” - is the “OFFICIAL LANGUAGE” of the nation of Ethiopia. However, the general culture of the nation is one mixed with all of the indigenous groups mentioned before. You will also note on the following page - 53 - that Emperor Haile Selassie I represented what is generally called the “AMHARAN TYPE” by “Western” anthropologists and paleontologists. And yet the same page shows two members of the former “ROYAL FAMILY” that were made up of the several physical characteristics represented by all of the people of the total population. For example, the deposed Emperor’s late wife, Empress Menen, totally resembled the vast majority group commonly called “Gallus.”

Another picture of the Emperor in full regalia of his Office

1. Deposed Emperor Haile Selassie I died of natural causes, incident to old age, and of broken spirit.
2. Generally considered typical of the original Africans of Aksum/Axum/Ethiopia, East Africa.

1. See footnote on p. 55 of this Volume for details on Emperor Haile Selassie’s overthrow. These pictures were taken at the height of his power. Note the stereotyped “Negroid Features” of Menen.

an OFFICIAL RELIGION. "If you did not grasp the reason, then let us reexamine it together.
For the Emperor to be deemed "... ruler by Divine Grace..." there must be some kind of
religious connection with his rule, and this connection was through the "Official Church." As a re-
sult you once found the "CHURCH" and "EMPEROR" as one unit— for one will fall without the
other. This principle of selection started in ancient Ithoi was the return of Crown Prince Elna
Hakin [Menilik Ist] from a visit with his father—King Solomon of Israel. The KEBRA NEGAST
[Ethiopian Chronicles] gives this account of Hakin's voyages to and from his father in Israel:
When Menilik was only twelve years of age—his mother—Her Imperial
Highness Queen Makeda of Ithoi and Empress of Sheba, etc., etc., etc., sent him to visit his father—His Majesty King Solomon of the Kingdom of
Judah [Israel]; as it was agreed between the King and Queen. Prince
Menilik remained for seven [?] years in the Kingdom of Judah with his
father. Upon the time for return to his mother, he was given the Ark of
the Covenant to take with him to Ithoi. He was told by his father, that
he had to reestablish the Kingdom of Ithoi in the name of the God—Ywb—
of Israel and Ithoi.
Upon Menilik's return to Ithoi [Cush] his mother Makeda/Queen of Ethiopia and Empress of Sheba
...was on her throne in Aksum. She reestablished her rule to her son as
agreed, and as the King wished and suggested; thus Menilik Ist was pro-
claimed 'Lion of Judah, King of Kings, Emperor of Ithoi and Sheba,' etc.,
etc., etc. Now Emperor, Menelik Ist proclaimed his Decree that hence-
forth the Kingdom and Empire of Ithoi [Ethiopia or Cush] must have one
Official Religion; this being the Religion of the Worship of the God—Ywb,
the God of Israel and of Judah. He installed himself with the title "Negus
Negast, Lion of Judah, and Divine Ruler" etc., etc., etc.
Since this historical fact the Throne and Government of Ethiopia have gone through many changes
until they reached their present form, the same being true for the Emperor's "rule by divine
power and grace." And Ithoi had been a family affair ever since the rule of Queen Makeda and
her son Emperor Menelik [Ist] Hakin ist up to the symbolic ruler—His Imperial Majesty Asa
Worsen [son of deposed Emperor Haile Selassie Ist]—a cousin of the late Emperor Lidji Yassin whom
Selassie murdered in the early 1920's—the rightful heir to the throne left him by his grandfather
Emperor Menelik Ist. There were times when one member of the Royal Family would dethrone
another before Selassie did the same to Lidji Yassin— the last time before this being his poisoning
of Empress Zadulla during the early 1920's.4 Somehow these palace intrigues did little to change
1. Church and State in Ethiopia were always a single unity until the 1974 C.E. "People's Revolution" that succeeded in overthrowing the Emperor and the Abuna or Head of the National Church.
2. A direct word by word translation from Gheeze and Amharic is impossible.
4. Note that the overthrow of Emperor Haile Selassie in September, 1974 C.E. caused his own son, Crown Prince Asa Worsen, to replace him. He had deserted his father's cause on a previous at-
tempt made to overthrow him. Worsen plays no part in the present Government today.

the family line of Ithoi. They always remained the ruling power, once up to the present son of
dethroned Emperor Haile Selassie Ist. Yet this family's rule was interrupted early as the period
when the "Ethiopian-Nubian-Merotic-Egyptian" dynasties flourished. But for some unknown rea-
son the original family always returned victorious with the help of the Ethiopian people. The
last time this happened was the return of Emperor Haile Selassie Ist in 1942 C.E. following his
overthrow after he fled his country and left his people to suffer under the heels of the Fascists
and Nazis by Il Duce Benito Mussolini, King Victor Emmanuel III and Pope Pius XII of the
Roman Catholic Church in Rome. For further details relating to the period when Ethiopia, Nubia,
Meroë and Egypt shared common dynastic reigns see the chronologies in BLACK MAN OF
THE NILE, pages 136—164. It will be more than worthwhile that you also read the entire Chap-
ter in which the chronologies equally appear in BLACK MAN OF THE NILE AND HIS
FAMILY, pages 131—164. There is equally a 1981 C.E./A.D. Enlarged Edition of this work, page 176, etc.

Going back to the once dominant cultural group—"Amhara"—we find that their center of
influence was also established in the Province [state] of Amhara. Amhara, geographically speak-
ing, is located around the central area of Ethiopia. This former seat of "Amharan Culture" still
sets the basis upon which the government functions from its power-base in Addis Ababa— Capital
City of Ethiopia. It is in this "culture" from whence the present National Federal Language—AM-
HARIC, "comes; as it is named for its people—"AMHARANS. It is one of the so-called "SEM-
ITIC" and/or "HAMITIC" languages. Of course this language is a mixed composite of a few other
languages of much more ancient origin than the first so-called "SEMITE"—the Hebrew epi-
thological character named "SHEM" or "SEM" the first son of Noah, Noe or Noa, all of which
can be found in the story of NOAH AND THE FLOOD in the Pentateuch [or Sacred Holy Torah],
also called the "Old Testament" by the Christians. See the Book Of Genesis or First Book Of
Moses. The names of some of the languages that contributed to Amharic are: "Aeg, Greec [or
Greez]" and the "Old Coptic," "The first one is the oldest of the three. It was the very first lan-
guage of Aksum (Axum, Cush, or the original Ithoi that became Ethiopia), Amhara has about
eighty-five [85] distinct "characters." Those "characters" make up the alphabet and other founda-
tions of the entire grammar of the Amharic language. However, it must be understood that all
of the characters in the language are not always used as individual letters. Some represent com-
plete words, prefixes, suffixes, syllables, etc., while others serve as phrases and phonemes. The
following on pages 58—63 are examples of Amharic writings. Page 59 was extracted from LIGHT
AND PEACE, the late Emperor Selassie's personal newspaper of 1925 C.E. This old form bears
a closer similarity to OLD Coptic and GHEEZE than any of the other languages of the Nile Valley
which helped give birth to it. "Western educators" have insisted that there is very much more
1. Strange! Most Europeans and European-Americans still maintain that "...the natives [meaning Africans] never developed a language of their own before the arrival of the Christian Missionaries from Europe and America." This language base preceded Europe's first civilization - Greece.
The Ethiopic Syllabary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ሰ</td>
<td>እ</td>
<td>ኢ</td>
<td>ኣ</td>
<td>ኤ</td>
<td>እ</td>
<td>ኦ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሱ</td>
<td>ሲ</td>
<td>ሳ</td>
<td>ሴ</td>
<td>ስ</td>
<td>ሶ</td>
<td>ሷ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሴ</td>
<td>ስ</td>
<td>ሶ</td>
<td>ሷ</td>
<td>ሸ</td>
<td>ሹ</td>
<td>ሺ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ሻ</td>
<td>ሼ</td>
<td>ሽ</td>
<td>ሾ</td>
<td>ሿ</td>
<td>ዀ</td>
<td>዁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዂ</td>
<td>ዃ</td>
<td>ዄ</td>
<td>ዅ</td>
<td>዆</td>
<td>዇</td>
<td>ወ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዉ</td>
<td>ዊ</td>
<td>ዋ</td>
<td>ዌ</td>
<td>ው</td>
<td>ዎ</td>
<td>ዏ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዐ</td>
<td>ዑ</td>
<td>ዒ</td>
<td>ዓ</td>
<td>ዔ</td>
<td>ዕ</td>
<td>ዖ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዘ</td>
<td>ዙ</td>
<td>ዚ</td>
<td>ዛ</td>
<td>ዜ</td>
<td>ዝ</td>
<td>ዞ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዟ</td>
<td>ዠ</td>
<td>ዡ</td>
<td>ዢ</td>
<td>ዣ</td>
<td>ዤ</td>
<td>ዥ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ዦ</td>
<td>ዧ</td>
<td>የ</td>
<td>ዩ</td>
<td>ዪ</td>
<td>ያ</td>
<td>ዬ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ይ</td>
<td>ዬ</td>
<td>ይ</td>
<td>ይ</td>
<td>ይ</td>
<td>ይ</td>
<td>ይ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KEY

Consonants

k = explosive k
n = as in Spanish; French or Italian gn
kh = ch as in Scotch; Ger man ch
rh = r as in above: French j

Vowels [using Latin base]

a = short o
a = high a
o = long i
u = long o

There is no attempt being done to give a course here in Amharic, only a few examples relative to qualities of the language are given. There are many books written in English with regards to learning this rather difficult language. However, here is another part of the evidence which shows "Western Academics" as liars when they say that "the Africans never invented any language."

AFRICAN, ASIAN, "AMERICAN, EUROPEAN SCRIPTS!

1. Where is the European indigenous language as old as that of Ethiopia and Egypt; Europe's oldest is Greek or Etruscan, either having no origin before 1500 - 2000 B.C. B. - if this much!
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difficulty in learning Amharic even when living in Ethiopia for extended periods of time, all contrary to the common belief that "AFRICA HAS NO NATIVE LANGUAGE." But the rules of the GRAMMAR are such that even English is not simpler to learn, even less so for other Latin-based languages of Europe. Ethiopian students find very little problem in learning English, French, Italian, Portuguese, etc. from their base in Amharic. Of course the fact that they are in common usage of Italian, French and English is not being overlooked, as there is no doubt that the progress generally shown in these areas of Latin-based languages by Ethiopian students proved that their everyday contact with Europeans of said languages background is the major factor. This does not belittle the fact that the technique of teaching foreign languages in Ethiopian schools is not of the highest. What it does say, is that the Africans highly sophisticated language - AMHERIC - is on a higher plane that than of the three most common Latin-based languages; and that Europeans do not show as much desire to learn any African language as do Africans to learn theirs, because of the same arrogance their "Christian Missionaries" displayed.

Ethiopia's school systems are government controlled. This is true whether they are privately owned and financed or government-owned and financed. Most of the non-government-owned schools were by foreign missionaries of the Christian Religion - both Roman Catholic and Protestant. Of course there are many Muslim schools, all of which belong to local groups. The original language used in these schools is "AMHERIC" - the "NATIONAL LANGUAGE." The language of the privately owned schools - such as Arabic, English, Italian, French, etc. - are secondary requirements, but very important indeed for the student who plans to study abroad in Europe or the United States of America and Great Britain. Thus, the next language of major importance in the Ethiopian school system was English. All of the students in science oriented courses had to study in English in preference to any other foreign language, as most of the science textbooks are written in English. Your answer is also in the fact that the medical profession demanded that all of the students in medicine read Latin. Another factor is that most of the medical students and allied fields were studying medicine in English-speaking countries. A limited group studied in Eastern European countries. However, the paramount reason as to why Russian is not the language preferred at this stage in international politics is due to prior socio-political ties and spheres of influence between Great Britain, the United States of America and Ethiopia, augmented also by the style of the British and Ethiopian systems of "Divine Rule" by a monarch plus the fact of their having common monetary systems. Supporting these latter points is the fact that stories of Ethiopian subjects [citizens] are still studying other major subjects in English-speaking countries such as Canada and the United States of America. These students would find a great disadvantage upon entering these foreign schools if they were not pre-

pared in the language of their study. Another important point in this issue of the importance of the English language is England's former stake in the colonization of Africa and the effects of her former colonial borders with Ethiopia through her own former member colonies - such as Kenya, Sudan, British Somaliland, Uganda, etc. - "neo-colonialism" being ever prevalent.

French and Italian are the other foreign languages of major importance in most of Ethiopia's school system. They follow English in importance in order of their listing above. Their importance is also due to the stature of their colonial influence at various periods of European domination of the African people in their own continent - Alkebu-Lan ["Africa"].

Religious groups are the Orthodox Christians [formerly Coptic], Moslems, Hebrews, or "Jews" and many others of faiths and beliefs practiced in Alkebu-Lan. These religions follow in importance of the order which they are listed due to their size of membership and socio-political impact on the present national economic system. The Orthodox ["Coptic"] Christian Church was the Official Religion Of Ethiopia. This Christian group is "the oldest of all existing Christian Orders" [Church] in the world today according to records of "Christian Church History." It pre-dated the "Christian Church Of Rome and Grocco" by at least one hundred [100] years. Thus Coptic Christian Religious History states that "Saint Peter left Israel and entered Egypt. Here, he converted followers of the indigenous population of Egypt, namely the Egyptians." These Egyptians converted later and formed the Christian House Of Worship for the express purpose of worshipping God - "WH" - through JESUS the "Christ" - their leader. The Chief or Head Priest of all Egyptian and Egyptian Citizens was seated in Egypt. The change in 1958 C.E., came about by the Emperor of Ethiopia, Haile Selassie I, who decreed that: "The Abuna [Bishop or Head] of the Church of Ethiopia must reside in Ethiopia." His reason for this action was based upon the fact that there are very few "COPTES" [Copts] in Egypt today, the vast majority now residing in Ethiopia. He also noted that the influence of the new religious order - MOHAMMEDISM and/or ILAM - in Egypt had overwhelmed whatever remaining influence the Spiritual Leader - ABUNE - had. The Holy Coptic Church may have had. That the indigenous African population of modern Egypt had decreased to a very low percentage by comparison to that of the Arab population; and that there was no foreseeable upgrowth of the COPTIC CHURCH there. He further cited that the present trend was mainly of complete conversion to Mohammeanism by the indigenous African population of Egypt. Also, that the indigenous African Copts were so rapidly decreasing in numbers as the years passed by, in a very few years there would not be a minute hand full remaining faithful to the Coptic Faith. Based upon these points, and others, the Emperor decreed that:

1. The Emperor and Abuna, in public, always presented a united front on matters of religion.
2. Equivalent of the Pope in Rome with regards to his dictatorial control over Roman Catholics.
Ethiopia." This decree was carried forward [as was to be expected] and the seat of leadership of the Coptic Christian Church of Ethiopia changed from Egypt to Ethiopia; thus the change of name to "The Ethiopian Orthodox Christian Church."

The Mohammadans [Moslems] are the followers of the Prophet Muhammad ibn-Abdallah. They need no special introduction. They are similar to the Coptic Christians in at least one respect. They too accept that "Jesus [the Anointed]" was sent by God - AL-LAH - to save mankind from our sins. However, they differ as to his being the "MESSIAH" and/or "GOD." The Moslems believe that he was second in importance only to "PROPHET" Muhammad ibn-Abdallah. They claimed that:

"Mohammed [Mohammad] followed Jesus with later and greater understanding of the fulfillment of the Law of God, which Moses also failed to carry out."

Westerners should be as familiar with this religion as your writer, therefore I shall not continue further with details as I did with the Copts. Details were given on the Coptic Religion because it is not familiar to the ears of "Westerners," who believe that:

The only true Christians are European, European-Americans and the former "heathens" they have converted almost everywhere. They seem to forget that the "Christian Religion" and "Christian Church" began in Al-khob-Ian [Africa] at a place still called "EGYPT" and that it traveled South before North.

Other groups are the Roman Catholic Christians and Protestant Christians - such as the Baptists, Presbyterians and Methodists. There are other smaller groups also represented in Ethiopia. The latter groupings need no special introduction, as you may know much more about them than I do. Of course there are many varieties of solely indigenous Ethiopian origin scattered about.

The last, and most important, group to be mentioned for this work is the "BETA ISRAEL." This group is called by various other names depending upon who is speaking, and where. Anything from "FALASHAS," BLACK JEWS, ETHIOPIAN JEWS, NEGRO JEWS, COLORED JEWS," etc. to "NIGER JEWS," and a host of other "JEWS," are names given to these people. I shall deal with this group more than any other. I will also refer to them in many instances by saying "WE," "WE," because I am a member of this group, even though I am not practicing our religion; nor the culture. But it is about this group that you will read from now on exclusively. They are the main characters in your educational SAFARI (journey or trip) with me. The correct [true] name of this group is "AGAW, KYLAS" and/or "BETA (Bet) ISRAEL" [House of Israel], and also Children of the House of Israel]; another name is a misnomer. You will notice that I will use the nomenclature "FALASHA" [singular] or "FALASHAS" [plural] consistently; the sole reason being that most "Westerners" know "US" by this name. I will use this name at various instances to include "AFRICAN-AMERICAN [Black] JEWS" in the America (the Caribbean Islands included).

1. They are my people as much as other Africans of countless other religions throughout Africa.

---

YES: THEY [Egyptians] CAME FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE NILE COMPARATIVE EASTERN AFRICAN ARCHITECTURE AND ARTISTRY AT THEIR BEST YES.

ST. GEORGE, BISOLITHIC CHURCH AT LALIBELA, ETHIOPIA, EAST AFRICA

Elevation

[Geometric drawings by Lino B. Parravara] Section

The construction of the above church is typical of the great architects who lived in Ethiopia and other Nile Valley nations before they were warped by the invading Christian and Muslim armies of the conquerors that entered parts of Ethiopia. These "Wonders of the World" were overlooked by "Western Academicians" for centuries solely due to their own "white racism" and "religious bigotry," etc.

1. The genius of Nile Valley Africans engineering and architecture is simply applied above, true!

Note the beauty of the architectural unity and aesthetic richness of the Africane at Monomotapa, Almeku-lan. The engineering achievement demonstrated in this structure has never been surpassed in any of ancient Tar-Merry, Ta-Nehisi, Djeni, Xamadja, Khart-Naddak or Palat, etc.

1. No. 5 shows a typical form of hieroglyphic writing as anything we will see in Egypt, Nubia, Ethiopia, etc., along the Nile Valley's sacred shrines. This is the genius that was African's people.
FROM THE SOUTH [PEANT] TO THE NORTH [KAMT]
COMPARATIVE AFRICAN ENGINEERING AND ARTISTRY AT ITS BEST ANYWHERE

ONE OF THE "GREAT STELAE" OF AXUM, ETHIOPIA, "AFRICA"
Erected in ca. 850 B.C.E. [See page 206 of Yosef A. A. ben-Jochannan's BLACK MAN OF THE NILE AND HIS FAMILY, New York, 1981 Revised and Enlarged Edition. There are very much older Ethiopian stelae and other sites of a Sacred/Holy nature in this end of the Nile Valley than in the north, "We came from South."]

But in either case you will be able to distinguish which group I am referring to.

I shall elaborate somewhat on the term (or name) "FALASHA" that you may be much better informed about the full weight of its meaning in the installments ahead in this work. The term and/or word "FALASHA" derives its meaning and stigma from the OLD ETHIOPIE language. It means "TO MIGRATE," or "AN IMMIGRANT," and also "STRANGER." This word has been corrupted over the centuries until finally it reached its present stage. The correct spelling was in ancient times "F-A-L-A-S-A," and pronounced "FA-LAS-SA" or "FA-LAS-SHA." There are numerous other spellings and pronunciations of this word, even among fellow Ethiopians in the Netherlands, Ethiopia/Kush or Cush/Axum or Aidaum/Altiop, etc., Northeast Africa./"Africa," etc.

Before we actually get underway with our reexamination of the history and heritage of one of the world's oldest Hebrew People and Communities we must continue a little further into the major geography and culture of the country where the original body settled, and where the majority still resides — ETHIOPIA, Northeast Africa./"Africa," etc.

By this time you may have received the impression that the Kingdom and Empire of Ethiopia had an "OFFICIAL RELIGION," and that the Head of State was one of its leaders. That there was RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION in full force against those who were not disciples of said "Official Religion." If you have so gathered, I wish not to dispel or remove this information from your mind this moment. This I assure you as a former member of the smallest religious group represented in Ethiopia, which absolutely had no connection with the "OFFICIAL RELIGION" other than origin. For in Ethiopia "RELIGIOUS INTOLERANCE" has been one of the worst scourges to date. Ethiopia once was in the forefront of the other so-called "CHRISTIAN NATIONS" in their continuous official persecution of all who did/do not accept the "MESSIAH — Jesus the Christ — as God. This nation presently shows numerous visible scars due to past RELIGIOUS PERSECUTION. It is not to be forgotten that Ethiopia suffered some of the bloodiest "RELIGIOUS WARS" of genocides during the invasions by the so-called "CHRISTIAN ARMIES" and "CHRISTIAN MISSIONARIES" from Nubia and Egypt. In the First Century and Second Century of the Christian Era [100 to 200 A.D., and even later]. Ethiopia also had to overcome persecutions when the so-called "MOSLEM ARMIES" and "MOSLEM MISSIONARIES" carrying "THE WORDS OF ALLAH" swept down upon their helpless victims of their "JIHADS" [Holy Wars] from the same areas before the "CHRISTIANS" wiped them out. But it is very pleasant to know that today some of the scars are now being successfully wiped away; and sometimes even forgotten by the younger generation who know about them personally, and by their history books. The turn over of government does not mean there would be no more "RELIGIOUS DISCRIMINATION" by certain members of the DEGEG [ruling body of Ethiopia].

1. There is no more "Official Church" and "Religion" connected to the Nation of Ethiopia.
Let us look at some of the LAWS against religious persecution Ethiopia had, neither of which was ever in effect against the privileged class - the monarchists, et al.

1. No person shall be permitted to use slurs against the religion of another person.
2. No one can deny public service to another because of his or her religion and/or God.
3. No one shall be permitted to slur any religion because it is not of Ethiopian origin and development.

You may say that these laws were once in the statute books and not practiced, and you will be most correct. But government officials claimed total adherence “... by law enforcement officers responsible for such violations of Human Rights.” The offenses covered by these laws were “... punishable by imprisonment...” upon the finding of guilt; never by fines alone. Many were allegedly punished in the past. And since religious discrimination was a WAY OF LIFE in Ethiopia in recent years there have been too many of these cases. Hopefully these claims will become realities now.

Apart from former Emperor Haile Selassie I’s role in government and politics there was a type of legislative rule by Ethiopia’s two (2) CHAMBERS OF DEPUTIES (equivalent to the United States of America’s “House of Representatives” and “Senate” or Great Britain’s two bodies: House of Commons and House of Lords). There was also an “EMPEROR’S COUNCIL OF MINISTERS” (equivalent to the United States of America’s President’s “Cabinet of Secretaries”), whose departments or ministries were guided by MINISTERS instead of SECRETARIES. Both representative bodies were accountable to the Emperor; and to no one else. Members of the Upper House (Senate) were appointed directly by the Emperor himself. Members of the Lower House (House of Representatives) were elected by the people of the Twelve Provinces (equivalent of States) of the nation in popular electoral processes. The Emperor was proclaimed a “DIVINE RULER” – by tradition. He had the “...power to veto any and all legislations passed by any of the two houses...” Whenever there was any disagreement over any legislation and it was not settled by either of the two houses the Emperor acted as the “MEDIATOR” between them. If they still could not come to any agreement the Emperor made the final decision on his own, and it became “LAW.” The powerful Upper House and Lower House had nothing to do with the appointments of “GOVERNORS, DIPLOMATS” or any of the MINISTERS of the government. It will be correct to say that there were very little domestic or foreign legislative powers controlled by either of the two houses to change the course or structure of the government. However, you must realize that it was not until 1952 C.E. that former Emperor Haile Selassie I “DECREED” through his so-called “POWER OF DIVINE GRACE” the right of the Ethiopian People to representation by direct election of their representatives.

You must bear in mind that while this type of representation was not exactly what the Ethiopians intend to stop at, they do not necessarily want to follow the United States of America’s example of what it calls “DEMOCRACY,” as they have their own ideas about what is “DEMOCRACY,” Ethiopians, by their own expressions in voting patterns of the past, believe that:

Democracy does not essentially mean a republican form of government, or a two party system, as it is in the United States of America today.

They have also expressed:

Democracy does not necessarily mean capitalism, or socialism, but instead a system whereby the majority of the people affected by an economic structure control the means of the profit from their labor – production.

At least this is the position of most of the young Ethiopians one meets on the streets of the United States of America, Europe and Africa. No doubt there are others who feel differently. But, I can safely say that even though Ethiopia’s “DEMOCRATIC” objectivity to please Ethiopians was too slow in changing to suit the needs of the vast majority of the youth, it was even slower for the armed forces. Most effective of all who demanded changes that Ethiopia needed were those young people that identify with the growing “PAN-AFRICANIST MOVEMENT.” Selassie had claimed to equally endorse, but unfortunately did not express with regards to the matter of much more direct representation by the Ethiopian People in their own government domestically and internationally. This type of African involvement was being forced upon the Emperor as a historical event, which of course stems from the “anti-colonial” and “anti-imperial” stand of the young revolutionary college students inside and outside of Ethiopia on the mainland – ALKESHU-LAN [Africa].

The land of Ethiopia, in spite of a Twentieth Century Emperor who was still living in the Twentieth Century, is enhanced by its Capital City – “ADDIS ABABA. It has a total population of about over five hundred thousand (500,000) to six hundred thousand (600,000) residents subjects or citizens. Of this total figure more than seven thousand (7,000) to ten thousand (10,000) are of European birth and/or origin. Addis Ababa is the geographical location of the former IMPERIAL SEAT, CENTER OF ALL GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES, FOREIGN EMBASSIES and CONSULATES; but most of all the seat of the “ETHIOPIAN ORTHODOX (Coptic) CHRISTIAN CHURCH” – whose power behind the throne of Ethiopia in the person of the “AHUNA” [equivalent of the Pope of the Roman Catholic Church in Rome, Italy]. Day and night life is comparable to that of “Western cities” size and population. Bus service is the main method of public transportation, but there is also a good number of private taxi cabs. International air services to points in Asia, the British Isles and Europe are frequent; also domestic flights by the Ethiopian Airlines System that also flies internationally. The nation’s art treasures are almost inexhaustible; paintings and carvings like the following on page 74 are in public view by the thousands everywhere, all of them 1. See geographic location on the map on p. 75 of this Volume for the City of Addis Ababa, etc.
overshadowed by Ethiopia’s carved-out cathedrals in the mountains and ground. The single rail-
road system with its main spur from Addis Ababa to Djibouti, which was originally controlled by
the French, Italian and English colonialist governments until after World War II, will take you
to points where much of the art treasures can be seen, equally the ruins of the great structures
from pre-Christian and early Christian periods as shown on pages 43 - 44 and 74 - 81, etc.

The climatic conditions of Ethiopia caused the output of bumper wheat, coffee [generally
labeled the first and best in the whole wide world] and other grains that overshadow the export of
wool and other animal byproducts. The chief imports are in the areas of farm machinery and
tools for industrial development. These equipments are of very grave importance to the “indus-
trial revolution” presently underway in this country as it is in most of the other formerly agricul-
tural colonies controlled by Europeans, European-American and Asian colonialists and im-
perialists throughout Albebu-Ian from France’s invasion of Coeta in 1830 C.E. - “The Partition.”

Medical facilities are lagging behind the time and need of the population. However, there has
been a steady [somewhat slow at times] growth in this field; but the trend is to catch up with
the medical needs of the people. There are three [3] major ultra-modern hospitals in Ethiopia
that are comparable to community facilities of nations way in excess of the size of populations
they serve, even by the standards established by the American Medical Association for the United
States of America. There is also a network of “Health Stations” and “Health Centers” scattered
all over the Thirteen Provinces. These were established during the reign of Emperor Selassie.

Sanitation control is also gaining momentum under the auspices of the Ministry of Health.
The medical programs and other long range sanitation development schemes, like the hundreds
of students on scholarship from the government studying “Public Health Administration” and
“Medical Science” outside and inside Ethiopia, are gaining their objectives. Needless to say that
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Areas above 6,600 feet
Main roads and cities [towns]
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Water
FALASHA CONCENTRATIONS

1. In some cases a single symbol could represent quite a few artifacts or structures; this is
due to the scale of the map. Note that the elevations and outline of contours are approximate.
ASPECTS OF THE "SOUTHERN ORIGIN" OF THE EGYPTIANS

ARCHAEOLOGICAL FINDS OF PRE-CHRISTIAN ETHIOPIA BY NILE VALLEY [BLACK] AFRICANS

EVEN BEFORE "ADAM AND EVE"

An ancient Ethiopian [Biopic] language inscription on a fallen column from the ruins of the TEMPLE OF YEHAT, dating back to ca. 700 B.C.E. This piece was dug up in 1935 C.E. [A.D.]. It is Hieroglyph, otherwise called "Biopic Script" by "... Western Academicians", at al... and much more alphabetical of the same period than Merotic, Nubia, Egypt, etc.

An effigy of an ancient Ethiopian of the period during ca. 800 B.C.E., at Ashi-Dera, 2 Northern Ethiopia. Due to racism and religious bigotry in "Western Academia" this nation's heritage became the foundation of Egypt's "High-Culture" that is purposely suppressed daily.

1. Both of the artifacts above are shown by Jean Dorze in his book "ETHIOPE." Note that these coins are of the same type found in Punt (Ooni) [Somalia], Merrie and Nubia (Sudan), Kant [Egypt] and Zimbabwe [Monomotapa, colonial "Southern Rhodesia"]. During the period when they were placed in their original position the Ethiopian Empire stretched all the way to the so-called "Near East" and "Far East" [Eastern Greece to Western India].

There are many of these ancient statues all over Ethiopia; some even older than anything of its kind in all of Egypt and Sudan.

2. Remember that Ethiopia predates Egypt by thousands of years in World History. Read Joseph E. Harris, Ed.3 Vol. work of W. L. Hanson's "PIllars in Ethiopian History." Howard University Press, Washington, D.C., 1972

1. The same type of African genius that conceived, planned, designed, engineered, erected and managed the ancient pyramids, temples, stelas, obelisks, etc. along the Nile Valley and Great Lakes region of Egypt and Punt also did these much Inter on. Where were the "Semitic"?

TWO 16th - 18th CENTURY C.E. [A.D.] CASTLES OF GONDAR, ETHIOPIA.
INSERT OF ETHIOPIAN ORTHODOX PRIEST

This is the area of Gonder, Ethiopia where the vast majority of the Falashas live. It was the original stronghold of Falashah Culture. It was here that Queen Yodit ruled Ethiopia during the 8th Century C.E. and led the Falashas to victory over the Christian and Moslem conquerors that persecuted them earlier. For centuries Gonder was the CENTER OF ETHIOPIAN HIGH-CULTURE. It became Ethiopia's Third Capital city after Aksum (Axum). Haile Selassie I changed this and made Addis Ababa the Capital during the 1920's after he had illegally solved the Government from the legitimate Head of State, Emperor Lidi Yosef, in 1934 C.E. with the aid of the late Abuna Johannes.
THESE TWO ESCAPED THE EUROPEAN COLONIALIST PLUNDERER'S HANDS
(Scores Have Been Stolen And Carried Off To Rome, Paris, London, New York
City, And Numerous Other Capitals Of The So-called "Western World." Even
Vatican Thieves Have Takes Scores For The Popes Of The "Holy See")

Left: An Egyptian Obelisk
of On/HeZeopolis.
Right: An Ethiopian
Monolith, typical of
many.

On was renamed "Heliopolis" by the Macedonian-Greek conquerors of Egypt in ca. 332 B.C.E.

1.6. Like everything else, European, European-American and European-American so-called "Academicians" have changed the indigenous names of people, places and things in their colonies. They equally gave all kinds of names to the "OBELISKS" above, and even those they stole - shown on pp. 234-235 of Yosef ben-Jochanan, Black Man Of The Nile And His Family, New York, 1981 Ed.
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BY AFRICAN TECHNOLOGICAL GENIUS:
No Semites From "Outer-Space" Did It!
ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITE

THE "GREAT CASTLE"
Of Emperor Fasillades
17th Century, C.E. Gondar, Ethiopia

1. The African GENIUS shown in this, and all of the other Castles, etc. were conceived and built millennia before the arrival of the "Western Europeans" as visitors to East Abkhuwan (Africa). Note that the "African Architecture" does not reflect any Asian influence from either Arabs or Persians; a common myth always used by so-called "Western (European and European-American) Africanist Historians," etc.
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there are overwhelming shortcomings in these programs. But when one considers that it was not so long ago that the children of the poor in Ethiopia were allowed these privileges, it is almost impossible to understand the extra slow rate of change in both the field of medicine and sanitation in the former Government of the late Emperor Haile Selassie I.

Water and electric power supplies and sources seem to be the fastest growing need in the development for modern Ethiopia's industrial and agricultural needs. Electrical power is of the greatest to the industrialization of the country, as without it there can be no energy necessary for the movement of the machines, even tractors, to do the work demanded for basic production for local consumption, muchless for foreign export to other indigenous African countries, Europe, Asia and the Americas. Yet there is an astonishingly small amount of hydroelectric plants, other minor power plants and electrical substations added to the topographical scenery that once fed the needs of the very rich "FEUDAL LANDLORDS" in the many years following the end of World War II, and since the second to last attempts at dethroning Emperor Haile Selassie in 1939 C.E./A.D.

The petroleum [oil] deposits of Ethiopia have been systematically exploited since the late 1960's at least, some of its revenues having been used to underwrite the educational programs in medicine and sanitation mentioned above. Many of the industries related to this product have been developed from the excess capital funds produced by this industry, all of which came from the combination between the government and private foreign and local investors for capital gain. Of course the majority of the investors were from the United States of America. Thus some of the industries related directly to petroleum have been built by the "United Nations Technical Assistance Program" under the domination of the so-called "Free World Bank" and other independent sources. The Soviet Union, for example, contributed to the building of two [2] of the three [3] major hospital facilities I mentioned before, equally roads and other service-related projects in return for natural resources of mineral ore and wool. The United States of America contributed through its "Point Four Plan," which is not in operation in Ethiopia for the past two decades plus. There were private individual investors in oil; but it was the giant corporation like Sinclair Oil Company, Inc. of the United States of America, and others like it, that dominated Ethiopia's Oil Industry, and more so established most of Ethiopia's long-range plans that depended upon a lot of the revenues accrued from the Oil Industry. Of course the Government had a sort of "PROFIT-SHARING" arrangement with the private investors. And of course such so-called AGREEMENTS were closely guarded secrets of which the general Ethiopian population was never privileged to know, only the Emperor and his monarchist class and colleagues. But all of such foreign enterprises had to have local technicians and professionals. They also had to be involved in training programs to provide the necessary personnel that would eventually start to operate the industry involved. The entire "UNSKILLED" and "SEMI-SKILLED" labor force had to come from the general local communities around the installations involved. All of the private companies had to be capable of carrying on construction and development projects other than their main center of interest, or they had secure this service from others as a part of their contract with the Ethiopian Government. Their contracts generally embodied conditions for "ROAD BUILDING, SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION" and "CASH PAYMENTS" from profits to the treasury of the Ethiopian Government - the late Emperor and his monarchist chronicles, et al.

Ethiopia, like all other African nations, has all kinds of major problems which the military government has since undertaken in this ancient High-Culture [reportedly the oldest in the entire world community of nations] with all of its complex cultures, religions, "tribal" groupings, etc. Be ever mindful that there existed a very strong anti-government political underground fermenting since the former Emperor - His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I - began his reign following his overthrow of the legitimate Government and Emperor LIJU YASU, sometime about the end of 1923 C.E. There was even a deeper - rooted dissatisfaction with the method used by the Emperor to gain control of the Ethiopian Throne, which is commonly rumored to have been by the brutality of a 19th Century-type deposition with the help of Great Britain, France and Italy from their colonial lands on the borders of Ethiopia, all of which LIJU Yasu's grandfather H.L.M. Emperor Menelik IId warned Ethiopians of before his death in about 1908 C.E. These facts were underlying causes for the many attempts to assassinate the former Emperor Haile Selassie I; one as late as 1966 C.E.; the latest was in 1974 C.E. Added to these were many minor insurrections that resulted from within the Emperor's own "PALACE GUARD" and "OFFICIAL FAMILY" within the past ten years. There had been times when the RASEN [Governors] of certain provinces [States] tried to break away from the control of the Central Government in Addis Ababa and formed organized regional units, only to have further appeasements by the Emperor to protect his own continued reign along with the Abuna. The highlight of the February 1974 C.E. revolt of the Royal Ethiopian Navy and Army, allegedly "...for higher wages..." sharpened the bitter class struggle between the extremely poor Ethiopian People and the extraordinarily wealthy and most visible monarchist class of the ultra-bastard landlords, feudal priests, and their Christian Church. These two bodies [church and government] were determined to maintain the most stagnant type of "FEUDAL SYSTEM" forever and ever; all with the help of the local armed forces and foreign colonial nations that supported Ethiopia's Monarchists against the interest of the Ethiopian People. The United States of America's military base at Asmara was the worst example of the foreign intrigues which

1. Sellassie wilfully ignored the warning and instead cohered with enemies of Ethiopia and himself. He was duped into believing that the "West" accepted him other than as an African/Black Man.
the late Emperor Menelik IInd warned the Ethiopian People against, fought against when he defeated the Italians at the Battle for Adowa in 1896 C.E., and which his grandson Emperor Iteji Yazu [see page 65] was against. The following maps on pages 243, 244, 245, etc. tell the story.

The conditions about which we have just read were partly caused by the fact that Ethiopia was land-locked by the imperialist colonies owned by England, France and Italy. Thus, her inability to reach the only natural body of water - the RED SEA - she used all through her history until the European and British imperialists imposed their control on the African people of East Africa ["Africans" or "Africans"]. The fact that Ethiopia was denied a SEA PORT from the middle 1800’s C.E. up to the 1940’s C.E. when she regained her natural rights to the so-called "INTERNATIONALIZED SEA PORT OF JIBUTI" highlighted the new problem of the need for rebuilding a merchant fleet of ships for international commerce. This former colonial imposition by the European colonising powers had equally caused Ethiopia to be without a naval fleet for over seventy-five [75] years. But Ethiopia’s reorganisation with her people that were colonized by the Italians in the former Italian colony of "ERITREA" during 1952 C.E. has compelled her to build a new navy to protect her East Coast on the Red Sea. Yet Ethiopia must also cope with the unique problem which the United Nations Organization forced upon her as a result of the "FEDERATION" with Eritrea against the desire of the vast majority of the Eritrean People[1] who had a written "CONSTITUTION, UPPER AND LOWER LEGISLATIVE" assemblies with much broader local representation than that of the Empire of Ethiopia to which they were reunited. But these two foundations had equally caused disruption amongst the Ethiopian population, as the average Ethiopian became jealous of their reunited brothers and sisters hard-won freedom in legislative representation, which was unheard of in their own government in Addis Ababa. This envy had brought about added turmoil and extreme pressure upon the monarchists and religious feudalists that ruled over Ethiopia to meet the new situation, which they had carefully ignored to the extent that constant socio-political uprisings and civil insurrections amongst Ethiopian youths, had become common place. Vitally needed social reforms for the improvement of the "STANDARD OF LIVING" of the vast majority of the common people of Ethiopia in the sense of PENSIONS FOR THE AGED and SOCIAL SECURITY for the unemployed were added to the problems that confronted the monarchists exploiters of each and every facet of the Government of Ethiopia and the Orthodox Christian Church that affects the mind of the vast majority of Ethiopia’s population - particularly the aged. But of course there are many other problems confronting the Government of Ethiopia which cannot be enumerated here because of the complexities in treating the subject of the "ETHIOPIAN GOVERNMENT IN TURMOIL" fairly in so short a chapter as this all of which the current military leaders who now control the destiny of the Ethiopian People must solve with haste; not only in due course.

1. They forgot that they were originally Ethiopians before colonization by Italy in ca. 1881 C.E.
Ethiopia must produce some results, and very fast indeed, in her so-called "DEMOCRATIC" activities, as the eyes of all of the indigenous people of Akkebuk and are upon her. This is also augmented by the former colonial sister nations surrounding Ethiopia, all of whom are fighting to break the imperialist yoke that once enslaved them totally -- including Ethiopia from ca. 1925 to 1942 C.E. The needed leadership which Ethiopia should have been able to give her very much younger sister nations still has not materialized. But if Ethiopia cannot raise herself to a position, and very fast indeed, she can only expect to stand the risk of losing her friends all over the continent of AFRICA in the Africans struggle against "COLONIALISM" and "NEO-COLONIALISM." It will be more than disastrous that the nation in which the ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY (O.A.U.) is housed should be the object of the scorn of the general population of the indigenous African people and their fellow African people abroad. However, it must be borne in mind that any criticism of Ethiopia resting on the monarchist feudal lords must be based upon actual knowledge of the existing and past historical condition and heritage of this most ancient of all nations of the entire world community. Yet to base criticism upon NEW and/or OLD sentiments and prejudices will only help to worsen an already exhausted decadency rather than relieve a single condition on behalf of the more than twenty-three million (23,000,000) Africans that make up the population of Ethiopia. The best criticism can only be made by those who have investigated themselves in the PEOPLE and HISTORY of Ethiopia's PAST and PRESENT; those who can best understand Ethiopia's GROWTH and/or DEGENERATION. This author strongly suggests that a trip to Ethiopia and her surrounding sister nations, including the nations of "APAR" and "BAS" - formerly colonized by France, for the purpose of gaining your own first-hand over-all appreciation of the situation existing within Ethiopia's borders. Your author cannot pass sufficient detailed conclusions on this subject due to the lack of space. In this work to lend itself to a fair analytical "African" interpretation, evaluation and presentation of my points of differences and/or agreements with the Ethiopian monarchists and their government before they were depose.

Certainly Italy's King Victor Emmanuel III, Dictator Benito Mussolini, Pope Pius XII and the Fascist militarists have opened the eyes of every Ethiopian on the street, and in every walk of life, as to the meaning of "FAN-AFRICANISM" above "NATIONALISM." The former makes the European peoples, as all of the other indigenous people of "Africa," conscious of the fact that they were ". . . SOLD DOWN THE RIVER . . . " by the so-called "Western Powers," including the United States of America under the leadership of the late President Franklin Delano Roosevelt in the war with Italy that began on October 5th, 1935 C.E.

Thus there is no doubt that there are many Ethiopians who were, and still are, willing to break away from the "Western Nations;" those who can go back in time to that "WHITE DAY OF INFAMY" when the Italian Fascists unleashed... "THE WORLD'S FIRST ACTS OF GENOCIDE!" that initiated the beginning of WORLD WAR II on October 5th, 1935 C.E. This was the period when the "NAZI-FASCIST AXIS" imperialist conspirators strafed the Africans of Ethiopia with POISON GAS, which was allegedly ... OUTLAWED BY THE "[so-called] CIVILIZED NATIONS OF THE WORLD."... all of whom were the sponsors of the "imperialist,"... LEAGUE OF NATIONS...." Ethiopia could not move from her dominant hold on the "coat strings" of "Western Nations." Why? Because of her former system of "DIVINE RULE" through the monarchy and the Orthodox (formerly Coptic) Christian Church. The deposed Emperor Haile Selassie I did not care to turn any other direction; for government ruled by an emperor, empress, king or queen is rejected almost everywhere today. Yet the conditions in the so-called "Republic of South Africa" played a most significant role in Ethiopia's clinging to the West's coat tail; as it has always been the desire of the Union's White Supremist Settlers to "annex" all of the African territories around the Great Lakes up to the border of Ethiopia. This fact was never forgotten by the Ethiopian People, as well as other African Nationalists and Pan-Africanists at home and abroad who equally suffered the same type of colonialist expansion by the Italians in 1935 C.E. with the aid of all of the so-called "Western Democracies" - the United States of America included. This may be far-fetched! I must mention that you need much more materials on the subject before a full picture of this most ancient of all nations can be observed; for you are involved with a period of more than ten thousand [10,000] years of recorded history. If you should make further research in the annals of history you will soon discover that the Ethiopian nation is one of the foundations of so-called "WESTERN CIVILIZATION, GREEK PHILOSOPHY, JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY, neo-JUDAEO-CHRISTIANITY and "ISLAM;" all of which she now lags behind in the Twentieth [20th] Century C.E. Thus, you will feel somewhat hurt by the treatment Ethiopia has received from her offsprings in the West. Looking at the values which have become so basically essential to the "Western forms of government," we discover that all of their origin also dates back to this Nile Valley LAND presently called "ETHIOPIA." Therefore, we are forced to look with shame at ourselves as Africans for the periods of destruction this LAND has suffered at the hands of the European, European-American and Asian imperialists and colonizers; and of course by the local fascist.

2. See Sir Richard Hertlett, THE MAP OF AFRICA BY TREATY, London, 1906, 3 Vols., with regards to the U.S.A., Great Britain and the 13 other colonialist nations of Europe at the Berlin and Brussels conferences of 1884 - 85 C.E., where "AFRICA" was "PARTITIONED" by all of them.
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landlords led by the Abana of the Orthodox Christian Church and Emperor Haile Selassie 1st.

Most of us - AFRICANS, AFRICAN-AMERICANS and AFRICAN-CARIBBEANS - have forgotten that agriculture, surveying, civil engineering, architecture, embalming, medicine, pharmacology, natural science and most of the other sciences and disciplines we now consider to be of "WESTERN ORIGIN AND CULTURE" [civilization] have their roots in the Nile Valley and Great Lakes nations of Alkeba-lan [Africa] such as Ethiopia, Pusanit, Morro, Nubia, Egypt, etc., as shown on the various maps already displayed in this Volume. All of these "African" nations are of High-Cultures [civilizations] of hundreds and thousands of years gone before the nations called Greece and Rome - Europe's oldest civilizations of no antiquity whatever before ca. 1000 B.C.E. Yet: Ethiopia, Pusanit, Nubia, Morro and Egypt existed as indigenous African High-Cultures before the first Hebrew [or Xerewt, Israelite or Jew] named ABRAHAM was born in the City of Ur, Chaldea in Western Asia on the banks of the Tigris and Euphrates rivers. Ethiopia, as all of the others, had already helped to "CIVILIZED" the world of antiquity before the arrival of the European conquerors in the early 4th Century B.C.E. and the Arabs in the 7th Century B.C.E., much less speaking of the arrival of the European "Christian Crusaders" in the 19th Century C.E. and the Arab Jihadists in the 7th Century C.E. for the first Century After The Hijra = A.H. 1

Before we end this Chapter I must welcome you into the doors of the cultural, religious and socio-political life of the AAGAW or KYLAS [Falashas, Baha Israel, Black Jews, etc.] of Ethiopia, the Americas and the Caribbean Islands. But in so doing let me also welcome you in the name of my people, and maybe yours, in the manner customary among Hebrew-speaking People all over the world: SHALOM, SHALOM, SHALOM! [Peace, Peace, Peace and/or Welcome, Welcome, Welcome] from the depth of our souls: "DENESTLING" - in Ethiopia's National Language.

Now that you have been welcomed into the midst of the BLACK JEWS, and African People in general, I cannot help but remind you that the AAGAW and/or KYLAS are no different to any of the "NEGROES" and "NEGROIDS" one hears so much of lately, particularly the "NEGRO [or JEW] JEWS OF HARLEM." Certainly we are no different than those who originated from the WOMIS of the millions of BLACK MOTHERS like the following "SABLE VENUS FROM ANGOLA, WEST AFRICA" taken from Joel A. Rogers, 100 AMAZING FACTS ABOUT THE NEGRO WITH COMPLETE PROOF, shown on page 95. Is it not strange that in the year 1518 C.E. the rejected "BLACKS" of the late 1900's were still producing "BLACK FEMININITY" like those we are about to read of in the many Ethiopian Hebrew Communities, African-American Hebrew Communities and African-Caribbean Hebrew Communities? Even as "NEGROES" and/or "CANAANITES" the Falashas are as much ignored and/or maligned like the "SABLE VENUS" ancestors and descendants by the same People.

The wars that brought about the Arab Moslems enslavement of hundreds of millions of African people from ca. 639 C.E. or 18 A.H. to the present 1993 C.E., 1361 A.H. under Islam's disgrace.

1. And this period the "BLACK WOMAN" was still the "PRIDE OF WHITE MEN" who were engaged in conquest and slavery throughout Africa, the "American" and the "West Indies." Even European Kings and European-American Presidents passionately awaited her arrival! Ask President Thomas Jefferson about his own "SABLE VENUS" - Sally Hemings - the mother of four of his children all four of which he kept as "SLAVES" until the day he died "a God-fearing man, Freedom Fighter," and a "Founding Father of American Democracy," etc. "Be it resolved that all men are created?"

Like European and European-American Jews all over the world, the Falashas have contributed to the cultural, social and spiritual development of all of the countries in which they live and still live. Falasha history and heritage in Ethiopia, East Africa revert back to the days of the Ethiopian Pharaohs that ruled Cush, Nubia, Meroe, Egypt, Israel, Assyria, Persia, Median, etc., during various periods before, during, and after the biblical era when this land was called by the name "CUSH." Of course that period preceded the coming of so-called "JEWS" [White] MERCHANT TRAVELERS INTO ETHIOPIA" such as "ELDAD HADANI" and "BENJAMIN OF TUDELA," and even the mythical "PORTUGUESE CHRISTIAN MISIONARY PRESSHER [or Priest] JOHN,"¹ by thousands of years. We - "FALASHAS" - revert back in our history and recall to memory the times when WE were members of the entire "CUSHITE [Ethiopian] NATION." During that period everyone wanted to be associated with the so-called "JEWISH TRIBES" of Cush, some of whom came down to Cush even before the "PASSOVER" began in approximately 1236 B.C.E., which was during the reign of Pharaoh Ramesses II (ca. 1298 - 1232 B.C.E.). But, it is not doubt our own historical teachings emphatically state that the vast majority of the "TRIBES" that made up the "FALASHAS" left Palestine [Israel] because they had refused to accept the rule of the existing king. Until this very day FALASHAS follow the economics of "COMMUNAL LIVING," and believe that - "RULE BY POLITICAL POWER IS EVIL." And amongst the Falashas are also members of the other "TRIBES" that comprise all of the so-called "HEBREWS" or "HARİHU" [Jewish, etc.] PEOPLE;" namely:

JUDAH, ISSACHAR, ZEBULUN, REUBEN, SIMÆON, MENASSEH, BENJAMIN, DAN, ASHER, NAPHTALI, GAD and EPHRAIM [see page 39 for "Chronology"].

The last two named, "GAD" and "EPHRAIM," are those from whence the vast majority of the old "AGAW" and/or "KYLAS" [Falashas, Beta Israel, Black Jews, etc.] came during ancient times, even before Moses fled his native EGYPT, Northeast Africa, and his fellow Africans who enslaved their own God - AMEN-RA. A few historians claim "DAN" and "EPHRAIM." The separation of the "TRIBES" brought on all kinds of wild speculations by European and European-American [WHITE] Jews that:

"THE FALASHAS OF ETHIOPIA ARE THE LOST TRIBES." This, of course, could not be substantiated, as FALASHAS were never in history "LOST" anywhere they lived. WE were not looking towards returning to ISRAEL, or going to EUROPE, to live under European Jews tutelage. WE found a home in:

THE LAND TO THE SOUTHWEST [Cush] WHERE ALL SPICES AND

1. This man and his story represent the lowest aspect of Ethiopian history and culture; myths and lies of a type never to be overcome so long as European "scholarship" remains "racist" as its.

The above is a quotation from Professor Nidge Bihane Solomon's book in which he gave an account of how Ethiopia was described by the ancient peoples of Cushites, Assyria, Nubia, Ethiopia, Egypt and Meroe. Even the Greeks that came into civilization much later on spoke of Aethiopias as the origin of Greece's Gods Zeus and Apollo adopted from the Ethiopians.¹ But people are only "LOST" when they are looking for a place to go and cannot find their own way. The FALASHAS have always known where they were/are, and will make their own plan for immigrating in the future.

Let us take a look at the ancient history and cultural heritage of the Falashas' reign and leadership in Ethiopia [Cush]. We refer you to the KEBRA NEGASTE or ETHIOPIAN CHRONICLES [History of Ethiopia], which is written in one of the Ethiopian languages known as GERÉZE. It is an almost day to day account of the history of Ethiopia, and kept by the Official Library of the Government of the Kingdom and Empire of Ethiopia during the reign of each and every King and/or Emperor since Menelik Ist. The section of the Kebra Negaste that takes us from "THE GREAT ZAGUPE" in 1286 C.E. back to the establishment of the nation of "UNITED CUSH" [Ethiopia] by His Imperial Majesty Enen Hakun Ist. The son of King Solomon of the Kingdom of Israel and Queen Makeda of the Kingdom of Axum, Empress of Ethiopia, Sheba, etc., etc., etc., in about 900 B.C.E.] is dealing with the beginning of Falasha rule and power in Ethiopia. But the Falasha Hebrew origin in Ethiopia even go further back than the return of Enen Hakun [who was also given the name "MENELIK"] from his visit with his father in Israel. We recall that our most ancient biblical Hebrew history informed everyone that:


For the above quotation we only need to examine NUMBERS XII: 1-15 and Chapter VII, pages 39 - 39 of this Volume. Note that it is also recorded that:

ABRAHAM MARRIED A CUSHITE WOMAN WHO WAS THE DAUGHTER OF THE CHIEF OF THE HEBREW TRIBES IN CUSH - LAND OF THE CUSHITE.

As for King Solomon, we know that he had wives by the dozens "...FROM LANDS NEAR AND FAR,..." plus his extra concubines; the greatest of all his WOMEN being the "Queen of Ethiopia and Empress of Sheba" - who was the ruler of Cush with her seat of rule in the Kingdom of

1. Ethiopia was at the time of the ancient Judeo-Christian biblical figures very prosperous.
2. See Falashas teaching about their origin in Ethiopia; and Nidge Bihane Solomon, THE BETA ISRAEL, Sudan, 1874. Note that the Sacred Torah speaks in equal terms about Ethiopia [Cush],
3. "Zeus," Homer said in the Odyssey, "came from Ethiopia," and so did "Apollo,"
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Athboum [Asmara]. For proof of this we do have an account of Ebna Hakim’s trip to King Solomon in Chapter 1, which deals with the establishment of ARIQISM as modern Ethiopia’s first capital city hundreds of years before the second capital – GONDAR, and the present one – ADDIS ABABA. 

Ebna Hakim’s voyage is in detail recorded in the KEBBA NAGASTE [The Ethiopian Chronicles] and TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS, a part of which follows below:

Upon the request of King Solomon of the Kingdom of Palestine [or Israel] to Makeda, queen of Ethiopia and Empress of Ababa, that she should send him back the child she was delivered for him when he reached his maturity of age twelve [12], he gave her a ring. This token was to be returned with their child in order that the King would be able to recognize the offspring as his own true heir, and not an imposter. This time came, and the young Ebna Hakim [later renamed Menelik] was sent to his father with Ambassador Ethibar, who was the most trusted member of Queen Makeda’s entire Empire. Upon arrival in Palestine the young prince was received by his father and all in the Kingdom of Israel. The wise King Solomon kept him for many months, in the hopes that the Queen would have followed in pursuit of her son; instead she repeatedly sent other representatives with offerings of precious stones and jewelry, myrrh, gold, animals, etc. to the King, bade her son’s return. The Queen pleaded for her son’s return, because she needed him to take over her Kingdom and Empire due to her very poor health. Finally Prince Ebna Hakim was returned by his father, who loaded-down his carriage with precious presents for his mother. He also gave the young prince the ARK OF THE COVENANT to Cush [Ethiopia]. Ethibar or Ethbar, the Ambassador of her Imperial Majesty’s Government, was placed in charge of the Prince’s return, as he had been when he was sent to his father. The news of the Prince’s pending return spread joy in all of the Kingdom of Ethiopia, particularly in the Queen, who knew she would also receive words of great wisdom from the King. After a six months journey the caravan arrived in Cush to the welcome of festivities unlike any before, all of which was ordered by Queen Makeda for her son – Ebna Hakim. Announcing the change of the Young Prince’s name from Ebna Hakim to "Menelik," the Queen proclaimed him: "KING OF CUSH, EMPEROR OF SABA AND LION OF ALL JUHAI" [the last part of his title was in honour of his father]. He was crowned before all: "HE IMPERIAL MAJESTY MENELIK I, EMPEROR OF ALL CUSH AND LION OF ALL JUHAI, "Emperor Menelik I set immediately decreed the "HEBREW RELIGION" to be "...THE OFFICIAL RELIGION OF CUSH..." He ordered all of the "HEBREW SCRIPTS" to form the "OFFICE OF SPIRITUAL WORSHIP OF THE CROWN OF CUSH." The above historical recordings and teachings go on to much greater lengths; but this work alone cannot afford to continue Emperor Menelik’s rule, much of which is also shown in Volume Two of this project.

After the "...glorious reign of Emperor Menelik I, which lasted for more than twenty-one years..., many other "HEBREW DYNASTIES" followed in the history of Ethiopia. Those were truly the days and years when MIZRAIM [Egypt], NUBIA [Sudan], PUNT [Somalia] and CUSH [Etiopia] were also the MAIN CENTERS OF WORLD CULTURE for Europe and Asia – including Palestine at the gateway to the East. They were often referred to as "Nile Valley High Cultures" [or civilizations].

Then came the reign of the Egyptian Coptic Christians to crush the so-called "HEATHENS" as they called us. This invasion from Egypt was caused by the Egyptians need for revenging the capture of Egypt by their fellow indigenous Africans from Ethiopia on previous occasions. The arrival of the Copts, along with the local Ethiopians that joined them, was supposedly to put an end any practice of the HEBREW RELIGION and HEBREW CULTURE in Ethiopia. The Copts [or Copti] issued all kinds of decrees for "VOLUNTARY" and/or "FORCED" conversion into the "NEW FAITH" – the earliest name of what is today called "CHRISTIANITY." We, the FALASHAS and/or KYLAS, were at that time in our history very strong militarily, and fully established as a centralized government with a moving economy. The Copts attacked, never the less, with their full force and overwhelmed ours thereby causing us to surrender in a few short years of combat. Most in our ranks fell victim to the path of least resistance. And from this point on you will find the beginning and development of the "CHRISTIAN RELIGION" in Ethiopia. This was partly due to "CONVERSION" by thousands of Falashas to the "NEW FAITH" from Egypt, whose followers were now committing all forms of GENOCIDE against our people: Christians had come to stay until the present time. With it came the bigotry of another "ONLY TRUE GOD."

As late as the Thirteenth [13th] Century C.E., the Falashas had certain areas of land in Ethiopia which we were still controlling independently of the Central Government. At the end of the Thirteenth [13th] and the beginning of the Fourteenth [14th] Century C.E., came the reign and rule of King and Emperor Ande Seyoum. He took away the last vestige of POWER we had left that was free of the Coptic domination. With this complete loss of power a godly number of AGAG [Falashas and Kyfas] or BETA ISRAEL went by the way of "CONVERSION" to the New Faith which had become the sole "NATIONAL RELIGION OF ETHIOPIA." Those Falashas who remained HEBREW were always able to RECONVERT some of their members who were not very determined in their desire to surrender their own HEBREW RELIGION for the sake of the economic comfort of not being persecuted by the zealots of the "NEW RELIGION – CHRISTIANITY," by this latter method we were able to regain some strength against the rulers and their "NEW RELIGION" which had become too overwhelming for many who had originally accepted it.

In the Fifteenth [15th] Century C.E. another king named Gatzi Yosof, who was also a Coptic Christian, started to persecute us with the intent of wiping away all semblance of the HEBREW. 1. The white racist Jews are demanding that "Falashas in Israel must convert." Why? Racism or Religious Bigotry!
[Jewish] RELIGION because we were again holding powerful influence in the fields of art, law and science. This type of oppression was successfully passed through, but then came the reign of Muhammad Gareb, who was known as "THE MIGHTY LEFT-HANDED RULER." His correct name was "AHMAD ibn IBRAHIM." This Indigenous Ethiopian Muslim leader, who was of Falasha descent, and his armies invaded the northern borders of Ethiopia where we were in control and dethroned King Lebna Dengel in 1386 C.E. "The Mighty Left-Handed" ruled very well for a time, and was "quite liberal in his treaties for us to live together with our differences in faiths." But like others before him, "The Mighty Left-Handed" resorted to rule by "strong-arm" methods. He began confiscating our wealth; then he tried forcing "CONVERSION" to Mohammedanism upon us. He was making a good job of it until he tried to interfere with the Coptic lower down in Central Ethiopia. That caused the battle to expand, and the Coptic Christians felt obliged to call upon the Portuguese for assistance. This aid came promptly for "The Mighty Left-handed" had become a menace to all East African nations, including the Portuguese enclaves that these Europeans were preparing for their colonialist expansion drives that followed later in the Nineteenth [19th] Century C.E. Protection of the "ENCLAVES" and the Christian Missionaries' positions was responsible for the Portuguese giving aid to the Coptic Christians. The Portuguese also thought that it was a great opportunity to defend themselves against the British expansion towards East Africa; for the British had also become a threat to the Portuguese plans. The Portuguese helped Ethiopia in order to help themselves, even though it was known that Ethiopia was on the list of the Portuguese, British, French and Italian plans for eventual conquest of Alkeba-Jan [Africa].

After the arrival of the Portuguese colonists the Moslem Asians, and some Africans, were driven from Northern Ethiopia, thereby causing some semblance of peace in that section of the country with the prospect of a better future as time passed by. However there came another tyrant in the person of King Sege Dergar Melek Segel who ruled from 1583 to 1597 C.E. and was historically known as "THE GREAT AND POWERFUL RULER OF ETHIOPIA." About him much is written in the KEBRA NEGSTE [Ethiopian Chronicles]. He instituted a campaign to crush the last semblance of any sign of the Falashas regaining power or influence in Ethiopia's civil government. We fought very hard against him under the leadership of Chief Rabbi, who had led us before to many victories over the Moslems and Christians. But like all other men, the day came for the defeat of our "...GREAT CHIEF RADA..." He had fought to the last of the breath he had in his own body. Men, women and children of the Agaw People died with him in his armies. The Maida who were not killed in the battle field against King Segel and his forces committed mass suicides rather than become prisoners. They had formed lines and marched to the top of

1. The rule of the Christian Missionaries as forerunners of the colonialist was long before 1861.
2. Too many historians cannot understand Egyptology because of their ignorance of Ethiopia.
of our people were forced to accept "CHRISTIANITY and CHRISTENDOM" in one form or another in every place we entered, solely for the sake of mere survival. Those of us who did not meet with such vile unnecessary, were able to fight and flee to the hills, were to become the forces that regrouped into what was to be the foundation for the present descendants located throughout the nation of Ethiopia, the Caribbean Islands, the Americas and elsewhere today. Again hundreds upon hundreds flied into other surrounding nations to escape the new wave of persecution and genocide that raised their ugly heads once more.

Many writers, such as the so-called "Christian Missionaries" Isaac Stern and Jan Jansen, totally distorted their reports to show this:

"THE FALASHAS, IN MASS, ADOPTED CHRISTIANITY."

This was far from the whole truth; for the Falashas that "converted" to any form of Christendom did so solely to please the rulers; but inwardly they still practiced "JUDAISM," and in their homes asked "YWH's [God] FORGIVENESS FOR HAVING TO PRETEND WE ARE CHRISTIANS" to stay alive. They worshiped their own God - "YWH." In their homes; and they considered the "NEW RELIGION" foreign to their thinking, and still do up to the present time, and with the same future outlook. This was typical of many other AFRICAN NATIONALS who were subjected to the Christian and Moslem colonization and missionary a-la European and Asian styles.

Falashas gradually returned to the lower lands of Ethiopia and scattered all over the Empire. The majority remained in Western and Northwestern Ethiopia. Even today you will find most of the Falashas living around and about the ever famous Lake Tana, which is about 6,600 feet above mean sea level. Falashas reside in large numbers around Tigray, Asmara, and throughout much of the Province of Tigray. There is also a large amount of Falashas living apart from the general Ethiopian communities. These present the most ancient of Hebrew religious customs and traditions, for their protection they have created/wholesale social contact with other Ethiopians who are not of the Hebrew [Jewish] Religion and Culture at all of this because of constant persecution.

The third grouping of Falashas are those living with the general population of Ethiopians in the major cities, such as the late Professor Tumraal Emmanuel, Ata (Mr) Nigez Elisse Solomon and Atta Teddyse Yakub. These three individuals were the best known Falashas outside of the communities that are exclusively controlled by the Falashas. The first - Professor Emmanuel served as "Cultural Attache" for the Ethiopian Embassy in Paris, France after World War II. The second - Mr. Solomon was one of Ethiopia's "greatest historians" of all times, who had to live in exile in the Sudan because of Emperor Hail Selassie's vindictiveness. The third - Mr. Yakob was the "Chief of Customs of Ethiopia." There were, and still are, many other Falashas.

1. Presently is jail for his activities in leadingFalashas to Israel and back to Ethiopia because of racism and religious bigotry encountered in Israel against all non-white, especially black, Jews.

in high government positions in Ethiopia - including the Foreign Office; operating not as Falashas.

Falashas living in the Americas and the Caribbean Islands are another grouping separated from the general body of the communities in Ethiopia. The late Rabbi - Westworth Matthew, Solomon Marshall and Eli ben-Elazar, all of whom resided in the United States of America, were African, African-American and African-Caribbean Falashas who worked in the field of education about the general body of Falashas the world-over right in your midst. Their contacts with the "motherland - Ethiopia, East Africa," and with Falasha philosophy, customs and traditions, were constantly renewed periodically. The same is true for Ethiopian-born Rabbi Hailu Paris, probably the best known Falasha Rabbi in the United States of America today; at least the best known among European-American [WHITE] Jews. Rabbi Paris is also a well known lecturer on his fellow Falashas' history, culture and religion before European-American Jewish audiences all over the United States of America, particularly in synagogues and temples.

Writers of European and European-American origin consistently juggled the figures of the Falashas presently living in Ethiopia from a high 200,000 to a low 10,000. Our figures are much different; and to the best of My Own Knowledge, there is a minimum of 60,000 known Falashas in communities, and many thousands more scattered here and there throughout all of the 13 Provinces of Ethiopia. The saddest aspect of this controversy is that more than 200,000 lived in Ethiopia before the Fascist armies of Italy invaded and occupied Ethiopia in 1936 C.E./A.D. and committed all forms of GENOCIDE upon the Falasha communities. In the Gentile communities the atrocities were somewhat less severe; the Falashas not being Christians made our victimization much worse. For there was a weird accommodation between Italian and Ethiopian Christians.

Except for clothing and perfumes Falashas use they are not distinguishable from others of the general Ethiopian population. Falashas are often mistaken for Moslems, Voodooists, Christians, etc., by foreign visitors traveling through Ethiopia because of the fact that there is no special physical differences between them and others; the same being equally true between White Jews and White Christians in the United States of America and elsewhere. The vast majority of Falashas living in the Gentile [Christian, Moslem, etc.] areas, particularly in the larger cities, do not convert to the Gentile Religion even when there is no Hebrew Synagogue to attend. But most of the Falashas living under those conditions generally find each other's home to come together for the purpose of Hebrew prayer sessions. Some of them even take part in activities headed by Orthodox [Coptic] Christians, whenever such activities are not in conflict with their own religious beliefs. Falashas in these cities are generally very liberal socio-politically, and find no extreme hardnsh getting along with the general Christian, Moslem, etc. Gentile populace.

1. The current take-over by the Ethiopian Armed Forces may have invalidated this statement. This is true because of the loyal role of so many Falashas to "Zionism;" the same "Zionism" that continually smashes them.
in any Gentile community. They will turn their face, rather than look at a Falasha who has ever "CONVERTED" to another religion or faith. This should be particularly interesting to European and European-American Orthodox Jews who treat such persons as being dead; and resort to saying "PRAYERS FOR THE DEAD - KADISHY" - as they bury them into oblivion. These brother and sister Agaw are so careful about the Sabbath that they will not even... "RUN ON THE SABBATH"... in fear that God - YWH - will consider such an act:

"WORKING, AND BREAKING THE SACRED COVENANT OF SABBATH."

The Kyla - more so than the Falasas, are knowledgeable of the Aramaic Language, but very little Hebrew, if any. They are believed to have practiced the Falasas into Ethiopia in the ancient days before Ethiopia was known to the world as the replacement of the names "TIPPI" and "CUSH." They are very good weavers, and the best silvermiths and goldsmiths I have ever seen in my entire life anywhere in the world, considering that I have done so much extensive traveling globally.

It is very essential that you remember your author is not attempting to sell your ideas about what he has written so far, and in the following pages. However, it is certain that you have already read much of what he says. "RIGHT" and/or "WRONG" - and as such you would like to tell him off". Your conclusion in this regard, so far as your author is concerned, does not matter beyond the facts presented to you. The author does not intend to point out GOOD, BAD or INDIFFERENCE in his historical reporting on the people that will follow, whether it be the Agaw (Falasas or Kylas) or the African-American (BLACK) Jews in the Americas and Caribbean Islands. This reminder is necessary at all times throughout this volume, unless otherwise stated. In Volume Two of this study the author will make analysis of certain FACTS and their many CONCLUSIONS, but said FACTS and CONCLUSIONS will be treated and related to the existing "BLACK-JEWISH CONFRONTATION" that brought about the so-called "WHITE JEWISH BACKLASH" and "NEGRO (black) ANTI-SEMITISM" that permeates almost all of the relationships between European-American (White) Jews and all African-American (Black) People, irrespective of religious affiliation, if they dare to carry the label "MILITANT." Yet everyone active in anything socio-political is in fact a so-called - "MILITANT." But "MILITANCY" against White Gentile WRONGS perpetrated by White Jews is acceptable; but not "MILITANCY" against White Gentile and White Jews injustice perpetrated upon Black Jews, Black Christians, Black Moslems, etc. WHY? Because there is still the "Great White Father" mentality existing amongst all White groups; the major concern of which is the continued belief that BLACK PEOPLE, irrespective of religious belief or GOD worshiped, must be told what we can and can NOT do. The sad part

1. "Agaw" is singular or plural. There are special prefixes to change to male or female gender.
2. A state of mind in which one comes in order to defend his or her integrity as a human being.
of this theory is that it CAN ONLY OPERATE when the advocate has his or her victim in iron physically and/or mentally. This is not the case with any of the BLACK JEWS any place throughout the world at any era in OUR history; not even in Erets Israel!

Right: A *TYPICAL* African of the type commonly found all along the Nile Valley (Blue and White) to the present day.

Left: Pharaoh Neb-Maat-Re, mighty ruler and builder of the 17th Pyramid.

Is it not strange that only the figure at the lower right is a so-called "NEGRO?" Also, that all of the others are "SEMITES" and/or "CAUCASIANS?" Yet, the two figures at the bottom are on the handle of Pharaoh Tut-an-kh-Amen's walking cane that allegedly indicates a so-called "Negro" and a so-called "Semitic" slave. The person in the middle, Hsale Salassa 1st late daughter, is also considered a "SEMITE" and/or "HAMITE;" never a "NEGRO." Strange? But academical.


FALASHA ELECTORAL SYSTEM: Chapter III, Part Two.

There is a distinct difference between the methods of the "ELECTORAL PROCESS" in most Falasha communities and all of the Gentile Communities in Ethiopia. A method was in the Ethiopian Government's election of DEPUTIES, 1 which you noted — under the subject heading: PRESENT HOME OF THE FALASHA, " Chapter II of this Volume. The following should cause you to notice the differences in methods of election processes used in various communities within the same country - ETHIOPIA, East Africa (Asia). You will also observe these differences without hardship due the extremity in opposite direction between the two systems.

The center of the election of officers in a Falasha community is the COUNCIL OF ELDERs.

This COUNCIL is composed of the older men of the community. Women are never permitted to serve as "ELDERS," and will never be in this society. The entrance age requirement of the members of the COUNCIL is at a minimum of fifty (50) years of age [2 score and 10] to a forced retirement of about seventy (70) years of age [3 score and 10]. The reason behind this age limit is expressed in the following manner:

"A man at three score and ten will start to decline in his broad outlook on life due to the physical and mental handicap which he must undergo at such an age."[This is not always tied to senility "Western style"].

The same holds true for a woman at the same age who was serving on the COUNCIL OF WOMEN. The high age of entry into the COUNCIL is also based upon the "WISDOM OF THE Aged" theory. It suggests that:

"The aged has superior experiences, thus greater wisdom of life to that of the young; so that they must guide," [Quite the reverse in the "West)].

Many believe that the first-hand knowledge of conditions of the past will make one better prepared to give guidance for the future benefits of the community,..."

Yet, it is equally emphasized that:

"A man of too many years [past seventy] mind ages like his body deteriorates."

The next influential group in the Electoral System is the "COUNCIL OF THE PRIESTHOOD," This COUNCIL is the guide to the Council of Elders theologically, religiously and/or philosophically. All of the members of the Priesthood are eligible to become members of their Council. There is no age limit in the Council of the Priesthood, because by the time a Priest (Kohen) gets to the age of seventy [3 score and 10] he would have become a member of the LEARNED MONKS, whose task it is to "...

live a life of complete meditation with his God - YWH - and separation from the rest of the community,..."

1. Note drastic change from "Feudal capitalism" to "African socialism" - 1974 C.E. to present.
The "GENERAL [male] COMMUNITY" is the first in order of government, though it is the last in order in the selection of the candidates. This is better understood by the following: When the votes are cast by all groups the General Community will have a majority of more than seventy percent (70%) of the total. One must remember that Falasha communities are established upon a "THEOCRATIC" foundation. Thus, Falashas are not interested in a "Western [type] Democracy" and/or "Constitutional form of Republic, etc.; because of this the above occurs.

As we are now becoming that much more involved it is necessary to remind you that the Falasha System is in no way similar to any electoral system of the so-called "Western World." Therefore you should try to forget your own system at this time in order that you may not become confused in trying to evaluate between the two while you are reading this work. If you follow my suggestion on this latter point you will be better able to understand the full impact of the Falasha Electoral System for governing under a Theocracy.

When a new CHIEF (Head of the Community; never King) is to be elected from the people the Council of Elders meets and proclaims the opening of the office and receiving of new candidates. The Council of Priesthood is then called upon to give prayers and blessings for help in the wise election of a candidate. Soon after the prayers and blessings are given the Council of the Elders goes to the people of the communities and ask them to make their suggestions for a candidate that they would like to hold the office. The Council goes to each person individually or in group. The women are first asked for their wise opinion as mothers of the communities; but they are not allowed to vote. The men are asked for their opinion as "PROTECTORS OF THE MOTHERS AND DAUGHTERS" of the communities. The youths of less than twelve (12) years are asked if they have any opinion, as they are to become inheritors of the communities. The Council of Elders is the last to make their selection as a group for the candidate they believe to be the best. The Council of the Priesthood cannot make any suggestions for a candidate because of the religious position which they hold. Many Falashas would not vote against the Priests' choice in fear that the Priests must know best, even when they feel different about the candidate.

After all the candidates are recruited their names are turned over to the Council of the Priesthood. This Council must look into the candidates background for seven (7) generations passed.

The examination of the candidates covers the following:

1. The religious upbringing of the candidates; 2. Investigation for records of any adulterous act ever committed by any of the candidates lineal ancestors (their grandparents back seven generations); 3. To see if any of their parents at least seven generations back had any communicable disease; 4. If there was any conversion to a Gentile religion in their parental line for at least seven generations back; 5. The quality and status of their formal and informal education.

1. Not to be confused with the "Priests" in the Gentile Religious anywhere in structure or function. This group of men are not go-between with their God; they are spiritual leaders only.

The result of each of the above seven[7] points must turn out to be in the favor of the candidates. It is not allowed that they should receive any liberalism, nor excuse from anything that appears to be unfavorable to them under any consideration whatever, as their records must be spotlessly clean-cut and uncompromising. All of the candidates who meet all of the qualifications would be notified to this effect, also the Council of Elders.

At a special date set aside all of the qualified candidates are gathered together and the ELECTION declared open. The candidates must each pick a Sheep-Skin Ballot from a bag. Among the skins are three specially marked. The three candidates who draw the three marked skins are the official candidates left in the running for the office. The unsuccessful candidates must vote and elect one of the three successful candidates of the temporary selected ballot skins. Because the election is not by secret ballot, each candidate knows who voted for whom. The candidates receiving the most votes and the second most votes will be considered the OFFICIAL TEMPORARY CANDIDATES for the office. The last balloting elects one of two candidates, but the elected one equally casts his vote for one of the remaining two. The candidate with the most votes out of the two becomes the ELECTED OFFICIAL OF THE OFFICE, or ELDER-[Chief]-ELECT of all of the Communal Communities of the Falasha; not the Kyla.

After the candidate's election the Council of Elders is notified of the results. They in turn notify the Council of the Priesthood, who in turn notifies the GENERAL COMMUNITY of the wise election. The unelected [defeated] candidates gather around in the presence of the "ELECTED" and listen to the High Priest proclaim before the General Community:

"THE CANDIDATE-ELECT WAS ELECTED BY MEN, ALL OF WHOM ARE EQUAL TO HIMSELF IN HONOR.

The Chief Priest calls each of them by his name, and ask each one:

"WAS THE ELECTION A FAIR AND JUST ONE? DID THE CANDIDATE-ELECT MAKE ANY SPECIAL BARGAIN WITH ANYONE OF YOU FOR ANY FAVOR?"

If they answer "NO," then the INSTALLATION CEREMONY for the Chief Elder is declared ready to begin. Note that the term "King" is never used in the Falasha System of Government, as they are strictly THEOCRATIC in ideology.

On the "DAY OF THE INSTALLATION OF THE CANDIDATE-ELECT" he is carefully warned:

"You must use your office in the spirit of all of the Hebrew Leaders before you. You are responsible to all of your ancestors in the Hereafter for a just and compassionate reign. You must protect your people at all times, just as our ancient Chief Gideon and Ruda'il had done. You must give your life, rather than allow your people to fall into the hands of the Christian and Muslim missionaries who have always brought havoc upon us in their efforts to convert us. Under all conditions, even at the point of the loss of your own life, you must guard the Sacred Torah from the hands of the unbeliever. The only laws you must lead by are those of the Ten Commandments, which were given to your forerunner Moses on the Mount of Sinai while we were in Egypt. You must serve our women and children, and respect them; at the same instance not allowing any woman to make you rule for the benefit of her personal love."

The Candidate-Elect is then carried off to the Synagogue where the High [Chief] Priest, Subordinate Priests, Monks and Sisters [who remain outside of the building with the other women] offer prayers to YHWH for him, and for his wise leadership. For a leadership of understanding which may be followed by men everywhere due to the good example he will show.

The SACRED [Holy] TORAH and another special scroll with the TEN COMMANDMENTS alone are handed to the Candidate-Elect while his hands are in an outstretched position. He must proclaim, thusly:

"I have received the Sacred Scriptures and Holy Laws; they are the same teachings of YHWH which my forefathers received, I have acknowledge them to be the only authority in leading my people - Israel. And if I should break any one of these Laws and Commandments set forth therein I will, as I must, voluntarily relinquish my authority to lead my people - Israel."

The TEN COMMANDMENTS are recited by the Candidate-Elect from memory. He is given the "ELECTION BLESSINGS" from the High Priest and the "INSTALLATION PROCESSION" begins.

The INSTALLATION PROCESSION follows a path towards the center of the community. There the Candidate-Elect will remain until the marchers [made only] arrive at the center where he is awaiting. The High Priest turns to the people of the entire communities whom the new Head of the Agaw will lead, and proclaims the Candidate-Elect:

"OUR PERMANENT CHIEF ELDER-ELECT OF ISRAEL."

He introduces the new Head of the Agaw as:

CHIEF [calling his name] OF THE BETTA ISRAEL [Children of the house of Israel or House of Israel], SERVANT OF GOD."

The new CHIEF follows in reciting the Ten Commandments - the "LAWS OF HIS OFFICE" - from his memory. He also reads various "COVENANTS" from the "SACRED TORAH," and then proclaims to his followers:

"My memory of the Laws handed down by my forefathers are the same as those recorded in our original Sacred and Most Holy Torah. These are the Laws upon which...

1. Falasha's education is still tied to their Sacred or Holy Torah and local traditions of Cush.
2. Note that I had to use words and phrases in English to convey certain actions and ideas which may not mean the same literally in the Ami language when translated word by word, "Israel," as mentioned here means "The People, People, The Hebrew People," etc.; not state or country, etc.
3. Unfortunately the Falashas, Kyla, of E[10], have no idea of the Laws originally taught in Egypt.
which I will lead my people - Israel, and for which I will give my life to protect, and also for my people - Israel. I will respect all of the Civil Laws of the Government of Ethiopia which do not conflict with my faith. And, I will collect all of the worldly goods belonging to the Government of Ethiopia (taxes, or any other objects not of a religious nature, etc.)

The "Chief" offers a prayer to God - YWH - for his own guidance. He asks the people - Israel:

"Help me to be a just leader as was the illustrious Chief Gedeon."

The mother of the new Chief is proclaimed by him: "CHIEF MOTHER," if she is alive. If she is deceased the "OLDEST WOMAN" of the communities would be designated as the "CHIEF MOTHER-SELECT." She becomes the "ETERNAL SYMBOL OF THE SOURCE OF THE COMMUNITIES," as he leads in her honour, and because "...it is from the Chief Mother's womb (symbolically) the Beta Israel originated..." etc., etc., etc.

The Chief Mother has a meaning which refers back to the HONOUR OF THE VIRTUOUS DAUGHTERS who committed mass suicides to uphold the integrity of the communities and their virginity, rather than submit themselves to the Christian and Muslim invading armies. She also represents the "HONOUR" and "RESPECT" to all of the other "MOTHERS" of the communities. This is that they may know the men realize we could not exist, nor be of any use, without them, although we control every aspect of community living. This "HONOUR" helps, because there is no direct way for a woman leading the communities; but women are not to be disrespected or misrepresented. The Chief Mother's indirect leadership is based directly through the Chief Elders, who also represent women as equally as he does with regards to men. It is written:

"Her place is ahead of all men on the road to the Hereafter. She gains her place through the pain she suffered in bearing Israel in the Holy of Most Holies of her Womb. Our chief Mother is the symbol of our respect for our women."

I ask you to pause for a little while before reading the other installments of this detailed socio-historical and socio-anthropological work about my people - the AGAW [Black Jews, etc.] Now look at your own "ELECTORAL SYSTEM." See if you can find any similarity between your own "SYSTEM" and that of the so-called "FALASHAS' SYSTEM OF ELECTION." Consider if there exists any "DEMOCRACY" in that of the Falashas and your own? Since the Kyla are a part of the Agaw People, and it is mostly in their communities that the system outlined is most common, you must trust your response with respect to all of the Agaw People in all of the Communal Communities throughout Ethiopia. For example: you pick out the Falasha from the Kyla on the following page, and from the other BLACK ISRAELITES, also from the "NEGRO JEWS" if you can recognize them. Probably not a single one is a HEbrew, HABDU, JEW, SEMITE, ... etc.

1. Historically considered the wisest and bravest of the Beta Israel/Kyla of all times.
2. Assuming that you believe "democracy" is a reality in your own country; the U.S.A. included.
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PRESENT RELIGIOUS PRACTICES AND CUSTOMS.
FOUNDATIONS, LAWS, ETC.: Chapter IV, Part One.

The "SACRED [Holy] TORAH" is the philosophical basis for all of the Falasha Communities, and of all of life's meanings. It is their "CONSTITUTION" from whence all reasoning derives, and upon which the "LAWS OF COMMUNAL ADMINISTRATION" among the Falashas are based. They do not legislate any "WRITTEN LAWS," for they base all acts which are not regulated by the "SACRED TORAH" upon aged-old CUSTOMS and TRADITIONS. These practices are developed through voluntary acceptance of CUSTOMS, DOGMAS and MORES, rather than by legislations developed by modern politicians who are for the most part lawyers.

The "CHIEF PRIEST" or "HIGH PRIEST" [Telleq Kahan] is the religious head of everyone of the Falasha and "COMMUNITIES," the only person who ranks above the "CHIEF ELDER-ELECT." Once in ancient history the Chief Priest was also the Chief of all functions of the Communities; but this authority has been gradually shared by the office of the Chief Elder-Elect for over the last seventy-five [75] to one hundred [100] years. Some of these customs are dying out.

The "CHIEF PRIEST" is assisted by all of the other "SUBORDINATE PRIESTS." They are "SUBORDINATES" only in rank, but not in social status within the communities. The Chief Priest is "SELECTED" and "ELECTED" from, and by, the Subordinate Priests. He remains "CHIEF" unless he enters the "ORDER OF MONKS," at which time he enters "... A LIFE OF COMPLETE MEDITATION AND SECLUSION FROM ALL OTHERS EXCEPT HIS PEERS IN THE ORDER..., " and only "DEATH" can remove him. He will lose his rank, and will have to leave the communities.

"FOR BREAKING ANY OF THE LAWS OF THE TEN COMMANDMENTS, "
or any of the other "... RELIGIOUS LAWS AND ORDINANCES OF THE SACRED [Holy] TORAH,..."

There are "MONASTERIES" occupied by former "SINGLE PRIESTS" who have volunteered to enter into this type of seclusion. Priests joining the Monasteries become "MONKS," and must "...devote all of their time to prayers and other religious activities,..." They must "...

occupy themselves in farming as an occupation in order that they may earn their own livelihood independent of the labors of the general communities,..."

Any Monk of the religious order may withdraw from same upon his own desire, but can never be a leader in anything else again. A Falasha can become a member of the Priesthood, also a Monk, only if he is "...BORN OF THE CAST OF A KAHAIN..., " the same being true for each profession any Falasha desires to follow; he or she must be of that CAST which the profession is assigned. All religious personnel of the MONASTERIES and SISTERHOODS must live apart from the general communities. Each religious order [Monks and Sisters] lives separate from the other Priests but do not live separate from the communities, whether married or single. Each community places great respect in all of the members of these two religious orders. For only Falashas of the very highest religious and personal background are permitted to enter such orders; of course, providing they are of the right "CASTE" and "TRIBE." The respect given the religious groups is due to the "SACRIFICERS" the members therein must make in order that they could acrve the general community unblemishly. They also have to do their share of the general community work. Their time-off from manual labor is devoted to prayer and other religious activities. Twenty-four [24] hours of each day of their lives are taken up with religious activities of their communities. The members of the Priesthood study the "SACRED TORAH" to such a degree that at least sixty-five percent [65%] of all of those who spend more than ten [10] years within can recite the complete TEXT almost word by word from their memory. I will venture to say that every Monk can do this feat; for the Monks devote much more of their time to the study of the SACRED TORAH then do the Priests. The Monks are the ones to be called upon to decide on any matter in the SACRED TORAH where a conflict of interpretation may arise in any of the communities. It is to be noted that unlike the Priests and Monks, the Sisters cannot engage in the administration of religious rights and rituals of any kind to be administered to the general community.

All of the "PRIESTS" are permitted to be married; and they are encouraged to do so, especially when they are young, and before they enter the Priesthood. The Sisters of the Sisterhood cannot marry while they are still active in the Sisterhood. However, there are no laws or rules that prohibit any of them from doing after they have severed relationship with the Sisterhood. This condition is due to the fact that all members of the Sisterhood have to be "PHYSICALLY VIRGIN," a fact which all in the Falasha Communities have accepted. Therefore, they become for everyone:

"symbols of the virgin women's honor, and a memory to all of the maidens that committed mass suicide rather than become concubines for the favor of the invading Christian and Muslim armies and missionaries in their conquest of Ethiopia, and their particular attempt to convert all Falashas."

The control of the relationship between male and female in terms of religion also relate to the wife of a Priest. For example; if a Priest's WIFE should die he is discouraged from marrying another woman. But should be prefer to remarry, without any exception to the rule whatsoever, he must marry at all times a woman of a physically virgin state, and not of the Sisterhood at anytime in her entire life.

He cannot marry a WIDOWED or DIVORCED woman under any circumstance whatsoever; never.

The High Priest officiates at all of the "ORDINATIONS" of "SUBORDINATE PRIESTS." The High Priest and all of the Subordinate Priests have to be members of the "TRIBE OF LEVI," And...
their only qualifications must be based upon their BIRTH and EDUCATION [along religious lines—the study of the Most Holy Torah]. All of the Priests must be investigated back to their SEVENTH [7th] LINEAL ANCESTORS. And if there was any past ADULTEROUS LIFE by any of their grandparents, SEVEN [7] GENERATIONS removed, those affected are rejected from entering the Priesthood, this being equally true in the case of LEPROSY. All of the Priests that satisfy the investigation become ready for their ORDINATION into the Priesthood [dissimilar to any RABBINICAL ASSEMBLY in the United States of America, with many major differences].

The ORDINATION RITUAL is of very serious involvement for the entire community. An extract from one follows: After the selection of the CANDIDATE PRIEST from the TRIBE OF LEVI for the Priesthood he must "...
appear with a young male lamb as a sacrifice for the forgiveness of his sins which he had committed in the past, and those of his living parents, equally for his ancestors seven generations into the past."

He may sacrifice a male "GOAT" or male "OX" instead of a "LAMB," which ever type selected: "IT MUST BE THE FIRST BORN MALE OF THE MOTHER THAT BIRTH IT."

The sacrificial animal will be given to the Priests and/or Deacons to be raised. When the animal is of the proper age for this ritual it is slaughtered in the same manner as in all of the other cases where sacrifice is carried out. The complete outline for "SACRIFICIAL RITUALS" is already describe in Chapter III of this Volume. The "ASH" from the Ordination Sacrifice is not thrown away in the same manner of other sacrifices; instead, it must at all times take place as "scattered at the four corners about the outside of the tent and altar," built solely for the purpose of the sacrifice. These rituals -

"must be performed where there is running water—a river and/or stream,"

Bottom of a Hill. Other extension of this area of the service I prefer to leave for only those who are still practicing Judaism, according to the teachings of the Agaw Communities’ High Priest, Subordinate Priests and Monks.

After the Ordination Sacrifice is completed the new Subordinate Priest must be ready to -

"offer a young male lamb [or ox or goat] to the general community as a symbol of his charity and love for the people—Israel, whom he desires to lead in religious and spiritual sacrifice and devotion to the one and only God—Yahwah."

He must SLAUGHTER the lamb with his own hands in the direction of the EAST GATE of the Community to which he will be assigned. [review plan of average village on page 162 of this Volume. The "BODY" of the sacrificial animal, minus the entrails and extremities: feet, ears, head and genital organs, etc.] is distributed amongst the women and children of the community. The Community in return gives the "INITIATE" [new priest] gifts of FOOD and CLOTHING; but never a

Typical of "Abraham’s sacrifice of a lamb instead of his son..., etc. [Gen.xxii: 1-13].

solitary "CENT" if he lives in a Communal Community, MONEY was given in Communities located in Gentile areas of Ethiopia where the economic system was either CAPITALISM or FEUDALISM, etc. The present "AFRICAN SOCIALIST ECONOMIC SYSTEM" has caused drastic revisions.

The Chief or High Priest thereafter performs the most solemn Ceremonial Act, which is called: "... Wrapping of the Turban of the Priest..." around the head of the new Priest. This is combined with the "...Passing of the LONG WHITE SHIRT of the new Priest..." The latter item is "...THE SYMBOL OF THE SPOTLESS LIFE A PRIEST MUST LIVE...."

He is shown that:

"THERE IS NO DIRT APPEARING ON THE LONG WHITE SHIRT" when he received it, then he is further warned:

"YOU RECEIVED A NEW SOUL IN THE SAME MANNER, SYMBOLICALLY, YOU MUST KEEP IT AS CLEAN AS YOU WILL KEEP YOUR OWN SOUL." [White does not indicate "TURBID" in the Western sense].

After the Wrapping of the Turban and the presentation of the Long White Shirt the High Priest offers "...PRAYERS FOR THE NEW PRIEST..." "The High Priest proclaims that the new Priests

"OFFICIALLY ORDAINED AS A FOLLOWER IN THE LINE OF ABRAHAM, JACOB, ISAAC, JOSEPH AND MOSES.

He is told by the High Priest:

"You are bound by all of the Laws of the Ten Commandments and the Sacred Torah. It is your duty to give up your own life, rather than lose any of them, and if you are dying because of defending them, you are not permitted to use any force whatsoever to protect your physical person, but must call upon your God—Yahweh—for protection; for there are men such as our Chief Elders, who must do your fighting physically. Your duty is to lead us in our battles spiritually and morally against imperfection.

A Priest can be "DEFROCKED" for any violation of the "TEN COMMANDMENTS" of the most SACRED TORAH (Pentateuch, Holy Bible, Five Books Of Moses or Christian's Old Testament). However his CASTE as a KAHAH, or PRIEST, cannot be taken away from him; this he inherits geologically according to the Falasha interpretation of the Hebrew Scriptures on religion. If he desires to "DIVORCE" his wife he must resign his active participation in the Priesthood and return to live as another male in his community. However, a "DIVORCED PRIEST" who automatically loses his office as a PRIEST also receives the same... "DABTAN"... A LEARNED MAN." This title allows him to practice many of the duties he had while he was a Priest, with only one exception. A "DABTAN" cannot perform religious sacraments and services, nor officiate at a SACRIFICE. Like all of the practicing SUBORDINATE PRIESTS, he can still prepare any 1. Equivalent to the "Priest-Scribe" of the Mysteries System of the Grand Lodge of Waat, Egypt.
FOOD for the Priests, and prepare [sharpen] the "SACRIFICIAL KNIVES" for any sacrifice. He must see that "... there is no rough edge on either of the two sides of the Sacrificial Knife..."

And he must also "... keep the Religious Umbrellas of the Priests to be used in the Procession Of The Sacrifice in excellent condition, and free from uncleanliness,..."

He can take part in most of the other activities of the synagogue which a lay Falasha does not even know to perform, nor is permitted to perform.

The "SISTERHOOD" is never visited by any male except a Subordinate Priest on an emergency. The "SISTERS" never enter the general community amongst the other women unless they are on missions of mercy or teaching assignment with young girls, particularly with respect to the "DIETARY LAWS" and "LAWS OF CLEANLINESS" (Levitical Laws). A SISTER upon leaving the SISTERHOOD holds no post directly or indirectly connected to it. But she does not lose any prestige as an ordinary lay woman upon her return to the community. She cannot make contact with the other Sisters in the Sisterhood when she returns to the general community as she surrenders her right to said contact upon her resignation, irrespective of the cause. However, she can generally hold the position of "NURSE" and/or "TEACHER" in her community because of the teaching and educational activities she learned while being a Sister. She can never be married and enter the Sisterhood, or marry after she has already entered; for once within the Sisterhood she... "MUST ALWAYS REMAIN A SPOTLESS PHYSICAL VIRGIN..." She can leave without stigma.

The "FALASHA SISTERHOOD" is not to be confused with that of the "CONVENT" of the Christian Religion, particularly the Roman Catholic Church and the Anglican Church, etc. The Falasha Sisters are never considered "MARRIED TO YHWH"... as "NUNS" are "MARRIED TO JESUS CHRIST" in the Christian Religion. However, there are similarities in certain educational and teaching functions which both groups perform. Equally, the Falasha Sister is not considered to be "... PART OF THE RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY..." as in the case of the Christian "NUN" and or "SISTER." They take care of the SICK, INFIRMED, WOMAN IN CHILD-BED, etc. similarly to their Christian counterparts. Her "Obligation of Duties" includes the following:

"IF I SHOULD DEBASE THE HOLINESS OF MY BODY FOR THE SOLE PLEASURE AND GRATIFICATION OF MY PHYSICAL NEEDS; I SHALL NOT FAIL TO DISAVOW THE RELATIONSHIP I SHARE WITH MY SISTERS IN HONOUR OF THOSE WHO HAVE GIVEN THEIR LIVES FOR ALL OF US TO BE ALIVE IN GOD."¹ ²

1. Kosher regulations are extremely rigid in all of the Falasha communities throughout the world.
2. A Falasha Sister appeal to her God for strength and guidance in remaining pure as the "... honoured maidens in whose honour I serve...", etc., etc., etc., almost ad infinitum. She must surrender her entire life to the service of her people - Falashas/Kyla and God - Yah/Jehovah.
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THE HOUSE OF WORSHIP/SYNAGOGUE: Chapter Two, Part II

The House of Worship [SYNAGOGUE] or House of God - YHWH is constructed from spacially prefabricated baked mud and straw bricks made by brick makers of the communities. The Synagogue is generally built ROUND, rather than SQUARE and/or RECTANGULAR as most synagogues in the United States of America. There are at least two [2] doors of entry to each Synagogue. One door always faces "EAST," the other "WEST." The EAST DOOR is for the use of the Priests and Monks, and should always point towards the direction of Jerusalem, even if said point is not in the East. The WEST DOOR is for the use of the general male population of the community "ONLY," The GENERAL COMMUNITY" in this case never include WOMEN, as "WOMEN" are never permitted inside any of the Synagogue [there is "Western" pressure to change]. Synagogues, with Monks assigned to them, are always constructed with a 'QEDDISTA GED-DUSAN' or "HOLY OF HOLIES" built in the East Wall where the "ARK" and "SACRED TORAH" are also kept, this being located very near the EAST DOOR which is used by the Monks and the High Priest, but not by the Subordinate Priests normally. The servicing of the Holy of Holies is performed by "SCRIBE, DEACONS" and "SUBORDINATE PRIESTS" only. The "MOST SACRED CEREMONIAL INSTRUMENTS" are kept in the Holy of Holies, along with the "RELIGIOUS UMBRELLAS" and "SACRED SCROLLS." Sometimes the High Priest also keeps his own special "PRIESTLY GARMENTS" in this chamber. The Holy of Holies in times gone by was generally built with at least a portion of "EARTH" imported from the "SINAI PENINSULA" in Egypt, Northeast Africa ["Nubia"] and/or "JERUSALEM" in Israel [Palestine], Western Asia. It was placed into the MORTAR that bound the bricks together, and did not have to be more than a "pale of earth in the entire mix of any portion of the mortar; for the purpose was just to have a part of the so-called PROMISED LAND to which the so-called "HOLY OF HOLIES" is always associated. Roman Catholics building new churches place saints' bones in altars; as per rumors.

Having already shown that the SACRED TORAH remains in the HOLY OF HOLIES, it is also important for you to know that no PRIEST may carry a SACRED TORAH to his home even for the purpose of study. The "SACRED SCRIPES," who write all of the "SACRED TORAH," must have an "ARK" built into their house to place the SACRED TORAH they are working on; their "WIVES" must never touch it, or it will be "EXCLUDED FROM THE SYNAGOGUE" and destroyed. Any SACRED TORAH is declared "...UNCLEAN..." in the very same manner like a female who is capable of going to the "HOUSE OF UNCLEAN BLOOD" [house of menstruation]. A Priest may carry other religious articles to his home, but the same rule applies to his WIFE and any other FEMALE as in the case of the SACRED TORAH. This rule is unchangeable.

1. Hebrew males are restrained from sexual intercourse with any woman menstruating at any time.
The "ALTAR" in the synagogue must always "FACE EAST" and/or "TOWARDS THE DIRECTION OF JERUSALEM." It is sometimes built from "FIELD STONES" and covered with a thick MARBLE-TYPE slab. This SLAB forms a table-top on which the SCROLL with the TEN COMMANDMENTS and passages of the SACRED SCRIPTURES OF THE HOLY TORAH" are read during the regular services. ("Jewish Missionaries" are also trying to change this).

Sometimes the "ARK" is also constructed from "FIELD STONES." It must have the "LAWS OF THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" on a small slab of marble over the door where the SACRED TORAH is to be stored. The "DOOR" is always located at the front of the ARK; and it is always made from a PLAIN MARBLE [or stone] SLAB hinged to the wall of the Ark.

There is always a sizeable section prepared for the private use of the Priests and Deacons. It is set off for them to study and rest between services, or when they are in the synagogue due to other duties. It is very seldom open to the General public. Community. It is cleaned and attended by the Subordinate Priests and Deacons themselves.

At a THREE [3] FEET distance off the exterior wall surrounding the Synagogue's front door there is a section marked off for WOMEN and FEMALE CHILDREN to attend and listen to the services; because FEMALES are never allowed to get closer to the Synagogue unless by some "very special order" from the High Priest under an extreme emergency. This is a condition which is reconciled by the theory which states that: "THE WOMEN ARE NOT REQUIRED TO ATTEND RELIGIOUS SERVICES;" as they are considered to be "... clean in conscience by the mere possession of their precious womb, and by their giving birth, which causes all of their sins to be removed...."

On this point it is further believed that: "A woman, who has given birth to a child, is also forgiven for her sins by the mere fact that she has a womb, which in itself is the essence of the forgiveness."

It is to be noted that this "forgiveness" does not extend to any of the wrongs and/or truly mortal "sins in violation of the Ten Commandments and Laws of the Sacred Scriptures."

All MALES attending the Synagogue Services must BATHE [wash] themselves each time before they enter the door of the Synagogue building in the community. Each service on every day requires the same action on the part of the MALES, irrespective of "AGE," so that if there are THREE [3] SERVICES in one day and a man must attend all THREE, he would have to take at least THREE [3] BATHS. All FEMALES coming within the "THREE [3] FEET LIMIT" around the "THREE FEET PERIMETER MARK-OFF" from the exterior wall of the Synagogue must also take a "TOURISTIC BATH" before approaching the service area.

The SYNAGOGUE is always draped with curtains all year round. The draperies are made of bright colors, and used on all days of festivities but with one exception. The exception is only 1.

1. "Women's Movement" in the U.S.A. cannot fathom this concept of the African Goddess, etc.

on YOM-KIPPUR [Day of Atonement] - the most sacred of the High Holy Days of the Hebrew Religion, at which time the entire Synagogue is draped in WHITE. The main Altar remains draped in BLACK, while the Ark is covered in striped SKY BLUE and WHITE, [there may be changes now].

"LIGHTS" in the Synagogue are provided by means of "SESAME SEED OIL LAMPS." These LAMPS are kept lit on all occasions of Synagogue activities and services. Before the SABBATH DAY SERVICE the LAMPS are lit at Sun-Fall (sundown Friday evening, equivalent to the European and European-American "Oneg Shabbath") by a youngster who has not reached manhood [age twelve]. If any, or all, of these LAMPS should go out between the Lighting on Sun-Fall Friday and Sun-Fall Saturday - "SABBATH" - the service must continue in total darkness rather than have a single LAMP relit. All FIRES or LIGHTS throughout all of the communities that go out during the SABBATH DAY cannot be relit, irrespective of the place in which it is FIRE and/or LIGHT is.

The "DIBIKHAN" [Learned Men] must make certain that all OIL LAMPS are filled before the beginning of Sun-Fall on Friday evening. They must see that the "WICKS" of the LAMPS are in good condition, also that they have been cleaned and trimmed. It is the Learned Men's Sacred Duty to "GIVE THE PRAYERS FOR THE LIGHTING OF THE OIL LAMPS."

The Synagogue can be easily identified by any member of the communities, or a visitor, as it is generally built at the center of a community. It is always much larger than all of the other buildings within any of the villages of the communities, as shown on the following pages: 116 - 118 and 119, also the layout of a typical village on page 102 of this Volume.

The Synagogue's relationship to the very small size of the residential units does not signify that it is so enormous that it dwarfs the homes in any of the communities. Yet, it is generally built to accommodate a minimum of at least THIRTY [30] to approximately ONE HUNDRED-FIFTY [150] males at most. Such a synagogue, the larger size, is considered to be very large in modern times; but minuscule for the ancient times when the Pharaohs made up the vast majority of the Egyptian population. The reason for the smaller synagogue is basically due to the method of having continuous services conducted on SABBATH and/or HIGH HOLY DAYS. In each service there must be at least "TEN [10] MEN" present. The reason is that a "MINION" [quorum] of LESS THAN TEN MEN is contrary to the provisions called for in the SACRED TORAH to begin an official service in the Hebrew Religion; even if it is just for the purpose of reading the TEN COMMANDMENTS or saying the KADDISS [Prayers for the departed or deceased]. The completion of a "MINION" signals the beginning of the service. The "ELDERS" [all men] of the community village are given their schedules on the hours in which their respective groups are to attend service. All of the men in the community who are not ILL or FEWABLE must attend at least two 1. Only the "educated, wise" and "righteous elders" were/are allowed to lead Africans/Pharaohs in any of the numerous villages.
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services on each Sabbath. On the Sabbath falling on a High Holy Day they are required to attend at least THREE [3] TIMES that day.

The "BRICK MASONs" and/or "CARPENTERS" must keep the SYNAGOGUE within their community on the top of their list of work to be done each day; of course except on the Sabbath. If there is no work to be done on the Synagogue in any single day the masons and carpenters are permitted to remove it from their list for at most "ONE [1] WEEK" only. Work to be completed on a Synagogue must be taken care of before the masons and carpenters work on any other project they may have for a given day. In Communal Communities the masons and carpenters do not receive any form of monetary compensation for their work, as they are required to work at any place in the communities where their services are needed and requested. However, in non-Communal Communities they receive monetary wages for their work even on the Synagogue.

Please take careful note of the fact that there are TWO [2] TYPES of "FLOOR PLAN" and "ELEVATION" for the Synagogue construction shown on the preceding four pages: IIb–IIIb. On the FLOOR PLAN showing the "ARK" in the center of the building, this is most befitting a Communal Society or Community (village). Of course the other is generally the architectural preference in the non-Communal Communities. There is no special reason for the difference in architectural aesthetics that your author can tell at this time. And I would not attempt to speculate as to the manner so common among "Western academicians" who use belief and hypothesis as "FACTS."

As we prepare to enter into another aspect of the historical and cultural heritage of the so-called "BLACK JEWS, FALASHAS," etc. it is necessary to bring back to your memory that the people who are living this life are the same people too many of us tend to deny as being KOSHER as European and European-American JEWS who practice a European-type TALMUDIC JUDAISM that differs basically in many areas. But, with all of these differences, it is the area of "RACE" that the breach is greatest; an emotional stimulus that is unheard of in the Falasha communities — Communal and/or non-Communal! This term "...JEWISH RACE..." or "...SEMITIC RACE..." is only common amongst European and European-American "JEWISH" communities. For this reason throughout this work I must always bring to your eyes "SEMITES" (black, brown, yellow, white, and whatever else there is), all of whom look like any other so-called "NEGRO JEWS" we have in the United States of America and all of the other nations of the North American and South American continents, the Caribbean islands, and of course even in the Continent of Alkebu-Lan ("Africa, Afrika," etc.). Certainly the following picture on the next page shows many of the so-called "SEMITES" and "HIMITES" we hear so much about of late; and only the top FOUR [4] are considered "LOST JEWS." Is it strange that they look like any "NEGRO" in your home town, etc.

1. Not to be confused with "Communism," although Karl Marx made comments and overtures to it. 2. During the Empire - "Judaism" and "capitalism;" today "African Socialism," etc.

Certainly the top center picture shows the late Rabbi Abraham and fellow Falasha students of Gondar Province, Ethiopia, East Alkebu-Lan. Is the top left different? Just imagine that he was an ancient "GREEK" of about the 3rd Century B.C.E., an OFFICIAL at that, yet he is the only so-called "NEGRO" on this entire page! Strange indeed; is it not? Was he a "JEW?" Who knows!

Imhotep(Heb. ? - 2875 B.C.E.) was the "World's First Multi-genius"; a native of Egypt, N.A. First known physician, architect in stone, Grand Vizier, poet, Prime Minister, etc.
COULDN'T THEY BE "JEWS"?

ETHIOPIANS OUTSIDE DIRE-DIRE
[Is There Any BLACK JEW In This Picture?]

"SEMITES" AND "HAMITES" ONLY!

Ethiopians in A Market Scene; Axum; Ethiopia, Africa.

ALL OF THEM "NEGROES" IN THE U. S. A.; TRUE?

1. The "World's largest outdoor market" is in Addis Ababa, the Capital City of Ethiopia, East Africa. Hundreds of thousands of people visit this market daily - from ca. 5:00 a.m. through 7:00 - 8:00 p.m., etc.
ORDER OF RELIGIOUS SERVICES: Chapter IV, Part Three.

The regular Daily Service [held in the same manner each day] begins with the BLESSING of the establishment of "...GOD'S [Yeh] HOUSE OF WORSHIP [Synagogue]..." The Priest thank God... [for all present to be here...], and orders:

"LET GOD'S HOUSE OF WORSHIP BE FREE OF INQUITIES."

He informs the congregation that:

"THE SERVICE IS NOW READY TO BEGIN."

The Priest then calls upon all who have experienced difficulties with any of their neighbours to:

"COME FORWARD AND GIVE AN EMBRACE OF FELLOWSHIP TO YOUR FOE,"

While making the embrace [chest to chest, and side of face to side of face] and/or handshake, all the parties so doing must ask for "FORGIVENESS" from God, then "APLOGIZE" to each other for their wrong-doings [sin]. After this has been done and all is clear in "BODY, MIND" and "SOUL," the main service gets on its way.

The CHIEF PRIEST[or HIGH PRIEST] turns his face towards the direction of "JERUSALEM," with the congregation doing likewise. He blesses the "ARK" and the "ALTAR;" and commands:

"LET THE ARK BE OPENED AND THE LAW OF THE PEOPLE -ISRAEL- BE PLACED UPON THE TABLE OF THE ALTAR FOR ALL TO WITNESS."

The SACRED TORAH [Pentateuch, Five Books of Moses, Christians Old Testament] is then removed from the ARK by two Subordinate Priests. They hold the SACRED TORAH high above their heads and the congregation sings the opening song of the service. At the end of the last stanza of the opening song the High Priest blesses the SACRED TORAH; then turning away from it he blesses the congregation. The SINGER [equivalent to the European-American Cantor or Kantor] comes forward to the ALTAR and receives the SACRED TORAH from the High Priest, thereby restituting it on the TABLE OF THE ALTAR. The SINGER executes the first sentence in the BOOK OF GENESIS. Having assured himself of the true content, he proclaims the following:

"THE SACRED TORAH IS A TRUE ONE; IT CARRIES THE HOLY SCRIPTURES AND THE LAWS OF OUR FOREFATHERS JUST AS THEY WERE GIVEN TO MOSES ON THE MOUNT OF SINAI IN EGYPT LAND" [Northeast Africa].

All of the Subordinate Priests in attendance of the service are called upon, without exception, to:

"COME FORWARD AND WITNESS THE PRESENCE OF THE SACRED LAWS;"

the Deacons following in turn, and all of the students of the Priesthood behind them. The High Priest reads the "TEN COMMANDMENTS" from the SACRED TORAH, and asks the Subordinate Priests the following question:

"ARE THESE THE SAME LAWS AND WORDS OF OUR GOD, THE GOD

OF ISRAEL 1 WHO GAVE THEM TO MOSES ON THE MOUNT OF SINAI?"

After they agree to the authenticity of the SACRED TORAH they return to their respective places in the Synagogue.

The "READING OF THE LAWS" follows. All of the members [male only] of the Synagogue's congregation come forward to read the "LAWS" and the "HOLY SCRIPTURE OF THE DAY" when each is called. They are called in the order of the chronological listing of the "Tribes." The calling begins with the...[HOUS OF LEVI...[THE CASTE OF PRIEST] and ends with the "TRIBE OF GOD" [THE CASTE OF PRIESTS]... as listed on page 39 of this Volume.

After the READING OF THE LAWS the "RELIGIOUS MUSICIANS" play "WIND AND STRING INSTRUMENTS, PRAISING GOD WHO SITS ON HIGH." This is done "...IN MEMORY OF KING DAVID..." who ordered his people:

"COME TO THE GOD OF ISRAEL, PRAISING HIM WITH WIND AND STRING INSTRUMENTS TO THE HIGHEST, AND IN GLORY" [see page 122].

This music has what European-Americans generally call "...AN ORIENTAL TONE..." and is very similar to the music of the Yemenite Jews. However, it has a much deeper crying tone than that of the Yemenite religious leaders. Some of the tunes are typical of the music of other communities of the ORTHODOX [Copite] CHRISTIANS all over Ethiopia. This is due to influence of the first group of Falashas who were compelled to convert to Christianity, thus carrying their music and songs into the "STRANGE FAITH" or "NEW RELIGION"—both names which earliest Christianity was called before the Council of Trent and Council of Antioch, etc.

The "RELIGIOUS MUSICIANS" are men [never women], all of whom are highly trained in "SACRED MUSIC." They must have very highly respected homes, and live moral lives almost in comparison to the Subordinate Priests and Babliara [Learned Men or former Priests]. They are also engaged in farming as a second profession in order to fulfill their working days when there is no service in the Synagogue or other religious functions where their music is needed. These two professions are their tasks, but the first one is their obligation due to their "CASTE," that of the TRIBE OF ZEBULUN. Remember that we are dealing with a "theocracy."

On the days of "SACRIFICE" the service starts in the Synagogue and move to the "MOUNT OF THE SACRIFICE" where the ceremonies will be conducted. The "SACRIFICE SERVICE" is conducted completely in the Synagogue because the marchers [male only] in the "SACRIFICIAL PROCESSION" are technically considered to be "...CONNECTED TO THE SYNAGOGUE..." by the presence of the "SACRIFICIAL TOOLS" in their midst during the procession. The "SACRIFICIAL TOOLS" are designated to be "...PHYSICALLY PARTS OF THE SYNAGOGUE..." They

1. Meaning "the people," not the geopolitical state created by the United Nations Organization.
2. The tribal structure of the earliest "Jewish People" is followed by Falasha communities.
ETHIOPIAN LITURGICAL WIND AND STRING INSTRUMENTS: PAST/PRESENT

COME PRAISE WITH WIND INSTRUMENTS

CISTRUMS, or RATTLES

BAGENA, or RECTANGULAR HARP

Left: KRA, or ROUND HARP

Right: MASENGO, or SINGLE STRING VIOLIN

1. From the hands of the Cat-headed Goddess "BAST" or "BESS" of Pre-Christian Nile Valley [Blue and White] High-Cultures. These Instruments are typical in other areas of Alkobia-Ian also.
2. This instrument was played in Africa thousands of years before there was a single Greek alive.

also carry other INSTRUMENTS and POSSESSIONS that belong to the Synagogue, all of which have the same technical significance.

The "HIGH HOLY DAY SERVICE" commences with the "PRAYERS OF SACRIFICE." The Sacred Musicians render many chants having psychological effect, all of which causes a person to feel that he is in another world [euphoria]. On the High Holy Days the services are conducted entirely by the High Priest and the Monks. The Monks take the dominant role, and the Subordinate Priests act as their assistants. Each service from here on continues like all other regular services, but some of the prayers are different.

When this part of the High Holy Day is concluded the Monks leave the Synagogue and walk ahead of the procession to the MOUNT OF THE SACRIFICE where the SACRIFICIAL LAMB [or male ox] will be "SACRIFICED" [slaughtered] and the "BURNED OFFERINGS" made. The High Priest and all of the Subordinate Priests follow the Monks, they are followed by the Descens, and they by the general congregation [males only]. Women are never permitted to be around the SYNAGOGUE or MOUNT when there is to be an "ANIMAL SACRIFICE," "WOMEN" and "BLOOD" are so closely associated in Falasha theosophy and theology that they are never permitted to be near the "SACRIFICIAL BLOOD OF THE OX" and/or "MALE LAMB." For Falashas believe that:

"A WOMAN'S BLOOD WOULD MAKE THE SACRIFICIAL BLOOD UNCLEAN."

Therefore, "WOMEN" must stay away from all activities connected with ANIMAL SACRIFICE.

The "MONKS" always march at a distance of at least TWENTY [20] FEET in front of the congregation, as they are not allowed to mingle socially with the general population [men included]. Their lives are of constant "BATH FOR CLEANLINESS" and "PRAYERS OF MEDITATION," to the extent that it is very hard to understand them when they speak in their mumbling praying way. This is also due to the fact that they will not hold any conversation which is not connected in some way to the HOLY SCRIPTURES of the SACRED TORAH, etc. ; all in the holiest of traditions.

Unlike the "MONKS" of the Roman Catholic Church those of the Falasha Communities [Communal and/or non-Communal] are not housed in "MONASTERIES," but instead live in single room houses high up on the side of mountains. They do not write any theological or theological works for the teaching of Judaism, this being the function of the TRIBE OF GAD - from whence the "RABBIS" [teachers] are taken. Remember that a "MONK" is still of the "CASTE" and "HOUSE" OF LEVI. And this does not change because of his dedication towards total devotion in prayer and meditation. He is not expected to have any holier connection with YWII than any other PRIEST within the entire communities, irrespective of CASTE or TRIBE. The MONK is an HONOURED PRIEST because of his devotion; not because of his "SACREDNESS," etc., etc., etc.

1. Note that this was done by Abraham as a token of his willingness to sacrifice his own son for God YHWH/Eloheh according to Genesis, Chapter xxii, Verses 1 - 15.
RECOMMENDED SACRIFICES: Chapter IV, Part Four.

All of the members of the "PROCESSION OF THE SACRIFICE" must be dressed in "ALL WHITE," and with "OPEN STRAP SANDALS" on their feet. The type of CLOTHING and other garments used by the Palasha in the "PROCESSION OF THE SACRIFICE" is shown on pages 129 and 130 following. The general population of the Agaw People do not wear their head with any form of hat like the European-American and European "ORTHODOX JEWS," or wear "SHAWLS" as many do. The "PRIESTS" in ancient days had to wear a "TURBAN" when they were involved in carrying the "SACRIFICIAL LAMB" (Ox or Goat), and still do, as shown on page 129 following.

The "SACRIFICIAL KNIFE" is carried in the front of the procession of the "SACRIFICIAL SLAUGHTER." The "SACRIFICIAL ANIMAL" follows, carried by four turbaned Priests as I have shown on page 129. The Sacrificial Animal, if a LAMB, is carried on the shoulders of the four Subordinate Priests suspended from a center rod, which is tied to a front and rear crossbar equally as shown on page 129 following. If it is an OX the weight prevents its being carried in the same manner; it is led to the SACRIFICIAL area with the four Subordinate Priests at the end of a "TOW-ROPE," a term from the Egyptian Mysteries System which Freemasonry adopted.

The type of terrain (landscape, running water with highland above) for the ANIMAL SACRIFICE is shown on page 130 following. On pages 129 and 130 a Palasha is shown grazing a few of the SACRIFICIAL ANIMALS on the "SACRIFICIAL GRASS," also outside a regular village.

Upon the arrival on the "MOUNT OF THE SACRIFICE," like that shown on page 130 where the Monks have already assembled, the Subordinate Priests gather around the Monks and the High Priest forming a circle. The High Priest offers "PRAYERS" for "...ALL OF THE WOMEN AND LITTLE CHILDREN...." He offers special PRAYERS for the "...WOMEN IN CHILD BED,..." and in the "...HOUSE OF BLOOD,..." He asks God - YWH - to "...

Protect us from the Woman in Child Bed and House of Blood from mingling with that of the Sacrificial animal. Remember them for having made their own sacrifice by their presence in the houses. Forgive the souls of Your people - Israel - for having born of these ways, the sins caused by our not being able to be perfect as you had made us. Forgive us through this sacrifice we are making, although only symbolic of our forerunner Abraham's willingness to sacrifice his own son; and like Abraham please take this Ox (lamb or goat) rather than the sons and daughters of our communities; spare our children - Israel,..."

The "DABTARK" (Learned Men or former Priests) and the SACRED MUSICIANS follow as they sing SONGS OF PRAYERS and of JOY TO YWH, etc., like the following:

Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah is the cry our Father of fathers who have died in your honour, and in your praise; they are safe in your hands, and
COMPARATIVE ETHIOPIAN RELIGIOUS PERSONALITIES 
OTHER THAN "FALASHAS - JEWS"

[These are Orthodox Coptic Christians]

Falashas Slaughtering The Sacrificial Ox in a 
non-Communal Community for the 
"FEAST DAY"

Falasha Supervising Cattle 
Feeding On The Sacrificial Grass.¹

DABTARA
Christian Priest

Peanant Christian of 
Tigre

Right: Christian with 
religious Staff

¹. Note that Falashas are the only people allowed to feed their animals for any purpose whatever. To be kosher is compulsory for all Falashas in every Falasha village; no exception exist to this Law set down in the Book Of Leviticus of the Five Books Of Moses/Holy Torah.

1. Ethiopian Church Authorities changed their denomination's title from Coptic Christian to "Orthodox Christian" over twenty years ago in a dispute centered over the amount of Coptics in Ethiopia against those in Egypt. Ethiopia had many times those in Egypt; thus demanded the Holy See.
protected by your gracious hereafter. Hallelujah is your name; so be it."

The following words are repeated by the High Priest between each song:

"Holy is the name of God our Creator, Maker of the Universe, Judge of
all judges, Master of all masters, King of all kings, and Father of
all of our Fathers - Abraham, Jacob, Isaac, Joseph, Moses,..."

etc., etc., etc., and calling the names of noted and historic leaders of the Falashas past down
through the centuries. This is also recited by the Monks in unison, and led by the Chief of
Monks. It is to be noted that the naming of the sages, prophets and other creators of biblical
Judaism [Hebrewism] can extend as long as the High Priest desires, as all of the names are
from mental recall.

The CONGREGATION [all male] recites the prayers said by the High Priest, repeating his
words in sentences. The SUBORDINATE PRIESTS also repeat after the High Priest along with
the Congregation. There is a moment of silence following the proclamation of the High Priest;

"IN HONOUR OF THE SACRIFICE MADE BY THE MAIDENS OF THE
COMMUNITY WHO DIED RATHER THAN SUBMIT IN DISGRACE."

The "Sacrifice" referred to in the above quotation was described in details to you before in this
Volume, but it would be worthwhile repeating certain aspects here at a different level of participa-
tion on the part of the victims. Thus - on THREE [3] occasions when the Falashas were in con-
flicts militarily and their enemies were about to capture them, thousands of their "MAIDENS"
girls and adult women] of the communities [all of whom were "PHYSICALLY VIRGINS"] marched
to the top of a precipice and jumped over while shouting:

"YWH SAVE US, YWH SAVE US; YWH SAVE US; YAAWAAMAH,"

etc., etc., etc. Hundreds more Falasha women who were not "PHYSICALLY VIRGINS" did the
same. The reason for the prayers is in honour of the "SACRIFICE OF THE VIRGIN GIRLS;" not
the other "WOMEN," this due to the "PURITY OF THE SACRIFICE" to be performed after the
ending of the PRAYERS. The "VIRGINS" qualified as being "PURE," but not the other "WOMEN"
who had already experienced "PHYSICAL SEXUAL INTERCOURSE" in their marriage, some of
whom were even widowed at the time of their "SACRIFICE" or "SUICIDE." However, it must
be understood that a "SPECIAL PRAYER" is always offered by MALE and FEMALE worshipers;

"THE WOMEN OF THE SACRIFICE, AND IN HONOUR OF WOMANHOOD."

Silent and recital PRAYERS by everyone singularly, or in unison, are continued until about
TWELVE [12:00] O'CLOCK high noon while the Sun appears to be in the center of the sky. This
is the position in which the Sun must appear before the High Priest announces "...THE BEGINN-
NING OF THE ANIMAL SACRIFICE,..." The Chief Monk bows his head towards JERUSALEM and

"Animal Sacrifice" is conducted on Rosh Hashana, Yom Kippur and Pesach on the top of a hill,
at the foot of which there is running water that leads to other sources to the sea.
offers a "...PRAYER FOR THE SACRIFICE..." While offering this PRAYER the High Priest blows the "SHOFAR" [or "RAM'S HORN""] three times, calling upon the People - "ISRAEL" - to...

"WITNESS THE SACRIFICE IN THE CLEANSING OF OUR SINS, AND IN THE GLORY OF YWH, AS TAUGHT US BY OUR FOREFATHER ABRAHAM."

On the High Holy Days - "ROSH HASHANAH [New Year", YUM KIPPUR [Day of Atonement] and "PESACH" [Passover] the "ANIMAL SACRIFICE" is held. In the Communal Communities alone this is true; not in the areas where "Falashas" reside amongst a Gentile majority. This is due to the fact that the Gentiles look negatively at the practice of "ANIMAL SACRIFICE."

If any "WARM DAY" of the Sacrifice comes on the SABBATH the Sacrifice must be postponed for another day following because the "Slaughter" is considered to be ' working," and no "work" unless related to a question "of LIFE" and/or "DEATH" is involved. When such is the case there are "PRAYERS" of a very special nature to take the place of the Animal Sacrifice; these are called - "SACRIFICIAL PRAYERS."

Everyone taking part in the sacrifice must keep their "FAST" from Sun-Fall the previous day, and should not have tasted even "FLUID." This also includes "WATER" for washing ones mouth. They must take their "BATH" without allowing any "WATER" to enter their MOUTH in any amount whatever.

The "SACRIFICIAL ANIMAL MUST BE THE FIRST MALE BORN TO ITS MOTHER." It is taken from its mother a few days - NINE - after it has been born and raised by the Subordinate Priest, placed in charge of this task. The Sacrificial Animal, like those shown on page 169, is fed on "SACRIFICIAL GRASS" for SEVEN [7] DAYS before the final day of the "SACRIFICE," which "...MUST NOT BE MORE THAN ONE YEAR AND SIX MONTHS FOLLOWING ITS BIRTH." In wealthy non-Communal Communities where Falashas live separate from Gentiles it is generally a "SACRIFICIAL OX" that is slaughtered, as shown on page 130.

For the performance of the SACRIFICE the ANIMAL is held to a standing position - while the High [Chief] Priest holds the "AMOYALE" [back of animal] over its back, as the Noads recite the "PRAYER OF THE SLAUGHTER." At the ending of the PRAYER a Subordinate Priest, who specializes in the SLAUGHTER, takes the "SACRIFICIAL KNIFE" and sticks it into the back of "AMOYALE." The High Priest reads from "ABRAHAM'S SACRIFICE OF HIS SON TO YWH," etc. Upon his recitation the Ox or Lamb, never a GOAT, is held by FOUR [4] SUBORDINATE SENIOR PRIESTS and placed upon the "SACRIFICIAL ALTAR." The ALTAR has a "STONE BLAB" upon which the ANIMAL rests. The SLAUGHTERER sticks the ANIMAL with the double-edge "SACRIFICIAL KNIFE" through the JUGGLER VEIN. The ANIMAL is turned upside down, with its head hanging down and allowed to drain of its "SACRIFICIAL BLOOD." This "BLOOD" is caught in the 1. This is the most ancient custom of Judaism practiced in any group of Hebrews/Jews anywhere.

"SACRIFICIAL PAIL." When the 'SACRIFICIAL BLOOD' is completely drained from the veins of the ANIMAL the ENTRAILS are taken out and placed with the other waste matter. All of the waste is turned into "BURNED ASH" far away from the "SACRIFICIAL ALTAR" at a place where there is running water. The BODY of the SACRIFICIAL ANIMAL is bisected into chunks after it is skinned, and the chunks placed into a bin of SALT and VINEGAR and MYRRHS while the "SOLEMN PRAYERS" for the preservation of "MEAT" are being said. The "SIGN" is turned over to the High Priest, who turns it over to a Subordinate Priest to be cured for the purpose of making "SACRED SCROLLS" and/or "SACRED TORAH." The bisected BODY is turned over to the poor if the SACRIFICE was held in a non-Communal Community. It is turned over to the cooks (women) if the SACRIFICE is conducted in a Communal Community.

The "ALTAR OF THE SACRIFICE" is then "...thoroughly washed and cleaned of all blood-stains..." which may be remaining from the BLOOD of the Sacrificial Animal. 1 The High Priest must check the cleaning operation to see if there is "...any sign of blood..." which may have been overlooked by the cleaners. After the cleaning is checked the BURNED ASH is placed into a container and carried to the nearest "STREAM" or "RIVER," where all of it is then symbolically "SCATTERED TO THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE EARTH."

To perform the "SCATTERING TO THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE EARTH" the "BURNED ASH" is thrown into the direction of the four points of the compass; namely: NORTH, SOUTH, EAST and WEST. It is thrown in a manner whereby some must enter the RIVER and/or STREAM that travels to the high seas, where it is believed to...

"FLOW TO THE FOUR CORNERS OF THE WORLD, AND THEREBY COMPLETE THE SACRIFICE OF THE SACRIFICIAL ANIMAL ON THE SACRED ALTAR."

The "WORSHIPPERS" prepare to leave the SACRIFICIAL ALTAR and sing a song of praise to the God of Israel - YWH. Thusly:

"He has allowed us to wash away the sins of our enemies and those of our own. He has allowed us to follow the footsteps of our forefathers Abraham, Isaac, Joseph, Moses [etc., etc., etc.]. He has allowed us to witness the symbolic sacrifice of the son of Abraham, which is represented in memory by our sacrifice; Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah; so shall the name of our God - YWH - be, as shall Israel."

The "SHOFAR" [one of the horns of the last ram from the sacrificial] is sounded for "TEN TIMES," and the "TEN COMMANDMENTS" are recited by all. The "SACRIFICIAL RECESSIONAL" then begins its return to the main building of the "SYNAGOGUE," because the "ANIMAL SACRIFICE" is at this time completely finished so far as the SLAUGHTER and SPREADING of the Burnt Offering are concerned [see page 289 for "Shofar" being blown by Rabbi W.B. Matthew].

1. Any blood whatsoever that is not of the slaughtered animal is not tolerated near the Altar of Sacrifice. This will cause the Sacrifice to be voided.
"THREE [3] WORSHIPERS" are left at the "SACRIFICIAL MOUNT" to make certain that:

"NOTHING UNEQUAL TOUCHES THE SACRIFICIAL ALTER
BEFORE SUN-FALL ON THE DAY OF THE SACRIFICE.,"

They must keep away all persons, and equally all animals, from coming near the "SACRIFICIAL ALTER" before Sun-Fall. The Falashas assign this task are generally DÁBTÁÁ and/or DEACONS, but "NEVER A FEMALE," if there is no QUORUM [10 men] it must be cancelled.

At "SUN-FALL," [sun down] the DÁBTÁÁ and/or DEACONS return to the Synagogue for the last service of the day and notify the High Priest that:

"THE SACRIFICE IS KEPT HOLY; NOTHING INTRUDED ON THE SACRED ALTAR,"

This completes the last "OFFICIAL ACT OF THE SACRIFICE" according to Falasha traditions.

The "SUN-FALL SERVICE OF THE SACRIFICE" mainly consists of "PRAYERS OF SACRIFICE AND FORGIVENESS" led by Subordinate Priests designated this task, and repeated by all of the Subordinate Priests and the General [male] Congregation in unison. The "SACRIFICIAL SERVICE" ends with the usual "BLESSING, EMBRACING, SHAKING OF HANDS and other "HOLY DAY GREETINGS"-SHABBATH SHALOM, etc.-PEACEFUL SABBATH or SABBATH OF PEACE. All of this soothes the Falashas to return to their normal living once more.

Farmland has been terraced along contour lines beside the jagged gash of this rift valley in Ethiopia.

RETRIBUTION FOR TORAH and COMMANDMENTS WRONGS: Chapter IV, Part Five.

"EXPULSION" [total banishment] from the Falasha Communities is the most serious of all of the punishments a Falasha can suffer. This is so because most of the Falashas will prefer "DEATH" than having to be chased out of their Community, and to hear that he/she is banished - "FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIVING DAYS GOD GAVE YOU."

They look with horror at the thought of having to leave their community and other brother and sister Falashas in total shame. Some of the cardinal "WRONGS" or "SINS" to cause any Falasha to be "EXPULLED" are as follows:

[1] "Involvement in "PREMARITAL SEXUAL INTERCOURSE" is one of the most serious wrongs that an unmarried woman can commit. Upon proof of this fact the woman will be brought up on charges for "Immediage expulsion." She is banished from the community upon being proven guilty. The man responsible for her shame is equally expelled with her.

[2] "ADULTERY" by either spouse of a marriage is not forgivable. Upon being found guilty of this wrong immediate expulsion is certain. Adultery will be charged against a woman if her husband finds that she was not a physical virgin on the day of her first marriage. If so, an annulment is immediately granted him. The responsible man and the young woman are expelled from the community.

[3] "RAPE" is also punishable immediately by expulsion; but there are certain conditions in this wrong for which expulsion is not carried out. One of these conditions is due to the "innocent party" [victim] who would gain nothing by the expulsion of the guilty man from the community. This, of course, is if the rape was not committed maliciously, but with consent of a minor, or upon some extraordinary technicality. The latter condition is similar to "statutory rape" in the United States of America. Rape committed upon a virgin woman regardless of her age is dealt with in the above manner. If the rapist is an unmarried man he will be forced to marry the offended woman. If he is a married man and his wife refuses to have a polygamous life he will be charged with adultery and expelled from the community. If his wife refuses to take action against him, she too will be charged with adultery and expelled. Let it also be noted that within the past two [2] generations there has not been a single case of rape in the Falasha communities.

[4] "MURDER, STEALING" and "USING OF A WOMAN IN BLOOD" [menstruation] are also treated in the same natural course of trial, finding of guilt or innocence expulsion or denial of the charge, etc., etc., etc., ad infinitum.

In all cases of "IMMEDIATE EXPULSION" from any of the communities the parties so excluded are forced to leave only with the suit of clothing they are wearing at the time when they were found guilty of the wrong. At times expelled individuals would not be able to have their children of adult age join them in their exile; for any adult Falasha brought up religiously in the Falasha Communities will prefer to live with strangers than follow parents into exile elsewhere. This is both biblical and cultural for Ethiopians of all religions. See "Adam and Eve" story.
cause of genealogical reason. The property of excluded persons is turned over for burning; as in any event it is condemned as the persons to whom it belonged; and no one would want to use it in its state of disgrace. This is another area "JEWISH MISSIONARIES" are trying to change.

The communities that operate on a non-communal economic basis treat the property of the excluded persons in the following manner. The poor members of neighboring Gentile communities will be given all personal belongings; but real estate will be confiscated and turn over to the Elders for joint distribution among all. If there are children under adult age the money paid for this property will be divided between them. If there are no children the money from the real estate is distributed amongst the poor of the non-Communal Communities.

We continue looking at the causes or wrongs for expulsion in the Communal Communities:

[5] For "VIOLATION OF LAWS AFFECTING "THE SACRED TORAH" that are not enumerated in the Ten Commandments the punishments are much more liberal than those specified above. This is so, due to the fact that the violations is of customs rather than laws; for violations of the Ten Commandments are considered violations directly against God - YHVH.

[6] If a Falasha should be discovered "RIDING ON THE SABBATH" and the reason for so doing is unsatisfactory to the Council of the Priesthood, the offender will lose some of his rights in the communal system. That person may be also required to do more work than his usual six hours per day for as much as One Lunar Year or Ten Full Moons.

[7] Any person "ACCEPTING UNCLEAN FOOD" (food not grown or prepared by Falashas) from anyone will be sent out of the communities for a period of seven days to cleanse himself of the wrong he or she committed. He would have to wash himself at a place where there is running water at least three times per day. He would have to go to the Synagogue and pray for one hour each morning for the seven days, and ask God: "...forgive me for using unclean food in my body, etc., etc., etc. ...which you have loosed me...." After the seventh day of cleansing the person is allowed to return to his or her family [see plan of village on page 103 for review of the locations of the House of Uncleanliness, etc.]

[8] "MARRIAGE TO A GENTILE" without the benefit of his or her conversion to the Hebrew Faith for the subject to immediate expulsion. I place this point here for there is a possibility of acceptance if he or she can show that the Gentile was previously a Falasha. In this case they would be permitted to live outside the community walls for seven days. They, or he and she, will have to "...wash in the river (running water) for purification, and pray every morning..." The Falasha who never deserted prays in the Synagogue for "forgiveness for stealing the love of a Gentile." The "Gentile" (reconverting Falasha) will have to pray on the outside of the Synagogue even if a man "...for mercy and forgiveness for ever converting to another religion...." Any "reconverted Falasha made" is permitted to return to the community after the seventh day. But the converted Falasha woman must pass her first oncoming MENSTRUAL PERIOD in the House of the Woman in Blood. She will have to await such time

1. Id hastens, as other Middle-Class Jewish organizations, has been trying to Europeanize/White-type Falashas to Talmudic/Rabbinical Judaism from Torahic Judaism: White-view-Washing.

as she is ready for this biological function; as she is considered "unclean" in this respect, returning from a community where the customs of this method of cleanliness is not observed. If it be a Falasha man, he may enter after the third moon. In the case of a woman, she has to pass through the House of Blood in order to remember that it is her "...duty to return to the House of the Woman in Blood three days before her menstrual period each month." While she is there the other women of the community, who are also passing their "blood," must explain to her the necessary functions which she has to perform while in such condition. They will advise her as to the type of prayers she will have to say; the things she will have to do upon her return in the general community, and in the home of her husband. She is told: "You cannot touch your husband's food upon your return from the House of Blood until he has given you permission to do so,..." etc., etc., etc. This is the last step is the "Ritual Bath Of Purification" (mikvah or Milvah). When she has completed this task she will be reunited with her husband and other men, and women of the community. They will welcome her return to Judaism. She will not be made to suffer any humiliation or lasting stigma. It must be noted that she could not return if she had...given birth to a child of a Gentile father,..." or..."given her virginity to a Gentile man,..."

[9] For "MISSING RELIGIOUS SERVICE," any man so guilty will be forced to "...attend all services for a period of time not less than three Lunar Moths duration,..."

"GENTILE" [as used in the above sense] includes a FALASHA that "CONVERTED" to any religion and is returning to his or her own original "Hebrew [Jewish] Religion Of Birth." If it is not under this condition, then the above procedure is more rigidly constructed; and it is almost impossible for admittance of Gentiles who were never Falashas. Such a condition is dealt with in other sections of this work. Is it not strange that all of the "BLACK JEWS" shown in this Volume, excluding those from North and East Alshaba-Jan and Asia have been placed into the same category of "CONVERTED GENTILES" by the vast majority of European-American [WHITE] Jews in the United States of America along with the vast majority of European [WHITE] Jews that presently dominate the government of Israel today? The pictures of American Black Jews in EBONY MAGAZINE of more than a generation ago show many similarities with "Western Talmudic Judaisms" more so than any other group of "BLACK JEWS" in the world; yet all of the others are rated on a higher plane of acceptance than the so-called "NEGRO AMERICAN JEWS" who prefer to be called by the proper name or title - ETHIOPIAN HEBREWS and/or ETHIOPIAN BRAHMAINES, etc. Who is it that said:

"A SINGLE PICTURE IS WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS?"

I. The majority population of Israel/Palestine today is from Asia and Africa; most of them are of BLACK and BROWN skin. Yet European [WHITE] Jews dominate the Government of Israel.
SEMITIC CHARACTERISTICS. DON'T THESE JEWS HAVE IT TOO?

Rabbi Wentworth Matthew Blessing Table in Harlem's Synagogue Kitchen While Members Of The Congregation Listen In Silence.

Compare these two pictures with those on pages 177 - 178 with regards to the myth of a "Semitic Race." What makes the above Jews or Hebrews [Israelites] "Negroes" and others "Semitites"? Is it not the same type of "White Racism" which discriminates against "White Jews, Christians," et al., and other non-White Anglo-Saxon Protestant Christians by the Ku Klux Klan of the United States of America?

THESE AT THE TOP ARE "KOSHER," THE BOTTOM "UNKOSHER"
A NORTH AFRICAN JEW REGISTERING HIS WIFE AND CHILDREN IN PALESTINE/ISRAEL THEY ARE ALL "BLACK JEWS" OF JUDAISM.

Above center: Cochin Jew from India, South Asia Right and Left: African-American Jews from Harlem, New York, N.Y. AFRICAN-AMERICAN JEWS IN HARLEM, NEW YORK CITY, NEW YORK.
HIGH HOLY DAYS CUSTOMS: Chapter IV, Part 8.

The chronological listing of the following DAYS and/or PERIODS is based upon their historical happenings; not according to their calendar appearances as most believers remember them; thus:

The "FEAST OF THE PASSOVER" or "PESACH" is held "...in memory of the flight of the Israelites out of Egypt [Northeast Africa] with [the African named] Moses to the Promised Land in Western Asia..." sometime around ca. 1236 B.C.E. to 1196 B.C.E., this being one of the highest of the Falashas and all other Jews "HOLY DAYS." It is symbolized by the "...eating of the unleavened bread..." made from "...a mixture of peas and wheat,..." and "...baked in the sun while it rests upon stones in the wide open air." No "YEAST" and/or "SALT" is permitted to be mixed in this bread. And it is only "...eaten after the Sun-Fall when the last service of the Feast of the Passover..." is completed. Note that Falashas cannot eat anything before the last service of a High Holy Day or Fast Day, which is at Sun-Fall. At the time when the "Unleavened Bread" is to be eaten on the "Feast of the Passover" there is the recital of the story of the Israelites [Hebrews or Jews] flight out of Egypt by one of the students preparing to be confirmed = "BARKITZVAH" - as a man in the Hebrew Religion. There are many small gatherings throughout the communities where this story is being told. The Feast of the Passover comes on the 15th day of the First Moon," An "Animal Sacrifice" must be performed on this day.

The "DAY OF ATONEMENT" or "YOM KIPPUR" is the day when Falashas everywhere pray...

"for the souls of the departed ones that they may be comfortable in the Hereafter; for the forgiveness of the sins of those who registered in the "Book Of The Hereafter" to pass away in the present year; for the afflicted and those to become afflicted; for the sick and those to become ill; for the nations of the world that they have God's guidance in reaching decisions; and that they would cease making wars and live in peace and harmony; for the freedom of all continental peoples, and for the salvation of the souls of the colonizers; for the cleansing of the souls of those who live in our communities, all other communities in Ethiopia, and of the entire world,..." etc.

This is the highest of all High Holy Days of the Hebrew Religion. The Day Of Atonement comes on the "16th day of the Seventh Month."

"RASH HASHANAH" or "NEW YEAR" is symbolized by the "...calling of the people [Israel] of the communities,..." up to the highest "MOUNT" to hear and "WITNESS" their obligations; the

"READING OF THE LAWS WHICH GAVE TO MOSES ON MOUNT SINAI."

This is the only day of the year in which "WOMEN" and "GIRLS" [females] are permitted to at-

1. This was in fact the "land" upon which the Cananites [so-called "cursed negroes"] originated, etc.
2. There is no "O" in the Hebrew language written during the time of Prophet Issiah, this being the only type known to the Falashas from ancient times; plus Aramaic by a few. The type of Hebrew language - "Sphardic" - used in Israel was developed by Moorish Jews in Sphard/Spain, Europe. It was during this period the currently used "Talmud" was developed, etc.

Falashas believe that:

WOMEN MUST KNOW WHY THEY HAVE TO ABIDE BY THE LAWS AND REGULATIONS THEIR COMMUNITY PLACES UPON THEM, AND UPON THE MEN EQUALLY. THIS WAY THEY CAN'T CLAIM NOT TO KNOW.

This day Falashas have FEASTING AND REJOICING, and equally PRAYERS FOR THE AGED, ILL, AFFECTED, INSANE, etc. If there is any "LEPER" amongst them, he or she will be sent away after the "FEAST OF THE NEW YEAR." It must be borne in mind that the "LEPER" is given all assistance possible before leaving the community. He or she is given enough to keep him in supply, at least, for "ONE LUNAR MONTH." From this point onwards he must provide for himself in the best manner possible. The "LEPER" generally finds no acceptance in other Ethiopian communities. If he does not wish to give up his religious customs, he can live in a large "LEPER COLONY" located quite a distance away where he may continue his own religious life. of course with some difficulty, as the "COLONY" is owned and operated by "Christian Missionaries." One must realize that the subject of the "EXCLUSION OF LEPROSY" creates quite a great deal of differences of opinion, as many Falashas believe that the biblical provisions on the treatment of the "LEPROS" are too severe. However, there is very little any layman can do about changing this "BIBLICAL PROHIBITION" at present in a "THEOCRATIC SOCIETY" such as the Falashas have in Ethiopia, and have had for thousands of years since the period their fellow African Moses passed down the teachings of the LAWS AND COMMANDMENTS in the Fire Books, of Moses [Pentateuch], Christian Old Testament, and part of the Holy Qur'An. This does not exclude Falashas living outside of the Communities in Ethiopia; those of us who try to change the traditions of our people to meet the "MORAL VALUES" of European and European-American Talmudic Jews with their European oriented Anglo-Saxon White Protestant Christian Greeccentric socio-political "ETHICS." One has to remember that most of the Falashas are liberal where their "SACRED TORAH" is concerned; thus their "HIGH PRIEST" and "CHIEF MONK" will have the last words on the issue of the "TREATMENT OF LEPROSY" in their communities according to their understanding of the SACRED TORAH and their TRADITIONS, CUSTOMS and TABOOS; the same as all other people in control of the leadership of all governments everywhere in the world today, as in the past.

Other "HIGH HOLY DAYS" are celebrated in somewhat similar activities to the customs practiced by European and European-American JEWS in Europe, the Americas and elsewhere. On
these I will elaborate, as they will only prove to be very important; and because you can witness them in your own communities here in the United States of America. You can examine the list of "FEAST" and "HIGH HOLY" days of the Falashas in the following Chronological Chart:

**LUNAR [Weekly, Monthly and Annual] FESTIVALS AND FAST DAYS, ETC.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Hebraic Names</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st Day</td>
<td>Festival of the New Moon</td>
<td>Yisra'el b'tit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10th Day</td>
<td>Festival of the Tenth</td>
<td>Asifat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19th Day</td>
<td>Festival of the Twelfth</td>
<td>Asif Halit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MONTHLY**

- Festival Arto Asarit

**ANNUALLY**

- 1st Month | Som'iy Fasikh
- 15th - 21st Day | Fast of the Passover | Pashik
- 12th Day | Feast of the Harvest | SH', râr
- 1st - 10th Day | Fast of Tomar | Som'iy Ab
- 5th Month | Som'iy abt
- 1st - 17th Day | Fast of Ab
- 3rd Sabbath | Sabbath of Sabbaths | Ya'samôla sâmâlt
- 5th Month | Asrutu wâlkâtu
- 6th Day | Feast of our Day of Atonement | Asrutu wâlka'mânta
- 18th Day | Festival of the 10th | Asrutu wâlka'mânta
- 1st Month | Day of Atonement | Asrutu wâlka'mânta
- 18th - 22nd Day | Feast of Tabernacles | Asrutu wâlka'mânta
- 8th Month | Som'iy miihâlt
- 29th Day | Feast of the Supplication | Methallit

You will notice that the "MISSIONARY-TYPE" influence of European and European-American "JEWS" like Dr. Jacques Pailhovitch on the FALASHAS caused the celebration of a few *High Holy Days* and *Feast Days* that were not part of our experiences and development, the same being equally true for those days that were influenced by our stay in Ethiopia among the Coptic Christians. The same as European and European-American "Jews" who were influence by "Christians," etc. 1. Before the experiences of other *Jews* with regards to the commemoration of the "Feast of Chanukah" and "Purim," the Falashas had already become separated from the greater body who later went North into Europe; thus no celebration of these Holy Days. The custom of "Animal Sacrifice" on Rosh Hashannah, Yom Kipoor and Pessah tells how ancient the Falashas are by comparison to their European and European-American brother and sister counterparts. The "Sacrifice" dates back to the original Harîbâya/Jew - "Abraham" - and his son in the Genesis story, etc.
Edward Ullendorf, one of the so-called "authority on the Falashas of Ethiopia," on page 111ff of his book - THE ETHIOPIANS, AN INTRODUCTION TO COUNTRY AND PEOPLE, Oxford University Press, London, 1960, made this point very clear when he wrote the following:

The present writer feels convinced that all the evidence available points to the conclusion that the Falashas are descended from the Ethiopian Jews of the Aksumite Kingdom who received conversion to Christianity. In that case their so-called Judaism is merely the reflection of those Jewish peculiarities that were implanted in various parts of Southwest Arabia in the first post-Christian centuries and subsequently brought into Abyssinia. If this is correct, then it means that the Falashas—though they have undergone some change in the past 1,600 years—may well retain to a considerable extent the religious syncretism of the pre-Christian Ethiopian Kingdom. It is in their living testimony to the Judaized civilization of the south Arabian immigrants and the wide-spread complete cultural ascendancy over the Cushitic and other races of the original African population of Ethiopia that we must seek the value and general interest of the Falashas today—and not in their rehabilitation as a lost tribe of Israel (which is historically quite unwarranted). Like their Jewish converses in Ethiopia, the Falashas are stubborn adherents to Christian beliefs, practices, and customs which they were transplanted from Southwest Arabia into the horn of Africa and which may be studied in the authentic surrounding and atmosphere of a Semitized country.

But the Falashas’ estrangement from the body of what is today called “European and European-American [WHITE or SEMITIC] Jews” took place generations before the “…destruction of the last Temple in Jerusalem…” by the Romans in approximately ca. 70 C.E., which was at least plus or minus two thousand twenty-one years ago [ca. 70 B.C.E. + 1794 C.E. = 2064]. It must be remembered that most of the Falashas remained in Ethiopia when most of their fellow African Hebrews [Harabas, Israelites or Jews] left Ethiopia [Britain, Qumran, Maccabaeans or Egypt] during the “EXODUS” that began ca. 1235 or 1236 B.C.E., at which time Pharaoh Ramses III [II] reigned [ca. 1323 – 1295 B.C.E.] over Ethiopia, a period known as the 25th Dynasty [ca. 1346 – 1232 B.C.E.]! Of course there are many European and European-American writers of varied disciplines who prefer to have the origin of the Falashas dated later than this, which would be nearer to the reign of King Solomon of the Kingdom of Israel in the 10th century B.C.E.² A review of the HISTORY and HERITAGE of the origin of the Agaw in Chapter II of this Volume should prove of great importance at this juncture.

1. For cross-referencing the periods related to the EXODUS, PASSOVER WITH MOSES, KING SOLOMON, etc., and the PRAEBARCHS of Egypt, Nubia, Ethiopia, Persia, etc., see chronologies in Y. ben-Jochanan’s “BLACK MAN OF THE NILE AND HIS FAMILY,” pages 171 through 202.

2. This impact upon contemporary White Jewish theologians is suppressed, as they do not want anyone, even fellow White parishioners, realize “Judaism” is an outgrowth of African theosophy.
PRESENT RELIGIOUS TEACHING,

VIEWS ABOUT THE MESSIAH: Chapter V, Part One.

The book of ISAIAH in the Sacred Torah is the only basis for all of the views Falashas have on the topic of "A MESSIAH COMING TO SAVE ISRAEL," etc. This is the one and only true "BOOK" upon which the Falashas have accepted any theory about "... the coming (or appearance) of a Messiah..." in the future. This "REVELATION" by the Prophet Isaiah is accepted by all of the Falashas who still practice Torahide and Falashic Judaism the world over. And like all of the other practicing JEWS, the Falashas believe that:

"The Messiah has never appeared on the face of this earth. He will never come to us in the manner he has so often been said to have already come into this world by the Christians."

We know that the evidence of world history today and in the past does not warrant the Falashas believing in any manner whatsoever that:

"The Messiah ever appeared here on the planet Earth amongst the Israelites."

Thus we refer to the "WRITINGS OF ISAIAH" with respect to the manner in which he said that the "Messiah will reveal himself upon coming into the world to his children Israel."

For Jesus, in his own "BOOK," said the following:

"The Messiah will come and stop all of man's sins. There will be no more murder, lust of the flesh, war, stealing, coveting one's neighbor. There will be peace on earth among all mankind; and mankind shall live forever after without fear of death" [paraphrased into current expressions].

Of course the Falashas are still asking: has any of these "PROPHETIC CHARACTERS" ever come to pass? This question was never answered by any of the Christian missionaries, local and/or foreign. Thus we remind them that it is in the Sacred Torah of the Hebrew Religion that the first mention of a "COMING OF THE MESSIAH" is written; and that the sources are the following:

Deuteronomy 18:15, 18 and 19; Malachi 3:1; Isaiah 41:2, 3 and 4;
Isaiah 4:6 and 7.

The answer is that:

THE PROPHETIC CHARACTERS ARE STILL LEFT TO BE FULFILLED.

On the matter of the "...birth of the Messiah from the physical virgin womb of Mary..."!

Falashas find ourselves asking questions which answers have not kept up with the facts as we see and know them to be. But we must reject the following questions:

"How can a woman give birth to a child and still remain physically a virgin?"

"Why did she have labor pains like any other woman giving birth to a child?"

"Why did this child not proclaim himself to be GOD - YHWH - until He?

1. The origin of this story is found in the Egyptian teaching about the "Immaculate Conception," etc. story with respect to Isis.
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other people to hold to their own views on "...THE COMING OF THE MESSIAH..." and/or "...THE RETURN OF THE MESSIAH...". But these same people must also accept our right to reject all theories which state that "...THE MESSIAH CAME TO THE WORLD 2000 YEARS AGO, AND WAS BORN OF A VIRGIN MARY,..." etc., etc., etc. Since we are known to have rejected this theory, hopefully we shall not have to explain this matter any further to the "Christian Missionaries" already in, or coming to, Ethiopia for the expressly overt purpose of allegedly "...CONVERTING THE HEATHEN FALASHAS TO CHRISTIANITY...".  

...in - European and European-American Roman Catholic and Protestant versions. This also applies to their Europeanized-African "CONVERTS," and equally for the local branch of the earliest Christian Order - the Ethiopian Orthodox (formerly Coptic) Christian Community.  

The Moslem Missionaries of Ethiopia, and elsewhere, have placed the issue of "JESUS THE CHRIST"-[Messiah]- to us in a much different light. They say that:  

JESUS CHRIST WAS THE SECOND GREATEST PROPHET SENT BY ALL'LAH; SECOND ONLY TO MOHAMET IBN ABDULLAH IN IMPORTANCE, BUT HIGHER THAN ABRAHAM AND MOSES.  

They have also maintained that:  

THERE IS NO TRINITY OF JESUS CHRIST WITH ALL'LAH, FOR JESUS CHRIST WAS NOT ALL'LAH; BUT YOU MUST STILL ACCEPT HIM AS A PROPHET OF ALL'LAH.  

By accepting the Moslem position in preference to the Christians we would be confusing the facts; because Hebrews everywhere who practice Judaism have already rejected all religious prophecies from Roman Catholic and Protestant Christian sources which suggest that such a person called "JESUS CHRIST" over lived among the Jews, and was killed by them. The same equally holds true for the Moslem's VERSION, in spite of the fact that HE was supposedly "...of Hebrew parentage,..." who were also "...of the line of David," Bi Mo "Mary" was not of David!  

We have already told our many friends who believe in JUSAH THE ANOINTED [or Jesus the Christ!] as "GOD - JEHOVAH," and all that is said about "...His Works and Miracles He Performed,..." etc., etc., etc. according to the Christian HOLY SCRIPTURES [New Testament] and Moslem HOLY SCRIPTURES [Holy Qur'an], that:  

"We are willing to listen at all times to whatever you have to say about your God [Jesus Christ and/or All'lah] and Religion; but you must be equally prepared to listen to what we have to say about our God [Ywh or Jehovah] and Religion - Judaism.*  

Needless to say, the issue always and in name calling at this point; and most often it even leads to violence when one does not agree to the opposite position of his or her belief in one of the major three god-heads - YWH, JESUS CHRIST and/or ALL'LAH. Not one African "GOD" that preceded them.  

We have discovered that we cannot accomplish the above results requested; and that we must always be caught-up in conflicts with the "Christian" and "Moslem" missionaries in Alkeba-Ina [Africa]. Sometimes these conflicts result in physical combat, as in the years 1829, 1885, 1906 and 1957 C. E. when Falashas had to fight on the open battle field against forced Conversions to Christianity and Islam. Might we add that "FORCED CONVERSION" is not totally a desire of the past Falashas had to fight. There are some dichotomies around today who are still deeply engaged in this type of activity. Some "Western Jews" are equally pressuring us to their Talmudism.  

We, FALASHAS, say further that:  

"The Messiah, so far as we know through biblical records, would not encourage wars; but we still see Christians and Moslems fighting wars of conversion upon us in the name of the Messiah Jesus Christ and All'lah. And if wars are sanctioned by the Messiah, or All'lah, we cannot accept either. The complete teachings about the Messiah in the Hebrew Sacred Torah are based upon peace and the abolition of immorality upon His arrival on the planet Earth. Not a single one of these truths, according to teachings of our Prophet Isaiah about the Messiah, has ever happened.*  

It may be safely said that the above subject can occupy everyone of us from now until centuries yet to come without ever stopping to eat or sleep, and we still could not exhaust the beliefs, topics and/or materials to be added. So let your author conclude by saying:  

It is repulsive for anyone to expect Falashas to accept any religious belief which is contrary to our own. Since each religious belief is founded upon the same basis, which is by assumptions and related dogmas, also by personal experiences directly or indirectly, much of which many prefer to call "REVELATIONS FROM THE GOD AND ONLY TRUE GOD." Caution Please!*  

Before we approach the following Chapter, let us not forget these remarks from a man who did not tell us the real God and/or RELIGION. He wrote this many hundreds of years ago when "Jews/Hebrews"; Moslems/Muslins, Christians, et al., were committing genocide on each in the name of "GOD" - YWH/Jehovah, Jesus the Christ, All'lah, et al., thus:  

All Faith is false, all Faith is true.  

Ywh is the shattered mirrors straw.  

To original sins, while each believes  

His little bit the whole to own.*  

1. Biblical Citations: The Coming Of The Messiah - Deuteronomy 18: 15, 18, 19; Malachi 3: 1; Isaiah 41: 2, 3, 4; and Isaiah 9: 8, 7 according to the Sacred [Holy] Torah [written by Jews].  

2. The "Book of Revelation" caused more suffering to Falashas because of Christian scriptures.  

3. From THE KABDIH of Haji Abu el-Yemni, as translated into English by Sir Richard F. Burton, Christian, Moslem/Muslim and other proselytizing missionaries should heed this very simple poem of historical significance. What drive is it that makes one man/woman feel that specially "chosen" above all other human beings that were made by the same God? Religious bigotry?, or racism?
GENERAL RELIGIOUS BELIEFS: Chapter V, Part Two.

Falasha believe in a place called "Hellen," also in a place called "Heaven," "Hellen," according to our Beta Israel "Learned Men/Sages, et al., is:

"A PLACE WHERE THE BODY IS BURNED AFTER DEATH."

It is not the Christian Missionaries' "Hellen" that is:

"A BOTTOMLESS PIT, FULL OF FIRE AND BRIMSTONE."

we are threatened by if we do not fall for Christian Conversion propaganda. It is the place all of us are told of in the Resurrection Of The Dead in Genesis 15:13, 14; Ezra 7:11, 12; 2 Kings 14:5-14, 15; 19:36; Isaiah 35:10; and Ezekiel 37. Nevertheless, there is no doubt Ethiopian Christianity has influenced these two allegorical beliefs adopted by the Falashas; equally as European Christianity influenced the same thoughts - "Gehennom" and "Gebened" - amongst European and European-American Talmudic [Rabbinical] Jews, et al.

"Heaven" is the Place Of Everlasting Life - Genesis 5:24; 2 Kings 2:11; Hosea 13:13, 14; Psalm 49:6, 9; 118:17; Proverbs 7:1, 3, 23; 6:23 - as per our Sacred Torah. But Falashas also described "Heaven" as:

A PLACE OF GLORY AND CONTENTMENT FOR THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL WHO LIVED AND DIED IN RIGHTHOUSNESS.

In this latter interpretation one can equally find commonality with the Christian VERSION of the Falasha's "Heaven." Why? Because Falashas were the first to be converted by force to the earliest Christian Church that came to Ethiopia over 1,000 years ago, and as such carried their own version into the Coptic [now Orthodox] Christian Church - which was called "The New Religion."

The paramount height of Falashas belief is in:


as per the Creation Story - Genesis 1:1, 5; Ezekiel 14:6; Isaiah 28:11, 12; Ezekiel 36:24, 28, 29; Ezekiel 14:26, 31; Jeremiah 31:31; Joel 2:28-30; and Malachi 3:1, etc., etc., etc.,

"AFTER ALL WAS WELL."

We can read more about this in detail in the SACRED WRITINGS AND TRADITIONS, Chapter V, Part Four, of the following texts,

"RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD" is another of the fundamental beliefs of the Falashas, the biblical justification for same cited above being the basis; yet the following is also given as details relative to such belief. It is the period, according to the Most Holy and Most Sacred Torah,

"when all of the children of Israel will be called upon by YWH to answer for all the sins all of us have committed in violation of the Ten Commandments and the Laws of the Commandments [Five Books Of Moses]."

That during this period - DAY, WEEK, MONTH, YEAR - whatever:

"all shall go into Heaven; but only those who have lived clean religious life would be permitted the full freedom of Heaven; all sins shall be washed away; and all shall leave the place called Hellen."

Here, in the above, we see that "Hellen" is not a place where one is "burned" like roast meat according to the beliefs and teachings of most Christian Missionaries - enough to the present day. This is the reason that Falashas cannot believe in an "ANGR Things" and we do not believe in a "GOD" who will enjoy seeing his people - ISRAEL, whom He also created, "burn forever and ever without end." And we cannot, and do not, accept a "ANGR Things", of the type described by the "Christian Missionaries" from Europe, Great Britain, European-America, and even the local African village that began in Egypt and Nubia, and transformed to Ethiopia under the name of the Coptic Christian Faith [Religion] more than one hundred and fifty (150) years before Rome became a Christian Nation in ca. 312 C.E. by virtue of a DECREE ordered by Emperor Constantine (then so called "Great") to this effect.

The "DAY OF JUDGEMENT" or "RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD" could be said to mean the same thing in regards to Falashas belief, the biblical citations having been given before on page 153; yet so many are still preaching that it will be "...

the day [week, month, year, etc.] when YWH shall appear on Earth, and all of mankind shall see Him, the wicked and the just alike. And He shall, on that day, call all of mankind to stand and represent themselves for the sins which they have committed. He shall set aside those who have been merciful, and those who showed mercy and worshiped YWH will be sent directly to a place of Peace and Everlasting existence,..."

The Rabbinistic "SAINTS" like Gamaliel, Misaresiel and Oramel are still perpetuated by the Falashas; thus the "SANCITY OF THE MONKS [Rabbis]" who live to pass the ripe old age of THREE SCORE AND TEN [70] and have devoted most of their entire lives to continuous praying and religious devotion... and become that of SAINTS."

For, according to Falasha teachings, it is indeed a "VERY HUMBLE AND PIQUE PERSON" who becomes a "SAINT" in any of the communities comprised of the Agaw People. "SAINTS" are never made of MONKS after they have died. This is solely in the Christian custom. Instead, Falashas believe that:

"A SAINT MUST BE A LIVING MONK; AND HE MUST RECEIVE THIS HONOUR DURING HIS LIFETIME BY HIS OWN PEOPLE - ISRAEL." [as he lives, so he dies]

Unlike the Christians, it is not our belief that a "SAINT" goes to "Heaven" and "INTERCEDE" with God more so than anyone else. But Falashas do believe that:
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"A SAINT WILL HAVE A POST IN HEAVEN ON THE DAY OF RESURRECTION ABOVE OTHER PEOPLE WHO HAVE NOT REACHED THIS LEVEL OF RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENT AND INVOLVEMENT WITH YWH." Falashas do not "PRAY TO SAINTS" when they are dead or alive; for we do not believe in "PRAYING" to the person of any human being for any reason whatsoever. Yet it is true that the "SAINTS" will be remembered in the Falasha Communities [communal or not] that they were religiously devoted human beings up to their death.

It is believed by Falashas that:

THE OFFERING OF THE SACRIFICIAL LAMB OR OX CAUSES ALL OF THE PEOPLES OF THE WORD TO RECEIVE SOME FORGIVENESS GRANTED TO THEM BY GOD." [And that] "THE SACRIFICE WILL MEET THE APPROVAL OF ABRAHAM, ISAAC AND JACOB WHEN THEY APPEAR WITH MESSIAH ON THE DAY OF JUDGEMENT.

Falashas equally believe that:

"All of the world's peoples will come under one rule in a land called Eden, where man shall see for the first time the manner in which he was created." [And that] "Man will be able to eat of the Forbidden Fruits in Eden, and shall not surely die." [Also, that] "Man will again return to a place where he shall not want for food; wear no clothing; have no sin; and never die."

"There will be no New Born and the House Of Blood, and the House Of The Woman In Child-Bed will be forever destroyed. The Love man will have for women would be on a plain never before realized by man. None will feel the lust for each other which we now feel for the flesh."

"God will on the Seventh Day After The Judgement show all of His children who have obeyed His laws, the manner in which the Heaven and the Earth was made. And He will allow them to visit the entire Universe before they will live in a place More Glorious Than Eden."

"Animal Sacrifice on Yom Kippur will clean the communities from the uncleanness of the Women In The House Of Blood and the House Of The Woman In Child-Bed."

"Any person who committed Sexual Intercourse on Sabbath, or on the night before the Sabbath, and he [or she] attended the service, prayers shall never be received by Ywh. All who have committed this sin will have to live in a place where he will suffer from his lust for a period commensurate with his sin, and shall be without peace in the Hereafter for some time."

When a new Sacred Torah [Comenash, Pentateuch, Five Books Of Moses, etc.] is to be written it is believed that:

GOD COMES INTO THE MIDST OF HIS INSPIRED RELIGIOUS SACRED Scribes AND LEAD THEM, AS IT IS NOT THE FREE WILL OF MAN TO THINK OF THE NEED FOR ANOTHER OF GOD'S SACRED WORKS.

"Any person who has not taken a bath before attending the service will surely cause the service to be rejected by God; and the prayers from such service would not be received by God. God will reject the prayers, for it is unclean; as all that is of God is good and clean."

"Water in a still place is not good for human use; for it is a reminder from God that He can stop the seas from flowing and the rivers from flowing. Thus it is that the Ash from the Sacrifice is thrown into the river or the stream to travel throughout the world and clean the sins of those who will not accept the religious Laws of the God of Israel."

"All persons, whether Gentiles or Jews, will enter the House Of God; but those who have not followed His Holy Torah will have to make further qualifications to remain in Heaven, which is the House Of God, as they would not be able to maintain the Laws of Heaven."

"So far as Ywh is concerned there is but ONE RACE and that is the RACE OF ADAM AND EVE. From them male and female were made in all of their glorious colors and physical characteristics because of God's love for everything beautiful."

"Forced Conversion is one of the lowest of all sins; for God would not accept any person who was forced to recognize Him. God has not, in all of his greatest wisdom, ignored any order to any man to force others to listen to the words of the Sacred Scriptures, as whenever God desires a person to come to His Sacred teachings in the Sacred Torah they will go freely and give themselves to His Faith, if they were not already members thereof. God will remove any person from our Faith if the Leaders of our faith are disobeying His words;"

"The sufferings we [Falashas] had, and particularly the Mass Suicide the matches made, were prearranged by God because we were not truthful and fair in many of our past deeds with Him; and thus it is that the sins of the Father will still fall upon his children for at least seven generations to follow him; but the sins of the mothers will not follow their children, instead will return to Hell with her sinful womb. There will be no sin left on a mother if she has born a child. A child cleans his [or her] mother of all her sins which she has ever committed, except adultery and other violations of any of the Ten Commandments."

"No child was ever BORN IN SIN; and every child is free from sin upon his [or her] arrival in this world; the type of sin attributed to adults. It is a sin that only God in His holiest wisdom understand. For a child is never guilty of sin until he [or she] reaches the age of reasoning, which is established in the Holy and Most Sacred Torah at twelve years of age. Confirmation [Bar-mitzvah] brings a child closer to Ywh that he can realize his responsibility for all of his own sins; and that he will not be able to pass his own responsibility for anything to others."

"A child should not be brought into this world solely for the labour of its parents. He [or she] shall be protected by his parents to the fullest until he has reached the biblical age of reasoning and maturity as a man - age twelve; for a child is like a fruit upon a tree which must be sheared to make a new root for itself, or be consumed by something. But in the case of a child, whom we shall teach to

L. This is a point that Christian Religious Bigotry cannot fathom; all persons will enter God's Grace, etc. The Judeo-Christians believe they alone have the sole communication from "all of the World's peoples' God - Jesus."
HONOUR YOUR FATHER AND YOUR MOTHER THAT THE DAYS OF YWH CAN BE LONG UPON THIS EARTH, shall also realize that an adult human being is his best protection; next only to his One And Only God - YWH. Yet for sins committed as an adult, he too shall be consumed by Hell until the final preparation of the Hereafter on Judgement Day."

"The Chief or High Priest is the most sacred representative of YWH, but as such has no authority to pass any Law or Commandment which is not already listed in the Sacred Torah. Any High Priest, and all of the Subordinate Priests, the Chief Monk, and all of the Subordinate Monks, that disobey the Sacred Torah will equally remain in Hell for a period commensurate with his sin, or longer than others; for he, and they, know more about the punishments he would receive for his violation of the Sacred Torah and the Ten Commandments of YWH - the God Of Israel. Blessed be the God of the people - Israel. Blessed be EXODUS, Chapters 19 and 20 where the Laws of the Ten Commandments are written. Blessed be our Prophet Moses whom the Lord, God - YWH - gave them to pass down unto us Shema Israel [Hear us O Lord, God of Israel]. Blessed be the short Sacred Scrolls [mesuza] which bears the name of our mothers of at least seven generations back. Blessed be the name of the One And Only True God - YWH."

The "KADDISH" or "MOURNER'S PRAYER," unlike the custom among European and European-American Jews, is a "JOYOUS PRAYER," not sorrowful as in the others usage. For Falashas believe in the "SWEETNESS OF DEATH." This does not mean that all Falashas are trying to die. 1

The Falashas explained this theocological concept in the following way:

JUST AS THE TABLE IS SPREAD WITH THE RITUAL FOODS OF HORSE- RADDISH, WINE, MATZOH [ unleavened bread], THE MIXTURE OF LIVER AND WINE, THE HARD BOILED EGGS, SCALLOWS, WATER HEAVY WITH SALT, AND THE GOOD LAMB; WE ARE REMINDED THAT THE PASSOVER [Pesach] WAS OF DEATH; AND THAT THE DEAD WAS ALLOWED TO REMAIN WITH THE DEAD; AND THAT THE LIVING HAD TO CARRY ON WITH THE LIVING.

The above layout of the "SEDER" [Passover meal] is cited in the European and European-American Jewish HAGGADAH [narratives of the Passover], all of which has been imposed upon the younger Falasha Brothers and Sisters who have had contact with their fellow Jews of European origin while they were living in Israel because of one reason or another. Of course the contact with people such as Professor Dr. Jacques Faillotich usually had its impact in this direction. But, let it be very clearly understood that Edward Ullendorf's comments - cited on page 147 of this volume, nor anything worse or better, could not make the Falashas [my people] "JUDAISM" the type of "...RELIGIOUS SYNCRETISM..." he sees in his own RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY that must be in his own type of EUROPEAN and/or European-American RELIGIOUS SYNCRETISM, etc. Yet, it is not at all "STRANGE" that the WHITE Jews should assume that all other JEWS who differ to his way of practicing "JUDAISM" have to be WRONG, and he/she RIGHT. Moses, like 1. Neither does the repeating Christian hurry to meet his/her death for entrance in the Next World.
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all of the others shown on this page, WAS, or IS, another African Semite, if you are pleased!

NILE VALLEYS AFRICANS; NOT ONE A NEGRO

[Truly Their ancestors wrote the "Commandments"]

And, is it not a fact that our brother Moses dealt with the foundation of the TEN COMMANDMENTS IN EGYPT, Northeast Africa before he passed them on to all of the Israelites? Certainly we must recognize the following from whence the ISRAELITES got our original LAWS, etc.:

EXTRACTS FROM THE "NEGATIVE CONFessions:"

[i] I have not done murder,
[ii] I have not committed robbery with violence,
[iii] I have not done violence to no man,
[iv] I have not committed theft,
[v] I have not slain man or woman,
[vi] I have not made light the load,
[vii] I have not stolen decorously,
[viii] I have not purchased the things which belonged to the God,
[ix] I have not offered falsehood,
[x] I have not cast away food,
[xi] I have not uttered evil words,
[xii] I have not attacked man,
[xiii] I have not killed the beasts which are the property of the God,
[xiv] I have not eaten my heart...i.e., done anything to my regret,
[xv] I have not laid waste plundered land,
[xvi] I have not grieved the heart of my father,
[xvii] I have not set my mouth against my own heart,
[xviii] I have not grieved way to anger concerning myself without cause,
[xix] I have not defiled the wife of a man,
[xvii] I have not committed transgression against any poor,
[xxi] I have not violated sacred times and seasons,
[xxii] I have not struck fear into any man,
[xxiii] I have not been a man of anger,
[xxiv] I have not made myself dead to words of right and truth,
[xxv] I have not stirred up strife,
[xxvi] I have not made no man weep,
[xxvii] I have not committed acts of impurity or sodomy,
[xxviii] I have not eaten my heart,
[xxix] I have not abused no man.

1. Sir E.A.W. Budge's EGYPTIAN MAGIC, pp. 158-169; BOOK OF THE DEAD, Chapt. CXXXV. There is a total of 147 "Negative Confessions" responding to "Commandments" in other works. The 42 are listed in the Tomb of Thausen Rameses IIIrd and VIIth, Valley of the Kings, Luxor.
ABOUT THE SABBATH: Chapter V, Part Three.

The "Sabbath" is proclaimed to be...

"the mother of the observance of the Laws Of God given to Moses; the mother of Love, the mother of Purity; the mother of Fertility; the mother of Flowers..."

and a host of other superstitions. The Falashas point to the following citations from the Sacred Torah for their belief in the purpose of the "SABBATH" - Genesis 2:1, 3; Exodus 31:15, 16, 18, 33; Deuteronomy 9:29; Isaiah 56:1, 5; Daniel 7:26; Ezekiel 8:16; Numbers 15:33, 35; Psalm 1:1, 4; and Ezekiel 15:16. But the Mosques described the "SABBATH" in the following manner:

"Sabbath, with her powers, is the intruder and intercessor with Yeh for the forgiveness of the sins of her people - Israel. She is the interpleader between man and his God, for the happiness of those who have lived saintly lives. She is the interpleader between man and his God for the entrance of man's soul in the gates of Heaven. She has the power to cast her wrath against all who does not worship her in the manner set forth in the Sacred Torah."

The Mosques place extra emphasis on the following citation; thus:

"SABBATH'S ANGER IS SWEET, WHILE SHE IS STERN, HER LOVE IS DEEP, WHILE NOT LUSTFUL OF THE FLESH AS THE LOVE OF MAN, HER JUSTICE IS STRAIGHT-FORWARD, WHILE NOT CHANNELED AGAINST MERCY, HER EMBRACE IS WARM, WHILE NOT IN THE LUST LIKE MAN."

Among all religiously involved Falashas in Ethiopia and the Americas (including the Caribbean Islands) "SABBATH" is not considered just "...A DAY OF PRAYERS AND REST..." instead, she is believed to be "...A DAY FOR MEDITATION BETWEEN MAN AND HIS GOD..." And that on this day "...WE ACTUALLY COME INTO DIRECT CONTACT WITH GOD..." particularly for those who are "...CLEAN IN MIND, BODY AND SOUL..." Thus she is.

We, Falashas, also do not believe that:

"Sabbath was made to be a day for listening to the Laws of Yhw which he gave to man." Instead that "Sabbath is the day when the Laws of God must be retched as an incidental to the day itself. She is in herself that which makes the mind of man heavy with love and respect for his Creator, because Sabbath has a magical power which makes mere man realize that there is in existence a force (or forces) greater than himself. Said force is the ever-present God and Host of the people - Israel. God is Sabbath, and Sabbath God. Whenever Sabbath is misused and abused, we do the same to God; for one cannot be separated from the other, and if we should ever act against one, we will definitively act against the other and guilty of committing a sin against both.

"The Sabbath is the Holy Day, set aside by God for man to humble themselves to their Law-Giver and Creator; a day when we must deny all men, and place ourselves in mind, body and spirit at the side of our God and Father, Ruler of the Universe and his people - Israel."

Falashas are very serious about the above interpretations which they have formulated about the "SABBATH," and further believe that:

"The height of the Sabbath's GLORY cannot be expressed in words, even though much has been written about her; but nothing comes higher than the expression which states - SABBATH IS THE PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVE OF THE ONE AND ONLY LIVING GOD OF ISRAEL UNTIL THE APPEARANCE OF HIS MESSIAH. She is the remider to man that whatever life he enjoys on Earth can be taken away in the space of mere time; for man is but an imitile if he defies God and His Sabbath."

"Sabbath's GLORY is one which words will never accurately describe, though many have so often tried. Sabbath is the greatest condition of the mind. It is Sabbath who gives to man God. And it is not God who gave to man Sabbath."

These latter citations are explained at the following interpretations; thus:

"If it was not for the Sabbath Day, any man would have continued to work and do all sorts of evil things, without anything to remind him that he has to stop and do the bidding of his Creator, who is the God and Host of the people - Israel. God cannot speak to man in another way than through His Holy Day, which is the Sabbath, and His Holy Words which is the Sabbath. Sabbath is the Day, and she is the Word of God, so being the Day and the Word she is GOD IN PERSON and she stands to remind us of GOD IN HIS SPIRIT. God is in the Spirit of the Sabbath, and the Sabbath is GOD'S SPIRIT."

The feminine character attributed to the name of the "SABBATH" is not to be confused with the description of a mere EARTHLY WOMAN; as Falashas believe that:

"By so doing, Sabbath will be debase from her splendor and most spotless position in the Sacred Seal of men. For the WOMAN OF THE EARTH is full of lust, and sins equally with her man. Common WOMAN must pass through the unclean chambers of sin; WOMAN of mere mankind must purify from the common lowness of man; and she cannot enter the Holy Of Holies where the Sabbath rests herself. It is the Sabbath who intercedes into the WOMB of the pregnant WOMAN in order that her children may be born free from the sins of man.

Therefore Falashas believe further on the last point, that:

"SABBATH MUST CLEAN EARTHLY WOMAN, JUST AS MAN IS CLEANSED."

"Sabbath is the Holy of Holies where the light of the world is to be stored, and all men in need of light must enter her Holy Of Holies."

The brilliance of the "SABBATH" and the "HOLY OF HOLIES" is exemplified by her power...

"...to clean away the sins of the Woman in Child-Bed, and the Woman in the House Of Pleasant Blood from their uncleanliness...."

The following is called the "HERALD OF THE SABBATH." It is recited by all Falashas in...
their communities on the Sabbath Day; thus:

"Sabbath is the GLORY of the world; She is the world; She is given to man by His God, and is God. God spoke His words through the Sabbath, and She became the words. There is no TRUTH greater that the Sabbath. For God gave the world Sabbath, and the world became Sabbath, and Sabbath the world. GLORY, GLORY, GLORY be the name of Ywh; Sabbath and Ywh are ONE; Sabbath and Messiah are ONE; Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah— the God of Israel is the Sabbath. She is the Sabbath, and the Sabbath God. And I am the slave of Ywh, who is my master. Glory be the name of the Ever-Living God And Creator of His People— ISRAEL. It was so from the BEGINNING, and it shall be so at the ENDING, and the Sabbath is the BEGINNING, and shall be the ENDING. As the SABBATH begins the WEEK, so did our God begin the world.

The following song— "TRUSTING THE LORD," which was heard when the African-American Congregation headed by the late Rabbi Westworth Matthew removed the Most Sacred Torah and marched with it around the Synagogue three times in memory of the honour of our late brothers— Abraham, Isaac and Jacob—is typical of a closing song of our brothers and sisters at home.

"So the sign of the fire by night, And the sign of the cloud by day; Hov'ring o'er, just before As the journey on their way. Shall a guide and leader be, Till the wild-er-ness be past For the Lord our God in His own good time Shall lead us to the light at last."

from Egypt

1. "The Tent and the Twelve Hours of the Night," born in stone in the Great Pyramid of Ghizeh. Certainly our fellow African brothers saw to it that in Egypt we were to receive our 'Star of David' so many Jews, Christians, Muslims/Muslims, etc., believe originated in Judaism.

SACRED WRITINGS AND TRADITIONS: Chapter V, Part Four.

Lower case [common] letters indicate WRITTEN and/or ORAL teachings, whereas upper case [capital] letters indicate GOD'S — (Ywh'S) — teaching and/or speaking. The WRITTEN works are taken from the Pentateuch (Comes/m the Sacred Torah, Five Books of Moses, etc.); the ORAL teachings from handed down myths, allegories and historical traditions by generations of Falasha of the past and present. Other sources are also quoted and specifically identified.

At times it will be noted that there are some differences in the interpretation of the meaning of certain words from Hebrew to Yiddish, to Amheric, to Gheez, to Agn and to English, etc. With regards to Agn, the original language of Ethiopia, and Gheez—a former National Language of Ethiopia, it is the former which the Falashas mostly use when speaking to each other; yet, the common language of the nation is Amheric. Thus it is that at times either of the two might be used as reference or point of translation into English. This, of course, does not illuminate Gheez—the religious language of the nation somewhat in the status of Latin today; a so-called 'dead language' used only for religious liturgical works. Because of these factors it will be necessary at times for your author to make further comments on certain pertinent points in details as we proceed in this Chapter and Part.

Amheric, Agn and Gheez, like Hebrew and Aramaic, are direct languages; as such quite a few times words are translated in English to mean one thing, but the actual original means something else completely, thus being particularly true in trying to convey feeling and/or thought from one language into another. For example, in English the following sentence would be considered standard grammar: "JOHN HAS A SON." The same sentence in the Agn and/or Gheez language will be translated from the English language in the following literal transcription: TO JOHNATHAN — SON. 1 At no time will the helping words - "HAS" and "A" — appear in the latter sentence. They are assumed, depending upon the word or words preceding and following the subject. Your author's name is another point for an example: 'Yosef ben-Jochannan' or 'JOSEPH son JONATHAN.' English translation directly from the original word by word: 'JOSEPH THE SON OF JONATHAN.' The latter reverses the father and son relationship of the former.

I will quote only those points which I consider to be expressing the most paramount beliefs in our Falasha communities, as it is impossible to show everything taught in the communities in this very short introduction of the heritage and history of my people — "Falashas" or "Black Jews" — everywhere.

You will notice that some of the teachings in parts of this Chapter will have bearings on those already mentioned in previous Chapters, and some in the following Chapters and Parts. Also, that

1. The same principle holds true for Hieratic writing — Hieroglyph — and other African writings.
On the following page the example of what happens in translation and transliteration by the above so-called "Panel of Jewish Scholars" is best observed; thus you can imagine what actually takes place from one language to another, and also others, etc., etc., etc. For extensive details of the above you are referred to pages xxx and ccc of my work - THE BLACK MAN'S RELIGION, AND EXTRACTS AND COMMENTS FROM THE HOLY BLACK BIBLE, Volume III; and the original article by Edward B. Fiske, THE NEW YORK TIMES, Monday, May 21, 1973. Hopefully you will understand that the Bible says whatever its writers want it to say; and its truth is whatever the writers determine it to be, even by themselves alone - Falasha scribes being no exception.

1. This Volume is divided in three sections: No I, II and III; an outline of the need of African Theosophy.
The Palasha belief in the "CREATION OF THE WORLD AND MANKIND" comes from the Sacred Torah, particularly in the BOOK OF GENESIS (First Book of the Five Books of Moses). However, the following is also common ORAL TRADITIONAL TEACHING about this most basic of religious theology, theology and philosophy: thus:

And it was the beginning of time, space and matter. Now the Earth was unformed and therefore nothing existed. Nothingness [darkness] was upon the face of the sea, for there was nothing [no light]; but there was the spirit of light. And God said to the Meekiah His assistant Meekiah—Theodore: WE SHALL CREATE A UNIVERSE. And God showed the light of His face over the waters of life and commanded that there be light, saying: LET THERE BE LIGHT, and there was light; and the light was very powerful, for the light was the universe; and the universe was the light. And this was the FIRST DAY.

After God had seen the light, and the light was good, the Law Maker — God — said: THE LIGHT MUST BE SEPARATED FROM THE DARKNESS. And the light was separated from the darkness; and that which was of the light became the light and remained of the light, God called the light DAY, and all that was of the light He called DAILY THINGS. And those things given to the DAY, God called the darkness NIGHT, and all that is of the darkness, NIGHTLY THINGS. And all that was of the night remained of the night by the command of the Law Giver.

God called the period between light and closest to night EVENING. And that which was closest to the light from darkness God called MORNING. And the morning and the evening were both beautiful. For God had chosen this time to show the changing of his movements, which was planned for this universe and for God's most precious gift to come...MAN.

God continued to prepare for the creation of man, as He set forth to create the other parts of the universe for this end. And God ordered; LET THERE BE A FIRMAMENT IN THE MIDST OF THE SEA, AND LET THE FIRMAMENT DIVIDE THE WATERS FROM THE WATERS. And the waters from the waters were divided, and everything was perfect. And this was the SECOND DAY.

And God said; LET THE WATERS OF THE CREATION UNDER THE HEAVENS GATHER ITSELF TOGETHER AT PARTS OF THE UNIVERSE. AND LET LAND APPEAR WHERE NO WATER LIES, AND THE LAND, AND THE WATERS REMAIN IN ITS STAND, AND THE LAND IN ITS STAND. And the dry land became; and the water remained; and all was good and perfect. God called the dry land EARTH, and the water around the earth He called SEA.

God looked around and saw all was still perfect and began to prepare for man's food, and for man's peace, and for man's beauty. And God said; LET THE EARTH BRING FORTH SEEDS OF LIFE THROUGH THE GRASS, HERBS YIELDING SEEDS, FRUIT-TREES WITH FRUIT, AND THE SEEDS OF THE FRUIT AS THE TREE FROM WHEN IT CAME, SCATTERING OVER THE EARTH, AND THE EARTH REVEALING THE TREE FROM

1. The equivalent word for African thoughts is without 'Western' racist interpretation of any type.
2. The typical Christian "TRINITY" is not intended here; none should be inferred by speculation.

2. See also Temple Of God Khnum at Esna, Egypt, Northeast Africa for other wall paintings of this.
The seeds scattered thereon, and the earth bringing forth grass, and the seed of grass scattering over the earth, and the herbs yielding the seeds of the grass and fruit trees, God looked around, and God saw that it was good, and looked up, and it was passed the evening, and the morning had gone. And this was the third day.

God then said: let there be light in the firmament of heaven, dividing the day from the night, and let them be signs for the seasons, and days, and years, and for the light on the earth. And God saw that it was good, and He said: let this light in the firmament separate itself, and the midst of the lights rule the earth by day, and the lesser light rule the stars I now order to appear. And God made the most powerful light rule the day, and the lesser the night and the stars. And it was good, and God saw it was good. And there was the evening, and the morning had passed. And this was the fourth day.

And God said: let the waters contain living creatures, and the waters cover them, and let there be living creatures over the waters, and the waters flow under them. Let there be fowl flying high in the firmament, and water beneath them for their thirst to quench, and the land their home and their food. The creatures of the sea remaining of the sea, each with its kind, and the fowls each with its kind. And it was good. And God looked around, and He was pleased. And God blessed them, saying go forth and be fruitful, and multiply, covering the earth, and filling the seas, and this was also good. And God saw the morning passed and the evening gone. And this was the fifth day.

And God said: let the earth bring the living creature of its kind creeping, dragging on stomach, walking on feet, walking and flying, the cattle, beast of earth, serpent of sea and earth, and all that which I desire of earth and sea. All after its kind to multiply as its kind. And this was good, and God looked around Him and saw it was good, and God said: let us make man in our own image, after our own likeness, with many colors which is beautiful as the darkness, and as the light, and the darkness to blend with the light, and the light to blend with the darkness, and let the blending be as beautiful as the light and the darkness, and the darkness be more. Let man have control over the beast of the land, and fowl of the air, fish of the sea. And the fowl, fish, beast and cattle be in the dominion of man. And He rule over them, and everything on earth. And the earth was carried to the rule of man, and all that was in it, and the sea, and the air, was carried under this rule, with beast and all other animals; fowl as cattle, fruit as trees, and all therein came under man's control. And God blessed them. And God said to the makers of the universe: this man must have a companion, that He must call woman. And woman must be of man, from man, and like man, but will not act as man. And God made woman, and she was good, and as beautiful as man; and he was distinguished from man, and she was distinguished from man, and man's thing is her, and man's thing is his. And man's thing never woman's, and woman's never man's.

Remember there are various types of calendars, with different arrangements for week and month.

So be other things to each its kind. God blessed the man [male], and the woman [female], saying: be fruitful as the trees spreading their seeds, and multiplying in numbers, and replenishing the earth from whence you came. Control the earth and that which is in it, and subdue all that is on it for it is your dominion, and yours to rule. And you, man, shall lead, and you, woman, shall follow. And you, man, shall care and protect her. And you, woman, shall nourish and nurse her. You shall both live as one, and you shall rule as one. And God looked around, and all was good, and all was perfect. And God saw it was good, and He was pleased. And God called upon the Messiah, and they called upon Messiah Theodore, and it was still good. And they who had agreed to make man, and woman, saw it was good, and they were pleased. And God said: I have given you my life, and herbs-seeds that covers the earth to continue, trees and the seeds of the trees, and more trees, and the beast and the fowl of the air, the fish and all creatures of the sea. All this I have given you, for you and you, which is you in our name. And it was so. And God saw everything that He had made was good and perfect, and He was pleased. And the Messiah was pleased. And the Messiah Theodore was pleased. And man was asked if he needed more light. And man did not ask for more. The evening had passed, and the morning was already gone. And this was the sixth day.

And the Heavon, and the Earth was completed. And the Host of Heaven and Earth was finished. And the next morning came, which was after the sixth Night. And God finished His work which He had created. God rested on this greatest of His days. And this was the seventh day.

God blessed the seventh day, and hallowed it, because he was resting; for He was keeping the law for His people. He rested. All His work was completed, and God was satisfied.

God had formed man from the dust of the Earth; He had taken woman from the rib of man, whom He had made from the dust of the Earth; and He had blown His breath into their bodies. Oh! Oh! Oh! Hallelujah be the praise of God. He has created man from the dust of the Earth; and from the dust of the Earth's man's rib was, in order to make woman and man and woman became one, and the man one, all for the universe... etc., etc., etc.

The Covenant of Holiness [extracts from the Pentateuch] believed by the Faithshas to have come from the teachings of the Hebrews in Israel, which was in fact taken from the teachings established in the "Stone Chest's Rituals" which Moses had to learn when he was a more student at the Grand Lodge of his fellow Africans of the Nile Valley High-Cultures, follow after the chronological listing of the Lodges and the description of the Stone Chest on page 188.

As Jews, however, it is to Moses the Faithshas prefer to believe God YHWH handed down all of.

1. From the First Book Of Moses, Chapter 3: The origin of man [male] and woman [female], etc.
2. Faithshas believe in a "MESSIAH THEODORE" who will come and rule over them for a period of "50 YEARS BEFORE THE MESSIAH!" mentioned in the Book Of Isaiah in the Holy/Sacred Torah.
3. All of the ancient Harbin/Hebrews/"Jews," et al., were trained by Nile Valley Africans in the African/Egyptian Educational [Mysteries] System that provided the foundation of "Jewish Thought,"
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THE COVENANT WITH MOSES:
And God spake unto Moses, saying: SPEAK TO ALL THE CONGREGATION OF THE CHILDREN OF ISRAEL, SAYING UNTO THEM: YOU SHALL BE HOLY IN GOD'S NAME, FOR I, YOUR LORD, GOD AND CREATOR IS HOLY. YOU SHALL FEAR EACH AND EVERY MAN HIS FATHER AND MOTHER. YOU SHALL KEEP MY SABBATH, I AM YOUR CREATOR AND LAWSGIVER. TURN NOT TO IDOLS, NOR MAKE NONE YOURSELF OF ANY MAN, NOT EVEN OF ME. MAKE NONE IN ANY FORM, FROM THE MATERIALS OF THE EARTH OR OF THE AIR I HAVE GIVEN YOU, AND MAKE NONE OF THE SMOLLEN IMAGES ABOUT YOU, NOR OF THE SMOLLEN GODS AROUND YOU. I AM YOUR GOD, YOUR LORD, YOUR LAWSGIVER, AND YOUR CREATOR.

GOD'S COVENANT WITH ISRAEL:
And Moses called the children of the congregation of Israel, saying; YOU HAVE WITNESSED, AS YOU HAVE SEEN, ALL THAT GOD HAS DONE IN YOUR PRESENCE AND SIGHT IN THE LAND OF EGYPT TO PHARAOH, HIS SERVANTS, HIS MAIDWOMEN, HIS LAND. YOU HAVE ALSO WITNESSED THE TRIALS, SIGNS AND GREAT WONDERS. BUT YOUR LORD, GOD AND LAWSGIVER HAS GIVEN YOU A BRAIN TO KNOW, EYES TO SEE, EARS TO HEAR. THIS DAY I HAVE LED YOU FOR FORTY YEARS IN THE WILDNESS, AND YOUR CLOTHING WAS NOT WAXEN, OLD AND STUCK ON YOU, NEITHER WERE YOUR SHOES ON YOUR FEET, YOU HAVE NOT EATEN BREAD, NEITHER HAVE YOU EATEN OF BAD, NOR DRANK OF WINE OR OTHER STRONG DRINKS. SO THAT YOU WILL RECOGNIZE I AM YOUR GOD, GOD AND LAWSGIVER. YOU HAD THIRTY YEARS IN THE WILDNESS, AND WHEN YOU CAME INTO THIS PLACE SHOH THE KING OF HEBRON, AND OF THE KING OF BASHAN, HURLED THEIR EVIL EYES AGAINST US, AND WE SMOTE THEM, WE TOOK THEIR LAND AND GAVE IT TO THE REBELLIES FOR THEIR INHERITANCE AND TO THE GADITES AND TO THE HALF-TRIBES OF THE MANASSITES, WATCH WITH CARE THEREFORE THIS COVENANT OF YOUR LAND THEN, THAT YOU MAY MAKE ALL THAT YOU DO TO PROSPER.

GOD'S COVENANT WITH THE CHIEFS OF THE TRIBES:
YOU ARE STANDING IN THE PRESENCE OF YOUR LORD AND GOD, AND WITH YOUR CHIEFS AND HEADS OF THE TRIBES, YOU ARE WITH YOUR ELDERLY AND YOUR OFFICERS. ALL THE MEN OF ISRAEL ARE PRESENT WITH THEIR WIVES AND CHILDREN, THE STRANGER IN THE CAMP ARE ALSO PRESENT, FROM THE NEWER OF THE WOOD TO THE DRAWER OF THE WATER, THAT YOU SHOULD ENTER INTO THE COVENANT WITH YOUR LORD GOD, AND INTO THIS OATH WHICH THE LORD GOD MAKE WITH YOU THIS, THAT YOU MAY ESTABLISH THIS YOUR DAY AND THE DAY OF YOUR GOD UNTO HIMSELF IN THE NAME OF HIS PEOPLE. THAT HE MAY BE UNTO YOU AS A GOD, AS HE SPOKE UPON YOU AND HE HAS SWORN UPON YOUR FATHERS, ABRAHAM, ISAAC AND JACOB. NEITHER WITH YOU ALONE DO I MAKE THIS COVENANT AND OATH, BUT WITH HIM THAT STANDS HERE THIS DAY WITH US BEFORE OUR LORD, GOD AND LAWSGIVER, ALSO WITH HIM THAT IS NOT HERE IN YOUR PRESENCE, FOR YOU KNOW THAT WE HAVE DWELT IN THE LAND OF EGYPT, AND WE CAME THROUGH THE MIDST OF THE NATIONS THROUGH WHICH WE HAVE PASSED.

1. The African/Egyptian "Creator God - Khnum" predated Yeh/Jehovah by thousands of years in history. The "Creation Story" of Jews, Christians and Moslems only dates back to ca. 3760 B.C.E.
AND THAT WE HAD RESTED ONLY ONCE IN ETHIOPIA WHERE WE HAD LEFT SOME OF OUR BRETHREN. YOU HAVE SEEN THE FALSE PEOPLE AND THEIR GODS OF STONES, WOOD, SHOLTEN SILVER AND GOLD; ALL OF WHICH YOU NOW MAKE A COVENANT AGAINST, IN THIS YEAR, LAND, AND FROM THE GOD OF THE PEOPLE AND THE CHILDREN OF THE HOUSE OF ISRAEL, etc., etc., etc.

TEACHINGS FROM THE MAGICAL BOOKS [extracts on child-birth]:
And it came to pass that Adam was to have a child from his woman companion, Eve. And Eve was to have a child from her companion Adam. It also came to pass that the child was born, and the child bore the name of Cain. After Cain followed Abel, and also his youngest brother Seth. All was beautiful, and the work of God was completed. And God was satisfied, and God gave Adam more power over the domain of the Earth from whence he came, and whence he lived, and whence he returned.

But it also came to pass when Cain killed Abel, and was driven to the land of God, and the power given the seeds of Cain was to be sin, and the mark upon seeds from Cain is sin. Those who are of the seeds of Cain are to bear the ugly mark of sin forever and ever. And those that were of the seed of Abel and Seth are to bear the beautiful mark of Godliness. And it was so, and it is so, and it will always be so.

It is as it was, and it is, and it will be, that I bring the name of this child of God, and of this man from Adam, and this woman from Adam, and all from this community. Naming him in honour of his fathers, and in the presence of his God! [the child's name is inserted here], and upon the faith and belief of the people - Israel. I commit you to your Lord and God, YWH.

And the blood sacrifice of the Woman in Child Bed in the sacrifice Eve made for Adam for her God. It was to be so, and it was ordered so. Hallelujah, from Adam and of Eve there is a [sex of the child inserted here] child [or children] born to the people of the House of Israel, and he [or she] is born free from sin. For of a child the sins of the world will challenge; but of the dead the sins of the world no longer liveth. Let us call upon the Lord our God and Creator that he witness the life, and that he make the life forever free from sin, that he watch over it and keep it in His Holy of Holies, and with the Sabbath of Sabbaths; and that he [or she], depending upon the sex of the child enter into Heaven on the Seventh Day after his/her soul slips into the Great Beyond. Oh Holy of Holies, Sabbath of Sabbaths, Lord God and Host of the children of Israel, it is beautiful all that you have created and all that you have made. It is peaceful all that you have done; it is joyful all that you have taught us. Be it then Oh God and Master Maker of the Universe and Giver of the Laws of your people - Israel,... etc., etc., etc.

READINGS FOR THE DEPARTED SOUL [Kaddish; from the Book Of The Departed Soul]:

So was it created, so was it taken, so was it before, so is it now, and so shall it be forevermore. The Lord our God and Host of the Universe gives life, and He takes life. He gives the breath from His body, and He takes it away as He alone had given it. Therefore as the body of this [sex of the child added

here] child was given from the dust of the Earth, it hereby returns; and as the breath of this body's soul was given from the breath of its God and Creator, here shall it return. Hallelujah, Hallelujah, Hallelujah the Lord our God is ever present; He, and He alone, made man, and take man.

And all of the souls shall travel in Hell; but the righteous souls shall not dwell in Hell. And the unrighteous souls shall cry out to the righteous souls; REMEMBER ME AND TAKE ME ALONG. But the righteous souls cannot, and will not, for it is on the call of the Lord God and Host of the People - Israel. Then shall the righteous souls remain in Eden, and enter thereafter to the gates of Heaven, and shall live with God forever and ever. And they shall be blessed by the Holy of Holies; and they shall become of the Holy of Holies and the Sabbath of Sabbaths. Oh God and Redeemer, my soul awaits your call! Oh Lord be to the better in the House of the Lord and of Life everlasting than live in sin everlasting. The death of the Lord is beautiful and sweet; but the life of mere man is bitter and of false sweetness.

I guess you will gather from the above extracts and quotations why it is that the Falashas and many other non-European and European-American [WHITE] Jews maintain the custom of fasts...

"MOURNING [crying] FOR THE DEPARTED..." in "KADDBRIM," but you can readily see that the teachings above and before set a psychological pattern whereby death is not considered to be "... MUCH MORE BEAUTIFUL THAN WORLDLY LIFE..." but instead "...JUST ANOTHER STAGE OF LIFE..." Thus let THE DEAD BE OF THE DEAD, AND THE LIVING BE OF THE LIVING.

THE SEVENTH DAY PRAYER AFTER THE INTESTINATE OF THE DECEASED [extract from the Book Of The Departed Soul]:
And it came to pass that our brother [or sister] entered the gates of Hell, but evil could not claim him, for he had lived a full life; and he had lived and married, using of the woman after marriage and he has shown forth seeds of purity. A woman would have the following said of her: she has married when she was virtuous of her virginity and brought forward children in purity. He [or she] has now entered the gates of Heaven and live with our forefathers Abraham, Isaac and Jacob; and they with our Creator in the presence of the Messiah and Messiah Theodore. How beautiful have I experienced death; but how distressful have I experienced wickedness of man on his earth which the Lord, God - YWH - of the House of the Children of Israel gave him. Glory, glory, glory be His name in the highest. His shall be the first and the first shall be His name. The last shall be his name, and His Eve last. From the dust of the Earth came Adam and Eve, and from the dust of the Earth came their seeds; and to the dust of the Earth shall they and their seeds return. It was so, it is so, and it shall always be so.

PRAYER OF THE WOMAN IN CHILD-BED [extracts from oral traditional teachings]:
And it is the will of God. It was the function of my ancestral mother Eve; and it has always been the will of my mothers since. All women have, and all shall, sacrifice in the manner of my sacrifice. I have to make my sacrifice; and I am proud of the privilege given me. Blessed be the Sacrifice, and Blessed be the name of the Holy of Holies, and the Sabbath of Sabbaths that protect me, and walk me home to my God. I am the house of the life, and the life is my furnish-

1. This woman, although separated from the active community, remains in high esteem physically.

170
This lamb [or ox] is clean; and the blood of the woman in Child Bed, or the House of Blood is not in the presence of the blood of the lamb, for no woman has entered in the presence of the Service of the Sacrifice; nor has she entered at the Service of the period of the Sacrifice; and she has not been a part of the Sacrifice on the mount. Lord, God and Maker of the Universe, Father of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, take you my life and it shall be; spare me and it shall equally be.

The Burat Ash is of the body of the lamb [or ox], and nothing unclean has touched it or passed over it. It is the First Male of its mother, which has been circumcised on the eighth day of its birth. It has been circumcised as a man does; it has been fed on the Sacrificial Grass ever since. It is a MALE, and it is of a clean birth. It has shown good skin; and neither it, or its mother, nor its mother's mother for seven generations before its birth, carried any sickness, or uncleanliness not worthy for this Sacrifice.

The Sacrifice has heard the Sacred Musicians play their tunes; and your herald has summoned throughout Israel the people, for your Shofar [ram's horn] from the last sacrifice before this one has sounded and all your people - Israel - will be aware of the Sacrifice of Abraham's son. Some have refused to recognize you, but these of us in your presence have listened. Oh Lord, God of your children - Israel, forgive them for they have taken unto worldly materials and prefer them. They have ignored your Laws and your people who follow them. They have said, and they are saying, that your Laws are old and outdated. They have become, as they have claimed, too wise for the Laws by the standards which they have set for themselves in order that they may carry on their wicked deeds. They have made wars in your name; and they are still making wars in your name; yet, we say: Blessed Be The Name Of The One And Only Living God Of Your Children - Israel.

We offer ourselves in preference to the lamb [or ox] of Sacrifice to make them cease; we await your taking of our souls in your sacred bosom. [There is a period of silence for at least three minutes]. God, Father and Maker of the Universe - ISRAEL... have awaited your calling, but you have preferred our offering of this lamb [or ox] as our Sacrifice; and you have spared us from your wrath you hold for the wrongs of those who prefer to wallow in sin and worldly pleasures. God, the One and Only True King of the People - Israel, have mercy upon your wretched souls. Your words will prevail. It was so; it is so; and it shall always be so... etc., etc., etc.

A MORNING PRAYER [before breakfast daily]:

God, Father, My one and only King and Host of your people - Israel - I have been blessed by your precious gift. Yesterday you allowed me to use your body, and retain my soul. Today you have allowed me to raise up one more time to spread the teachings of your Word, and to be an example of your name. To live for you, and not for myself alone. To place material things below spiritual things for you are the only everlasting, all others being only temporary.

I wake because of you, from the place of another world where I had slumbered into. You, and you alone, have protected me with your Holy of Holies and your Sabbath of Sabbaths; you have been my mother through my slumber; you who created Adam, made you Eve; and from them made you your children - Israel.

This was said about God - Plah, Amen Ra, Amen, et al., for thousands of years on the Nile Valley and Great Lakes region before the origin of Ywh, Jesus and Allah, et al.

---

1. The "Chosen People" - Jews myth once again. This form of religious bigotry is the basis for Judaism, Christianity, Islam, and other religions directly related thereto.
I went to sleep and the Lord was there. I awoke and the Lord was with me. I spoke to the Lord and He spoke to me. I was not alone, for I was with the Lord. He was with me always.

**MIDNOON PRAYER (before lunch):**
I lived with the Lord from the break of my fast. I recognized the strength of the Lord through the prayers that I made with Him. I lived with Him, and I was always with Him. I was not alone, for I was with the Lord. He was with me always.

**EVENING PRAYER (before supper at SunFall or sundown):**
I had worked a full day in the midst of His presence. I had not eaten myself completely to His glory. I had worked for the Lord and for the sake of His work. I had been with Him, and I was always with Him. I was not alone, for I was with the Lord. He was with me always.

Contrary to foreign and local **Christian Missionary** propaganda, there has never been a case of "**POLYANDRY**" among the Falashas in all of their history. The Evening Prayer continues:

Now my God, My Creator, Creator of the Universe, King and Host of Israel, I wish to eat of your meal, and at your table of the supper. I shall not waste of your food, for you have spared me to eat when many others are hungry. I have set a place at my table for the stranger at all meals; and I am hoping that he [or she] might appear and be taken out of his [her] hunger. I shall be to you, as it is already known, the giver of food to the hungry stranger before I shall be free of my own hunger; for I am full of the food of your grace; and I know that the food of the world can remain if you choose, and you have, and I will still be fed; but does the stranger know this of your presence? O Father in your Heaven, God and Creator of Heaven and of Earth, your name shall be forever, and I shall live forever in your name, for I have remembered you always. When I have eaten, I lay me down into your arms; and you shall, as you always have, direct me as you desire. Take me home, or leave me here. It has always been your life, your food, your world. It was always so, it is still so, and it shall always be so. Blessed be the name of the Lord, the One and Only God of your children - Israel.

One has to remember that the Falashas, as all other religious groups that form a so-called "ETHNIC"... socio-political compact around their THEOSOPHY and THEOLOGY, have created and developed many original TEACHINGS, TABOOS, TRADITIONS, etc. they [we] have associated with JUDAISM or HEBREWISM down through the more than five thousand seven-hundred and

41. All "Creator God" concepts come from the "Created Universe" claim by each culture's Godhead.

---

**forty-four [5,744] years of biblical history - from ca. 3760 B.C.E. (the year one - 1 - of the Hebrew or Jewish Calendar) to the present year, 1993 C.E. of the Christian Calendar, or 5742 of the Hebrew Calendar. This is the reason why European and European-American "EXODUS" JUDAISM differs so greatly from the Africans and Asians' TORAHIC JUDAISM. Yet Hebrews [or Jews] who practice the latest type of Judaism demand that those who practice the earlier type "MUST CONVERT" to their own style and/or VERSION of Eastern and/or Western European "ORTHODOXY." Needless to say that the vast majority of Falashas have not succumbed thus far; and do not plan on the future. A review of the article on pages 3001 and 3002 of this volume with regards to the Falashas "RECONVERTING" to European and European-American [WHITE] Judaism a-la European style will perhaps make us forget that the BLACK ones on the following page are not equally Jews as the WHITE ones who control the Government of Israel. But maybe we are to forget that it is from scenes like the following that the Hebrews' SACRED TORAH became a reality. Yes, it was Africans like Moses and thousands before and after him that were educated along the banks of the Blue and White Nile who gave us the basis for GENESIS.

---

Yes, the scales of "JUSTICE"... based upon a concept of a "GOD OF THE UNIVERSE" existed, and was practiced in Africa for thousand of years before the birth of the first Hebrew - Abraham - in about 1680 B.C.E. [2] The scene above is extracted from the PAPYRUS OF ANI and THE EGYPTIAN BOOK OF THE DEAD; both dates back to at least ca. 4100 B.C.E., which was at least **three thousand four hundred [3,400] years** before the first line of the SACRED TORAH was written [ca. 700 B.C.E. to 500 B.C.E.] as the Pentateuch or Genah [Five Books of Moses].

41. Nile Valley High-Cultures from Uganda to Egypt created the foundation for Judaism. Check The Egyptian Book Of The Dead and Papyrus Of Ani.
3. Elder Harold Goy from Youngstown, Ohio, delivering a lecture.

YES!! ALL OF THESE ARE OF THE "SEMITIC" AND "HAMITIC" RACE

An "Hamitic" Vendor In The Market

Tigrean Religious Drummer

Ethiopian Christians At An Easter Festival

Amharan Religious Official

Father and Daughter Ethiopians In Traditional Garments

ETHIOPIA'S "BLACK MESSIAH"

[Why is this image missing from African churches today?]

JESUS "The Christ": LORD OF THE UNIVERSE

by

Ethiopian Artist – Welda-Maryam – 17th Century,
C.E. /A.D.

1. This "Black Messiah" existed for hundreds of years before Mantegna and Michaelangelo drew their first "White Messiah" during the 15th and 16th Century C.E. /A.D. The latter for Pope Julius II of the Roman Catholic Christian Church – from 1503 to 1511 C.E. /A.D. See, etc. of Y. ben-Jochanan, Our Black Seminarians And Black Priests Without A Black Theology and The Black Man's Religion and Extracts And Comments From The Holy Black Bible [ 3 Vols. under one cover]. The "Black Madonna" appears in the above works, and equally in Y. ben-Jochanan, Black Man Of The Nile And His Family, pp. 451 – 458 [1981 Revised and Enlarged Edition]. Why is a "straight nose" not African as it is European? See Y. ben-Jochanan, They All Look Alike! All Of Them?, Vol. I and II, for African people with noses longer and straighter than millions of White People.
THE FALASHA FAMILY,
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION: Chapter VI, Part One.

Like all other Negro Hebrews [or Jews] throughout the world—A [so-called] ‘FALASHA’ FAMILY is the center of his worldly living, and everything must be centered around his family life. Because of this truth we must open the family pattern at the beginning of two people’s [male and female] union in infancy up to the time when it becomes a family unit with children, father, mother, grandparents, and ancestors, etc., etc., ad infinitum.

The selection of the opposite sex [female] in the Falasha communal communities [other types are not considered here] is generally conducted in the following manner: When a girl reaches her twelfth [12th] birth anniversary [birthday] she is proclaimed by her parents and the entire community to be of marriageable age and ready for courtship. In many of the villages she can take unto herself a husband at this age. However, you must remember that at this time a Falasha girl at age fourteen [14] is similarly developed physically as a twenty [20] year old girl in the United States of America. At the age of 14, the usual manner of selection of a mate by her parents and the “match-maker” begins. This practice is dominant in all of the communities for the pairing-off of the boys and girls; at age 16 for the boys and 12 for the girls.

If the girl is living in a community which is based upon the general economic scheme of the national government of Ethiopia, her parents and those of the selected boy, also the matchmaker, plan for the marriage arrangements. If she is living in a communal economic type of society, which is the most common amongst Falashas and Kylas, her match-making at the age of 12 is made by the Elders, the parents of the selected boy and those of the selected girl. The parents act as advisors to the Council of Elders on the marriage plans.

A boy is eligible for marriage after the celebration of his twelfth [12th] birth anniversary [birthday]. Before his marriage, he must make his Confirmation [Barmitvah] in the Hebrew Faith [religion]. The age 12 is given by the Sacred Torah [Five Books of Moses] to establish the time of reason for one’s self, and the reaching of manhood from that of a boy. After his Confirmation the young man is entitled to get married. But a young man generally becomes engaged in the same manner described in the situation of the girl. He would not be allowed to marry until he is about seventeen [17] years of age. At this age the average Falasha male resembles a twenty [20] to twenty-three [23] year old African-American young man.

You have already seen that for a marriage to take place under general religious tradition the girl must be at least twelve [12] years of age, and the boy fourteen [14] years of age. However, this would be misleading to leave what is just said at that; for the actual truth is that the average normal marrying age in the communal communities is fourteen [14] for girls and seventeen [17] for boys. These ages are considered by the Council of Elders to be “safe age limits”; the period when a young man and young woman are deemed able to decipher the normal problems and economics of their society. It is the age when they can undertake the responsibility of rearing their children with the necessary Hebrew religious education, which the children of the communities must have and know, etc.

Before there is any ‘courtship’ permitted, the two parties so interested must submit themselves to the Council of Elders for a complete examination of their families’ background. They are also examined for the detection of communicable diseases like “leprosy” and “ravw.” The examination of the females are never done by male Elders; neither are the males examined by matured women. The couple is also questioned for any trace of mental incompetence.

If the parents had not selected a match for their son and/or daughter at the age prescribed when they had such authority and responsibility, then the youngsters can select their own mate whenever they have arrived at age sixteen [16] for the female and nineteen [19] for the male as described above. The selection can be made by either the male or female. What this also means is that a female can be the aggressor in letting the male know that she is in love with him, and that she would like to have him court her for the purpose of marriage. This is normally the case when families do not facilitate a match for their marriageable daughter by her twelfth [12th] birth day or son at his fourteenth [14] birthday.

COURTSHIP AND MARRIAGE: Chapter VI, Part Two.

We have seen from the last section we read that a young man or woman may be the aggressor in making their affection known to each other. We are now going to follow a young couple from the time when one makes the offer and it is accepted by the other. Both parties have agreed they are feeling sufficiently enamored spiritually and physically with each other and they go directly to his and her parents, telling them what they had agreed upon. The respective parents get in touch with each other and set a date when they can meet together with the “Marriage Match Maker.” The Marriage Match Maker is the man who advises the parents on the wisdom or lack of wisdom of the selection made by the lovers. He is the person who will make all suggestions to the parents to the length of time he thinks the youths should court each other before getting married.

The Marriage Maker never receives any compensation if he lives in a communal community. He is paid in the non-communal communities.

The first match-making meeting takes place in absence of the young man and young woman.

---

1. Parental approval must precede all marriages in all Falasha communities or there can be no marriage whatsoever. Parents have control of their children from birth all the way to death.
who are planning to begin courting each other. A second meeting is called if the families have agreed on the wisdom of the selection. By the way, the young man cannot be rejected for any reason other than for contagious disease and mental illness, or if the young woman decided to become a member of the Stortheo instead. Also, the young man cannot be rejected unless he planned to join the Priesthood if he is of the Tribe of Levi, or if he was afflicted by a mental or contagious disease. Either party must be rejected if there was any case of "ADULTERY" ever committed in either of their immediate families. This refers to their mothers (from whom they inherited their Hebrew origin), father, grandparents for seven generations back, etc. At this second meeting the man is told:

"...you have been accepted by your suitor’s parents. You are, therefore, entitled to visit your fiancée after sunrise to before sundown any and every day except on the Sabbath and High Holy Days...."

The time of **Sunrise to Sunfall** is about 7:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. This is more or less the normal time when the sun rises and sets over Ethiopia in the areas where most of the Agaw [Falashas and Kylia] communities are located. The **sunrise** day begins when the SUN has risen over the great [highest] peak of the communities; and the **sun-dark night** begins when the SUN has subsided behind the lowest mountain peak.

Let us follow the young man in his glee on the way to visit his sweetheart (you may call her whatever name you feel suits the situation). When he arrives at the door of his house, he calls her father and announces his arrival. The girl's father, if he is at home, appears at the door and gives the young man a great embrace around his shoulders and invites him to "...enter my son in love..." He [the young suitor] calls upon the girl's mother, who is anxiously waiting beside her daughter. He kisses the girl's mother on her forehead. He cannot kiss the girl in any manner whatsoever. Remember that at no time until the date of their marriage will the young man be entitled to kiss his intended bride anywhere; and that these two people are not in an American community. Ethiopians kiss the side of each other face three times on each meeting.

Her fatherannounces:

"My house is open to the young people in love. All business of the household must be concerned only with this matter of my son and my daughter.

The male suitor is allowed at most two hours of courtship-calling each time. May I interrupt by stating that the hours a suitor generally calls on his intended is around the two last hours before the **Sun-Fall**.

The seating arrangement of the fiancés is with the girl's father and mother seated in the center chairs; the girl on the side of her father, and the boy on the side of the girl's mother.

1. This "tribe" provides the scribes for the Falashas. They alone write new Sacred/Holy Works.

Her father generally asks the boy about his parents, and about the health of the older folks in his family. Then he explains the general health of the girl, her mother, grandparents and himself. After this is over, they entertain any conversational subject involving only the two young people in love. The girl's parents never interfere from this point on. They only sit and listen most attentively. They will only interfere if the conversation begins to touch on any sexual topic which is not on a very high educational level. It is only natural that the parents should speak if they were asked questions by either of the two fiancés. The visit is completed at the end of the hour allowed the young man for courting. The goodbye greeting is somewhat similar to the arrival greeting; thus: "Salam" (Shalom or Peace). It is always said upon the entry of any house, and upon leaving. It is the greeting anywhere for meeting and leaving. After the author bids goodbye to the family of the girl he may take any course of action he may have planned.

From this "...first official visit..." the young man [boy] pays the young woman [girl], she is considered "...officially engaged..." to the young suitor. He has the right to prevent all other men in the communities from speaking to her, if he has any belief that his interest in her may be damaged. She, in return, has the same prestigious right against any other woman in the communities with whom she believes challenges her chance of being married to the young man. From the first official visit of the suitor the girl is placed under the strictest surveillance. She is not allowed to meet the young man in any other place than in her home or at a place where there are grown adults of her blood relation, at least an aunt or uncle. No other relative further away in kinship is considered; not even her uncle's and/or aunt's children of mature age.

The courtship does not permit any "Western" type premarital form of love-making. No kissing, petting or吸毒 is practically under any circumstance. This rule was ordered because of the temptation which such practices cause, thereby resulting in a girl losing her "physical state of virginity." For if a girl loses her "PHYSICAL VIRGINITY" before her first marriage, the right of her intended allows him to have the marriage annulled when he discovers her condition. She will be charged with being an ADULTRESS, and thereby suffer immediate expulsion from the community. The responsible male is equally expelled. The latter rule against petting, etc., eliminates a high degree of the temptation which results in the loss of "PHYSICAL VIRGINITY."

I must state now that this rule is very effective, only because the girls have always lived by it most religiously. Historically the percentage of girls being sent away from any community due to the above reason is so very low it is almost nonexistent. We do not take census on anything of this nature in such cases; but if we did, it would sound something like 99.99% of all Falashas girls throughout all of the communities on their first marriage are "PHYSICALLY A VIRGIN." 

1. Falashas do not accept "the rupture of the hymen by biological accident" theory as a just excuse for a girl's lack of virginity on her bridal night.
is a rare occasion indeed to hear of physically unvirtuous cases; and whenever there has been one, the entire population talks about it for such a long time that any stranger would believe there was about to be a catastrophic dilemma in that particular community. All of the Falashas observe a sort of "RESTRICTIVE COVENANT" on their daughters for quite some time whenever such an incident occurs.

The parties in a courtship must attend "Marriage Counseling Classes" conducted under the auspices of the Council of Elders. They must take classes in "RELIGIOUS EDUCATION FOR THE FAMILY" conducted by the Subordinate Priests. The girl has to attend classes conducted under the guidance of the Sisterhood. She will learn the needs for the birth of an expected newborn child and other matters pertaining to childbearing and child-rearing after childbirth. The type of instruction she receives covers her entire community LIFE and INVOLVEMENT. It includes education, health and dietary laws, laws on cleanliness, etc.

The next step for the prospective bride and groom is meeting with the "Young Married Couples Group." There the girl will go to the men and the boy will go to the women. They are told everything pertaining to a family's sex life, beginning with physical sexual intercourse to the do's and don'ts which come before and after the girl's menstrual periods. The girl is instructed by the men on the manner in which a man expects his wife to act; and the boy is instructed by the women on the things a woman expects of her man. The group then meets jointly with the two fiancées (bride and groom). They are allowed to ask questions directed to either sex partner of the Young Married Couples Group. These lessons take place in the open air at evenings, generally on early moonlit nights.

The period of the Woman in The House Of Blood is explained, and its reasons evaluated. The girl is told that:

"Nobody in the community will ever look down upon you with shame while you are in either the House Of Blood or the House Of The Woman In Child-bed, because such houses are places of honor in the community; and you should be proud that the mercy of God has credited you with the honor of producing children of Israel."

He is told that:

"Your expectant bride in these conditions is unclean only in the sense that she cannot be used sexually; but she is spotless and free from any sin due to that uncleanness; and whatever comes from her during such times is due to the will of the God of His people - Israel."

This is but one of the many reasons why a woman in the House Of Blood would sit and speak to a passing Falasha male or female and not feel ashamed of her condition. In such situations she

feels proud that she should be so fortunate to be reproductive once more.

The young man is told:

"You are the head of the household, and as such you are responsible for the protection of your family; and you must at all times maintain this responsibility. You must treat your wife in the manner whereby she would be more than willing to obey your commands."

She is further instructed that:

"You must always obey your husband, as your devotion to him is one of foundation and not of leadership. You are the administratrix of all matters not connected with the duties of the head of the household. You must not wear the garments of your husband in private nor in public; equally you must not allow him to use any of your garments likewise."

They are both told:

"The use of matrimony is not always a happy one in the eyes of man, but it is the most glorious in the eyesight of the father of all men, the God of His people - Israel. For it is God's delight to have His children join together; and anyone who destroys His pleasure by committing adultery must suffer in obscurity [hell] and shall never enter the hereafter [Gates of Heaven] with the rest of the people from the communities of the children of Israel."

The young couple is instructed on many other pertinent points of the marriage life they are about to enter. They are told why they must make their marriage as happy as they possibly can.

The Young Marriage Couple Group wishes them:

"a great future full of religious devotion, an abundance of children to strengthen the bonds our people, and long life to enjoy your descendants."


The marriage is performed with other young people being equally married. Those couples are lined up in what is called "The Marriage Festival Procession," which is one of the greatest of all pageants of the entire year in any Falasha community. It is a scene of beauty which no other can surpass; at least this is what the Falashas believe. The description that follows is based upon a Marriage Festival Procession in any one of the communal communities. In the other non-communal communities there is but one difference from the communal communities; that is, the non-communal societies have to enjoy whatever the individual couple and their families can afford to spend towards their own marriage; whereas in the communal communities the entire adult male and female population evenly contribute to the marriage of all the brides and grooms to be joined in the Bond of Holy Matrimony.

1. Due to the ever-diminishing number of Falashas in Ethiopia the procession is very limited now.
2. This pageant is for the glory of the bride; it celebrates their chastity and virtue, etc.
A week is set aside for all marriages pending to be performed and celebrated. This week is called "THE MARRIAGE FESTIVAL." It can take place in any month except July to September, which is "INSAM." Musicians, cooks, bakers, carpenters and all other needed craftsmen must contribute their services to the preparation of the MARRIAGE FESTIVAL. The entire population concentrates on nothing else but this festivity. The preparations begin three or four days before the actual "PROCESSION" begins. These three days are set aside for the preparations of the various foods, drinks, etc. of the festivities—which involve washing, peeling, cooking, pickling, baking, bottling, etc. In some communities as much as five days used to be required for these tasks.

On the beginning of the first day of the "MARRIAGE FEAST" and "MARRIAGE FESTIVITIES," which comes on the first day of the week (Sunday), Falashas from various villages gather around a special place in one of the villages where the festivities are to be held. Not a single person is specifically invited to the MARRIAGE FESTIVAL, which belongs to all of the Falashas in all of the communities. It is a week of general feasting in which all of the members of the communities must observe and help to make a gala and most successful event. This custom is slowly leaving the Falasha scene by virtue of economic pressures forced upon my people through the efforts of the Central Government of Ethiopia and the Jewish "missionaries" who are trying desperately to make Falashas European-type "Jews" like themselves; except for color and/or race.

The brides and grooms are lined up in two separate rows according to sex—males on one side and females on the other, the way they will march in the "MARRIAGE PROCESSION." They march from the center of the designated village in single file to the outside of the House Of Worship (Synagogue). They continue until they are directly at the "ALTAR" erected on the outside under a "CANOPY." Each couple meets at the altar as their names are called by the High Priest (Tollik Khahin). The High Priest follows by reading the "MARRIAGE BLESSINGS." He asks each couple:

"IS IT YOUR WISH TO BE JOINED IN HOLY WEDLOCK? DO YOU KNOW OF ANY REASON WHY YOU SHOULD NOT BE JOINED TOGETHER IN THE MANNER FOR WHICH YOU ARE BOTH HERE?"

When all of the brides and grooms have passed the altar, having answered the questions, the High Priest turns and asks the entire gathering:

"DOES ANYONE AMONG YOU KNOW ANY REASON WHY ANY OF THE RESPECTIVE COUPLES GATHERED HERE SHOULD NOT BE JOINED TOGETHER IN THE HOLY SEA OF MATRIMONY AS PER YOUR LAW?"

He pauses for about five [5] minutes at least to await the voice of the stranger who has come to make an objection. If there be no objection the High Priest has certain Subordinate Priests (Khahin) take each couple's hands and place them crosswise, thereby forming a symbolic union between both parties. He then recites the "MARRIAGE VOW" while each Subordinate Priest rests his hands on the heads of a bride and groom symbolic of the biblical marriage of Jacob's own grandchildren and blessing of them. The MARRIAGE VOW is very similar to your own VOW recited by rabbis and ministers in "Western" societies of Europe, Great Britain and the American. The congregation recites special prayers in union with the High Priest leading them. He blesses the couples, and the entire congregation sings the "SONG OF THE NEWLY-WEDS." The festivities are proclaimed to be open, and all members of the community follow the "MARRIAGE PROCESSION MARCH" back to the center of the designated village for the MARRIAGE FESTIVAL [review layout of normal communal village on page 102 of this Volume]. Each couple's parents are congratulated by the opposite spouse's parents. The couples return to their individual homes to become involved in—

"THE MOST SOLEMN OFFICIAL SANCTION OF THE MARRIAGE ACT" because a marriage is not considered COMPLETED by the mere ceremonial activities. Each couple must make their marriage "OFFICIAL" by their participation in PHYSICAL SEXUAL INTERCOURSE, which is for all purposes:

"THE FINAL ACT OF OFFICIAL SANCTION OF THE SOLEMN MARRIAGE VOW BETWEEN THE BRIDE AND GROOM."

Just before Sun-Fall [sundown] on the day of the MARRIAGE SERVICES the father (or male guardian) of each bride takes her to the home of her respective husband. Her father leaves her in the custody of her husband. There, at the home of the husband's family, she must surrender her body to her husband. He says, "...MUST PHYSICALLY USE HER...!" and he "...MUST PROVE TO HIS SATISFACTION THAT THE GIRL WAS VIRGEOUS AS SHE CLAIMED TO BE...." If she is found to be "FIRGEOUS" her husband tells his father. But his father tells her father if she had been "...FIRGED OTHERWISE..." All "HELL" breaks lose if she is found "UN-CHASTE."

On the following morning the girls' fathers and general population (or congregation) gather at the center of the designated village to hear the "PROOFS." If the girls' were found to be "FIRGEOUS" the fathers of the boys walk in the fathers of the girls and embrace each other affectionately; then they go likewise to the girls' mothers. If a girl was "FIRGED IN EFFECT" the father of the boy calls upon his son to tell the High Priest about the manner in which he found her. For example, the High Priest immediately summons her parents to remove her from the company of the others, and to produce her for "EXPULSION PROCEEDINGS" on the day after the first ensuing Sabbath. Generally all wives produce their "PROOF CLOTH" or "PROOF SKIN." It is considered "... PROOF WHEN THE MALE GENITAL ORGAN ON CONTACT IS NOT ABLE TO PENETRATE THE HYMEN...." and by... THE SPATTERING OF BLOODSTAINS FROM THE VAGINA ON THE WHITE LAMB'S SKIN..." that is placed under the bride during the day. This tradition has been attacked by "Westerners" as "facial chauvinism," etc. But does not in any way bother Falasha theosophy and culture, etc.
"PHYSICAL ACT OF SEXUAL INTERCOURSE," it is solely the groom that decides how she was found. She has the right to a "...PHYSICAL EXAMINATION BY A MIDWIFE..." if she feels that the groom has lied when, and if, he claims that:

"SHE WAS NOT VIRTUOUS, AS I FOUND HER TO BE UNCLEAN,"

The MARRIAGE FESTIVITIES get underway after the PROOFS are submitted to the fathers and they notify the High Priest, who in turn proclaims the "PROOFS" to the general population that congratulates the parents of the bride and groom, immediately following these last two acts, drinking, dancing, story-telling, eating, teasing of the bride and groom about life, etc. become the order of the five 5 days ahead. No drunkenness is permitted; thus the grape wine is rationed sparingly. If any person shows sign of so becoming, he or she would be refused any more of the wine spirits. The drinks are of beer and natural fermented wine with no additives as in WINES made in the United States of America—even by Jews. There is roast meat from cattle, goats, sheep and fowl. The MARRIAGE FESTIVITIES become that much more exciting as the days roll along to the end of the sixth 6th Day. All kinds of Kosher food find their way to the stomachs.

There is one day of interruption when the MARRIAGE FESTIVITIES must come to a definite stand-still. That day is on the "...FIRST SABBATH AFTER THE MARRIAGES,..." which in fact the seventh 7th Day after the MARRIAGE CEREMONIES. This is caused by the fact that the first day of the weddings begins on Sunday - the first day of the week. And the MARRIAGE FESTIVAL MUST LAST FOR NO MORE THAN SEVEN 7 DAYS... all inclusive of religious obligations. This brings us to the Sabbath Day. No dancing, marriage or drinking is permitted on the Sabbath Day, not even the burial of the deceased; therefore the MARRIAGE FESTIVITIES must be interrupted from Sun-Fall Friday to Sun-Fall Saturday for the Sabbath Service, which equally marks the end of the "MARRIAGE FESTIVAL" etc.

On this "FIRST SABBATH" after the MARRIAGE CEREMONIES the new brides and grooms must attend the "FIRST SERVICE OF THE YOUNG MARRIED COUPLES GROUP" and receive "THE BLESSINGS FOR THE EXPECTED CHILDREN TO ENTER THE MINK OF YOUR FAMILY." Following the "Blessings" the service is typical of regular Sabbath Day Services.

After the service ends the High Priest [Kellek Kaha'a], Monks [Monks] and the Subordinate Priests [Kaha'a] congratulate the husbands for their "...WONDERFUL CHOICES..." and the wives for the "...SPOTLESS LIFE..." they have lived until their marriage. The wives are instructed that they must always...

CARRY ON THE HONOUR OF WOMANHOOD TO YOUR DAUGHTERS IN THE MEMORY OF THE VIRTUOUS MAIDENS WHO COMMITTED MASS SACRIFICE [suicides] RATHER THAN LAY DOWN THEIR BODIES FOR

1. Polygamy is legal even though it is seldom followed; particularly in contemporary N.W. Masai.

THE PLEASURE OF THE SOLDIERS OF THE GENTILE AND MUSLIM ARMIES, AND TEACH YOUR SONS TO CHERISH THIS HONOUR AMONG OUR MOTHERS, DAUGHTERS, SISTERS, GRANDMOTHERS, AND ALL OTHER WOMEN, EVEN THOSE YET UNBORN AND TO COME,..."

On the last day of the MARRIAGE FESTIVAL festivities - the CLEAN-UP DAY, which is the day following the "SERVICE OF THE YOUNG MARRIED COUPLES GROUP [Sunday]," the woman [or girls] to-be "...EXPELLED FROM THE COMMUNITIES FOREVER..." is called to confront her [or their] accuser [s] and the general population - who will hear the charges and evidence. She is told to...

"...LOOK AT THE OTHER GIRLS WHO WERE NOT WILLING TO LOSE THEIR HONOUR AS YOU HAVE BEEN IN DISGRACE DUE TO LUST...."

After the charges are read, and she cannot offer any acceptable justification for her unfaithfulness to her suitor, she is ordered to...

"...REVEAL THE NAME OF THE MAN WHO DEFILED YOU...."

Then she, along with the man that committed the "rape" on her, is by forceful means ordered to -

"...LEAVE THIS COMMUNITY, AND ALL OF THE FALASHA COMMUNITIES, WITH NOTHING MORE THAN WHAT YOU ARE PRESENTLY WEARING; NEVER TO RETURN AGAIN, EVEN WHEN YOU ARE DEAD...."

After they [she and the man that defiled her chastity] have passed through the gate of the village the aftermath of the MARRIAGE FESTIVITIES continue for the last day, with the musicians and the story tellers [court jesters] at their best until the entire festivities come to an end at Sun-Fall. This, because the communities have purged themselves by the honour of the VIRTUOUS WOMEN who maintained their PHYSICAL VIRGINITY TO THE DAY OF MARRIAGE, and because of the "EXPULSION OF THE GIRL [or girls] WHO DISHONOUR HER SUITOR [s]." The following day is kind of a BACK TO NORMAL TIME in all of the villages of the communities, the time when everyone must be back to the business of their full tasks assigned them according to TRIBE and/or CASTE, etc.

When everything subsides and the communities have recovered from the festivities, each BRIDE returns to the home of her husband's family -

"...TO REMAIN FOREVER UNTIL HER FINAL BREATH...."

In fact, at this stage she is -

"...THE DAUGHTER OF HER HUSBAND'S ENTIRE FAMILY...."

And at all times she must -

"...TAKE ORDERS FROM HIS PARENTS LIKE HE HAS TO DO...."

The eldest male member of the household of her husband's parents would still be considered the "HEAD OF THE HOUSEHOLD OF THE ENTIRE FAMILY," she and her husband included.
otherwords, she becomes a true "...DAUGHTER OF LOVE BY MY SON..." which I mentioned at the outset of the MEETING and COURTSHIP of the two people in my demonstration of a Falasha couple.

If the in-laws home is too small to accommodate the incoming bride, a new house is added to the existing home by the craftsmen of the village at no cost, providing it is a communal society, the craftsmen must be paid in money if it is a Falasha village in the Gentile or Muslim areas. At all times the sole "AUTHORITY" of the eldest male in the family-unit also extends to this new household, even when the house is detached from the main building of the in-laws.1

The traditional design (style or trend) of the building plans of a new house for a new couple in the communal communities must meet the following details: thus: A room for the husband and wife alone, and one for the expectant "...MALE CHILD...". However, it is only natural to understand that if a girl arrives first she is not thrown away. Moreover, since girls outnumber boys by a ratio of at least 6 to 1 in Falasha communities, there is adequate assurance that there will be more than enough GIRLS to go around. Next is a "...

ROOM FOR THE WIFE TO WITHDRAW WHEN SHE IS MAKING PREPARATIONS FOR HER DEPARTURE TO THE HOUSE OF THE WOMAN IN BLOOD," this period being estimated as at least —

"THREE DAYS BEFORE THE BEGINNING OF THE MENSTRUAL FLOW."

You have followed the COURTSHIP and MARRIAGE in a Falasha community. Would you have liked to try it? Do you think that the girl who loses her PHYSICAL VIRGINITY before her first marriage should be treated as she is in our Falasha communities, which is very similar to other African communities in this respect? Do you have an equal taboo in your own community where you live with regards to "PHYSICAL VIRGINITY" and "MARRIAGE" as "A WAY OF LIFE," etc.

These TRADITIONS have mentioned are so old that they have become the basic foundation, along with the SACRED TORAH, upon which Falasha Communities live and die. The concepts for them are from very ancient teachings; and they revert back to periods even before there was the first BOOK in the SACRED TORAH during biblical times, even before there was the earthy Father of ISRAEL and/or ISRAELIT... ABRAHAM or ABRAM (Abm, etc.). Since they are pre-biblical TRADITIONS, and you also profess biblical leanings, it is certain that you will understand the above reporting I have done on this aspect of the cultural heritage of my people — the so-called "FALASHAS OF ETHIOPIA, EAST AFRICA," correctly the — AGAW OF ITIPI, AKKEBU-LAN.

What you have just read is very common amongst many of the other cultural groups of Ethiopia in terms of the g-pressures on the females during the period before their "FIRST MARRIAGE..."

1. Every Falasha woman must live where there is a Falasha man to protect her; thus there is no single woman living alone by herself. She must be connected to a family unit.

CHILD-BEARING AND CHILD-BIRTH: Chapter VI, Part Three.

After the courtship and the marriage comes the pregnancy. When it has been ascertained the expectant mother is permitted to continue enjoying her husband sexually until the seventh (7th) month of said pregnancy. But, at the end of the seventh month: "...SEXUAL INTERCOURSE MUST CEASE,..." according to Falasha morality, religiosity and obstetrical care. The expectant mother must withdraw to her own quarters from this period until her first labor pains begin, or the fluid in her placenta everts and discharges.

At the beginning of her first labor pains she is carried to the HOUSE OF THE WOMAN IN PLEASANT BLOOD [yirkas gogo]. This House is located on the outside of the West Gate of the community, as shown on the plan of the village on page 103 of this Volume, upon leaving her home for this House the expectant mother will be escorted by a party of well-trained MIDWIVES — normally members of the Sisterhood. The midwives and the expectant mother MUST remain at the House Of The Woman In Pleasant Blood until the delivery of the child.

While in the latter House the expectant mother is permitted to "...EAT ANYTHING EXCEPT MEAT..." The reason for her not being able to eat "MEAT" is based upon the "BLOOD SACRIFICE" she would be making. The Falasha evaluation of this point is that:

"THE BLOOD FROM THE MEAT AND THE WOMAN DELIVERING A BABY WOULD BE BLENDED TOGETHER; THEREFORE, THEY WOULD BE REJECTED BY THE SABBATH OF SABBATHS, FOR THEY WOULD BE UNCLEAN."1

This point is strictly theosophical; and it was developed by the LICENSED MIDWIVES [midwifery] and EUROPEAN AND EUROPEAN-AMERICAN RABBIS (learned men) developed theosophical teachings based upon their own interpretations of the Sacred TORAH and influence from their Christian and other Gentile countrymen and countrywomen — here in the United States of America is the best example. There is a messenger assigned to each expectant mother in the House Of The Woman In Pleasant Blood, also for the Women In The House Of Child Bed. The messenger, who is always a male, cannot enter the house with the expectant mother and the midwives. His major duty is to carry food from the community to the midwives and women in the two Houses. He also runs other errands which are directly in connection with the midwives' functions. His last mission in all cases is "...

THE ANNOUNCING OF THE BIRTH OF THE NEW-BORN CHILD TO ALL..." 1

If the child is a MALE, the messenger enters the community through the East Gate. He walks to the center of the community, and he calls the women of the community to gather around him and announce the "BIRTH OF A BOY." The women shout words of joy for the new-born male child.1 This conclusion is of Falasha Theosophy; which, of course, does not ape Western Philosophy.
twelve separate times; thus:

"OUT OF THE HOUSE OF THE WOMAN IN CHILD-BED A SON," [Yarḥak zoolei his salt]

If a female child is born, the messenger enters the community from the West Gate. He walks to the center of the community. He calls the women to gather around, and then publishes the news of the BIRTH OF A GIRL. The women shout words of joy for the birth of the newborn female for nine [9] times; thus:

"OUT OF THE HOUSE OF THE WOMAN IN CHILD-BED A DAUGHTER." [Yarḥak zoolei his salat]

After the day of the infant’s birth, the mother must remain at the House of The Woman in Pleasant Blood for forty [40] days if a MALE was born, forty-one [41] days if a FEMALE is born. If a boy is born, the midwives and the messenger take the infant to the Mishel (the religious surgeon). The Mishel circumcises the boy on the eighth [8th] day after his birth. The infant's father must be present at the "CIRCUMCISION," but he is not permitted to stand nearer than twelve [12] feet from the Mishel and the boy during the CIRCUMCISION RITUAL; even if touching the little fellow meant the difference between his life and death.

If a girl is born, she will be carried to a woman on the day selected by her mother to have an "EXCISION" made. A man is never permitted to make, or even be present at, the "EXCISION." The operation consists of prickling the outside of the girl's VULVA at a distance of at least one-quarter 1/4 inch into the entrance of the orifice of the vagina. No disturbance of the Hymen; none.

The philosophy and the theory behind the "EXCISION" is one of a series of special developments that is typical only to the communities of Ethiopian Hebrews (Kynar, Falashas or Black Jews). It is known amongst Hebrews in the West - Europe, Great Britain and the Americas. It is symbolized in the historical "HONOUR OF THE MAIDENS" who committed "MASS SACRIFICE [or suicide] RATHER THAN SUBMIT THEIR BODIES TO THE INVAIDING GENTILES AND MOSLEM ARMIES THAT RAAGED WESTERN ETHIOPIA" in past wars. It is also a reminder of the VIRGIN'S obligation -

"TO REMAIN PHYSICALLY PURE IN BODY BEFORE HER FIRST MARRIAGE,"

If the "EXCISION" did not take when it was made on the infant girl, she will have to take another at the age of nine [9]. The "EXCISION" is also proof to the men of the community that she is a member Falasha. This latter point does not mean that she will have to exhibit herself to the men in order that she might prove her status in the community. What it does mean is that upon her first marriage the man who becomes her husband will have "PROOF" that he is not going to...

USE OF THE BODY OF AN UNCLEAN WOMAN...

---

At the end of the fortieth to forty-first day during the new mother must remain at the HOUSE OF THE WOMAN IN CHILD-BED she must take a thorough RITUAL BATH [Milkhah]. She will leave this HOUSE at midday and take a walk with her new-born child around any area not closer than three [3] feet perimiter about the community. She must await the Sun Fall [sun down] of that day. At the beginning of the Sun Fall she leaves her position and proceeds to enter the HOUSE OF THE WOMAN IN CHILD-BED [woman lying]. After she enters this latter HOUSE, she must place her child to rest and immediately take a "BATH OF PURIFICATION." This "BATH" is prepared from certain HERBS and ROOTS of many trees and also of sweet-scented flowers [zakal]. After she has done this, she will return to her baby and pray for her "SOUL" and that of the infant. She thank God - YHVH - for allowing her to pass through the "HOLY OF THE HOLIES" and the "SEA OF THE SABBATH OF SABBATHS." The "SABBATH OF SABBATHS" in this instance refers to...

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LIFE AND DEATH..."

In this HOUSE the mother remains for twelve [12] days if the infant is a boy, and fourteen [14] days if it is a girl. This waiting period is called "THE PERIOD OF CLEANLINESS AND REST," it is a "PERIOD" whereby the community can prepare to have a post-natal midwife at the mother's home, to provide for her and help with care of the infant if she is a first-timer. There is also a female attendant who will be sent to take care of the family for at least thirty [30] days in order that the new mother would be able to give herself entire devotion to the care of her child.

Some of the above and following TRADITIONS have passed away in many villages frequented by misgivaries - both Jewish and Christians - who forced their own VERSIONS of morality, culture, prenatal and postnatal care on our people. I know I am repeating; but the fact of the destruction of another African group and their cultural heritage by virtue of "CULTURAL GENOCIDE" always need repeating with respect to the danger signs. This is the case with the so-called "WHITE JEWS" always trying to change these TRADITIONAL CUSTOMS of the Agaw, and in place add their own VERSIONS and TRADITIONS as God-given "INTELLIGENCE." But the beautiful TRADITIONS of my people will continue so long as those of us who are aware of what is being done to destroy them defend them; even when we may have gone away ourselves because of various reasons.

If the new mother has any flow of blood after the twelfth [12th] day or fourteenth [14th] day, she is to return to remain in the HOUSE OF THE WOMAN IN CHILD-BED. She would have to remain there under treatment for at least three [3] days after the blood has stopped if she is in proper health, which is required of her, she will start to prepare herself for her return to the community and retake her place amongst her people.

1. You must be mindful that Falashas TRADITIONS in many instances have no equivalent examples.

2. The biblical prohibition is in the Book Of Leviticus of the Holy Torah, which Falashas follow.
She has to wash herself completely again at the beginning of Sun-Fet with the same kind of sweet-scented Zireh (herb) bath as she had done when she was to be transferred from the House of The Woman in Pleasant Blood. She must also shave her hair, and wash all of the clothing she used while living in the two houses awaiting her baby's birth, and after its birth.

After she has completed the above duties, she will proceed to a special place outside the West Door of the Synagogue marked-off for women. Here she prays to God for the favor He has granted her in allowing -

"my child to pass through the Holy Of Holies of my womb and into this world."

She thanks God - YWH -

"for the honour of allowing me to bear a son [or daughter] for a man of Israel."

She also asks God to -

"take my life rather than that of my child in any emergency, for I have lived and enjoyed all the fruits of joy, which was climaxed by my producing a life into this world of Israel."

She further requests that -

"the father of my child continue to guide me as he has always done to this day."

That both she and the father of the child -

"be remembered by the Sabbath Of Sabbaths, when they are to enter the Hereafter...; and that "...our children be at our side on that wonderful day of Judgment..." and complete with "...Our Father's Prayer..."

After she has completed the prayers mentioned above, she starts on her journey of reentering the community. Upon entering the community she is met by her husband and his family. The oldest member of her husband's family takes the child from her and delivers it to her husband. This is the first time that her husband has ever placed his hands on his little infant son [or daughter]. The women of the community again render the shouts of the "NEW-BORN" mentioned before, for the same amount of times necessary for the sex of the infant.

The infant is carried to the home of its parents for the first time. Here a Subordinate Priest, relatives and friends would be at the house awaiting the arrival of the New-Born. When the mother enters the door she is hugged by the mother of her husband. Her mother thanks her for the new joy she has brought into the family, both families become one by virtue of the commonly shared child.

The Priest calls the family and friends to gather around the infant for the reading of prayers from the MAGICAL BOOKS [Arkki]. Different pages are read, each to suit the sex of the infant. Next, the Priest blesses the home and the infant. He makes a speech on the need of affection which the child requires. He reminds the family that:

1. The child's sex determines which set of grandparents will see it first; and who will name it.
2. Sometimes the mother sees the child after most of her family members have seen it.

"You are still required to bring up the child in the strictest manner in which any Hebrew child must be brought up."[They sing an Ethiopian Lullaby.

Now the Priest bids the gathering "Aloon" [shalom; peace or goodbye], The Family and friends continue their get-together as long as they desire within the day.

The infant is turned over to the supervision of the post-natal midwife for the period mentioned above. He or she is returned to the full control of his mother after such time as is necessary for post-natal care.

From the instance when the child is returned to the control of the parents they are completely responsible for his [or her] training and upbringing.

Before the mother can return to any sexual activities with her husband she must await the passage of 24 menstrual periods after the birth of her child. This means she would have to return to the House Of Blood for at least 24 times before she can resume physical sexual intercourse with her husband. It includes all of the forty to forty-one days there after her child's birth.

After she starts sexual relations with her husband she may become pregnant again, and the entire procedure outlined above would be repeated on each succeeding occasion.

REARING OF THE CHILD: Chapter VI, Part Four.

The child is the center of the family's orientation in the communal communities. Due to its being the center of attraction, it requires certain specific rules under which it must be guided.

This set of rules is laid down by the head of the household, the oldest member of the family who is always, at least generally, a grandparent of the new-born infant child.

In this arrangement the child has also to obey the father and mother of its natural birth. The child is corrected by the mother if it is a girl. If it is a boy he is corrected by the father. This is generally opposite to the "Western" rule which states that:

"The girl is the closest in her father, and the boy closest to his mother;"

this I have already shown in Chapter V under the heading of "Teachings On Morals By Pulekas."

The "Western philosophy" governing the theory in the last paragraph above is as follows:

The girl will be able to prepare for her father in the event of the death of her mother. Whereas, the boy would be able to protect his mother at the death of his father.

It is also believed that:

"The dominant sex in a child comes from the opposite sex of the parents."[1]

For example, this is the basic belief:

"The girl-child receives her sex from her father; and the boy-child receives his sex from his mother."

1. The grandparents have more rights of control over the child than even the natural parents, etc.
2. Scientific reasoning does not play any part in this theosophical reasoning "from God - YWH."
All of this is contrary to Falasha morals and ethics, as shown in Chapter V, pages 152 - 157.

The "AUTHORITY" of the household can be shifted from the oldest member therein to the child's father. This is the general custom in the communities.

The first thing the child is taught in the line of education is his [or her] religious indoctrination - that which is comprised of prayers for eating, drinking, sleeping and all other natural functions of the child's biological needs. After prayers the child is taught the "TEN COMMANDMENTS" until it could be rehearsed from memory. The "GOD OF THE UNIVERSE" prayer is also taught with the TEN COMMANDMENTS jointly. This training starts about the SECOND [2] YEAR of the child's formalized education. At about the FOURTH [4th] and FIFTH [5th] YEAR the child should be able to rehearse the above teachings. You may safely state that the child learns to respect God - YWH - before he [or she] learns to respect his [or her] own natural parents.

The child is introduced to the social graces of the communities at AGE FOUR [4]. These graces consist of teaching the need for respect of all children older than him-[or her] self; and that all grown adults are superior in respect to older children; also, that at all times older adults must be obeyed in preference to older children, etc.

The child is taught that:

"Your father and mother by birth are only the medium through which a child must enter the world; but all of the men and women in the community have the same authority to guide a child."

The child is further told that:

"Upon this [later] basis you will be corrected verbally and physically by adults if you are ever unruly."

The children of the communities are brought together at this tender age of FOUR [4] to be taught the reasons for the paramount respect of the Priests. They are told that:

"The Priests are the holders of the Laws Of God, and as such you must follow the teachings of the Priests above your own parents on all religious matters; but follow your parents above anyone else on all other matters."

Dietary habits, sleeping habits, and all of the necessary cleanliness, etc. are taught at age TWO [2] up to age NINE [9] YEARS for all children.¹

The formal age of education begins at FOUR [4]. At this age the children have at least TWO [2] HOURS of schooling per day. The FIRST [1st] HOUR in the morning religious stories are taught. Stories such as the "PASSOVER, JOSEPH IN EGYPT, KING SOLOMON AND THE QUEEN OF SHEBA" and others of the major myths. They are told in a manner feasible to their tender minds. The SECOND [2nd] HOUR in the afternoon the children are taught the names of things and places surrounding their community, and about the community in which they live. Things such as poisonous bushes and weeds, names of animals, birds, trees, and others which children this AGE-GROUP would be normally interested to know about.

As the children progress in age their religious and secular educational training increase. The children remain in this system of education until they are about SIX [6] YEARS of age. After they have passed the minor age limit they are expected to attend the general public school of the local Government. That is only if there is one nearby the community where the children live. The Government Schools must be very near the community, because Falasha children must eat food which is cooked only by Falashas in their communities. They must also return to their communities by Sun-Fall at the latest each day. They must wash themselves thoroughly before entering their communities each day at a place set aside for this purpose (review Plan Of Communal Village, Chapter III, page 102). At the government's schools Falasha children learn all methods of education available to any of the other Ethiopian children. There is no SPECIAL EXCLUSION and/or DISCRIMINATION against Falasha children in the government's schools today. Recently a few of the schools have gone out of their way to establish methods whereby Falasha children would not have to use anything, or act in any manner, contrary to their religious customs and traditions.

Sometimes there are schools near the communities which Falasha children alone attend;¹ but these situations are very rare indeed. The general procedure is to send the Falasha school children to the nearest government operated school. Those children in the communities who are unable to enter government schools because of one reason or another are given instruction by other Falasha children in upper grades when they return to the communities following their regular school hours. There are few formal schools in the communities, but they cannot keep up with the new facilities afforded the children of the government schools. And as a direct result of this they are generally as much as TWO [2] GRADES behind the children in the government owned/operated schools.² To offset this gross difference the students in the communities' schools meet with those who are attending government schools and do their homework together. This condition at present is gradually decreasing; but it has contributed to the amount of Falashas who are now returning from government colleges to their own communities. In the past these students were taking jobs with the Ethiopian Government in Addis Ababa upon graduation, and they remained in their positions without ever returning to visit their communities. Only once in a while one of them would return to visit his family, or to take a brother or sister away to college upon his own return to his government post. I have already stated that this practice is not general today, for the situation is rapidly reversing itself. The reason for the difference in attitude can

¹. They are subject to the control of all adults of the communities. Age 12 marks adulthood for all.
². Religious knowledge is superior to secular knowledge among Falashas everywhere on earth.
not be attributed to any specific cause. However, it is the general community's belief that:

"Falasha students have met with such success, and received so many honours at the government colleges, that we are now realizing that we must return and bring our own schools up to par with the government's; for as much we will be that much better off socially, politically and economically."

It must be equally noted that Falasha students who majored in engineering and science courses have seen the need for many changes to meet the so-called "INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION" that is presently under way in all of Ethiopia. But most, if not all, of them are very careful to remind themselves that no pressure will be tolerated to force changes upon the communities whenever the Elders and Priests have ruled that they will ruin the religious life of our people. They realize that their people would be left in an uncompromising position if they are caught lagging behind the rest of the Ethiopian poor who are moving to rid themselves of the FEUDAL SYSTEM imposed upon them by the Central Government's monarchist landlords. Yet, they equally realize that the COMMUNAL AGRICULTURAL SYSTEM their ancestors created has basic merits which any industrial economy they follow must adopt; as it is certain that even the "CAPITALIST SYSTEM OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA" cannot satisfy the communal way of life that is necessary for their religious obligations as they interpret them.

Falashas attend schools of higher learning when they have finished lower grade government schools. However, an insignificant amount does this today. The children of the Falasha communities are not responsible for this dilemma, because they are anxious for higher educational opportunities as children in the United States of America their own ages are, the same being equally true for children in Europe and Great Britain. The parents of the Falasha children who feel that...

"FURTHER SECULAR EDUCATION WILL ALIENATE US FROM OUR RELIGION..." are the same cases who are equally responsible for so many that refused to take advantage of certain scholarships awarded unusually bright Falasha students; particularly girls.

A few Falasha students who are standouts in local and international prestige are men such as the late Professor Tamrat Emmanuel. He served as the Cultural Attaché of the Ethiopian Embassy, Paris, France shortly following World War II, and was once an Examiner in the Ministry of Education in Addis Ababa. He was also the one, and only, Head-Professor and Director of the HEBREW INSTITUTE in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia—which is presently defunct. Another was the late Hon. Abt [Mr.] Tadesse Yalob, who was Director of Customs of the Ethiopian Government. He was noted for his "TREATISE ON THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS." These two, and a host of other Falashas, held cabinet positions in the Royal Government of the Empire and Kingdom of Ethiopia.

1. He is currently incarcerated because of his role in leading Falashas to Israel and back home.

There were jobs in government where Falasha graduates could not secure functional positions due to discrimination, as it must be remembered that the NARRATIVE OF THE KINGDOM OF KINGS recites that:

"ALL OF THE KINGS OF ETHIOPIA MUST BE LINNALLY DESCENDANTS OF THE HOUSE OF EMPIRE MENELIK II, SON OF KING SOLOMON OF ISRAEL AND QUEEN MADEKA OF ETHIOPIA (EMpress OF ShEBA)."

If such is not the case, the absence of said "HEBREW ORIGIN" legally deny anyone the right of rule under the Ethiopian "GOVERNMENT'S RIGHT OF SUCCESSION." This is a fact that equally forced the former Emperor, His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I, to reject Israel's proposal that the Falashas...

RETURN TO ISRAEL IN MASS MIGRATION...."

WOMEN IN THE COMMUNITY: Chapter VI, Part Five.

Apart from religious restrictions and duties a Falasha woman can take part in all of the activities her man enjoys. She can enter, or open, any conversation in public or private. She can give her opinion or decision on any subject which her husband or family has initiated. She can take part in any skill where extreme physical force is not a necessity. She is a full and equal partner in all social intercourse within her community.

The highlight of a Falasha woman's life is her activities with other women and their communal groups (equivalent to the Synagogue's women auxiliary). In these groups she takes part in the making of varied items for the Sisterhood and her Synagogue. She also makes various items for the aged and the infirmed. In the women's groups she also relaxes from her daily tasks with the social activities developed by themselves.

She joins committees for rendering assistance to families when they are without the women of the household. This is particularly true during the period when the woman of the household had to go to the HOUSE OF BLOOD or HOUSE OF CHILD-BED. This committee also prepares for the entrance of the "NEW BORN INFANTS" by making clothing and other necessities for them.

She takes part in many sports in which her man does not take part. One of the major activities of which she is denied is "HORSEBACK RIDING." However, married women are not forbidden from this sport, even though they do not engage in it. This sport, like a few others where there are body contacts, is restricted to all maidens for the purpose of protecting their PHYSICAL VIRGINITY. Due to this restriction the women are not verse in the skill of riding; therefore, you will not find one amongst them who can sit on a horse in very fast motion. Horse racing is one of the biggest events in Falasha entertainments, also of the entire Empire of Ethiopia.

1. Falashas don't accept any modern medical theory with regards to "ruptured hymen;" sex alone.
The wives of the Subordinate Priests take part in all of the activities the other women of the community enjoy. They are generally the initiators of most of the women's activities; and they also maintain a higher educational standard than most of the other women, because they are required to keep abreast of their husbands in almost everyone of the areas of activities in which they engage themselves. One of a Priest's wife's activities is the constant research in the field of education, both religiously and secularly. Therefore, it is understandable why the wives of the Priests are generally farther advanced in education than the other women of the Falasha community. They are equally the women of the communities after whom most of the other women model their lives and that of their daughters. Quite naturally many of the young girls would also like to become the wife of a Priest, as this is one of the few ways in which she can obtain a higher education than the average girl can without having to attend one of the government's schools away from her village. On this point it is to be remembered that there is but a very minute amount of Falasha women who ever leave their communities for any purpose whatever. The women of the Falasha communities will not travel to places where there are no Falasha men to look out for their physical and general welfare. Before we leave this area, it should be noted that:

"A PRIEST CAN ONLY HAVE ONE WIFE AS LONG AS HE LIVES."

A "divorced", or "annulled" Falasha woman in the community retains her respect and status she had before the dissolution of her marriage. However, if divorce was due to adultery, the wife would be "EXPULSED" from any community. Also, if the "ANNULMENT" was due to the loss of "PHYSICAL VIRGIN STATUS" before her first marriage she would be equally "EXPULSED" from any community. These two points have been elaborated upon in details before in Chapter VI, "Courtship And Marriage," pages 180 - 190.

A woman who has never given birth to a child after SEVEN [7] YEARS of marriage is considered "BARREN" (unable to bear a child). She could secure an annulment of the marriage if her husband consents. This does not mean that she must have given birth to a "BOY CHILD", as is the case in a Mohammedan [Moslem or Islamic] marriage. Any birth whatsoever will remove this ineligibility from the woman's right to annulment on the claim of being "BARREN." Yet her husband can initiate the action independently, even without her consent.

Each woman of the Falasha community wears a "NECKLACE" [string of beads] before and after marriage. This NECKLACE shows the woman's marital status. Any man in the community can detect a woman's marital status by noticing the color and design of the NECKLACE she is wearing. If she is wearing a "red composition" necklace she is married; if "red and black" she is a widow or divorced person; and if "varied in other colors" she is a maiden. It would be worthwhile for you to know that the man does not wear any symbol to show his marital status. Many of the villages of the various communities today have abandoned even the custom of the man wearing the "STATUS NECKLACE." And some Falashas can be seen wearing the so-called "MARRIAGE RING" and/or "WEDDING HAND" introduced to them by "Christian Missionaries."

The women of the Falasha communities, communal or non-communal, are very proud of their husbands, and always can be heard boasting about their love for each other. Each woman takes great pride in her "CLEANLINESS" and "METHODS OF PURITY." She believes that:

"The Falasha women living in non-Falasha communities are unable to be as clean, because they had to adopt customs that are contrary to the Levitical Laws of the Sacred Torah, Chapters 12 and 13."

She also maintains that:

"The special ritual bath of purification a Falasha woman must take after child bearing is required of all women whatever they may be, or the woman so failing to wash would remain unclean of her blood."

She always considers herself to be the criteria for all womanhood, and a center of the community. Her theory on this latter point is that:

"I must give birth to the men of the community, for then it is my power over them, because I become responsible for their very existence."

If you understand Falasha tradition and culture you will know that she is absolutely right in this latter theory, because the men in the communities treat their women with great grace and respect that they are correct to feel the way they do in this case. A man in the community would be almost lynched if he should sit at any time while a woman awaits a seat in his presence. All of the men MUST at all times protect their women before themselves in all emergencies, the same being true for all of the children under the age of majority ['twelve years old' according to the Sacred and Most Holy Torah].

Women in the communities have rejected the introduction of BRASSERIES, GIRDLES, HAIR PIECES and other forms of such feminacies used by women of the so-called "Western World" [Europe, Great Britain and the Americas]. The theory which the women of the Falasha communities placed behind their rejection of such distortion of their actual physical appearance is that:

"These things are false, and make the woman lie to herself and her husband. They tend to create conditions for promiscuity and adultery. They show distance for the manner in which nature has formed human beings. And it is vulgar for a woman to purposely point her breast in a position whereby she would be personally attracted; and as a result of said action cause men to notice her, when they would not have done so normally."

The physical appearance of the women of the Falasha communities is similar in dresswear.

1. About one-half, or more, of the Ethiopian population are Moslems; maybe the majority.
2. Signs and Symbols are still part of the Falasha communication system even to this very day.
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to other women all over Ethiopia and other parts of Alebo-lan [Africa], but with one exception. Many women of Gentile communities throughout Ethiopia at times dress in so-called "Western" clothes, particularly in dresses with low cut neck that show the outline of the breasts. This type of dress is definitely banned by Falasha women inside and outside of their own communities. Dresses which stop less than THREE [3] INCHES above the ankles are never worn by Falasha women. Their colors are varied; but white dominates. Most of the materials used in making them are generally hand-woven. It is customary to have them embroidered with yellow and green on a white background, some spots of red are also common in the basic designs. These colors are arranged in a manner whereby the dresses would not have to look drastically gaudy in appearance. Materials used in the dresses MUST have been produced in the communities where Falashas live. 

A type of SHAWL is also worn in the higher regions of Ethiopia by women of every cultural group to break the rather bleak climate that sometimes cover the Highlands of Ethiopia around the Rift Mountain Range. The average Falasha woman's WARDROBE consists of at least THREE [3] to FOUR [4] DRESSES, plusshawls and UNDERWEARs. She has quite an abundance of UNDERWEARs, because Falasha women, like Falasha men, are required to change their entire garment at least once every day. The latter point is even written in the traditional laws and customs of the Agaw people, all of which comes from the Interpretations out-of the Levitical Law On Cleanliness in the Sacred Torah. And since the Falasha woman must take a minimum of at least TWO [2] BATHS each day in order to keep her body clean, they are not considered to be the same as those she must take when in the HOUSE OF THE WOMAN IN PLEASANT BLOOD - which is called "RITUAL BATH" or "MIGVAR." This is one of the many reasons outsiders refer to the men and women of the Falasha communities as the "...DON'T TOUCH ME PEOPLE..." It's insulting.

A Falasha Woman's grooming, particularly her "HAIRDO"s, is ordinary to most of the women of the general community of Ethiopia, and equally typical of hundreds more throughout all of Alebo-lan [Africa] - some of whom I have shown on the following two pages. Of course each woman tries to develop her own special styles. Some of the "HAIRDO"s in the present AFRICAN-AMERICAN [Black] COMMUNITIES today in the United States of America had their origin amongst the Falasha women as well as women from other parts of the continent of Alebo-lan. The following "HAIRDO"s speak for themselves. They are from Central Africa - ZAIRE; Northeast Africa - EGYPT; or TA-MERRY; and ZIET [or NUBIA]; West Africa - NIGERIA or OYO; East Africa, also SOUTH AFRICA [or MONOMOTA]; and the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. The only Falasha on the following two pages is No. 7. But the only so-called "NEGRO WOMAN" is the only AFRICAN-AMERICAN WOMAN - No. 1. Strange, is it not? Like the other women of Ethiopia and other parts

---

1. There are "migvahs" in every Orthodox [white] Jewish communities in the United States of America.
2. The original name for this African nation is NZAIDE; Zaire is the name of a major river in NZAIDE.

---
"Hamitic-Semitic Women"!!! And Their Nile Valley Styles Hair-Do

Two Ethiopian Women. Which One Is The Semite Or The Hamite???

Sketch of the Head of A Royal Egyptian

Egyptian Woman

"Semites" Such As These Are Common All Over The Harlems Of The Black World

1. Throughout this and the following Report there are African/Black Women of Papua New Guinea, the United States of America and the rest of the "Americas", Africa, etc. who are typical of these: "They All Look Alike", This is what we were told before by "Western Academia".

1] Ida Smith, U.S.A.; 2) Malagassian; 3) Sudanese of the Nile Valley area; 4) Ann Ziegha, Queen Matamba (Zaïre or Zaire); 5) Bronze Head of Queen of Nigritia; 6) Zula Princess, Mozambique; 7) only Falasha and 8) Selassie's daughter; 9) Mangbetu, Queen of Nsiale; 10) Tsaidi Princess, Itwan a, Who made these classification. While racist academics or religious bigots of Western Society;
of Alkebu-lan Falasha women use certain types of FACIAL MAKE-UP, but no LIP STICK and/or EYEBROW PENCIL PAINT. Any painting of a Falasha woman’s face is strictly for religious services only. Why? Because she believes that:

"Any form of mechanical beauty for the purpose of making myself appear attractive just for the purpose of causing a man's attention is unfair to myself, and deceiving to the man. This is beyond what I owe my people."

The Falasha woman washes herself with an extract from a root named "ZAZÉ." It is also used to sprinkle her clothing, and to keep her body from bad odor which she might develop during her daily task in the hot sun. It is also used in the RITUAL BATH OF PURIFICATION I have mentioned before. It has the same significance in this manner as a DOUCHE has to the American woman after the completion of her menstrual period. This root-extract has a fragrance somewhat similar to the Jasmin flower.

Women of our Falasha communities never permit NECKING, PETTING, and any other form of PHYSICAL EXPRESSION OF LOVE while they are in public places; whether it be from their husband or fiancée. This is strictly taboo in all of the African High-Cultures known to this author.

When a man wishes to greet a Falasha woman on the streets of the village he must do so by mere words. If she is in the presence of her husband she MUST greet her husband first; then with the husband's permission he may continue further to greet her. He is permitted to shake her hands by the wrist, she in return responding in like manner. The two hands make contact with the palms covering the ball of the hands with heel to heel and the grasp of the fingers around the wrist. The HANDCLASP GREETING method is the same when two men meet. When a woman meets another woman the greeting is made by throwing their arms around each others and giving a warm embrace; also by giving each other a cheek to cheek [side of face] press three times.

A woman can study any professional art or science and practice same; providing she does not have to use garments designated for men only. Also, providing it would not cause possible bodily harm to her, or require extreme physical exertion on her part. But most of all, providing she does not have any children under the minimum age of majority as prescribed by biblical law and tradition, which is normally at age TWELVE [12]. Any job outside of her community which requires that she does not return before San Pall [sundown] is not acceptable under any condition.

We have seen the Falasha woman in most of the living conditions she faces in her daily routine. She is very much like all of the other women of her country, except that certain religious obligations separate her from many of the activities they indulge in, which because of said restrictions she is set aside; not to any disrespect on her part. For the Falasha woman is a very happy woman in her religious devotion to her husband, children, and definitely her God—YWH. 1. Between ages 12 - 13 is the actual time of maturity for a Falasha boy to manhood/Birthritbah.

MONOGAMY AND POLYGAMY: Chapter VI, Part Six.

On the question of POLYGAMY vs. MONOGAMY the Falashas quote as their justification the LEVITICAL LAWS ON CLEANLINESS; thus:

"When the woman—kind is full of blood, she must not be used; but the other must replace her. Three [3] days before and after her blood is isolated."

Falashas have concluded that this means:

"there is more than one wife required in a household according to the Torah."

But, it is equally a warning to the men that they—

"should not use of any woman during her menstrual period; at all time."

The Law further states very clearly that:

"Under no circumstance is a Falasha man allowed with a Woman In Blood."

This shows that there is more than one wife required in a household. It is further accepted by all of the Falashas in all of the communities, communal and non-communal, that:

"THE SACRED AND MOST HOLY TORAH SANCTIONS POLYGAMY." 1

When we read about the HEBREW PROPHETS and SAGES of the past in any section of the most SACRED TORAH [Hebrew Bible; Five Books of Moses; Pentateuch; and even Old Testament] we find that they were married to many wives, thereby maintaining POLYGAMOUS UNIONS. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Joseph, Moses and other biblical personalities had many wives. Of course the master of this practice [according to the same source], was KING SOLOMON of Israel. He had at least "...ONE THOUSAND WIVES AND CONCUBINES...." This is shown in the religious book of our past history. And that was done by the man Hebrew and Christian, equally Moslem, Religious History claimed to have been "...THE WISEST KING THAT EVER LIVED...." But if he was "...THE WISEST KING THAT EVER LIVED...." then we can understand the reason why the Falasha, Yemenite and Cochah Jew maintain the biblical practice of POLYGAMY; for it is the conduct of "WISE MEN"—according to the MOST SACRED SCRIPTURES of biblical history by the above mentioned people—so-called "Israelites" and/or "God's [Yahweh/Jehovah] Chosen."

Polygamy has been totally maligning by most of the "JEWS" throughout European-American and European societies. But it must be remembered that JEWS and CHRISTIANS who are now looking at this practise with scornancestors not to long ago practiced the same type of POLYGAMY. Christians all the way up to the Nineteenth [19th] Century G.E. in European-America, like the "MORMONS," practiced it legally. For it was not until the late Nineteenth [19th] Century G.E. that the MORMONS; or LATTER DAY SAINTS, in the United States of America were...PROHIBITED FROM PRACTISING POLYGAMY..." in any State of the United States Of America as.

1. The relationship of a man with more than one legal wife among Falashas is accepted at all times.
There is still another angle in which to look at this issue; the latter condition is never tolerated in any of the Falasha communities, neither is many hundreds of other African communal and non-communal communities in Alkebu-lan [Africa or Africa]. This type of punishment is not easy to risk [review “EXPULSION” or “EXCOMMUNICATION,” Chapter VI, pages 181 - 190].

The people of our Falasha communities also defend their POLYGAMOUS behavior by saying, without any remorse whatever, that:

"There is no law against polygamy in the Sacred Torah, neither is there any on monogamy. But there are many directed suggestions in the same Sacred Torah and Holy Scriptures which support polygamy against monogamy."

Upon these biblical suggestions Falashas base our POLYGAMOUS practice as a moral right as much as is the practise of MONOGAMY. Again, everyone should refresh our memory with the "LEVITICAL LAWS ON CLEANLINESS" [review Chapter VI "Child Bearing and Child-Birth," pages 191 - 195].

We know that the homes of "POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGES" are happy and stable in the Falasha communities in spite of all that is said unfavorably about POLYGAMY by the inexperienced opposition. But it has never, and can never, be truthfully said that:

there are as many broken homes in cultures where polygamy is the order of marriage as in "Western Societies" where practicing monogamy is the only legal manner of marriage.

It is also noted that the amount of MURDERS and other SERIOUS CRIMES OF VIOLENCE related to adultery in the "Western Monogamous Societies" are almost non-existent in Alkebu-lan where POLYGAMY is the legal and traditional manner of marriage. In all of the Falasha/Kyla Communities where there are POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGES the woman maintains her female role and respect, She is never "KICKED" and/or otherwise "STRUCK" by her man in the marriage.

In POLYGAMOUS Falasha societies there isn't any need for "VICE COURTS:" for there is not a single "LEGAL" and/or "ILLEGAL HOUSE OF PROSTITUTION" and/or "PROSTITUTE." You cannot find a solitary "PROSTITUTE" among the Falasha Women in any of the Falasha communities, communal or non-communal. This cannot be said for a single "Western Society:" the size of the Falasha communities in any section of Europe. The same holds true for those in the "American."

We have never in all of history planned any legislation which would require any special form of MARITAL STATUS affecting "POLYGAMOUS MARRIAGE" and/or "MONOGAMOUS MARRIAGE." We leave the method of MARITAL SELECTION to the individuals interested in deciding under which MARITAL CUSTOM they desire to pursue "Polygamy" or "Monogamy," never "Polyandry."

There is but one restriction on "POLYGAMY" in our Falasha communities, which states that:

1. Polygamy is illegally practised every day by most European and European-American societies. The difference being "legally." Most divorces are "Third Party action complaints."
"NO MAN WHO HAS EVER HAD A MARRIAGE FAILURE IS PERMITTED TO HAVE A MULITPLE MARRIAGE. NO MAN CAN SHOW SPECIAL FAVORITISM TO ANY OF HIS WIVES WHICH IS NOT EQUALLY SHARED BY ALL OF THE OTHERS. A POLYGAMOUS UNION IS FEMALE CONTROL."

Whenever there is a POLYGAMOUS UNION the amount of WIVES never total more than three [3] to four [4] in any family. The average [general] "MUNLITPLE UNION" has two [2] wives per family; but the majority of the Falasha have maintained "MONOGAMOUS UNIONS" for the most part in non-communal communities. The latter trend relates back to the historical periods when Falasha families had to be on the move in order to evade conquering armies of so-called "Christian Missionaries" and so-called "Moslem Missionaries" from Europe, European-America and Asia, most of whom were sent by their respective national governments or national church body.

The women in a POLYGAMOUS UNION share the duties of their household equally. Also, they must at all times jointly:

"arrange the manner in which each will use and share in the sexual activities of their husband throughout the marriage. There is no Chief Wife among them."

This arrangement is made:

"to suit the order in which each wife will have to leave her household and go into the House Of The Woman in Blood each month."

Children of POLYGAMOUS UNIONS must take orders from all of the wives in the various households in which their father is the husband. The WIFE from whose the child, or the children, is physically born is called by the child[ren] - "MOTHER OF MY NATIVITY." All of the other wives in the household are called - "MOTHER OF MY MARRIAGE," And all of the wives in such actions can correct any child in the family. When an order is given by either of the wives to any of the children of the common father, no other wife can change it without consultation with the wife making the order unless there is a question of life and/or death involved.

There are many other details involving the question and issue of "POLYGAMY vs. MONOGAMY," but they would need a special treatise on the subject to adequately cover all of the minute details necessary to have in so extensive and delicate a subject. This Volume certainly is not the place for such an analytical undertaking. However, it should be quite clear at this juncture that the moral issue of which is correct strictly hinges upon one's own personal upbringing in religion and/or cultural environment. There is no easy answer to give to either side of the pros and cons of the issue; for each acts most of the time upon strict emotionalism; and each does not want to be "...CONFUSED BY THE FACTS..." after having "...MADE UP HIS/HER MIND...", etc., etc., etc. Unfortunately European and European-American Jews have adopted their fellow Europeans and European-Americans of the Christian Religion MONOGAMISTIC practices as their own custom.

DEATH AND BURIAL: Chapter VI, Part Seven.

Whenever a Falasha has passed on to the 'GREAT BEYOND' or 'HEREAFTER' there is no "MOURNING OF THE DEAD" because he or she is parting with the communities. There is a lot of "REJOICING" and "MUSICAL CHANTING" instead. This method of behavior is due to the biblical teachings in the Sacred Torah thus:

"REJOICE THE PASSING OF THE SOUL OF THE DEPARTED; BUT MOURN THE COMING OF THE NEW BORN."

This latter interpretation has been given a theosophical basis and explanation by the Priests; thus:

"THE DEPARTED SOUL IS ON ITS WAY TO GOD'S ABOVE; THE DEPARTED HAS NO FURTHER PAIN OR SUFFERING TO BEAR, WHEREAS THE NEW BORN FACES A WORLD OF TROUBLE, DESPAIR AND UNNECESSARY SUFFERING BECAUSE OF MAN'S DISOBEDIENCE OF GOD'S SACRED TORAH AND HIS TEN COMMANDMENTS AS HANDED DOWN TO MOSES ON Mt. SINAI."

There is "MOURNING OF THE DEAD" in some of the non-communal Falasha communities of the Lake Tana district, because Falasha in those regions were influenced by the Gentiles amongst whom they live as a minority group, just as the European Jews in Europe and America. When a man is about to die in a communal community a Subordinate Priest is summoned to his bedside. This Priest thereupon summons THREE [3] ELDERS to accompany him to the house of the dying man. ONE [1] of the THREE ELDERS acts as the "CONFESSOR" while the other TWO and the Priest await him outside of the dying man's home. At the end of the "CONFESION" the elder who took it notifies the Priest and the other two elders of the man's readiness; thus:

"HE IS READY TO RECEIVE HIS BLESSING FOR THE PREPARATION OF THE JOURNEY OF HIS DEPARTING SOUL TO THE HEREAFTER WITH GOD."

Before the "BLESSING" is administered the dying man is asked to make what would appear to be his "LAST WILL." This so-called "WILL" is nothing more than a directive to his wife or wives on the method of how their children should be raised, and how his personal belongings should be distributed if he is in a non-communal community. However, in the non-communal communities Falasha make "LAST WILL AND TESTIMONIES" that are very similar to those made in the United States of America by the so-called "BLACK [Falasha] JEWS" of the Harlems, etc. For in such communities any Falasha can own and pass on real estate and personal property to his/her heirs and next-of-kin, unlike in the communal communities.

After the "WILL" has been made the Priest asks the Elder-Confessor:

"HAS THE DYING MAN MADE A FULL CONFESSION OF HIS PAST SINS AND COMPLETE LIFE? HAS HE ACKNOWLEDGE HIS FINAL STATE WITH YEW?"

If the Elder-Confessor answers in the affirmative, then the Priest reminds the Elder-Confessor that:

"The confession of a dying man is an extraordinarily private matter, and
a Religious Sacrifice to his God; therefore, you must never divulge a single word of its contents to anyone, including your own dear mother."

The Elder-Confessor is then required to assure the dying man that:

"I have passed on the secrets of your confession to the Sabbath of Sabbath; and she has received it safely in her bosom for you; no earthly man shall ever hear a single word of any part of it again."

The Priest asks the dying man:

"Do you wish to appoint a male guardian for your children? Is it your desire that special prayers or any kind or songs shall be done before you have departed to the Great Beyond? Do you have any special messages for your wife and children?"

After the dying man answers the interrogations the Priest-Confessor assures him that:

"They shall be immediately dealt with, and they shall be carried out in the exact manner which you have described and directed me."

At this point the Priest takes the LEFT and RIGHT hands of the dying man and place them on the dying man's stomach; holding them with his right hand, he gives "PRAYERS FOR A DEPARTING SOUL."

These Prayers are continued at intervals of at least ONE EVERY ONE QUARTER OF AN HOUR. When it appears that the dying man is about to take his last breath, the Priest begins to chant the "PRAYER OF A SOUL IN TRAVEL." This Prayer is continued until the dying man has passed away. After he had been pronounced officially dead by the Priest and the Three Elders, the Priest chants the "PRAYER OF THE DEPARTED SOUL AND SPIRIT." The Priest and Three Elders chant the "FAREWELL SONG" for the passing of the dead. When they have all concluded the Priest orders:

"THIS BODY MUST BE RETURNED TO THE EARTH FROM WHENCE IT CAME BEFORE SUNSET THIS VERY DAY IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE HOLY TORAH."

If it is on a Sabbath Day or High Holiday the body will remain to be interred before Sun-Fall on the following day.

Four (4) Male Attendants from the community are summoned for the purpose of "washing the departed soul's remains." The Attendants also dress the deceased and place him in his coffin. The coffin is made from a plain piece of woven cloth; if a Priest, Deacon, Sister or Learned Man the coffin is made from plain box wood and provided with (4) rope handles. The clothing of the deceased is made from a plain piece of white material shaped as a robe or shroud—split down the back and a black tassel on the side; or with no tassel if the deceased was not married.

If a woman or girl is the deceased Four (4) Female Attendants are summoned to act as her washers and dressers; for under no circumstance whatever can a person of one sex wash the body of the opposite sex. The Female Attendants do not carry the body to its resting place. The 1. Hebrew customs and traditions dictate when, and how, a deceased person must be buried, etc.

Male Attendants take the body of the deceased woman and/ or man in their coffin or wrap to the outside of the community's village where the BURIAL GROUND is located [review Plan Of Communal Village at the beginning of Chapter III, page 162]. The body of the deceased is buried far from the community if he or she committed SUICIDE because of any reason.

The Attendants must dig a hole at least Seven (7) Feet long, Four (4) Feet wide, and Seven (7) Feet deep to receive the coffin with its remains of the departed. This hole cannot be dug by any Gentile who may be in the vicinity at the time of the burial; neither can the body be covered by any Gentile nor can it be lowered into the grave by a Gentile. At all times, and under all circumstances, the body of any Falasha must be lowered and covered by FOUR FALASHA MALE ATTENDANTS designated for this type of function and only them. If any other person should perform any of these functions it is believed that:

"THE SOUL OF THE DECEASED WILL NEVER REST IN THE HERE-AFTER; AND HIS [or her] SOUL WILL REMAIN IN UNEASINESS UNTIL THE DAY OF RESURRECTION."

This reason is based upon the fact that:

"THE GENTILE CANNOT PERFORM THE NECESSARY RITUALS AND WASH HIMSELF AS PRESCRIBED BY THE LEVITICAL LAWS ON CLEANLINESS, THEREFORE A GENTILE IS NOT ALLOWED TO HANDLE ANY PART OR PARTICIPATE ON CONTACT WITH A DECEASED FALASHA REMAINS."

There isn't any funeral procession with family and friends following the coffin. No one worries about the body of the deceased, because "...the soul..." of any Falasha in any community is -

"already on its way into the Nether World [hereafter]; and the body passed into uselessness, where it will remain until judgment."

After the body has been interred and completely covered with earth a small tree or shrub is planted at the head of the grave. There isn't any other sign or mark placed on the grave to create any means by which it could be identified from any of the others that preceded it; for no one will ever visit this grave or any other at anytime in the future unless it is a Burial Attendant passing by in the course of another interment.

When the complete burial is over the Four Attendants must remain on the outside of the community in a house prepared for them for a period of SEVEN (7) DAYS. There all of them must:

- "pray for the children and wife of the deceased..., [also for]...the cleansing of our own soul..." Because Falashas say that "...we have caused our own bodies to be of the dead by our handling of the dead,..." etc., etc., etc.

There they must also perform "RITUAL BATHS." These "BATHS" are made from "river water," and "sweet-scented herbs..." added. At the end of the SEVENTH (7th) DAY the last one is made.

The "BATHS" are used for the purpose of disinfecting the body, and to create a sweet smell. After 1. Falashas, according to Toradhi traditions, cannot cremate or embalm the deceased. This is a very serious prohibition. Thus there is no ancient remnant of any Falasha for examination, etc.
the attendants have completed their BATHS they must "...

wash all of their clothing and hang them to dry, thereafter remain in the house prepared for the burial attendants until the clothing is completely dried...."

Upon such time that their clothing is dried they must -

"shave all of their hair off their head and face, then scrub completely."

Following all of this, at Sun-Fall on the SEVENTH [7th] DAY after the burial they will be ready to prepare to "...

reenter the community from the West Gate..." [but they will have to] "visit the synagogue and pray..., [before they can enter the community; therefore] "...they cannot enter from the synagogue directly into their homes before Sun Fall..." [as it is considered] "...the time when the sun Falls behind the lowest mountain peak of the community that the last of the 7th Day is completed...."

After the Burial Attendents have reentered the community they must -

"continue directly to the home of the deceased family..."[where they will be served] "...served peas and hot black coffee."

The family of the deceased then assures them that they are completely satisfied that their departed member is properly buried. The Attendants in turn assure the family that:

"The deceased has been placed away in the customary manner, in the customary place of the departed body, and his...[or her]...soul has started upon its journey, for we encountered not a single obstruction; and because there was no one who was not a matured son of our people - ISRAEL - who helped with the washing, clothing, boxing, carrying, digging, lowering and covering the deceased; nor at anytime was anyone other than our protectors of the children of ISRAEL allowed to violate the sacred dust from whence he [or she] came, and whence he has returned."

The entire family present takes turns individually thanking the FOUR BURIAL ATTENDANTS for their "...
services to the God of Israel, His people, and the departed soul to rest his body in the sacred soil from whence the birth he experienced took place...."

In communities having a non-communal system economy the Attendants must be paid. This payment is generally a few pounds of meat from a young calf - Ox - which has been killed especially for such a purpose to rejoice the passing of the soul to God. Some rich families of the few non-communal communities give the attendants money for their families, also other presents which they could not otherwise afford but directly are in need of.

In all communities, communal or non-communal, there is a "PRAYER PERIOD" of at least "SEVEN DAYS FROM THE DAY OF THE PASSING OF THE DEAD," which is equal to the date when the deceased was buried, unless the deceased died on a Sabbath or High Holy Day. These laws and traditions go back to the "Falashas" experience in Egypt and Nubia, etc.

---

Seven [7] Days are considered to be -

"the time it takes the body to travel and give up the soul...." [Also] "...for the soul to travel from the body to, and into, heaven."

The final day is called "REMEMBRANCE DAY" or "TAKZIAR." This day must be observed by all of the members of the entire immediate family of the deceased. The members of the observing family includes the wife or wive, husband, children, irrespective of age, grandchildren, aunts and uncles, and all first cousins; all other relatives further away from the deceased may attend, but are not required to be there. At the observance the Subordinate Priest [Kihlaim] reads from the MAGICAL BOOK [Arde-Et]. He reads the following section:

And it was the seventh, day. And God rested His body, Spirit and Soul; so shall man rest his body, Spirit and Soul. Man shall rest in Heaven with his Creator. For God made man from the dust of the earth around and about him. And God blew the breath of life into man's body, and God took that which He had temporarily loan to man, in order that he may return to the better home at the place where he shall see his forfathers - Abraham, Jacob, Isaac and others unknown. There was light given by our Father who is God, and the light was given in darkness, and out of this darkness came light. And man was from this light and back to this darkness shall man's body return. And in this light shall man's soul ascend. Therefore I say to you there is no death; and no eternal darkness for the people - Israel. There is but one place for the worthy children of Israel; that place is in the House of God, which is my house. By the Sabbath of Sabbaths the soul of the departed has entered the gates of the Kingdom of God. Rejoice our children of Israel, for man must return to his Creator - the God of His Chosen People - Israel. Amen."

After reading the MAGICAL BOOK, with regards to the "Departed Soul" which has been known to you in the above quotations, you should be able to understand why there isn't any "...mourning of the passing of the dead..." among the Falashas in Ethiopia; the same is not true for those living in the Americas. If you have not reached such a conclusion, let me explain some of the finer points in the above quotations that may have eluded you because of the major differences in culture. Note carefully that "DEATH" is never referred to as anything more than "...THE PASSING OF THE SOUL..." The living persons' mind is always kept from thinking of the "...DECEASED BODY IN THE GROUND..." as in the "Western" burial services. The psychology behind this is that the mind will follow "...THE PLACE WHERE THE BODY IS..." considered to be. And the mind will be restless and happy if the "...DEATH PLACE..." is shown to be one superior to the ever-present world of life in which the mind presently exists, especially when the person is trained to this theological theory from the inception of his or her religious experience - which in most cases begins at the date of birth. The "PLACE" or "RESTING SPOT OF THE BODY" is called "EDEN," and the "LAST PLACE WHERE THE SOUL REMAINS" is called "HEAVEN." If the entire MAGICAL BOOK is read by you, you will get the feelings of being in a new world situation should you surrender.

1. The Sacred Torah gives all of the necessary regulations for burying say Falasha - male/female.
2. Egyptian theology places the body with the Ka and/or ba in the Netherworld/Next World, etc.
your total mind to the words being spoken, as does the average Falasha. And if it is read by one of the Subordinate Priests of any of the Falasha communities you will be carried away like most of the Falashas do, as the Priests are dramaticists in this art. They will make you accept the theory which states that:

"THE SOUL OF A PERSON IS BETTER-OFF WHEN THE PERSON IS DEAD THAN ALIVE; FOR THERE IS NO MOURNING AND NO SIN IN GOD'S HOME."

You can see [if you are willing to free your own mind from its present influence your own culture has upon it] the reason why there is no "MOURNING THE DEAD" amongst the Falashas and other African and Asian so-called "BLACK JEWS" [the same being true when they leave their native homeland and migrate to cultures where the opposite is common] is indoctrination, and also belief.

The next day the family of the departed must attend a special "HIGH HOLY SERVICE" to thank the God of the People (Israel) for His mercy in "...RECEIVING THE DEPARTED'S SOUL..." At the service the Priest announces the -

"Feast for the Departed Soul of (name) who has arrived into the world of the unknown with our ancestors - Abraham, Jacob and Isaac," etc.

This FEAST is climaxed with the slaughtering of a male lamb or ox, and the cooking and eating of the meat between the family and neighbours who desire to come and join-in with the others. At the commencement of the FEAST the Priest must leave; therefore he expresses his appreciation "to those who have witnessed the blessings in The Service Of The Soul Of The Departed, our brother (name of the person, or a sister) - Chosen of the God of His people - Israel... Amen."

This is done because the Priest does not eat of such food, therefore he must leave and return to his own residence.

After the FEAST the family of the widow (if the deceased was a married man) and the family of the deceased husband get together and arrange to assist the widow and her children, if any. They decide among themselves whether or not the widow goes to her parents home or remains at the parents of the deceased husband where she had always lived from the day of their marriage. This is done with the widow's consent, and in her presence.

The widow is not permitted to marry for a period of at least ONE LUNAR YEAR following the day her husband was interned. It is said to be -

"a period of respect which the soul of the departed spirit is entitled to have."

This also goes for the husband if he is a widower. The widow can marry the brother of her deceased husband if he does not already have a wife. She cannot marry into a polygamous family if she has any children by her deceased husband under the age of NINE [9] for a girl and TWELVE [12] for a boy (see rules governing "Confirmation" or "Barmitzvah").

If a "MALE GUARDIAN" was appointed before the departing of her husband – the deceased, then the eldest brother of her deceased husband will take charge of the effects of the family. But if there was no brother of the deceased, then the eldest son will take care of the household if he is at the AGE OF MANHOOD, this age being "TWELVE [12] YEARS OF AGE" according to the Sacred Torah. Of course, this does not mean that the boy can disobey his mother or tell her what to do when she does not care to do something he does not like. What it does mean is the boy must protect his mother to the best of his ability as the deceased HEAD OF THE FAMILY would have done was he alive. He will be responsible for her safety while she remains single in his deceased father's honour.

The widow cannot marry a man less than SEVEN [7] YEARS her junior. If she is a very young woman her next husband can be less than "TWENTY-FOUR [24] YEARS OF AGE," regardless if he is more than the "SEVEN YEARS HER JUNIOR," due to the respect she owes her children and the memory of her deceased husband. She cannot live alone with her children, nor by herself. She "MUST BE ATTACHED TO A FAMILY UNIT WHERE THERE IS A FULL-FLEDGE MALE," even if the male figure is only her paternal or maternal grandparent, or the grandfather of her children. And if there is no grandparent, then she must remain with her in-laws or return to her parents' home if they are alive. If neither of these conditions exist, she must live with some family related to her children's father (her deceased husband) where there will be a MAN to protect her along with her eldest son.

In neither of the above situations the family with whom the widow lives will be allowed to interfere with any suitor who will respectfully call upon her, or anyone who might desire to take her at some social function before Sun- or Fall on any day except the Sabbath or a High Holy Day. However they may, and can, refuse to allow their grandchildren to live in the house of the new husband if they have any just reason; because their paternal grandparents are considered to have as much interest in their grandchildren as their deceased father had when he was alive.

The widow MUST wear her MARITAL STATUS NECKLACE following "...the beginning of the Seven Days after her husband interment at the place of rest..."

She must at all times demand respect for herself and her children. She would be always considered the "...WIFE OF THE DECEASED HUSBAND..." until she has remarried. She is required to carry on the religious training of the children as it was when their father was alive.

At the end of the first year of the burial of her deceased husband the widow must give a PRAYER FOR THE SACRIFICE, and ask that she be "...spared from having to remarry, and thereby desecrate the memory of the soul.
This PRAYER will continue for SEVEN [?] DAYS. It will be the last of the PRAYERS she has to make in the interest of her deceased husband.

At the end of the second year if the widow is not already remarried she gives a "PRAYER OF SACRIFICE," "She asks that if she remarries she will have the power to divorce her husband and save herself from shame and disgrace, rather than have him bismirish the name of the deceased, that she will prefer SUICIDE [sacrifice] rather than drag the name of her children in the gutter through the conduct of a sinful husband. She further asks that:

"I will be able to summon enough strength in order to avoid remarrying until my youngest child is already married."

In the latter request above the widow owes no obligation, for she does not have to wait on the marriage of her children before she can remarry. However, it is generally the custom to do so; and most widows in the communal communities ask for this type of "STRENGTH." Most of the women in all types of Falasha communities try to have only one man in their entire love-life, particularly when they have children — whether minors or adults.

From the SECOND [2nd] YEAR onwards the widow takes her place in society without any other special obligations caused by the death of her husband and his memory. She conducts herself in the manner exemplified by any other Falasha woman of her status: She can marry any man who has been married before; never a man who has never been married before. If she chooses to remarry she will receive special respect, which will be as high as that received by the Sisters of the Falasha Sisterhood. She has the right to requisition any man in the community to assist her in any need that she may have if she has not remarried; except of course less than moral and or traditional conduct of any sort, or for condoning any of her sins she may have committed.

If you have not already turned back to review certain aspects of Chapter III as I have suggested before, you should do so at this moment and reexamine the relationship of the community to the functions of the burial and the location of the houses where the attendants must live and go through their RITUALS. The layout is titled "SCHEMATIC PLAN OF A COMMUNAL VILLAGE." Take special note of Items 11, 12, 13, 1 and 10 in this order. These numbers follow a sequence of the travel where the FIRST BURIAL ATTENDANTS must take when they are to bury the deceased.

This plan was made solely for showing the basically different requirements of a Falasha village to that of other Ethiopian villages of indigenous people other than those who practice the Hebrew religion, such as we have seen in the pictures showing the Christian churches and priests. However, modern Falasha villages since the latter part of the 1950's C.E. may vary somewhat from

1. See Y. ben-Jochamani's African Origins Of The Major "Western Religions" for the basic traditions. The only people that go to the cemetery beside the grave diggers. They are highly revered.
ECONOMICS OF THE COMMUNITIES: Chapter VII.

The working day of a Falasha is TEN [10] HOURS, THREE [3] HOURS of which he must devote to praying only. Working is not permitted on the Sabbath or High Holy Days, except for cases where "LIFE" or "DEATH" is at the balance. The prayers are said in three separate periods per day. ONE in the morning before going to work, ONE at noon before having lunch, and the last ONE at the beginning of Sun-Fall before eating dinner.

The chief occupation of the Falashas is agriculture. Both the "modern" and the "traditional" methods of farming and grazing are used side by side in Ethiopia. The "Old," which the European and European-American academics insistently called "PRIMITIVE," is much more in use than the "Modern" or "New." This is not a serious problem, because mass production is not needed in the communal communities. However it was an important factor in the non-communal societies where Falashas were only SQUATTERS and/or SHARE-CROPPERS for their feudal landlords of the Christian and Moslem population that dominated the regions where they lived.

The Falashas in the communal communities produce only those things which they need; for economic competition with the general population of Ethiopia, though some of their products do reach the local market places nearby [see page 123 of this Volume]. Because the top soil of the land where the Falashas live is in very good condition on the plateau of the Rift Valley - irrigation and vegetation also follow in excellent condition, this we can observe in the picture on page 136. The latter condition is due to the constant rainfall and back-draining of the water on the land in this area of the Ethiopian "HIGHLANDS," which is not equally true all over the country. This back-draining helps to create a natural irrigation system in certain areas of Begemder Province where most of the Falashas [not Kylas] live - as shown on the MAP OF ETHIOPIA, page 49.

The land in the communal communities must... LAY FARROW [wordless] FOR ONE [1] YEAR AFTER EACH SEVENTH [7th] YEAR..." as prescribed in the Sacred Torah. This is done by working sections of the land while other sections lay at "FARROW." After each LUNAR YEAR a new section starts its working out of "FARROW" as another begins its "FARROW." At the end of the year when a portion of land is to LAY FARROW, vegetation on it is never reapplied at the time of harvest. It is left to rot in order that the land [or soil] would be enriched by it. At the end of the year when the land has completely layed at rest the vegetation, which has grown during that period of Farrow, is plowed under with the top soil and made to amalgamate, thereby creating an under-layer of rich fertilized soil for future planting. This method has a scientific basis.

And it has been proven by modern science that it is one of the best method of agriculture for re-fertilization in all of Ethiopia. The only reason why it is not much more widespread anymore throughout Europe, Great Britain and the Americas is that it takes too much time for processing, therefore hindering its abundant usage in those continents and nations where MASS PRODUCTION is greatly needed. It is to be noted that this too is called "PRIMITIVE SUBSISTENCE FARMING" by European and European-American academics - historians, missionaries and entrepreneurs - who make their livelihood writing about "Africa" [Alebu-La] and "Africans" [Indigenous people].

There is also the "JUBILEE YEAR," which comes at the FORTY-NINTH [49] YEAR following the last one. In the period of the Jubilee Year all of the domesticated animals and birds are freed so that they may wander in the hills and other parts of the farm and pasture land of the communities. Members of the communities at this period must allow all visitors to use whatever they have found in the fields. The Jubilee Year is described in the following words:

"THE YEAR OF NATIONAL REJOICING AND PRAYERS FOR FREEDOM FROM PESTILENCE, FAMINE, PERSECUTION, WAR AND ALL DEGRADATION."

One [1] Year preceding the Jubilee Year there is quite a strain placed upon the land due to the need for storing grains and other foods which come from the land alone. In the year of preparations every grain bin and other means of storage are used. In the Jubilee Year not even the animals are taken care of unless there are some emergencies which may cause them to loose their lives. If there is a dry spell during the Jubilee Year the animals are driven down to the flats to be watered periodically.

Next in importance is the "POTTERY INDUSTRY," which is dominated by the Falasha women. Their artistic abilities have surpassed that of the men in this field to such an extent that there is no present example of which I can show you any close similarity between their works. The designs of the potteries are generally of various subjects and colors; but new of the face of persons at anytime, which we can observe on the following page. This latter rule is from one Law of the TEN COMMANDMENTS in the Sacred Torah that forbids the "...MAKING OF GRAVEN IMAGES..." and the "...WORSHIP OF FALSE GODS..." The vases generally have flowers or landscape designs. They are sold to Moslem and other Gentile communities at many markets and or traded on the barter system to other communal and non-communal communities. Whatever the system in non-Falasha areas, the returns must be in items which do not violate the LEVITICAL LAWS ON CLEANLINESS AND DIETARY FOODS. Generally purchases by the Falashas from Gentiles, Moslems, and others consist of tools for agriculture and other needs for farming and grazing.

"WEAVING OF CLOTH" is another of the important industries of the Falasha communities. Falasha garments are woven by the women in the communities; and they are sometimes sold at very high prices because they are made from the best of fabrics available throughout all of Ethi-

1. Like the West African Women, Falasha Women have dominated domestic commerce everywhere.
2. Falashas are very competent silversmiths and goldsmiths beside being farmers of note, etc.
It takes as much as one week to make a Falasha woman's dress, many more for a Sabbath Dress of a special type. This should give you an idea of the time and artistic touches put into each piece of material. “QUALITY ABOVE QUANTITY” is the motto. The artistic weaving and symmetrical styling in the basket on page 224 following is proof of the Falashas outstanding craftsmanship in weaving.

All “TRADING” by the Falashas is made at nearby Gentile and Moslem communities, because Falashas are not permitted to travel on the Sabbath; neither are they who live in communal communities permitted to sleep in the homes of Gentiles, Moslems and others. These rules have made it almost impossible to travel any long distance from the communities. This even holds true for the use of animals in any distance that would cause them to be away on the Sabbath. The animals must be in the communal communities by Sun-Fall on Friday to Sun-Fall on Saturday (Sabbath) like the human beings. Remember this; “Thou Shall Not Violate The Sabbath Day,” From where?

The method of distribution of wealth earned from the sale of the above products of the communal communities is on a COMMUNAL ECONOMIC SYSTEM. Thus; if a Falasha has ten children, he is entitled to TEN CHILDREN’S SHARES. Therefore, it is seen that EACH CHILD is entitled to ONE CHILD’S SHARE. The above is also true when we say that this system goes for the adults; except that an “ADULT’S SHARE” is larger than that of a CHILD’S SHARE. When the entire profit of the community is ascertained, the number of people (adults and children) in the community is divided into the total amount of profit. Each of these “EQUAL SHARES” is assessed with a total of “TWENTY PERCENT [20 %] COMMUNITY TAX.” The money from the TAX on each “COMMUNAL SHARE” is placed into the budget for the community in the event of any emergency, and to pay for the land if it is leased, also for the National Government’s physical protection against intruders...like Christian and Moslem “missionaries.” Food in the communal communities is also distributed in the same manner. The “HUNTERS,” who hunt for the entire community like the “FISHERMEN” do, have to divide their catches in equal shares for old and young alike.

At this point you should be reminded that the Falashas living in non-communal communities must conform to the economic structures of all of the Gentile and Moslem areas in which they live. Because of this fact, it is impossible to detail their economic way of life. Of course, even the communal communities find certain pressures daily that impose changes on their type of COMMUNAL ECONOMIC SYSTEM. Quite different from the tourist historians’ reports!

The type of EMPLOYMENT in the communal communities is no criteria to explain the need for any EXTRA and/or SPECIAL shares. Only persons who are ill, or in need of very special

The basket was drawn by Mike Portilla - an architect and long-time friend of your author.
and extraordinary care will receive more shares than others; this of course having been approved by the Elders, Deacons, Priests and others within the communities. There is no need to believe that the Falashas would take advantage of this system, because they have developed its techniques to such an extent that now they have accepted it with a THEOSOPHICALLY RELIGIOUS BASIS that is fundamental to their PHILOSOPHY OF THE THEOCRATIC SOCIETY which they have. Therefore the Falasha system is not only ECONOMIC; it is equally RELIGIOUSLY CENTERED under a common theocracy that is conditioned by the teachings in the SACRED TORAH as regards to the One And Only God - JEHOVAH - the Chosen People - ISRAEL. Falashas at home cannot separate one from the other - secular from religious and do not even try. The "COMMANDMENT" Falashas associate with their ECONOMIC SYSTEM is the following:

"YOU MUST LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOUR AS YOU LOVE YOURSELF,"

But, more than this, review the entire TEN COMMANDMENTS on page xl... along with their African origin in the accompanying NEGATIVE CONFESSIONS on the same page.

This type of ECONOMY has been used throughout the entire continent of Alkebu-ian [Africa or Afrika] at one time or another before, and since, the arrival of the Asians and Europeans as conquerors. It has been more than THREE HUNDRED YEARS since some of the Falasha communities have returned to this system of economics. Our forefathers returned to this form of economic system after fleeing to the hills to escape persecution and genocide at the hands of the Christian and Moslem armies, because they were convinced it was the best manner in which to practice the teachings of the Sacred Torah and the Laws of the Ten Commandments; particularly that which states:

"YOU MUST LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOUR AS YOU LOVE YOURSELF."

We say that:

"It will be impossible to love our neighbour as ourselves unless we live in the manner whereby each would have alike, and use alike in similar conditions."

Of course this does not mean that we will all have the same taste and/or desire. But it does mean that we would have to maintain an ECONOMIC SYSTEM whereby all of our Agaw [Falasha] People would be able to live on the same land in peace and harmony, and together with the non-Jews surrounding us. Those of us who found it necessary to live outside of the communal communities have Our Own Ideology that best suits Our Specific Circumstances in the area of economics.

It must be noted that the ECONOMIC SYSTEM used in the non-communal Falasha communities 1. A "theocracy is no better or worse than any other system of government in the Western World."
2. Note that "Thou, Thy, Thine," etc. are all from "Old English" and that Falashas do not speak or write in any language that can be literally translated in such terms. No "speaking in tongues."
4. The best name for the economic system of the vast majority of Falashas is "communism."
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The Falasha communities should not be called "SOCIALISTIC" or any of the other modern names generally given to "Western" forms of ECONOMIC SYSTEM. The term "COMMUNAL SYSTEM" is the proper description, which means:

- "The living and sharing alike in everything, including one's own privacy.

The rudimentary "COMMUNAL SOCIETY" is not outdated, for we have seen a truly steady decrease of ILL FEELINGS and/or LACK OF LOVE for one's brethren in our communal communities. And today we [Falashas] can happily say that:

**SUCH TYPE OF SINS HARDLY EXIST IN FALASHA COMMUNAL COMMUNITIES WITHIN THE NATION OF ETHIOPIA TODAY.**

Of course, neither communal nor any other type of Falasha agricultural economic system applies to "BLACK [Falasha] JEWS" in the United States of America. The latter is primarily capitalistic.

Christians will notice some similarity with our communal communities and the interpretation of their theory of THE LAST SUPPER; where Jesus "the Christ" [the son of two Jewish parents - Joseph and Mary] is said to:

- "break bread and drink wine, which he shared alike with his disciples."

The Muslim believers [Moslems or Muslims] have also stated that:

- "the Falashas system is very much similar to the methods planned by Prophet Moses to Abbas [Abraham] to convince the wealthy people of his time on earth on the need for reforms to a better economic system for the masses."

All of these and other references must have some bearing on the type of "COMMUNAL ECONOMIC SYSTEM" we [Falashas] have in our communities of Northwest Ethiopia, East Abisk: specifically outside the vicinity of Gondar, as shown by the arrows on the map of Ethiopia on page 49 of this Volume. But they all fall short of the entire goal, because our [Falasha] objective in our communal economic system cannot be separated from our religious concepts, activities and faith in Judaism and Judaismism [or Hebrewism].

This is due to the fact that whatever we do in economics within our Falasha communities must be expressed in terms of BIBLICAL PHILOSOPHY according to the Sacred [Hebrew] Torah and its Nile Valley sources that were centered in the "MYSTERIES SYSTEM" of the Grand Lodge of Waat, which permeated the Shinahedria School that used them to create the SACRED TORAH (Tentzuch), Five Books Of Moses or Christian Old Testament) which began in ca. 700 B.C.E. and was completed in ca. 500 B.C.E. The Sacred Torah is the basis for Falasha achievements and any progress we have made in the past, are making now at present, and will make in the future. We, as Falashas everywhere, and in Ethiopia particularly, therefore maintain:

- "it takes a religious philosophy [such as ours] to be able to produce the same type of communal economic system where everyone share alike accordingly."

There isn't any other society practicing our form of economics except those in the communal villages of the sections of the continent of Akebu-lan (Africa or Afrika) where the Europeans and European-Americans have not been able to corrupt under their capitalist form of colonialism. Those groups of other indigenous African communities using this method have been doing so even before the existence of Falashas communities in Ethiopia, East Akebu-lan. But there is a great deal of difference which could be pointed out between the two groups and their systems, solely upon the basis of preference and interpretation of whose "GOD" said why, what, how, etc.

The raising of domestic animals, such as sheep and goats, is another means of creating income for the communal communities. Cattle raising is also a growing enterprise. However, it is to be carefully noted that the last three items are for local Falasha communal communities consumption rather than for trade with other Ethiopian communities. Yet, there is very limited trading in these items outside of the communities. The herds of cattle, flocks of goats and sheep, bring much in revenue because of the good health of the animals. All of this is due to the geographic location of the Falasha communal communities which benefit the animals. This is equally what people in other communities badly need. Thus, there is very little sickness encountered by Falasha animals; and as a result, they bring higher prices than other animals in the many markets in the Gentile and Muslim regions. Changes have taken place under the new Marxist Regime.

All "SLAUGHTERING OF ANIMALS" is performed in the communities. Any animal that "... died from natural cause or accident..." is never cut or eaten by Falashas. However, if anyone else outside would want to have such an animal he may take it free of charge; but only if it had strayed beyond the limits of our Falasha communities before it died there; otherwise it would be burnt and/or buried. Meat for Falasha consumption must meet kosher Dietary Regulations.

"AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS" of the Communal Communities range in great varieties. Some of the food products are very similar to those of other tropical countries in the so-called "Western Hemisphere." Sweet potatoes (white and yellow), Yams, Bananas, Tomatoes, Oranges and all spices, etc. are also in abundance to meet the needs of the communities in the communal areas. Of course all of these vegetables and fruits are common throughout the general Ethiopian countryside where there is farming.

"BARTERING" is conducted between Communal Communities, and equally a limited amount with non-Communal Communities, of the Falasha people. Such "BARTERING" was also conducted on a very low scale between Falashas and the neighbouring Gentile and Muslim peoples. When "BARTERING" is conducted with the Gentiles and Muslims the goods received in exchange "... shall not be food products or any other form of items which could be unclear.

---

if they were made by Falashas. They must conform with all of the prohibitions of the Lovelace Laws on Cleanliness and Dietary Foods...

All products or goods of any sort can be transferred from communal to non-communal societies, and vice versa. There is no restrictive law against products from one Falasha community going from and/or entering another; providing each community is a 100% Falasha Community and that...

"no non-Falasha touches any food or water product prepared by Falashas..."

if they are covered by Dietary and Cleanliness prohibitions.

THE FALASHA COMMUNITIES DURING THE ITALIAN FACRIT'S OCCUPATION OF ETHIOPIA IN WORLD WAR II: CHAPTER VIII.

Like all other tyrants of history the people of the Falasha communities (Communal and Non-communal) have had to contend with the murderer - Il Duce Benito Mussolini - was coldly and bluntly greeted in a similar manner as the other "masters of genocide" before him. For we had survived the extermination threats of the tyrants preceding Mussolini, and were certain that we would outlast him in his effort to accomplish what others before him had woefully failed to complete. Of course our experiences were in many aspects equal to that of all of the other African brothers and sisters who suffered the same "HELL" and "INFAMY" of Asian and European imposed "SLAVERY" and "COLONIALISM" down through the centuries, and even to this present day in too many places in Akebu-lan/Africa, etc.

Mussolini's urge for conquest which he expressed to the United States of America's Representative Mr. Koth - according to U.S. DIPLOMATIC PAPERS, 1935, 1, 740 - states the following:

italy had prepared an exhaustive statement of her case which would be laid before the League of Nations. When that was presented the League would have to choose between Italy and Abyssinia. If Abyssinia were ejected from the League Italy would proceed with her plans in Abyssinia which... could then be regarded as having the character of high police measures enforced by arms. Abyssinia would by a brief demonstration of force be convinced of the power of Italy, the impression of the victory of Abyssinia would be wiped out and the undertaking would develop into a colonial conquest...

It had the full blessings by the then existing "Holy Father of the Roman Catholic Church" in Italy during Mussolini's heydays. This "INFALIBLE" person was no other than Pope Pius XII... So when blessing the Fascist armies he reminded them that they, each and everyone of them, were...

"on a mission to spread the truth of Christianity and the Sign of the Cross," etc., etc., etc. He told them that:

1. This Pope is constantly praised for having "saved many [white] Jews from the Nazis," but, nothing is being said for the thousands of [black] Jews he caused to be murdered in Ethiopia.
"You have a job to bring civilization to the natives of Ethiopia..." and that, "...you have to carry to the heathens of Ethiopia the words of God, and the only True Faith, which is the Holy Christian Religion..."

The one major fact Pope Pius XIX carelessly forgot to tell the Fascists was that Ethiopia had an organized government and High-Culture before the existence of Rome in history; equally an organized "CHRISTIAN RELIGION" before Constantine! The great "I made Rome the first European CHRISTIAN NATION" in ca. 312 C.E., [A.D.]; the same fact being true even for Greece. The same "CHRISTIAN RELIGION" with its only "HOLY BLACK FAMILY - JOSEPH, MARY and JESUS "the anointed," as shown on the following page. This depiction was derived from the one original "BLACK MADONNA AND CHILD" - Isis and Horus [in death father Osiris] - of Ta-Merry [Egypt, Kemit, Kemet, Meroe, etc.] in ca. 4100 B.C.E.- as shown on the page following the above. Pope Pius XIX had equally forgotten that the Greeks and Romans received all of their basic understandings that eventually made it possible to use the mathematics and science which ultimately produced the weapons and poison gas he blessed to exterminate..."the natives of Ethiopia." They were the descendants of the people who taught Hippocrates, Herodotus, Socrates, Plato, etc. just like the African [BLACK] Semite below whose TREATISE ON MEDICINE Hippocrates copied and used to learn from more than 2,200 years following his death.

1. Religious dignitaries of the Orthodox Christian [Coptic] Church with Religious Canopy; 2 Priest

EMOPHEP
[Bronze Statue, Paris Museum, Paris, France]
Physician, Prime Minister, Grand Vicer, Poet, Magician, Architect and Builder
of the STEP PAPERM OF SAKHAR, 5265 BC

All that is said about the Greeks and Romans learning from the Egyptians is equally applicable to their learning from the indigenous "BLACK" of Morocco, Ta-Nehisi (Nubia or Zaiti), Pun (or Puanit, Somal) and Ethiopia (Itopii or Axum). For these taught them philosophy, architecture [see pages 87-90], literature [see page XXXIX], law [see page XI] and most of the other disciplines. Egypt in those ancient days was the "Ta-Merry" of the same indigenous "BLACK" (nobre, native, African, etc.) "POPULATION" to whom Pope Pius XII was planning to carry what he had considered to be "CIVILIZATION" and/or "CHRISTIANITY." It was the Egypt that was cultivated and originally occupied by the Africans of whom Benito Mussolini told the following to Dlcono on March 8, 1935 C.E.

"It is my profound conviction that we being obliged to take the initiative of operations at the end of October or the end of September, you ought to have a combined force of 20,000 men (including about 10,000 black troops from the two colonies)... You ask for three divisions by the end of October; I intend to send you ten, I repeat, ten five from the regular army, five of volunteer formations of Blackshirts, who will be carefully selected and trained. These divisions of Blackshirts will be the guarantee that the undertaking will obtain popular support... In view of the possible international controversies (League of Nations, etc.) it is wisest to speed up our tempo. For the lack of a few thousand men we lose Adowa! I will never accept that error. I am willing to err in excess, but not in deficiency." [Dlcono, ANNO XIII, 158]

Obviously, he did not remember that his own brand of "CHRISTIANITY" - a la European style - was basically designed from its earliest days - from its inception in Egypt - by three "AFRICAN FATHERS OF THE CHURCH" (Roman Catholic Church); namely:

"TERTULLIAN" (from Carthage), "ST. CYPRIAN" (from Carthage), and "ST. AUGUSTINE" (from Milan). All three of whom lived during the 2nd, 3rd or 5th Century C.E. or A.D.; and all three were no different than their fellow "native [African pagans]" that became "POPE OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHRISTIAN CHURCH," namely: MELCHIODES, LEO and VICTOR.

Lastly, he even forgot that Ethiopia became officially "...A CHRISTIAN NATION..." more than one hundred and twenty-four (124) years - ca. 188 C.E. - before Rome in ca. 312 C.E./A.D., etc.

The Falasha communities destined to suffer hardest in the invasion were those which could not, under any circumstance whatsoever accept that the "CHRISTIANS' GOD - JESUS CHRIST" - was in fact the "MESSIAH" promised by the "PROPHET ISALAM" of the Hebrew or Judaic Religion and/or "Way Of Life." The "COPTICS" or "COPTICISTS," presently called "ORTHODOX CHRISTIANS," the oldest of the Christian Community's Followers of Jesus "the Christ" in Christendom, and also the Moslem [Muslim, Mohamadan, etc.] - who have accepted "JESUS" as a "PROPHET" in their Religion or Way Of Life, "ISLAM or MOHAMMADISM," did not have the same problem.
Therefore this left the Falashas "holding the barrel," for we were/are Hebrews, and as such could not accept the Roman Catholics' Christian God - Jesus Christ - in any form whatsoever. Such acceptance would have meant accepting those things which were/are completely in conflict with our own religious teachings, development and belief. It must be also stated that the Roman Catholic Christian Church had always tried to bring the Coptic Christian Church of North and East Africa under its domination for many centuries following the Nicene Council of Bishops in ca. 325 C.E. This issue was brought to a head in the Seventeenth [17th] Century C.E. with the *Priscilla Wars* on the northern borders of Ethiopia. These priests and their missionary staff were engaged in military conflicts with us consistently, which was due to their continued efforts in trying to force all of us [Falashas] into "CONVERSION" and full acceptance of Christianity a la European style. It got so bad one time that the late Emperor Menelik IInd was forced to supply the Falashas with military protection against the Jesuits and other Christian [Protestant] and Muslim missionaries. This situation of consistent raiding of Ethiopia's borders for the sole purpose of gaining Falasha "...CONVERTS TO CHRISTIANITY..." and "...ISLAM..." was stopped when Emperor Menelik IInd's military forces defeated the Italian armies at the BATTLE OF ADOWA in 1896 C.E., which also stopped the English from linking their "...CAPE TO CAIRO..." colonialist expansion dream for "...TOTAL CONTROL AND PARTITION OF AFRICA...". But this is what the Italian people, the Poles of the Roman Catholic Church and Kings of Italy that followed could not forget; thus they were determined to reverse that defeat by the conquest of the Kingdom and Empire of Ethiopia under the leadership of Benito Mussolini and his Fascist armies. In order to better understand the frustration of the Ethiopian colonialist forces in their failure to defeat Emperor Menelik IInd, I have included the maps on pages 243-244 that speak for themselves [review pages 48 and 50 of this Volume for added details].

While the so-called "LEAGUE OF NATIONS" was meeting in Geneva, Switzerland in the year 1934 C.E. II Duce Benito Mussolini sent Marshal Graziani and his holy SEARCH AND KILL SQUADRONS of Fascist raiders with thousands upon thousands of poison gas bombs to drop on the sovereign territory of the Kingdom and Empire of Ethiopia to exterminate the Ethiopian people. These raids continued most persistently and consistently without the least outcry by the so-called "CIVILIZED NATIONS OF THE FREE WORLD," which of course included Italy. They were monstrous and barbaric to the eth degree; for the people of Ethiopia had nothing with which to defend themselves against these "poison gas bomb" attacks. Thus it is that the Ethiopian Government was forced to apply to the so-called "FREEDOM LOVING NATIONS" of the League of Nations that previously proclaimed their friendship for the Emperor - Haile Selassie Ist - and the Ethiopians.


3. Do not forget that Ethiopia virtually mothered EGYPT; not the other way around.
the Italian armies, for their use of the "INTERNATIONALLY OUTLAWED POISON GASES" on the Ethiopian armies and civilian population. These nations were the respective governments of the Kingdom of Sweden, Kingdom of Czechoslovakia and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (formerly the Kingdom of Russia). They asked for another full compliment of the General Assembly for "immediate reprisals against Mussolini," and the murderers he sent into Ethiopia. But that was impossible, for all of the alleged "friends of Ethiopia," had to show their loyalty to their WHITE RACIST IMPERIALIST COLONIAL POLICY throughout the European and European-American colonies in Asia, Africa and the Americas. The colonial powers and all of their backers were forced to be together because Italy represented their own IMPERIALIST SYSTEM also, a new chance of getting at the natural resources of Ethiopia which they themselves were always seeking in the past and had studied them. England and other nations of the European continent had tried to conquer Ethiopia for colonial purposes many times during the Nineteenth Century C.E.; and as an existing colonizer could not oppose "COLONIALISM" or "IMPERIALISM" in Africa, Asia and the Americas, even in the Caribbean and Pacific Islands, Ethiopia had to fight a highly mechanized Italian army and air force using conventional and poison gas bombs with their national "POLICE FORCE," I wish to emphasize that it was nothing more than an outdated so-called "POLICE FORCE" which Ethiopia had when she was attacked by the Italian armed forces. But, even with that wretched "POLICE FORCE" the Ethiopians had engaged the Italian armies and air force in one of the most courageous battles that history has ever been able to record. The Ethiopians defeated their Italian invaders in many engagements on the ground; but they were doomed to failure, because they had no appreciable air force of their own; and the invaders were free to roam Ethiopia's air space as they wanted; plus the fact that the Ethiopians had no MUSTARD [poison] GAS of their own, and no protection against it. The Ethiopian Government in Addis Ababa had tried repeatedly to purchase protection from the "Western Nations" who had; but they would not sell, because at that time they were close friends of the so-called "AXIS POWERS". Mussolinhi's ITALY, Hitler's GERMANY, and later on Hirohito's JAPAN. Little did they know that what the Emperor had told them about his victory, while their heads would roll, would have been so very close to our own hardships. The Emperor had told them: "when there would be no kings left in Europe due to this crisis, I will still be Emperor of Ethiopia if you fail to come to the aid of the world's oldest nation," He also warned all of them: "when kings and queens would be running and hiding [their hides] from their own subjects, I will be welcomed home by my people in the tradition of peacemaker:" but they had equally ignored him.

As was expected, the main Ethiopian armies were forced to retreat due to the superior mechanized might and support of the Italian Air Force. Since this retreat took place on the northern and northeastern borders of the country, it meant that the Falashas would be directly involved in the conflict. We already had many Falashas who had volunteered to fight in the Ethiopian Armed Forces, all of whom were giving great account of themselves, just as all other Gentile and Mooslem, etc. Ethiopians were doing. But this retreat also meant that the entire Falasha community would be forced to fight "guerilla warfare," if we were to exist following the end of this conflict. The boy Falashas knew what they had done in the past, and what they had to do in the present crisis, therefore they did not hesitate to get their plans and activities underway.

Falasha women were taken up to the hideaways their men had prepared for them through caves and mountain ranges where it was impossible for the enemy's air armada to spot them. After the women were placed safely in the caves between these mountain ranges the livestock were carried up, and those that there was no time to transport were chased off the land so that the enemy could not have their use. They had collected enough food for this adventurous battle for mere life and survival against "there is conversion to Roman Catholicism," and submission to further European and European-American Imperialism in "Africa."

On the mountains my people courageously agreed to form a "small guerilla units to sabotage the efforts of the enemy's troops movement," Falasha maidens and married women alike also volunteered, as was to be expected from their own records in our struggles for survival against enemies of the past. With no military training whatsoever to the methods of warfare, Falashas began attacking the "enemy" where they felt it worst; for they had set a special bounty price on each and every Falasha man, woman and child's head. However, the girls in our units had once again made a "CODE OF ETHICS" amongst themselves. This "CODE" stated:

Death by suicide above captivity. Fight to death, above allowing our bodies to be raped by the Gentile armies. Death by suicide, rather than conversion whenever captivity is unavoidable. Death by suicide, rather than disgrace.

The oath in this "CODE" were rigidly adhered to; not a single girl violated the first one any time. Again we were to experience our "VIRTUOUS WOMEN" committing "MASS SACRIFICES" rather than submit their virginity to the Gentile armies. They had defended their integrity in a similar manner in the past under our Great Chief Elders - GEDEON and RADA'L. It was a pity to see these young women making the "SUPREME SACRIFICE OF DEATH" before they even had a chance to enjoy their lives. Gladly and gallantly they had "SACRIFICED" themselves, nevertheless. Yet, it was this sense of determination that kept us from being totally exterminated by the Italian armies and air force. To the Falasha women this was a "GREATER HONOUR" than living.

1. Where are the works by "Western" Jewish writers decrying these acts of a 'holocaust' directed against their fellow Jews of "black skin"? Of course, of other human beings of "black skin"?
and always remembering that they had been "RAPED" and lost their "PARAMOUNT PRIDE" of first marriage while not being "VIRTUOUS" (virtue). A woman in any Falasha community who had been so mistreated could never hold her head as high as she would have wanted by her own standard of MORAIS and traditional CUSTOMS. She would have "...died a million deaths..." worse than what she was doing when she joined in committing "MASS SACRIFICES" over the mountain cliffs in preference to becoming the harlots and prostitutes of the conquering Italian armies. This type of "SACRIFICE" (suicide) was/is an honour to our women. They, themselves, without coercion from the men, made these "LAWS" and "OATHS" from past generations and they have stuck by them. This is our women's sense of morality, and it cannot be adequately judged by any person or persons who do not have the experience of what it means to us. A review of pages 96 and 97 would be worthwhile at this juncture.

When a Falasha man or boy was caught by the enemy they could not tell him apart from any of the other Ethiopians who could have been Muslim, Christian, or of a local religion. But the method the enemy developed for just this purpose was to take a "...PIECE OF FAT PORK..." uncooked at that, and try to push it into the mouth of such a Falasha male who refused to recognize "JESUS CHRIST" as his "GOD." This form of atrocity, of course, resulted in violent reactions from Jews of Europe who were devoted to their religious practices; and naturally, it held the same effect on the Falashas - Jews of Africa. Whenever an Ethiopian was found to be a "JEW" he was shown a "CHRISTIAN CRUCIFIX," a "PICTURE OF JESUS CHRIST" according to Michaelangelo's Sixteenth Century C.E. VERSION of a blonde, blue-eyed, and golden-haired European he painted for Pope Julius Third, and also a picture of Pope Pius Xth demanding to be called "THE HOLY FATHER." The captured Falashas were told:

"You would be given your freedom and a god position with the army if you would only accept Jesus Christ as your only Saviour, and the Pope as your only earthly intermediary with God. If you fail to do either, you will be placed to your death before sun down today."

Everyone of those Falashas who were captured tried to fight back against the overwhelming odds of such conditions; and they were all slaughtered by the Italian enemy. This pleased the "enemy" for he was unable to find a new method to bring about "CONVERTS TO CHRISTIANITY" for their own European VERSION as ordered by Pope Pius Xth. This was equally true to a great extent among many of the Muslims and Christians, and equally to the last man amongst those of local religious European and European-American missionaries generally call "PAGANISM" and/or "ANKISHM." But the enemy Italians were not so much interested in the COPTIC CHRISTIAN POPULATION as they were the FALASHA (Hebrew or Jewish) POPULATION; for his plan was that it would be easy to change Ethiopians from being "COPTICS" by CONVERSION to Roman Catholicism, because both of them had the same GOD - Jesus Christ. However, the AGAW (Falasha, Black Jew, Beta Israel, etc.) and Mussulmans (Muslims or Mohammedans) were placed into different categories. And because of such, they were specifically commanded to "...CONVERT OR BE PUNISHED..." etc. The methods of punishment, or shall we say torture, ranged from MUSTARD gas baths to eventually DRAGGING BEHIND ARMY TANK. These Falashas, all men and boys, who were resisting "CONVERSION TO ROMAN CATHOLICISM" were therefore forced to adopt some sort of a system of "MORAL CODE" which was similar to those women and young girls of the community were using. It was decided that they would use their women's CODE; but with the exception of the "VIRTUOUS" clause, as the latter could not affect them, since the enemy did not bring any women from Italy to be used by the Falashas males.

There was in Ethiopia at the beginning of the ITALIAN-ETHIOPIAN WAR in 1936 C.E., where at least 500,000 Falashas existed throughout the entire nation of Ethiopia, East Africa, a growing and beautiful Falasha culture and religion "HEBREWISM" or "JUDAISM." We saw ourselves reduced to a mere 90,000 after the end of the War and the retreat of the enemy Italian armies from Ethiopia before the allied forces and the Ethiopian guerrilla in 1942 C.E. The holocaust was ended.

Let me explain to you a little about the enemy's retreat; and how Falashas were able to laugh and cry happy tears even though they were in such a state of horror. In 1942 C.E. the "Jewish Brigade" from Palestine came to Ethiopia as a part of the Royal British armies of the North African COMMAND (campaign). They were so happy that they almost forgot there was a war to be continued. Our Falasha women and men had nothing more than kisses, love and prayers for their fellow co-religionists. Falashas even attributed their arrival to the following:

"It was a divine act of God to send Jews like ourselves to help repulse the enemy, and to stop the atrocities which we were all suffering, like that which other Jews in Europe are facing."

It was the first time in our history that Falasha maidens had ever let themselves relax to any extent whereby they could find themselves KISSING men who were not their own husbands or very close male relatives. Historically they could not remember any period when they were invaded by friendly invaders. Unfortunately, at that time they did not know that in 1974 C.E. they would have to be "CONVERTING" to their own Hebrew or Jewish Religion when they entered the political State of Israel where their fellow rescuing Jews of the Jewish Brigade had returned after the war [review article on pages xiv - xv, xx - xxx and xxii - xxiii of this Volume].

When the cleaning-up job was completed, and there wasn't one more enemy Italian soldier to be found as the Jewish Brigade prepared to leave Ethiopia to meet the Germans in other parts of

1. Why did White American "Jews" rally against Italian Fascism by Mussolini and Pius Xth?
North and Northeast "Africa, many Falashas were so much enthused with their brother Jews that they joined the Brigade as "SCOUT" and continued with them all the way into Europe; and many even went all the way to Palestine. Some of the Falashas who lived to go to the "PROMISED LAND" they had always dreamt of returning to may be still living there in very OLD AGE. Today PALESTINE is a new political entity called the STATE OF ISRAEL. Many of our girls and young women wanted to go along fighting with the Jewish Brigade like our men and young boys but they could not because the "Western Nations" did not have, and could not see, their women fighting on the battlefield with their men. I hope that any man still thinking this way will never have to meet an army of women against an army of men if the women are fighting to protect their honour, and said honour is their "PHYSICAL VIRGINITY" or "VIRTUOUSNESS," I can tell you from firsthand experiences that the most determined human animal there is in this entire world is a Falasha woman fighting to maintain her PHYSICAL VIRGINITY or any other criteria of her DIGNITY, if she is brought up to believe that such criteria means that her entire MORALITY OF LIFE and GOD'S FAITH depended upon the manner in which she "SURRENDERS HERSELF" in loosing either. Any good book on the HISTORY OF THE AMAZON WOMEN ARMY of the Fons of Dahomey, West Africa should equally help in understanding this last point. Such was the case of our Falasha women and other women of the Gentile and Moslem population; and certainly it was no different for the Ethiopian women of other local Ethiopian religions where the people neither worship Jehovah, Jesus Christ and/or Allah. Therefore, I must take my hat off to each and every woman of Ethiopian cultural pride; this is the only repeating, as it was equally said by a stranded British military correspondent who was saved by a scouting detail of Falasha women that almost dissected him, believing first that he was one of the Italian invaders.

After the Ethiopian Government was reborn; and after Emperor Haile Selassie 1st returned to Ethiopia from Great Britain where he fled into exile; Falashas, like all other Ethiopians, began searching for their families and friends who were still around. It was pitiful for one to see the bodies lying all about the countryside of Ethiopia disfigured in every dimension from the MUSTARD [poison] GAS and other instruments of torture applied by the Italian enemy in their attempt of exterminating selected sections of the Ethiopian people. The land was scorched by the POISON GAS BOMBS used by the enemy. The people were starving everywhere; and the livestock, whatever was left of them, were scattered all over the mountains - those which were not already killed ruthlessly by the enemy - both as food and to starve the population into submission.

Falashas had returned to our communal communities and rebuilt our homes from whatever could be found to begin. In other words, we had to start life all over again because all that we had was gone. Some Falashas had bare rags on their backs, which represented the only luxuries they could see, muchless touch, around them for miles upon miles.

A ROLL CALL was made in each of the communal communities for a check on our human losses, the result being more than 746,000 of the original 809,000 [plus] Falashas dead and/or missing from the communal communities alone; and still others from non-communal areas - including those living in Gentile and Moslem cities in other sections of Ethiopia; this is not including others who fled into Sudan, Kenya and Uganda. Thousands more were not counted in the census.

Our loss in numbers did not discourage those of us who remained; for we had something which the Italian armies with their MUSTARD GAS and other means of ATROCRITIES could not steal - our "SACRED [Holy] TORAH." The SACRED TORAH, literally dozens of them had been buried, each in a separate cave under earth and stones. The SACRED TORAH had remained THE BASIS OF STRENGTH AND COURAGE, added to the fact that WE could still look at OURSELVES, which include MOTHER, DAUGHTER and other WOMEN FOLK, straight into their eyes and shout with greatest joy about anyone of them: "THIS IS OUR WOMAN OF INTEGRITY, AND THE MOTHER OF OUR REBIRTH."

With that foundation Falashas dug out of the rut, and like all of the other Ethiopians we have made tremendous gains since we first began. Those who see us [the Falashas] now and conclude that we are "... FARE BEHIND ALL OF THE PEOPLE OF [so-called] BLACK AFRICA,..." should have seen us in 1935 C.E. to 1942 C.E., and they would have instead say the following: "THE FALASHAS ARE FAR INFRONT OF WHAT WAS TO BE EXPECTED OF THEM AFTER THE SLAUGHTEROUS ORDEALS OF GENOCIDE THEY HAVE SURVIVED UNDER THE ITALIAN FACIST ARMY'S INVASION AND OCCUPATION OF ETHIOPIA ON THE ORDER OF BENITO MUSSOLINI, KING VICTOR EMANUEL III, POPE PIUS XII AND THEIR NAZI COHORTS IN ADOLF HITLER'S GERMANY."

As His Imperial Majesty Emperor Haile Selassie 1st had so wisely predicted, and as it came to pass, the Ethiopian people regained control of their national government. But in the meantime the KINGS and QUEENS, as other MONARCHISTS in Europe, all of whom had failed to heed Ethiopia's cries at their "LEAGUE OF NATIONS," were running all over the face of the globe without a place to call "HOME," Also, the pleasure was to witness what happened to Dictator [Il Duce] Benito Mussolini, and the same Italian people who had so gallantly proclaimed and hailed Il Duce and Adolf Hitler were after Il Duce's neck. Hitler had already "COMMITTED SUICIDE!" as the Europeans have said. But Il Duce was finally caught by his own one-time worshipers, and they too.

HANGED HIM UPSIDE-DOWN IN PUBLIC DISGRACE WHILE OTHERS SPAT ALL OVER HIM IN THE PUBLIC SQUARE WHERE HE HAD ONCE PROCLAIMED HIMSELF INVINCIBLE.

1. Why are we not hearing anything from European-American Jews about this "holocaust"?
Hailie Selassie I, the former Ras or Governor Tafari Makonnen, was back on his throne in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia's capital city, sitting as His Imperial Majesty - the King and Emperor of Ethiopia, Lion of Judah..., etc., etc., etc. But most of all the kings and queens who ascended to their thrones in Europe were receiving international welfare wherever they were scattered all over the world, merciless. They were living upon the charitable donations of Great Britain and the United States of America. England was to be followed a few years later by a similar appeal to the charities given her by the United States of America. People of whom they once ruled mercilessly, wanted no more of them and kicked them out of power. The prophecy was fulfilled and the Emperor was victorious. The Africans had come through once more, and are still going forward with the rest of the colonial peoples to complete freedom from Western imperialism, colonialism and local neo-colonialism; with uncompromising complete self-government for all as their main goal. Even Hailie Selassie I suffered the fate of many uprisings by the Ethiopian people he had deserted; finally having been overthrown himself in 1974 C.E./A.D.

A CHRONOLOGY OF THE ITALIAN-ETHIOPIAN WAR OF 1935 - 1942 C.E.

Dec. 9, 1934 At Wal Wal [Wal Wal] Italian armies from the colony of Italian Somaliland attacked Ethiopian troops on Ethiopia's northern borders.

Dec. 10, 1934 Aksam, the Holy City of Ethiopia, invaded by Italian forces.

May 3, 1935 Emperor Hailie Selassie I and family fled Ethiopia, from Addis Ababa to Jihab in the colony called "French Somaliland," and was taken by a British Cruiser to Palestine (today called "Eretz - State of - Israel" or "Palestine").

May 5, 1935 Il Duce Benito Mussolini, with the blessings of Pope Pius XIX and King Victor Emmanuel II, decreed "...the successful end of the Italo-Ethiopian War" in favor of the Fascists.

May 9, 1935 King Victor Emmanuel II of Italy declared and proclaimed himself "...EMPEROR OF ETHIOPIA..." with the blessings of Pope Pius XXII - the "Representative of God on Earth."

May 10, 1935 Persecution of the Falashas begins. It must be remembered that the entire Ethiopian population also suffered from the Fascists, [but to date they have not condemned Pius XIX bigotry]

Aug. 4, 1942 The Jewish Brigade of the British North African Command, along with the Ethiopian Army and Guerilla forces, forced the Italian invaders and colonists in Ethiopia to surrender.

The above data is far from complete. The only reason for this limited list is due to the need to understand the sequence of the events related to the main point for presenting this very short synopsis of the ITALIAN-ETHIOPIAN WAR and its effect upon the Falashas and their communities.

The following data gives the background incidents which led to the above "Chronology."

1. See League of Nations proceedings relative to the "Wal-Wal Incident..." Italy vs Ethiopia, etc.
This map should reflect British colonialism in Egypt until 1926 C.E. through the so-called "Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936 A.D.," which allowed Britain in Egypt until 1954 C.E. This form of colonialism was endorsed by churches, synagogues, mosques, etc., all over Europe and America. All who backs "Eritrean independence from Ethiopia" should study this period of Ethiopian history.

---

**EUROPEAN COLONIALISM IN MOTHER ALKEBU-LAN "AFRICA"**

[All of it by Christians, Jews, Atheists, etc.]

**ABYSSINIA, etc.**

**LIST OF TREATIES, etc.**

[For convenience of reference, all the Treaties concluded by Great Britain and Italy with Abyssinia, Eritrea, Eshoida, Assab, Asmara, and Zula are inserted under the general heading of Abyssinia, etc. The General Agreement of 1900 between Great Britain and Italy respecting Abyssinia is also inserted under this heading, but the Protocol concluded between Great Britain and Italy respecting Abyssinia, Massawa, etc., appears under the heading of Great Britain and Italy. The Emperor of Ethiopia acceded to the "Brussels Act" of 22d July, 1900, on the 16th September, 1900.]

**ABYSSINIA AND FRANCE**


**ABYSSINIA, etc., AND GREAT BRITAIN.**

4 Nov. 1896. Treaty... Boundaries.


23 July 1897. Agreement... Great Britain and Ethiopia. Frontier between British and Italian Somaliland.

14 May 1901. Treaty... Abyssinia and Great Britain. Frontier between British and Italian Somaliland.

15 May 1903. Treaty... Abyssinia and Great Britain. Frontier between British and Italian Somaliland.

21 July 1905. Treaty... Abyssinia and Great Britain. Frontier between British and Italian Somaliland.

11 Nov. 1908. Treaty... Abyssinia and Great Britain. Frontier between British and Italian Somaliland.

**ABYSSINIA, DANAKIL, etc., AND ITALY.**

10 Aug. 1908. Treaty... Ethiopia and Somaliland. Frontier of Italian Somaliland.

9 Dec. 1908. Convention... Abyssinia, Italy, and France. Frontier of Italian Somaliland.
THE CAUSE FOR THE UNHOLY TRINITY: EMANUEL H., MUSCOLINI, PIUS XIII
"ABYSSINIA AND ITALY"

Boundary.

TREATY. Ethiopia and Italy. 2nd May, 1896.1

(Translation.)

His Majesty Ismael I, King of Italy, and His Majesty Menelik II, King of Kings of Ethiopia, in order to render profitable and beneficial the peace between the two Kingdoms of Italy and Ethiopia, have decided to conclude a Treaty of Friendship and Commerce:

Art. I. — The King of Italy, representing and exercising the power of His Majesty King Menelik II, observing in his own name as King of Kings of Ethiopia, have concluded and do conclude the following Articles:

Art. I. — Perpetual Peace and Friendship.

Art. II. — Appointment of Diplomatic and Consular Officers.

Boundary between Italy and Ethiopia.

Art. III.—In order to remove any doubt as to the limits of the territory over which the two Contracting Parties exercise sovereignty, a Special Commission, composed of two Italian and two Ethiopian Delegates, shall, with permanent landmarks, specify a boundary-line, the leading features of which shall be as follows:

(1) The boundary between Italy and Ethiopia shall follow the high table-land.

(2) Starting from the country of Arsi, the village of Halu, Segouret, and Assamadi, shall be within the Italian boundary.

(3) From Adi Nefes and Adi Johannes, in the direction of the Bega tribe, shall be within the Italian boundary.

(4) From Adi Johannes the boundary between Italy and Ethiopia shall be marked by a straight line running east and west.

Convent of Zebra River.

Art. IV.—The Covenent of Deben River, with all its property, shall remain in the possession of the Ethiopian Government, which shall not, however, be able to make use of it for military purposes.

Art. V.—Custody Does payable by Currense, N per cent. at 10 per cent.

Freedom of Consuls in Areas and Anamalutors through Morocco for King Menelik.

Art. VI.—Commerce in arms and ammunition to and from Ethiopia shall be free to pass through Morocco only for King Menelik, who will be bound to make a regular application to that effect to the Italian authorities, furnished with the Royal seal.

The same, arms, and ammunition will travel under the protection and with the escort of Italian soldiers as far as the Ethiopian frontier.

Art. VII.—Freedom of Travel and Commerce. Armed Men prohibited from crossing Frontier to reside in or visit Inhabitants.

Art. VIII.—Freedom of Commerce with States in Italy and Ethiopia.

Art. IX.—Religious Liberty guaranteed.

Art. X.—Jurisdiction. Disputes and Differences between Italian and Ethiopians shall be settled by Italian Authorities at Mogadishu or their Delegates. Disputes between Italian and Ethiopians shall be settled by Italian Authorities at Mogadishu or by Italian and Ethiopian Delegates.

Art. XI.—Proviso of Effects of Italian lying in Ethiopia and of Ethiopians laying in Italy.

Art. XII.—Jurisdiction. Italian accused of a Crime to be judged by the Italian Authorities at Mogadishu. Ethiopians accused of a Crime

1. "Abysinia" is a very deep-seated word/name placed upon Ethiopia by the Arab Moslems when they colonizing East and North Africa during their "Ghinda" or "Holy Wars," etc. in 630 C.E., etc.

1 See Declaration of 18th December, 1896, annexed to Agreement of that date between Great Britain, France, and Italy respecting Abyssinia as to its cloporication by Italian Government of its former Treaties with Leop. Dahan, and the Danubians.

1 See Sir Edward Herewitz's "THE MAP OF AFRICA BY TREATY, Vol. II [1895, 1900, 1910], pp. 519 — 520. Note that the above listing did not include wars fought; nor the reasons for the various treaties, conventions, declarations, exchanges of notes, agreements, conventions, etc. Thus it must be remembered that in 1896 C.E/A.D. it became necessary for Emperor Menelik II to repress an invasion by the Italian on Ethiopian territories, and finally defeated them in the world renown "Battle of Adowa." You have already read details about this battle in the general text on Ethiopia, East Africa.

2. Don't forget for one millennium the role of the United States of America in support of its fellow European [WHITE] imperial colonialists that raped the Indigenous African [BLACK] colonials of their riches from the natural resources all over the continent of Alkebu-Lan/"Africa.

3. All of the above "conventions, declarations, treaties, proclamations, notifications, acts," etc. were initiated, discussed, voted and made "International Law" without the input of one solitary African, or African person, from any of the three "Independent African nations" at the time; Ethiopia, Haiti, and Liberia. Haiti located in the Caribbean Sea; the vast majority of her people being of African origin and/or birth at that period, etc.
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Art. XVII.—His Majesty the King of Kings of Ethiopia consents to avail himself of the Italian Government for any negotiations which he may enter into with the other Powers or Governments for matters of trade or affairs of which the present or future intentions may be governed.

Preference to Italians in Ethiopia in regard to the establishment of Houses of Commerce or Manufactures.

Art. XVIII.—If at any time His Majesty the King of Ethiopia should have the intention of granting special privileges to subjects of a third State in regard to the establishment of houses of commerce or manufactures in Ethiopia, he shall always give preference, when all other conditions are equal, to Italians.†

Art. XIX.—Both Italian and Ambitious Treaties of Treaty to be considered Official, and of the same authority.

Ratification of Treaty.

Art. XX.—The present Treaty shall be ratified.

In faith of which Count Pietro Antonelli, in the name of His Majesty the King of Italy, and His Majesty Menelik, King of Kings of Ethiopia, in his own name, have signed and sealed the present Treaty in the presence of Ussialli, on the 20th Muzza, 1889, corresponding to the 3rd May, 1889.

For His Majesty the King of Italy,

(L.S.) Pietro Antonelli,
(Imperial Seal of Ethiopia.)

† Notified to British Government, 12th October, 1889.
† Ratiﬁed by the King of Italy, 28th September, 1889.

1. It must be noted that King [Emporer] Menelik II was utterly adverse to the "SLAVE TRADE." This is the opposite of the common rumors against all African emperors, kings, chiefs and other heads of government which the Europeans and European-American missionaries spread.

2. Just imagine that Ethiopia, under the leadership of this same king and emperor, had to battle Italy just SEVEN SHORT YEARS later over violations of these same provisions. This was the cause for the BATTLE OF ADOWA, which was THIRTY-NINE (39) YEARS later revenged by King Benedetto Mussolinii, King Victor Emmanuel III and Pope Pius XIII in the October 3, 1935 invasion of the Kingdom and Empire of Ethiopia. Yet all of the above treaties had been signed.

The ratification of the above TREATY at the Embassments of Sociali was hardly a fact before Italian military occupation was moved westwards from the coastline area shown on the map on page 248 of this volume, which the Italians claimed to have received from the so-called "SULTAN OF AUSSA." The issue is that the SULTAN had seized the same territory when the Arabs were invading most of the Northeast, East and Southeast coastline of Albaian, all of which began with their first "JAHAD" (Holy War) in ca. 640 C.E. or 12 A.H. (After the Hijra, the Prophet, etc.).

What we have seen here is the common combat of conquerors distributing amongst themselves all the "SPOILS" of their conquest, their own "International Legalization" of same, and more than that - their insistence their ruthless butchered victims acquire to their wanton acts of genocide and international piracy as being...a blessing from God Almighty... [Yahweh Jesus and/or Allah].

2. This "power play" was with the full endorsement of the United States of America. Bad enough, most Americans - including "African-Americans," will swear their country was not involved.
AFRICA: BEGINNING OF PARTITION CA. 1830 TO END OF PARTITION CA. 1885.


ALKEBU-LAN [Africa] 1830 C.E.

KEY
- [Left] Africa at the beginning and end of the "Berlin Conference" and "Berlin Act" from ca. 1884 to 1885 C.E.
- Note that the so-called "BOUNDARY OF FREE TRADE ZONE" which the European and American imperialists established when they "PARTITIONED" (divided) "AFRICA" amongst themselves, as identified by the KEY at the bottom-left map, was one of the first "LAW" of so-called BODY OF INTERNATIONAL LAW the "White World" alone determined for the entire "non-White World."

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: PARTNER IN AFRICA'S PARTITION


Translation.

In the Name of Almighty God.

Proclaimed.

His Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Empress of India, His Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia; His Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of Bohemia, &c., and Apostolic King of Hungary; His Majesty the King of the Belgians; His Majesty the King of Portugal; His Majesty the King of the Netherlands; His Majesty the King of the United States of America, President of the United States of America; His Majesty the King of Italy; His Majesty the King of the Two Sicilies; His Majesty the King of the Two Sicilies; His Majesty the Emperor of the Chinese; His Majesty the Emperor of the Ottoman, &c.; His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway, &c.; and His Majesty the Emperor of the Mexican, &c., in a spirit of good and mutual accord, to regulate the conditions most favourable to the development of trade and civilization in certain regions of Africa, and to secure to all nations the advantages of free navigation on the two chief rivers of Africa flowing into the Atlantic Ocean, being desirous, on the other hand, to obviate the misunderstanding and disputes which might in future arise from new acts of occupation ("précipits de possession") on the coast of Africa, and concerned, at the same time, as to the means of furthering the moral and material well-being of the native populations, have resolved, on the invitation addressed to them by the Imperial Government of Germany, in agreement with the Government of the French Republic, to meet for those purposes in Conference at Berlin, and have appointed as their plenipotentiaries, to wit:—

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Empress of India, Sir Edward Balfour, M.P., her Ambassador Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at the Court of His Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia;

His Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia, &c., Prince von Bismarck, his President of the Austrian General Council and Ministro of the Empire of Austria; Prince von Bismarck, his President of the Austrian General Council and Ministro of the Empire of Austria; Prince von Bismarck, his President of the Austrian General Council and Ministro of the Empire of Austria; Prince von Bismarck, his President of the Austrian General Council and Ministro of the Empire of Austria; Prince von Bismarck, his President of the Austrian General Council and Ministro of the Empire of Austria;

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Empress of India, Sir Edward Balfour, M.P., her Ambassador Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at the Court of His Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia;

His Majesty the King of the Belgians, Gabriel Auguste Count van der Stuvels-Postel, his Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at the Court of His Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia; and Auguste Béchamps, Minister of State, his Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary;

His Majesty the King of the Netherlands, Gisbert Augustus Count van der Stuvels-Postel, his Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at the Court of His Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia;

1. These documents prove that the U.S.A. was directly involved in the colonization and partition of Alkebu-lan."Africa" from France's invasion of Ceuta, Morocco, N.A., in 1830 C.E. to 1885 C.E.
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'S SLAVEHOLDER ROLE REPUDIATED

—DECLARATIONS exchanged between the United States of America and the International Association of the Congo, Washington, 22nd April, 1884.

Declaration of the Association.
The International Association of the Congo hereby declares that by Treaties with the legitimate Sovereigns in the basin of the Congo and of the Nadi-Kishim and in adjacent territories upon the Atlantic there has been ceded to it territory for the use and benefit of Free States established and being established under the aegis and supervision of the said Association in the said basin and adjacent territories, to which cession the said Free States of right succeeded.

Flag.
That the said International Association has adopted for itself and for the said Free States, as their standard the flag of the International African Association, being a blue flag with a golden star in the centre.

On Import Duties to be levied.
That the said Association and the said States have resolved to levy no Custom House duties upon goods or merchandise imported into their territories or brought by the route which has been constructed around the Congo estuaries; and they shall have done with the view of enabling commerce to penetrate into Equatorial Africa.

Right to Buy, Sell, or Lease Lands and Buildings.
That they guarantee to foreigners settling in their territories the right to purchase, sell, or lease lands and buildings situated therein; to establish commercial houses, and to carry on trade upon the same condition that they shall obey the laws.

Most-favored-nation Treatment.
They pledge themselves, moreover, never to grant to the citizens of one nation any advantages without immediately extending the same to the citizens of all other nations;

The Slave Trade.
And to do all in their power to prevent the Slave Trade.

In testimony whereof, Henry S. Sanford, duly empowered by the said Association, acting for itself and for the said Free States, has hereunto set his hand and affixed his seal this 22nd day of April, 1884, in the city of Washington.

(L.S.)
H.S. SANFORD.

DECLARATION OF THE UNITED STATES

Recognition of Flag of the Association.

Frederick T. Frelinghuyzen, Secretary of State, duly empowered by the President of the United States of America, and pursuant to the advice and consent of the Senate, heretofore given, acknowledges the receipt of the foregoing notification from the International Association of the Congo, and declares that, in harmony with the traditional policy of the United States, which enjoins a proper regard for the com-

1. The proof of the United States of America's role as a colonialist power in Africa documented.
References to the above documents are in the "Berlin Act, 26th February, 1885 and Brussels Act, 2d July, 1886. Explanations and further documentation are also available in Sir Edward Hertellette's THE MAP OF AFRICA BY TREATY, pages 488, 489, 602 and 614, etc.


Ratifications (with the exception of the United States of America) deposited at the Berlin Foreign Office.

[Translation:]

All the Powers who took part in the Conference of Berlin having, with the exception of the United States of America, ratified the General Act of that Conference, acted at Berlin on the 26th February, 1885, and having delivered their ratifications to the Government of the German Empire, which has deposited them in the Imperial archives, and has so informed the other Signatory Powers, the Undersigned, authorized to this effect by their respective Governments, have met together at the Berlin Foreign Office to draw up the Act of Deposit of these ratifications, in the manner agreed upon by Article XXXVIII of the said General Act.

Count Bismarck explained in a few words the object of the meeting to which he had invited the Representatives of the Powers who had had the General Act of the 26th February, 1885. He read Article XXXVIII of the General Act, and observed that the delay provided for by the first paragraph of the said Article had been prolonged, by mutual consent, at the request of the Government of Austria-Hungary.

Count Bismarck then formally declared that the General Act had not been ratified by the Government of the United States of America, recalling that this country had been present at the time of the deliberations of the Conference of Berlin, as shown in Annex No. 3 to the Protocol No. 9, and particularly in the extract of the Protocol of the sitting of the Conference of the 26th January, 1885, which forms Annex No. 6 to the said Annex No. 5. He consequently expressed the opinion that the United States of America enter into the category of Powers who may adhere later to the stipulations of the General Act, in the manner and to the effect determined by Article XXXVIII of that Act; all the stipulations contained in the General Act would, however, remain in full force and vigour among all the other Signatory Powers of the said Act, and would bind them reciprocally by virtue of their respective ratifications.

The Representatives of Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, France, Great Britain, Italy, Holland, Portugal, Russia, Sweden, and Norway, and Turkey having declared that they concurred in this view, and that they were authorized to complete under the conditions explained by Count Bismarck, the formalities provided for in Articles XXXVIII of the General Act, the ratifications were produced, and after being examined and found in good and due form, Count Bismarck declared that the documents would, in conformity with the conditions of Articles XXXVIII, remain deposited in the archives of the Government of the German Empire.

The other members of the meeting took formal note of this deposit.

In witness whereof the present Protocol has been drawn up, a certified copy of which shall be communicated by the Government of the German Empire to each of the other Powers who have ratified the General Act of the 26th February, 1885.

Done at Berlin, read, and approved on the 19th April, 1886.

[Here follow the signatures.]

Note that the United States of America's ratification was missing from this document, but it was given at the Brussels Conference; that it was not held back because of opposition, but due to the fact that the Congress had already acted in the affirmative, thus it only waited upon the endorsement of the Senate and the President for final action. Like the distortion of Ethiopia's history as presented in the picture below, the distortion of the U.S.A.'s role in "AFRICA" is known.
THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA'S COLONIALIST ROLE REVEALED

—PROTOCOL of a Meeting held at the Foreign Office at Brussels, conveying the Ratifications of the General Act of the Brussels Conference, 2nd July, 1890.

(Translation.)

Present:
[Here appear the names of the Representatives.]

Ratifications.

The undersigned met at the Foreign Office at Brussels, in order to proceed to the execution of Article XXIX of the General Act of the Brussels Conference.

Production, Examination, and Deposit of Ratifications of certain Powers. (Germany, Belgium, Denmark, Spain, Congo, Great Britain, Italy, Netherlands, Persia, Sweden and Norway, and Zanzibar.)

Bacon Lambert, one of the Representatives of Belgium, read the said Article and the preambulate paragraph of the Declaration. He announced the meeting of the Government of His Majesty the King of the Belgians, read the said Article, and the preambulate paragraph of the Declaration. He announced the King of the Belgians had received the ratifications of His Majesty the Emperor of Germany, King of Prussia; of His Majesty the King of the Belgians; of His Majesty the King of Denmark; of His Majesty the King of Spain, and in his name Her Majesty the Queen-Regent; of His Majesty the Sovereign of the Independent State of the Congo; of His Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Empress of India; of His Majesty the King of Italy; of Her Majesty the Queen of the Netherlands, and in her name Her Majesty the Queen-Regent; of His Majesty the Sultan of Persia; of His Majesty the King of Sweden and Norway; and of His Highness the Sultan of Zanzibar.

The said ratifications were produced, examined, and found in good and due form. These documents, in conformity with the provisions of Article XXIX, will remain deposited in the archives of the Belgian Government.

The Representatives of the above-mentioned Powers acknowledged to the Representatives of Belgium the fact of deposit.

Austria-Hungary.

His Excellency Count Khavansilier-Metsch declared that His Majesty the Emperor of Austria-Hungary, his august Sovereign, had signed the ratifications of the General Act ( ), and of the Declaration of the 2nd July, 1890 (p. 577) that they have been dispatched, and will be, on their arrival in a day or two, deposited at the Belgian Foreign Office.

Turkey.

His Excellency Count Enderil declared that His Majesty the Emperor of the Ottoman, his august Sovereign, had signed his ratifications, and that it has been dispatched. His Excellency declared his attention to the reserve which his Government had made, on the subject of the use of Turkish characters in the case provided for in Article XXXIV of the General Act, a reserve which had been brought to the notice of all the Signatory Governments, and had encountered no objection.

The Representatives of the Powers took note of their Excellencies' declarations.

Russia.

His Excellency Prince Gouroff declared that His Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, his august Sovereign, had signed the ratification, but his Excellency considered that it was proper to enter its deposit until the moment when the execution of the General Act should be definitely assured.

United States.

His Excellency Mr. Terrell declared that he was not officially authorized to speak at this meeting, being without instructions on the subject from his Government. He was present merely in response to the courteous invitation he had received.

Nevertheless, he thought it might say that the question of the ratification of the Brussels Agreement was still before the Senate of the United States, which was not then in session, but which would meet towards the beginning of the month of December next.

His Excellency added unofficially, and merely for the information of the Representatives of the Powers, that he thought the Government of the United States wishing to show the profound interest taken by them in the success of this great work, had concluded an arrangement with the Congo State with the express object of rendering possible the ratification of the Brussels General Act ( ) by the other Signatory Powers.

The fact that Mr. Terrell stated that the United States of America's actions and inputs into the Brussels Conference "...was not officially authorized..." at the time of his actual meeting, which is recorded above, when reading many RESOLUTIONS ratified by most of the member nations at the Berlin Conference and the Brussels Conference one cannot help but see the constant role of her representatives — Henry Casey at Berlin and Edwin Terrell above — as advocates of the "PARTITION OF AFRICA," Volume 1, ii and iii of Sir Edward Hartshill's THE MAP OF AFRICA BY TREATY, London, 1900 prove this position, all of which is supported by Sir J. Scott-Kilvert's THE BERLIN CONFERENCE, London, and THE PARTITION OF AFRICA, London.

—PROTOCOL recording the Ratifications by the United States of America, the General Act of Brussels of 2nd July, 1890. Signed at Brussels, 2nd February, 1892.

(Translation.)

Ratifications. United States.

On the 2nd February, 1892, in conformity with Article XXIX of the General Act of the 2nd July, 1890 ( ), and with the unanimous decision of the Signatory Powers prolonging till the 2nd February, 1892, in favour of the United States, the period fixed by the said Article XXIX, the undersigned, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States of America, deposited in the hands of the Belgian Minister for Foreign Affairs the Ratification by the President of the United States of the said General Act.

At his Excellency's request the following resolution, whereby the Senate of the United States consented to the Ratification of the President, was inserted in the present Protocol:—

"Resolved (two-thirds of the Senators present concurring therein),
"That the Senate advise and consent to the ratification of the General Act signed at Brussels on the 2nd July, 1890 ( ), by the Plenipotentiaries of the United States and other Powers, for the
 suppressing the African Slave Trade, and for other purposes.

Resolved further: That the Senate advise and consent to the acceptance of the partial ratification of the said General Act on the part of the French Republic, and to the stipulations relative thereto, as set forth in the Protocol signed at Brussels on the 2nd January, 1892.

Resolved further, as a part of this act of ratification: That the United States of America, having neither Possessions nor Protectorates in Africa, hereby disclaims any intention in ratifying this Treaty, to indicate any interest whatsoever in the Possessions or Protectorates established or claimed on that Continent by the other Powers, or any approval of the wisdom, expediency, or lawfulness thereof, and does not join in any expressions in the said General Act which might be construed as such a declaration or acknowledgment; and, for this reason, that it is desirable that a copy of this Resolution be inserted in the Protocol to be drawn up at the time of the exchange of the ratifications of this Treaty on the part of the United States. 1

The above Resolution of the Senate of the United States having been textually communicated in advance by the Government of Belgium to all the Signatory Powers of the General Act, the latter have assented to its insertion in the present Protocol, which shall remain annexed to the Protocol of the 2nd January, 1892.

An official notification to this effect was made to the United States Minister.

The Ratification of the President of the United States having been found in good and due form, notification of its deposit was made to his Excellency Mr. Edwin H. Terrell. It will be retained in the archives of the Belgian Foreign Office.

On proceeding to the signature of the present Protocol, the Minister for Foreign Affairs of His Majesty the King of the Belgians announced that the Representative of Russia, in his note expressing the interest of his Government, expressed the opinion that it was desirable that, in the Protocol, a French translation should accompany the English text of the Resolution of the Senate of the United States of America, and that, in any case, the absence of such translation should not form a precedent.

A certified copy of the present Protocol will be sent by the Belgian Government to the Signatory Powers of the General Act.

Done at Brussels, the 2nd February, 1892.

PRINCE DE CHIMAY, Minister for Foreign Affairs.

EDWIN H. TERRELL, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States of America.

1. The hypocritical disclaimer by the United States of America in this paragraph did not change the fact that her envoy Edwin Terrell participated on behalf of the same United States of America in all deliberations, votes, panel discussions and decision-making resolutions. The fact that the United States of America had no actual "POSSESSION" or "PROTECTORATE" did not stop her from treating the Republic of Liberia, West Africa as one under the pretext of "PROTECTING AMERICAN CITIZENS' LIVES." The jig saw puzzle created at both the Berlin Conference and Brussels Conference was with the full participation of the United States of America. This included running boundary lines literally through buildings, ethnical groups, etc, and sectioning them off between their fellow European and British colonialists and imperialists. The end result is shown on the map on the following page: THE COLONIAL EMPIRE IN 1914.

2. The role of the United States of America in this document as a co-conspirator in the "Partition Of Africa." In many cases it was the instigator of the most vile forms of imperialism in the Republic of Liberia, West Africa - its protege.

(Translation.)

DECLARATION signed at Brussels, 26th March, 1894, conveying the approval by the Governments of the Independent State of the Congo and of His Most Faithful Majesty, the King of the Frontiers, in execution of the Convention concluded at Lisbon 29th May, 1891.

Declaration.

The Governments of the Independent State of the Congo and of His Most Faithful Majesty, having received the report of the delimitation works carried out on the spot by the Commissioners charged with this work, in the terms of Article II of the Convention signed at Lisbon, 29th May, 1891, have decided to approve and ratify respectively the provisional delimitation of the 29th June, 1893, adhering to a modification, at Leuven, in execution of the Convention concluded at Lisbon 29th May, 1891.

The year eighteen hundred and ninety-three, the twenty-sixth day of the month of June,

We, George Grexell, missionary of the English Baptist Mission, and Jeyma Lobo de Brito Godin, Governor-General of the province of Angola,

The above "Declaration" continues for at least two more pages; yet, it is the military and political role of the so-called "Christian Missionary" from Great Britain mentioned — "George Grexell" — that I wish to specifically identify. He, like all of his kind from Europe and the entire European-Americans, sided and abetted the "PARTITION OF AFRICA" along with their fellow imperialists, colonialists and entreprenuers. This documentary proof, unlike those in which there is only certain commentary without hard evidence, shows without any doubt whatsoever the role of the "missionary" in the so-called "Congo Free State." Henry Nivison's book — MODERN SLAVERY — speaks very much of this imperialist and one Mr. Ron. It deals with how the indigenous "African People" of Kasaifi or Zaire [Congo] were dismembered and left to live as examples of what would happen to the others who did not meet their quota of rubber-sap and mineral ore to be shipped to Great Britain, the United States of America and Europe to enrich further the upper-class of these countries. We remember that the so-called "White Father" were equally involved; besides their own pockets being filled, their own sponsor — the Roman Catholic Church — was also enriched beyond comprehension in this type of "PACIFICATION AND CIVILIZATION OF THE NATIVE HEATHENS AND CANNIBALS." The following map from Sir Edward Hertford's THE MAP OF AFRICA BY TREATY should make us understand what was at stake in the "Congo" was the same thing at stake in "Ethiopia" when the Italians twice invaded this Promise Land (see The Map Africa By Treaty, pages 986 and 987 for further details).

1. More than forty million Africans suffered genocide at the hands of Christians, Moslems, et al., in the Congo Free State, today's Zaire; at least 35,000,000 more than Jews of Hitler's Nazism.

1. The Portuguese were the racist culprits that created "Negroes" for their "negroland" of the 17th Century. C.E./A.D. See R. Moore's The Name Negro, Its Origin And Evil Use, New York, 1961.
AFRICA AS IT WAS KNOWN TO THE EUROPEANS UP TO THE 17TH CENTURY C.E. [OR A.D.]. Note that the Europeans had already named a section of North-Central "Africa" to suit their own racist section - "NEGROLAND" or as shown above - "NIGERIA". Also check the so-called Gold Coast, Ivory Coast, Grain Coast, etc., all of these commercial names given to parts of Africa in disregard for the existent African names already had before the arrival of the first Europeans in Africa.

1 The correct name of the continent - "ALKEBU-LAN" - is added to this map by the author. It is also in brackets ("Africa") the name the Greeks gave to it in approximately ca. 500 B.C.E. For further details with respect to this academic point see p. 24 of this Volume.

2. See Richard B. Moore, The Name Negro, Its Origin And Evil Use, New York, 1964 for an extensive detailing of the racist development of the words "Negro" and "Negrohood," etc.

EUROPEAN AND ASIAN IMPERIAL COLONIAL NAMES FOR ALKEBU-LAN/"AFRICA"

[Top] The map at the top of this page demonstrates the total ignorance of the Europeans and European-Americans about "Africa" and "Africans" even until the 18th Century C.E./A.D. Yet, most of the opinions of negative value we have about Africa and African people were formulated upon misinformation such as this.

[Botton] The colonial picture of the European and European-American imperialists and colonialists "PARTITION" of the Asian and African peoples and lands amongst themselves is quite vivid in this map. It was at the "BERLIN CONFERENCE" and "BRUSSELS CONFERENCE" that "AFRICA" became the "jig saw" abortion dissected along rivers, mountain ranges, lakes, etc. Boundary lines were even drawn through homes; and families found themselves partly in one European colony or another.
### The Partition of African Lands, January 1906

**As of the Berlin Act and Brussels Act 1900**

[Estimated Census Dominates Here]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Estimate for a Square Mile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>British Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Africa</td>
<td>14,130</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>55,760</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Africa</td>
<td>31,050</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spanish Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Africa</td>
<td>26,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>German Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Africa</td>
<td>26,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italian Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Africa</td>
<td>26,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>French Africa</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Africa</td>
<td>26,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Africa</strong></td>
<td>134,000</td>
<td>60,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The above table was compiled by E. G. Breytenbach, F.R.G.S., figures being submitted in most cases by the Berlin and Brussels Committee on Land and Population Distribution of The Continent Of Africa. Note that both Edwin Trelit and Henry Casse represented the United States of America in the capacity of "Minister Plenipotentiary..." You will also note that these figures represent the "PARTITION" on the previous page. Do not forget that the representatives and governments that participated in these acts of genocide on Africans were Christians, Jews, etc.**

**"Africa" in Colonial Retreat - 1922 - 1936 C.E.**

*KEY:

- Independent States shown solid black
- Colonies shown cross-hatched

Note that the "African People" do not consider the WHITE RACIST governments in Azania [South Africa], Zimbabwe [Rhodesia], Nigeria [Angola], Mozambique [Mozambique] and Guinean Bissau [Portuguese Guinea] to be "INDEPENDENT NATIONS," Except for "South Africa" and "Southwest Africa," along with the Arab "colonies of North-West and Northeast Africa," there is not a semblance of "independence" in all of these nations; the "Gold Coast Revolution" under Dr. E. Nkrumah changed it all.*
KEY MAP OF INDEPENDENT and COLONIAL "AFRICA" 1951 - 1974 C.E.

39 Independent, 10.8 Mil. Sq. Ml., 291.4 Mil. Pop. as of the beginning of 1974.
9 Colonies, 1.1 Mil. Sq. Ml., 23.3 Mil. Pop. as of the beginning of 1974.
Total: 48 Nations, 11.9 " " , 314.7 " " " " " " .

Note:
Numbers 1, 2, 3 etc. designate legally independent "African" States recognized by the Organization Of African Unity (O.A.U.). Numbers follow in alphabetical order the name of each State; not according to the manner in which they became independent of their European colonists.

PAN-AFRICAN FREEDOM FROM NEGRUMAH'S GHANA IN 1957 C.E.

COLONIZATION IN AFRICA IN RETREAT - 1957 C.E.
[Arab-Asian Colonialism Is Next On The African Agenda]
Independent Africa: States 48, Area: 3.0 Mil. Sq. Ml.
Present Colonial: 48, 8.9 " " " " " " Total: 48, 11.9 " " " " " " Independent Population: 77.9 Mil.; Colonial 236.8 Mil.
Total Population 314.7 Millions

1. Afri-ans are too quiet about Arab-Moslem colonialism, racism and religious bigotry in Africa; at the same instance condoning the same genocide by Europeans and European-Americans. Totdl.
COLONIZATION IN AFRICA IN RETREAT - 1961 C.E.

[When Will Arabs in Africa Become Plain Africans?]

Independent Africa: States 28, Area 8.8 Square Miles
Present Colonial: 20, 3.3
Total: 48, 11.9
Independent Population: 244.2 Mil.; Colonial 73.5 Mil.
Total Population: 314.7 Millions

COLONIZATION IN AFRICA IN RETREAT - 1974 C.E.

Independent Africa: States 39, Area 10.8 Square Miles
Present Colonial: 9, 1.1
Total: 48, 11.9
Independent Population: 291.4 Mil.; Colonial 23.3 Mil.
Total Population: 314.7 Millions

1. The maps stop here because of the last "Population Census Of Africa" in 1974 C.E./A.D. And because a true census was never made of Africans in the interior limits of colonial states.
FALASHAS VIEWS ON THE STATE OF ISRAEL: Chapter IX.

The coming into being of the newly recreated political State of [Eretz] Israel has raised many questions so far as the Falashas are concerned, both at home in Ethiopia and abroad — in the Americas and the Caribbean Islands. At home the question of greatest concern among ourselves was/is:

"Are we [Falashas] going to try another Exodus to Israel, as in past experiences?"

Abroad, among the White Zionist Jews, it was/is:

"What are we going to do with those Black Jews of Ethiopia if all of them should suddenly decide to return to Israel on the theory of the right of biblical return?"

The answer appears in the article on page XCVIII of this Volume; thus: "...they (Falashas) must go through the process of converting..., etc., etc., etc.; all of which I have already outlined.

On the first question Falashas have concluded that:

"We are not contemplating any mass EXODUS as we had tried in previous times."

The reason is obvious to those who know our history and heritage. They know that when we tried a "...Mass Exodus..., " in the past we were almost exterminated from the face of the earth by bad weather and wars with the Jesuit Priests-led so-called "Christian Missionaries" with whom we came in contact while on our attempted return to the so-called "PROMISED LAND." The other factor during the past two centuries is that the people of Ethiopia also knew that the Agaw (or Falashas) are not being "PERSECUTED" any longer in Ethiopia on a governmental basis. Even most of the Christians and Moslems recently have avoided such inhuman acts. Therefore, there would have been no specific reason other than religion to have caused any sudden "Mass Exodus" (migration) to the newly created European and European-American political State of Israel by the Falashas. Or, if the local religious bigotry could exceed governmental control once more.

However, the Falashas view the above answers to the first question as being not the full basis for the lack of a movement for migrating to the European and European-American State of Israel.

The fundamental point was the matter of finding a method whereby Falashas could have traveled to Palestine (presently "Israel") without having to live in any manner different than they were accustomed. You would recall the reason why many Falashas had left ancient Israel in the first place, which was because they were dissatisfied with their king and political rule; and that was sometime after "...the destruction of the First Temple in Jerusalem,..." The following reasons must be added: 1) Falashas had to respect the laws against using food prepared by Gentiles; 2) They could not travel to Palestine by foot without having to eat food prepared by people who were not Hebrews; 3) They had no other means of travel, and the officials of the political State of Israel. The issue of the correct name of the former land "Canaan" is of no concern to this author here.

They claimed that we [Falashas] were not in need of urgent aid, therefore it was not necessary to give us such consideration; 4) The Falashas accepted this reasoning, but most of us living outside of Ethiopia have seen the failure of such a conception, also the deep-seated racism that initiated it, needless to mention its inherent religious bigotry.

Another crucial point was the fact that there was no special movement of any "ZIONIST" tendency in the communities of Ethiopia. Black [Falasha] Jews of Ethiopia and other parts of the African continent were not included in the European and European-American "ZIONIST SCHEME" of thinking, therefore no effort was made to include us. Thus the only "ZIONIST" feeling which remained, or has since developed, in the Hebrew communities in Ethiopia was through our religious teachings and convictions resulting therefrom. And the fact that the name FALASHA itself had always meant to us that we are —

"strangers in the land/on which we are presently living! - Ethiopia."

It equally forces us to believe that:

"we have to return to our homeland according to the orders of God."

The second question was partly answered in "THE FALLACY OF A JEWISH RACE," Chapter 1, pages 1-41 of this Volume. However, the second question calls for further clarification by the Falashas, particularly with reference to our feelings about Eretz Israel. For it must be remembered that the Falashas have a stake in Israel which is just as valid like any other group of Jews anywhere, regardless of where they came from and whether they are professing "ZIONIST" or not. This is further true when we look at the percentage of Falashas who were living in Palestine under the so-called "BRITISH [self-proclaimed] MANDATE" and we find that many of them also fought against the British occupation with various units, including the murderous "STERN GANG" and "IGURIN." But when the British withdrew from Palestine European, European-American and European-Asian born Jews in residence declared themselves "...A NATION." We found that said fellow Falashas went along with the general movement of their fellow Jews and tried to join the "HAGANA" that became the "ISRAELI ARMY" much later on in 1947 C.E. They fought side by side with their Jewish comrades from Europe, the Americas, Asia and North Africa. Now, after looking at these facts herein stated, it is only natural that we must also ask some questions of our own; thus:

1. What purpose is the second question above to serve? 2. What must we take such questions to mean? 3. Why must Falashas be "super-Jews"?

We answered ourselves by saying:

We have taken it to mean that we are rejected on the sole basis of our being
This condition is also due to the systems of culture in which "Western Jews" live. Some of them even believe that any and everything the "Western Nations" have to offer to the new political State of Israel is SUPERB. But that which is offered by Jews of the so-called "Eastern Nations" and Africa is "INFERIOR." What is actually happening is that the "WESTERN JEWS" are looking at the political State of Israel through prejudiced mechanical eyes. They have not taken time out to notice that the contributions of the DARK SKIN [black] JEWS of Yemen, India, Egypt, Sudan and Ethiopia in the field of ANCIENT JUDAIC HISTORY AND CULTURE were, and still are, of most vital importance to the survival and growth of the political State of Israel. We, the rejected ALL BLACK JEWS of Ethiopia and elsewhere, have maintained certain CUSTOMS and TRADITIONS of the biblical Hebrew "WAY OF LIFE" which would make the "ORTHODOX JEWS" of European and European-American TALMUDIC JUDAISM appear to be "REFORM JEWS" when we are placed side by side [review Chapter IV, Part One through Part Six, "Present Religious Practices And Customs," pages 109 - 147 of this Volume].

However, it must be noted that the question, truly, what are we going to do with the Black Jews of Ethiopia... originates only with so-called "SEMITIC/CAUCASIAN JEWS" from "Western Community," and that such communities are most common in the United States of America. When Falashas travel in South and Central America, Asia, Europe and Africa and most other Jews are sold, if ever, reminded of the fact that we are of a different "COLOR" and/or "RACE" than they are. Needless to mention, this situation is reversed in the United States of America. Even when an African-American meets the average European-American Jewish person in the United States of America, thereby starting some sort of conversation and it is discovered that her or she is a so-called "NEGRO JEW," a sudden silence generally follows, and it is equally broken with:

"YOU KNOW, THIS IS THE FIRST TIME I HAVE EVER MET A NEGRO JEW!"

The fact is that the African-American "JEW" and/or "ISRAELITE" Falasha is not ashamed in the least of his or her BLACK COLOR, THICK LIPS, BROAD NOSE and WOOLLY HAIR; nothing of which has anything to do with "NEGROISM" and/or "NEGROPHOBIA." We are definitely certain that our COLOR and HAIR have at worse the equivalent value to that of any other human being on the face of this planet - EARTH. What we have objected to in the above conduct is the method of RACIST approach that exposes such stereotype reaction. For it is very clear that this approach is never made to "WHITE JEWS" who came to these United States of America


from some of the most "underdeveloped, backward and primitive" parts of Europe. This type of RACIAL DISCRIMINATION adds to the doubts in Falashas minds on... the possibility of our being able to live in the political State of Israel with people who look at us not as plain Jews and/or human beings, but as a special type of Jews and/or special type of human beings, solely on the basis of our BLACK SKIN, THICK LIPS, WOOLLY HAIR,... etc., etc., etc., ad infinitum.

On the matter of RACIAL DISCRIMINATION Falashas received a grave set back in the "LOVE" they were steadfastly developing for the new political State of Israel when our fellow BLACK and/or BROWN [dark-skinned] brothers and sisters from Ethiopia [see pages 28 and 13] were casually greeted with the following remark by European and European-American [WHITE] JEWS:

"BLACK BREAD IS FOR BLACK JEWS, AND WHITE BREAD IS FOR WHITE JEWS."

This news was reported in THE NEW YORK TIMES, March 31, 1982 from an article dispatched by Dana Schmid in Tel Aviv, State of Israel on March 30, 1982 C.E. The reaction to said bigotry made members of the entire Falasha communities throughout the entire world extremely angry at the manipulators of the White Jewish population of the political State of Israel. This statement made many African-American "FALASHAS" who were already purchasing thousands of dollars of ISRAELI BONDS hesitate from doing further. It even drove those of us BLACK JEWS who were members of "ZIONISST ORGANIZATIONS" in the Americas, and particularly in the United States of America, to stand up for our salvation solely with the AFRICAN NATIONALIST and PAN AFRICANIST groups whose first "GOAL" was/is... "THE FREEDOM OF ALL OF AFRICA FROM EUROPEAN AND EUROPEAN-AMERICAN IMPERIALISM AND COLONIALISM..." and to forget about the possibility of our being able to live side by side with WHITE [Caucasian] RACIST JEWS from the Americas, Great Britain and Europe in the so-called PROMISED LAND. Many so-called "LIBERAL JEWS" have since tried to argue down this racist act with the following disclaimer:

"THE IS NOT THE OFFICIAL POLICY OF THE GOVERNMENT OF ISRAEL!"

This may be true, but the fact remains that the peoples of other nations, not only Jewish, look at this remark as an open rejection on the part of WHITE JEWS against those of BLACK, BROWN and YELLOW pigment. Moreover, there are no restrictions of official policy by the Israeli Government placed against such racism reoccurring in the State of Israel, thereby causing Falashas to look at the WHITE ISRAELIS unfavorably. This of course did not mean that many more Falashas would not have liked to enter the political State of Israel and live with their fellow JEWS, irrespective of pigment of skin. Neither did it mean that some Falashas would not have asisted Israel if there became a need for them in some conflict where Israel's independence was threatened. What does indicate to date is that each time something of this sort occurs, that many more Falashas... 1. Since this incident many Falashas had to return to Ethiopia because of the White racism in the Israel. The type carried from Europe, Britain, Australia, North and South America by "White Jews."
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LIKE MYSELF - would feel that "...there isn't any need to continue the belief that JUDAISM, particularly as practised by White Jews, is the hope of man's salvation..." and that "...there is no use trying to return to a PROMISED LAND where those who control it do not want the first Black Jew therein..." The fact that the political State of Israel has claimed to be - "A PLACE FOR ALL JEWS WHO DESIRE TO RETURN TO THEIR HOMELAND," under the BIBLICAL teachings of the so-called - "RIGHT OF BIBLICAL RETURN TO THE PROMISED LAND" [Israel], is another point to be reckoned with as it affects the interest of the Falashas. But, of course, the rejection of the BLACK ISRAELITE JEWS from Chicago, Illinois - the United States of America in 1970 - 74 is just another of the same replay of the 1952 C.E. "BLACK BREAD FOR BLACK JEWS AND WHITE BREAD FOR WHITE JEWS" racist and bigoted religious drama Israeli style.

The political State of Israel has also stated to all of mankind that she is a "DEMOCRACY." Thus, the peoples who heard her are looking forward for demonstrations in the truth of said declaration. The Arab nations around her will rightfully utilize the above statement with respect to the above wrongs, as evidence that the State of Israel was not formed for the purpose which her leaders had claimed, but as the Arabs have charged. But regardless of how you, anyone else, or this writer will try to defend the political State of Israel on this issue, we will not be able to morally or intellectually use the most common argument that follows to vindicate Jewish racism:

"As a democracy the State of Israel is entitled to make mistakes." For most White Jews therein should be aware of what such "MISTAKES" developed into under an Adolf Hitler in Germany and Benito Mussolini in Ethiopia with regards to BLACK, WHITE, BROWN, YELLOW and RED peoples of the Hebrew or Jewish Faith [Religion or Way of Life].

Many Falashas are still willing at this moment to migrate to the political State of Israel, even with the existing fear that they have acquired by the above conduct of White Israelis. However, you will recall that the Government of the State of Israel gave one of its reasons for not being in a hurry to have Falashas migrate in mass numbers as it accepts Russian Jews, was that we have a "...SPECIAL DISEASE ...", which was never identified or named. Moreover, this position made no sense, because the Government of the State of Israel had received thousands of European Jews riddled with TUBERCULOSIS from all over the continent, and still others with "VARIOUS TYPE OF SPECIAL DISEASES" developed in the concentration camps of Europe, and elsewhere.

Were these WHITE JEWS from Europe told that "...BECAUSE OF YOUR DISEASE YOU DO NOT HAVE THE RIGHT OF BIBLICAL RETURN TO THE PROMISED LAND? The answer is an emphatic "...NO..." In this respect we need to review pages xxxii - xi of this Volume.

1. This is in spite of the fact that most White Jews claimed that "Falashas reconvert to Judaism," but never the same for one solitary "White Jew" from the Soviet Union.

Let us look at the late Dr. David Horowitz and his UNITED ISRAEL WORLD UNION organization's activities a while. Here you will find in this movement [almost defunct] that its primary purpose is to "...CONVERT..." all possible "WHITE [Caucasian] AMERICANS" to the Hebrew Religion, also the so-called "AMERICAN INDIANS" on the basis that they are the so-called "LOST TRIBES." Of course the Falashas were are equally the "LOST TRIBES." This group of "WHITE" American Jews was never turned down from entry into the State of Israel, where their leader also passed away. Instead their late leader was highly respected, and was accepted with full honour amongst the intellectual groups of the State of Israel. Dr. Horowitz's organization, which was located at 505 Fifth Avenue, New York City, New York never received the type of rejection which the greater body of White Jews applied in the case of organizations of the Black Jews of Harlem, New York City, New York and other parts of the United States of America, though these Falashas have a long history of continued allegiance to the Hebrew Faith that compares with any other Hebrew group inside and/or outside the State of Israel. Dr. Horowitz's group went out of their way to "...CONVERT..." European-[WHITE]-Americans, but to date they have not done a single thing to "...CONVERT..." the first African-[BLACK]-American. Dr. Horowitz, as so many other White Jews, even claimed that:

"THE AMERICAN INDIANS AND THE ENGLISH [a mixture of Anglo-Saxons, Normans and Scandinavians peoples of Europe] ARE THE LOST TRIBES," Of course not a single so-called "...AMERICAN NEGRO," was converted because he or she was even remotely considered a "...MEMBER OF THE LOST TRIBES,..." Could it be that the Doctor's own WHITE color did not match the BLACK color of the African-Americans; thus not a single one of them could possibly qualify as a member of "...THE LOST TRIBES,..."7 but the members of "...THE [White Caucasian] TRIBE,..."every last one of them migrated with Doctor Horowitz to the political State of Israel, were fully accepted as "JEWS" in every quarter of Israeli society even among the so-called "ORTHODOX JEWS" from Europe and European-Americans.

Regardless of the issue about the Northern Europeans above, my people leave me the following impression whenever I ask them about the "ZIONIST" question; and that is they are always sympathetic to their biblical ancestral homeland and that they will always try their best to gain unparalleled entrance into the political State of Israel whenever they would be fully accepted, because it is not their desire to enter any country where they are not wanted. They have also stated:

"We will not go to the State of Israel, if we have to be a burden on the Government."

Their position reflects the fact that they are not looking for favors; as all that they have ever requested is a "...PIECE OF FARM LAND,..." where they can work in the same manner which they are accustomed. They are not asking for a "...PIECE OF LAND,..." that is already cleared-off.

1. They were/refering to a theocratic government; not a capitalist republic or "democracy."
by others; but instead, they are asking for "...ANY PIECE OF THE WILDERNESS..." where they can make a fresh start, because they have had quite a lot of experiences in making fresh starts of this kind throughout their history.

It was the hope of the BLACK [Israelite or Falasha] JEWIS in Ethiopia, East Africa, the Caribbean Islands, the Americas and elsewhere that they may be able to witness the attitude of the JEWS who control the political State of Israel [those who put up the bulk of the money from White Europe, Great Britain and the United States of America]. In their own regards become much more humanitarian for the comfort of all concerned in this latter question. They had hoped that the day would have soon come when not only Falashas would have been fully welcomed in the State/Over Israel, but anyone else who might have needed a place of "REFUGE" and/or "HAVEN" could have found a home in the so-called PROMISED LAND mentioned in the Sacred Torah. Let us not forget to remind ourselves that we Jews told the entire world in our Sacred Torah and other Sacred Writings that our biblical forefathers wrote the following:

"AND GOD'S [Ywh, Jehovah, etc.] PEOPLE SHALL RETURN TO THE PROMISED LAND BEFORE THE END OF TIME." [And that] "GOD CREATED MANKIND."

This certainly means that Jews, or anyone else who follows YWH'S teachings and/or Commandments, will return to the "PROMISED LAND." Therefore, why should anyone try to dissociate the State of Israel from the natural ..., RIGHT OF RETURN ..." of the Falashas, or all other persons of whom the above biblical quotations refer? Or are we to legislate against the "SACRED WRITINGS OF THE PROPHETS" whenever our own personal materialistic interests and racial ego are affected? Probably God - YWH - did not make anyone else but "WHITE [Caucasian-Semitic] JEWS" before and/or after the so-called ..., GREAT DELUGE ..., "...FLOOD!" And maybe God - YWH - is in fact a "RACIST" and/or "RELIGIOUS BIGOT" who despises anyone except certain ..., CHOSEN [White Caucasian-Semitic] PEOPLE ..., even though at times he brought to be a "...wicked pharaoh that enslaved thy people - Israel ..." a very ..., "Israel Prime Minister named Hassan that tried to turn the king against thy people - Israel ..." a colonialist ..., "King Herod that enslaved thy people - Israel ... a master of genocide ..., "Adolf Hitler, who made lamplights out of thy people - Israel ..." but not a notorious master exterminator ..., "Benito Mussolini, who tried to exterminate all of thy people - Israel [Falashas] ..., because they were ..., of BLACK SKIN and from "AFRICA"! This analysis will get me the "Anti-Semitic" stamp.

Yes, they are still BLACK-SKINNED; and many of us still have so-called "CURSED NEGRO FEATURES: THICK LIPS, BROAD NOSESTRILS, WOOLLY HAIR," etc. the same as described on page 2 of this Volume. But WE are equally the descendants of the same "CURSED CANAANITES".

1. Falashas were not only refused land in Israel, they were made to feel unwanted there. Why? Nothing else but the same type of "racism and religious bigotry" Jews suffer under Nazism/Vaselism.
ASSOCIATE not with a passionate man, Nor approach him for conversation; Leap not to cleave to such a one, That the terror carry thee not away.

*****

Ascribe who is skillful in his business Shall stand before kings.

*****

A man who is skillful in his business Shall stand before kings.

The so-called "PROVERBS" above were used even during the time Moses and all of the other Hebrews (Harib and Israelites) that were privileged to go to school (LODGE) in Egypt, Nubia, Ethiopia and Punt amongst their indigenous "FELLOW BLACK-AFRICAN" students and teachers. Note that these teachings were later taught in the SUBORDINATE LODGES all around the known world of the time of King Solomon of the Kingdom of Israel. That which he attended was called "MOUNT CARMEL." Of course one should not be surprised about the rejection of these facts; for we have seen them denied even in the MASONIC ORDER where it is taught that "FREE MASONRY came from the HOUSE OF SOLOMON." Yet in their rituals they constantly refer to the GRAND LODGE OF WA'AT (Thebes or Luxor) in AFRICA on the bank of the Nile River. It is because of these reasons that a list of the SUBORDINATE LODGES that existed thousands of years before, during, and hundreds following the reign of King Solomon - ca. 976-936 B.C.E.:

SUBORDINATE LODGES OF THE GRAND LODGE OF LUXOR

1. Palestine [at Mt. Carmel]
2. Assyria (at Mt. Hermon in Lebanon)
3. Babylon
4. Medea (near the Red Sea)
5. India [at the banks of the Ganges River]
6. Burus
7. Athens
8. Xerxes [at Eleus]
9. Crete
10. Canary Islands
11. Ethiopia
12. Besot (Kush, Ethiopia)
13. Mesopotamia (Koth, Africa)
14. Zimbabwe (Rhodesia)
15. Romulus was destroyed by fire, burnt to the ground, in the year c. 448 B.C.E. It was not all that many by考证igners who were jealous of the indigenous Africans (Negroes), and all knowledge of the "MYSTERIES" taught in the Osirica - which included all of the above-mentioned decipherments, (see John Konrads', ANCIENT EGYPT, Book II, p. 30th; Eva D. Houdersmith, THE MEDIEVAL WORLD, pp. 130 - 132; Yosef ben-Jochanan's, AFRICA: MOTHER OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION, Chapter IX).

1. These lodges were under the control of Africans from the beginning and end of the entire Blue and White Nile Valley and Great Lakes Region, etc.

2. The "True "Egyptians"," or "Egyptian," as it is obvious where the so-called "STAR OF DAVID, CHRISTIAN CROSS, MOSES CREST," etc. had their origins. This symbol from "EGYPT" had an origin of more than 3,500 years before the first Hebrew or Jew - "Abraham" - was born in Chaldea in ca. 1750 B.C.E., which is more than 4,000 years before the birth of the Christian God - "JESUS CHRIST" - in ca. 1 C.E., and 4,265 years before the birth of Prophet Mohammad Ibn Abdullah. A careful examination of the indigenous Africans writings in the BOOK OF THE DEAD, PAPYRUS OF ANI, OSSUARIA DRAMA, PYRAMID TEXT, COFFIN TEXT, NEGATIVE CONFESSIONS, etc., etc., etc., will reveal all of the symbols above [in BLACK WORLD, February 1974 issue - "Pi-Rashat History: To Historical Analysis: An Interview With Yosef ben-Jochanan," by Carole A. Pinto, pages 62-7].

3. Note that the symbols listed under the title "African Symbols Adopted By The Western World" are all shown in the Africans of the Nile Valley [BLUE AND WHITE] High-cultures' papyri and inscriptions inside and outside of pyramids, temples, statues, obelisks, etc. It is obvious where the so-called "STAR OF DAVID, CHRISTIAN CROSS, MOSES CREST," etc. had their origins. This symbol from "EGYPT" had an origin of more than 3,500 years before the first Hebrew or Jew - "Abraham" - was born in Chaldea in ca. 1750 B.C.E., which is more than 4,000 years before the birth of the Christian God - "JESUS CHRIST" - in ca. 1 C.E., and 4,265 years before the birth of Prophet Mohammad Ibn Abdullah. A careful examination of the indigenous Africans writings in the BOOK OF THE DEAD, PAPYRUS OF ANI, OSSUARIA DRAMA, PYRAMID TEXT, COFFIN TEXT, NEGATIVE CONFESSIONS, etc., etc., etc., will reveal all of the symbols above [in BLACK WORLD, February 1974 issue - "Pi-Rashat History: To Historical Analysis: An Interview With Yosef ben-Jochanan," by Carole A. Pinto, pages 62-7].

THE DEFUNCT "HEBREW INSTITUTE" OF ETHIOPIA; Chapter X.

The "Hebrew Institute" of Ethiopia is presently defunct; but a reflection on it is of very grave importance here in this work. The importance will be seen by the mere fact of the work that it undertook to do amongst the Hebrew communities of Ethiopia, and the extension of relations with the African-American Hebrew communities in the Americas and the Caribbean Islands.

The Hebrew Institute was founded by private individuals in Ethiopia, who were at that time given official sanction by the government. It was believed that the Hebrew Institute may have helped to encourage Falashas to enter the higher schools of learning in the major cities of Ethiopia without having fear of breaking the Levitical Dietary Laws and Rules of Cleanliness and Health which the Sacred Torah's HOLY SCRIPTURES impose upon each and every practicing Beta Israel, commonly called "Falashas" or "Black Jews/Black Hebrews/Black Israelites," etc. of Ethiopia.

The Government of Ethiopia had donated "...free land..." to the Hebrew Institute and allocated a few thousand dollars to its building fund and treasury. The rest of the money came from a very small group of White Jewish intellectuals who called themselves the "AMERICAN PRO-FALASHA COMMITTEE," and other individuals who made up informal groupings in Italy and Ethiopia; many of whom were not even Jews.

The director of the Hebrew Institute was the late Honourable Professor Tamrat Emmanuel, who was later on appointed to the diplomatic post as "Cultural Attaché" of His Majesty Halle Selassie's Government in the Embassy at Paris, France. Professor Tamrat explained that he had "...

intended to try and introduce the acceptance of the Rabbinical Talmud of the European Jews to the Falasha Priesthood as a mean of common teaching..."

He thought that "...

this would be the most excellent idea, because it would certainly cause much more interest in my task by the entire Falasha Communities; this is providing that I am able to have the Elders and Priests interested in the work..."

He also felt that "...

the Hebrew Institute can branch out in its subjects and enter other fields related to religion, and also courses in science as it develops..."

The Hebrew Institute was opened in 1945 C.E., just subsequent to the end of World War II, and was doing very well; yet, it was at the same instance seen to be heading for failure. This was due to the lack of interest which the Falashas were showing when Professor Tamrat introduced his European and European-American Jews' Rabbinical Talmud. Ninety percent of its enrollment was already Gentiles, and the remaining ten percent was mainly Falashas living amongst Gentiles in the major cities of Ethiopia that were very far from the basic concentration of the Falasha communities. This was realized as a very bad trend; for the purpose of the Hebrew Institute was to bridge the gap between European and European-American Jews and the African and African-American Jews, besides give to the Falashas at least and introduction into the Liberal Arts that were available to the average Ethiopian student on the college level. One could already see that the supply of African Jews in the larger cities of Ethiopia was not sufficient to maintain the already low ten percent ratio. In other words, the Hebrew Institute had to depend upon people who would have been least affected by the type of general education it was geared and/or prepared to impart.

The Hebrew Institute continued until 1949 C.E., even when the enrollment had fallen off to thirty-four percent of minimum capacity it functioned. This period when the Institute reached this very low figure of enrollment there were only FIVE [5] FALASHAS from the general Falasha communities; and the only reason why these FIVE were attending was because Professor Tamrat was a close friend of their families.

Another reason why the Falashas refused to support the Hebrew Institute was the same for their having refused to support any other institution outside of their: Falasha communities; as they would have had to travel on Sabbath, and eat "unclean food" which was not even prepared by Falashas. The Institute had no eating facilities; and it did not have any dormitories either, because its treasury could not afford these necessities. However, it was the plan of the Director to have these facilities added when the Institute became financially able to support them.

The fact of financial support being turned down by European and European-American [Western] Hebrew communities was also responsible for the failure of the Hebrew Institute. We had asked Hebrew [Jewish or Israelite] communities outside of Ethiopia for "...old books and other old school supplies..." What we received absolutely nothing from most of these communities, except from the very small Hebrew Community in Italy. This Italian Jewish Community helped because they were also the first to become instrumental in the founding of the Hebrew Institute. One of their members, Mr. Vituroso, had come to Ethiopia daring and after the Italian armies invasion and occupation, and he made contact with the Falashas in our communities. By his memory, and the memorabilia he took back to Italy, made Italian Jews of his community feel obligated to help.

A last minute appeal was made by the Hebrew Institute's Officers to the Ethiopian Government for aid. The Government was willing to give some more, but refused to cover all of its needs, even though there was a pressing need for technical schools throughout Ethiopia. The officers were told if they could gather enough technical instructors from any part of the world to...
they would have all the funds which they needed to keep the Institute’s doors open. We knew that this meant the Institute had the possibility of becoming one of the most important schools in the entire country of Ethiopia. The officers set forth to contact different European and European-American Jewish individuals and organizations, because they were always told that “there are many Western Jews who are always willing to travel abroad and teach other Jews...” Thus it was upon this latter information they acted, along with many of us in the United States of America who were living here for a goodly number of years but only to discover that it was just another rumor like all of the others before. Out of TEN THOUSAND [10,000] LETTERS mailed to different so-called individual “FRIENDS” and “JEWISH ORGANIZATIONS” for aid, the combined effort received “ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIVE [125] REPLIES,” with only “THREE [3] ACCEPTANCE.” We needed at least FIFTEEN [15] TECHNICAL INSTRUCTORS, and at least SIX [6] MATHEMATICS TEACHERS. The Institute was again on the path of failure, for its meager staff had very few men who were prepared in the technical sciences and/or trades. The few that did have in these fields were experts connected to the Ethiopian government’s scientific development projects. They could not be spared to the Institute in the daytime; not even to take time to establish the courses until the incoming people could arrive. Therefore, the Institute would have been forced to give courses in their fields at night. But the Institute also ran into trouble because no kind of school in Ethiopia was geared for evening education. The Falashas in Ethiopia could not have fathom the new method of this peculiar educational system; having classes at night. Any rapid change of this sort would change the status quo in Ethiopia was never accepted by the people, particularly amongst the Falashas of the communal communities with their hundreds of religious prohibitions against almost everything that does not appear in the Sacred Torah as a directive from God — YHVH [who is otherwise called “Jehovah, Adonai, Eloheu,” etc.].

With their backs up against the wall, the officers decided that it was best to close the Hebrew Institute in the condition it was. That was the wisest move, because there was enough in the treasury to return monies to those who had used almost every penny they had to start it. The payments were made, and all was settled in a very short period of time; but the “Hebrew Institute” that began in 1945 C.E. was defunct in less than FIVE [5] YEARS duration — 1949 C.E.; sadly so!

Let us look at some of the courses which the Hebrew Institute was offering, and planning to offer. From this you will see the great loss which the Falashas have suffered in Ethiopia, and in other Hebrew communities the world over. Do not forget for one moment that the communities the Hebrew Institute was designed to service were, and still are, theologian. Thus you will understand why the following courses were compulsory:

1. The Torah and the Hebrew People.
2. The Geography and History of the Sacred Torah.
3. Present Judaism as practised around the world.
4. The Zionist Movement of the World and its leaders.
5. Hebrews of world renown in the field of Science and the Arts: an examination of their contributions.
6. Methods of closer relationship between Ethiopian and other Hebrew groups around the world.
7. The Talmud and the people who wrote it.

There was also included a course of which was common to the Ethiopian scene with respect to the treatment of Falashas by the majority of the Ethiopians who were not of the Hebrew Faith; thus:

8. The history of the persecution of the Jews around the world down through the ages — from biblical times to the present.

Although this course [No. 8] was an “ELECTIVE” in the program, it was very highly recommended. The major danger was its references to the Egyptians and Israelites as “separate races of people.” This was the fruit of the origin of the textbooks in the U.S.A. by “White Jews.”

We have not given up hope that someone will be able to start another Hebrew Institute not too far in the near future; this time in the middle of the communal communities of Gondar vicinity where the vast majority of the Falashas are to be found in Ethiopia. As a matter of fact, there is an “AMERICAN PRO-FALASHA COMMITTEE, Inc.”1 and its “STANDING COMMITTEE” that is led by Rabbi Hailu Kobe Paris [already shown on page XXXVIII: They are planning activities on methods to secure enough money and books to start a “New Hebrew Institute.” This time they will not make the same mistake of having the “Institute” located in Addis Ababa, the Capital City of Ethiopia, which is more than TWO to THREE HUNDRED MILES from the nearest Falasha community. They will have it at a place where all qualified Falashas can attend without having to stay away from their communities at nights. They will have food and other necessities of life which will be prepared and served by Falashas on the premises of the Institute. Local instructors from the general Ethiopian population of professionals will be engaged. And the base finance will be from the Falasha communities income-producing exports to other Ethiopian communities.

With this new venture they will not have to waste money on Jews from other lands who are versed in the “WESTERN RABBINICAL TALMUD.” Since they intend to make the New Hebrew Institute a center for training young priests as well; thus they will need a specialist in the field of the “Hebrew Religion” as practise all over the world today; but not with the main emphasis on the “Western Version,” instead, upon their own biblical “Jewish Traditions.” I too hope that this opportunity we had in the Hebrew Institute will again become a reality. And it would seem that Rabbi Paris’ group is certain that they can bridge the gap of ignorance and superstition in this

1. When it was at top strength during the 1930’s, and 1937—1941, etc. It did not render any type of meaningful assistance to Falashas anywhere in Ethiopia, or elsewhere outside of Ethiopia.
method of contact with "Western [WHITE] Jews." I believe you will agree that people can better understand each others if they only know each others. I also realize that you may feel you do not know enough about us [Falashas], and we about you. But this conclusion if allowed to remain, far from the truth as it is, will only cause further racist and religious bigotry on our part.

European and European-American Jews know African and African-American Jews as much as their Christian counterparts who come to "AFRICA" as so-called "CHRISTIAN MISSIONARIES." Yet, there are dozens of European and European-American "JEWISH MISSIONARIES" to Ethiopia trying to convert Falashas into TALMUDIC (rabbinical) JEWS. Thus they believe, we will become "KOSHER SEMITES" a-la Caucasian European style. But these will equally fail, no more and no less than their European and European-American "CHRISTIAN MISSIONARIES" have also failed. Because, just as the ancient traditions dwell in the AKSUM [Axum] STELAE, of which all of us witness below, that much a determination is built into the tradition of the biblical origin among the Falashas and their original form of TORAHIC JUDAISM; and Falashas will hold on to them.

The tallest stone is SIXTY-THREE FEET high. The window designs appear to be set in a framework of timber one above the other. This type of design is common to ancient Ethiopian architecture. Note the false door technique at the foot as in the pyramids all along the Nile Valley.

FALASHA VIEWS ON WORLD TENSION: Chapter XI.

These days, it is very hard to write on any phase of religious teachings without hurting the political sensitivity of certain persons and/or governments. This writer shall not try to avoid such, as I can not help from calling the facts as my people see them, all of which will be further emphasized in Volume Two of this project. Yet, I will give answers only to the questions which are most often asked of me about my people — the so-called "FALASHAS." These answers are not my own, instead they represent some of the reactions of my people — FALASHAS and/or BLACK JEWS — in many lands. The order in which they are treated indicates their popularity; they are:

1. For whom will the Falashas fight in the event of a war with any "Western" capitalist nation against an "Eastern" communist nation?

2. What do the Falashas think about communism, since they have a somewhat similar economic order in some of their communities?

3. Would the Falashas fight for Israel against the Arabs?

4. What do the Falashas think about our [the United States of America is meant] democracy?

5. What do the Falashas think about aid from the United States of America to Ethiopia?

I take to give my people’s reactions to the questions listed above because they are the only ones which I think present the greatest challenge to a very insecurely frightened people. Remember that I am not giving an analysis of conclusions or suggestions for any action on your part; this I have done in Volume Two. The questions are answered in the chronological order listed above.

1. Falashas would fight for Ethiopia whenever this nation is in a conflict, whether it is with the "West" or "East." It is only natural that they will fight for the country where they are living. The masses of people in any country do not fight because they have analyzed the "RIGHT" and "WRONG" in a conflict in which their nation is involved. The Falashas fall into this same pattern politically. The leaders tell us that this or that nation is against our interest, and that of our nation; therefore, we go to fight with and for our "GOD" and our "NATION" as a unity. This is the case here of your own GOD and COUNTRY. We would not fight for philosophies, because we have our own. And we cannot very well avoid fighting for the COUNTRY in which we are living, even if we did not care too; this is providing we do not wish to be sentenced to at least a jail term, probably death.

2. On the matter of "COMMUNISM," the Falashas answer by saying that: We are not prepared to evaluate the paramount points. We cannot give an unbiased opinion of the subject, because all of the information we have received about it came from those who are in bias disagreement with every thing communism stands for. The few of us who have studied Marx and/or Lenin’s works will not disturb my people in their communities over what

1. European-American White Jews have for decades looked at the Beta Israel/Falashas [so-called "primitive people"] practicing a very elementary form of "Judaism" which they are trying to stop.
we have read. We feel that our system is as good as any other system which we have encountered - this includes both "COMMUNISM" and "CAPITALISM," etc. It needs no changes unless we see them fit; at such time we shall change to any other system we deem beneficial for ourselves, and not because someone tells us this or that is good, bad and/or indifferent.

About the resemblance of the Falashas economic system and that of "communism" or "socialism" we are not frightened; none whatsoever. We have practiced the "economic system in our communal societies" for centuries before the birth of Marx and Lenin. We copied this economic system from our indigenous African brothers and sisters in other African "communal societies," some of which existed before Judaism itself. We do know that there is a distinct difference in our method of distribution of wealth and the way it is done in "Marxist" or "Communist Nations" system of economics. First of all, we eat to the theory of "...a share of equality to all regardless of field of endeavor; and to a man’s need above his ability to produce." Whereas in Marxist, Leninist and/or Muslim there is catering to a man’s according to his ability to produce, “material wealth. We based our reasoning for our [Falasha] communal system of distribution of material wealth on one of the major "laws" of the Ten Commandments...; thus: "You must love your neighbour as you love yourself.

Whereas the Marxist, Maoist and Leninist advocates based their method of distribution of material wealth upon their own version of "...Scientific Economic Statistical Theory Of Productive Capacity And Value..." "COMMUNISM," as we see it, is not a "TYPICAL RELIGION," but our Falasha communities are "RELIGIOUS" in their very theocratic foundation. We do not rationalize the "RIGHT" and/or "WRONG" of the policies laid down in the Hebrew "SACRED TORAH," which is not "SCIENTIFIC," but instead religious faith based in theosophy and theology. And whereas the communists make rationalizations on all of their policies, we accept a "DIVINE GUIDANCE THEORY" in ours. The communists accept a "...PLANNED SCIENTIFIC THEORY OF ANALYSIS..." for their community guidance. We, on the other hand, accept "...FAITH IN GOD AND OURSELVES FOR OUR GUIDING FORCE..." We do not believe that Falashas should be asked to join the "FEAR BRIGADE," as the "communist vs. capitalist" battle is not any of our making; neither are we in a position to end it.

3. Falashas cannot fight for the political State of Israel if they are living in Ethiopia during any conflict between Israel and her neighbour Arab Nations. Another important point is that the Arab Nations also include the sympathies of most Moslem Nations and Peoples. The Moslem/Muslims represent more than forty (40) to forty-five (45) percent of the entire population of Ethiopia. Still another point to be considered is the fact that the Moslems consider "...the present Israelis are merely Europeans..." but the

Black Jews are the real Jews of the territory called Palestine...[see Ali ibn-Ismail's pamphlet, THE EUROPEAN INVASION OF PALESTINE, published simultaneously in Egypt and Sudan in 1849 C.E.; and also other Moslem writers' works]. You will note the importance of this latter part from the reaction of the Moslems in the "1947 WAR" between the Arab Arab nations and the predominantly controlled European and European-in the same manner as it was felt in the middle-Eastern States of the Moslem world. Yet the PALASHAS [JEWS OF ETHIOPIA] were treated with the same respect which we were accustomed to receive from our Moslem brothers and sisters of Ethiopia. The Moslems made it very clear to the Falashas that they "...ARE NOT ENGAGED IN ANY CONFLICT WITH THE PALASHAS OR ANY ARAB JEW..." but that they "...ARE ENGAGED IN A BATTLE MENTALLY, SPIRITUALLY AND PHYSICALLY AGAINST THE EUROPEAN INVASERS IN PALESTINE THAT ARE NO DIFFERENT TO THE INVADERS OF ETHIOPIA FROM 1934 - 1935 C.E. TO 1942 C.E."

It was very difficult for the Falashas to decide what steps to take, if any; and with whom they were to align themselves. This difficulty came from the fact that we are Jews, and at the same time we are rejected by the greater body of European [WHITTI] Jews who were fighting for the British colonial holding in "Palestine," and are now fighting for the political "State of Israel." Another point or hurdle we had to climb was the fact that the Moslems and Falashas in Ethiopia were getting along fine, as could possibly be expected under the trying circumstances war naturally imposes upon victor and vanquished, we do not ignore individual acts of religious bigotry.

We finally decided that:

AS A GENERAL BODY WE CAN NOT MAKE A MOVE, EVEN IF WE WANTED, BECAUSE THE GOVERNMENT OF ETHIOPIA WILL NOT ALLOW ITS SUBJECTS [citizens] TO INTERFERENCE WITH THE DOMESTIC AFFAIRS OF OTHER SOVEREIGN NATIONS, PROVIDING THAT ETHIOPIA HERSELF IS NOT INVOLVED IN THE SPECIFIC CONFLICT [This seems to be equally true of the new power/dergo].

We took a further step, the position that... any Falasha willing to aid the Israelites cause because of religious leanings may do so by going to the State of Israel and joining their brothers and siblings; but those of us at home in Ethiopia will not hold any conflict whatsoever with our fellow citizens of the Moslem Faith living in Ethiopia. "Nor shall we go against Mother Ethiopia."

The fact is that many Falashas went to Israel and fought in the war against the Arab nations. All who were living there before the WAR began went into the conflict voluntarily on the side of their religious brothers and sisters. It is and to say that their REWARD was no better than for the Africans who fought for the "...INDEPENDENCE OF [white] AMERICA..." with General George Washington against General Cornwallis and England in 1773 - 1783 C.E. - and the other Africans who fought against IT with Cornwallis and wound-up in Nova Scotia, Canada, England and Stern Leon, West Africa [see any history book of the "War of Independence" between both].

1. Your author's response is the conclusion of a "Committee of Falashas" who live in the Motherland - Ethiopia, the Caribbean Islands, North and South America. No single person speaks for us.
This position of the Falashas should cause you to review Chapter 1 of this Volume, particularly the beginning page titled: THE FALLACY OF A JEWISH RACE. It also calls for a counter-question from the Falashas, thus:

"IF WE ARE NOT ETHNICALLY JEWS, AND ONLY PICKED UP BY THE WAYSIDE; WHY SHOULD WE FIGHT FOR THE POLITICAL STATE OF ISRAEL?"

Added to this:

"IF WE SHOULD FIGHT FOR THE POLITICAL STATE OF ISRAEL, WE WOULD NOT BE ABLE TO MAINTAIN OUR POSITION OF BEING OPPOSED TO ANY STATE THAT IS NOT THEOCRATIC."

Remember that we have never in our history accepted political governments, regardless of whom they are sponsored. Next, most of us are from strictly biblically religious groups! Thus we cannot accept most of the practices which have become a part of the political government in Israel; Thus such as the eating of "POF" in some sections, and the sitting of some in the stores; driving of bases on the Sabbath; working on High Holy Days; etc., etc., etc. Falashas can be closely fitted to Yemenite Orthodox philosophy on these matters, more than with any other group to the political State of Israel today. In other words, Falashas believe that:

THE THEOCRACY OF ISRAEL IS TO BE REBORN ACCORDINGLY FOR THE SACRED HEBREW TORAH, AND NOT FOR THE EMULATION OF PRESENT-DAY WESTERN MATERIALISTIC PHILOSOPHIES/SYSTEMS.

4. About the word "DEMOCRACY," and the practices we observe therein, we are unable to see any common relationship with the two. We look at the word "DEMOCRACY" as an idea, which every group hold to suite their own position and interest. If you explain what is meant by "DEMOCRACY" to any Falasha, he [or she] would immediately tell you: "WE HAVE OUR OWN SYSTEM OF DEMOCRACY." You would likely respond to him: OURS IS FAR SUPERIOR TO YOURS. The term is, therefore, quite controversial in itself without clarifications which forces one to the dictionaries for individual interpretations.

By "DEMOCRACY" my hosts and hostesses have always meant the equivalent of "... Capitalism and a two party electoral system within a republican form of government,..." FALASHAS, on the other hand, know that "... we have democracy under a King, Queen or Emperor,..." We also know that "... representation of the people, and by the people, does not have to mean a two party system,..." Because we feel that "...we are completely represented in our own system; yet there are no political parties or political candidates..." [review Falasha Electoral System: Chapter III, Part Two, pages 101 - 168 of this Volume].

Another point we feel is lacking is the situation highlighted in Volume One of this project on the question of "COLOR" and "RELIGIOUS" distinctions. We make no hypocritical claim about 1. Beta Israel/Falashas should no more fight against Ethiopia than American Jews fight against the United States of America and Israel. Ethiopia is the native homeland of the African Jews/Falashas.

our "COMMUNAL SYSTEM." We say that "... all is welcome in our community, providing he or she observes the rules and Laws of the Sacred Hebrew Torah, the Ten Commandments and the moral and customs of our society,..." This applies to people of all shades of skin pigment, geographic origin, etc., etc., etc., whereas European-American "DEMOCRACY" excludes a person who wishes to practice all of its laws and abide by all of its cultural values. And due to his or her "... color of skin..." and/or "... religion..." he or she cannot enjoy European and European-American [WHITE] Democracy. Falashas have no better reason to accept Capitalist Democracy than we have found to accept Socialist [communists'] Democracy. Both systems Falashas have watched with respect, and both we have rejected from employing in our communal communities; for none would work in any of our theocratically religious established economic systems. Thus, we say:

Your democracy encourages Christian Missionaries coming into Africa. We are against such practices; for such has only led to grave conflicts of violence and other disturbances in our homes. It has ruined many of our homes by turning one against the other religiously.

Your democracy had, and is still supporting the powers of colonialism in Africa. And since we are predominantly African Nationalists, we are unable to see the difference between your democracy and other European states in regards to our interests in Africa.

The voting position of your democracy on the question of the North African States and the Union of South Africa in the United Nations Organization has made us in the Falasha Communities the world over wonder what does your Constitution really means in its writings as against your alleged execution of it in practice?

You would have to consider the fact that you are seeing your own version of "DEMOCRACY" by the way it affects you from within; and my people are seeing it from outside in the manner it is presented to them by your conduct. In "DEMOCRACIES" there are special practices for home consumption, and others for foreign export. Those for foreign export are bitter and bad; they are loaded with "... the Great White Father protecting his Little Black Children,..." policies. We resent this type of double identity, and we are certain that you would have done the same if the power was in our hands and we were doing to you what you are doing to us. In other words, every man's "DEMOCRACY" is as good as the other man's as far as each man thinks; especially when their ideals of life are based upon different goals and philosophies.

5. The alleged former "AID" to the Ethiopian Government affected Falashas very little, if any. Most of the Falashas [US] have been living apart from the general Ethiopian population so long that we have developed somewhat of an independent state within a state,..." Our moral conduct at home is quite in contrast to that of the Gentile and/or Muslim population of Ethiopia. We could not.

1. Even in ancient Greece there was no such thing as a "Democracy of the People," who mostly slaves in every sense of the word. By the way; the vast majority of the people were less than free.
not, therefore, feel any direct effect of the "...AID..." which the United States of America was using to prompt-up the Emperor and Monarchists.

We must realize that the United States of America was not giving Ethiopia, or any other nation of "Independent Africa," a single thing. Ethiopia made "TREATIES" and "CONTRACTS" with the Government of the United States of America and American business enterprises. "PROFITS" go to each concern in these agreements; each receiving more than its share according to the "CONTRACTS." It was not a system of "...AID..." like that given to the European and British nations during the existence of "LEND LEASE" and the "MARSHALL PLAN." Ethiopia must PAY, and PAY she must heavily, for all assistance which she received from any European, British, and European-American nation. She will either PAY in natural resources or by the PROFITS from them. She has to relinquish some of her national prestige in terms of "...SPHERE OF INFLUENCE FACTS..." in return for any "...AID..." she received. Again, we assure you that no government whatsoever helps another for mere philanthropical and altruistic motives. Governments help each other only when it is advantageous for so doing. "Western Nations" must now turn to their former "...AFRICAN COLONIES" and "...POSSESSIONS, PROTECTORATES...," etc. and try to assist them in the redevelopment of the lands which they themselves destroyed commencing in the Sixteenth Century C.E. and up to the present Twentieth Century C.E.; that is if they are to continue having any place to secure their needed natural resources, and to dump their excess mass production. Spanish and Portuguese-speaking America are both fast becoming industrially independent; and Asia has taken back her own power from the hands of the "Western Colonialist and Imperialist Nations;" therefore the only logical market is the 11,300,000 Square Miles of Alakhu-lan "[African]" and its more than 496,000,000 indigenous "[BLACK]" people. But this was when the Africans were not in control of their own "DEVELOPMENT;" and when "NEGRO-ENGLISH" was the order of the day in the minds of too many "African Heads of State." Today is a different day, different time and a different generation mentally.

The United Nations Technical Assistance Program [of which Ethiopia is a member] is to be credited for many major projects in Ethiopia today which were government sponsored. "POINT FOUR PROJECTS" operated on the greater percentage of Ethiopian money and labour. The only "POINT FOUR AID" given to the Ethiopian nation was provision for some technical advisers on certain acculturated equipment and projects bought from the United States of America of which the ethiopian people were not familiar. This does not mean that Ethiopia had no specialists of her own; but that Ethiopia is not as highly developed industrially to undertake certain projects independently without some assistance from other countries that met their industrial development objectives—such as Sweden, the U.S.A., the U.S.S.R., Peoples Republic of China, Japan, West and Eastern Germany, and a few others. The U.S.A. made its own "...on the backs of enslaved Africans." You will note from your own experience that when you give something you expect something in return, even if it is only good will. It does not have to be material gain, for sometimes the gaining of a friend in a strategic position is much more important than gaining a million dollars. Your nation is presently in search of gaining both of these things today. Ethiopia is in search of gaining both of these things also. Remember, then, that in this field of searching—no one has a monopoly; for if any nation had, it would not be looking for friends today.

There is an old saying amongst the indigenous [BLACK] African people—"Falsehood too, thus; YOU CANNOT EVERLASTINGLY WHIP A MAN IF YOU ARE IN HIS HOUSE CARASSING HIS WIFE, ALL OF WHICH SHE RESISTS. BUT YOU CAN CONTINUE TO WHIP HIM IF SHE ACCEPTS YOUR ADVANCES AND CAREERS AS SHE WILL WORK AGAINST HIM.

Can you see any bearing on this subject in the latter maxim? I assure you that there is a strong relationship to the above and the following from THE KADISH by Abbe el-Yezdi [English translation by Sir Richard P. Burton]: thus;

All faith is false, all faith is true,
Truth is the shatteréd mirrors stren,
In myriad bits, each believes
His little bit the whole to own.

The strength in which you author brings this chapter to a close is demonstrated in the above carving of the ancient ETHIOPIAN LION in a rock at Angiaro, which was formerly called "...WOLLO..." This picture was taken from T. Lefeburre's VOYAGE en ABYSSINE, and is currently on display by photo in the BIBLIOTHEQUE NATIONALE de PARIS, France. "TRUTH" is the rock-brown Ethiopian Lion one believes he saw, and swore he had seen "...speeding across the plains..." yet its solid rock mass was as immovable as its rock-mountain source. TRUTH is also seen in the following "...FACES OF THE SEMITES..." on the next page - 292:

1. Your author's presentation of his fellow Beta Israel [Ethiopian Jews, African/Black Jews] position on history, heritage, etc. ad infinitum, expressed by a Falsehah "Council of Elders," etc.
The Black Jews of Harlem

Who Decides Their Jewishness? Is There A Jewish Race?
What Color Is The "Jewish Race"?

DEDICATED TO ALL WHO BELIEVE THAT THEIR GOD-HEAD CREATED ALL OF MANKIND WITH THE SAME PERFECTION HE, OR SHE, ORIGINATED FROM PROCREATION; AND THAT THE ONLY SOURCE BY WHICH MANKIND REPRODUCE THEMSELVES - SEXUAL INTERCOURSE - IS EQUALLY SACRED AND GODLY.

Yosef A. A. ben-Jochanan
1983 C.E.
AN OCCASIONAL "WHITE/CAUCASIAN JEW" BREAKS THE RACIAL BARRIER!

AMERICA'S BLACK JEWISH

More than 100,000 Negroes now proclaim their loyalty to ancient Hebrew religion

AMERICA'S Black Jews, whose numbers exceed 100,000, are not integrated officially into any of the three main divisions of Jews, but their strict observance of the ancient Hebrew religion (commandments) proclaim their loyalty to the ancient religion.

The Commandment Keepers, founded in Harlem 38 years ago, is probably the largest and best-known Negro Jewish group in the United States. The sect has 1,100 registered members, practically all of whom are Negroes. Use of the word Negro, however, is forbidden. Black Jews are involved when so categorized.

"We abhor the word Negro," says Rabbi Wentworth Arthur Matthews, aggressive, African-born spiritual leader of the group. "I am not a Negro, never have been. I am an Afri-American and so are all of my children. Today we have 16 million colored Americans. Tomorrow we will have 16 million Black Jews."

The existence of this sect led to spiritual discussion by Jewish scholars over their right to classification as Jews. For five years, Rabbi Irving Block, New York's former Brotherhood Synagogue, has been trying to get the Commandment Keepers recognized as the main body of Jewish. "Any group of people," he states, "who say they are Jewish and who follow the practices and traditions of Judaism are Jews."

Another prominent reform rabbi welcomes the sect into Jewish and claims it as a legitimate movement. "Some of our Jews," he says, "have not awakened to the fact that we are Jews by conviction, and not by blood. There is no Jewish race and blood as well as v. the Jews are equally members of the Jewish people."

The Commandment Keepers maintain close spiritual and sentimental ties to Ethiopia, where some 50,000 Black Jews, called Falasha, live. Like the Falashas of Ethiopia, the Commandment Keepers claim to be descendants of King Solomon and the Queen of Sheba.

The Harlem Jews live in an austere communal life according to the teachings of the Talmud. They eat the traditional matzoh during Passover, meticulously maintain kosher kitchens in their homes and buy their meat from kosher butchers. Like white Jews, they are awaiting the coming of a Messiah who will usher in the Messianic Age.

What you have just read comes from the so-called "NEGRO JEWS," written by another 'White Jew.' Surely most of my readers have heard about "NEGRO" or "COLORED JEWS," living in Old Harlem, New York City, New York and Brooklyn, New York City, New York, equally the Bronx, New York City, New York. These groups of Jews, Israelis, as most prefer to be called, are set aside from the main body of WHITE JEWS - who originally came from Europe - and their descendants born in the United States of America. Their living apart is of no accident, but instead planned with the intent of remaining in the same manner in which it now stands forever. JEWS of lighter [WHITE] complexion must maintain this set-up if they intend to enjoy the pleasures of being "Pure Hebrew" as most generally claim, or "Pure White" as others prefer saying. Still others yet have claimed to be of some kind of a "Pure Semitic Ethnic Stock." Yet all is like any other European or European-American Christian, Moslem, Druid, Mormon, and even Atheist. Therefore, you can see why the Falashas' descendants in the United States of America must remain SEGREGATED from the general body of Jews of light pigmentation. This SEGREGATION is obvious, since those Jews who profess their "SEMITIC RACIAL STOCK" and "WHITE PURITY" theories cannot accept the BLACK FALASHAS as full brothers and sisters in every respect, as it would mean that those who claimed "RACIAL PURITY" would not be able to make such a claim anymore. This would also mean that they would have had to refer back to the BOOK OF GENESIS in their SACRED TORAH [Pentateuch, Five Books Of Moses, Commandments, Old Testament, etc.] and practice what our ancestors have written. They/Our Biblical Forefathers/Anccestors - wrote:"


This most WHITE JEWS have conveniently denied, because they know too well that they have now discovered they are from a "SPECIAL RACE OF WHITE SEMITES," and as such they must remain separate from all of the BLACK, BROWN, YELLOW and RED JEWS of the world; thus equally maintaining that "NON-WHITE JEWS ARE CONVERTS TO JUDAISM." Of course by whom, when and where they cannot document, and very poorly try to hypothesize.

Let me take one of these "BLACK JEWISH COMMUNITIES OF AMERICA" and visit it with you. This group we are about to visit is known to most Americans who are familiar with the existence of "BLACK JEWS" and/or "BLACK ISRAELITES," originally "ETHIOPIAN ROYAL HEBREWS" of the "COMMANDMENT KEEPERS SYNAGOGUE," etc., whose center of Community Group Life was not too long ago located at Lenox Avenue on the northeast corner of 128th Street, HARLEM, New York City, New York one flight up and over a drug store [pharmacy] on the street level. This 1. See R. B. Moore, The Name Negro, Its Origin And Evil Use, New York, 1961, for details, etc.
**"Black" OR "White:" THEY ARE ALL "Jews/Israelites" TODAY!**

1. White Jews often visit Commandment Keepers and take part in service. Congregation follows main features of Jewish worship. Service has on-the-spot-prepared ritual.

2. Just imagine they must be told they are rejected because their parents were/are not "Pure White Semitic Jews" 

---

“Committees” meet, because we cannot see the regular type of seats used in White Synagogues of the downtown New York City areas. However, we turn our heads to the right of us and notice that there is an "Ark" and an "Altar" (see page 307) at the front of the room located at the east wall. We then say to ourselves: "We must be in the place of worship itself." We further observe that there is an upright piano at the right side of the Ark and Altar. Someone said in a very loud voice: "This place is very small; it can only hold about 250 persons in any service." You agree and I agree with all of you. However, you will notice that the members always make room for all visitors, as you look around the Synagogue and see many White people seated (as shown on the following page).

---

1. B.C.E. means "Before The Christian Era." This term is used in preference to B.C. or Before Christ, it presents a problem to the Jewish reader who does not believe in the Christians' Jesus.
2. Punt/Passerit, Ethiopia/Kush, Sudan/Ts'Nehisi and Egypt/Ts'Merry had "Beginning of The World" allegories and myths for thousands of years before the birth of the first Jew - Abraham.
By this time it is getting closer to the beginning of the SABBATH SERVICE, because we can see that the pianist has arrived at the piano and is playing many hymns. Her assistant walks directly over to us and welcomes us to the SERVICE, she asks:

"Is there any way in which I may be of help to you before the Rabbi enters?"

All of us agree that we are alright, and that everything is in good order. But, actually you are a little uneasy because you do not know these people and how they may react to your being in their midst. You feel, probably for the first time, like a BLACK person feels in an all WHITE congregation; it is your very first experience. But, do you not feel you are exactly like the rest of those who always say that "SOMETHING IS WRONG WITH THE NEGROES...?" Maybe this is what you have told yourself, even later all during the late Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.'s "CIVIL RIGHTS MARCHES" of the 1960's C.E. Of course not Minister Malcolm X, whom you feared.

By this time the gathering is much larger, and the members are reaching for their prayer shawls [talces], prayer books, etc. You also notice that everyone keeps on their hats. You are asked to take a "PRAYER CAP" if you are a man and do not have on a head gear of any kind. You are also given a PRAYER SHAWL if you are not Hebrew and have any of your own. The person next to you hands you a PRAYER BOOK. You open the book and notice that it is written from RIGHT to LEFT, instead of the usual LEFT to RIGHT, that is a accustom to use. You also notice that it was not donated by any rich member like it generally is in downtown synagogues.

You ask yourself:

"Why don't the people of wealth in this congregation help the poor ones?"

But then you still also notice that everyone you have seen coming into this HOUSE OF WORSHIP is of a moderate class from the type of clothing they are wearing. You have answered your own self by your own observation.

Everyone stands, and naturally you followed the crowd and did likewise. Then you hear a voice coming from back of where you are standing, and you turn around to look in the direction of the voice in order that you might observe what is taking place. You become a little relax because it is Rabbi Wentworth Matthews leading a procession with the SACRED TORAH clutched in both hands and laying on his right bosom and shoulder, followed closely by the Kantor and the Elders of the Synagogue, all of whom are chanting in an apparently strange language — "Hebrew."

By this time it is getting closer for the Rabbi to reach where you are standing as the procession follows the aisle in the direction from East to West; the procession going from the Altar and Ark in the East towards the congregation in the West, as shown on the following page — 301.

1. Called "Synagogue School, Sabbath House," etc.; but never Temple until the up-coming "Third Temple" is built in Jerusalem. The last "Temple" was destroyed by the Roman colonialists in ca. 3331 B.C. or ca. 70 C.E.
At the Ark Of The Covenant With God, we are witnessing Rabbi Wentworth Matthew chanting "Blessing of the Ark and the Laws in Its Portals:" then equally "Blesses" the congregation; and the congregation follows by rendering the Opening Song. From here on the Sabbath Service is conducted in the manner that is very similar to any other Hebrew Service of which you are normally accustomed; this is if you are a Jew. At certain points in the Service you will notice a few traditional moves that you are not familiar with; this is due to the mixture of African and European forms of Judaism inherent among African and African-American Jewish customs and traditions. All of this is caused by "Cultural Carry-overs and Absorptions" within Judaism in the "Western [White] World."

If you are a male of more than twelve [12] years of age in appearance you would observe the man next to you asking:

"Are you an Israelite of full age to read the Sacred Torah?"

And if you say yes, he will advise you that:

"You have the right to go up and read the Laws when the time comes for your tribal group to be called to read the Torah."

He then asks you for "...Your Hebrew Name..." You give it; and he carries it to one of the Elders up at the Ark. You notice that the note is placed on the Altar in front of the Kantor [singer, choral, etc.]. You are by now quite nervous, because you will have to read the Laws in the presence of all of these people. But why? You do not know if they are using the same type of Hebrew Language which you are accustomed to read in your synagogue downtown. Well!, your own "TRIBAL GROUP" is ready to read the Laws, and you are the first to lead off from your group. You are the first, because of a most basically fundamental custom among Hebrew Jewish people:

"The stranger or visitor must always be served first according to the rules of this congregation and all Falashas congregations the world over, which is required by the Sacred Torah."

You walk up, and look down upon the Sacred Torah; lo and behold you find that it is the same as the Sacred Scroll you are accustomed to read in your own synagogue downtown. You further observe that it was written, edited, printed and published by a Hebrew [or Jewish] firm which is composed solely of white-skinned Jews. You read the Laws; and you receive the regular handshake which everyone of the others receive after reading the Laws. Upon your return to your seat, you begin to feel a little more relaxed, because now you know that you are becoming an actual part of this congregation due to your personal participation. For those of you who did not participate in this manner, you will feel involved because one of your travel companions on the tour participated freely of the fellowship extended in taking of the most precious possession of

1. See Y. ben-Jochannan's Black Man Of The Nile And His Family, p. 305, for the African original.
2. The Holy Torah or Old Testament was originally written in the form of a "Scroll" of lamb skin.

FALASHA RABBIS IN THE U.S.A. REJECTED BY THEIR WHITE BRETHREN. WHY? BECAUSE OF WHITE SEMITIC RACISM AND RELIGIOUS BOSTON.

1. Rabbi Black's expression of brotherhood in 1947 C.E./A.D. is still not shared by most of his fellow White Rabbis. Yes! A BLACK JEW is still "...a stranger among you..." [White Jew] for he or she is not "...one of you. We are [not] all Jews together..." Why? Racism. This date, more than seven [7] years, means nothing in terms of Black-White Jewish harmony, etc.
Royal Ethiopian Hebrews, Inc...." Harlem's Black [never "Negro" or "Colored"] Hebrews/Jews.

We make our exit through the same door we had entered and down the stairs we go. You open the street level exit door and leave the building on West 125th Street, Harlem, New York City, New York. Now you are feeling a little different sensation than that you had when you entered, for you had experienced a new chapter in your life, and you may be now convinced that these people are just like me in almost every manner, except for color, and maybe facial characteristics. If you are "WHITE" you might say:

'I don't see why we should continue excluding these Black Jews from the greater body of Judaism in this country solely on the basis that some of us wish to maintain the color line of racial prejudice around us.'

Then you recall one of the "PSALMS OF SOLOMON," which he quoted from the indigenous African scripture - "Amen-amen" [see page 355 of Chapter] - that reads:

"My hair is woolly, and my color as snowwhite as the robes of my father's kingdom; therefore I am Black and comely..." etc., etc., etc. [see "Pallisy of Racial Jews" for similar biblical quotations see page 400 of this section]

Do not call my people here in the United States of America "NEGRO JEW" or "COLORED JEW," because a "NEGRO" or "COLORED" nomenclature is rejected in toto by each and every consciously self-respecting African - Jew, Gentile, Moslem, Yoruba, Voodooist, etc. included. The reason for the rejection of this term is obvious, as shown on the 17th Century C.E. Map Of Africa before the Portuguese changed their term "NEGRO" to the point where the British could relabel the area of West "Africa" by the imperialist name "NEGROLAND" and the indigenous African people - "NEGROES." The Map Of Africa, showing "NEGROLAND" appears on page 34 of Chapter One: take note. It is the SLAVE MASTER'S insult to his SLAVES: BLACK JEWS, ETHIOPIAN JEWS, AFRICAN-AMERICAN JEWS, ISRAELITES, AGAW, and other titles which WE shall tell you to call US are the only correct names acceptable to US; not what anyone else said it should be because he/she has been calling US that for over the last three to four hundred years. Everyone or woman has the right to name his or her self. We, Agaw or "Israelites, have never in all of history changed our group's name to "NEGRO," that is the work of the Portuguese slavers whom historian Richard B. Moore took to task in his most timely book - THE NAME NEGRO, ITS ORIGIN AND EVIL USE, New York, 1961.

You can find BLACK JEWS in other communities such as Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, Pa.; Cleveland and Youngstown, Ohio; Boston, Mass.; and Chicago, Ill.; all of whom comprises a total population in the United States of America of at least $9,000 to 110,000 members. They are in the majority composed of descendents of Falashas that arrived here in the United States of America by way of the Caribbean Islands within the last five [5] generations. There are very few amongst the 1. Rastian permeates the Jewish, Christian, Moslem, etc. "Sacred Scriptures," even the so-called "Image of God" shown in the picture bibles and tracts for Saturday and Sunday schools, etc.
congregations who were converted to, or born in, the “Christian Faith,” and have returned to their “Mother’s Faith.” Yet some are by the result of inter-religious marriage of the past, which is restricted and forbidden unless the convert joined a “HEBREW” group prior to the marriage; this being the same experience of the JEWS in, and of, Europe and South African Jews noted in Chapter One.

The homes of the African-American JEWS of these communities in the United States of America are of very strict religious order. The women follow the “LEVITICAL LAWS OF THE UNCLEAN PERIOD” to the letter, and refrain from the room of their husbands upon such times that they are “UNCLEAN.” The withdrawal to another room from the husband takes the place of the “HOUSE OF THE WOMAN OF UNCLEAN BLOOD” used in Falasha communities in Ethiopia (review Chapter VI, Child-Bearing and Child-Birth, pages 191 – 195 of Chapter One).

All members of the African-American [BLACK] Hebrew communities throughout the Americas must learn HARIBU/HEBREW and attend at least one HEBREW SCHOOL. They must study the religious life and history of their people - both ISRAELITES and AGAW. Each and everyone of the boys and girls are encouraged to complete a college education. They do not work on the Sabbath or any High Holy Day. These customs are “carry-overs” from their Torahic experience in Africa.

In the homes of the African-American JEWS the SABBATH is rigidly observed. From Sun-Down FRIDAY until Sun-down SATURDAY (Sabbath) there would be no gas burning or light shining on this day or any High Holy Day, and no hot food eaten. Their homes are furnished with all of the necessities and so-called “religious symbols” required of a religious family of an Orthodox Hebrew Home and Way Of Life. These items are purchased from European-American [WHITE] Hebrews (Jews). “Kosher foods” must be eaten by all. The products to prepare such foods, like meats of every kind, are bought from “Kosher stores” uptown and downtown - all of them WHITE JEWS owned. Not a single African-American [BLACK] Jew has his own Kosher restaurant, delicatessen, or butcher shop which serves only “KOSHER FOODS.” This alone indicates the extent of the dependency of the BLACK JEWS in the United States of America upon the WHITE JEWS, even for their very sustenance of life in too many cases; thus the further irony in BLACK-White Judaism. U.S.A.

I am hoping that you would pay your brother and sister African-American Israelites [Jews, Hebrews, etc.] a visit and live a few hours with them, allowing them to equally live a few hours with you. They are very anxious to make friends with you in the community where they live, thereby helping to eliminate the lack of understanding existing amongst African-American and European and European-American JEWS living in the United States of America and the Caribbean islands.

African-Americans who are not of the Hebrew Religion, Culture and/or Way Of Life think it very strange to see “BLACK” people who are “JEWS.” They have been for so long studied by other 1. Jews, all over the world where they have lived, have taken local women converts into Judaism. Most of Europe’s JEWS have their own “Kharzahie Past,” which they would like to forget.

European-American [Jewish, Christian, Atheist, etc.] “Scholars” [propagandists] who state:

“ALL JEWS HAVE WHITE SKIN AND ARE SEMITIC-CAUCASIAN,”

to the extent that most of them are shocked upon meeting any “AFRICAN-AMERICAN JEW” or “AFRICAN-CARIBBEAN JEW,” much less an “AFRICAN JEW.” There is presently a campaign against this sort of ignorance, and an uprooting of its sources. And as a result of this type of data in this volume the information is gradually changing. I am hoping that this Chapter will further help to bridge the gap between the spread of such ignorance in the BLACK and WHITE communities of the downtown and uptown areas, thereby eliminating some of the superstitions about the African-American JEWS, thus causing the removal of the barriers set up by racist European-American JEWS to bar these African [BLACK] JEWS from the major body of the “Hebrew Community in America.” Make friends now, because you may have to live with them one day in the State of Israel.1

Why not be somewhat understanding before you have to be shocked by their presence in Israel as a part of the majority population. But remember, “BLACK JEWS” are not begging to be accepted. They have offered their “HANDS OF FRIENDSHIP.” They are not “NON-VIOLENT.” They will not “…TURN THE OTHER CHEEK …” when mistreated, much less when struck. They strongly believe in the teachings their fellow African Hebrew - MOSES - learned from their fellow indigenous Africans of Ta-Merry, Ta-Nebish, Ta-Merch [Black, Blood, Punkt, etc.] all along the Blue and White Nile River Valley; particularly the following:

“AN EYE FOR AN EYE, AND A TOOTH FOR A TOOTH.”

But the same Africans of the Nile Valley and Great Lakes regions also taught the following:

“THE PRINCIPLE OF THE LAW OF THE GREATEST GOOD AND OPPOSITES,”

which the Greeks copied under the title:

“...SUMMUM BONUM...”

The detailed outline of this issue on pages 313 - 338 in my book - BLACK MAN OF THE NILE AND HIS FAMILY - should refresh your memory on this point. Thus it is that the African Hebrews or Agaw people [Beta Israel or Falasha] have taught, and still teach, and will continue teaching:

“AN EYE FOR AN EYE, AND A TOOTH FOR A TOOTH;”

but only if it conforms to:

“THE LAW OF THE GREATEST GOOD.”

It is indeed unfortunate that the END equally comes to many who use their own life as a model and foundation for thousands and/or millions who would have otherwise just drifted along through life's trials. Such a human person this entire chapter in effect deals with. And such a person was the misfortune of the living to see passed by as he entered the PROMISED LAND of the world.

1. This has become a fact over one generation now. Black Jews from Chicago, Ill. are in Israel.

2. Meroe once existed between Ta-Nebish [Sudan] and Ta-Merry [Egypt] for centuries in antiquity.
of "WORTHY ANCESTRAL SPIRITS - the NETHER WORLD or HEREAFTER. Who Was He? Yes!, "THE DEAN OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN [Black] HEBREWS."

The type of RACISM and RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY displayed by the "WHITE [?] JEWS" in the highest places of the United States of America's Talmudic [Rabbinical] Judaism with regards to the "DEAN OF AMERICAN BLACK JEWS" life was also displayed in his death in December, 1973. For a White Rabbi of equal status had passed away any place in the United States of America, irrespective of how much of a controversial figure he was, his death would have been cause for the greatest concern among the entire Jewish community. But the "BLACK COLOR" of Rabbi Matthew was to permit no such concern in White Racist Judaism a-la European-America. The following is the manner in which the Harlem-based local newspaper mentioned his passing away; yet, he was the commonly proclaimed "Dean Of American Black Rabbits" Would the N.Y. Amsterdam News [1] give just a few lines of almost meaningless space if any of the merely noted BLACK MINISTERS, much less a BISHOP and/or DEAN, had passed away? Certainly not! But RACISM and RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY have been a tradition African-Americans, particularly the "NEGROES" and "COLOR-EDS" among us, adapted with a mastery and vengeance to be expressed in every detail against our own selves. If the "GREAT WHITE FATHER" failed to endorse anyone of us - from Denmark Vesey and Nat Turner all the way to Malcolm X and Marcus Moziah Garvey [including hundreds of others] - we too must do likewise. But before we read the passing remarks by the local tabloid, let us not fail to remember that "MOSES" of the Pentateuch/Torah was an "AFRICAN" just like the late Rabbi Wentworth Matthew. Of course many of us would prefer to become members of the so-called "DEVIL'S RELIGION" rather than accept this fact. For is it not true that we have also learned to say:

"A NIGGER [meaning an African-American] AIN'T SHIT"

because of our conditioning by our SEMITIC and CAUCASIAN sociology, paleontology, anthropology, ethnology, history, etc. teachers and professors whom we call our own "AUTHORITY IN BLACK AND AFRICAN STUDIES" courses and textbooks - such as Loren Katz, Basil Davidson, Herbert Aptheker, Daniel Moynihan, Robert J. Oakley, Robert C. Allen, John H. Clarke, John G. Jackson, Cyril L. Evans, George M. James, Joel A. Rogers, and many others?

Yes! Rabbi Wentworth Matthew's demise was more than entitled to a mere passing remark; at least from a local tabloid in his own community where he worked and transformed literally thousands into meaningful and worthwhile "AFRICAN-AMERICANS;" all of them even to realize that "BLACK HAS BEEN ALWAYS BEAUTIFUL." [2]

long before the buttons and ribbons of the so-called "Black Liberation Flag" that was coopted from the late Honourable Marcus Moziah Garvey's "TRI-COLORS OF AFRICA" flag of the Universal Negro Improvement Association [U.N.I.A.], of which Rabbi Matthew was a noted supporter. Yes, 1.

1. Too many Africans/Blacks have been taught to be anti-any religious group which is not "Christian,"
the following was the Amsterdam News final salute to the African-American Jews noted "Dean of Rabbits." This was ten years before the television spectacular about Ethiopian Jews on June 5, 1953.1

N. Y. AMSTERDAM NEWS Sat., Dec. 15, 1973 — C-9

RABBI WENTWORTH ARTHUR MATTHEW

RabbL Matthew, The Organizer

Rabbi Wentworth Arthur Matthew, Black Dean of the Black Hebrews in the Western Hemisphere and Africa, died last Monday in Harlem Hospital after a long illness.

Rabbi Matthew was born June 23, 1900 in the city of Lagos, Nigeria, West Africa. He was an early age an immigrant, with his family, to the Western islands of St. Lucia.

Married

After completing his high school education he emigrated to the United States at the age of twenty-one. Here he met and married Miss Florence Libeal of New York, N. Y. From that union four children were born.

Rabbi Matthew studied and was graduated from the University of Berlin from which he received a degree in anthropology and sociology. He attended the Hebrew Theological Seminary in 1929 where he won his degree. He also attended the Institute of Chiropractic in Pennsylvania.

Hebrew Temple

Rabbi Matthew organized the Commandery Keeper Ethiopian Hebrew Congregation in 1939. This has grown into the largest Ethiopian Hebrew organization in the world.

He also organized the Hebrew Husbands College, which has sent out Rabbinical teachers and students to Hebrew Temples throughout the world. He also organized a Talmud Torah for children. He set up The Home and Institute of Culture.

Rabbi Matthew also built a Hebrew community which contained a farm in Babylon Long Island, in which young men and women the art of self-preservation from the earth and its products.

Rabbi Matthew was one of the early pioneers for civil rights for Blacks. He fought inside Marcus Garvey for the rights of the Black man.

Survivors

He was married for fifty-seven years to Florence Matthew who survives him.

Rabbi Matthew is also survived by two sons, Arthur and Samuel Matthew. His grandson, whom he obtained as the youngest Rabbi in the world, Rabbi David Duke. Nine grandchildren and nine great grandchildren.

Rabbi Matthew was buried in the Frederick Douglas Cemetery in a section for Black Hebrews.

1. Channel 4 NBC, TV, 6/4/63 Monitor Show, 10:00 P. M., presentor: "The Black Jews of Ethiopia/Falseah," without a solitary comment by an Ethiopian/Black Jew as commentator to counteract the racist distortions of the true history of the Beta Israel/Ethiopian [Black] Hebrews or Jews, etc.

An aspect of the major teachings of the Dean of African-American Hebrew Rabbits was: "Don't make assumptions solely upon biblical [scriptures]." Many of his students hold to that principle;

Most Africans feel immigration will not solve the U.S. race problem

BY ERA BELL THOMPSON

Elementary school children of Hebrew descent are held in a poor hight school is held. "We will not bring up illusions," says parents who once most of time were being wronged. They said wronged, saying, "We want all the help possible from the government and people," they say, but biggest barrier is language. They need text books and books.

I. These too were/are the result of those who broke away from Rabbi Matthew's African Nationalism in Judaism to live among European-Jews in Israel/Palestine, but failed to reach there.
In the previous article I can hear the late Benin Of African-American Hebrew Rabbi warning his followers of "...THE SWEET SOUND OF THE MASTER'S VOICE OF DESERTION..." as he attempted to make us believe that he knows what "...most Africans feel...
about "...immigration..." with regards to the "...U.S. race problem..." For if migration and immigration by force to the Americas be to become "SLAVES" mentally and physically can solve African-[BLACK]-American problem; why not...RE-IMMIGRATION... "back to the world's richest piece of real estate - the only true "PROMISED LAND" for all people who are aware of their "AFRICANNESS"?" Era Bell Thompson failed to realize that it is not the Black/African People's return, or immigration, is the trouble; but instead the fact of what European and European-American colonialist and imperialist so-called "ENTREPRENEURS" who have migrated to the same so-called "AFRICA" have done to both the Africans at home and those abroad - even those who are directly in"...THE U.S. RACE PROBLEM,..." with the Era Bell Thompsons.

Sad it is indeed that many who were with the African Hebrews below chose to move on to the so-called "PROMISED LAND" in the political State of Israel where it became necessary for their racist and religiously bigoted fellow Jews [Israelites, Hebrews] to have their Knesset [Parliament or Senate] meet to decide whether or not they are indeed KOSHER "JEWS," which is to say the case NON-KOSHER JEWS from Russia who are totally ignorant of the first word of the first of anything stated in the Sacred Torah confront. Is this too "BLACK/NEGRO ANTI-SEMITISM?"" Tell!

The recent immigration of over a hundred so-called Black Jews from the Abia Israel Center in Chicago to a farm 100 miles into the Liberian bush was more religious than racial. Claiming to be one of the last tribes of Israeli, they came under Divine direction and in so doing are fulfilling their own prophecies of black immigration before "America's ultimate destruction in 1878." Negroes can escape the disaster, warns their leader, by "keeping the laws of God." What they did not escape was a hot press in the States and the fears and suspicion of neighbors in their adopted land.

The press, they said, has hurt their movement, so they proceeded to set the record straight. 1) They are not strict. Soul food gardens flourish, oranges are a cent a piece and they can buy a whole stack of bananas for a quarter. 2) They are not raphe. "We may not be farmers, but among us are teachers, secretaries, postal clerks and machinists." And, although wearing skull caps and beards may seem strange to a predominantly Christian society, they are neither Black Muslims nor racists, they say, nothing like Number Three.

"When people return home after being away so long, they go through a period of adjustment," explained a youthful spokesman, warning toward blue tents and makeshift houses. "Of course it looks bad, compared with the nice homes we left behind us. But come back in a couple of years and you won't know this place."

The Israel Hebrews have expressed their intentions of luring citizens, but they have not added themselves of the presidential prerogative which would waive the two-year probationary period and entitle them to an immigrant's allowance provided for in the Liberian Constitution. Instead, they paid the government $1 an acre for a 500 acre farm and vowed, "We are here to stay."

The above article, which goes back to EBONY magazine of ca. 1969 C.E. [or A.D.], deals with a type of African People who are as sturdy and as stubborn as the very ancient pre-Christian Egyptian archaeological status adjacent to it. Just imagine, their ancestors created "JUDAISM!"

1. The sensational manner in which EBONY treated this historical event is typical, but unfortunate, of most - if not all - "Negro/Colored" tabloids, which should have been reporting from an African/black perspective. EBONY's owners appear to be oblivious to their own African heritages.
The following Chapter should be of major importance to those who believe that all of the so-called "BLACK JEWS" are standing still awaiting their acceptance by "WHITE JEWS" in the so-called "PROMISED LAND" of Western Asia - the political State of Israel [formerly "Palestine"].

FALASHAS IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND AFRICAN NATIONALISM:

A Falasha "AFRICAN NATIONALIST" is a person who looks at the issue of AFRICAN NATIONALISM, which is not to be confused with the 1960's "Black Nationalist Movement," with a very deep sense of emotion and combined intellect. He, or she, does not allow one to separate itself from the other. He, from this point also she when reasonable, is not a so-called "EXTREMIST" in any sense of the term, and due to this preconception has not become a typical "RACIST" RACIST in the sense of believing that FALASHAS ARE MEMBERS OF A CHOSEN [superior] PEOPLE. He has rejected any such notion; but instead holds to the view that:

"FALASHAS ARE JUST ORDINARY MEMBERS OF THE HUMAN FAMILY,"

which is generally classified as the "HUMAN RACE", the latter being a creation of "Western [European and European-American] academicians." Whenever he uses the term "RACE," he gives it the meaning of a geographic cultural group. His designation of this term has nothing to do with one's COLOR OF SKIN or PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS. However, he will prefer not to use the term in any manner whatsoever. More-so, what is the "White Semitic Jewish Race"?
selves and other AFRICAN (Black) PEOPLE who still inhabit the great continent of Alkebu-lan. We must conclude that since we were set aside and segregated into a certain color and facial appearance called "NEGRO RACE," we must reestablish our honor amongst men by, and through, these same African People with whom we are identified, remembering of course that there is only one ALKEBU-LAN or "AFRICA," and it is very "BLACK." Thus no need to use the term "BLACK AFRICA."东西 else is neo-colonial subterfuge directed at further dividing African/Black People from their total liberation from the descendants of those that enslaved us at the Berlin and/or Brussels Conference of 1884-1886 C.E. in order to solidify our more than 11.3 MILLION SQUARE MILES of the world's richest piece of REAL ESTATE - Our African/Black Birthright.

The AFRICAN NATIONALIST MOVEMENTS in the Americas and the Caribbean Islands are not a new factor; and many of you have heard of them in at least one of their few forms. For it was this "AFRICAN NATIONALIST FEELING" which was responsible for forcing President Abe Lincoln's administration to acquire land in the African-Caribbean Republic of Haiti (originally "Hayti," the Spaniards' "Hispaniola") for the resettlement of African-Americans who were enslaved, and finally freed, in the United States of America; African People who were totally uncomfortable living in the midst of their former slave masters and slave mistresses while having to remember their physical enslavement who suffered constantly by the mental enslavement of the same people. This same "AFRICAN NATIONALIST FEELING" was mostly felt in the Americas and Caribbean Islands when the late Honourable Marcus Mosiah Garvey - "President-General Designate of the Universal Negro Improvement Association (U.N.I.A.) and African Communities League" - started his "AFRICAN NATIONALIST MOVEMENT" in 1900 C.E. in Jamaica [then the so-called "British West Indies," B.W.I.] and 1916 C.E. in Harlem, New York City, New York. This was the same U.N.I.A., and other AFRICAN NATIONALIST MOVEMENTS, that reached its zenith in the era of the "ITALIAN-ETHIOPIAN WAR" of 1936-35 to 1942 C.E. Yes, it was the same Mr. Garvey who was FEARED and finally SUPPRESSED and BANNISHED by the United States of America because of his teachings of an AFRICAN NATIONALISM that reminded African People of every class and creed:

"AFRICANS IS FOR THE AFRICANS, THOSE AT HOME AND THOSE ABROAD."

His SUPPRESSED and BANNISHED had stifled the power of any strong expression of outward protest in the form of AFRICAN NATIONALISM in the Western Hemisphere until the latter 1950's-1960's C.E. However the spirit of the AFRICAN NATIONALIST MOVEMENTS kept on developing amongst Mr. Garvey's "LIONS" and "CUBS" that followed, all of whom he spoke about, as AFRICAN NATIONALISM began regaining new adherents. Amongst the OLD and NEW members are a very large number of African-American HEBREWS or ISRAELITES [Jews if you prefer] residing in the United States of America, and of course thousands more in the other nations of the Americas and the Caribbean Islands. You will find these Hebrew or Israelite brothers and sisters of yours and mine following the AFRICAN NATIONALIST MOVEMENT in various ways and commitments. Some are so-called "EXTREMIST" in their thinking, very much like the former "...STERN GANG..." and "...GURADS..." of the anti-British Palestinian Jewish (Zionist) Movement of pre-Israeli Independence. Yet, others are notably "INTELLIGENT" in their participation. Some are willing to go at this very moment to "MOTHER ALKEBU-LAN," as so many others have already done and are doing, to help their fellow African People on a person-to-person basis; if it was not for certain very well contrived "RED TAPE" designed to discourage African-[BLACK] Americans from developing any close ties with their African brothers and sisters in the Mother Continent - Alkebu-lan. Their conduct is nothing WORSE nor BETTER than those European and European-American HEBREWS or ISRAELITES who did likewise in the case of their fellow Jews in Palestine to establish the political State of Israel from the JEWISH NATIONALIST DREAM projected a few hundred years ago, which Herzel reminded others to make a reality; even remembering further that Alkebu-lan ["Africa"] was considered at one time for a "...HOMELAND OF THE EUROPEAN JEW,..." Today we, AFRICAN-AMERICAN HEBREWS, are also contributing money and other material and moral aid to our African brothers and sisters who are feeling and suffering and praying from the oppression of both the European and European-American imperialists of the Christian and Jewish faiths. But others yet take a "...HANDS-OFF POLICY," between Asian Arabs and European Jews in their power struggle for "...THE CURSED LAND OF THE CANAANITIS,..." the "SACRED LAND" of the descendants of the so-called "...BLACK CURSE NOAH PLACED UPON HIS YOUNGEST SON'S [HAM] CHILDREN - THE NEGROES,..." [see the "CURSE" on page 2, Volume 1, and page 338 following].

This volume makes it necessary to have a REAPPRaisal OF THE BLACK-WHITE JEWISH QUESTION, which is the subject title of the following Chapter. In this we can very well see that the type of involvement African-American and African-Caribbean HEBREWS and/or ISRAELITES need to be into for our own SURVIVAL is not that of European and European-American controlled WHITE-SEMITIC-CAUCASIAN ZIONISM, but instead AFRICAN NATIONALISM at least, and "PAN-AFRICANISM" at best. The humiliating experiences of the BLACK JEW from South and West Asia, North Africa, East Africa, as elsewhere should be enough reason to justify this stance; needless to mention the RACIST REJECTION and RELIGIOUS EXCLUSION we suffer here in the United States of America from our fellow Jews who claim to be of a different COLOR and RACE.

1. See R. Graves and R. Patan's Hebrew Myths: The Story Of Genesis, pp. 120 - 123, etc. for details, and Kautsky's Are The Jews A Race, in which he questions the "Jewish Race" myth, etc. 
A REALAPPRAISAL OF THE BLACK-WHITE "JEWISH QUESTION":

I must reemphasize the fact that all of my writings to date are complete with emotion. This is equally true for the facts, objectively and subjectively, that have found to be necessary in order to analyze the documents for the historical basis I have used in my hypotheses. My action will provide the reader with a visual understanding of history; for it is without justification that history has to be boringly placid. This I can very easily accomplish, as I do not attempt to hide the interest from whence I write. Thus, I do not try to imply that I can ever write an "UNBIAS HISTORY" of how the "AFRICAN PEOPLE" in any period of their life suffered from their exclusion in text books written on so-called "WORLD HISTORY" by European and American "historians" and "academics"—including "biblical scholars" and "sages."

It is due to this exclusiveness that I find necessary to keep in touch with the so-called "AVERAGE NEGROES" who spend much of their time listening to the "STREET CORNER SPEAKERS" at "MARCUS GARVEY AND MALCOLM X SQUARE," 1 West 165th Street and Seventh Avenue, Harlem New York City, New York; and equally those who frequented the former "CHOCK FULL O'NUTS" restaurants at West 153th and Lenox Avenue and West 125th Street and Seventh Avenue, Harlem, New York City, New York. From these areas and points of interest, along with the COMMUNION one shares with his fellow Africans, any BLACK PROFESSIONAL can continue within the context of his or her unspoiled "BLACKNESS" that maintains the root-base of his [or her] "academic authority" and "independence."

The text of the "BLACK JEW" has been seriously affected by the behavior on my part that reflects all that has been said above. For I have been able to hear from the so-called "AVERAGE BLACK JEW" whose interest is generally not represented by the "BLACK RABBIS" who try constantly to negotiate any type of acceptance by "WHITE TALMUDIC [Rabbinical] JUDAISM," Negotiations for a combined BLACK-WHITE JEWISH COMMUNITY being also futile.

I am equally cognizant of the fact that my own educational "BRAINWASHING" in "Western, Judaic-Christian Greek-centric" institutions must have had some sort of adverse influence on the way I react to "WHITE [Caucasian-Semite-Indo-European-Aryan] TALMUDIC JUDAISM," Naturally the conditioned "Negro mind" can not understand this position. For such a "MIND" remains harnessed to the Judaic-Christian mystique that detailed everything "BAD" and/or "SINFUL" in terms of "BLACKNESS," "WHITENESS" being the opposite - "GOOD" and/or "RIGHTEOUS." Thus "BLACK" is the symbol of "IMPURITY" and "UNGODLINESS;" whereas "WHITE" is the symbol of "PURITY" and "GOODNESS." This is equally carried over into the relationship between "BLACK-WHITE JEWS" as it is with "BLACK-WHITE CHRISTIANS." Thus the "BLACKNESS" of a Jew, Christian, Moslem, etc. makes him or her less "KOSHER" than the "WHITENESS" of a fellow co-religionist "Jew, Christian, Moslem," etc. The shades between "BLACK" and "WHITE" make one equally as "BAD" or "GOOD," depending upon what point between the center and the extreme ends one is located.

Unfortunately "BLACK JEWS," as a general rule, have failed to deal with the above fact honestly and forthrightly in any challenge to their fellow co-religionist "WHITE JEWS" in fear of being called "ANTI-SEMITIC," to the extent that the latter expresses the belief that:

"MOST BLACK JEWS WANT TO AMALGAMATE WITH WHITE JEWS."

The fact is that the vast majority of the non-clerical "BLACK JEWS" could hate nothing else worse, as they are for the most part still dedicated to Garveyite "PAN-AFRICANISM," rather than Heritite "EUROPEAN-AMERICAN ZIONISM" which is a mere handful of the total community have succumbed to for the sake of a few dollars they receive on sparsely occasions. And of course the recipients of these measly handouts must first become "NEGRO JEWS" by way of "CONVERSION" [see Volume One, page 3xxx] before they can receive the first penny.

The context of the following remarks, documents, hypotheses, quotations, etc. from varied sources will enrage many who must maintain their hypocritical image of "Neomessianism," even though they suffer daily from intense "EMOTIONALISM" as a result of their second-class position within so-called "LIBERAL JUDAISM," with its "LILY WHITE SEMITE" syndrome.

The brutal fact is that the "BLACK JEWS" of the "HARLEMS" of the entire world must face the reality that THE ONLY FORM OF "JUDAISM" that is valid for them is that which they OWN, CONTROL and OPERATE like all other so-called "RACIAL" or "ETHNIC" JEWS do in their own separately RACIST and RELIGIOUSLY ISOLATED communities. For although their God-Head - "YWH, JEHovah, ADNOI," or whatever else HE, SHE, IT and/or THEY are/is called - has been said to be a "COLORLESS SPIRIT" in most of the so-called "SACRED SCRIPTURES WRITTEN BY GOD-INSPIRED SCRIBES," Black Jews MUST realize that their co-religionist White Jews image of their God-Head is for all good and purpose the same as their own:

"WHITE, CAUCASIAN, SEMITE, INDO-EUROPEAN," 1

The Black Jews must decide whether or not their PROMISED LAND should be somewhere in ALKEBU-LAN [Africa, Ortega, Ethiopia, etc.] or in ASIA. Being "AFRICANS" however; why is the PROMISED LAND for the Black Jews not around the area where mankind has been proven to have existed -"CREATED" ca. 1,750,000 before Genesis "ADAM AND EVE IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN" sometime during ca. 3670 B.C.E. or 5,742 years ago? [see page 85].

We, Black Jews, need to realize that the allegorical myth about "ADAM AND EVE" is as real as the story about "MOSES" receiving "THE TEN COMMANDMENTS" on MT. HOREB, in

1. Western man created "races" to make himself the best of all men - the "Chosen People," etc.
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Church Groups Hit Corporations

By ELEANOR BLAIR

Major religious groups are stepping up their stockholder challenges against certain practices of American corporations. The increased activism involves not only lawsuits but also a new push for stockholder resolutions that have been introduced in the past for the first time in the 1970s. These resolutions and actions have been initiated by various church groups and have been filed in several states, including New York, California, and Pennsylvania. The resolutions call for changes in corporate policies, such as more responsible investments in certain industries and the establishment of more democratic structures within corporations.

The New York Times, Saturday, January 14th, 1973, L 45
When I first considered making a critical analysis of the PALASHAS, my people at home in Alkebu-Lan [in Volume One] and abroad in the Americas and Caribbean Islands [in Volume Two], I had to realize that the vast majority of my reading audience will more than likely be African-Americans of the "CHRISTIAN RELIGION," and of course many of the "MUSLIM" or "MOSELM RELIGION." For this reason I equally had to use the most common "...HOLY SCRIPTURES," of which they are accustomed as my base of reference with regards to the "FIRST BOOK OF MOSES [GENESIS]" and "SECOND BOOK OF MOSES [Exodus]." Of course some BLACK JEWS may argue that it should be the PENTATEUCH, while BLACK MUSLIMS or MOSELMs would demand that it be the QUR'AN. Yet, the fact still remains that it is in the "AUTHORIZED VERSION OF THE KING JAMES BIBLE" references are made to make it appear that the Christians' GOD - Jehovah [Jesus Christ or The Anointed] - was present when the Hebrew or Israelites' GOD - Ywah [or Jehovah] supposedly said some 5743 [ca. 3760 B.C.E. + 1893 C.E.] years ago:

[Gen.1:26]..."LET US MAKE MAN IN OUR OWN IMAGE," etc., etc., etc. All of this was years before I read the preceding article by the Right Honourable Reverend Sterling Carey. However, Dr. Carey's article moved me to reconsider my original presentation of the critical analysis that follows. It also imposed upon me an obligation to reexamine the role of the European and European-American [WHITE] Jews in COLONIALISM and FACISM in Africa, particularly in "SOUTH AFRICA [MosaMotaPula]" with regards to the daily oppression and acts of genocide against the indigenous "Africans" in their own "PROMISED LAND"/ the WHITE RACIST Christians, Jews, Moslems, Atheists and others exploit daily. This is further sharpened when I walk through the "DIAMOND CENTER" around the Avenue of the Americas and the streets bordering the 40's to 50's in New York City, New York. Thus it is that I had to face the evidence of the HARD FACTS of the SYSTEMATICAL EXTERMINATION of the indigenous African majority by the European and European-American minority, and ask myself the following:

WHY IS THERE NO OUTCRY FROM THE SO-CALLED "RESPONSIBLE NEGROES" AGAINST AFRICAN GENOCIDE IN SOUTH AFRICA BY WHITE JEWS AS THERE IS AGAINST WHITE CHRISTIANS, MOSELMs, ATHIESTS AND OTHERS? WHY?

I had to agree that at least a segment of the "CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY" [in part] recognizes in public its shameful and inexcusable "UN-CHRISTIAN"/conduct in the ruthless repressive exploitation of the indigenous African People in their own PROMISED LAND - Africa [the so-called "Republic of South Africa"]. This can not in any manner whatsoever be said in the case of the vile "UN-JUDAIC" conduct of the White Jews who help in the exploitation and extermination of the indigenous Africans, much of which profit finds its way into the coffers of many synagogues and other Jewish Institutions in Europe, European-America and Israel as it does in Christian Churches and other places. The first part of this work was written by an Ethiopian scholar - Hatzaad Khobad the-Rhobad.

Institutions of Christendom; the Arab Moslems of North Africa being no exception in this respect.

Anyone reading Volume Two of this project [from this juncture onwards] should find it very easy to understand, at least after reading the preceding Chapter..."Palasha's In The United States of America...", as it is the hypocrisy of RACISM and RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY centered in Talmudic [Rabbinal] Judaism that this Chapter and Volume highlights. But, why does your author hold to this conclusion? Because it should be obvious that the so-called "NEGRO" and/or "BLACK" Jews in the United States of America practice a type of TALMUDIC [Rabbinal] JUDAISM that is very similar to the so-called "SEMITIC" or "WHITE CAUCASIAN" Jews; yet, the "BLACK" Jews of Ethiopia, Yemen, India, and elsewhere, are tolerated by the "WHITE" Jews, even in the political State of Israel. But the same is not true for the "BLACK" Jews living in the United States of America. Could it not be a question of "RACISM" and "RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY" on the part of the WHITE JEWS who are constantly pretending about

"...RISE NEGRO [and/or Black] ANTI-SEMITISM IN THE GHETTOS...?"

This writer, formerly a practicing so-called "BLACK JEW" myself, is definitely convinced it is nothing else but just that - RACIST RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY. For WHITE JEWS in the Western Hemisphere - the United States of America and the rest of North America [Mexico and Canada], Central America, South America and the Caribbean Islands, the same as WHITE Christians and WHITE Moslems, for the most part, see themselves as "...A RACE OF PEOPLE...", who are distinctly "SEPARATE" from their co-religionist BLACK JEWS anywhere, much less the so-called "...AMERICAN NEGRO JEWS..." in the United States of America who are not even tolerated.

Behind the SECRET DOORS of the above citations it is necessary for BLACK JEWS to uncover and bring to the open scrutiny of the general community of man these forms of JEWISH RACISM and JEWISH RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY, as BLACK CHRISTIANS like Dr. Carey, BLACK MOSLEM like the late Haji Malik Shabazz [Malcolm Little - X1], and other BLACK PEOPLE of all other religions have done and are still doing. The BLACK JEWS or BRANIELTOS, etc. are more than duly bound in this regard. We are acutely obligated for our own survival and prosperity to remove all of this form of CANCER in TALMUDIC [Rabbinal] JUDAISM that is knowingly away culturally and physically at OUR African People both at home in Alkebu-Lan and outside in the so-called "DIASPORA." Just imagine, even the pet expressions we use to designate our own involvements - we adapted from old cast-off Jewish socio-political slogans and cliches4 like the following:

"DIASPORA, GHETTO, INNER-CITY, PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION" [quote system in disguise], INTEGRATION, CULTURALLY DEPRIVED," etc.;

be the last one being the real hooker. Whose "CULTURE" is Black People "DEPRIVED" of not hav-

1. There is a strong suspicion that his encounter with Zionist Racism caused his assassination.
2. When will African/Black People in the U.S.A. refuse Jewish scholars nomenclatures for us?
ing? Who said it is worthwhile wanting? Why is it that "BLACK SOCIOLOGISTS" have not pointed out that White People, Jews included, are "CULTURALLY DEPRIVED" of their [our] BLACK HERITAGE and HISTORY that brought them into "CIVILIZED LIVING" for the first time when they left Asia and entered Africa in search of FOOD, CLOTHING, SHELTER and WISDOM - in short "HAVEN" and "HEAVEN." All of this is providing European and European-American Jews, in fact, do have a claim to the "HABRU RELIGION" that received its first LAWS, THEOLOGY OF MONOTHEISM and SCRIPTURES from the indigenous (BLACK) Africans of the Nile Valley, particularly those in Ta-Merry and Ta-Nehiin, such as Moses [ca. 1316 - 1298 B.C.E.7] who copied "...THE PRINCIPLE OF MONOTHEISM" (One And Only True God)...from Pharaoh Akhenaten Amenhotep IV, ca. 1412 - 1356 B.C.E., before the birth of Moses in Ta-Merry. A collage of Akhenaten and family appears in Volume One, page 209 of this work.

From this juncture to the end of this Volume it is with the MYTHS, ALLEGORIES and DISTRORTIONS of Jewish history with regards to the "JEWISH" or HEBREW RELIGION/WAY OF LIFE mystique your author shall concern himself. This analysis will not cater to any group or organization. Even the "BLACK JEWS" it defends to some degree, will receive their [our] share of scrutiny and criticism with regards to their [our] role and behavior in the overall "AFRICAN [Black] COMMUNITY" in the "Western Hemisphere" [the Americas and the Caribbean Islands]. For ending this Chapter, I am reminded of the following from Rabbi Halle Moshe Paris's article titled "African Christianity and the Black Madonna" in Albert B. Cleage, Jr., BLACK CHRISTIAN NATIONALISM: NEW DIRECTIONS FOR THE BLACK CHURCH, New York, 1972, page 281:

"...I would be my hope that in the area of the Middle East where the Sephardim - the Afro-Asian Jews - have once again become a powerful force, they will be able to interpret the tradition of Moses in the light of other reinterpretations of religions in that area, so that they will become part of the twentieth century. Hopefully they will relate to the history of the twentieth century and to the African peoples in the Afro-Asian world, in America, and in Europe. Christianity - the European version that is controlled by the European churches and institutions - will have to be redefined by Europeans for European usage and existence. In the African context, the Black American will redefine his Christianity, or Islam, or Judaism in light of the reinterpretations that are going on in Africa and in the greater Eastern world. With this, I believe, once again will arise the ascendency of African heritage and tradition of these religions, and there will be a balanced world culture. This will not be an ecumenic culture, but will basically be an..."

1. Your author recommends this book to be included in your library as one of your treasures. It is unfortunate that Cleage, as other Black Nationalist Clergy, can not produce their own Black Bible.
Rabbi Parris' AMEN. I am almost certain, was not a call to the ancient God of said name in Egypt.

The so-called 'BLACK-WHITE' and/or 'JEWISH-NEGRO, BLACK-JEWISH'[ad infinitum] "CONFRONTATION" we are still hearing so much about of late, which began during the late 1960's, increasingly demands some sort of honestly meaningful open dialogue with respect to [1]: What is a 'JEW' from a biblical standpoint? [2]: Why European and European-American [White, Caucasian or Semitic] JEWS reject from their communities African and African-American [Black, Negro, Faalaah] JEWS? [3]: Why is there a JEWISH-CHRISTIAN-MUSLIM (Muslim) CONFRONTATION among African [BLACK] Americans, including millions of many other RELIGIONS in the United States of America?

This writer once believed that I had sufficiently dealt with the issue of the origin, development and characteristics of the so-called "BLACK ["Negro, Colored, African, Ethiopian," etc.] JEWS" in the first pamphlet [Volume I] IXOTROS HEBREOS NEGRO [in English: WE THE BLACK JEWS, 1894-1999], I wrote for a community of African Jews who, at that time, inhabited a few of the islands in the Caribbean Sea and mainland South and Central America.

I began writing it in 1934, and finally published it in 1938 C.E. in Spanish. It was prompted by the imposition of the growth of WHITE RACISM and Jewish, Christian RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY I witnessed taking place as they disrupted the somewhat relatively non-RACIST atmosphere of the existing "RACIAL HARMONY" in the Puerto Rican [African-Indian - Carib-European] HIGH-CULTURE the United States of America inherited when the Americans seized Puerto Rico from Spain during the SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR in 1898 C.E. But I have been convinced by my many friends, professional colleagues, students and family [some of whom are my severest critics] that a revised and much more up-to-date version of WE THE BLACK JEWS had to be my next project following the completion of the three volumes extension to THE BLACK MAN'S RELIGION [Vol. II, "The Need For A Black Bible"] Vol. III, "The Myth Of Genesis And Exodus, And The Exclusion Of Their African Origin," and also, "Extracts And Comments From The Holy Black Bible]. However, in this undertaking I realized that only extracts from the original pamphlet in Spanish will be adequate for the current situation of the so-called "NEGRO [Black] JEWS" in the Americas - the main issue which everyone concern desires that I address myself - should be included. Thus I began this task with particular emphasis on the BLACK [Ethiopian or so-called "Negro"] JEWS in the United States of America.

What I will attempt to accomplish is to relate RABBINICAL mythology, allegory, historiography, folklore, socio-political dynamics, theosophy, theology and philosophy, etc. as edited and projected with all of the so-called "MODERN CONCEPTS" of the present political 1. This is a major myth in all of Spanish-speaking "America" today. Puerto Rico is racist too! 2. It's a very important study dealing with the racist nature of Judaism, Christianity and Islam.

'JEWISH STATE' [Israel] and the so-called "JEWS" that are of solely "Caucasian, Indo-European, Semitic, White, Aryan, European, European-American," etc. "RACIAL STOCK" with respect to their effect upon the BLACK JEWS. In so doing many ugly citations must be exposed and dealt with; and certainly the cry of "REVERSE RACISM" and NEGRO ANTISEMITISM should be expected to be very loud and persistent from many quarters, particularly from the so-called "INTEGRATED NEGRITOS" and other "COLORED FOLK". Nevertheless, I will try to be as objective as I humbly possible; however, bearing in mind that I too have a very personal interest on both sides of the subject matter, thus being "BLACK" and "AFRICAN," as well as a former adherent of the "HEBREW [Jewish or Israelite] RELIGION" [Faith or Way Of Life] and its TORAHIC teachings.

Of course the sideline issue of being able to consider oneself as a "DUAL CITIZEN" of both Israel and the United States of America, and having the same extended to any state or nation in Alkebu-lan ["AFRICA"] and the United States of America, while remaining a WHITE or BLACK Jew simultaneously, will take us back to certain histories from the beginning of "EUROPEAN ZIONISM" with Theodore Herzl in Europe and AFRICAN NATIONALISM or PANAFRICANISM with John Chiteimbwe and Dr. Edward Wiliot Blyden in Alkebu-lan. This analysis will demonstrate that "PANAFRICANISM" always equally existed alongside "EUROPEAN ZIONISM." However, there will be no attempt to write a historical analysis or critique of European [White, Caucasian, Semitic, etc.] JUDAISM and its European-American offspring. References to EUROPEAN/TALMUDIC JUDAISM will be mainly for historical background to show that IT, as ITS "EUROPEAN-AMERICAN" counterpart throughout the Americas and the Caribbean Islands, has no more validity for acceptance in JUDEO-CHRISTIAN AMERICAN religious politics than AFRICAN and AFRICAN-AMERICAN PANAFRICANISM with regards to a homeland away from Europe and European-America for both White JEWS and Black JEWS alike.

The first step in all of what I have stated so far is to be able to observe that all existing biblical history is ETHNOCENTRIC, RACIST, EGOCENTRIC and SELF-SERVING. That is, or so-called "GOD-INSPIRED HOLY SCRIPURES," wrote what they probably believed to be TRUE as the FACTS related to INCIDENTS they described in their mythological and allegorical stories in the PENTATEUCH [Holy Torah, Five Books Of Moses, Old Testament, etc.] But most of all, that we see the writers of the so-called "HOLY SCRIPTURES" of every religion as human beings like anyone of us today - people born of MAN and WOMAN, subjected to all of the frailties of the HUMAN BEINGS of their era and MORTALS who died because of either violent termination by murder or orderly transition due to age or other deterioration. I use "Africa" instead of Alkebu-lan in many of my works although I project "Alkebu-lan."
of the cells and body.

The second step is that we, all of mankind, should realize that "GOD" [regardless of the name in each religion] is a concept based solely in BELIEF. And as such, let us realize that each GOD is as TRUE or FALSE as the other. If this can be effectively achieve the following evidence, facts, documents and pictures I have submitted for your analysis should prove to be of very interesting reading so far as their revelation in this JUDAO-CHRISTIAN GREEK-ORIENTED SOCIETY [civilization] is concerned. 

Most of all, I sincerely hope that this very short PRELUDE will assist in making the African Americans, particularly, realize that their sociological or political condition in the Americas is not based upon differences in RELIGION, but more-so due to "RACE" and/or "COLOR OF SKIN." Thus a "BLACK JEW" is no more acceptable socio-politically to any "WHITE JEW" than a "BLACK CHRISTIAN" to a "WHITE CHRISTIAN," equally any "BLACK MOSLEM" to a "WHITE MOSLEM," etc. all the way down to its most illogical conclusion.

It is due to this reason that the author of this Volume decided to rewrite and add another dimension to my very first historical work I wrote in 1936 C.E. and published in 1938 C.E./A.D. under the title - NOSOTROS HEBREOS NEGRO [We The Black Jew] - which was further enhanced by the proofing of BLACK PEOPLE of varied forms of religions who read one or more of my books. The following picture and extract begin the exposition of the naked truth.

Turning to modern anthropology one finds confirming evidence. Racial [See J.A. Rogers' Sex And Race, New York, 1954]

---

2. It was only until the Greeks, Romans, and other Europeans met the Africans that they became "civilized." See works by Homer and other Greeks of antiquity.

---

says: "The entire Semitic and Hamitic population of Africa has ... a unique character which extends to the Semites outside of Africa." Prof. Elliott Smith in "Human History," similarly states: "Every kind of intermarriage has taken place between the original groups of the Negro, Hamitic and Semitic peoples." In the Sudan, Upper Egypt, and North Africa there are Jews whose color and features are indistinguishable from Negroes. The Jews outside Africa retain, large numbers of them, their Negroid traits. Fishberg traces the physical resemblance between the white Jews and the black ones. Speaking of the color prejudice among Jews in India he says: "The white Jews keep aloof and do not associate with their [black] co-religionists." Of the latter he says: "Such persecutions also have a Jewish physiognomy, which is so specific that one would be inclined to believe that they are of mixed blood, were they not so cruelly maltreated by their white co-religionists and treated as black Jews."

[FOUNDER]: The most fundamental teaching in Judaism, Christianity and Islam lies in the allegorical myth about THE CREATION OF THE WORLD and the making of ADAM AND EVE IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN - BY JEHOVAH [God, Jesus the Christ, Allah, etc.] This story was written about two thousand four hundred and eighty-three [2,483] years ago - ca. 700 B.C. - 1983 C.E. All of which we find in the FIRST BOOK OF MOSES [otherwise known as "GENESIS"] of the PENTATEUCH [Holy Torah, Old Testament, etc.]. Yet this FOLKLORE, the most fundamental area of theosophy upon which JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY and ISLAM are still based, makes the followers of either religion believe they have the ONE and FINAL word on "HOW THE WORLD AND EVERYTHING THEREIN WAS CREATED." "No other people!"

When we look back at the fact that FIVE THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FORTY-THREE [5,743] years ago, relatively speaking, is modern in terms of time, and that many High-Cultures with their religions had been created, reached their zenith, and moved on into oblivion before the JUDAO-CHRISTIAN-ISLAMIC... "BEGINNING OF THE WORLD" ... we will understand that RELIGION is the culmination of the glorification of a people's heritage and the cultivation and worship of their heroes and heroines. Also, that no amount of logical analysis or reasoning is as material to RELIGION as is BELIEF and FAITH. Thus, we must be willing to understand that a RELIGIOUS individual is more often than not conditioned to accept only that which pays HOMAGE and VALIDITY to his or her GOD-HEAD; and even to their CO-BELIEVERS and their "HOLY LAND" [Arab, Luxor, Jerusalem, Mecca, Bethlehem, Mt. Fujiama, Kilimanjaro, Blue Mountains, etc.]

1. See A. Walter, Negro-Caucasian Mixing in All Ages and All Lands, New York, 1967, p. 3.
2. Equivalent to 3700 B.C.E., at least 340 years after the beginning of the 1st Dynasty of Egypt.
3. A private experience of expectation beyond logical deduction.
From this point onwards it should be very easy to understand why this author is not interested in whether or not my readers accept the RELIGIOUS tenets of the main personalities in this volume - the AGAW or KAYLA [Kyla, Falasha, Falasen, Black Jews, "Negro" Jews, Ethiopian Jews, Afrikan Jews, Beta Israel, etc.] of Allebu-Ian. But, who are the so-called "FALASHAS OF ETHIOPIA, EAST AFRICA?" What is their source [or sources] of origin? Are they any more or less authentically "JEWS, ISRAELITES" or "HEBREWS" than their European, British and European-American [WHITE] co-religionists in Europe, Great Britain, European America and/or Israel in Western Asia? And more specifically; in what manner does the AGAW's TORAHIC CUSTOMS AND PRACTICES of the JEHEW [Jewish] RELIGION [Way Of Life] differ to their co-religionists of Europe's and European-America's RABBINICAL TALMUD-TORAH CUSTOMS AND PRACTICES? Of course there are numerous other related areas of concern to be considered, and will be answered forthrightly and historically in this Volume - the same as I have done in all of my other published volumes on Africans.

This is a further attempt on my part at bringing to the African [BLACK] People other historical insights into their heritage, irrespective of who outside of this so-called... "ETHNIC GROUP" or "RACE" does not like whatever is being revealed; there is no intent to espouse anyone's sensibility, neither to be extra sensitive of possible repercussion. The main objective is "TRUTH," as your author finds it in its virgin state.

We are now at the point where we can establish the historical origin of a religious assemblage of people called "HARIBU, HEBREWS, ISRAELITES" and/or "JEWS," Equally, we are at the juncture where we must identify their very first "HOMELAND" which the God-Head "YWII" [Jehovah],...allegedly... "GAVE HIS CHOSEN PEOPLE,"...etc. And again we must fall back on the first source in which the earliest account of the "HARIBU" or "JEWS" involved is recorded, equally their RELIGIOUS BELIEF; and when their High-Culture or nation called "PALESTINE" or "ISRAEL," and also "JUDEA," was created. The original source is the so-called "FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES" [Pentateuch, Holy Torah or Old Testament] of 700-500 B.C.E.

The first observation of this source - FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES [Pentateuch] - is its date of origin. In this regards we find that this was not written until ca. 700 Before The Christian Era [B.C.E. or B.C.] and ca. 500 B.C.E.; less than 2,483 years ago.

The second observation is the main author or to whom the FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES have been attributed - the African [Egyptian] named "MOSES" never saw the first

2. There is no one solitary piece of evidence in any Egyptian writing that there ever existed a Moses any time throughout Nile Valley history and culture of antiquity.

nor last draft of the manuscript, much less the finished "SCROLL" or "FIVE BOOKS" he allegedly wrote and/or dictated. Moreover, the master author - "MOSES" [or MOSEH] died or disappeared into oblivion more than five hundred [500] years before the actual first page of the beginning of his FIRST BOOK [Genesis] was written. Of course we are told that the entire group of so-called...

"GOD-INSPIRED HOLY SCRIPTURES [Five Books Of Moses], WRITTEN BY GOD-INSPIRED AND MOST HOLY SCRIPTURES... were passed down from God - YWII - himself in Hebrew to Moses; who in turn passed it on to the Rabbis and Great Scribes of the SAHEDERIN; who equally passed it down to their fellow Hebrew [Jewish] Scribes living in Egypt that began its translation into Greek in ca. 700 B.C.E., and completed it in ca. 500 B.C.E. under the name - "PENTATEUCH"; and then it was passed down to others who translated it into a much more common classic of Greek with added testimonia for the Christians under the name - "KÖNE BIBLE" - in ca. 100 of the Christian Era [C.E. or A.D.] following its beginning in ca. 50 C.E.; and lastly, it passed on down to others called Moslems, who revised it into Arabic during the Seventh Century C.E. or the First Century After The Hijra [or 1 A.H.] and called it "HOLY QUR'AN." Those so-called "God Insoled Sacred Warde" - became the first basic literature - "Holy Scriptures" of THE JUDAEO-CHRISTIAN-ISMALIC MYSTIQUE.

The third and final observation deals with the "LAND, NATION, CONTINENT," and most of all the "PEOPLE" and/or "RACE," where the source - "FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES" - actually originated. But it is just at this juncture that there is difficulty to understand how this type of investigation generally engenders objection on the part of certain theologians, rabbis, priests, ministers, imams, and even the congregations of any religion remotely related to the so-called "JUDAEO-CHRISTIAN-ISMALIC MYSTIQUE" - the theosophy of people answering to the nomenclature - "JEW" and/or "ISRAELITE, CHRISTIAN, MOSEL" and/or "MUBALDI - exists.

We now commence our safari of the first observation into the background of the HARIBU or ISRAELITES [Black, Brown, Yellow, White, etc.] origin from the birth of their first [No. 1] Patriarch - "ABRAHAM" - [Abram, Avram, etc.],1 of whom the FIRST BOOK [Genesis] of THE FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES [Pentateuch], Chapter XI, Verses 10 - 23 states:

The generations of Shem and of Terah, the father of Abram

10. These are the generations of Shem: Shem was an hundred years old, and begat Arphaxad two years after the flood:
11. And Shem lived after he begat Arphaxad five hundred years, and begat sons and daughters.
12. And Arphaxad lived five and thirty years, and begat Salah:
13. And Salah lived after he begat Arphaxad four hundred and three years, and begat sons and daughters.
14. And Salah lived thirty years, and begat Eber:
15. And Eber lived after he begat Arphaxad five hundred and three years, and begat sons and daughters.
16. He was born in ca. 1775 B.C.E. or ca. 1775 after "The Creation of Adam," while the Africans along the Nile River were already in their XIIIth Dynasty that foreigners destroyed.
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gathered, and the souls of those persons that they had gotten in Haran; and they went forth to go into the land of Canaan; and into the land of Canaan they came. He journeys through Canaan, which is promised him in a vision. 6 ¶ And Abram passed through the land unto the place of Sichem, unto the plain of Moreh. And the Canaanites were then in the land. 7 And the Cohen appeared unto Abram, and said, unto thy seed will I give this land; and there he builded an altar unto the Cohen, and called up the name of the Cohen. 9 And Abram journeyed, going on still toward the south. 11 And it came to pass, when he was come near to enter into Egypt, that he told unto Sarai his wife, Behold now, I know that thou art a fair woman to look upon. What we have just seen is the original PERSONALITY or "PATRIARCH" around whom the entire JUDAEO, CHRISTIAN, ISLAMIC "Religion" or "Way of Life" is based. So far be - "ABRAHAM" - is an indigenous Asian, who had to flee his native homeland in Asia to seek haven among the indigenous people of Alkebu-lan [Africa, Ethiopia, etc.] as shown on page 339 of this Volume] upon the command of his own God - YWH or Jehovah. Thus, bibliologically speaking, it was solely in Asia and Alkebu-lan/Africa the entire drama relative to the first of the HARIBU, ISRAELITES, JEWS, etc., back to the very "FIRST HUMAN BEING - ABRAHAM" - took place. This biblical FACT removes EUROPE and all other CONTINENTS of the world [planet Earth] from consideration with respect to the "ORIGIN OF THE ISRAELITE [JEWISH] PEOPLE."

1. Do we need another reason to show why White Jews, Christians and Moslems whitened this?
AND NATION" or "HOLY [Promised] LAND," etc., etc., etc., ad infinitum.

The second observation deals with a period which covered more than four hundred [400] years, from "ABRAHAM'S ENTRANCE INTO MIZRAYIM [Egypt]" in ca. 1675 or 1670 B.C.E. - during the Xivia Dynasty - to the conflict between the African worshipers of the God known as "WAW" with Moses and their fellow African worshipers of the God known as "AMEN-RA" with Pharaoh (Head of the Great House, or King) Rameses [I] sometime between ca. 1298 - 1232 B.C.E.; and following this, up to forty [40] years later at Mount Horace [or Sinai] in ca. 1192 B.C.E., where Moses allegedly -

"LED THE ISRAELITE CHILDREN FROM THEIR CAPTIVITY." 1

The third observation brings us directly into the crux of the origin of LITERARY JUDAISM - the first written materials the JEWS came in contact with, and from which they coopted their basic theories for the THEOSOPHY, THEOLOGY and PHILOSOPHY they used in producing what they finally called "FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES." The body of their original literature noted above speaks of Moses' identity. And we must assume he was similar to most, if not all, of the other "ISRAELITES" or "JEWS" of HIB era - ca. 1310 - 1296 B.C.E. In this respect the SECOND BOOK OF MOSES [Exodus], Chapter II, Verses 11 - 20 shows "MOSES" murdering one of his fellow indigenous "EGYPTIANS" or "AFRICANS," as reported by his fellow "EGYPTIAN" who because he questioned MOSES' right to commit "MURDER" accused him on anyone [all of this before he reached Mt. Sinai; fleeing to escape persecution as a COMMON FUGITIVE from justice; and finally, MARRIYING the woman - "ZIPPOREATH" - that identified him to be the same as any other so-called "NEGRO" like all of the other "AFRICANS OF EGYPT" - "AN EGYPTIAN" - according to her own response to her father - "RERU" - [the High-Priest of Midian]- in the following extract from EXODUS, Chapter II, Verse 11 - 20:

He slays an Egyptian
11 And it came to pass in those days, when Moses was grown [and] he went out unto his brethren, and saw their burdens; and he spied an Egyptian smiting an Hebrew, one of his brethren.
12 And he looked this way and that way; and when he saw that there was no man, he slew the Egyptian, and hid him in the sand.
13 And he went out the second day, and beheld two men of the Hebrews strife together; and he said unto him that did the wrong, Why smakest thou thy fellow?
14 And he said, He that smote me said unto me, Thou shalt be one of the Hebrews; and Moses feared, and said, Surely this thing is known.
15 His feet into Midian
15 Now when Pharaoh heard this thing, he sought to slay Moses. But Moses fled from the face of Pharaoh, and dwelt in the land of Midian: and he sat down by a well.
16 Now the priest of Midian had seven daughters: and they came and drew water, and filled the troughs to water their father's flock.
17 And the shepherds came and drove them away:

1. See Exodus, Chapter XVI, Verses 31 - 45, and Y. ben-Jochanan's The Black Man Of The Family Chapter I, pp. 3 - 72 for further detailed information.
2. There was no physical difference between an indigenous Ethiopian, Puniit, Sudomose, Egyptian, etc., racially; this being manifest in the racist western minds much later on as shown in the snuff and humilistic syndrome of the equally infamous "Noah and his sons'" allegory, etc.

but Moses stood up and helped them, and watered their flock.
18 And when they came to Joseph his father, he said, Now is it true that ye are come unto me? 19 And they said, A great people is come up out of Egypt to possess the land which ye do.
20 And he said unto his father, Where is the land which thou didst tell me? And he led him to the Bark of Goshen, where he settled.

Certainly the RACIST and RELIGIOUSLY BIGOTTED manner in which the so-called "FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES" have been translated from HEBREW TO GREEK, GREEK TO LATIN, and also GREEK and LATIN TO ENGLISH, etc. make most of us JEWS, CHRISTIANS and MOSLEM(Muslims) believe that the "ISRAELITES" and "EGYPTIANS" of the PENTATEUCH [Torah; Five Books of Moses, etc.] were of "DIFFERENT COLORS" and "RACES." Thus the use of the term "ISRAELITES" during the era of "MOSES," as if there was at anytime before said period any "LAND" and/or "NATION" called "ISRAEL" in Asia or Alkebu-lan. For the fact is that the "NATION" called "ISRAEL" in actual biblical time came about over one hundred [100] years following the disappearance or death of MOSES in the Sinai Peninsula of Northeast, N. E. Alkebu-lan ["Africa"]. 1 Remember that Sinai always belonged to Ta-Merry [Mizrayim, Egypt].

If we are to continue accepting the "HABIB, ISRAELITES" or "JEWS" as a religious group in Mizrayim [Egypt] up to the so-called "EXODUS" in approximately 1236 B.C.E., also as a national political entity; then we must be equally prepared to accept that the so-called "NEGRO AMERICANS" and/or "COLORED AMERICANS" [properly African-Americans] in the United States of America comprise a "SEPARATE NATION OF PEOPLE," as so many have claimed; of course with rebuttal from the "integrationists" and "assimilationists." For there is a direct correlation between the biblical status of the so-called "ISRAELITE IN EGYPT" as "SLAVES" and the so-called "NEGRO IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA" equally as "SLAVES." In Egypt, Northeast Alkebu-lan [Africa] the "OPPRESSORS" of the "ISRAELITES" were called "PHARAOH," whereas the "OPPRESSORS" of the "NEGROES" in the United States of America were, and still are, called "PRESIDENT," etc. But, the relationship between "OPPRESSORS" and "SLAVES" in either situation was the same. Yet we are taught in "Western" educational institutions that the "OPPRESSORS" and the "OPPRESSED" in the latter case were of distinctly different so-called "RACES." Yet only the GOD-HEAD between the African followers of "AMEN-RA" and those who followed "WAW" were different.

I have taken note of the fact that many of the TRANSLATIONS and VERSIONS of the so-called "FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES" give different accounts of "MOSES AGE." In the TRANSLATIONS, Chapter xxvi, Verses 12 - 17; Map on p. 383 of this Volume and Map on p. 36 of Y. ben-Jochanan's The Black Man's Religion, Vol. II; The Myth Of Genesis And Exodus, And The Inclusion Of Their African Origin; for further detailed clarification of this biblical personality. 3

This key word - "VERSION" [a] - constantly escapes people. It does not say "ORIGINAL" and/or "TRUTH," etc.
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CHAPTER VII. Verse 7 gives the following date:

**His age**

7 And Moses was fourscore years old, and Aaron fourscore and three years old, when they spake unto Pharaoh.

Because of the disjointed manner in which the so-called "God-Inspired Scribes" recorded their stories in the FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES, we have to turn to the FOURTH BOOK OF MOSES [Numbers] Chapter XII. Verse 1 for the validation of "Moses' Marriage to an Ethiopian" (Cushite, Abyssinian, Habasha, Black, Negro, etc.) Woman; thus the following:

God Rebukes the Section of Miriam and Aaron

12 And Miriam and Aaron spake against Moses because of the Egyptian woman whom he had married: for he had spoken on his heart.

Of course..., "AN ETHIOPIAN..." today in the United States of America's racist educational system, both religious and secular, is of another "RACE" than the so-called "NEGRO [Black] AMERICAN" and/or "COLORED AMERICAN", who is generally called "BOY, GIRL, AUNT" or "UNCLE" irrespective of age, and of course even "NEGRO" by himself. Where else today?

It is equally in the FOURTH BOOK OF MOSES that there is sufficient proof that "Moses," his brother "AARON" and his sister "MIRIAM" were not in any manner "WHITE" like any European of the past or of the present. For Numbers, Chapter XII, Verses 1 - 11 were written by the same so-called "Jewish 'God-Inspired Scribes'" to show what happened to Moses' sister - "MIRIAM" - when she protested his marriage to a fellow AFRICAN (Black, Ethiopian, Negro, Cushite, etc.) HEBREW, ISRAELITE or JEW; thus the following:

God Rebukes the Section of Miriam and Aaron

12 And Miriam and Aaron spake against Moses because of the Cushite woman whom he had married: for he had married an Ethiopian woman.

And they said, Haah the Cushah indeed spoke only by Moses; haah he not spoken by us? And the Cushah heard it.

3 (Now the man Moses was very wise, above all the men which were upon the face of the earth.)

4 And the Cushah spake suddenly unto Moses, and unto Aaron, and unto Miriam: Come ye three unto the tent of meeting; and they three came out.

5 And the Cushah came down in the pillar of the cloud, and stood in the door of the tabernacle, and called Aaron and Miriam: and they both came forth.

6 And he said, Hear now my words: if there be a prophet among you, if the Cushah will make himself known unto him in a vision, and will speak unto him in a dream;

7 My servant Moses is not so, who is faithful in all mine house.

8 With him will I speak mouth to mouth, even apparently, and not in dark speeches; and the similitude of the Cushah shall be with me; wherefore then was I not to speak against my servant Moses?

1. Sir Francis Bacon and 47 other men created this Version of the notorious King James of England concept of "Christian Holy Bible," James was originally Roman Catholic in teachings, etc.

9 And Moses was half consumed when he came out of his mother's womb.

10 And Moses grew up, and was brought down to the tabernacle of the congregation. And his mother took him and brought him unto Pharaoh's daughter, and she brought up the Cushah as her own son. And she named him Moses, saying, Because I drew him out of the blood of the river.

11 And Aaron said unto Moses, Alas, my lord, I beseech thee, lay not the sin on us, wherein we have sinned.

12 And the Cushah took off his robe: and Aaron took off his robe, and put them both on.

What the author of this Volume has done so far is to use the allegedly "Holy Scriptures," which were supposedly "Written by God-Inspired holy scribes," to validate the existence of Jews in other parts of Africa besides "TA-MERRY [Egypt or Midian]" during the period when Moses was born and lived in Aikobo-lan. For in order to have had a marriage between "Moses" and "AN ETHIOPIAN WOMAN," which is recorded in the ETHIOPIAN BIBLE, etc., "THE DAUGHTER OF THE HIGH PRIEST OF THE LAND OF THE AGAW PEOPLE," there had to be many "PRIESTS" and "CONGREGATIONS of so-called "NEGRO JEWS" in Ethiopia during "Moses" lifetime, before his birth, and of course after his death, all of whom were the ancestors and/or foreparents of the current AGAW of Ethiopia, East Aikobo-lan - whose images appear throughout Volume One and Volume Two. Thus we have:

"AND, BEHOLD, MIRIAM BECAME LEPROUS, WHITE AS SNOW."

But if "MIRIAM" - Moses' sister - was already "WHITE"; how is it possible for her to have "BECAME LEPROUS, WHITE AS SNOW."

It was possible because the so-called "modern" "RACIST" and "RELIGIOUS BIGOTS" who translated the FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES to suit their own VERSIONS made it so. It has nothing whatsoever to do with any type of a "God" anywhere that turned "WHITE" to "WHITE" racially.

Let us approach the issue from the RACIST' precedence established in the "modern editors'" story about NOAH [Noel], his three sons: 'SHEM [Sam], HAM" and JAPHET, and the so-called "BLACK CURSE" he allegedly placed upon his grandson's ["CANAAN"] children and all of their descendant's forever, according to the following from the 1st Books of Moses/GENESIS, Chapter IX, Verses 16 - 25:

Noah plants a vineyard, gets drunk, and is marked by his son, Ham

23 And Shem and Japheth made a garment, and they covered the nakedness of their father: and their father's nakedness they saw not.

24 And Noah awoke from his wine, and knew what his younger son had done unto him.

He curses Canaan.

And he said, Cursed be Canaan; a servant of servants shall he be unto his brothers.

Let us not be fooled by the mildness of the above "CURSE." In the following VERSION... written during the Sixth [6th] Century, C.E. by another sect of "God-inspired Scriptures" and/or European "Jewish Scholars"... [all of whom seemed to have forgotten their own "BLACK" or "NEGRO HERITAGE"] the real RACIST BIGOTY translated into the original story is also brought to the surface for your critical analysis. Thus they wrote:

Now I cannot beget the fourth son whose children I would have ordered to serve you and your brothers! Therefore it must be Canaan, your first-born, whom they enslave. And since you have disabled me...doing ugly things in blackness of night, Canaan's children shall be born ugly and black! Moreover, because you twisted your head around to see my nakedness, your grandchildren's hair shall be twisted into kinks, and their eyes red, again because your lips were unclean and your mouth was defiled! Men of this race are called Egyptians, their forefathers Canaan commanded them to love their enemies and to be hated together in hatred of their masters and never to tell the truth.

If we scrutinize "NOAH'S GENERATION" from the following in GENESIS, Chapter X, Verses 1 - 9 we should find that just into "ASSYRIA" his African descendants - the "SONS OF CUSH" [Ethiopians] amalgamated their numbers with the ASSYRIANS while they were building the cities of ASSYRIA and establishing their EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM which all of the Asians of the area were already using, including the so-called "ISRAELITES," all of whom is specifically detailed in Verses 6 - 10 by "GOD'S INSPIRED SACRED SCRIBES," etc.:

The generations of Noah

10 Now these are the generations of Noah: Noah, Shem, Ham, and Japheth: and unto them were born after the flood.

The sons of Japheth

1 And the sons of Japheth: Gomer, and Magog, and Madai, and Javan, and Tubal, and Meshech, and Tiras.

2 And the sons of Japheth: Gomer, Ashkenaz, and Riphath, and Togarmah.

3 And the sons of Japheth: these are the chief of nations, spread abroad upon the face of the whole earth.

The sons of Ham

4 And the sons of Ham: Cush, and Mizraim, and Put, and Canaan.

5 And the sons of Cush: Seba, and Havilah, and Sabtah, and Sabrah, and Seriah; and the sons of Canaan: Sidon, and Zidon: these are the chief of nations.

2. African "Sacred Scriptures" wrote the "WORD" thousands of years before Adam and Eve existed anywhere in literature - religious or secular, etc.
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Nimrod, the first monarch

8 And Cush begat Nimrod: he began to be a mighty one in the earth;

9 And Cush begat Nimrod: he was the first on [mighty one in the earth.]

10 And Cush begat Nimrod: he was a mighty hunter before the Lord: wherefore the Lord made a great river, the Gihon, to overflow Nimrod before the Lord.

11 And Nimrod began to be a mighty nation.

12 And Nimrod began to be a mighty nation, and he began to build a city, and called the name of the city after his own name, Nimrod.

13 And Nimrod began to be a mighty nation, and he began to build a city, and called the name of the city after his own name, Nimrod.

14 And Nimrod began to be a mighty nation, and he began to build a city, and called the name of the city after his own name, Nimrod.

15 And Nimrod began to be a mighty nation, and he began to build a city, and called the name of the city after his own name, Nimrod.

16 And Nimrod began to be a mighty nation, and he began to build a city, and called the name of the city after his own name, Nimrod.

17 And Nimrod began to be a mighty nation, and he began to build a city, and called the name of the city after his own name, Nimrod.

18 And Nimrod began to be a mighty nation, and he began to build a city, and called the name of the city after his own name, Nimrod.

19 And Nimrod began to be a mighty nation, and he began to build a city, and called the name of the city after his own name, Nimrod.

20 And Nimrod began to be a mighty nation, and he began to build a city, and called the name of the city after his own name, Nimrod.

You have noted the period in which the biblical JEWS were speaking of ETHIOPIA they were also referring to the entire continent. This was due to the vastness of the ETHIOPIAN Kingdom/Empire, and the abundance of her indigenous BLACK "NEGRO," etc. PEOPLE everywhere in their biblical "WORLD" (see pages 382-383). A partial view of the EMPIRE OF ETHIOPIA follows:
that they were of different "RACES." At least this is what we are being asked to believe by the so-called "LIBERAL AFRICANIST HISTORIANS," who only write "UNBIASED" accounts of WORLD HISTORY a-la European and European-American [White Semitic-Caucasian] style.

What we have witnessed in the two exhibits on the previous pages is that the "NEGROES" or "ETHIOPIANS" were totally involved with JEWS and NON-JEWS of the major geo-political area we now call "THE MIDDLE EAST." The "HOLY BIBLE," supposedly also "WRITTEN BY GOD-INSPIRED SCRIBES," tells us that the extent of this relationship between these Africans and Asians even included the Ethiopian Kings [PHARAOHS] accepting Jewish "refugees" and "captives" all over the entire "ETHIOPIAN EMPIRE" that stretched all the way across the Persian Gulf, even into India in Southern Asia. This "Negro Empire" also included the "KINGDOM OF YEMEN" - the "LAND" on the southwestern tip of the Arabian Peninsula where the "JEWS" came to secure haven as they "FLED THEIR ASYRIAN OPPRESSORS AND SLAVEMASTERS." This, even as late as the year ca. 70 C.E. - following the destruction of the SECOND JEWISH COMMONWEALTH OF [ancient] ISRAEL, many of the Jews of the tribal groupings called "BENJAMIN" and/or "JUDAH" fled to the KINGDOM OF YEMEN where they received the protection of their cursed "NEGRO" brothers and sisters. This debt is being somewhat repaid today. Many remained in ISRAEL, but others found their way as far as the West Coast of Africa under the KINGDOM AND EMPIRE of Ghana, Meroe, Songhai, Edoh, Mauritania, Niaside, etc., much later.

All of the above information and artifacts in the form of maps and pictures gave rise to J.J. Williams' book - HEREFREW OF WEST AFRICA: FROM THE NILE TO THE NIGER WITH THE JEWS, London, 1930 in which he states the following on pages 145 - 146:

THE DIASPORA

If at all there was a primitive Semitic stock, its earliest habitat is a matter of conjecture. Nowhere, not even in Arabia, were the people of Semitic speech indigenous to the soil. It seems probable that at divers periods in remote antiquity they had migrated from somewhere in Central Asia. 22 Eugene Pittard, Professor of Anthropology at the University of Geneva, after a careful study of the subject, was led to the conclusion that such a thing as a pure race is non-existent to-day, and that even at the period commonly known as the beginning of historical times, practically every nation was already an ethnic complex. Thus he asserts, for example: "Primitive races became mixed from the time that the wanderings of humanity over the continents became intensive. Up till the Mesolithic, Western Europe knew only Dolichocephalus -of different types, it is true. The arrival of the first Euroce-

1. Typical of the colonialist mind is that everything of substance had to come into Africa by some method other than being indigenous; this author being no different in his "missionary" zeal.
Of course J. J. Williams overlooked the basic religious foundation of West African high cultures equally as much as he was blinded to the origins of what seemed to him as "HEBREWISM" in this area of "AFRICAN"-much of which had already produced the THEOCRICAL and THEOLOGICAL concepts we now call JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY and ISLAM. All of this began before the arrival of the first AFRICAN and/or ASIAN "JEW" in Western Alkebulan/"Africa." Williams, typical of "Christian Missionaries," believed "Jews created Theosophy." If we had stopped at this juncture of our "safari" into the origins and development of the so-called "BLACK JEWS," we would have dealt with quite enough factual data to effectively conclude that there could be no doubt there was no separation between the "Afrikanis" who worshiped "AMEN-RA," and those who worshiped "YHWH" solely on the basis of "RACE, COLOR" or "SOCIO-POLITICAL STATUS," unless one is blinded by his/her own religious bigotry and/or racial syndrome caused by the so-called "CHOSEN PEOPLE" myth and "GOD'S HOLY SCRIBES" and "SACRED SCRIPTURES" allegorical propaganda common in Judeo-Christian-Islamic mysticism—all of which if we challenge becomes "Black Revisionist History" for some. The basic historical foundation of the origin of the AGAW [Kyla, Falasha, etc.] biblically has been indisputably established. And of course one could use much more extensive quotations from the same "FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES" to further authenticate their so-called "JEWISHNESS" and/or "KOSHER STATUS." However, we must consider other sources for about the "AFRICAN" relationships to those other AFRICANS of much more ancient religions, those who created the "AFRICAN MYSTERIES SYSTEM" that became the foundation upon which all JUDEO-CHRISTIAN-ISHMENITE theosophy, theology and philosophy are based. For further details of these sources my other works listed on the Copyright Page of Volume One are also recommended, along with the others I have mentioned throughout these two volumes.

[VALIDITY?] When an Agaw say "GOD" or "YHWH" [Jehovah]; what does he, or she, mean? Is it not the same identity was meant when the Egyptian "Sun Worshiper" of ancient times said "AMEN-RA;" or our contemporary Kikuyu of the Republic of Kenya, East Africa today say "NIGAI;" and a Yoruba of the Republic of Nigeria, West Africa say "OLODEMARE?" Certainly it is the same "ONE AND ONLY GOD"—Yah, Jesus the Christ, Allah, et al. —who told their
"African Soul Brother" - "MOSES" - IN EXODUS, Chapter III, Verse 14, to:

"tell them when they ask you who sent you,
I Am That I Am...[Eyes aska eyyakal]."

who also told the other Africans from whom Moses copied this saying that was so very common in the teachings of the MYSTERIES SYSTEM all along the High-Cultures of the ancient Nile Valley, Athbara River and Great Lakes regions of North, Northeast and Central Alkebulan, even for thousands of years before someone came up with the allegorical story about

"Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden" and all of the other stories related therewith.

From the knowledge of the rite of CONCEPTION, DELIVERY of the child conceived, CIRCUMCISION of the male or EXCISION of the female, CONFORMATION into the High-Culture and/or religion, coming of age of PUBERTY, MARRIAGE, and finally DEATH; it was, and it still is, one of RELIGIOUS RITUALISTIC CONFORMITY in the experience of the indigenous AFRICAN SOCIETIES before, during and since the advent of JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY and ISLAM. Certainly these "RITES" are not exclusive only to these areas of Alkebulan. In this respect the "THIRD BOOK OF MOSES," otherwise known as "LEVITICUS," mainly deals with prohibitions for health, cleanliness, food preparation and preservation, family and sexual regulations, etc., etc., etc., all of which the indigenous Africans of Ta-Merry [Egypt, etc.] and other High-Cultures taught their fellow RELIGIONISTS, including JEWS, before there was the first 'JEISH [Holy] HOMELAND!' by any name whatsoever. However, it is suggested that a full review of the entire set of the fundamental Forty-two [42] "Negative Confessions" developed by the Africans of the Nile Valley and Great Lakes regions, more than two thousand [2,000] years before Moses' birth in Alkebulan ['Africa'], be read in order to fathom how far into these areas of RELIGION and MAGIC the predecessors of Judeo-Christian-Islamic THEOLOGY, THEOLOGY and PHILOSOPHY ventured; even before the allegorical folklore about...

"Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden"...was a hypothesis in the mind of the first Jew.

On page 274 of Albert B. Cleage, Jr.'s book - BLACK CHRISTIAN NATIONALISM: NEW DIRECTIONS FOR THE BLACK CHURCH - Rabbi Hailu Paris, Religious Director of Education for Congregation Mount Horeh, Bronx, New York City, New York and Chairman of the American Pro-Falasha Committee, 507 Fifth Avenue, New York City, N. Y., states:

In these highlands of Ethiopia there are a people called the Agaw, who have lived in the Hebraic tradition from ancient times. Their language is the most ancient

2. See walls of the Tomb of Rameses VI, Valley of Kings, Luxor [Waxat or Thebes, etc.], Egypt, Northeast Alkebulan/Africa; no relationship to Pharaoh Rameses II who allegedly chased "the Hebrew (Israelite) children/people out of Egypt..." etc. as per the Book Of Exodus, etc.

Rabbi Hailu Paris, himself an Ethiopian and JEWS' so-called "Falasha")] had already covered the issue of the "AFRICAN ORIGIN OF JUDAISM" in the beginning of his task - which was to write about the African [Black] People in the "JUDAEO-CHRISTIAN-ISLAMIC" experience, all of which he stated in his direct comments on the "BLACK JEWS" under the chapter title he gave the name - "AFRICA AND THE BIBLE." But in all of his detailing with the PRO and CON of the history of the AGAW as written by African-American historians, and definitely more-so by European and European-American Christian and Jewish missionaries, it is still suggested that each reader becomes much more acquainted with the facts they are taught by AGAW historians and theologians orally, and in written form.

Rabbi Paris speaks only of the "TABERNACLE OF THE LAW OF GOD" [which is otherwise known as the 'ARK OF THE COVENANT'] that was allegedly transported into Ethiopia from ISRAEL with King Solomon's son - "EMPEROR MENELIK I," whose mother was the greatest monarch of her time - "EMpress makeda" [commonly called "QUEEN OF SHEBA," because her EMPIRE OF ETHIOPIA also included the "KINGDOM OF YEMEN" or "Sheba," sometimes said to have been the capital instead of the name of a country], in about ca. 970 B.C.E., as the sole "origin of the Agaw in Ethiopia." This is the same period European and

1. Most of whom assume status as "Authority" on Africa and Africans after a few visits to the continent of Africa; no African being equally complimented upon visiting Europe or the Americas.
European-American so-called "AFRICANISTS" always use in terms of their super knowledge of "THE DATE OF ORIGIN OF THE PALASHAS IN JUDAISM."

In validating this type of belief and/or hypothesis on the part of a typical European-American "AFRICANIST" we have the following from pages ix - x of the "Introduction" in one of the popularly used book in White Jewish circles - PALASHA ANTHOLOGY: THE BLACK JEWS OF ETHIOPIA, by Professor Wolf Loebl, Schocken Books, New York, 1951:

Palasha Research

In some regions north of Lake Tana in Ethiopia lives a population of Jewish faith called Palasha. Their historical origin and racial affinities present many difficult problems. Were they originally Jewish immigrants? If so, whence and when did they come to Ethiopia? Or are they a segment of the indigenous population of Ethiopia converted to Judaism? If so, by whom were they converted and when? These questions have occupied all who have dealt with the Palashas.

The name Palasha can best be explained as deriving from the Ethiopian suffix "to emigrate." The Palashas of the villages of the region of Gondar do not use this name in speaking of themselves. They say either Beta Israel, "the House of Israel," or just Isra'e'l, or use the Cushitic term Ge'ez. It would seem, therefore, that the term originated among the older native population as a designation for these foreign immigrants and was not invented by the latter themselves.

The sources for our knowledge of the Palashas are of various kinds. Among the oldest testimonies to the existence of Jews in Ethiopia are the reports of Jewish travelers like Ezekiel HaLevi (ninth century), Benjamin of Tudela (twelfth century), Eliazar of Ferrara (fifteenth century), and others. Most of these accounts report things of legendary character that lack historical basis, and are presumably based on hearsay. Ethiopia was known throughout the Middle Ages as the country of Priest John and was supposed to be the habitat of the Ten Tribes. This idea excited the curiosity of travelers who vaguely inferred that there were Jews living in Ethiopia or that Jews had come thither from other countries. There is no more reliable source of information available in the Ethiopian royal chronicles but they unfortunately give no information about the religion or the cultural or social conditions of the Palashas, dwelling only on the campaigns of the Ethiopian kings against them. We will revert to these events later.

When James Bruce mentioned the Palashas in his important work on Ethiopia he the curiosity of the western world was at once aroused. Specialists subsequently were further intrigued by the report about these people brought home by the Frenchman Antoine d'Aubusson in 1854. But it was the initiative of English missionaries like Fild, Storr, and others, who saw a promising field for their activities in that quarter, that gave greater impetus to the study of the Palashas. At the same time Jewish circles also became conscious of the advisability of establishing contact with this forgotten component of their people, and the Jewish Chronicle.

1. Yemenite Jews, for centuries, dealt with "Palashas" without any "difficult problems" about their "historical origin and racial affinities," etc. European Jews cannot help but find. Why?; racism!
and enjoy their hospitality. The person, or persons, who suffered any such "PROBLEMS" because he, and/or she, met an AGAW [Falasha] in his, and/or her, own indigenous homeland - ETHIOPIA - can only blame the background culture of RACISM and RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY from whence he, and/or she, came in the so-called "Western World" - Europe, Great Britain and Europe-America. Why don't the WHITE-CAUCASIAN-SEMITE Polish, Turkish and European-American, etc., also most of all the golden hair blonde JEWS of Germany, Sweden and Denmark, etc.,

"HISTORICAL ORIGINS AND RACIAL AFFINITIES PRESENT MANY DIFFICULT PROBLEMS"...

to the Agaw, Yemenite, Cochin and other Black, Brown and Yellow HEBREWS [Jews] or ISRAELITES inside and outside of the State of Israel today? The answer should be obvious, for European and European-American [WHITE or SEMITE] Jews see themselves as all other "Caucasian" and/or "Indo-European Aryan People" who indulge in "RACIAL SUPERIORITY," who function upon same as all others of the so-called "SILENT WHITE MAJORITY" of the "Western Culture" they have labeled "WESTERN CIVILIZATION." Their MORAL VALUE is based upon "COLOR" and "RACE" distinctions as criteria amounting to life and death considerations. Thus except for Adolph Hitler and his Nazis the GERMAN JEWS were as patriotic to the German Republic on the issue of "RACE" as is the AMERICAN JEWS to the United States of America on the same issue. This is somewhat the same condition that allows so-called "DUAL CITIZENSHIP" on the part of European-American JEWS with respect to the State of Israel and the United States of America, a situation frowned upon by every kind of White People of every religious groupings when African-Americans of any religion and/or socio-political order demand the same privilege from the United States of America for any African nation controlled by their fellow African [BLACK] People in Africa. It is equally the same MORALITY which drives a WHITE JEWS to move as far as he, or she, can out of the so-called "WHITE [Jewish, Christian, Atheist, etc.] NEIGHBOURHOOD" whenever the first BLACK FACE appears as a tenant, irrespective of the fact that said "FACE" belongs to a BLACK JEWS, BLACK CHRISTIAN, BLACK MOSELIM, BLACK YORUBA, etc. Yes! This is the same reason why Professor Wolf Lesiuas should not have been confused over what he is accustomed in the United States of America, sad what he had extended in mind when he saw the Agaw - "BLACK JEWS, NEGRO JEWS, BETA ISRAEL," etc. - of the world's oldest empire - ETHIOPIA [Kush, Cush, Habasha, Abyssinia, etc.] that predates Israel.

[DISCOURSE AND RACISM]: When WE THE BLACK JEWS was originally written and published...
for the first time at San Juan, Puerto Rico in 1928 C. E. as "NOSOTROS HERREOS NEGRO," I was under the belief that the tenets in the FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES made my fellow JEWS different and apart from "RACISM" and "RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY." This was due to the closed, Hebraic background and indoctrination under which I was raised by my family. But it was not too long before I reached my maturity I was forced to observe the painful reality that there is/ was a fundamental distinction throughout the Americas and the Caribbean Islands with respect to "COLOR" and "RACE" [one's physical characteristics] between BLACK JEWS and WHITE JEWS, and was made to understand that the BLACK JEWS are "INFERIOR" to the WHITE JEWS. In the United States of America I found that this area of distinction between BLACK and WHITE Jews was even further-reaching than it was in all of the Islands of the Caribbean Sea, South and Central America, and even Mexico and Canada at the southern and northern borders of the United States of America in North America. For the first time in my young life I was to realize that White Jews, irrespective of those with KINKY HAIR, THICK LIPS and SWARTHY COLOR that exposed their "AFRICAN (black) HERITAGE" from the four hundred [400] plus years of their infancy as "SLAVES" among the so-called "NEGROES OF EGYPT, NUBIA, MEROE, ETHIOPIA," etc. used their RELIGIOUS and CULTURAL identity with the HEBREW RELIGION and TRADITION to maintain their so-called distinct "ETHNIC GROUP" or "SEMITIC RACE" status, which most preferred to use at that time to distinguish themselves from other European and European-American so-called WHITE ANGLO-SAXON PROTESTANT CHRISTIANS and WHITE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHRISTIANS. Of course all of this was a period when WHITE JEWS were not considered "CAUCASIAN" or "WHITE," and as such could not enter public places catering to - "MEMBERS OF THE WHITE RACE ONLY." During this same period White Jews, along with Black People of every religion there were, and still are, were demanding of White Anglican-Saxon Protestant Christians:

"WE WANT PROPORTIONAL REPRESENTATION": A QUOTA SYSTEM.

We have only to return to our personal files, much less our public libraries and old newspapers, particularly those going back to the 1940's C. E. before the so-called "BROWN-ISAAC BILL" passed the city council of New York City, New York. For it was this "BILL" that established the national pattern for the removal of "COLOR, RELIGION, RACE" and/or "NATIONALITY" as prerequisites for entering public and private places doing business with the general public - including colleges, hospitals, restaurants, etc. - some of which were then owned by WHITE JEWS who did not accept non-WHITES, the vast majority being owned by most WHITE CHRISTIANS who barred BLACKS generally, and equally WHITE JEWS. The irony of it all is that Earl Brown is a "BLACK CHRISTIAN," and Stanley Isaac was a "WHITE JEW." It is also ironic, because their "BILL" did nothing whatsoever for the RACIST and RELIGIOUS BIGOTED minds of either group which both men represented, and for whom their "BILL" was mainly intended to help physically and spiritually. Just look at the CHURCH and SYNAGOGUE of God today and judge for yourself. Thus, as late as the writing of this volume there is still a so-called "BLACK-WHITE CONFRONTATION" in every face of the entire United States of America's High-Culture ["civilization"], New York City being no exception to the general rule. This situation between BLACkS and WHITES, irrespective of religious affiliation, is most rampant to the point of a stand-off in which each group is afraid of visiting the others so-called "NEIGHBOURHOOD" after sundown, in some areas even during the middle of the day. The above facts are best demonstrated in Shlomo Katz's edited book - NEGRO AND JEW: AN ENCOUNTER IN AMERICA, The Macmillan Company, New York, Collier-Macmillan Limited, London, 1987. For example, on pages xi - xii of the 'Introduction' the following extract appears:

THE VOICE on the phone trembled with indignation. "Where do you live? I bet you live in a safe white neighborhood and have your office in a safe area in mid-Manhattan. Do you know what it means to fear attack every time you walk down the street? If you did, you wouldn't talk that way... You're just another Jewish self-hater... You don't care what happens to your own people..." and the voice trailed off into incoherent hysteria.

This phone call was just the first after I had published a letter in a liberal Jewish periodical shortly after some Negro rioting during which numerous Jewish stores were sacked. The letter denounced an editorial that, it seemed to me, was incendiary, and that unfairly blamed how "we," Jews, that is, had all along stood "in the front ranks" of the struggle for Negro rights, and vaguely threatened that unless "responsible" Negro leadership ("if there are responsible Negro leaders") puts a stop to outbreaks of violence "we," while remaining liberal, might nevertheless be driven to some sort of arrogant repress.

For nearly a week after the first call my line was busy. The anonymous callers would always begin with a reasonable appeal for understanding the plight of Jews living or conducting their businesses within or on the margins of Negro ghettos, their sense of insecurity, the violence they were subject to. Then would follow bitter, vitriolic requests for advice as to what they should do under the circumstances, and finally a deluge of vituperation, sometimes accompanied by threats. On a few occasions the callers would put their argument on a personal level: "What's the matter? Aren't you scared of Negro hoodlums and murderers?" But I attempts to answer this question with statements that I was indeed very much afraid of muggers and hoodlums, but not especially so because they were black; that I was probably more afraid of white anti-Semitic violence, and that any Jew of our generation, remembering what the white Germans, in cooperation..."
with other European nations, did as it were within our own memory, could be judged not, allow himself to fall into the trap of associating anti-Semitism and its concomitant violence with Negroes in particular, was wasted effort, for the voices on the phones were grandly urgent with fear and confusion and anger, and, above all, with surprise. Beneath the furious terms of "rigger lover," "self-hater," "traitor," could be discerned the bewilderment of people caught unaware. How could this happen in America? How could this happen to us who are relatively recent newcomers to the American scene and are not part of the Negro-while tragedy that has been in the making for three centuries?

In the course of our long history, and especially during the past two centuries, we, Jews, have lived in Europe, in Poland, in Germany, and in Russia, in France and in Russia. But it was not until we came to America in substantial numbers that we encountered the Black race. In the days before the discovery of the New World, the Jews, who were already established in the region, began to trade with the Indians. They learned to speak their language and to understand their customs. The Jews also began to establish their communities in the New World, and the first Jewish settlements were established in the colonies of the United States.

The two pages of extract shown above sufficiently established the pattern of the general tenor of Katz's entire book. But the agony in the above extract is the PREJUDICIAL position in which it began, which was designed to validate Katz and his so-called "27 Negro and Jewish Commentators..."

"CANDID EXAMINATION OF NEGRO ANTI-SEMITISM AND THE CONSEQUENT JEWISH REACTION..."

written on the cover of the book as the added sub-title. However what Katz, and equally all of the so-called "27 Prominent Negro and Jewish Commentators" [particularly the White ones], wanted to do with the so-called "BLACK-WHITE CONFRONTATION" was to set aside WHITE JEWS as being untouched by the RACISM and RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY that brought about the so-called "NEGRO ANTI-SEMITISM" in the first place in this entire so-called "JUDEO-CHRISTIAN WESTERN CIVILIZATION." But they failed, miserably so, to note that even their most disgusting term - NEGRO - is a racist label attached to AFRICAN [never "Negro"] PEOPLE, without their consent. Whereas, "JEW" is a term that was equally applied to a RELIGIOUS GROUP OF PEOPLE without the stigma of a RACIAL connotation until said group began using it in the 19th century. The "27 Prominent Negro Commentators," apparently, knew nothing about the fact that even the title of the book they were crying in was/is racially inspired. What is a "negro/Negev"?

It as such for their own advantage. It is as if saying:

'I SAW A WHITE MAN, A JEW, AND A NEGRO.'

In fact, only the WHITE MAN states an identity of a human being on face value. What is "A NEGRO"? Is it a MAN, WOMAN, CHILD, GOD, DOG, IT, etc.? Katz and his team of super "27 [etc.] Commentators" forgot that there are thousands upon thousands of BLACK or AFRICAN-AMERICAN [Falasha, etc.] JEWISH throughout the Americas who can prove their "JEWISHNESS" as much as Katz and/or any other "WHITE JEW" - man, woman or child. Here too is the basic problem the BLACK JEWS and WHITE JEWS in the United States of America have consistently failed to deal with, much less solve. Thus the STAND-OFF or CONFRONTATION between BLACK JEWS and WHITE JEWS as it is with BLACK CHRISTIANS and WHITE CHRISTIANS, and as it is with BLACK and WHITE everything else. Yet BLACK JEWS were seen collecting monies to send for their fellow co-religionists in the State of Israel during each and every "WAR" the Israelis had with their Arab Moslem neighbours since 1947. And certainly BLACK JEWS and BROWN JEWS from Ethiopia, East Africa, Yemen, and many others in Asia fought with the STERN GANG and IGRUNI for Israel's independence. To them the following extract from Gustav Aarón and Louis Holtz's book, THE JEWS IN SOUTH AFRICA, Oxford University Press, London [etc], 1956, "Introduction," page xiii is quite a revelation, but not in any sense whatsoever a surprise:

A second major influence upon South African Jewry came from England, both in religious matters, as many of the leading ministers and rabbis in South Africa have come from England, and generally through contact with Anglo-Jewry's life and institutions. This was to be expected at first in Cape Town, and later in the whole of South Africa, developed within the British Empire and Commonwealth, and South Africans as a whole have been greatly influenced by British ways and institutions.

Jewish life in South Africa represents, indeed, a unique blend, resulting from the interaction of Jewish and English elements with the emergent South African way of life. Naturally, among the South African-born descendants of the immigrants, the older traditions have grown weaker. The South African Jew of today is not only taller, more broad-shouldered and more open-minded than his forbears, but he exhibits many of the psychological characteristics of his fellow South Africans.

Katz's "27[etc.] Commentators" praised the contributors of the "CONTRIBUTIONS" certain White Jews gave to carefully selected so-called "NEGRO CAUSES" throughout the United States of America's history in which "JEWS" and "NEGROES" came in contact with each other often. But they failed to mention that said "CONTRIBUTIONS" then, and now, were sorely "FINANCIAL INVESTMENTS" that guaranteed White Jewish socio-political and major economic power. White Jews in the so-called "Republic of South Africa" treat the indigenous African people in every way consonant with the same Hitlerite Nazism they protested against in Germany, etc.
growth in the general BLACK and WHITE Judeo-Christian communities. For each "CONTRIBUTION" was and/or is, primarily used to finance passive "NEGRO" and/or "COLORED" front organizations to break down segregated so-called "White Protestant" and "Roman Catholic" CHRISTIAN INSTITUTIONS of every type that originally barred both BLACKS and WHITES who were outside of their select groupings. The end result was, as it still is, that the so-called "NEGROES," irrespective of religious affiliation, became the visible antagonist, thus the so-called "WHITE (today including Jew) BACKLASH." Yet it is almost one of the major sins for a BLACK PERSON, even BLACK JEW, to ever mention "WHITE JEWISH BACKLASH" except behind closed doors with intimate friends before the label of "NEGRO ANTI-SEMITISM" starts flying all over the so-called "NEGRO GHETTOS" by WHITE JEWES and their amalgamated "NON-VIOLENT INTEGRATED NEGROES" and "COLORED FOLKS."

It will be quite interesting if the following extract from the Song Of Solomon, Chapter 1, Verses 1 - 6 would return to its original wording, all in context to Katz's "27 Negro and Jewish Commentators." Thus we read from the "God inspired (Jewish) Scribes" this bit of racism:

The church's love for Christ
HE song of songs, which is Solomon's.
2 Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth: for thy love is better than wine.
3 Because of the savour of thy good sense, thy name is as ointment poured forth; therefore do the virgins love thee.
4 Draw me, we will run after thee; we will gladness and rejoicing.
5 I am black, but comely; O ye daughters of Jerusalem; as the tents of Kedron, as the curtains of Solomon.
6 Look not upon me, because I am black, but comely; for the sun hath looked upon me, my mother's children were angry with me; they made me the keeper of the vineyards; but mine own vineyard have I not kept.

Is it not strange that the editors of the above - allegedly another group of "God's inspired Scribes" - found it necessary to manipulate "GO'S WORDS" to suit their own racial sensitivities among their so-called "GOD-FEARING" Christians, Jews, and other Judeo-Christian believers? Just imagine that a "QUEEN" [Sheba or Makeda] all the way from ETHIOPIA, East Africa ["Africa" - geographically located only fifteen [15] degrees due north of the "Equatorial Line"] became "BLACK" and/or "SWARthy" solely because she was once

"THE KEEPER OF THE VINEYARDS."

for someone else. But we equally saw that the same editors post-dated JESUS the "Christ's" chronological appearances to relate back to the era of King Solomon and Queen Makeda, both of whom reigned more than nine hundred [900] years before Jesus was declared "born."

1. Were these racist and religious bigots who wrote this pre-Hitlerian diatribe any-the-less guilty of cultural and racial genocide than the Ku Klux Klan, Calvinist Christian, Mormon, Jewish, etc. zealots of the 1900's C.E./A.D.? Why!

SOLOMON'S "WISEST MAN THAT EVER LIVED" REPUTATION QUESTIONED

THE COMPARATIVE WORKS

970 B.C.E. 2100 B.C.E.

[Table of works comparing Solomon's "Wise Man" status with other figures and their works from 970 to 2100 B.C.E.]

The above comparisons are but a choice few of the selected writings of the entire so-called "PROVERBS OF KING SOLOMON" of Israel, which have been earmarked for cross reference. However, the entire PSALMS ["Songs of Solomon"] and all of the HOLY TORAH generally, are full of direct copies of works written WORD-FOR-WORD as their African [Egyptian, Nubian, Ethiopian, Meroite, etc.] sayings and teachings.

This should not be surprising to anyone, since Moses and most of the earliest Hebrews [Hebrews or Israelites later on] in GENESIS and EXODUS were all Africans. They were all born in Ta-Marry, Egypt [the Fathali], and Ta-Nebiil [Nebiil]. Even the name of "MONOTHEISM," the belief of "ONE GOD" above all others, was taught in Ta-Nebiil [Nebiil], Ta-Marrey [Egypt], and Hoji [Fathali] before the birth of Moses by the Pharish Accedent [Amen-Hopat IV], c. 1270-1552 B.C.E. Moses did not live until the reign of Pharish Ramesses II, c. 1394-1380 B.C.E., or Reh I, c. 1318-1298 B.C.E."

1. See Yosef ben-Jochanan's Black Man Of The Nile And His Family, pp. 102 - 103, also the Revised and Enlarged Edition for further detailed information and other references.
2. In spite of the above fact there are rabbits who cannot accept that "PSALMS" were equally copied after the above above rabbits who cannot accept that "PSALMS" were equally copied after the above above rabbits who cannot accept that "PSALMS" were equally copied after the above above rabbits who cannot accept that "PSALMS" were equally copied after the above above
certain that there is no problem reading this VERSION of biblical racism in any ALL WHITE SYNAGOGUE; and most definitely it will find no opposition even in the BLACK SYNAGOGUES of which I am familiar. Yet, was it not KING SOLOMON who made the comment relating to his own "BLACK" and/or "SWARTHY" color of skin? The ancient text, particularly the only
ETHIOPIAN TEXT, identifies SOLOMON as the one who made this comment. Of course it does not make any difference which one of these two biblical characters made the statement; neither would be acceptable with a "BLACK" or "SWARTHY SKIN" in the average SYNAGOGUE, TEMPLE, CHURCH and other HOUSES OF WORSHIP throughout the United States of America in all BLACK and/or WHITE communities. Why? Because RACISM and RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY in any "WESTERN [European and European-American] CIVILIZATION" are part and parcel of its entire fabric. Not a single person, irrespective of RELIGIOUS, RACIAL, NATIONAL, SEX, etc. designation, can escape it.

Going back to the main direction of our "safari" we find that Howard M. Brodz took a similar position on the "BLACK-WHITE CONFRONTATION" issue when he too joined-in to dispel the idea of the African-American "JEWS" kosher status, as such being a kind of a Sholom Katz in his own book he gave the following title: "THE BLACK JEWS OF HARLEM: NEGRO NATIONALISM AND THE DILEMMAS OF NEGRO LEADERSHIP," Schocken Books, New York, 1979. Thus on page viii, under "Acknowledgment," he ended with the following impudent comment:

"To this, however, I would say to him that whenever I use the term Negro it is almost, if not quite, what he means by Ethiopian Hebrew."

The "JHM" in whom Katz referred was no other than the late Honourable Rabbi Wentworth B. Matthew of the Commandment Keepers Congregation of Ethiopian Hebrews in Harlem, New York City, New York. But in other words, what he was also saying is; if I told any WHITE man that my name is "YOSEF" and he feels it should have been "JOHN," then I have to accept YOSEF and JOHN to be synonymous. Yet, on the other side of the coin: if I called any Jewish and/or Christian WHITE man "ABRAHAM" and his name is instead "MOSES" he has the right to ignore anything I said, and ABRAHAM and MOSES will never become synonymous with each other. The similarity in those two examples is in every sense equal to the word "NEGRO" as a name for AFRICAN-(Black)-AMERICANS who rejected the term which their ancestors' European enslavemasters attached to them. It is equally the reason why the so-called "American Negro" or "Colored American" is a "MOOR" in Spain, "CARTAGHENIAN" in MOROCCO, "HOTTENTOT" and/or "SUSHMAN" in South Africa's racist [for Whites only] so-called "Republic," "BANTU" in most of Central and Southern Africa [from East to West Coast], "NILOT" along the Egyptian, Sudanese and Ethiopian extension of the Nile River valleys, and "HAMITIC" or "NEGRO-CAUCASIAN-SEMITIC" [and whatever else] in North and Northeast Africa, etc. according to the so-called modern "WHITE AFRICANIST" who wrote most of the books presently being used in most of the so-called "AFRICAN" and/or "BLACK STUDIES" curriculums throughout "NEGRO [colored], WHITE" and/or "NEGRO-WHITE" institutions of learning [religious and secular] in the United States of America.

Commenting further on pages 11 and 12 in his book Brodz wrote the following about one of the best known and best loved AFRICAN HEBREWS of the Ethiopian Hebrew Community of Harlem, New York City, New York during the 1920's and 1930's, of whom he had to have met solely upon hearsay or written propaganda: as Rabbi Ford left the USA for Ethiopia in the 1930's:

"Perhaps the most interesting and important of all these early figures was a man named Arnold Ford, whose origins and ultimate destiny are shrouded in the usual obscurity that attends new gophets. The testimony of those who knew him personally is that he was a man of unusual intelligence. It is certain that he studied Hebrew with some immigrant teacher and was a key link in transmitting whatever approximations there are to Kabbalistic Judaism in the practices of these sects. Like many of the Black Jews, he was attracted to the "Back to Africa" movement (see Chapter IV, pp. 99-104) of Marcus Garvey which had such a spectacular rise during the early twenties. He was the musical director of Liberty Hall, the headquarters of the Garvey movement in New York. Garveyism did not coincide exactly with his own outlook, for Garvey rejected his counsel to adopt Judaism as the Negro's religion. Nonetheless, in its militancy, its glorification of blackness, its elevation of Africa as the source of all civilization, Garveyism articulated much of what these people were thinking and seeking; and when the Garvey movement collapsed, the nationalist impulse beneath it survived in these religious sects. Legend or hearsay has it that Ford, tiring of Judaism, emigrated in the early thirties to Africa where he became a Muslim and where he subsequently died. As this was in the midst of the depression and passage money would be rather scarce, it is equally possible and even more plausible that he emigrated not to Africa but to Detroit, and that the W. Ford, Ford, or Farrad who founded the Islamic cult in that city and Arnold Ford were one and the same. Thus, of course, can be only speculative."

1. Quite a goodly number of African-Americans left the U.S.A. during said period for other lands—"Africa."

2. African-Americans are changing their European slavemasters' names for their Arab slavemasters.
Brotz, "...speculative..." genius must be treated as purposely misleading to discredit Rabbi Ford.

In any event, with the disappearance of Ford from the New York scene, the mantle has fallen and resides to the present day on the shoulders of Wentworth A. Mathew, who is the vocal and most charming leader of Harlem’s largest Black Jewish congregation. This is the Commandment Keepers Congregation of the Living God or, as they often refer to themselves from the name of their lodge, the Royal Order of Ethopian Hebrews, the Sons and Daughters of Culture, Inc. The nucleus of Matthew’s group has been, like Garvey himself, West Indian. West Indians who had enjoyed greater freedom and independence tended to look down upon the Southern Negro, at least until fairly recently, as servile and lacking in reserve, dignity, and self-control. Whenever Matthew uses the term “Negro,” which he always pronounces in a manner, or the colored people in this country,” as a way of distinguishing themselves from Negroes, he evokes this regional distinction.

Of course Brotz had to use the fine art of the good old Napoleon technique of “divide and conquer” when he found it necessary to insert his own bit of RACISM with regards to the open rift between the so-called “WEST INDIANS” and “AMERICAN NEGROS,” which I have carefully underlined. But Brotz carefully forgot that in the same “UNIVERSAL NEGRO IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION (U.N.I.A.)” founded by the late Honourable Marcus Mobiya Garvey, there were many top-ranking positions in the executive board held by officers who were African-Americans; whereas, not a single African-Caribbean “West Indian” held any position as an officer in the “NIAGRA MOVEMENT” (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People – N.A.A.C.P. which it later became) as constituted by the two WHITE JEWS – Joel and Arthur Schlesinger, who established it for their good COLORED PEOPLE most of whom by 1920 C.E. and up to this present day became the main rustickers against “BLACK ZIONISM” and/or “PAN-AFRICANISM” – the so-called “BACK TO AFRICA MOVEMENT” of the 1920’s to the present time; the movement from which the TRI-COLOR FLAG OF AFRICA with its RED, BLACK and GREEN colors, was born, the FLAG that is presently called “THE AFRICAN LIBERATION FLAG” by young African-Americans who believed that the “New Left Black Militants” brought it about. He conveniently forgot that Mr. Garvey, like all of the other Africans, African-Americans,

1. Brotz, like so many other white Jewish “authorities on the Negro,” became a God too! Why?
3. Born at Saint Anne’s Bay, Jamaica, British “West Indies,” he became a fighter for his fellow Africans everywhere, no less so than Theodore Herzl for European Jews, et al.

African-Caribbeans, African-Europeans and whatever other African People there were know that the origin of the term “NEGRO” had no truly historical background beyond the sixteenth [16th] or seventeenth [17th] century C.E., at which time the Portuguese and other European pirates, “Christians missionaries;” “slavers” and plain old colonialist so-called “entrepreneurs” renamed a section of the former Ghana, Melle [Mali] and Songhai [Songhay] kingdoms and empires of West Alkebu-Ian [Africa], “NEGROLAND,” but maybe Brotz expected that African People should equally call themselves “IVORY COASTERS” and “SLAVE COASTERS” because his European and European-American [Jewish, Christian, Atheist, etc.] forefathers renamed sections of “West Africa” such labels as “IVORY COAST” and “SLAVE COAST.” Thus it is that this tragedy reflects greatest in the fact that the late Honourable Marcus Mobiya Garvey could not convince the membership and most of the official staff of the U.N.I.A. that the term “NEGRO” and/or “COLORED” was an insult to themselves, as their ancestors’ slavemasters brainwashing of them had already received its basic goal – the DE-AFRICANIZATION of the Africans and the CREATION of the concepts of CULTURAL GENOCIDE that made the present descendants of the Africans [slaves] develop an internalized “HATRED” that now consumes their mental state of being more than one hundred and seventy [17] years following their so-called “EMANCIPATION” from the enslavement their ancestors suffered under the “PHARAOHS” [presidents] of European-America and European-Great Britain. All of this we can best observe in the “Negroes” and “Colored Folks” LILY-WHITE HEAVEN and LILY-WHITE HOLY FAMILY demonstrated and advertised in their churches of one hundred [100] percent all JET BLACK COMMUNITIES their benefactors gave the name “NEGRO GHETTOS” and/or “INNER CITIES,” etc.

On the rear cover of Katz’s book - NEGRO AND JEW –, etc. – the following appears:

NEGRO AND JEW
An Encounter in America
27 prominent Negro and Jewish commentators speak out on one of the most troubling issues of our time:


CAN HERITAGE try to make WHITE so-called "LIBERALS" and "CONSERVATIVES" understand about the word "NEGRO" and/or "COLORED," but of which they have refused to hear. Here too we have another example of the "TOKEN NIGGAR AT THE DOOR" representing the entire African-BLACK/American community.

How could the above dispove the Hebrew origin of the BLACK JEWS like this author's grand-uncle - the late Professor Tumari Emmanuel - who, according to Professor Wolf Lasaul's book - PALASHA ANTHOLOGY: THE BLACK JEWS OF ETHIOPIA, page 5, was "a man of noble character and one of the finest scholars in Ethiopia?"

Yet, Professor Tumari Emmanuel in the middle of the "HARLEM" of the United States of America could not be separated from any "AFRICAN-AMERICAN JEW" and/or "BLACK" Christian, Black Moslem [Muslim], etc., as he too would have been identified as a "NEGRO" by any White Jew, White Christian, White Moslem, etc. But is it not equally true that many thousands of WHITE JEWS with their KINKY HAIR, THICK LIPS, BROAD NOSES and "SWARTHY" SKIN would be labeled "NEGRO" and/or "COLORED" if they were residents of any of the so-called "NEGRO GHETTOS" throughout the United States of America, and even among the Agaw [Palasha] in Ethiopia, Dr. Alike-Awan and the State of Israel, West Asia see pages 11 - 18.

[CO-RELIGIONISTS IN ONE GOD]: In Prohet Elijah Muhammad's book - MESSAGE TO THE BLACKMAN IN AMERICA, Muhammad's Temple No. 3, Chicago, Illinois - he deals with the basic points that turned him around from Judaism-Christianity to "AL-LAH" and Judaism/White Christian - "ISLAM." Although this author is knowledgeable of Islam, equally as I am with Judaism and Judaism-Christianity, Yorubaism, Blackism, etc., and cannot accept either as my salvation to the human problems that confront me, I can still empathise with the "NATION OF ISLAM" [so-called "Black Muslim"] in the United States of America from Prophet Elijah (Poole) Muhammad's position in the following on page 27 of his book.

How many non-Muslims will find who do not believe in God as being One God? Regardless of the trinity belief preached by the Christians, they (the Christians) claim and agree that Allah (God) is One God. They make fools of themselves when they reject Islam and the Muslims five principles of belief: One God, His Prophets, His Books, the Resurrection, The Judgment. How, then, did they (the Christians) go astray believing in three Gods? Nevertheless, they make one of the three the Father of the other two—a decision that remains two the equal of the Father.

The so-called Negroes have been led into the gravest of errors in the knowledge of God (Allah) and the true religion (Islam) by their white slave-masters. They (the so-called Negroes) have been robbed more than any other people on the planet Earth. If they will only read and listen to the simplest of truths of which I write and speak, they have three essentials in it: power, light and life.
I have the same type of empathy and conviction about the following in Administrator and Minister Albert B. Cleage, Jr.'s book - BLACK CHRISTIAN NATIONALISM: NEW DIRECTIONS FOR THE BLACK CHURCH, William Morrow and Company, Inc., New York, 1972, page xiii:1

Black people have been excluded from real participation in American society by firmly entrenched white institutional racism. Even so, we have been corrupted by an individualistic and materialistic white value system because we have tried to identify. But white hatred and hostility have saved us. White people would not let us in when we demanded integration so, in a sense, we have preserved our soul. A unique Black experience makes us different from white people. The separateness which the white man has forced on us is now our basic hope for the future. On the one hand it has preserved our African heritage, and on the other it has provided a basis for the power which is essential to our survival. Black Christian Nationalism seeks to build upon this black separatism.

What I am saying in my recognition of these two noted African-Americans' dialogue with respect to the reason that led them to their conclusion to become what they are religiously, is that the conduct of their fellow "AMERICAN CITIZENS" - [White] Jews, Christians, Moslems, Ethical Culturists, Atheists, Communists, Socialists, etc., - racist "ANTI-NEGRO" and/or "ANTI-BLACK" conduct forced them to develop their own "RACIAL" dimensions in RELIGION, which is of course counter RELIGIOUS only if the "CHOOSEN PEOPLE'S" racist myth and bigotry allegroy were not a part of every RELIGION known to mankind in every "Western Civilization" [High-Culture] today.

The BLACK or so-called "Negro" JEW is driven to reject his WHITE JEWISH fellow co-religionists on the same basis, thus the following from Rabbi Yehuda Paris' writings under the heading "Africa And The Bible" - in Albert B. Cleage, Jr.'s book - BLACK CHRISTIAN NATIONALISM: NEW DIRECTIONS FOR THE BLACK CHURCH, page 256:

In their universal religion all Africans believed in the one God, the Great Ancestor or the Ercoral Being of the universe. Africans of today who have not been disturbed by the religions of Judaism, Christianity, or Islam still worship the one great God and still have many deities to worship and to ceremonies of. We would like to show the connection between that which many people think is Egyptian or Hebric religion and its African antecedents.

1. He changed his name to Jeremiah Agnew, Jr.; later, even his religious title to "Patriarch."
2. Your author was once loosely associated with him; not believing he would adopt the "White Bible" (the King James Version of the European Sacred Scriptures from 1611 C.E./A.D., etc.

The Hebrews had gotten much of their history, custom, and religion—any may even their god—from the ancient Egyptians. In protohistoric Egypt we see that the Egyptians had certain family clans and tribes that had their own emblem, a bear or bird whose unique powers were accredited to the social unit. Such designations as "the lion people," "the hippo people," and "the harpor people" were properly used to identify these units. It appears that at least some of these emblems were carried over from an earlier hunting tradition whereby sympathetic magic—animal qualities of strength, speed, and cunning—was bestowed on the hunter. When agriculture became the dominant pursuit of most of the Egyptian people, these emblems were given more functional qualities, familiar to history in such forms as Amnisus, the jackal-headed god of embalming; Sylat, the warlike, lioness goddess; Ophol, the tusked-headed god of wisdom. From this we can see a similarity in the Old Testament in that the ancient Israelites, when they came into the land of Canaan and made it the land of Israel, divided their tribes into twelve units, or peoples, or clans, and those twelve units or clans were designated also by an emblem and a symbol.

What Rabbi Paris did not say is that the "EGYPTIANS" reached their zenith upon the teachings they received from their fellow African ancestors and contemporaries from Central and Southern Africa. Yet, he said enough to offset the ANTI-BLACK [African] propaganda from the so-called 'noted European and European-American Judaeo-Christian and Jewish scholars, theologians, missionaries, and clergyman' who constantly write from their racist and religiously bigoted theories of pure WHITENESS with respect to the origin and development of "JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY" and "JUDAO-CHRISTIANITY," Joel A. Rogers added to Rabbi Paris' contention with the following from his book - SEX AND RACE, Holga Rogers, New York, 1954, Volume III, page 94:

Dr. Hans Guenther in his "Rassenlehre des Judischen Volkes," does the same. His work is illustrated with portraits of Negro Jews of Europe and elsewhere. As was already said he compares a portrait of Abraham Pitter, a Horesemen, with that of Benjamin Disraeli, Jewish Prime Minister of England. The resemblance is striking. Guenther is said to have said to the Jews but since we do not concede that Negro ancestry is a disrepute we cannot consider that Guenther's alleged aim has been achieved. Count Adam Groswinkel of Poland, who visited the United States in 1857, said similarly, "Numbers of Jews have the greatest resemblance to the American inhabitants. Shallow features, complexion, thick lips, cramped black hair. Of all the Jewish populations scattered over the globe one-fourth dwells in Poland. I am, therefore, well acquainted with their features. On my arrival in this country (The United States,) I took every light-colored individual for a Jew."
The Negroid strain is apparent among a considerable number of American Jews. Some Jewish women are Negro hair-dressers or have their hair straightened. The island of Jamaica has a considerable number of mulatto Jews, also.

(JEWISH RACE?!) Obviously the White Jews — including Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels — of Europe, until Adolf Hitler's Nazi of the German Republic met them with the worse form of bestiality in Europe's history, were in every sense the same in thinking towards AFRICAN PEOPLE like all the other Germans of the Christian Religion. Their contemporaries within the United States of America, who have never suffered (for the most part) any of the bestiality of their fellow European Jews, or even like the present African Jews with whom they live, nevertheless think and act like the vast majority of their fellow WHITE AMERICANS who are Christian, Moslems, Atheists, etc. We can say that all this is similar to any woman's shocking pain she suffers in delivering her offspring, which she quickly forgets when her own little one is finally born. The corollary is paraphrased in the following African saying:

"The rejected dog that finally gets past the door quickly pulls in its tail after entering the house; thus it very quickly identifies itself with its own master as a full partner of the residence; biting everyone.

Unfortunately the so-called 'NEGRO JEW' can neither 'pull in' his or her tail, nor change his or her color. Even if he or she becomes 'JOHNNY' from 'JONAH', or even 'BLACK' from 'SCHWARTZ,' the so-called 'NEGRO [BLACK] JEW' will remain equally as 'BLACK' as all of his or her fellow BLACK Muslim [Moslem] Christian, Yoruba, Mormon, Christian Holiness, Jehovah Witness, Christian Scientist, Ethnologist, etc. But WHITE JEWS in the City of Boston were/are able to become 'WALKER' from "WALINSKI," in Mississippi 'GREEN' from "GREENBERG," and melt into the WHITE ANGLO-SAXON PROTESTANT CHRISTIAN and/or ROMAN CATHOLIC populations in order to move the rest of their numbers from the squallor of their so-called "NEGRO Ghetto" of the 'Americans.'

1. The basic insecurity of White Jews having to live as "non-Caucasian" makes many succumb to the pressures of "White Racism" against anyone African/Black to maintain their White posture.

The volatile character of the Jewish race and the Black Magic Race become synonymous with the other so-called "Negro Race." But it is that even a "RELIGIOUS RACE" the so-called "Negroes" and "Colored People" can not accept if there is not a single "WHITE" Christian or Jew involve. Why? Because Africans reduced to "NEGROES" and/or "COLORED FOLKS" cannot survive in anything in which they are the sole participants and owners; at least this is what most of them believe.

They are the only people I am aware of in the world today who accept being JOBBERs, but never think of being owners of the JOBS that need the JOBBERs. The BLACK JEWS find themselves locked-up in the same mental illness, and as such are always seeking handouts and endorsement in everything they do from their co-religionist "WHITE JEWS." This was the fate of the now defunct "Organization Howard Harrington" that deserted the Black Hebrew Community in Harlem and became converted "NEGRO JEWS" to White [Non-] Talmudic Judaism in hopes of receiving total acceptance with charity from European-American JEWS that ignored all of their older generations. Yet this same so-called "NEGRO JEWISH COMMUNITY" acted as a kind of buffer between the greater BLACK COMMUNITY and the predominantly WHITE JEWISH-controlled Whites Union during the "COMMUNITY CONTROL" confrontation between BLACKS and WHITES of the late 1960s C.F., in the City of New York, particularly at the height of the "BLACK POWER MOVEMENT" confrontation with the Jewish WHITE POWER MOVEMENTS like the so-called "JEWISH DEFENSE LEAGUE" and other Zionist cohorts.

Professor George P. Simmonds of Malcolm-King College, Harlem, New York City, New York pointed out the following in the book he co-authored with myself: THE BLACK MAN'S NORTH AND EAST AFRICA, Alabeo-In Books Associates, New York, 1971, page 81:

Since Dr. Louis S.B. Lezinsky's finding of Zanzibarbrus beasts, there have been other datings of man-like creatures found in East Africa. Findings have taken place in such countries as Ethiopia, one dated by the University of Chicago to be ca. 4,000,000 years old; and in Kenya, one dated by Harvard University to ca. 5,000,000 years old. These two finds were published in the New York Times, the first one on May 1, 1909; the latter on February 19, 1971.

Here we are able to see Africa as the mother of mankind and Queen of the earth. Not only did AFRICA give birth to the human family, she also gave the world an ever-abundant wealth of natural resources unmatched anywhere.

Secondly: AFRICA gave the sons who "NAMED THE HEAVENLY BODIES," Great African astrologers also "NAMED THE EARTH, MOON, STARS, and PLANETS," says Lucian [one of Europe's greatest and ancient writers]. Thus, Count C.F. Volney of France in 1791 wrote in his book, THE RUINS.

"There a people, now forgotten, discovered, while others...

See example on p. 383 of this Volume for positive proof. Note "Euro-Americanization" of the African forebear: man/woman, etc.

See references to Goddess Hathor, the very first Queen of the Earth, etc. in history.

See Count C.F. Volney's Ruins Of Empire, London, 1785, 1901, etc., p. xvii, etc., etc., etc.
were yet barbarians, the elements of the arts and sciences. A race of men now rejected from society for their sable skin and frizzled hair, founded on the study of the laws of nature, those civil and religious systems which still govern the universe.

All of these "THINGS" the Africans accomplished while the Europeans [Volney's ancestors] and others were yet "barbarians." But we are not taught any of these "THINGS" in school; it is always the reverse [or opposite] according to our instructors of today, in order to maintain the same old stereotype myths and teachings of "the black man's racial and cultural inferiority to the white man."

It is very sad, however, that "TALMUDIC (Rabbinic) JUDAISM" all over the United States of America has been blinded to everything stated by Professor Simmonds above, and even by Courc C.F. Volney whom he quoted. Yet Volney's "FRIZZLED HAIR..." Africans were/are no different than the Agaw or Kayla [so-called Falasha Jews] shown in Harvey Gilroy's article in THE NEW YORK TIMES, Friday, March 4, 1985, an extract of which appears on the following page 367. The entire analysis related to this picture and story is given on page 96 of my book - BLACK MAN OF THE NILE AND HIS FAMILY - I mentioned before in this later work. On the following page - 367- the Agaw at the top with his WHITE JEWISH teacher in the State of Israel is supposedly a "DIFFERENT TYPE OF JEW THAN THE BLACK JEW" [so-called Negro Jews] at the bottom of the page - the teacher and her student in Harlem, New York City, New York. This is part of the story of the so-called dilemma of "NEGRO ANTI-SEMITISM" and "THE ORIGIN OF THE BLACK JEW IN THE AMERICANS." And, certainly it dictates that Shlomo Katz and his so-called "27 PROMINENT NEGRO AND JEWISH COMMENTATORS" who "SPEAK OUT ON ONE OF THE MOST TROUBLING ISSUES OF OUR TIME: THE EXISTENCE OF BLACK ANTI-SEMITISM IN AMERICAN LIFE" needed to examine these pictures, and even go to the site where the teachings were taking place, before they wrote their own ANTI-BLACK ["Negro"] propaganda which equally discriminated against "BLACK SEMITES" - a sort of "WHITE SEMITIC ANTI-BLACK SEMITISM," Strange, is it not? But maybe my citing these examples would qualify me as an "ARCH ANTI-SEMITHE," etc.

Note that the BLACK JEW of Ethiopia became a "...DARK-SKINNED JEWISH YOUTH..." in the State of Israel; but the BLACK JEW in the Harlem of the United States of America became a "...NEGRO JEWISH YOUTH..." in the "NEGRO GHETTO;" strange, is it not? The following pictures on the next two pages are in themsevles prima facie evidence that RACISM is at the bottom of the BLACK-BLACK JEWISH CONFRONTATION that permeated the need for the so-called "NEGRO ANTI-SEMITISM" in the face of "JEWISH ANTI-NEGROSSM." Or, are we to ignore the fact that there is a mark difference between standords for Black and

White JEWS all over the world, the State of Israel's "PROMISED LAND" not excluded? Just only imagine that the "JEWS" at the bottom are "NEGROES."" not a single one at the top! Why so?

Falasha Jews From Ethiopia Studying in Israel

Their Tribe Practices Judaism According to Law of Moses

By KERRY GILROY

ARCH BISHOP, ETHIOPIAN PROTESTANT CHURCH,

"The Agaw Falasha Jews who might be taken at their word of the legend that today's Ethiopians derived from ancient Jews during their migration to Ethiopia in the 10th century are studying at this children's village.

"The Agaw is known to all Africans, which is the African "negro" about "strange." The teachings are taking place at a center run by their "own" black Jews. Their father's are proving that they are Jewish and their mother's are proving that they are Jewish, too."

Joseph, Ansor, 45 years, leader of Falasha community, among them at Kfir Kibbutz in Israel.

The Agaw (Falashas) existed before Solomon and Saba, during their reign, and following their death to the present day. "Moses married the daughter of the High-Priest of Ethiopia - an Ethiopian woman," all of this in the teaching and tradition of Cush.
[NEW RELIGIOUS FRONTIER]: The major error the Black Rabbi in the United States of America continue making is the same for Black Ministers, except for a very few like William Jaramor Ayersman [formerly Reverend Albert A. Cleage, Jr.] and his BLACK CHRISTIAN NATIONALIST (B.C.N.) movement, and/or the late Prophet Elijah Muhammad [once Elijah Poole] and his NATION OF ISLAM [the so-called 'Black Muslims'] were trying to make their ancestors' slavemasters and slavemistresses' descendants grant them Kosher Approval in their own religiously. And in so doing, they have adopted their own God-Head's AUTHORITY to suit their own Black Image, Color and Race as is common among the White Clergy.

But Judaism's God-Head still remains a LILY-WHITE SPIRIT named "YWH [Jehovah]," even among the Jews; thus without "IMAGE" and "RACE," Why? Because Black Jews are still dominated mentally by the White-Caucasian-Semitic versions of the FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES they always purchase from White Jewish publishing houses with the purest LILY-WHITE God-inspired Sacred Scriptures, not one of which has ever hired a single Black Jew on its editorial staff to revise a single word in any of its versions of the so-called "FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES [HOLY TORAH, PENTATEUCH, OLD TESTAMENT]." Thus the "MOSES" in Black synagogues, presented by Jewish artists and sculptors as is LILY-WHITE AND GOLDEN HAIR as their Christian contemporaries' LILY-WHITE "JESUS" and the "HOLY FAMILY" - Joseph and Mary, and even the animals in the manger with snow on the roof in the middle of the one hundred and ten degree heat in the Israeli desert, all of which we find in most of the religious institutions of all of the Black Communities throughout the entire so-called Western World, and/or "Western Civilization."

[MONEY; THE ROOT OF EVIL]: No one in his or her right mind that is cognizant of the true structure of the BLACK [Ethiopian] JEWISH COMMUNITY within the United States of America, and the other nations of the Americas, is not aware of the main struggle for the Black Rabbi, we are forester in creating their hopes for an amalgamation with their White co-religionist clergy, men. It is plainly and simply "MONEY" that is the main stumbling block on either side of the BLACK-WHITE JEWISH amalgamation issue. Both sides approach the issue from the point of how much I will gain, or how much I will lose financially. Of course this will be vehemently denied by both sides. And, we are bound to hear that their rejection of either's proposal is based upon the -

"SACRED SCRIPTURES PASSED DOWN TO THE HOLY PROPHETS." 1

But this is the same reason why the Black Baptist Christian Ministers were called to pass by certain so-called "Black Left Militants" to be "...TARRED AND FEATHERED,..." For any

1. Designated as such by Jewish sources for a Jewish Theocracy of which they were principals. No other people were obligated to this if they so desired not to adhere to any aspect of it.
BLACK CLERGY (male or female) is like a MINOR GOD and/or GODDESS in his and/or her church, and among his or her congregation owing or beholding to no one above his or her Board of (Holy and Sacred) Trustees which is for the most part only ceremonial. Most of the time he is not even beheading to such a ceremonial body as a Board of Trustees. The Black Rabbi is equally set in his synagoge amongst his BLACK congregaion. Yet he hangers for the day when he will be accepted as an equal among his WHITE co-religionists in their LILY-WHITE (Semite-Caucasian) RABBINICAL ASSEMBLIES; anyone of them. Thus he is often willing to change from "EXTREME ORTHODOX" to "ULTRA REFORM" out of desperation for acceptance into European and/or European-American TALMUDIC (Rabbinical) JUDAISM. But Black Rabbis continue claiming to be like their original source - their AGAW (Beta Israel), Falasha, etc. ancestors of Ethiopia, East Aikeba-land (Africa) though they have utterly failed to follow Ethiopian TORAHDIC TRADITIONS like "ANIMAL SACRIFICE" on Yom Kippur, Rosh Hashanah and Pesach - the most sacred Hebrew (Jewish) HIGH HOLY DAYS of the Old Hebrew Calendar, all of which most of the rabbis and prophets of TALMUDIC JUDAISM condemned.

[ACCOMMODATION OR CAPITALIZATION?] By adopting all of the "FEAST DAYS" - such as "CHANUKAH" (Feast of Lights), which have been experienced by the ancestors of certain other JEWS that were not among the AGAW, KYLA, YEMENITE, COCHIM, KARAITES, etc., and only practised by European and European-American WHITE JEWS, the BLACK JEWS in the United States of America definitely violated their fellow AFRICAN JEWS of the past and of the present most sacred bond of unity since the EXODUS and the following DESTRUCTION OF THE FIRST TEMPLE IN JERUSALEM. Thus they have become followers of European and European-American TALMUDIC (Rabbinical) JUDAISM that relates mainly from the DESTRUCTION OF THE SECOND TEMPLE IN JERUSALEM, but more likely the so-called THIRD TEMPLE, in so doing they have allowed their WHITE co-religionists to believe that BLACK JEWS depend upon them for everything JUDAIC; even for their minor "HOLY DAYS" and so-called "RABBINICAL" and "TALMUDIC" scholars who constantly create NEW PENTATEUCHS.

The most serious error Black Jews in the Americas made in their acceptance of the White Jews'RABBINICAL TALMUD as the STANDARD VERSION of the PENTATEUCH (Holy Torah, Five Books of Moses, Old Testament, etc.). This is contrary to the teachings and traditions of TORAHDIC Theosophy, theology and philosophy of which the Agaw follow. For example; the FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES (Pentateuch, Holy Torah, Old Testament) teach that:

"YOU SHALL NOT BOIL THE MEAT IN ITS MOTHER'S MILK."

But, the European and European-American RABBINICAL TALMUD expanded the above to read:
1. The argument continues on the amount of temples destroyed by the conquerors of Palestine.
2. The current "Talmud" in use is that written by Moses ben-Maimonides [Egyptian] in Spain.
will never visit the grave, nor place a head-stone to mark the resting place of the deceased. They remember their TORAHIC instruction that commands them:

"LET THE DEAD BE WITH THE DEAD, AND THE LIVING BE WITH THE LIVING."

Neither will the Agaw worship the heroes and heroines of European and European-American JEWS who adopted European, British and European-American CULTURAL, POLITICAL and ECONOMIC traditions that became the so-called "WESTERN CIVILIZATION" and/or "THE AMERICAN WAY OF LIFE," also "WESTERN DEMOCRACY." For the Agaw's strength lies in the one principle that is most absent from their African-[BLACK]-American Hebrew brothers community in the United States of America, must less in their European-[WHITE]-American brothers community. And this is what they have maintained for thousands of years:

PRIDE IN SELF.

which they have also boosted very much with the same vigorous determination as they refused to succumb to the pressures from Jewish, Christian and Moslem "missionaries," etc.

"AUTHORITY IN SELF."

Their own "Holy and Most Sacred God-Inspired Scriptures" wrote, and still write, like the "Holy and Most Sacred God-Inspired Scriptures" of the WHITE JEWS of Europe, Great Britain, the Americas [including the Caribbean Islands] and European-Asia [the modern political State of Israel included]; thus unlike the "BLACK JEWS" in the Americas they are independent.

[BLACK JEWISH GHETTO?]: The so-called "Negro Ghetto" is as much Black Jewish as it is Black Christian, Black Moslem [Muslim], Black Yoruba, etc. And all of the Black Synagogues are forced into the same so-called "Negro Ghetto" pattern as the buildings in which the Black Jewish parishioners live. Thus the BLACK JEWS are confronted daily with the same Jewish, Christian, Judao-Christian, Atheist WHITE and/or SEMITIC retail merchants, bank representatives, school teachers, landlords, numbersmen, drug pushers and distributors, addicts, loan sharks, pawn brokers and general economic pimps and prostitutes as their fellow African-Americans who are of the Christian, Moslem, Yoruba, Voodoo, etc. religious traditions and/or way of life. They are equally policed by the same absentee racists and/or grafters who do not spend a single second of extra time in the so-called "Negro Ghetto" beyond their minimum tour of duty daily. And because of all of these maladies BLACK JEWS are as frustrated and foundationless as their fellow AFRICAN-[Black]-AMERICANS of all of the other religions; and even like those who have no religion whatsoever.

1. This philosophical concept should baffle African/Black Americans, who go to extremes in providing elaborate funerals that last at least three to six days duration; sometimes even more.
2. This term was transferred to African/Black people by White/Jewish sociologists in academia.

[FEARFUL or PASSIVE?]: Are the so-called "Negro Jews" PASSIVE, or are they FEARFUL of speaking out against their entrapment? Is this a critical question which BLACK JEWS are constantly confronted with by their other BLACK-[African]-AMERICANS. As one who once traveled this road: can I not tell the naked truth about this question? Certainly it is nothing else but "FEAR," "FEAR" of whom, or what? "FEAR" of not being approved by OUR WHITE co-religionists for further financial [charitable] aid and other types of handout. In most cases "FEAR" of failure of not securing OUR first proposal submitted for a grant. Worse of all, the "FEAR" of the word...NO... when everything WE planned depended upon said handout.

I dealt with this aspect of the BLACK JEWS in Volume I of the three volumes THE BLACK MAN'S RELIGION [African Origins Of The Major "Western Religions: Judaism, Christianity and Islam"], Chapter THREE and FIVE, Alkebu-Lan Books Associates, New York, 1970 in detail. A review of these two chapters will prove most beneficial following this Volume; equally an examination of Volume II - The Myth Of Genesis And Exodus, And The Exclusion Of Their African Origin; also Volume III - The Need For A Black Bible. Both Volume II and Volume III were published in February, 1974 C.E. by the same publisher as Volume I. The accompanying volume - Comments And Extracts From The Holy Black Bible - should prove equally as important in furthering your understanding of the role of BLACK [AFRICAN] PEOPLE in the origin and development of Judaism, Christianity, Islam and their predecessor religions.

The "FEAR" complex or syndrome is further exaggerated by the fact that everything most BLACK JEWS in the United States of America must use in OUR religious functions have to be purchased from WHITE JEWS, even all of OUR KOSHER FOOD PRODUCTS needed for OUR own sustenance - almost including the very breath that keeps US alive daily. But, only imagine that I was once caught-up in this web of religious fanaticism as a member of the only so-called "CHOSEN PEOPLE" - the BLACK ONES of course - myth and allegory, racism and bigotry! (DOUBLE INDEMNITY). The Black Jews must pay DOUBLE for everything in this "Judæo-Christian White Caucasian-Semitic Indo-European Aryan" United States of America. First for being "BLACK" and/or "AFRICAN;" and second, for being "JEWISH" and/or forever "NON-ZIONIST." Thus the Black Jews encounter "HELL" from both "WHITE JEWS" and "WHITE CHRISTIANS" alike. And whereas "WHITE JEWS" enter the Judæo-Christian Anglo-Saxon and Mediterranean Protestant and Roman Catholic WHITE WESTERN WORLD [civilization] with only one strike against them, their BLACK CO-RELIGIONISTS enter with three strikes against them. The so-called "THIRD STRIKE" is having to be rejected by their own so-called CO-RELIGIONIST WHITE JEWS because of their BLACK SKIN, WOOLLY HAIR, BREAD

1. This is the main reason the "responsible Negro leaders" can never challenge White Liberals.
Noses, thick lips and all of the other aspects of the their physical being; and all of which the so-called White Anglo-Saxon Protestant and White Mediterranean Roman Catholic "Christians, Athists," etc., equally abhors.

How, then, could "BLACK JEWS" in good conscience— withstand this form of derrant without rebelling mentally and physically like all of the other BLACKS of their community? Only because, beside the silence of the BLACK JEWS there is in the background a kind of fleshy desire for punishment and an over-zealous religious devotion to fanaticism. But BLACK JEWS have to be cynical in order to maintain an ounce of sanity in the so-called "CROSS-FIRE" between White Christians and White Jews, they being directly in the middle and not knowing on which side to lean, much less take. With all of this they still find no comfort among BLACK Christians, BLACK Molesons, and all of the other BLACK religious groups there are in the overall BLACK COMMUNITY, because most of them can not understand other Black People who are not equally "JEWISH" or "HEBREW" like they are; thus their further religious dilemmas. Note however, that the vast majority of European-Americans [WHITES] of every religion there is, including JUDAISM, cannot understand either; all due to the total ignorance in which their so-called "RELIGIOUS LEADERS" have kept them about ALEKBU-LAN [Africa] and BLACK [African] PEOPLE generally, and all due to their leaders selfish reasons for becoming richer.

[THE OTHER SIDE]: Father Joseph J. Williams' book - HEBREWS OF WEST AFRICA: FROM THE NILE TO THE NIGER WITH THE JEWS, Hillo and Tannen, New York, 1867-70 (originally published in 1890) opened a whole new aspect to the origin, development and practice of what he designated as "HEBREWS OF WEST AFRICA." Of course the title of this Jesuit's book suggests what that he identified as "HEBREWS" must have been just that. But he, like most of his fellow so-called "CHRISTIAN MISSIONARIES" from Europe, Great Britain and European-America that were his contemporaries, those before and following him, could not find that his so-called "HEBREWS" were among the indigenous AFRICANS of every last part of the continent the Greeks and Romans called "AFRICA" before the birth of the very first HARIAN, HEBREW, ISRAELITE or JEW named "ABRAHAM" or "ABRAH [Aram, etc.]." All of these so-called "HEBREWS" are common to the so-called "TRADITIONAL RELIGIONS OF WEST AFRICA," and all of "AFRICA." Thus we find the following on page 54 of his book:

"This stool we give gladly. It does not contain our soul as our golden stool does, but it contains all the love of us Queens-Mothers and of our women. The spirit of this we have bound to the stool with silver letters just as we are accustomed to bind our spirits to the base of our stools.

1. Unless it has a "Judaic" and/or "Judeo-Christian Missionary" label, the White racists and religious bigots of Judaism, Christianity and Islam must condemn it as "pagan, heathen, foreign," etc.
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"We in Ashanti are not in a law which decrees that all the daughters of a Queen who alone can transmit royal blood, and that the children of a king cannot be heirs to that stool. This law has given us women a power in this land so that we have a saying which runs:

"It is the woman who bears the heir."

(i.e., the king). We hear that her law is not so, nevertheless we have great joy in sending her our congratulations, and we pray the great God Nyanquon, on whom man leans and do not fall, whose day of worship is a Saturday, and whom the Ashanti serve just as she serves Him, that He may give the King's child and her husband long life and happiness, and finally, when they sit upon this silver stool, which the women of Ashanti have made for their white Queen-Mother, may she call us to mind."

(Signed) Amma Sewa Akota,
"X her mark."

69 Patience, Ashanti, p. 206.

The good Reverend Williams seems to have forgotten that almost all of the African High-Cultures, up to the present, indicates a Matriarchal Lineage from top [the king and queen] to bottom of the herdity scale. But the established patterns of JUDAO-CHRISTIAN and JEWISH RACISM, also RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY, that drive the so-called "MISSIONARIES" who come to "Africa" do not allow any tolerance for the type of information the evidence disclosed about the Ashante Kingdom of West Africa. This does not change the fact that most European and American JEWS give the impression that "CIRCUMCISION" for religious and health purposes started with their biblical ancestors, when in fact it was practised for thousands of years throughout the continent of Allekbu-Lan [Africa] before the name of "ADAM" and his God YWH were in history. But J.J. Williams, S.J., like all of the other European, British and American so-called "Christian Missionaries" and others who wrote, and are still writing, on the religious experiences [so-called "Traditional Religions"] of all indigenous Africans had to connect whatever "JEWISH" and/or "CHRISTIAN" slavemasters, entrepreneurs, missionaries and all of their descendants he could assign to the origin of what they decided must have been "HEBREWS OF WEST AFRICA: FROM THE NILE TO THE NIGER WITH THE JEWS." Yet the "JEWS" of whom they addressed themselves are not the so-called FALASHAS or BLACK JEWS of Ethiopia, East Africa, but instead the so-called WHITE SEMITIC-CAUCASIAN JEWS.

The height of all we have read in J.J. Williams' remarks is topped by the coalition between European, British and European-American JEWS and CHRISTIANS in the so-called "Republic of [White] South Africa," of which insufficient studies are made by indigenous Africans about their systematic extermination by European [WHITE] People like these who seized all of their land and natural resources. All of this should be enough to shed a different light on the

1. All of them forgot that "Hebrewism" got its beginning in Africa’s Peulits, Bispis, Ta-Rheists and Ta-Morry. Cross-reference the Holy Torah with the Book Of The Dead for the proof.
following extract from Gustav Baron and Louis Holz's book - THE JEWS IN SOUTH AFRICA:

A second major influence upon South African Jewry came from England, both in religious matters, as many of the leading ministers and rabbis in South Africa have come from England, and generally through contact with Anglo-Jewry's life and institutions. This was to be expected at first the Cape and Natal, and later the whole of South Africa, have developed within the British Empire and Commonwealth, and South African life as a whole has been greatly influenced by British ways and institutions.

What properly belongs to the history of South African Jewry? Should it deal only with the corporate life and activities of the Jewish group, both in its internal domestic aspects and its interactions with the general community? Or should it include the contributions made by Jewish individuals to the general life of the country in commerce, industry, civic affairs, politics, art, literature, and related fields?

The writers in this volume have regarded both aspects as falling within its scope. They have, therefore, recorded the contributions made to the general welfare by outstanding individuals, and have also described the group life of the Jewish community in such fields as Jewish religion, education, and philanthropy. In the earlier period, roughly between 1800 and 1880, when the Jewish community was small and its group life rather restricted in expression, the interest in individuals predominates. From the time, however, that their numbers increased through immigration, attention is directed towards them more as a group.

Many themes are discussed, such as the circumstances that brought the Jewish immigrants to South Africa; how they adapted themselves to it, economically and culturally, and in other ways; what influence they had upon its general progress; how far they built up their own group life and institutions. The various factors are recorded which made the pattern, never static, of the relations between them and the other elements of the South African population, more particularly the English- and Afrikaans-speaking groups. Their association with Jewish communities abroad, and the impact of world Jewish events upon them, are also described; for despite its geographical remoteness, South African Jewry has never been isolated but has always retained a lively interest in events affecting the welfare of the Jewish peoples as a whole.

It may be helpful to the reader, especially one not familiar with South Africa, to be given a brief account of the general pattern of Jewish development in this country, so as to assist him in seeing the separate essays of this book in their proper framework.

The chronicle falls into several well-defined periods. In the first 150 years, from the beginnings of European settlement until about 1810, small numbers of Jews settled in South Africa. Comparatively little is known about them. Their record does not strictly belong to Jewish history, as they did not profess Judaism; in some cases, no doubt.

1. 1. In spite of this first-hand evidence, the acts of genocide by White Jews on Africans continue. Why?

because the constitution of the Dutch East India Company required that all its servants and settlers should be Protestants.

The second period began at the turn of the nineteenth century and continued until about 1870. We encounter a growing number of profiting Jews, some of whom played a notable part in the general life of the country. We see the early beginnings of Jewish communal life. In Cape Town, in 1811, in Grahamstown in 1813, in Port Elizabeth in 1837, and gradually farther inland, small groups of Jews, faithful to their ancestral traditions, formed themselves into congregations, consecrated burial-grounds, built synagogues, established philanthropic institutions, and laid the foundations of a corporate Jewish life. By 1850 the relatively few Jews in the country were scattered over a wide area and were to be found in the most out-of-the-way places. Their contribution and achievements were often greater than their small numbers would lead us to expect. Some of them or their descendants were assimilated into the general population and lost their identity as Jews, a fact resented by their small and scattered numbers, the scarcity of Jewish women among whom they could marry, and the almost complete lack of external assimilation. Nevertheless, the first foundations of a Jewish community were laid during that period.

Is it at all strange that the question of the kosher "JEWISHNESS" of the White Jews of South Africa's "Pure White Race Society" has never been challenged by the Kosher Jew-Makers in the State of Israel as they are doing with respect to the Black Jews from Harlem, New York City, New York and those of Chicago, Illinois? Yet all three groups male members were without females - "MOTHERS" - for their children, and as such had to take upon themselves the WOMEN of other religions when they migrated from one country to another; this being no different for all of the JEWS of the entire world, those in Israel today being no exception. Or, are we saying that the mode of transportation used in the migration of the so-called "NEGRO JEWS" to the United States of America makes them less than the European "WHITE JEWS" to the colony of South Africa? The reader should pay very special attention to the underscored sentences above, which I have done for emphasis on the main points relative to the commonly held that the WHITE JEWS of South Africa had like the BLACK JEWS of Harlem, New York City and Chicago in the United States of America.

"Well Rush My Mouth..." may be Shlomo Katz and his "...27 Negro and Jewish Commandos..." who would like to do some re-editing of their condemnation of so-called "NEGRO ANTI-SEMITISM" or "BLACK ANTI-SEMITISM" after reading the above about the structure of integration and amalgamation between European and European-American WHITE Jews, Christians, and others, in the Hitlerite system presently called 'APARTHEID,' a LILY WHITE SYSTEM in a BLACK LAND in which WHITE JEWS are FULL PARTNERS with the

1. A very common slang used in the African-American community when clowning in mismatched out a particular rumor.

2. The almost paranoid attack on former President Id Amin of Uganda, East Africa White Jews of every branch of Judaism, and even some Black Jews; nothing even approaching it as White Jews.
OPPRESSORS of the indigenous BLACK PEOPLE that comprise more than Seventy [70] Percent of the entire population; this being typical in every part of "AFRICA" where WHITE [?] Jews and Christians live as settlers. The fact that the acts of GENOCIDE are as common there in the so-called "REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA" as they were in Adolph Hitler's GERMANY of the 1930's seem not to disturb the WHITE JEWISH COMMUNITY any more so than they tend to disturb the conscience of the WHITE CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY. Facts such as these are too glaring for a BLACK JEW not to question the logic of remaining with the greater HEBREW and/or WORLD JEWISH COMMUNITY instead of joining with the AFRICAN NATIONALIST MOVEMENT called "PAN-AFRICANISM" today. But we are to believe that Katz and his gang of "27 Negro Anti Jewish Commentators" were not already acquainted with all of the facts revealed above in the quotation from Baron and Holtz's book, Comic Red Buttons 1 would have given the answer in the following manner:

"STRANGE THINGS ARE HAPPENING!"

Of course they are not so very "strange" here in the United States of America, neither in all of Europe and Great Britain, nor in South and Central America? The pattern of the WHITE JEWS integration and amalgamation into WHITE Anglo-Saxon Protestant and WHITE Roman Catholic societies with respect to the normal "ANTI-BLACK" [African, Negro, Colored, etc.] activities of the general WHITE community is not new, strange or unusual, but instead the common role. For wherever WHITE JEWS and WHITE CHRISTIANS reside in every European, European-American and British dominated colonial and neo-colonial entities in Alsekian [African] and the Caribbean Islands - Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands included, equally South and Central America, and of course Asia and the Pacific Islands, there always exist a sort of "GENTLEMEN'S AGREEMENT" between all of the WHITES, irrespective of religious affiliation, shade of whiteness and economic statusall to the detriment of the indigenous people.

BLACK, BROWN, YELLOW, RED 2 and whatever other color classification of people there is. The purpose of the accommodation is the partition and control of the indigenous peoples' HOLY LAND and SACRED NATURAL RESOURCES along with their GOD-INSPIRED LABOR, all of which they lost by virtue of violence through the GOD-INSPIRED "GUN POWDER and CANNON" which they are told are bad for them; as "VIOLENCE DOES NOT PROVE/SOLVE ANYTHING?"

Maybe one should examine the facts stated above, but never mention that they exist so long as a single WHITE JEW is involved as any other WHITE colonialist, imperialist and general exploiter in the Christian Religion and other religious affiliations. Of course this would equal-

1. The late movie, radio, television and stage personality of the 1950's and 1960's, etc. A.D./CE.
2. The prevailing myth is that South and Central America are free of U.S. type "racism," etc.
3. A designation for the indigenous people of the continent European alienated to "Red Indians."

ly exclude the notorious role British Prime Minister Benjamin Disraeli [First Earl of Beaconsfield, 1804 - 1881] who was in charge of English imperialism and colonialism, also the slave trading and mass genocide against the African and Asian peoples during 1865, and then again from 1874 through 1890 C.E. But before the bowing begins over any of these relations, please be reminded that the British Imperial Government was involved in the trading of African people as SLAVERS long after the "Lord Chief Justice Mansfield Decision" against the very continuance of "SLAVERY ON ENGLISH SOIL" in 1772 C.E., all of which survived through the two Disraeli
governments. Are we to expect that such RACIST and RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY are not common in the case of how Central Harlem, South Bronx, Grand Central Parkway, Eastern Parkway, all in the City of New York, New York became predominantly BLACK as WHITE JEWS and WHITE CHRISTIANS exited in extreme haste as the BLACK FACES - Jews, Christians, Moslems, Voodooists, Yorubas, etc. moved into their neighborhoods? And certainly when the "FOR SALE" signs went up faster than "NEGROES" could have even think of moving into so-called WHITE JEWS and WHITE CHRISTIAN neighborhoods; and after the first "NEGRO" professional, skilled or unskilled entered one neighborhood or paused for one second of fresh air and the community start fleeing to the suburbs? Should this equally be overlooked by BLACK JEWS more so than their fellow BLACK AMERICANS who are not of the Hebrew Jewish Religion? Maybe BLACK JEWS should equally agree to the prevailing distribute in WHITE AMERICA's collection of racist myths and other clichés about...

"THE SUDDEN DEVALUATION OF PROPERTY WHEN THE NEGROES Jews, Christians, Moslems, Yoruba MOVE IN." 3

Yet, no one prepared the same "NEGRO JEWS" to understand how the rents and mortgages tripled for the same so-called "DEVALUATED PROPERTY" when the so-called "NEGROES MOVED IN," "MOVED INTO" buildings that were/are at least seventy-five [75] to One hundred [100] years old. I guess that FOREST HILLS, CARNABIE, and LEFKAK CITY, only to mention a mere few of the neighborhoods that violently protested the entrance of "NEGROES MOVING IN," are to be equally illuminated from criticism by BLACK JEWS and/or BLACK CHRISTIANS; because "YOU KNOW, ALL THEY DO IS COLLECT WELFARE," The "ALL" include "BLACK JEWS" as well as "BLACK CHRISTIANS, BLACK MOSES," etc. But the victims in all of these cases, like their persecuting WHITE oppressors, are supposedly the "DESCENDANTS OF ADAM AND EVE AND MADE BY GOD!"

At least this is the propaganda one hears in synagogues, churches, mosques, etc., each and every Friday, Saturday and Sunday so-called...SABBATH DAY...by rabbis, priests, imams...

1. Africans are expected to ignore Disraeli's acts of genocide; not "Amin's murder" of a Jew.
2. See various studies by the former Harlem Youth Unlimited and Associated Community Team.
ministers, and other members of the standardized clergy. Or, is it that BLACK JEWS too know
"GOD [Yah, Jesus, Allah] created the BASTARDS; THEN HE CREATED MAN AND THEN MADE WOMAN FROM MAN'S RIB!"
from whom all of mankind descended except any and all of those who come from "Darkest Africa"
BLACK PEOPLE OF ANY RELIGION?
Since the opposite is said to have been "GOD'S TRUTH," then "Semitics, Japhites, Canaanites - the descendants of Ham called "NEGROES," etc. are, at least, genetically and racially
BIBLICAL FIRST COUSINS.
But someone must have forgotten to edit out this of the FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES. If not true, then the entire JUDAEO-CHRISTIAN, ISLAMIC religions are based in nothing else but the most fraudulently while observed ALLEGORICAL STORIES and RITUALS designed to establish for all of their so-called THEOLOGIANS, THEOSOPHERS, RABBIS, MINISTERS, IMAMS, et al., total control over the minds of the maximum numbers of mankind, all of whom to be ruled in total ignorance forever. By the way religious institutions are operated today, added to just how they were manufactured in the past with all of the political jirologies therein, one should have no doubt whatsoever that not a single God - "I AM THAT I AM" - would want to ever enter any of them. Just imagine that Jehovah is told upon entry into one of His so-called PURE LILY-WHITE SYNAGOGUES that the reason there is not a single one of His so-called "NEGRO JEWS" He made promising Him along with their co-religionist "WHITE JEWS" is due to the problem of
"THE NEGRO JEWS INFERIOR COLOR OF SKIN, TEXTURE OF HAIR (Kinky and Woolly), THICK LIPS, BROAD NOSES AND GENERALLY INCONEGRIOUS PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS!"
God - I AM THAT I AM - Jehovah, Jesus the Christ, Allah, et al. is shocked! But can you also imagine that He finally brings Himself together, realizing that this Most Holy PURE LILY-WHITE SEMITIC-Caucasian Congregation was carrying out the details of His own Sacred Scriptures written by His own God-inspired Scribes, and responds with the following appraisal?

This is absolutely religious of all of you My Purely and Lively-White Chosen People. You are truly following My teachings to the letter.

If your Lord and God, the I Am That I Am, recognize one of My Negative Confessions you are now calling Ten Commandments that which states: "You must love your neighbor [Negroes or Coloreds included] as you love yourself."

Obviously all of the Judaeo-Christian, Islamic "PROPHETS," from Moses of the Hebrews all the way to Paul of the Christians and Mohammed Ibn Abdullah of the Moslems (Muslims), must have gleeted in the above remarks by the I AM THAT I AM; as they must have equally taught their followers, according to their "Most Holy and Sacred Scriptures written

by God-Inspired Scribes" alone, that:

"GOD [Yah, Jesus, Allah] created the BASTARDS; THEN HE CREATED MAN AND THEN MADE WOMAN FROM MAN'S RIB!"

From this juncture onwards the "man - ADAM" and the "woman - EVE" God created and/or made in the "Garden of Eden" begot "CAIN, ABEL and SETH," who [minus Abel] in turn begot

"ONLY WHITE CAUCASIAN-SMITHIN INDO-EUROPEAN ARYAN JEWS, CHRISTIANS AND MOSLEMS; NOT ONE A "NEGRO.""

How could the "One And Only True God" [whatever you choose to call Him] have created all of the STARS and PLANETS [worlds] in all of the GALAXIES, even those beyond the comprehension of mankind, and not be conscious of His so-called NEGRO [Black] JEWS as He is of His SEMITIC [White] JEWS? Why did such a "God" allow His "NEGRO JEWS" to be made or created by a "CURSE" from one of His messengers that violated His trust by becoming drunk from drinking too much WINE [Sneaky Pete]? One has to wonder, because when the so-called "Day of Judgment" finally comes about the following account of the "CURSE" God [Jehovah, Jesus, Allah, etc.] allowed Noah [Noah] to pass on his own son's - HAM - descendants will be placed before Him for review in the following version:

Now I cannot forget the fourth son whose children I would have desired to survey you and your brothers: Therefore it must be Canaan, your firstborn, whom they enslave. And since you have disabled me... doing ugly things in blackness of night, Canaan's children shall be born ugly and blind! Moreover, because you twisted your hand around to see my nakedness, your grandchildren's hair shall be twisted into knots, and their eyes red; again because your lips parted at my misfortune, theirs shall swell; and because you neglected my nakedness, they shall go naked, and their male members shall be shamefully elongated! Men of this race are called Negroes, their forefather Canaan commanded them to love (not lust) and fornication, to be banished together in hatred of their masters and never to tell the truth.

Would God not ask the following after reading what His own "Inspired Scribes" wrote and passed down to Moses and others:

"When did I give Noah power to turn the people I made from one color into another? And, when did I make it possible to have all kinds of races coming out of the two people - Adam and Eve - I created and made in the Garden of Eden more than five thousand seven hundred and fifty-four years ago, according to my calendar?"

Is it not "strange" that the same "GARDEN OF EDEN" God was speaking about included Albeka-Ian [Ethiopia, Cush, Mizzar, Egypt, Pun, Somalia, etc.]? For example; GENESIS, Chapter II, Verses 8 - 15 describe the geography of the "GARDEN OF EDEN" as follows:

1. See Y. Ben-Jochanan's Black Man Of The Nile And His Family, pp. 3 - 72, and R. Graves and R. Patini's Hebrew Myths: The Story Of Genesis, pp. 120 - 128 for further comments.
The map on the previous page makes us imagine that the "BLACK [Negro] JEWS" of Alkebu-lan had to have been part of the entire plan "God" had for His GARDEN OF EDEN. But this is contrary to the "CURSE" syndrome we were taught by the "TALMUDIC SCHOLARS" of Sixth Century C.E. Europe. Probably GOD = Jehovah, Jesus "The Christ," Allah, et al., will correct His former, and present, earthly representatives - Grand Rabbis, Holiness the Peoples, Grand Imams, Presiding Bishops, et al., by showing them the following map of the "GARDEN OF EDEN" in Alkebu-lan and one of the first "MAN/WOMAN" created or made more than ONE MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED AND FIFTY THOUSAND [1,756,000] YEARS before "ADAM AND EVE IN THE GARDEN OF EDEN" of Asia mentioned in the FIRST BOOK OF MOSES [Genesis] of the HOLY TORAH.

The following map shows the boundaries in Alkebu-lan and Asia according to the above description of the so-called "Garden Of Eden," not one square inch of which is located in any part of the continent called "EUROPE." ETHIOPIA in this sense represents the name "AFRICA," this you can verify once again on the MAP OF AFRICA on page 24 of Volume One.

RIVERS AND LANDS OF THE "GARDEN OF EDEN" 1
[All According To The Pentateuch/Torah]
ca. 1 B.C., 3700 B.C.E., 4852 B.H.

1. It is quite obvious that the "second river..." [GIBOU],...that "compasseth the whole land of Ethiopia" began in Uganda, Central-East Alkebu-lan/Africa and the "High-lands of Ethiopia," East Africa [or any other name by which this continent has been called historically] shown on the map above. Did "God Yeh/Jehovah" forget this fact too? Do we need another miraculous story to realize that the Hebrew or Jewish scribes were ignorant of detailed geography with regards to the continent of Africa?

"AFRICAN GARDEN OF EDEN" 2
[ca. 2,000,000 B.C.E. to 3853 C.E.] 3

1. Note the racist attempts to make the African fossil-man/woman appear to be European in so-called "AFRICA SOUTH OF THE SAHARA," Why was "Zinjanthropus boisei" not shown with the so-called "NEGROID FEATURES" [thick lips, broad nose, kinky or woolly hair, black color, etc.] commonly assigned to "Natives South of the Sahara" in "Darkest Africa" where he was originated?

2. The "Garden of Eden" was created by Jewish scribes using Hebrew allegory and/or myth, etc.

3. Another African fossil-man called "Lucy" predates Zinjanthropus boisei by 3,000,000 years.
Is it not strange that God allowed us to find all kinds of prehistoric Africans in Alkebu-lan that date back millions of years before He created "Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden," but not a single fragment of the bones of Adam, Eve, Noah, Abraham, Jacob, Isaac, Joseph, Moses, nor anyone else from the BOOK OF GENESIS of the FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES [Pentateuch or Old Testament] which allegedly dates back only to no more than... Five Thousand Seven Hundred and Forty-two Years ago or ca. 4370 B.C.E., was found to date? Just imagine that this "GARDEN OF EDEN" is located in almost dead-center of the Black Jews' DARKEST AFRICA, SOUTH OF THE SAVAGE PAGAN BANTU NEGROES!

The area encircled by the large enclosure is about the middle of Central Alkebu-lan. The small circle is the approximate location of "BED I" where one of the oldest "AFRICAN FOSSIL-HUMAN" called "Zinjanthropus boisei"[woman/man?] was unearthed, being at least one million seven hundred and fifty thousand years old, a picture of which I have shown on the previous page. Is it not strange that IT should be unearthed in the homeland of the so-called "BLACK [Negro] JEWS"? Naturally "God's Inspired Sacred Scribers" must have forgotten to mention "Zinjanthropus boisei" and all of the other fossil-men/women found in Alkebu-lan in their Most Sacred and Holy Scriptures they wrote in their FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES, particularly in the FIRST BOOK [Genesis]. Or, could it be that God decided to make "BLACK JEWS" other "BLACK AFRICANS" millions of years before He decided it was time to make "WHITE JEWS" and other Semitic-Caucasian WHITE EUROPEANS in Europe, Britain and European-America? Review GENESIS, Chapter II, Verse 33. But, maybe it is true:

"GOD WORKS IN A MYSTERIOUS WAY, HIS WONDERS NEVER TO CEASE."

More than this; God must have also forgotten His LILY-WHITE Anglo-Saxon Protestants and SLIGHTLY BROWNISH-WHITE Alpine-Mediterranean Roman Catholics when he was making BLACK-WHITE and/or WHITE-BLACK Etruscans and Greek Greeks that migrated to and from Alkebu-lan and Europe a Jew hundred years before He made any type of EUROPEAN Jews. Maybe the maps [pp. 82-55] and historical evidence will make us take a closer look at the Kosher Jew Makers who barred BLACK [Negro] JEWS from Chicago, Illinois and other parts of the United States of America in Israel, but allow WHITE [Caucasian] JEWS from all over the Soviet Union [Russia] to enter freely - even to pay all of their expenses to travel. All of

2. Ibid. Review the entire chapter. See ben-Jochanan's CULTURAL GENOCIDE IN THE BLACK AND AFRICAN STUDIES CURRICULUM, pages 38 - 57, and 104 - 114.

1. This refers only to "All White Man," but not one solitary African/Black man or woman. Even Thomas Jefferson was a racist slave owner when he wrote this. He hired many slaves too.

This because of a "CHosen" Jewish Mother that is supposedly the source of all... "JEWS"... without whom one cannot be considered a "Jew," short of the CONVERSION route. But in which case does a EUROPEAN JEW has to prove his or her "JEWISHNESS" before the Kosher Certifiers? NONE. All that any European, European-American, British or Israeli WHITE CAUCASIAN has to say is:

"I AM A JEW; MY MOTHER WAS [IS] A [White Semitic] JEW;" and "open sesame!" he or she is welcome into the State of Israel and all of the other controlled Reform, Reconstructionist, Conservative, Orthodox, Jewish Science... and/or TALMUDIC [Rabbinical] COMMUNITIES there are anywhere; even among "JEWS [White] FOR JESUS," But why no question beyond the declaration of her WHITE JEWISHNESS from a WHITE JEWISH WOMAN? Because those who are in charge of establishing KOSHER JEWISHNESS/the KOSHER JEW CERTIFIERS - equally consider themselves in all of their teachings:

WHITE CAUCASIAN-SEMITIC INDO-EUROPEAN ARYAN JEWS.

The Agaw and/or Kylas (the so-called "Falasha" or "Ethiopian Jew" - properly in Hebrew "Bet HaIsrael" or "Children Of The House Of Israel"), according to the "Full Jew Certifiers" were "CONVERTED TO JUDAISM BY JEWISH TRAVELERS OR MERCHANTS PASSING THROUGH ETHIOPIA SOME TIME DURING THE MIDDLE AGES."

Of course none of the latter -day Holy and Most Inspired Scribers who wrote this type of dis-tribute ever took time to ask the Agaw and/or Kyla about their own history relative to their Hebrew origin. Thus, only by "CONVERSION" can a "BLACK PERSON" become a "JEW" in the eyes of the Kosher Certifiers Of Jewishness. And thus be it resolved that "BLACK [Negro] JEWS" will only work as SERVANTS in the WHITE [Semitic] JEWS hereafter as do the BLACK [Negro] CHRISTIANS in the WHITE [Caucasian] CHRISTIANS' Heaven. Just take a second and look at your picture Bible [Pentateuch, Ketufi Bible, and Holy whatever else]. Is it not also resolved that:

"I AM A JEW; MY MOTHER WAS [IS] A [BLACK SEMITIC] JEW?" THUS KOSHER! European and European-American TALMUDIC [Rabbinical] JUDAISM only requires that:

"ONE'S MOTHER BE A JEW" in order to establish one's self as a "Jew." Then, and only then, short of the "CONVERSION" route, should one say that he or she is a "Jew." Of course all of this is only on paper. It is no paper like the United States of America's DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE, which states the following:

"BE IT RESOLVED THAT ALL MEN ARE CREATED EQUALLY."
American JUDAEO-CHRISTIAN religiosity. But, are we not conditioned in our PENTATEUCH (Five Books Of Moses, Holy Torah, Old Testament), KOINE BIBLE (New Testament) and HOLY QUR'AN (Koran) to be...

"MY GOD IS BETTER THAN YOUR GOD"
believers? And, do we not inflate our ego with the usual...

"MY PEOPLE ARE BETTER THAN YOUR PEOPLE"
myth? Certainly we do, and of course I am not addressing myself to you who know that you are the only...

"GOD'S CHOSEN PEOPLE, SAVED AND SINLESS ANGELS"...
awaiting His - God's [YHWH, Jesus, Allah, and maybe others] -
"JUDGMENT DAY TO ENTER HIS KINGDOM;"
Black Jews included. I am addressing those like myself:
BLACK, WHITE, BROWN, YELLOW, RED, ETC. - FIRE WORSHIPERS, SUN WORSHIPERS, YORUBAS, ETC., all of whom are not egotistical enough to assume that only we know when the entire universe and all of its galaxies were created or made, and as such we can refuse to recognize the INPERFECTION within RELIGIOUS INSTITUTIONS we have created and will defend even to our death to protect our clerical and administrative positions that first and foremost react to the following truth:

"MONEY IS, IN FACT, GOD EVERYWHERE;"
in the synagogue, church, mosque, bank, "white house," educational institution, labor union, marriage ceremony, labor room, funeral home, and even when someone says to...Black-White-Brown-Yellow-Red, etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc., etc.,...
CONCLUSION:

What you have just read is a revised and updated version of how the author — formerly a practicing BLACK [African or Ethiopian] JEW — understood the socio-political and economic confrontation between BLACK-WHITE JEWISH relationship during the 1930's, which has since deteriorated to a very lachrymose dimension following the vanguard of the African People onto the battle field to protect themselves from European, British and European-American colonialism and neo-colonialism politically and economically. This took place as the Africans began their take-over of the reign of their own government of former colonies held by the British, European and European-American imperialists and colonialists from 1830 C.E. when the French invaders conquered and occupied Cueta, Morocco in North Alkoiba-Ian [African]; and from 1884 - 1885 C.E. at the meeting of the "Berlin Conference" of European, British and European-American imperialists who declared their "BERLIN ACT" of political, military and economic control - "PARTITION" - of all of Alkoiba-Ian, except the Empire of Ethiopia and the Republic of Liberia; and up to 1957 C.E. when the late Honourable African Patriot Dr. Kwame Nkrumah ["Oogyrefo"] freed the so-called "Gold Coast Crown Colony, Northern Territories (including the Kingdom Of Ashante)" and the indigenous "African People" politically and to a great extent economically from British contrived slavery and genocide on Africans.

The 1960's, from the wanton killing of a fourteen [14] year old African-American youngster by the name of "Powell" by a New York City, New York Police Lieutenant named Gilligan in the German-American Community of Yorkville, 86th Street and Lexington Avenue, New York City, New York; the assassination of Modern Minister Malcolm X in Upper Manhattan's Audubon Ballroom, New York City [Harlem vicinity], New York; the assassination of the Mont Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in Nashville, Tennessee by James Earl Ray; and of course the re-Africanization [BLACK] processing of "Negroes" into "Black Power" advocates that arose during the same period to combat the so-called "non-violent integration" and "accommodation-minded Negroes" and "Colored Folks" who wanted to pray for everything they needed and hustle for what they wanted, found the so-called NEGRO [African, Ethiopian, even "Black"] JEWS without any political leadership whatsoever. And because of this dilemma most [excluding myself even as early as this period] were caught in a bind of not knowing just which side to take in the so-called "Black-White Confrontation" that demanded either of the following roles for each Black man, Black woman and/or Black child:

1. Connection with the so-called non-violent integrationists; with the Black Power Movement that demanded a few states in the southern part of the United States of America to form an independent Black nation; or with the African Nationalist [Pan-African] "Back To Africa" Movement made popular by the late Honourable African Patriot Marcus Mosiah Garvey.

And in spite of the fact that they were constantly hearing the following African Nationalists [not to be confused with the "Black Nationalists" who wanted a nation within the United States of America like the noted deceased and living, such as...

Carlos Cook, 1 Author Reed, 1 Beilest Philips, 1 John Dash, 1 Eddie [Pork Chop] Davis, James Thorncroft, Professor Louis Michaux, 1 Professor George E. Simonds, The Brath brothers, Arnold Lewis, James Lawson and countless others...

before, during, and even following the demise of the 1960's so-called "Militant New Left Black Liberation Movement."

The plight of "WHITE PEOPLE" generally, particularly following the death of their most celebrated "BLACK HOPE" - the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., made the basically "WHITE JEWISH" source of "NEGRO" and/or "COLORED" front organizations dedicated to the amalgamation of the races withdrew their financial support from all that began taking a forlorn "AFRICAN" and/or "BLACK NATIONALIST" stand. As, even the wearing of the "DASHIKI" and the cut of the woolly hair in the so-called "AFRO STYLE" frightened the formerly so-called "LIBERAL WHITE" almost out of their wits. This experience between BLACK and WHITE JEWS, equally as with BLACK CHRISTIANS and WHITE CHRISTIANS, was to reap a so-called BLACK-WHITE "Jewish/BACKLASH" or "BLACK ANTI-SEMITISM" and "WHITE SEMITIC ANTI-BLACKISM" as it did between BLACK and WHITE CHRISTIANS and others. And because "BLACK [so-called "Negro" and/or "colored"] JEWS" did not have the type of free access to the communication media as "WHITE JEWS" - who owned and controlled dozes throughout Europe and America — it was only natural that the propaganda machinery was going to sink the former "NEGROES" and "COLOREDS" turned "INSTANT BLACKS." And equally, those who remained loyal "NEGROES" and/or "COLOREDS" with their processed hair and mind had to continue their servitude to their financial godfathers and godmothers who still underestimate their jobs and social organizations, even their CHURCHES and their GODS — Yah and Jesus "the Christ:" All not being popular among the "Responsible Negro Leaders."

While all of the above was taking place the BLACK Ethiopian, Israeliite, Colored and/or whatever else they call themselves to this present day JEWS remained so much aloof and passive that they were soon forgotten by both sides as ever having existed. But, why did they take the position of "FENCE STRADLERS?" Because of the same reason I too was once subjected to — "FEAR!" — all of my youth as an "ETHIOPIAN [Black] JEWS," etc. "FEAR" of not...

1. Indication of those who passed away to rest forever after having served Africa with dignity.
2. See Y. ben-Jochanan's The Black Marranos vs The Black Nationalists: A Debate Resurrected for details on the difference between Black Nationalism and Africans Nationalism, etc.
being recognized by their fellow co-religionist White [!] Jews, and "FEAR" of their own African [BLACK] People of other religions [particularly the powerful majority of Black Christians] for generally ignoring their kinship and fellowship. Black Jews "FEARS" had to be basically paranoid [not by choice]ly circumstances of "COLOR, RACISM" and "RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY", all of which they developed from their readings in the PENTATEUCH about their "Chosen People" status, and also from their adoption of the so-called European-American "Capital Free Enterprise System" they have made synonymous with the HOLY TALMUDIC [Rabbincical] JUDAISM they have adopted, This they have done, and all in their thrust for recognition by their fellow co-religionists... "WHITE JEWS." Thus their failure to realize that ALL WHITE JEWS in the United States of America are full partners of their fellow Europeans and Britons who are of various creeds and dogmas of the CHRISTIAN RELIGION, also of other religions, and even those of no religion whatsoever.

Not being able to "STRADDLE THE FENCE" is one of my major weaknesses and/or sins, second only to what other frailty of mine I cannot say at this instance. For I had to look at the reality of the "BLACK-WHITE CONFRONTATION" issue so far as I stood, and as I still stand today. As a so-called "BLACK [Ethiopian or African] JEWS" at that time, I discovered that I too had to ask myself:

"WHAT IS BEING ATTACKED; MY JEWISHNESS, OR MY BLACKNESS?"

Needless to mention which one; but if you are a stranger to the so-called "American Way Of Life," it had to be my BLACKNESS. As such, what was my choice? Or; did I have a choice? Naturally the "DIE" had been casted without my ever having anything whatsoever to do with the direction I had to go; that is providing I was to be of sound mind, spirit and body - "BLACKNESS." My alliance with all who suffered because of the same reason I had/have to suffer in this land was compulsory. There was absolutely no other direction for this proud African to travel.

It was obvious to me, and I am certain it should be to any logically thinking BLACK person, "JEWISH" or not, that for the "BLACK JEWS" possibility of being receive in a welcome manner their chances would be at least one million [1,000,000] times greater in any nation controlled by indigenous Africans of any religion than in the State of Israel controlled by European and European-American JEWS. This fact cannot be avoided. It cannot be swept under the rug and it disappears into outer space to greet the astronauts. It cannot be talked away in integrated social gatherings. It must be dealt with honestly and courageously, irrespective of the resultant label of "NEGRO ANTI-SEMITIC" to follow.

The WHITE JEWS, the few BLACK JEWS, and the vast majority of BROWN and YELLOW JEWS who have gone, and are still going, to the State of Israel are for all purposes products of the representative culture [with all of its positives and negatives] whereas they were born, raised, educated, and/or worked. Since the politically and financially dominant groups inside and outside the State of Israel are "WHITE [Semitic-Caucasian] EUROPEAN-AMERICAN JEWS," and a few from Germany and England; what chance would a BLACK JEWS from any land have among said combination of "WHITE JEWS" in control more than he [she] has at present elsewhere? NONE WHATSOEVER. The "carry-over" each so-called "RACIAL" and/or "ETHNIC" grouping of "JEWS" in the State of Israel took into this nation are exactly full of the extent of the RACISM and RELIGIOUS BIGOTRY they had before they left their country of origin. The controllers, mostly from the United States of America and a very few from Great Britain and Germany, are representatives of this general rule rather than the exception. All of us should remember when the Cochim Jews were told by White Jews in Isreal:

"BLACK BREAD IS FOR BLACK JEWS, AND WHITE BREAD IS FOR WHITE JEWS ONLY,"

which caused so many of them to return to India - their homeland they once left to settle among their fellow co-religionists in the "PROMISED LAND" Jehovah equally gave them [see page 273].

Thus the major question that is always brought forward to a PRACTICING or an apparently NON-PRACTICING "Jew?"

"WHOSE SIDE ARE YOU ON, THE ISRAELIS OR THE ARABS?"

Yours truly usual response, ..."NEITHER", ...ininitely encounters from the "Pro-Israelites"[or Israelis], Arab Moslems [or Muslims], Black Nationalists, Jew Haters, Moslem Haters," and other sympathizers and supporters alike - their full wrath. But I am reminded that the "ARABS came to North Africa with their "JIHADS"! [Holy War] about 640 A.D. /C.E. or 15 A.H.; and that thousands of WHITE JEWS came with their fellow imperialist and colonist Christian Europeans, and later on European-Americans, who still hold vast amounts of colonial territories in Alkebu-lan today. How then can I...BLACK JEWS, BLACK CHRISTIAN, BLACK MOSLEM, BLACK AFRICAN NATIONALIST, BLACK VOOODOOST, BLACK SUN WORSHIPER, BLACK FIRE WORSHIPER," and/or BLACK whatever else worshiper of whatsoever other religions they are on this planet Earth, take a "PRO" or "CON" position between these combatants: WHITE JEWS and BROWN MOSLEMS, neither one of whom gives a damn and even care less that I ever existed, or now exist, except as their peripherally designated

"HEWER OF WOOD, AND DRAWER OF WATER?"

It is totally impossible to end this major conclusion without citing the following article that appeared on the Front Page of the DETROIT FREE PRESS, Monday, January 21, 1974 - which was brought to my attention by my associate Mr. Clarence Harris of the COMMITTEE.

1. See documentation in Volume One. This, supposedly, is proof of "White Racist Zionism."
2. If the Africans truly are the missionaries most of today's religious bigotry might have been non-existent.
Man Tells How Demons Tormented His Family

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A man who claims his family was tormented by demonic forces has filed a lawsuit against the city of San Francisco.

The man, 35-year-old John Smith, said in an interview that his family had been tormented by demons for the past 10 years. He said the demons had appeared in the form of angels and had caused his family to suffer from various ailments.

The lawsuit, filed Thursday in San Francisco, accuses the city of failing to protect the family from the demons.

The lawsuit states that the family was tormented by the demons, who were said to be part of a Satanic cult. The family said the demons had caused the man to lose his job and had forced him to leave his family.

The lawsuit seeks $5 million in damages.

Smith, who is a Jehovah's Witness, said he had been told by his church that the demons were a result of his sins.

The city of San Francisco has not yet responded to the lawsuit.

THE BLACK MADONNA AND CHILLY

Most of all, however, we can observe the so-called "VODUNISM" and "MYSTICISM" of the so-called "WITCH DOCTOR'S PAGANISM" in this JUDAIC-CHRISTIAN (Roman Catholic) set of object "PRimitivism" the so-called "CHRISTIAN MISSIONARIES"[even the mother Roman Catholic Church]! seefully conformed before they were taught it power. But Is it not "strange" that not a single person suffered the need for the RITE OF EXORCISM in the Roman Chuch until the so-called "BLACK MAGICAL CHANTS OF WITCHCRAFT" were witnessed in a moving picture by like name, "THE EXORCIST," was recently released and shown to the general public. And did we not see the Holy Roman Catholic Church that adopted many of the MAGICAL TEACHINGS AND RITUALS practiced when the WORSHIP OF ISIS -- the AFRICAN GODDES and "FIRST VIRGIN MOTHER" -- was still the main religion of Rome and Greece even up with early Christianity and Judaism, both of which became "JUDAIC-CHRISTIANITY." This type of reaction to "BLACK [African, "Negro" and/or "Colored"] MAGIC" or "WitchCRAFT" that had its beginning in the AFRICAN MYSTERIES SYSTEM thousands of years before Judaism and Christianity were in existence anywhere was brought into both JUDAISM and CHRISTIANITY by so-called "BLACK [Negro/Colored] JEWS" hundreds of years before this branch of "Christianism" started the Slave Trade from Africa to the West Indies.
THE FIRST "BLACK MADONNA" WORSHIPPED IN ROME, EUROPE

[Before The Birth Of Jesus Christ 1883 Years Ago]

A SCENE FROM THE HERCULANUM WORSHIP OF ISIS.

This form of worship of the first Virgin Mother was common among the ancient Greeks and Romans in Greece and Rome for hundreds of years before, and up to, the adoption of "African Christianity" by the Roman Emperor Constantine "the great" in ca. 312 C.E. upon his rise to the throne.

[From a fresco dating back to the pre-Christian Era in Rome]

fore Reverend Joseph J. Williams, S.J. recognized it in "WEST AFRICA" and called it by error "HEBREWISM." It is presently defined by many so-called "modern psychologists" as:

"THE POWER OF SUGGESTION, AND TELEPATHIC GUIDANCE."

The "ROMAN CATHOLIC PRIEST," also known as the "EXORCIST," along with his Holy "ARCHBISHOP" that authorized the act of "EXORCISM" which the Roman Catholic Church, Protestant Church, Talmudic [Rabbinical] Judaism, and all of the other "Judaico-Christian-Greek Philosophy" oriented religions of the so-called "Western World," need to take refresher courses in "EXORCISM" in the Republic of Haiti and other islands of the Caribbean Sea, any French-speaking nation of Western Alkebu-Lan, Brazil in South America, and many other countries all over the world from the indigenous peoples whose religion most European and European-American Christians, Jews, etc., still call:

"PRIMITIVE PAGAN RELIGIONS OF THE DEVIL."

Of course these religions and their priests and priestesses will continue being the very best "CHARLATANS, CULTISTS, DEMONOLOGISTS, WITCH DOCTORS, QUACKS," etc., by their students who came and studied their concepts of "EXORCISM" while they were still calling themselves "CHRISTIAN MISSIONARIES." Those Judaico-Christian PRIESTS or HOGUMS have forgotten that "CHRISTENDOM" [Roman Catholic, Protestant, and Independent], equally TALMUDIC [Rabbinical] JUDAISM, received their fundamental knowledge in "EXORCISM" from indigenous "AFRICAN [Traditional] RELIGIONS" that established the "MYSTERIES SYSTEM OF THE GRAND LODGE OF WAAT." on the banks of the Nile River in Ta-Menry [Qamit, Mitzraim, Egypt, etc.], all of which indigenous "AFRICANS [Negroes]" SOUTH OF THE SAHARA" created and developed before there was an allegorical story about "ADAM and EVE" and/or "GARDEN OF EDEN" anywhere. But the best example of the rejection of the AFRICAN [Black, Negro, etc.] "EXORCISTS" theology, theocracy, and philosophy is to be seen in the following special article:

THE NEW YORK TIMES, MONDAY, DECEMBER 31, 1971

Voodoo Colony Home For Harlem Dropouts

By S. RICHMOND AYRES JR.

Special to The New York Times

Byland, S.C., Dec. 31

Cradled as a slow-moving moonlight was starting up his sled, the road wends to a weirdly powerful magnetic force that is the keynote of the "new country" of coastal South Carolina and Georgia.

At this end, there is a high wooden railway leading to a weekly quay built entirely of wooden frames, which are painted with mysterious...
not be compared with the power of the all-mighty dollar. Carrying two little and woman's cures who need a "Voodoo Infusion" are called to flock to the king of the American people, in order to be forced to live on food staples or to work hard labor in nearby fields. The local black—poor whites—seek the assistance of tribal doctors who usually arrive with cash in hand, comforted by the knowledge that money also works. Money is given for the soul of the dead, and the connoisseurs who say that there are more than one "Voodoo" sects in the country, believe that more than one "Voodoo" sects in the country, believe that the words of the ancient Bible—that the word "NEGRO" is not as good as the word "BLACK." The term, like the word "NEGRO" instead of African, is used in the same context as this entire article. The so-called "TRIBAL WAYS" which the African-Americans returned to according to paragraph seven are very typical to the "TRIBAL WAYS" of the European-Americans and European Jews about ... the beginning of the world, chosen people, kosher food, hereafter, etc. Yet no one seems to be as much concerned about these absurdities. Why? Because too many people are afraid of being called "Anti-Semitic" or "Anti-Christian." Of course the YORUBA Religion and the VOODOO Religion are treated as if they are one. The writer seems not even to care about the difference between a "HOGUM" and the comical "HOKUM" of the comic strips we see so much in the various newspapers in the United States of America daily.

The so-called "...PRIMITIVE CUSTOMS..." of the so-called "...DROPOUTS..." from Harlem in their "...VOODOO COLONY HOME..." to me, are no different than the "PRIMITIVE CUSTOMS" surrounding the belief in "...VIRGIN BIRTH OF JESUS CHRIST, CURSE OF HAM BY NOAH, MOSES RECEIVING THE TEN COMMANDMENTS ON MT. HOREB, THE RED SEA DRIED UP TO LET THE ISRAELITE CHILDREN PASS..." etc., etc., etc. But it is only natural that this "...CULT..." unlike the CHRISTIAN, JEWISH, MUSLIM, JEHovah WITNESS, MORMON, CHRISTIAN SCIENTIST and ROMAN CATHOLIC "CULTS," must also be debated for its "...PRIMITIVE CUSTOMS..." which are no different than the "cults" we read of on page 392, also in the OLD TESTAMENT, NEW TESTAMENT and HOLY QURAN. But, please excuse me, the latter "SACRED SCRUTURES" were dictated by the one and only WHITE Semitic-Caucasian God named "JEHOVAH, JESUS CHRIST, ALLAH," etc. not the original AMEN-RA.
"AUTHORITY" with regards to their own KOSHER (Jewish) STATUS as do the Europeans, British, European-American and European-Asian JEWS. Torahic or Talmudic JUDAISM has absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with RACE, COLOR, PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS and the ORIGIN OF MANKIND, irrespective of its rabbinical and prophetical claims relating all the way back to the so-called -

"BEGINNING OF THE WORLD" with "ADAM AND EVE."

For in spite of the Biblical Writers, their claim of "Divine Knowledge" died on page 22.

There can be no doubt that the best interest of the AGW and/or KLYA, as all of the other so-called AFRICAN-NEGRO-COLORED-BLACK, etc. JEWS, is directly tied to the all-inclusive PAN-AFRICAN MOVEMENT with their fellow AFRICANS of any and all other religions or none whatsoever. Not with European, British or European-American [WHITE] Jews and their RACIST VERSION of the "Chosen People.'"

LILY-WHITE TALMUDIC [Rabbinical] JUDAISM.

Maybe it will be said that:

"HE IS A BLACK ["NEGRO"] JEWISH ANTI-SEMITIC LIKE THOSE OF THE CHRISTIAN AND MOSLEM RELIGIONS."

Do you believe it will surprise me?... Yea! The late historian and ethnologist Joel A. Rogers gave the correct answer when he noted the following, of which I end in concurrence.

But, as was said, the Negro Jews in Ethiopia are actually Jews. Moreover, it is only in the white men's lands that the Jews are white, this being the result of intermarriage with the whites. In the black man's land they are black. If some Romans believed that the Jews were of African ancestry, there must certainly have been black Jews in Rome. Negroes were very well known to the Romans.

Moses himself was black. In all likelihood he was the son of Pharaoh's own daughter, which would account for his adoption and rearing for the throne. The story of his finding in the bulrushes is no more absurd with the legend that he was the son of Tutankhamen, who preceded him, that to some it seems doubtful. Moreover, this finding a child in the water is an old African tradition.

When Jehovah wished to give Moses a sign, he had the famous legend, he told him to put his hand into his bosom. The hand came out white, the miracle lay in turning a black skin white, and turning it back again. Hence the perfect logic of the Mahometan belief that Moses was a Negro."

As Sir T. W. Arnold says: "According to Mahometan tradition Moses was a black man as he may be seen from the following passage in the Koran:

'Now draw thy hand close to thy side; it shall come forth white but unhurt'- another sign (XX, 23). '[Then] he drew forth his hand and it was white to the beholders. The robes of Pharaoh said, 'Verify this is an expert enchantment.' VII, 105-06)".


In other words, whatever passes as WHITE SEMITIC or WHITE CAUCASIAN that is equally Jewish, Christian [Protestant, Roman Catholic, etc.], and maybe Moslem [not Muslim], every place in the so-called "WESTERN WORLD," particularly in the United States of America, even when totally ridiculous in every respect, must be sanctioned; the complete opposite applies to all religions related to all other ETHNIC, RACIAL and/or COLOR groupings. But, let us stop for one moment and reflect on all that we have gone through so far in this regard. Now let us ask ourselves the following question:

IS THE "EXORCIST" ARTICLE NOT COMMON TO THE BLACK-WHITE CONFRONTATION IN TALMUDIC JUDAISM vs TORAHIC JUDAISM, A LA. LILY WHITE CAUCASIAN-SEMITIC?

The Agaw or Kyla [Falashas if you prefer, even "Negro Jews"], Yemenites, Karaites and all other Jewish [JEISH] groups throughout the world have as much right to claim

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book</th>
<th>Quote</th>
<th>Page</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exodus 2:1 - 17</td>
<td>Ten Commandements</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis 1:28 - 27</td>
<td>Canaan's Curse</td>
<td>3, 32, 33, 351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Songs of Solomon 1:6</td>
<td>Black, but comely</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Songs of Solomon 1:16</td>
<td>I Am Black</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 36:30</td>
<td>My skin in black</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psalms 119:33</td>
<td>Battle in smoke</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numbers 12:1 - 18</td>
<td>Aaron and Miriam's sin</td>
<td>38, 336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deuteronomy 16:15, 19:16, Malachi 3:1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah 41:2, 3, 4, and Isaiah 9:6, 7</td>
<td>The coming of the Messiah</td>
<td>151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hosea 13:13, 14; 12</td>
<td>Heaven</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job 14:5 - 14:19; 26; Isaiah 35:1; Ezekiel 37</td>
<td>Resurrection of the dead</td>
<td>152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis 3:24; 2 Kings</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis 4:1, 5; Ezekiel 14:6; Isaiah 28:11, 12; Ezekiel 38:26, 28; 14; 26:31, Jeremiah 31:51; Joel 2:28 - 39; Malachi 1:2</td>
<td>Creation</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ezekiel 36:4</td>
<td>The Lord speaks to the mountain</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis 1:1 - 15</td>
<td>Solomon's wisdom</td>
<td>277, 335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis 11:10 - 28</td>
<td>Birth of Abraham</td>
<td>331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis 11:32 - 32</td>
<td>Abraham called</td>
<td>332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis 12:1 - 8</td>
<td>God calls Abraham</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis 12:10 - 11</td>
<td>Abraham's famine</td>
<td>333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exodus 2:11 - 20</td>
<td>Moses identified</td>
<td>334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exodus 7:7</td>
<td>Moses' age</td>
<td>339</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis 9:20 - 23</td>
<td>Noah gets drunk with wine</td>
<td>337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis 10:1 - 19</td>
<td>Generation of Noah</td>
<td>338</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exodus 3:14</td>
<td>Tell them I Am sent you</td>
<td>344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Song of Solomon 1:1-6</td>
<td>Queen of Sheba black?</td>
<td>354</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genesis 2:8 - 16</td>
<td>Geography - Garden of Eden</td>
<td>381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XX, 23</td>
<td>Moses' hand turned white [See Moslem Holy Qur'an or Kor'an]</td>
<td>388</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Another "Jew?" Kamamu Dama Atubakari [The Silent Warrior]

Dr. Yosef ben-Jochanan

Ndugu Gerald Gladney

Dr. Yosef ben-Jochanan is an African Historian and lecturer. As a lecturer, he is quite unorthodox, in that he makes no claim of being objective and unemotional about what he knows and its relationship to his people.

It is important to understand this in dealing with Dr. Ben, for much of the facts he presents are mixed with opinions. So that things that are matters of opinion can be accepted or rejected as you will, but that which is fact is indubitable.

If the author of this work had to give a self-analysis of the information he has presented he probably could not have done as good a job as the student journalist – "Ndugu Gerald Gladney" – did above. Mr. Gladney's "...PEEPED MY HOLD CARD..." said Doc Ben: "...I must sure use his remarks somewhere in my own work; the brother is entitled to be read by the general Black Community..." Alkobuian Books Associates can only add that '...BROTHER DOC BEN DID IT AGAIN...'.

A former practicing African/Black/Ethiopian "Jew," ben-Jochanan now considers himself somewhat of an 'agnostic.' He believes that "all religions are as good and bad as each others."
Certainly it will be said that the author - YOSEF A. A. ben-JOCHANNAN - had to do this book in order to clarify his position to all African people in the struggle for the redemption of African land - all of it. How is this possible if one segment of European can remain safe from any form of criticism in their role as equal slavemasters and slavemistresses of the same African people on their indigenous African continent?

I have taken all precautions to be as fair as was possible. I have left no stone unturned in my search for the truth as seen by an involved African in his own history and heritage; being, however, equally conscious that I have a vested interest in what I am writing about. Thus I make no excuse in saying I have written this work from the point of an African, from an African perspective, and for an African cause.

Again, I repeat.

"AFRICA IS FOR THE AFRICANS, THOSE AT HOME AND THOSE ABROAD"

[From Dr. Edward Wilmot Blyden: "Africa is For The Africans."
From Hon. Marcus Mosiah Garvey: "Those At Home And Those Abroad," Blyden in ca. 1891 or 1893 C.E./A.D.; Garvey in ca. 1916 or 1918 C.E./A.D.]
Yosef ben-Jochannan is a master teacher with a forceful command of ancient and contemporary history. He uses wit, humor and common sense to accent history and expose historical distortions. Dr. Ben has taught on the faculty of colleges and universities in the United States and abroad. His most recent assignment was as Senior Lecturer, Faculty of Languages, Al Azhar University (Arab Republic of Egypt). Prior to that he served as Adjunct Professor of History and Egyptology at Cornell University’s Africana Studies Research Center.
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This aspect of the history and heritage of the “Black Jews” is dedicated to all oppressed African people whose religion differs from those who control the power of life and death over most of us. Out of this it is hoped that a better understanding between African people will prevail inspite of our religious differences. Remember, religion is nothing more, or less, than a belief, and that any one of them is as Godly as another.
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